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Wesleyan University 2010–2011 Calendar
FALL 2010  FIRST SEMESTER

AuguST 24 Tuesday	 Graduate	housing	opens
 29 Sunday	 New	international	undergraduate	students	arrive
SEpTEMbER 1 Wednesday	 Class	of	2014,	new	transfer,	visiting,	and	exchange	students	arrive
 2 Thursday	 Mandatory	Graduate	Pedagogy	Session,	8:30	a.m.
 3 Friday	 Course	registration	for	Class	of	2014,	new	transfer,	visiting,	and	exchange	students

On-campus	Enrollment	Period	for	graduates	and	undergraduates	begins
 4 Saturday	 University	housing	opens	for	all	undergraduates,	9	a.m.
 6 Monday	 Classes	begin

Drop/Add	Period	begins	
On-campus	Enrollment	Period	for	graduates	and	undergraduates	ends,	5	p.m.

 13 Monday	 GLSP	classes	begin
 17 Friday	 Drop/Add	Period	ends,	11:59	p.m.
OcTObER 15 Friday	 Last	day	to	withdraw	from	1st-quarter	classes	

Fall	break	begins	at	the	end	of	class	day
 20 Wednesday	 Fall	break	ends,	8	a.m.
 22 Friday	 1st-quarter	classes	end
 22–24 Friday–Sunday	 Homecoming/Family	Weekend
 25 Monday	 2nd-quarter	classes	begin	(2nd	quarter	classes	may	be	added	or	dropped

during	the	five	working	days	following	the	first	class	meeting)
NOvEMbER 23 Tuesday	 Thansksgiving	recess	begins	at	the	end	of	class	day
 29 Monday	 Thanksgiving	recess	ends,	8	a.m.
DEcEMbER 3 Friday	 Last	day	to	withdraw	from	full-semester	and	2nd-quarter	classes
 10 Friday		 Undergraduate	and	graduate	classes	end

GLSP	classes	end
 11–14 Saturday–Tuesday	 Reading	period
 13–17 Monday–Friday	 GLSP	final	examinations
 15–18 Wednesday–Saturday	 Undergraduate	final	examinations
 19 Sunday	 University	housing	closes,	noon

SpRINg 2011  SEcOND SEMESTER

JANuARy  4 Tuesday	 All	Fall	2010	grades	(freshman,	sophomore,	junior,	senior,	and	graduate)	submitted	to	
the	Registrar’s	Office.	Grade	Entry	System	closes	at	11:59	p.m.

 17 Monday	 University	housing	opens	for	all	undergraduates,	9	a.m.
  	 On-campus	Enrollment	Period	for	undergraduates	and	graduates	begins
 20 Thursday	 Classes	and	Drop/Add	Period	begin
  	 On-campus	Enrollment	Period	for	undergraduates	and	graduates	ends,	5	p.m.
 24 Monday	 GLSP	classes	begin
FEbRuARy 2 Wednesday	 Drop/Add	Period	ends,	11:59	p.m.
 25 Friday	 Last	day	to	withdraw	from	3rd-quarter	classes
MARch 4 Friday		 3rd-quarter	classes	end

Midsemester	recess	begins	at	the	end	of	class	day
 21 Monday	 Midsemester	recess	ends,	8	a.m.

4th-quarter	classes	begin.	(4th-quarter	classes	may	be	added	or	dropped	
during	the	five	working	days	following	the	first	class	meeting)

ApRIL 8 Friday		 Approved	graduate	thesis/dissertation	titles	due	in	Graduate	Office,	4	p.m.
 11 Monday	 MA	oral	examinations	begin
 12 Tuesday	 Deadline	to	register	senior	thesis/essay	in	Student	Portfolio,	4	p.m.
 27 Wednesday	 Last	day	to	withdraw	from	full-semester	&	4th-quarter	classes
 29 Friday	 GLSP	classes	end
MAy 2–6 Monday–Friday	 GLSP	final	examinations
 3 Tuesday		 MA	oral	examinations	end

MA	and	PhD	examinations	end,	5	p.m.
 4 Wednesday	 Undergraduate	and	graduate	classes	end
 6 Friday	 PhD	dissertations	due	in	Graduate	Office,	4	p.m.
 6–9 Friday–Monday	 Reading	Period
 10–13 Tuesday–Friday	 Undergraduate	final	exams
 14 Saturday	 University	housing	closes,	noon
 16 Monday	 Spring	2011	grades	for	degree	candidates	(seniors	and	graduate	students)

submitted	to	the	Registrar’s	Office	by	noon
 19–22 Thursday–Sunday	 Reunion	&	Commencement	2011
 22 Sunday	 179th	Commencement
 25 Wednesday	 All	remaining	Spring	2011	grades	(freshman,	sophomore,	junior,	and	graduate)	

submitted	to	the	Registrar’s	Office.	Grade	Entry	System	closes	at	11:59	p.m.

SuMMER 2011

JuNE  13–17 Monday–Friday	 June	Immersion	Session	I	(GLSP)
 20–24 Monday–Friday	 June	Immersion	Session	II	(GLSP)
 27 Monday	 GLSP	regular-term	classes	begin
JuLy 4 Monday	 No	GLSP	classes	(Independence	Day	holiday)
 29 Friday	 GLSP	regular-term	classes	end
AuguST 1–5 Monday–Friday		 August	Immersion	Session	I	(GLSP)
 8–12 Monday–Friday	 August	Immersion	Session	II	(GLSP)

  1
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Wesleyan University: A Brief History
Wesleyan University Was foUnded in 1831 by Methodist leaders and Middletown citizens. instruction began with 48 
students of  varying ages, the president, three professors, and one tutor; tuition was $36 per year.

today Wesleyan offers instruction in 40 departments and 47 major fields of  study and awards the bachelor of  arts and graduate 
degrees. the master of  arts degree and the doctor of  philosophy are regularly awarded in six fields of  study. students may choose 
from more than 900 courses each year and may be counted upon to devise, with the faculty, some 900 individual tutorials and lessons.

the student body is made up of  approximately 2,700 full-time undergraduates and 200 graduate students, as well as more than 
400 part-time students in the Graduate liberal studies Program (GlsP). an ongoing faculty of  more than 300 is joined each semester 
by a distinguished group of  visiting artists and professors. But despite Wesleyan’s growth, today’s student/instructor ratio remains at 9 
to 1, and about two thirds of  all courses enroll fewer than 20 students.

named for John Wesley, the founder of  Methodism, Wesleyan is among the oldest of  the numerous originally Methodist institu-
tions of  higher education in the United states. the Methodist movement originated in england in the 1720s and was particularly 
important for its early emphasis on social service and education. from its inception, Wesleyan offered a liberal arts program rather than 
theological training. ties to the Methodist church, which were particularly strong in the earliest years and from the 1870s to the 1890s, 
waxed and waned throughout the 19th and early 20th centuries. Wesleyan became fully independent of  the Methodist church in 1937.

Wesleyan’s first president, Willbur fisk, a prominent Methodist educator, set out an enduring theme at his inaugural address in 
september 1831. President fisk stated that education serves two purposes: “the good of  the individual educated and the good of  the 
world.” student and faculty involvement in a wide range of  community-service activities reflected President fisk’s goals in the 19th 
century and continues to do so today.

Wesleyan has been known for curricular innovations since its founding. at a time when classical studies dominated the american 
college curriculum, emulating the european model, President fisk sought to put modern languages, literature, and natural sciences on 
an equal footing with the classics. When Judd Hall, now home to the Psychology department, was built in 1870, it was one of  the 
first american college buildings designed to be dedicated wholly to scientific study. Wesleyan faculty’s commitment to research dates 
to the 1860s.

the earliest Wesleyan students were all male, primarily Methodist, and almost exclusively white. from 1872 to 1912, Wesleyan 
was a pioneer in the field of  coeducation, admitting a limited number of  women to study and earn degrees alongside the male students. 
Coeducation succumbed to the pressure of  male alumni, some of  whom believed that it diminished Wesleyan’s standing in comparison 
with its academic peers. in 1911, some of  Wesleyan’s alumnae founded the Connecticut College for Women in new london to help 
fill the void left when Wesleyan closed its doors to women.

Under the leadership of  victor l. Butterfield, who served as president from 1943 to 1967, interdisciplinary study flourished. 
the Center for advanced studies (now the Center for the Humanities) brought to campus outstanding scholars and public figures 
who worked closely with both faculty and students. the Graduate liberal studies Program, founded in 1953, is the oldest liberal 
studies program and the first grantor of  the Mals (master of  liberal studies) and Cas (certificate of  advanced studies) degrees. 
in this same period, the undergraduate interdisciplinary programs, the College of  letters, College of  social studies, and the now-
defunct College of  Quantitative studies, were inaugurated. Wesleyan’s model program in world music, or ethnomusicology, also 
dates from this period. doctoral programs in the sciences and ethnomusicology were instituted in the early 1960s.

during the 1960s, Wesleyan began actively to recruit students of  color. Many Wesleyan faculty, students, and staff  were active 
in the civil rights movement, and the reverend Martin luther King Jr. visited campus several times. By 1968, women were again 
admitted as transfer students. in 1970, the first female students were admitted to Wesleyan to the freshmen class since 1909. the 
return of  coeducation heralded a dramatic expansion in the size of  the student body, and gender parity was achieved very quickly.

Wesleyan’s programs and facilities expanded as well, and new interdisciplinary centers were developed. the Center for african 
american studies, which grew out of  the african american institute (founded in 1969), was established in 1974. the Center for 
the arts, home of  the University’s visual and performance arts departments and performance series, was designed by prominent ar-
chitects Kevin roche and John dinkeloo and opened in the fall of  1973. the Mansfield freeman Center for east asian studies was 
established in 1987. the Center for the americas, which combines american studies and latin american studies, was inaugurated 
in 1998. the Center for film studies, with state-of-the-art projection and production facilities, opened in 2004.

an addition of  the freeman athletic Center opened in 2005 with the 1,200-seat silloway gymnasium for basketball and 
volleyball, the 7,500-square-foot andersen fitness Center, and the rosenbaum squash Center with eight courts. in January 2005, 
when the Wesleyan Campaign—which began in 2000—came to a close, it had raised more than $281 million for student aid, 
faculty and academic excellence, and campus renewal. fall 2007 marked the opening of  the suzanne lemberg Usdan University 
Center and the adjacent renovated fayerweather building, which retains the towers of  the original fayerweather structure as part 
of  its façade. the Usdan Center overlooks andrus field, College row, and olin library and houses dining facilities for students 
and faculty, seminar and meeting spaces, the Wesleyan student assembly, the post office, and retail space. fayerweather provides 
common areas for lectures, recitals, performances, and other events; it contains a large space on the second floor, Beckham Hall, 
named for the late edgar Beckham who was dean of  the college from 1973–1990.

Michael s. roth became Wesleyan’s 16th president at the beginning of  the 2007–08 academic year. He has undertaken a num-
ber of  initiatives that have energized the curriculum, and he has increased grant support for Wesleyan undergraduates who receive 
financial aid. in 2009, the energy-efficient allbritton Center opened as the home to two new programs: the allbritton Center for 
the study of  Public life, which links intellectual work on campus to policy issues nationally and internationally, and the shapiro 
Creative Writing Center, which brings together students and faculty seriously engaged in writing. a multidisciplinary College of  
the environment has been launched, and civic engagement has become more anchored in the University’s culture. in the last two 
years, Wesleyan has seen a 30 percent increase in applications for admission.
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Wesleyan’s Curriculum
Wesleyan is committed to the values of  learning in the liberal arts and sciences and to the academic programs through which that 
commitment is expressed. the University aims to produce broadly educated graduates who, by virtue of  their exposure to the myriad 
intellectual and social resources of  the institution, are prepared to pursue productive and meaningful lives.

gENERAL EDucATION, ESSENTIAL cApAbILITIES, AND ThE MAJOR cONcENTRATIONS
the University aims to accomplish these goals through a three-pronged approach that exposes students to the most essential issues in 
broad areas of  knowledge; enhances our students’ skills in interpreting, communicating, and creating knowledge; and allows them to 
explore one area of  knowledge more deeply. the first component of  this approach is fulfilled by means of  the general education expec-
tations, the second by taking courses that will enhance the students’ essential capabilities, and the third by completing a concentration 
requirement. We believe that this combination of  breadth, depth, and skills will prepare our students to meet the challenges they will 
face throughout their lives, to continue to be lifelong learners, and to grow as productive, creative, and ethical human beings.
General Education. in support of  this mission and to help students pursue the goals of  a general education that extends intellectual 
horizons, broadens perspectives, and provides a context for specialized academic knowledge, the faculty has divided the curriculum 
into three areas and established a distributional expectation for each of  them. the three areas are the natural sciences and mathematics 
(nsM), the social and behavioral sciences (sBs), and the humanities and the arts (Ha). 

in consultation with their advisors, first-year students and sophomores choose courses that represent the essential subject matter 
and methodology of  the natural sciences and mathematics, the social and behavioral sciences, and the humanities and the arts. the 
expectation is that all students will distribute their course work in the first two years so that by the end, they will have earned at least 
two course credits in each of  the three areas, all from different departments or programs. in addition, students are expected to take one 
additional course credit in each of  the three areas in the last two years, for a total of  nine general education course credits. students who 
do not meet these expectations by the time of  graduation will not be eligible for University honors, Phi Beta Kappa, honors in general 
scholarship, and honors in certain departments.
Essential Capabilities. in addition to the fulfillment of  general education expectations, the faculty has identified 10 essential capabili-
ties that all graduates should acquire: 

•	Writing: the ability to write coherently and effectively. this skill implies the ability to reflect on the writing process and to choose 
a style, tone, and method of  argumentation appropriate to the intended audience.

•	Speaking: the ability to speak clearly and effectively. this skill involves the ability to articulate and advocate for ideas, to listen, to 
express in words the nature and import of  artistic works, and to participate effectively in public forums, choosing the level of  dis-
course appropriate to the occasion.

•	Interpretation: the ability to understand, evaluate, and contextualize meaningful forms, including written texts, objects, practices, 
performances, and sites. this includes (but is not limited to) qualitative responses to subjects, whether in language or in a nonverbal, 
artistic, or scientific medium.

•	Quantitative	Reasoning: the ability to understand and use numerical ideas and methods to describe and analyze quantifiable properties 
of  the world. Quantitative reasoning involves skills such as making reliable measurements, using statistical reasoning, modeling empiri-
cal data, formulating mathematical descriptions and theories, and using mathematical techniques to explain data and predict outcomes.

•	Logical	Reasoning: the ability to make, recognize, and assess logical arguments. this skill involves extracting or extending knowledge 
on the basis of  existing knowledge through deductive inference and inductive reasoning.

•	Designing,	Creating,	and	Realizing: the ability to design, create, and build. this skill might be demonstrated through scientific experi-
mentation to realize a research endeavor, a theater or dance production, or creation of  works such as a painting, a film, or a musical 
composition.

•	Ethical	Reasoning: the ability to reflect on moral issues in the abstract and in historical narratives within particular traditions. ethical 
reasoning is the ability to identify, assess, and develop ethical arguments from a variety of  ethical positions.

•	Intercultural	Literacy: the ability to understand diverse cultural formations in relation to their wider historical and social contexts and 
environments. intercultural literacy also implies the ability to understand and respect another point of  view. study of  a language 
not one’s own, contemporary or classical, is central to this skill. the study of  a language embedded in a different cultural context, 
whether in north america or abroad, may also contribute to this ability.

•	Information	 Literacy: the ability to locate, evaluate, and effectively use various sources of  information for a specific purpose. 
information literacy implies the ability to judge the relevance and reliability of  information sources as well as to present a line of  
investigation in an appropriate format.

•	Effective	Citizenship: the ability to analyze and develop informed opinions on the political and social life of  one’s local community, 
one’s country, and the global community and to engage in constructive action if  appropriate. as with intercultural literacy, study 
abroad or in a different cultural context within north america may contribute to a firm grasp of  this ability.

in contrast to the general education expectations, which are content-based and focus on broad but discrete areas of  knowledge, the es-
sential capabilities are skill-based and generally interdisciplinary. some, such as critical thinking, are so deeply embedded in all or most 
of  our courses that they feature prominently in our everyday discussions with students as well as in our written documents about our 
educational mission but are not amenable for use as course labels precisely because they are ubiquitous. others, such as reading, which 
are nearly so, are antecedent and therefore embedded in other capabilities, such as writing and information literacy. nearly all of  the 
essential capabilities, even those that seem most content based, such as quantitative or ethical reasoning, may be honed in courses that 
span the curriculum. the former, for example, may be sharpened in courses in mathematics, government, architecture, or music. the latter 
may be deepened by taking courses in philosophy, literature, or biology. some essential capabilities can be pursued in particular courses 
or, as in intercultural literacy, in clusters of  courses that may be offered in fields such as anthropology, history, or environmental studies. 
and yet others, such as the capacity for effective citizenship, may be developed not only in the classroom but also through participation 
in Wesleyan’s highly interactive and diverse community and student government.
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Major Concentrations. Wesleyan students are required to choose a field of  concentration because intensive work and a degree of  dis-
ciplined mastery in a major field of  learning are indispensable dimensions of  a liberal education. the concentration may help a student 
prepare for a specific profession or may be necessary for a more specialized education in graduate schools or other postbaccalaureate 
educational institutions. But most important, the concentration helps the student to develop expertise in one area and to apply the per-
spectives gained from exposure to wide fields of  knowledge (general education expectations) and the abilities learned by improving their 
skills by practicing the essential capabilities. Concentrations can take the several forms—a departmental or interdepartmental major or a 
college program (College of  letters or College of  social studies). Generally, students declare a major in the spring of  their sophomore 
year, when they have sampled widely from different areas of  the curriculum, have completed the first stage of  their general education 
expectations, have improved their skills in many of  the capabilities, and are ready to develop deeper knowledge in a particular area of  
study. While concentrating on their majors, students continue to develop their writing and speaking skills, their logical abilities, their 
capacity to interpret, and so on, but they increasingly apply these skills to one discipline or to a specific area of  an interdisciplinary field.
Academic Advising. academic advisors are assigned to each student in fields of  mutual interest. as first-year students, their advisors are 
assigned from faculty who teach a course the student will take in the first year or in a field in which the student has expressed interest. 
once a student declares a major, the advisor is assigned from that department or program. the role of  the advisor is to help the student 
develop a coherent program of  study that will mesh general education expectations, the essential capabilities, and the requirements for 
the major in a way that best responds to the student’s unique aspirations and talents. students are expected to consult with their advisors 
and to reflect on how best to develop their strengths in each of  the above areas.

students, with the help of  faculty advisors, typically put together an academic program that includes lecture-style courses, smaller 
seminars, laboratories, and performance courses. every student is given the opportunity to take a seminar course specially designed for 
first-year students. these first-year initiative (fyi) seminars are offered on a range of  topics spanning the curriculum and provide first-
year students with an opportunity for interactive learning in small, participatory discussion groups that allow for close interaction with 
faculty members and other students. frequently, a first-year student’s faculty advisor is also the instructor of  the student’s fyi seminar.

students are supported in these endeavors by WesMaps, an online guide to the curriculum, that, as the name implies, helps them map 
the courses that are offered each semester, and by the electronic portfolio that keeps track of  each student’s progress in fulfilling the 
general education expectations, in enhancing their essential capabilities, and in fulfilling the requirements for the major. the electronic 
portfolios contain both official information about students’ progress at Wesleyan and personal information added by students. the port-
folios support students as they work with faculty advisors in refining their academic goals and choosing and sequencing their courses 
appropriately. electronic portfolios provide students with opportunities to assess their accomplishments at Wesleyan and to share their 
work with faculty advisors, prospective employers, friends, and family.

Wesleyan’s approach to liberal education consists of  a combination of  general education expectations, the essential capabilities, and 
the major—all supported by individual advising and electronic tools. no one aspect of  this approach can be understood without refer-
ence to the others. together, they constitute a coherent and distinguished approach to education.

MAJORS AT WESLEyAN 

Student Academic Resources 
Wesleyan provides a range of  academic services to students in support of  learning both in and outside the classroom. the student 
academic resources network (sarn) coordinates programs for intellectual enrichment and academic support. the network’s goals are 
to foster a community culture that recognizes the relationship between intellectual growth and personal development; to ensure that 
students know about and are encouraged to seek out appropriate services; and to share information among programs and constituents to 
ensure the provision of  high-quality and accessible services that facilitate academic achievement for all students.

sarn is a network of  these resources that crosses organizational lines in an effort to provide seamless services to students. Partners 
in the network include the Writing Workshop, the Math Workshop, the class deans’ peer-tutoring program. the Career resource Center, 
often thought of  as a postgraduate service, is another important partner in the network. Wesleyan also provides academic services for 
students with learning disabilities and language services for nonnative speakers. another part of  sarn is grant-funded programs, such 
as the Mellon Mays Undergraduate fellowship Program and the Health Professions Partnership initiative, that typically target specific 
groups, generally disadvantaged or underrepresented groups in specific professions and academic disciplines.

Because the services of  sarn report to a variety of  offices on campus, the office of  the deans is working to coordinate these 
services. Questions about services and referrals can be directed to www.wesleyan.edu/sarn.

african american studies
american studies
anthropology
archaeology
art History 
art studio
astronomy 
Biology
Chemistry
Classical Civilization
Classics
College of  letters
College of  social studies
Computer science
dance
earth and environmental sciences

east asian studies
economics
english
environmental studies
feminist, Gender, and sexuality studies
film studies 
french studies
German studies
Government
History
iberian studies
italian studies
latin american studies
Mathematics
Mathematics-economics
Medieval studies

Molecular Biology and Biochemistry
Music
neuroscience and Behavior 
Philosophy
Physics
Psychology
religion
romance studies
russian and east european studies
russian
science in society Program
sociology
spanish
theater
University Major (individualized)
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cAREER ADvISINg
employers and graduate schools look for applicants who can write well, think critically, and solve problems independently. Because 
of  their liberal arts training, Wesleyan students attain these skills in the context of  a wider knowledge of  human experiences. While 
students need not prepare narrowly for their careers, Wesleyan encourages them to give careful thought to their lives after graduation.

Wesleyan’s Career resource Center is an important campus resource, helping students plan for life after graduation. With a staff  
of  trained counselors, the center provides information and advice about graduate schools, maintains a listing of  job and internship op-
portunities and an active alumni network, assists students to prepare resumes, arranges interviews with many employers representing a 
wide range of  occupations, and provides special guidance for pre-health, pre-medical, pre-law, and pre-business students. the Career 
resource Center’s extensive Web site provides the latest information about the center’s resources and activities.

hEALTh pROFESSIONS AND pRE-MEDIcAL ADvISINg
Health professions and medical schools welcome students with a liberal arts background. a liberal arts education does not exclude the 
scientific and quantitative knowledge required to become an outstanding health professional; rather, it includes courses from these disci-
plines within a larger intellectual context. students are encouraged to explore and test their interest in a given health profession through 
internships, summer employment, and volunteer positions before applying to graduate school. experience in conducting research is very 
useful in learning about a field and developing the skills needed to contribute to ongoing research and to evaluate the work of  others. 
students with a particular interest in the natural sciences have the opportunity to participate in laboratory research projects under the 
supervision of  Wesleyan faculty who are principal investigators with on-campus research groups that may also include graduate students. 
in recent years, undergraduates have also participated in public health and clinical research both on and off  campus. some student 
researchers have been co-authors of  papers published in scientific journals or have presented the results of  their research at scholarly 
meetings. in addition, the Career resource Center and the office of  Community service provide information about volunteer opportu-
nities on campus and in the local community for students considering the health professions. the health professions page of  the Career 
resource Center’s Web site offers detailed information about preparing for health-related careers and an extensive list of  the internship 
opportunities offered nationwide for which our students are eligible.

Beginning with the first week of  the first year and continuing beyond graduation, a specialized health professions advisor is avail-
able to assist students and graduates interested in any of  the health professions with academic planning, identification of  summer op-
portunities, and preparation for and navigation of  the application process to health professions graduate schools. the Wesleyan Health 
Professions Panel offers current students and those within five years of  graduation a letter of  institutional sponsorship at the time of  
application to medical, dental, or veterinary school. the success of  Wesleyan’s alumni in fields such as medicine, dentistry, midwifery, 
psychology, and public health attests to the quality of  our undergraduate curriculum and our career advising. the percentage of  appli-
cants with Wesleyan undergraduate degrees accepted into medical school is significantly above the national average.

pRE-LAW
law schools have long recognized that liberal arts institutions provide the best possible preparation for future attorneys. they look for 
students who possess particular intellectual skills: the ability to think critically, analyze a situation, extract pertinent information, and 
communicate effectively, both orally and in writing. any academic major is acceptable to a law school. traditionally, popular subjects 
of  study for pre-law students have included history, government, economics, english, american studies, and philosophy. now, how-
ever, law schools also encourage science majors and students with a background in the arts to apply.

Many Wesleyan students participate in a community service related to law, including work with Connecticut legal services, the United 
labor agency, the Consumer Protection agency, the legal defense and education fund, and for private firms in Middletown.

the Career resource Center has a designated pre-law advisor who provides resources and information for students considering 
careers in and related to law. students and graduates are encouraged to meet with an advisor individually, attend informational work-
shops, use the center’s library, and seek faculty assistance in determining which law schools would provide the best experience for 
them. the Career resource Center has an extensive section on its Web site devoted to the law school admission process.

pRE-buSINESS
Wesleyan alumni are sought-after in the business world. a significant number of  the employers who recruit on campus are business con-
cerns. top employers in the past two years have included McKinsey & Co., Morgan stanley, aetna, the Hartford, lehman Brothers, and JP 
Morgan. Wesleyan has a reputation among employers for producing students who have well-developed organizational and leadership skills.

a Wesleyan student in almost any major who does well and plans his or her courses with an eye toward meeting entrance require-
ments for professional study will be well prepared for business school. it is rare for undergraduates to go directly to a top-tier business 
school without work experience. in fact, many of  the top-tier business schools require two to four years of  work experience for com-
petitive candidates. students interested in fields such as banking and consulting should plan to take quantitative courses offered by a 
number of  academic departments.

cOcuRRIcuLAR OppORTuNITIES
Community Service
the office of  Community service and volunteerism (oCs), which is part of  the Center for Community Partnerships (CCP), serves 
as a resource for students, faculty, and staff  who are interested in volunteer opportunities in the Middletown community. the office 
has information on more than 75 local social service agencies and their volunteer needs. individuals can serve meals in a soup kitchen, 
adopt a grandparent, tutor a Middletown child, work in a local hospital, or participate in a wide range of  other activities. Many vol-
unteer opportunities are within walking distance of  campus; however, oCs can offer limited transportation to students. as part of  
the Center for Community Partnerships, the office works with the service-learning Center, office of  Community relations, and the 
Green street arts Center to encourage and support University-community collaborations. for more information, call oCs at x2851 or 
check out the center’s Web site: www.wesleyan.edu/ccp.
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Internships
Wesleyan students have been involved in a broad range of  work experiences through internships and Career outlook externships dur-
ing the January intersession sponsored by the Career resource Center. students have worked in hospitals, museums, television stations, 
architectural firms, publishing companies, literary agencies, brokerage firms, and educational institutions. students on financial aid are 
eligible for funding for summer internships through a summer experience fund.

Academic Regulations for Students Entering Wesleyan in and After the Fall of 2000

DEgREE REQuIREMENTS
Wesleyan University confers only one undergraduate degree, the bachelor of  arts. degrees are awarded once a year at Commencement. 
students who complete the requirements for the degree at other times during the year will be recommended to receive the degree at the 
next Commencement. Based on a modification voted by the faculty, the requirements for this degree specified below are for students 
entering Wesleyan in and after the fall of  2000. students who entered Wesleyan prior to the fall of  2000 must refer to the appropriate 
section of  the degree requirements and academic regulations at the Web site www.wesleyan.edu/registrar/arold.

gRADuATION REQuIREMENTS FOR ENTRy IN AND AFTER ThE FALL OF 2000
for those students who enter Wesleyan in and after the fall of  2000, the requirements for graduation are (1) satisfaction of  requirements 
for a major; (2) satisfactory completion of  32 course credits, no fewer than 16 of  which must be earned at Wesleyan or in Wesleyan-
sponsored programs; (3) a cumulative average of  74 percent or work of  equivalent quality; and (4) at least six semesters in residency at 
Wesleyan as full-time students; for students entering in their first year (for students entering as sophomore transfers, at least five semesters 
in residency at Wesleyan as full-time students; for students entering as midyear sophomores or junior transfers, at least four semesters in 
residency at Wesleyan as full-time students). full-time residence at Wesleyan means enrollment for at least three credits (with a normal 
course load being four credits) in a given semester. any semester in which a grade is given is counted as a Wesleyan semester for pur-
poses of  graduation. if  a conversion to semester hours is required, each Wesleyan credit may be assigned a value of  four semester hours.

all courses taken at Wesleyan will be listed on the student’s transcript. However, there are limits on the number of  credits students 
can count toward the total of  32 course credits required for the bachelor of  arts. no more than 16 courses in one department can 
be counted tward the degree requirements; such credits could be earned through a combination of  department, prematriculant, study 
abroad, and/or transfer credits. if  a given course appears in more than one departmental listing, i.e., is cross-listed, it must be counted 
in all departments in which it is listed. a student who exceeds these limits will be considered oversubscribed and the additional course 
credits may not count toward the 32 required for the bachelor of  arts.
in addition, the student may count toward the 32 credits a maximum of  the following credits:
• Physical education courses and student forums

• no more than one credit in physical education
• a maximum of  two credits of  student forums
• a combined maximum of  two credits in physical education and student forums

• teaching apprenticeships—a maximum of  two teaching apprentice credits
• tutorials—a combined maximum of  four individual and group tutorial credits
• independent study and education in the field—a combined maximum of  four independent study and education-in-the-field credits
While a maximum of  two credits earned before matriculation by entering first-year students may count toward the Wesleyan degree, all such 
credits that have been duly approved by Wesleyan departments will be listed on the student’s transcript. this applies to advanced Placement 
(aP), international Baccalaureate, and advance-level and ordinary-level exams, as well as any college-level courses taken with college 
students and taught by a college teacher on a college campus, provided that the course meets Wesleyan’s transfer credit criteria. aside from 
aP credits and other credits regularly awarded on the basis of  centrally administered examinations, no course that is listed for credit on a 
student’s high school transcript may be used for Wesleyan credit.

MAJOR
to satisfy the major requirement, a student must complete a departmental major, an interdepartmental major, or a collegiate program 
(College of  letters or College of  social studies). a student will graduate if  the requirements of  one major are fulfilled in conjunction 
with the completion of  other degree requirements.

students should apply for acceptance as a major in a department or program by the first week of  March of  the sophomore year. 
declaration as a major in a department or program may not be made prior to the start of  the second semester of  the sophomore year. 
However, application for membership in the College of  letters or the College of  social studies should be submitted by the end of  the 
first year. eligibility requirements are set by the department, program, or college, which may deny access or the privilege of  continua-
tion to any student whose performance is unsatisfactory. a student who has not been accepted as a major or as a member of  a collegiate 
program by the beginning of  the junior year may not be permitted to enroll in the University. a student who has not submitted a senior 
Concentration form to the office of  the deans at the beginning of  the senior year may not be permitted to enroll until the senior 
Concentration form is submitted.

DEpARTMENTAL MAJOR pROgRAMS
the departmental major is an integrated program of  advanced study approved by the major department. it consists of  a minimum of  
eight course credits numbered 201 or higher. no more than four course credits in the departmental major may be elected from other 
than the major department. Please see Graduation requirements for the number of  credits that may be counted toward the bachelor 
of  arts degree and oversubscription.

the major advisor must approve any change in a student’s major. if  the change occurs during the senior year, the student must submit 
a new senior Concentration form to the office of  the deans.
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cOMpREhENSIvE ExAMINATION
in those departments in which a comprehensive examination is required, passing the examination is a condition of  graduation. the ma-
jor departments determine the nature and scope of  the examinations, the amount of  supervision to be given to the student in preparation 
for them, and the time and place of  their administration. Both oral and written examinations may be required.

a student who has passed the comprehensive examination with a grade deemed creditable by the major department may be excused 
by the department from the final examination of  the last semester in any course in that department and in any extra departmental course 
included in the major program. the student may substitute the grade attained in the comprehensive examination for the final examina-
tion grade in each of  the designated courses. in all such cases, permission of  the course instructor is required.

if  a student fails to qualify for the degree in the senior year solely through failure to attain a satisfactory grade in the comprehensive 
examination, but having satisfied all other requirements for graduation, the student may be permitted to take a second comprehensive 
examination.

INTERDEpARTMENTAL MAJOR pROgRAMS
the University offers three kinds of  interdepartmental majors:

• Interdepartmental majors. these include african american studies; american studies; archaeological studies; east asian 
studies; environmental studies; feminist, gender, and sexuality studies; latin american studies; medieval studies; russian and east 
european studies; and science in society. the list may change from time to time.

• Departmentally-sponsored interdepartmental majors. two related departments may offer a joint major, subject to ap-
proval by the educational Policy Committee. at present, the approved major is mathematics-economics.

• university majors. a student may propose a University major program involving two or more departments, provided that an 
ad hoc group of  at least three members of  the faculty approves and supervises the program. students contemplating a University 
major should be accepted for admission to a regular departmental major, since the proposal for a University major must be ap-
proved by the Committee on University Majors. deadlines for application are november 1 for the fall semester and april 1 for 
the spring semester. additional information about the application procedure may be obtained from the office of  the deans.

all interdepartmental major programs, like departmental major programs, must include at least eight course credits numbered 201 or 
higher. other conditions, including additional courses, may be imposed.

cOLLEgIATE pROgRAMS
in the spring of  the first year, an undergraduate may apply for admission to the College of  letters or the College of  social studies. 
Both of  these programs offer an organized course of  study continuing through the sophomore, junior, and senior years that leads to 
the degree of  bachelor of  arts.

gENERAL EDucATION ExpEcTATIONS
the inclusion of  courses that fulfill Wesleyan’s general education expectations is vital to the student’s educational experience at Wesleyan. 
to assist in the experience, the faculty has divided the curriculum into three areas: natural sciences and mathematics (nsM), the social 
and behavioral sciences (sBs), and the humanities and the arts (Ha). the faculty has assigned a general education designation to a course 
when appropriate as well as established a distributional expectation for each general education area. in consultation with their advisors, 
first-year and sophomore students are encouraged to select courses from all three areas to experience the full dimension of  intellectual 
breadth vital to a liberal education.

General education courses in the natural sciences and mathematics introduce students to key methods of  thought and language that 
are indispensable to a liberal education as well as to our scientifically and technologically complex culture. they are intended to provide 
scientific skills necessary for critically evaluating contemporary problems. these courses apply scientific method, utilize quantitative 
reasoning, and enhance scientific literacy. they also provide a means of  comparison to other modes of  inquiry by including historical, 
epistemological, and ethical perspectives. the natural science and mathematics division has made special efforts to design and present a 
variety of  courses that meet these objectives and are appropriate for future majors in the humanities, arts, and social sciences, as well as 
those interested in majoring in one of  the natural sciences or mathematics.

General education courses in the social and behavioral sciences introduce students to the systematic study of  human behavior, 
both social and individual. they survey the historical processes that have shaped the modern world, examine political institutions and 
economic practices, scrutinize the principal theories and ideologies that form and interpret these institutions, and present methods for 
analyzing the workings of  the psyche and society.

General education courses in the humanities and the arts introduce students to languages and literature, to the arts and the mass 
media, and to philosophy and aesthetics—in short, to the works of  the creative imagination as well as to systems of  thought, belief, 
and communication. these courses provide both historical perspectives on and critical approaches to a diverse body of  literary, artistic, 
and cultural materials.

the general education expectations are divided into stages 1 and 2. the expectation for stage 1 is that all students will distribute their 
course work in the first two years in such a way that by the end of  the fourth semester, they will have earned at least two course credits in 
each of  the three areas, all from different departments or programs. to meet the expectation of  stage 2, students must also take one addi-
tional course credit in each of  the three areas prior to graduation, for a total of  nine general education course credits. advanced Placement 
and transfer credits do not meet Wesleyan’s general education expectations. However, courses taken prior to matriculating at Wesleyan may 
be considered for general education equivalency credit for transfer students. students may also request in advance that individual courses 
taken on an approved study-abroad program or a sponsored domestic study-away program be considered for equivalency. Courses taken 
on Wesleyan-administered study-abroad programs or through the twelve College exchange are coded for equivalency.

When a course has multiple general educational area assignments (nsM, sBs, Ha), a student must select one general education 
area assignment by the end of  the drop/add period. student forums and individual and group tutorials never carry a general education 
designation.
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a student who does not meet these expectations by the time of  graduation will not be eligible for University honors, Phi Beta 
Kappa, honors in general scholarship, and for honors in certain departments.

AcADEMIc STANDINg
Semester Credits and Course Load
students are expected to earn four credits in each of  eight semesters. students who plan a course schedule with fewer than four credits 
must have the approval of  their class dean and faculty advisor. students who enroll in fewer than three credits may have their enrollment 
in the University revoked. a student who plans a course schedule with five or more credits must have the approval of  the faculty advisor. 
Candidates for the undergraduate degree may not enroll as part-time students (fewer than three credits). a three-credit program is the 
minimum required to be considered a full-time student and for which full tuition will be charged. the exception is for seniors complet-
ing the second half  of  their senior thesis who need only this credit to fulfill all degree requirements. they may enroll for only the one 
thesis credit in their last semester, which will not count as a Wesleyan semester or Wesleyan semester in residence.

Grading System
a student’s academic performance in individual courses taken at Wesleyan will be evaluated either by letter grades (a-f) or by the designa-
tions credit (Cr) or unsatisfactory (U). at the discretion of  the instructor, all the students in a course may be restricted to a single grading 
mode, or each student may be allowed to choose between the two modes, also referred to as student option (oPt). instructors announce 
the grading options in WesMaps. in courses in which students have a choice of  grading mode, the final choice must be made by the end 
of  the drop/add period.

Whenever the credit/unsatisfactory mode is used, the faculty member is expected to submit to the office of  the registrar a written 
evaluation of  the student’s work in the course.

a student’s work in courses using letter grades is evaluated as follows: a, excellent; B, good; C, fair; d, passing but unsatisfactory; e, 
failure; and f, bad failure. these letter grades (with the exception of  the grade of  f) may be modified by the use of  plus and minus signs.
the numerical equivalents of  the letter grades are

a+  =  98.3 B+ =  88.3 C+ =  78.3 d+ = 68.3 e+ =  58.3 f =  45.0
a = 95.0  B =  85.0  C =  75.0 d =  65.0 e =  55.0
a- = 91.7  B- =  81.7  C-  =  71.7 d- =  61.7 e- =  51.7

Sequence Courses
the granting of  credit in two-semester courses (indicated by the “required Course sequence” notation in WesMaps) is contingent upon 
successful completion of  both semesters. a student who has failed the first semester of  a required course sequence may not continue in 
the second semester without the permission of  the instructor and the class dean. a student who receives the grade of  e (but not f) at 
midyear in a course running through the year and who is permitted by the instructor to continue the course in the second semester may 
receive credit for the first semester at the completion of  the course upon the recommendation of  the instructor to the class dean. at that 
time, the instructor may also recommend a revision of  the first-semester grade. if  this is not done, the grade for the first semester will 
remain recorded as e, but credit will be given for the first semester’s work. a student who fails the second semester of  a two-semester 
course loses credit for both semesters. 

Dean’s List
Wesleyan acknowledges high academic achievement at the end of  each semester. students who earn a semester GPa of  93.350 or better 
will be named to the dean’s list and will have a permanent transcript notation of  this achievement. to be eligible, a student must have 
completed at least 3.0 letter-graded credits at Wesleyan during the semester and have no unsatisfactory or failing grades. students with 
incomplete grades will be evaluated after the incomplete grade is made up.

Honors Program 
a degree with honors can be earned two ways: (1) departmental honors will be awarded to the student who has done outstanding work 
in the major field of  study and met the standards for honors or high honors set by the respective department or program; (2) Honors 
in general scholarship will be awarded to the student who is a University major or whose thesis topic or methodology is outside of  the 
domain appropriate for the award of  honors in the student’s major department(s) or program(s). the candidate for honors in general 
scholarship must have a minimum grade point average of  90.00, fulfill general education expectations and submit a senior thesis that 
meets the standard for honors or high honors set by the Committee on Honors.

in the fall semester of  the senior year, all candidates for departmental honors must either enroll in a senior thesis tutorial or, if  they 
are pursuing an alternate route to honors, must ask their department to forward their names to the Honors Committee as candidates. for 
honors in general scholarship, each candidate must submit (1) a brief  proposal describing the honors work; (2) a short statement telling 
how general education expectations have been or will be fulfilled; and (3) letters of  support from the thesis tutor and the department 
chair of  the student’s major (or, in the case of  a University major, from the supervising dean). the completed thesis is due in mid-april.

University honors is the highest award Wesleyan bestows. to be eligible, a student must fulfill general education expectations, earn 
high honors (either departmental or in general scholarship), be recommended for University honors, and qualify in an oral examina-
tion administered by the Committee on Honors. see Wesleyan’s online thesis Guide or contact the office of  the registrar for more 
information.

Phi Beta Kappa
the oldest national scholastic honor society, Phi Beta Kappa at Wesleyan is limited to 12 percent of  the graduating class each year. 
election to the society is based on grades and fulfillment of  the eligibility requirements described below.

fall election is based on grades through the end of  a student’s junior year and fulfillment of  the general education expectations (stages 
1 and 2). normally between 10 and 15 students are elected in the fall; transfer students are not eligible for consideration in the fall.

spring election is based on grades through the end of  a student’s first semester of  the senior year and fulfillment of  the general 
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education expectations (stages 1 and 2). transfer students are eligible for consideration in the spring. it is preferred that students com-
plete their general education expectations in their first semester senior year. However, a rationale for second-semester completion is not 
required, provided that the secretary of  the Gamma Chapter continuously monitors those students to guarantee completion of  stage 2 
of  the general education expectations.

in addition to fulfilling the general education expectations, students are expected to have a grade point average of  90 or above to 
be considered for election in the spring. the minimum grade point average for the fall election is 93. students are nominated by their 
major departments. 
Academic Review and Promotion
the University expects students to make good use of  Wesleyan’s educational resources. a student is expected to satisfy the require-
ments for the degree of  bachelor of  arts within eight semesters. to remain in academic good standing, an undergraduate is expected to 
maintain a cumulative average of  74 percent and to satisfy the following earned credit requirements. Pending credit for an incomplete 
or absent-from-final-examination with a provisional failing grade may not be considered credit earned. students who are provision-
ally required to resign over the summer due to a credit deficiency or who are at risk for required resignation due to failing provisional 
grades on incompletes must submit earned credit or completed work two to three weeks prior to the start of  fall semester classes. Upon 
submission of  a grade for an incomplete or absent-from-final grade, a student’s academic status will be reviewed. Promotions in class 
standing are made at the end of  each semester. 

Requirements for Academic good Standing

SemeSter..
completed

expected.creditS..
earned

minimum..
creditS.earned

First 4 2

Second 8 6

third 12 10

Fourth 16 14

Fifth 20 18

Sixth 24 22

Seventh 28 26

Requirements for promotion
• to be promoted to sophomore standing, a student must have satisfactorily completed at least six credits.
• to be promoted to junior standing, a student must have satisfactorily completed at least 14 credits and been accepted into a depart-

ment/program major.
• to be promoted to senior standing, a student must have satisfactorily completed at least 22 credits and made acceptable progress 

toward the completion of  the major.
students whose academic performance is deficient will be subject to the following forms of  academic discipline, according to the se-
riousness of  the deficiencies: (for purposes of  academic review, one course is the equivalent of  .75 to 1.50 credits. failing grades on 
partial-credit courses (.25 and .50) are treated as the equivalent of  a d.)
Warning. the mildest form of  academic discipline, usually recommended for students whose academic work in one course is passing 
but unsatisfactory (below C-).
Probation. the category of  academic discipline used when the academic deficiency is serious, usually involving failure to achieve the 
requisite cumulative average of  74 percent, failure in one course, or passing but unsatisfactory work in two courses. one passing but 
unsatisfactory grade continues a student on probation. a student on probation is required to meet regularly with the class dean and to 
perform at a satisfactory level in all courses. failure to do so usually results in more serious discipline. a student who receives more than 
two incompletes without the class dean’s permission may also be placed on probation.
Strict probation. the category of  discipline used in very serious cases of  academic deficiency, usually involving at least one of  the 
following conditions:
• failure in one course and passing but unsatisfactory work in another
• Passing but unsatisfactory work in three or four courses
• one failing grade or passing but unsatisfactory work in two courses while on probation
• Credit deficiency for promotion
• earning two or fewer credits in a single semester
students on strict probation are required to attend all classes, to complete all work on time, and to meet regularly with their class dean. 
they may not receive an incomplete without the class dean’s approval. one passing but unsatisfactory grade continues a student on 
strict probation.
Required resignation. the category of  discipline used when the student’s academic performance is so deficient as to warrant the 
student’s departure from the University for the purpose of  correcting the deficiencies. the notation “resigned” will be entered on the 
student’s official transcript. the performance of  students who are required to resign will usually involve at least one of  the following 
deficiencies:
for all students:
• failure to earn the required number of  credits for promotion
if  a student is in good standing:
• failure in two or more courses, or
• failure in one course and passing but unsatisfactory work in two others
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if  a student is on probation:
• failure in one course and passing but unsatisfactory work in one other, or
• Passing but unsatisfactory work in three or more courses
if  a student is on strict probation:
• failure in one or more courses
• Passing but unsatisfactory work in two or more courses

students who are required to resign may not be on campus or in University housing, nor may they participate in student activities or 
the life of  the University community while on this status. students who are required to resign may apply for readmission through the 
class dean after an absence of  at least two semesters. the process of  application for readmission requires a demonstration of  academic 
preparedness and fulfillment of  all the specified requirements for return. students readmitted after being required to resign will be placed 
on strict probation. 
Separation. the category of  discipline used when the student’s academic deficiencies are so serious as to warrant the student’s depar-
ture from the University without eligibility for readmission. the notation “separated” will be entered on the student’s official transcript. 
separation is imposed if  a student’s academic performance warrants required resignation for a second time.
Appeals. students who are required to resign or are separated from the University may appeal their status to the academic review 
Committee, a subcommittee of  the educational Policy Committee. a student who wishes to appeal must notify his or her class dean two 
days prior to the scheduled date on which appeals will be reviewed. information about the appeals procedure will be provided by the 
student’s class dean. appeals are reviewed by members of  the subcommittee of  the educational Policy Committee with attendance by 
the class deans and vice president for student affairs. a student may elect to attend his or her review or participate via telephone. the 
committee’s decisions are final.

Advanced Placement Credit, International Baccalaureate Credit,  
and Other Prematriculation Credit
a student who has completed an advanced Placement (aP) course or its equivalent while in secondary school and has achieved a score 
of  4 or 5 in the corresponding aP examination may be granted one or two credits toward the Wesleyan degree of  bachelor of  arts with 
the appropriate department approval.

students who have completed the international Baccalaureate (iB) course of  study and have received a score of  5, 6, or 7 on the cor-
responding iB examinations may be granted one or two credits for the higher level examination and .75 credits for the subsidiary-level 
examination toward the Wesleyan degree of  bachelor of  arts with the appropriate department approval.

for both the advanced Placement and the international Baccalaureate, the awarding of  credits will be determined at the discre-
tion of  the relevant department. the department may stipulate the award of  such credit upon successful completion of  course(s) at 
a specific level in the appropriate department of  the University. additional information about advanced Placement and international 
Baccalaureate credit may be obtained from the office of  the deans or from the relevant departments.  students wanting to post a-level 
credit should consult their class dean.

other prematriculation credits that the University will post on the Wesleyan transcript are courses taken with college students and 
taught by a college teacher on a college campus, provided the courses meet Wesleyan’s transfer credit criteria. Please see transfer of  
Credit from other institutions for further details.

a maximum of  two credits earned before matriculation will apply toward graduation. this includes advance Placement credit, 
international Baccalaureate credit, and college transfer courses posted to the Wesleyan transcript. While a maximum of  two credits will 
be counted toward the Wesleyan degree, all such credits that have been duly approved by Wesleyan departments will be listed on the 
student’s transcript. these credits may contribute to oversubscription in any one department.

students may use up to two prematriculation credits awarded for the purpose of  class promotion. However, students are not permit-
ted to use this credit to reduce the course load, to clear up failures or unsatisfactory work, or to count toward fulfillment of  the general 
education expectations.

Acceleration
a student may complete work for the bachelor of  arts degree in fewer than the normal eight semesters but in no less than the required 
semesters in residence. requests for acceleration should be made in writing to the student’s class dean. acceleration may be accom-
plished by (1) applying up to two prematriculation credits, such as approved transfer credits, advanced Placement credits, a-level credits, 
or international Baccalaureate credits; (2) transferring preapproved summer credit at Wesleyan or another institution; (3) completing 
independent study or education-in-the-field projects during a summer or an authorized leave of  absence; (4) transferring preapproved 
credit taken at another institution while on an approved leave of  absence; or (5) completing additional Wesleyan credits (beyond the 
normal course load per semester) during the academic year.

Nondegree, Part-Time Undergraduate Students
Wesleyan offers the following opportunities to take undergraduate courses on a nondegree, part-time, nonresidential basis. all non-
degree part-time students are subject to the following policies:
• an application is required; students must have a high school diploma or the equivalent (with the exception of  High school scholars), 

may not be matriculated or degree candidates at another academic institution or have already earned a bachelor’s degree, and must 
be approved for admission by one of  the programs below.

• nondegree-seeking undergraduates may take no more than two courses per term (High school scholars typically take only one).
• admission to nondegree status does not constitute admission to Wesleyan University. nondegree students who wish to apply for 

admission to degree candidacy may do so through the admission office. their applications will be reviewed according to the same 
rigorous standards as those of  other candidates for admission. nondegree undergraduates who become admitted to degree candi-
dacy will be expected to satisfy normal degree requirements, including the provision that only two courses taken prior to matricula-
tion (admission to degree candidacy) may count toward the degree.
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Auditors: subject to any conditions set by the instructor, permission to audit does not include permission to have tests, examinations, or 
papers read or graded. Wesleyan alumni and members of  the community who are not registered students are permitted to audit under-
graduate courses, subject to the following conditions: 
• that the presence of  an auditor not compromise undergraduates’ access to the course;
• that the auditor receive permission of  the instructor;
• that the terms of  the auditor’s participation in the work of  the course be mutually agreed upon in advance with the instructor;
• that no academic credit be awarded to an auditor and no transcript issued.
Center for Prison Education: Wesleyan offers the Center for Prison education, awarding undergraduate credit to incarcerated students 
who are admitted to and complete courses in the Center. all students in the center are subject to Wesleyan academic and nonacademic 
policies, as well as to center policies. Center courses are offered on-site at the correctional institution.
Community Scholars: individuals eligible for community scholar status cannot be matriculated at another academic institution or hold 
an undergraduate degree, and they must fall into one of  the categories listed below: 
• Members of  the Wesleyan community, i.e., employees of  the University, spouses/domestic partners of  members of  the faculty, 

administration, or staff; 
• Middletown-area residents, i.e., residents of  the following towns: Cromwell, durham, east Haddam, east Hampton, Haddam, 

Killingworth, Middlefield, Middletown, Moodus, Portland, and rocky Hill; 
• employees of  the city of  Middletown. 
Community scholars may enroll in up to two courses with the instructors’ approval if  their enrollment does not displace a degree-seek-
ing student. the tuition is a per-credit charge, based on Wesleyan’s full-time tuition. financial aid is not available for community scholars. 
Wesleyan University employees working full time and their spouses or partners may register for up to two courses in the fall and up to 
two courses in the spring semester free of  tuition payment. Wesleyan University employees working less than full time should consult 
the Human resources Web page to determine their eligibility. employees of  the city of  Middletown should contact the Middletown 
Personnel department to inquire about tuition assistance.
High School Scholars: Wesleyan permits outstanding juniors and seniors from selected area high schools to take one course per se-
mester at Wesleyan. application is made through the guidance counselor at each high school. the completed application should be 
submitted to the office of  admission. Permission is granted by the course instructor.

Transfer Students
students wishing to apply to Wesleyan as transfer students must have been enrolled for at least one full academic year at another post-
secondary academic institution and must have obtained the equivalent of  at least six Wesleyan credits. students who do not meet these 
conditions must apply for admission as first-year students.

it is expected that transfer students will keep pace with the class to which they are officially assigned by the office of  the deans; that 
is, the number of  Wesleyan semesters available to transfer students to earn the Wesleyan degree will be determined by their class standing 
on entry. for certain exceptional cases and upon petition to the class dean, students may be granted an additional semester to complete 
requirements for the bachelor’s degree. Please see Graduation requirements for residency requirement.

transfer students entering Wesleyan in the fall of  their sophomore year are expected to declare a major by the first week of  March of  
their sophomore year. transfer students who enter in their junior year must apply for acceptance into a major program as soon as possible, 
but no later than the end of  their first semester at Wesleyan.

Credits approved for transfer from other institutions may be considered by the student’s major department for inclusion in the major. 
transfer students are encouraged to comply with Wesleyan’s general education expectations. transfer credits earned prior to matriculation 
at Wesleyan may be evaluated for general education equivalency. Please note that grades in courses must be a C- or better to be eligible 
for transfer of  credit. no more than two credits may be transferred from one summer. 

International Study
students may earn Wesleyan credits by enrolling for nonresident study in either of  the following types of  programs abroad:
• Wesleyan-administered programs
• Wesleyan-approved programs
the only way in which courses taken abroad during the academic year can be credited toward a Wesleyan undergraduate degree is by 
prior approval from the office of  international studies.
Wesleyan-Administered Programs
Wesleyan-administered programs, alone or in a consortium, are

•	 France: vassar-Wesleyan Program in Paris
•	 Germany: Program in regensburg, in consortium with vanderbilt University and Wheaton College 
•	 Israel: Wesleyan University and trinity College Program in Jerusalem (suspended 2000–2010) 
•	 Italy: eastern College Consortium (eCCo) Program in Bologna
•	 Spain: vassar-Wesleyan Program in Madrid 

study on these programs does not count toward the residency requirement. Courses taken on these programs may fulfill general educa-
tion expectations if  course equivalency is determined before departure or, when course listings are not available beforehand, at the point 
of  course registration in the program.
Wesleyan-Approved Programs Abroad
the Committee on international studies has approved programs for Wesleyan credit in a wide range of  countries in africa, asia, 
europe, the Middle east, oceania, and the americas. the list is reviewed and updated annually. students may obtain a copy of  the 
list from the office of  international studies, 105 fisk Hall, or online at www.wesleyan.edu/ois/thelist.
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Programs Abroad Approved by Petition
in exceptional cases, the Committee on international studies may grant ad hoc approval for a program not included on the official list 
of  Wesleyan-approved programs. students must submit a petition, accompanied by a letter of  support from a member of  the Wesleyan 
faculty. students should understand that the burden of  justifying their choice (i.e., providing an academic justification for their participa-
tion in the program) is theirs. approval for such programs is granted on a one-time basis and exclusively for the applicant. regulations 
governing Wesleyan-approved programs (credits, fees, financial aid) apply to any program approved via petition.
International Study Regulations and Guidelines 
Copies of  the guidelines and financial procedures are available in the office of  international studies or online at www.wesleyan.edu/ois.

Credit toward graduation is granted automatically for preapproved course work completed on a Wesleyan-administered or 
Wesleyan-approved program. four credits are allowed for each of  two semesters. Permission for a fifth credit for any given semester 
may be granted by the program director in the case of  Wesleyan programs and by the director of  international studies for Wesleyan-
approved programs. school of  international training (sit) programs are eligible for 3.5 credits rather than four. Grades earned will be 
reported on the Wesleyan transcript and will be counted in GPa calculations. this is the only way in which credit is given for courses 
taken abroad, except for courses taken during the summer, which are processed as transfer credit.

Credit toward completion of  a major is not granted automatically for courses taken abroad. students must consult with a faculty 
member or major advisor when applying for study abroad and must have courses for major credit preapproved by the department be-
fore departure or, in the event that course information is not available before the program begins, at the point of  course registration in 
the program. Major credit is not granted retroactively, and students who need to change course selections on arrival abroad must seek 
approval at the time of  registration through their major advisor and the office of  international studies. it is the responsibility of  the 
student to check with the class dean concerning progress toward graduation and the possibility of  oversubscription. General educa-
tion credit may be granted for courses taken on administered and approved programs abroad only if  requested through the office of  
international studies and approved by the academic deans before departure or, when course listings are not available beforehand, at 
the point of  course registration in the program.

students placed on strict probation at the end of  the semester and students on medical leave are not eligible to study-abroad the 
following semester; exceptions may be made in the latter case. any grade of  incomplete (in), deferred grade (X), or absent from final 
exam (aB) must be resolved two weeks prior to the student’s departure date, and students with such grades on their transcript should 
consult with their class dean about the resolution process.

all University academic regulations apply to students studying for Wesleyan credit abroad, and withdrawal from a study- abroad 
program will be treated in the same way as withdrawal from the University. Wesleyan may withdraw a student from a program abroad 
or place a student on medical leave, should it be deemed advisable to do so.
Fees. students are considered to be enrolled at Wesleyan while abroad. they are therefore charged Wesleyan tuition and are eligible for 
financial aid. application for financial assistance should be made to the financial aid office. tuition charges cover the academic and 
administrative portions of  the program expense. expenses such as room and board, transportation, and cultural activities will be paid 
by students either through Wesleyan or directly, depending on the program. this financial arrangement applies to all study abroad for 
credit during the academic year.
Wesleyan programs. Program fees are set by the programs’ administering committees in consultation with the office of  academic 
affairs. the committees also establish the criteria for admission and process all applications, with assistance from the office of  
international studies. for information and application forms, students should contact the office of  international studies.
Wesleyan-approved programs. Besides applying directly to the sponsoring institution, students must fill out and submit to the director 
of  international studies a Wesleyan application form for permission to study abroad. the form is available at the office of  international 
studies or online, and all applications are subject to approval by the Committee on international studies.

Internal Special Study Programs
Summer Study at Wesleyan
students may earn summer credit at Wesleyan through the Wesleyan summer session, the Graduate liberal studies Program (GlsP), 
Wesleyan independent study, and Wesleyan education in the field. these credits must be preapproved, and student may earn a maximum 
of  two credits (2.5 credits with a course that offers a lab) each summer to be posted to their Wesleyan University transcripts.
Wesleyan Summer Session 
in June-July, the University offers the Wesleyan summer session. Credit earned through the summer session is eligible to count toward the 
graduation requirement. Participation in the summer session does not count toward the residency requirement. the summer session does 
not constitute an academic semester at Wesleyan. all students in the summer session are subject to Wesleyan academic and nonacademic 
policy and are also subject to summer session policies. a Wesleyan undergraduate who earns credit for two summer session courses may 
not count toward the graduation requirement any other academic credit taken during the same summer. Courses taken during the summer 
session are subject to the same academic regulations as courses taken during the regular academic year. students should consult with their 
class dean about how summer session performance may affect their academic standing or check the deans’ office Web site for classification.
Graduate Liberal Studies Program (GLSP)
Wesleyan undergraduates, normally rising juniors and seniors, may take courses in the Graduate liberal studies Program subject to ap-
proval by the instructor of  the course, their class dean, faculty advisor or major department chair, and the GlsP director. attendance 
does not, however, constitute residency for the purpose of  satisfying the graduation requirement of  six semesters of  full-time residency. 
Wesleyan undergraduates attending GlsP are subject to its academic rules and regulations. all grades and course work attempted by 
Wesleyan undergraduates in GlsP will be recorded on the students’ undergraduate record and transcript. 

for further information, contact the Graduate liberal studies Program, 74 Wyllys avenue.
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Independent Study
a student may obtain academic credit for certain forms of  independent study during a summer or an authorized leave of  absence. 
activities such as independent reading, special work under supervision, and educational tours may earn credit provided that (1) these 
plans have been approved in advance by the relevant Wesleyan department and the class dean, and (2) all requirements specified by the 
approving department in the form of  an examination, paper, or equivalent assignment have been satisfied. Please note that senior theses 
or senior projects may be undertaken only as senior thesis tutorials or projects and not as independent study. no more than two credits 
may be earned in a semester or summer for such special work. see fees, below. forms for independent study are available in the office 
of  the deans or on the office of  the deans’ Web site. 

Education in the Field
approved education-in-the-field programs are listed under the sponsoring departments or colleges. they may be taken during the sum-
mer, during an authorized leave of  absence, or during an academic term. at the discretion of  the department involved, up to two course 
credits per semester may be granted for education in the field. students must consult with the department in advance of  undertaking 
education in the field for approval of  the nature of  the responsibilities and method of  evaluation. Credit and a grade for education in 
the field will be posted to the student’s transcript once a grade report has been submitted by the faculty sponsor.

students pursuing an education in the field during the summer or while on an authorized leave of  absence during the academic 
year are not eligible for financial aid and will be charged a special tuition rate (see below). students enrolled full time may also pursue 
an education in the field in conjunction with regular courses (for a combined total of  at least three credits) and will be charged the full 
tuition rate. in no case will financial aid to a student in this category exceed the amount of  aid the student would have received as a 
regular full-time student at the University.

education-in-the-field programs are under the general supervision of  the educational Policy Committee. information concerning 
specific procedures for the supervision and evaluation of  education-in-the-field programs may be obtained from the sponsoring depart-
ment or college. forms for education in the field are available at the office of  the deans or on the office of  deans’ Web site.

no more than four credits earned through independent study and education in the field combined can be counted toward the gradu-
ation requirements. 
Fees for independent study and education in the field and credit from unaccredited institutions: students engaged in in-
dependent study or enrolled only in education in the field or taking a course at an unaccredited institution will pay a per-credit tuition 
charge equal to one tenth of  the prevailing tuition rate for the semester.

Teaching Apprentice Program
the teaching apprentice Program offers undergraduate students the opportunity to participate with a faculty member (who serves as 
master teacher) in the teaching of  one of  the faculty member’s courses. the apprentice is enrolled in an apprenticeship tutorial con-
ducted by the master teacher. the tutorials focus in varying degrees on the subject matter of  the course and on the teaching activity 
itself. apprentices are awarded one course credit for successful completion of  the semester tutorial. 
The Teaching Apprentice Program has two main objectives:
• to provide an opportunity for advanced students to deepen their understanding of  a subject while gaining insight into the teaching 

process; and
• to improve the learning environment in courses designed primarily for first-year and sophomore students by adding a student 

teacher who can bridge the intellectual gap between instructors and beginning students. the apprentice is viewed as a member 
of  a teaching team rather than as a teaching assistant. While the interaction between the apprentice and the master teacher can 
take many forms, faculty are urged to design the role of  the apprentice to stimulate greater participation in the learning activity by 
students in the course. normally, the apprentice and master teacher have, in some prior activity, established the sort of  intellectual 
rapport that will promote an effective team relationship.

apprentice proposals should be developed by the master teacher with input, when possible, from the prospective apprentice. 
applications should describe the teaching role to be played by the apprentice, the academic course work to be done in the apprentice-
ship tutorial, and the basis on which the apprentice will be evaluated. applications must also meet the guidelines for apprenticeships 
established by the department or program and approved by the educational Policy Committee. faculty members must submit applica-
tions to the office of  academic affairs in october to apply for a spring-semester apprentice and in april to apply for a fall-semester 
apprentice. the following policies apply to teaching apprentices and teaching apprenticeships:
• if  a student serves as an apprentice in the same course more than once, the student may receive no more than a total of  one credit 

for teaching in that course.
• teaching apprentices may not teach in group tutorials or student-forum courses.
• a student may not count more than two course credits earned in apprenticeship tutorials toward degree requirements.

Tutorials
individual tutorials, numbered 401–402 and 421–422, are available only to sophomores, juniors, and seniors. a tutorial may not be given 
when a comparable course is available in the same academic year. students may not count more than four course credits combined of  
individual and group tutorials toward degree requirements. tutorial forms must be approved by the chair of  the department or program 
in which the tutorial is given.

tutorial applications should include a concise description of  the work to be done, including the number of  hours to be devoted to 
the tutorial, the number of  meetings with the tutor, a reading list, and a description of  the work on which the student’s performance 
will be evaluated. application forms are available at the office of  the registrar.

tutorials for one credit should be added during the drop/add period. Partial-credit tutorials beginning after the drop/add period 
must be added to a student’s schedule within five days of  the start of  the academic exercise. the minimum credit amount for any tuto-
rial is.25 credit.
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Group tutorials, numbered 411–412, are proposed and taught by a faculty member. applications are available at the office of  the 
registrar and must be approved by the department and the academic dean. 
Student Forums
student-run group tutorials, numbered 419 or 420, must be sponsored by a faculty member and approved by the chair of  a department 
or program and by the relevant academic dean. Proposals for a student forum must be submitted by the department or program chair 
to the office of  academic affairs by the end of  exams prior to the semester in which the course will be offered. application forms and 
instructions are available at the office of  the registrar. a student may count two student forum course credits toward degree require-
ments but is limited to a combined maximum of  two credits in physical education and student forum courses.

External Special Study Programs
Summer Study at Other Accredited National and International Institutions
a student may obtain credit toward the Wesleyan degree for courses taken in the summer session of  another accredited institution if  (1) the 
courses have been approved in advance by the relevant Wesleyan department, and (2) the grades in the courses are B- or better. departments 
may impose other conditions for the transfer of  credit, such as a higher minimum grade, review of  course work, passing a departmentally-
administered exam, etc. Grades earned at another institution will not be reflected in the Wesleyan academic record; only credits may be 
transferred. forms for permission to transfer credit are available at the office of  the deans or on the office of  the deans’ Web site.

Transfer of Credit from Other Institutions
a student may obtain credit toward the Wesleyan degree for courses taken during the academic year (other than summer session) at 
another accredited U.s. institution, if  (1) the courses have been approved in advance by the relevant Wesleyan department, and (2) the 
grades in the courses are C- or better. departments may impose other conditions for the transfer of  credit, such as a higher minimum 
grade, review of  course work, passing a departmentally-administered exam, etc. Grades earned at another institution will not be reflected 
in the Wesleyan academic record; only credits may be transferred. the final amount of  credit transferred to the Wesleyan transcript will 
be determined in accordance with Wesleyan’s policy on transfer credit and the evaluation of  the appropriate department. (as a guideline, 
it should be noted that one Wesleyan unit is equivalent to four semester hours or six quarter hours.) study-abroad credits earned by 
students who currently are withdrawn or who are required to resign will not be accepted. forms for permission to transfer credit are 
available at the office of  the deans or on the office of  the deans’ Web site.

a student who wishes to receive Wesleyan credit for work done at an unaccredited institution must secure the sponsorship of  a 
Wesleyan faculty member, the approval of  the chair of  the corresponding Wesleyan department, and the approval of  the class dean prior 
to undertaking the work. to apply for credit, a student should write a statement that describes the work to be done and indicates the 
amount of  academic credit sought. the statement should be endorsed by the faculty sponsor and the department chair and submitted 
to the class dean. the faculty sponsor will be responsible for evaluating the completed work and reporting the amount of  credit earned 
to the class dean. see fees, above. 

Twelve-College Exchange Program
the twelve-College exchange Program is a cooperative program for residential student exchange between Wesleyan and the following 
colleges: amherst, Bowdoin, Connecticut, dartmouth, Mount Holyoke, smith, trinity, vassar, Wellesley, and Wheaton. two special 
programs associated with the twelve-College exchange Program are the Williams-Mystic seaport Program in american Maritime 
studies in Mystic, Connecticut, sponsored by Williams College, and the national theater institute, in Waterford, Connecticut, sponsored 
by Connecticut College. Wesleyan sophomores, juniors, and seniors in good standing are eligible to apply to any of  the participating 
institutions for either one semester or the full year. Participation in the twelve-College exchange Program by Wesleyan students does 
not count toward Wesleyan’s residency requirement, but courses are coded for general education equivalency. Catalogs of  participating 
colleges and information about the programs are available in the office of  international studies.

tuition and fees are paid to the host colleges; no fees are paid to Wesleyan. financial-aid students may apply their Wesleyan as-
sistance, with the exception of  work/study benefits, toward expenses at the host college. it is the student’s responsibility to complete 
any loan negotiations before leaving the Wesleyan campus. a Wesleyan student who participates in the exchange program is expected to 
abide by the rules and regulations of  the host institution.

students who wish to participate in the twelve-College exchange Program must apply through the office of  international studies. 
students may apply to only one college at a time. the deadline for submission of  completed applications is february 1 for either or 
both semesters of  the subsequent academic year. However, applications will be considered as long as space is available at the desired 
institution. Completed and approved applications are sent by Wesleyan to the respective colleges. if  rejected by the college of  their first 
choice, students may apply to a second college. 

Other Nonresident Programs
a small number of  programs considered by the faculty to be of  importance in supplementing the Wesleyan curriculum for students with 
certain academic interests are treated as approved nonresident study programs. Participants continue to be Wesleyan students, pay regular 
tuition to the University, and are not placed on leave of  absence. information about these programs can be obtained from the office of  
international studies or from the faculty member or office listed below. students planning to participate in these programs should check 
with their faculty advisor and class dean concerning their progress toward completion of  the major and graduation. except for students 
who matriculated before the fall of  2000, such study does not count toward the six-semester residency requirement. 
The Woods Hole SEA semester. through this 12-week program, students spend six weeks at the Woods Hole Center for oceanographic 
research, studying the chemistry, biology, physics, and geology of  the oceans; marine history and literature; and maritime policy, and 
designing an independent research project. the second six weeks of  the program entail lab research and sailing, navigating, and main-
tenance aboard a 135-foot vessel. see the chair of  the department of  earth and environmental sciences for information about the 
curriculum and application process.
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Semester in Environmental Science (SES) at the Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole. the purpose of  this program is to 
instruct students in the basic methods and principles of  ecosystems science in a manner that enhances and supplements existing curricula 
in natural and environmental sciences at the colleges participating in the ses consortium. the program is interdisciplinary and offers 
a core curriculum, stressing team research and team study. see the chair of  the department of  earth and environmental sciences for 
information about the curriculum and application process.
The Urban Education Semester. this is a fully-accredited academic immersion program combining an interdisciplinary examination 
of  inner-city public education with supervised practical teaching experience in selected new york City public school classrooms. each 
semester, students enroll in graduate courses at the Bank street College of  education and work three days per week under the guid-
ance of  distinguished teachers. the Urban education semester introduces students to the theory and practice of  urban education. this 
program is offered through the venture Consortium. interested students should contact the Career resource Center.
Wesleyan-Trinity-Connecticut College Consortium. By special arrangement with Connecticut College and trinity College, Wesleyan 
students may enroll, without additional cost, in courses given at these institutions. normally, students will be permitted to take only 
courses not offered at Wesleyan. enrollment is limited to one course per semester. arrangements for enrollment may be made through 
the office of  the registrar.
Combined 3–2 Programs in Science and Engineering. Wesleyan maintains a 3–2 program with Columbia and the California institute 
of  technology for students wishing to combine the study of  engineering with a broad background in liberal arts. a student participat-
ing in this program spends three years at Wesleyan followed by two at the engineering school. after completing all degree requirements 
from both schools, he or she receives two degrees, a bachelor of  arts from Wesleyan and a bachelor of  science from Caltech or Columbia. 
during the three years at Wesleyan, a prospective 3–2 student enters a normal major program and completes the minimal requirements 
for the major and, in addition, fulfills the science and mathematics requirements for the first two years of  the engineering school he or 
she plans to enter. during the final two years at the engineering school, the student follows the regular third- and fourth-year program 
in whatever field of  engineering is selected and may need to take other specific courses to satisfy degree requirements there.
ROTC/AFROTC. Qualified Wesleyan students may participate in the reserve officers training Corps (rotC) or the air force reserve 
officers training Corps (afrotC) programs hosted by the University of  Connecticut’s detachments. students who wish to transfer 
credits for courses they successfully complete through these programs may do so if  (1) the courses have been approved in advance by 
the relevant Wesleyan department, and (2) the grades in the courses are C- or better. student who wish to request the transfer of  credit 
to their Wesleyan degree must do so through the same process and under the same guidelines as transfer credit from any other accredited 
institution. for details on how to transfer credit, please refer to transfer of  Credit from other institutions. for further information about 
University of  Connecticut’s programs, please contact the appropriate department:
Army ROTc Department of Military Science 
 University of  Connecticut  

28 north eagleville road, U-3069  
storrs, Ct 06268-3069  
(860) 486-4538 
www.armyrotc.uconn.edu

unit Admissions Officer
 University of  Connecticut 

afrotC det 115 
362 fairfield rd U-2081 
storrs, Ct 06269 
afrotc115@uconn.edu | www.airforce.uconn.edu 
860-486-2224 voice | 860-486-3511 fax

Advanced Degrees
The MALS and CAS in the Graduate Liberal Studies Program 
the Graduate liberal studies Program offers courses in the arts, humanities, mathematics, sciences, and social sciences leading to the 
master of  arts in liberal studies (Mals) or the certificate of  advanced study (Cas). fall- and spring-term courses meet evenings, once 
weekly, for two and a half  to three hours. saturday morning classes also may be offered. the summer term offers an intensive schedule. 
students generally study part time and are expected to complete all graduation requirements within six years.

for more information, visit www.wesleyan.edu/glsp, send e-mail to glsinquire@wesleyan.edu, or visit the office at 284 High street 
on the Wesleyan campus.

MA and PhD Programs in Sciences and Music
the University offers work leading to the Ma degree in astronomy, computer science, earth and environmental sciences, mathematics, 
music, and psychology and to the Phd in biology, chemistry, ethnomusicology, mathematics, molecular biology and biochemistry, and 
physics. theses and dissertations are required for these degrees. an interdepartmental program leading to the Phd is offered jointly by 
the Chemistry and Physics departments. an interdepartmental program in molecular biophysics leading to the Phd is offered by the 
departments of  Molecular Biology and Biochemistry and Chemistry.

all graduate instruction is scheduled within an academic year consisting of  two academic semesters from september to June. 
summer work consisting of  independent study or research is encouraged. no evening courses or summer school courses other than 
those in the Graduate liberal studies Program are available. 

The BA/MA Program in the Sciences—A five-year plan.
the science programs at Wesleyan offer a variety of  excellent research opportunities. in fact, the opportunity to carry on significant 
research is one of  the strongest features of  science at Wesleyan. Many undergraduates carry on research in their major department in 
close collaboration with a faculty member in the department, and those who do often report that undergraduate research was the most 
valuable part of  their Wesleyan education. However, in recent years, as the opportunities to do high-quality research have multiplied 
at Wesleyan, some students have felt the need for a more intensive involvement in research than is possible in the traditional four-year 
undergraduate setting. in consultation with their major department, students have constructed programs of  study through which they 
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have been able to obtain the Ma degree after a fifth year of  study following their Ba. this additional year has provided them with the 
opportunity to devote a great deal of  time to completing the research project they began as undergraduates.

Wesleyan’s five-year Ba/Ma is a formal curricular option for those students want the intensive research experience that a fifth year 
of  study can afford. the program will have a strong research orientation. However, it also includes course work, seminars, and, in some 
cases, teaching. although most individuals who enroll in this program go on for further graduate study, the program provides a strong 
professional background for either further advanced study or employment in industry. Completion of  both Ba and Ma requirements in 
five years requires careful schedule planning of  courses and research for the last two years of  the program. students hoping to enter this 
program will be expected to declare the intention early enough in their academic career to permit the design of  an acceptable program 
for the last two years, with both the major department and a research advisor within that department.
the program includes the following features:

the Ma requires six to eight credits in addition to the 32 necessary for the Wesleyan Ba. of  these credits, two to four (at the depart-
ment’s discretion) must be in advanced course work; the remaining credits may be earned through research, seminars, research practica, 
etc. Ma credit will only be awarded for academic exercises in which grades of  B- or higher. However, students in the program who earn 
more than 32 credits in their four undergraduate years may apply any excess credits toward the Ma, providing that the extra credits are 
in the major area or a related area and they have not been used to fulfill the undergraduate major requirement.

students enrolled in this program receive the Ba degree after four years and the Ma degree at the end of  the fifth year. as this is a 
combined degree program; applicants must submit carefully-worked-out and integrated study plans for the final two years at the time 
of  application to the program.

students are encouraged to declare their interest and apply to the program during their junior year.  students may also apply during 
their senior year. the application deadline for juniors is March 1; the application deadline for seniors is december 1. admission to the 
program is based on both departmental recommendation and academic record. departments set their own requirements for admission 
into the program. 

Wesleyan does not charge tuition for the fifth year if  students have completed all the requirements for the undergraduate degree by 
the end of  the eighth term in the undergraduate program. tuition is charged, however, if  credits earned in the fifth year are used to 
complete the undergraduate degree requirements. students needing more than five years to complete the program pay tuition for the 
additional time required plus an extension fee of  $250 per semester.

students in this program are expected to submit an Ma thesis describing the research that they have carried out in partial fulfillment 
of  the degree requirements. Many students in the program choose not to write senior honors theses because they will write more sub-
stantial Ma theses based on the same projects the following year. However, there is no prohibition against writing a Ba thesis. However, 
this is not relieve students of  the obligation to submit Ma theses in the fifth year.

the program is under the administrative supervision of  a three-person committee of  the Graduate Council that monitors the prog-
ress of  students in the program toward completion of  the degree requirements. the office of  Graduate student services maintains a roll 
of  those enrolled in the program and administers the academic records of  students in the fifth year of  the program.

financial support other than tuition remission in the fifth year is not a formal component of  this program. However, some students 
in the fifth year of  the program may be able to find support either from research grant funds or as teaching assistants.

for further information on the Ba/Ma program or Ma and Phd programs, contact the office of  Graduate student services,  
ainsall@wesleyan.edu, 130-132 science tower, or visit the www.wesleyan.edu/grad/academicresource/bama.html

General Regulations
the University expects all students to fulfill faithfully and effectively their responsibilities as members of  the Wesleyan community. a 
student may be suspended or be required to withdraw from the University or from any course at any time when, in the judgment of  the 
class dean or the faculty, respectively, the student fails to meet this obligation satisfactorily.

Enrollment

students must comply with the regulations for matriculation with the University as announced by the registrar. a student who does not 
enroll in the University by the announced deadline will be considered administratively withdrawn from the University. students who 
enroll in fewer than three credits may be subjected to disenrollment.
Medical report. every student entering the University for the first time must submit health information as requested by the director of  
the University Health services.
Payment of bills. it is the student’s responsibility to see that payment deadlines are met. failure to do so prevents the student from 
enrolling, participating in course preregistration, and participating in the housing selection process. diplomas, and transcripts also will 
be withheld until University bills have been paid. 

Selection of Courses
detailed information concerning course offerings is given in the Wesleyan University Course Catalog; WesMaps, Wesleyan’s online cur-
riculum home page; and the Course supplement, a condensed listing of  all course offerings for each semester. these publications should 
be consulted for information concerning time and place of  class meetings, additions or changes, and cancellations. 

Changes in and Withdrawal from Courses

students may not add courses (including tutorials) to their schedules after the drop/add period. exceptions will be made for courses 
that start after the beginning of  the semester, provided that the required drop/add or tutorial forms are submitted to the office of  the 
registrar within five class days after the start of  the course.

students who drop a course before the end of  the drop/add period will have the course deleted from their record. a student who 
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withdraws from a course, the only option after the drop/add period, will receive a notation of  “W” and the course will remain on the 
student’s transcript. the deadline for withdrawal, by choice and without penalty, from a full-semester course is one week before the end 
of  classes. a student may withdraw from a first-and third-quarter  course one week before the end of  the corresponding quarter. for 
second- and fourth-quarter courses, the deadline for withdrawal corresponds to the withdrawal deadline for full-semester courses. to 
withdraw the student must submit to the office of  the registrar by the stated deadline a withdrawal slip signed by the instructor, the 
faculty advisor, and the class dean

an instructor may require a student to withdraw from a course if  the student fails to meet the announced conditions of  enrollment. 
the student will be required to submit a completed withdrawal slip to the office of  the registrar to make the withdrawal from the 
course official.

students who withdraw from the University before the stated withdrawal deadline will also be withdrawn from their courses. for a 
student withdrawing after the stated withdrawal deadline, the courses will remain on the transcript and they will be graded accordingly.

Auditing

subject to any conditions set by the instructor, a registered Wesleyan student may be permitted to audit a course without charge. at the 
end of  the semester, the instructor may add to the grade roster the name of  any student who has attended with sufficient regularity to 
have the course listed in the academic record as audited, without credit.

Class Attendance

a student is expected to attend class meetings regularly. since the faculty intends that class attendance be primarily the student’s re-
sponsibility, no precise limitation of  absences has been prescribed for all students. it is understood, however, that absence from class 
is regarded as the exception, not the rule. an instructor should notify the class dean of  any student who is absent from class for one 
week or three consecutive classes, whichever comes first. students on strict probation must attend all classes in which they are enrolled.

instructors are entitled to establish definite and precise rules governing attendance. any student who is repeatedly absent without 
excuse from scheduled academic exercises at which attendance is mandatory may be required to withdraw from the course. 

Unsatisfactory Progress Reports
it is expected that faculty will submit in a timely manner an Unsatisfactory Progress report (UPr) to the class dean for any student who 
is doing unsatisfactory work. UPrs help the class deans identify students having academic difficulties and allow the deans to work with 
instructors to reach out and work with these students. early intervention proves to be the most effective method for helping students 
who are experiencing academic difficulties. UPrs  should be submitted for:
• students who are doing unsatisfactory work (lower than C-) or experiencing difficulties that will result in unsatisfactory work;
• students who are experiencing substantial difficulty with the course even though they may have a satisfactory grade of  C or better;
• students who are on strict probation. the deans’ office notifies instructors if  such a student is in their course.

Submission or Change of Grades
only the instructor of  record can submit or change a course grade, unless the instructor is no longer employed by the University or has 
become unavailable, in which case the department chair, upon review of  the student’s work, may submit a grade. Grades can only be 
given for work assigned and submitted during the academic term, except in the case where a student has requested an incomplete (se 
Completion of  Work in Courses/incompletes), in which case work assigned during the semester may be submitted no later than the 
first day of  classes of  the subsequent semester.  a change of  grade may be made on the following grounds:   
• administrative error;
• error in calculation of  grade;
• lost work submitted during the academic term was found;
• submission of  outstanding work from an incomplete whereby the final grade is not lower than the provisional grade.

Completion of Work in Courses/Incompletes
all the work of  a course (semester-long projects and papers) must be completed and submitted to the instructor by the last day of  classes. 
the only exceptions to this are semester examinations, take-home final exams, or final papers that may not be scheduled or be due any 
sooner than the first day of  the examination period and preferably at the time designated by the registrar for the course’s examination 
time. a student who is unable to meet these deadlines, for the reasons listed below, may request the permission of  the instructor to 
meet the requirement no later than the first day of  classes of  the subsequent semester. if  the instructor grants the extension, a grade 
of  incomplete (in) must be submitted to the registrar at the time grades are due. a student whose credit total is deficient or who is at 
risk of  required resignation will be subject to an earlier deadline, two to three weeks prior to the first day of  classes of  the subsequent 
semester, by which time outstanding course requirements must be met and submitted to the instructor.

incompletes must be accompanied by a provisional grade that will become the final grade if  the outstanding work in the course is 
not submitted by the first day of  classes of  the subsequent semester or earlier deadline, as stated above.

any incomplete grades remaining by midterm of  the subsequent semester (March 15 for fall semesters and october 15 for spring 
semesters) will automatically be converted to the provisional grade by the office of  the registrar.

for the impact of  incompletes on students’ records for the purposes of  academic review, students should consult their class dean.
students on strict probation will not be allowed to receive incompletes without the prior approval of  their class dean. 

Repeating Courses
except for designated courses (see WesMaps), a course for which a student received a passing grade may not be repeated for credit. if  
a student repeats a course in which a failing grade was received, the failing grade will remain on the transcript and will be calculated in 
the grade-point average even after the course is repeated. if  a course may be repeated for credit, it may be taken twice at most for a letter 
grade (a-f) and it may be taken four times at most for graduation credit.
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Regulations Governing the Scheduling of Classes 
Classes will meet each week for three class periods of  50 minutes each, for two class periods of  80 minutes each, or for one class period 
that corresponds as closely as possible to the standard time periods described below. 
•	 Meeting	patterns: Classes that meet three times weekly may meet only on Monday, Wednesday, and friday. Classes that meet twice 

weekly may meet within regulated times on tuesday and thursday or Monday and Wednesday afternoons, or on any two mornings 
combining Monday, Wednesday, or friday (MW, Mf, or Wf) from 8:30 a.m. to 9:50 a.m. Courses that meet once weekly may meet 
in the afternoon or evening on any day. Classes and laboratory sessions should be scheduled between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. and in the 
evenings after 7 p.m.

•	 Morning	classes: on Monday, Wednesday, and friday classes are scheduled for three periods of  50 minutes each beginning at 8 a.m. 
on tuesday and thursday classes are scheduled for two 80-minute periods beginning at 9 a.m. and 10:30 a.m.; any combination 
of  two on Monday, Wednesday, or friday (MW, Mf, or Wf) may be scheduled at 8:30 a.m. or 11 a.m. eight a.m. classes and noon 
classes (Monday, Wednesday, and friday only) are 50 minutes each.

•	 Afternoon	classes: on Monday, Wednesday, and friday classes are scheduled for three periods of  50 minutes each. Monday and 
Wednesday or tuesday and thursday classes are scheduled for two periods of  80 minutes each. all afternoon classes should begin 
at 1:10 p.m. or 2:40 p.m.

exceptions to these rules require approval by the educational Policy Committee. ordinarily, classes should not overlap more than one 
standard period between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m. saturday classes may be scheduled as desired by departments.

Reading Week
this period is designated for students to prepare for examinations and complete assignments due at the end of  the semester. to protect 
the integrity of  that week, the faculty have established the following regulations: 
• final exams, comprehensive examinations covering materials from the course of  the entire semester, are to be given only during the 

formal exam period established by the faculty.
• Classes can be held only during the class period established by the faculty; make-up classes should be held during that established 

class period.
• in courses without a registrar-scheduled final examination, significant assignments such as final take-home exams, semester-long 

projects, and term papers must be due no sooner than the first day, and no later than the last day, of  the exam period, and preferably 
at the time slot reserved for the registrar-scheduled examination.

• student organizations should not schedule retreats, programs, or meetings that require student attendance during reading Week.
• departmental, program, and college activities that require student participation should not be held during reading Week, with the 

exception of  oral and written examinations covered by alternative exam calendars. 
• sessions or information programs that require student attendance should not be held during reading Week.

Examinations
Scheduled final examinations. the schedule of  final examinations will be issued in advance. the time of  any examination may be 
changed by unanimous request of  the class and with the approval of  the instructor, but it must be set within the period designated by 
the faculty for examinations, and the change must be reported promptly to the registrar. the faculty has voted to comply with the fol-
lowing guidelines:
• that “hour exams” be limited to 50 minutes so that students who are scheduled to leave for other classes may not be placed at a 

disadvantage
• that final examinations be limited to three hours unless otherwise announced before the examination
if  a student is absent from the final examination with the permission of  the instructor, a grade of  absent will be assigned. a grade of  
absent will be accompanied by a provisional grade that will become the final grade if  the final examination is not made up by the end 
of  the first full week of  classes of  the subsequent semester. Grades are due in the office of  the registrar no later than the date published 
in the academic calendar.

if  a student has three or more final examinations on one day or four in two days, the student may request a rescheduled examination 
from one instructor. 
Make-up examinations for suspended students. students who have been suspended from the privileges of  the campus for a limited 
period are held responsible ultimately for all of  the work in their courses. Giving make-up examinations to a suspended student upon 
the student’s return is entirely at the discretion of  the instructor. the instructor may waive any examinations or quizzes given to the 
class during the period of  the suspension and may base the student’s grade on the rest of  the record, or the instructor may require the 
student to take make-up examinations or submit additional work. 

Leave, Withdrawal, Readmission, and Refund Policy
the following categories indicate the conditions under which a student’s registration at Wesleyan may be interrupted. these designa-
tions are recorded on the student’s permanent record. 
Leave of absence. an undergraduate may take an approved leave of  absence for a specified period, normally not to exceed two se-
mesters. students who interrupt their enrollment at Wesleyan by taking a nonacademic leave for more than four consecutive semesters 
must apply for readmission. leave-of-absence application forms are available in the office of  the deans, the office of  the registrar, or 
on the department Web sites.

for academic and nonacademic leaves, the deadline for submission of  leave-of-absence applications is december 1 for the spring 
semester and april 1 for the fall semester. academic and nonacademic leaves will not be granted after the drop/add period at the begin-
ning of  each semester.

notice of  intention to return to Wesleyan from academic and nonacademic leaves should be filed with the registrar by the end of  
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the last semester for which the leave was taken. students wishing to return for a spring semester must submit their notice of  intention 
by december 1, and students wishing to return for a fall semester must submit their notice of  intention by april 1. students who do 
not return or renew their leave at the end of  their leave will be considered to have withdrawn voluntarily. application for readmission 
will be considered. 
•	 Academic	leave: a student on academic leave must earn a minimum of  three course credits per semester (full-time status) at another 

institution. academic leave is limited to one year but may be renewed for an additional year upon request to the class dean and the 
faculty advisor. students may not go on an academic leave to study abroad. Please see transfer of  Credit from other institutions for 
transfer credit criteria. Credits earned while on leave must be processed two weeks prior to the semester in which a student returns 
for purposes of  class-year classification.

•	 Nonacademic	leave: Wesleyan permits students to interrupt their college careers for a semester or year of  nonacademic experience. 
students may receive assistance from the office of  the deans and from the Career resource Center in exploring opportunities for 
the period of  the leave. nonacademic leave is limited to one year but may be extended upon request to the faculty advisor and class 
dean. students will be reclassified to the appropriate class year at the end of  the semester in which they file their leave. students who 
have obtained prior approval may earn academic credit while on leave and will be reclassified, if  appropriate, once these credits are 
posted to their transcript.

•	 Medical	leave: a medical leave is authorized by the vice president for student affairs on the basis of  a recommendation from the 
medical director of  University Health services or the director of  the office of  Behavioral Health for students. students on a medical 
leave must leave campus and focus on the evaluation of, treatment for, and recovery from the illness or condition that necessitate the 
leave. the appropriate class dean will communicate the terms of  the leave as well as the conditions and procedures for returning to 
Wesleyan. When a medical leave is authorized, students are withdrawn from the courses in which they are enrolled. in exceptional 
cases, some incomplete grades may be granted, depending on course content and the date of  the leave. (note that any semester in 
which a grade is given is counted as a Wesleyan semester for purposes of  graduation.)  full policy and additional information at 
www.wesleyan.edu/deans/leaves/medleaves.html

Withdrawal. the five forms of  withdrawal fall into three main categories: voluntary, involuntary for academic reasons, and involuntary 
for nonacademic reasons. Withdrawal from the University does not include withdrawal from courses if  it occurs after the course with-
drawal deadline.
voluntary

• Withdrew.	a student has voluntarily left Wesleyan.
Involuntary for Academic Reasons

• Required	resignation.	a student has been asked to leave the University for academic reasons, with the privilege of  applying for 
readmission after the recommended period of  absence.

• Separation. a student has been asked to leave the University for the second time for academic reasons and does not have the 
privilege of  applying for readmission.

Involuntary for Nonacademic Reasons 
• Suspension.	a student has been asked to leave the University for other than academic reasons for a specified period.
• Dismissal. a student has been asked to leave the University for other than academic reasons without the privilege of  applying 

for readmission. 

Readmission. students who have withdrawn or have been required to resign may apply to the office of  the deans for readmission. 
the readmission application requires a $50 fee and other accompanying materials specified at the time of  departure. students wishing 
to enter the University for the fall semester must notify the office of  the deans of  their intent by May 1 and submit readmission materi-
als by June 1; for the spring semester, notification must by made by november 1 with materials submitted by december 1. Candidates 
are strongly urged to meet all requirements well in advance of  deadlines, since housing assignments and financial aid awards cannot 
be made until readmission is granted. Credits earned while away are subject to the conditions described in the section on transfer of  
Credit from other institutions.

Refunds. the following guidelines govern refunds to students who terminate registration before the end of  the semester:
• Tuition	and	fees.	if  a student leaves the University prior to the end of  the drop/add period, 100 percent of  tuition will be refunded. 

if  a student withdraws after the end of  the drop/add period, tuition will be refunded on a prorated basis. the student accounts 
office maintains a schedule of  the percent of  tuition to be refunded that is based on the number of  weeks in the semester that have 
passed. When a student receives financial assistance, a prorated reduction in aid will be calculated based upon the revised charges. 
no refunds will be given for withdrawals from the University after the ninth week of  the semester.

•	 Fees.	the student activity fee is refundable if  a student is absent for an entire semester but it is not prorated for periods of  less than 
one semester.

•	 Residential	comprehensive	fee.	the housing portion of  the fee will be prorated according to the number of  days of  occupancy; no hous-
ing portion refunds are granted for the final two weeks of  a semester. dining refunds will be based on the unused portion of  the 
plan at the time of  the withdrawal.
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Key to Symbols and Abbreviations
The	number	of	the	course	indicates	the	general	character	and	level	of	the	course.

. 101–200. elective for all classes; not credited in the major 
program of the department

. 201–400. intermediate and advanced courses and seminars 
that may be credited in the major program of the 
department

. 401–402 individual tutorials. Permission of the tutor and 
the department chair is required.

. 403–404. department/program project or essay

. 407–408. senior tutorial (only enroll through Honors 
Coordinator)

. 409–410. senior thesis tutorial. Permission of the tutor and 
the department chair is required.

. 411–412 Group tutorials. Permission of the tutor and the 
department chair is required.

. 419–420. student forum

. 421–422 Undergraduate research in the sciences. 
Permission of the tutor and the department chair 
is required.

. 423–424 Undergraduate library research

. 431–460 studio work, by individual or group

. 461–464. research projects done off campus

. 465–466 education in the field

. 467–468. independent study project

. 469–470. education in the field/independent study 
project—summer

. 471–500 nonrepeating courses, seminars, group 
tutorials, and colloquia

. 491–492. Courses credited to teaching apprentices and 
undergraduate teaching assistants

. 495–496 research apprenticeship. Permission of faculty 
research mentor and the department chair is 
required.

 501–600. Graduate-level courses; undergraduates by 
permission

Symbols Used in Course Descriptions
general Education Areas
. Ha. Humanities and arts
. SBS. social and Behavioral sciences
. nSm. natural sciences and Mathematics

grading Modes
. a–F. Graded
. opt. student option
. cr/u. Credit/Unsatisfactory

Table of Departments, programs, and course 
Subject codes
. aFam. african american studies
. amSt. american studies
. antH. anthropology
. arcp. archaeology

. . art.and.art.HiStory

. arHa. art History

. arSt. art studio

. . aSian.languageS.and.literatureS

. alit. asian literatures in english

. cHin. Chinese

. Japn. Japanese

. aStr. astronomy

. Biol. Biology

. cHum. Center for the Humanities

. cHem. Chemistry

. . claSSical.StudieS

. cciV. Classical Civilization

. grK. Greek

. lat. latin

. col. College of letters

. cSS. College of social studies

. danc. dance

. e&eS. earth and environmental sciences

. eaSt. east asian studies

. econ. economics

. engl. english

. enVS. environmental studies Program

. FgSS. feminist, Gender, and sexuality studies

. Film. film studies

. . german.StudieS

. gelt. German literature in translation

. grSt. German studies

. goVt. Government

. HiSt. History

. lang. less Commonly taught languages

. laSt. latin american studies

. . matHematicS

. matH. Mathematics

. comp. Computer science

. mdSt. Medieval studies

. mB&B. Molecular Biology and Biochemistry

. muSc. Music

. nS&B. neuroscience and Behavior

. pHil. Philosophy

. pHed. Physical education

. pHyS. Physics

. pSyc. Psychology

. Qac. Quantitative analysis Center

. . religion

. reli. religion

. HeBr. Hebrew

. HeSt. Hebrew studies

. . romance.languageS.and.literatureS

. rlit. romance literature

. FiSt. romance literatures in translation

. Fren. french

. FrSt. french studies

. iBSt. iberian studies

. ital. italian studies

. Span. spanish

. rule. russian literature in english

. ruSS. russian language and literature

. reeS. russian and east european studies

. SiSp. science in society

. Soc. sociology

. tHea. theater
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African American Studies Program
 PROFESSORS: ann duCille,	English; Peter Mark,	Art	History; ashraf  rushdy,	English,	Chair

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: demetrius eudell,	History; elizabeth Mcalister,	Religion; Gina Ulysse,	Anthropology

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSOR: leah Wright,	History

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: ann duCille; ashraf  rushdy

the african american studies major offers an interdisciplinary approach to studying the experiences of  people of  african descent in 
the black atlantic world, especially in the United states and the Caribbean. the major allows undergraduates to apply the methodolo-
gies and insights of  many disciplines to understanding the cultural, historical, political, and social development of  people of  african 
descent. our courses explore the social structures and cultural traditions that africans in the diaspora have created. they also provide 
students with the necessary tools for understanding Western conceptualizations of  race and the relationship between issues of  race and 
identity. african american studies offers all Wesleyan students, and especially its majors, a solid grounding in theories of  race and a deep 
understanding of  the americas. students who complete the requirements for the major will receive a degree in african american studies, 
with concentration in a specific discipline or topical study.

Major requirements. students must earn a grade of  B- or better in one of  the three AFAM core courses (AFAM202, 203, or 204) to be 
admitted to the major. african american studies majors must complete 11 semester courses. at least seven of  these courses must be cross-
listed with african american studies (the three required core courses, the required junior colloquium, and the three elective courses). all 
courses must be letter-graded and must be completed at Wesleyan. one research tutorial can be counted toward the 11 required courses, 
as can two courses taken away from Wesleyan (toward the concentration). the major program must include the following:

Required core courses (3 courses). students are required to take and successfully complete all three of  the core courses. students may 
not substitute or transfer any other course to meet these requirements.
AFAM202    introduction to african american literature
AFAM203    african american History, 1444–1877
AFAM204    introduction to Modern african american History

AFAM elective courses (3 courses). Majors must complete one elective course in each of  the following three areas:
literature and literary theory
social and behavioral sciences (any afaM sBs course except history)
the arts (art, art history, dance, film, creative writing, music, theater) 

the three elective courses must be 200-level or higher. these courses should be cross-listed with african american studies, although in 
special circumstances students can petition to use a course that is not formally cross-listed with AFAM as one of  their electives.
Junior	Colloquium:	Theory	and	Methods	of 	African	American	Studies	(AFAM301). required of  all majors. should be taken in the first semester 

of  the junior year.
Field	of 	concentration	(4	courses). each major must take four courses for his or her concentration. Concentrations may be conceived either 

disciplinarily, with the four courses coming from a single department, or thematically, with courses selected from different disciplines 
but designed around a specific topic. Concentration courses do not necessarily have to be cross-listed with AFAM. one 100-level 
course can count in the concentration. none of  the four courses taken in the field of  concentration can count toward the AFAM core 
courses or the AFAM elective courses. students should design their concentrations in consultation with their advisor.

Research	requirement. Majors are required to undertake one substantial research or artistic project under faculty supervision. this may take 
the form of  an honors thesis, a senior essay done through an individual tutorial, or a research paper of  at least 15 pages in length 
done in a 300-level AFAM seminar. any work done to fulfill the research requirement must receive a grade of  B- or better.

AFAM129 Resisting the Romance in Black and White and 
Technicolor
from Jane austen’s 1813 masterwork Pride	and	Prejudice to alice 
Walker’s contemporary epistolary novel cum motion picture and 
Broadway musical The	Color	Purple, women writers across cultures 
and traditions have both resisted the romance and written the 
genre into being. this seminar is an in-depth examination of  four 
primary texts, Pride	 and	Prejudice,	Gone	with	 the	Wind,	Their	Eyes	
Were	Watching	God, and The	Color	Purple, each of  which might be 
described as antiromantic in its critique of  gender and social rela-
tions and its treatment of  the commerce of  coupling. in addition 
to heroines who must secure their futures through marriage to a 
single man of  good fortune, these novels also have in common 
extraordinary extra-textual lives in prequels and sequels, fanzines 
and Web blogs, films and tv miniseries, and other media that will 
be additional subjects of  study.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl129

AFAM151 The Long Civil Rights Movement in 20th-Century 
America
this course traces the major sites of  protest, opposition, and re-
sistance in african american history since 1896. By examining 
the development of  the american civil rights movement, this 
course complicates traditional understandings of  black libera-
tion struggles in america. Who were these civil rights activists? 
How did they unify? What were their priorities? How did they 
imagine black freedom? How did these events play out in public 
life? the readings and assignments facilitate a critical analytical 
approach to the 20th-century struggle for civil rights and racial 
equality in america.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pRERQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt140— Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.WrigHt,.leaH.m .—SEcT.:.01

AFAM166 Color in the Caribbean
one of  the unspoken rules in Caribbean societies is “if  you’re 
white, you’re all right; if  you’re brown, stick around; if  you’re 
black, stay back.” yet, ironically, in many of  these societies, the 
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notion that “a rich black is a mulatto and a poor mulatto is black” 
is also prevalent. this course critically examines the prominence 
of  color as a symbol of  race in the social hierarchy of  Caribbean 
societies. it explores the complex manifestations of  color, particu-
larly as it intersects with class. students consider how color oper-
ates as a marker of  status, especially in the making and remak-
ing of  gendered identities. themes covered include, but are not 
limited to, family, love, and marriage patterns; beauty ideals and 
nationalism; and political leadership and representation.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH166

AFAM176 Haiti: Myths and Realities
Haiti has long been regarded as something of  an oddity within 
the Caribbean. Branded the “nightmare republic” since it gained 
independence in 1804, in current popular imagination, it remains 
conceptually incarcerated as a failed republic incapable of  self  
governance, the poorest nation in the Western Hemisphere, and 
the birthplace of  voodoo. this course uses an interdisciplinary 
approach to deconstruct the myths and realities in these and other 
popular representations of  Haiti. in addition, it critically examines 
the differences and similarities that Haiti shares with other coun-
tries in the region. the course also emphasizes the continuing 
impact of  the island’s colonial history on the present. the topics 
covered include, but are not limited to, slavery and independence; 
the state and the nation; politics and socioeconomic changes; gen-
der/race/color/class and identity; religion and popular culture; 
and migration and the diaspora.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH176

AFAM183 The History That Literature Makes
this course will introduce students to some of  the seminal novels 
written by africans and those in the black diaspora. it attempts to 
understand why, despite coming out of  different geographic loca-
tions, these authors find themselves confronted with similar issues. 
thus, some attention will be paid to the historical and cultural 
context that led to the writing of  these novels. While also being 
products of  history, these novels in their own way have given rise 
to different understandings of  the historical past and thus should 
not be seen as only products of  history, but also makers of  it.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt131

AFAM202 Introduction to African American Literature
this course offers an introduction to the cultural production of  
african americans from the mid-18th century to the present, with 
an emphasis on poetry and fiction. Beginning with slave narratives 
and early poetry, we will consider issues of  genre, literary tradi-
tions, and historical context while gaining experience in reading 
and analyzing literary texts.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[engl240 or amSt275]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.ruSHdy,.aSHraF.H .a .—SEcT:.01

AFAM203 African American History, 1444–1877
this course examines the history of  the blacks in the new World 
from the 15th to the late 19th century. Beginning with the ex-
pansion of  europeans into then-newly-discovered lands in africa 
and in the americas, this class explores the Middle Passage, the 
history of  slavery and emancipation in a hemispheric context, as 
well as the ideology of  race during the 18th and 19th centu-
ries. the course adopts a disaporic perspective to demonstrate the 
world-systemic nature of  the history of  blacks in the americas 
and therefore aims to show that rather than constituting a minor-
ity, the black population group represents one of  the founding 
civilizations (along with Western europeans and the indigenous 
populations) to the cultural matrix defining of  the americas.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010.—IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt241

AFAM204 Introduction to Modern African American History
this course analyzes the defining social, political, and cultural 
moments that reflect the experience of  african americans within 
the United states—reconstruction to the present. We will focus 
on three overarching themes within this period: identity, agency, 
and impact. as scholars, we will ask fundamental questions that 
underscore major moments such as the Great Migration, the Civil 
rights Movement, and the hip hop revolution.
 How did african americans characterize their relationship 
with the nation? How did their notions of  race, citizenship, and 
freedom intersect with broad ideas of  class, gender, and culture? 
How did african americans challenge the legacies of  slavery over 
the course of  the 20th century? in our semester-long historical 
investigation, we will highlight and trace a multitude of  events 
and concepts, all of  which will help us to reveal the diversity and 
breadth of  the black experience in modern america.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[HiSt242 or amSt238]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.WrigHt,.leaH.m .—SEcT.:.01

AFAM205 Key Issues in Black Feminism (FGSS Gateway)
this course surveys the development of  black feminism and ex-
amines current key issues and debates in the field. Particular atten-
tion will be paid to the various contributions of  feminists from the 
black diaspora to this extensive and diverse body of  knowledge. 
our aim is to engage with works by black feminist and woman-
ist theorists and activists that consider how intersections of  race, 
class, sexuality, religion, and other indices of  identity operate in 
the lives of  black women. other issues to be addressed include the 
tension in theory/practice, representation/self-making, and spiri-
tuality/happiness using critical race theory, political economy, and 
other lenses.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS217

AFAM206 Afro Brazilian Dance I—The African Continuum in 
South America Brazil
IDENTIcAL WITh:.danc205

AFAM209 Economics of Race and Ethnicity in U.S. Labor 
Markets
IDENTIcAL WITh:.econ209

AFAM210 Portuguese Expansion to Africa and the Atlantic 
World, 1440–1640
this course on european overseas expansion in the early mod-
ern era, the 15th to the 17th centuries, studies the Portuguese 
sea-borne empire, with a focus on africa. the course examines 
the origins of  culture contact between europe and africa and the 
creation of  mixed cultures, two defining characteristics of  the 
modern world. We will approach the subject matter in an interdis-
ciplinary manner, drawing on the methodologies of  history and 
art history.
 We will study primarily secondary historical sources as well 
as travel narratives from the 15th to the 17th century. Paintings 
and sculpture also offer insight into european attitudes toward 
people of  different cultures and physical appearance. We will con-
sider both sculpture made by West african artists and paintings by 
european artists. together, written documents and artistic depic-
tions of  africans and of  europeans afford us an understanding of  
an era that was critical to the formation of  intercultural contact 
and the establishment of  european images of  africans.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[HiSt299 or arHa268]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.marK,.peter.a .—SEcT.:.01

AFAM211 African History Before 1870
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt217

AFAM212 African History Since 1870
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt212
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AFAM213 The Science and Politics of Environmental Racism
this course will explore scientific, political, economic, and histori-
cal issues related to environmental racism. as scholars have docu-
mented in the last 15 years, people of  color in all regions of  the 
United states bear a disproportionate burden of  the nation’s envi-
ronmental problems. Minority communities face higher concentra-
tions of  toxic waste sites and garbage dumps. they are subject to 
air and water pollution that can have serious health consequences, 
and they are often shut out of  environmental decision-making pro-
cesses. in response, communities across the country have mobilized 
to demand less polluted environments, more green space, and in-
creased voice in decision making. this class will explore the topic 
of  environmental racism from many different disciplinary perspec-
tives, but with a particular focus on understanding the science of  
pollution and the historical and political dynamics that have helped 
produce toxic environments in minority communities. students in 
the class, which will be team taught by a e&es professor and an 
afaM studies professor, will learn basic earth science practices re-
lated to measuring and analyzing contaminants; explore statistical 
data about race and health; study the emergence of  environmental 
justice as a new civil rights issue; and examine the tensions between 
the traditional environmental movement and environmental justice 
activists. two meetings a week will focus on lecture and discussion 
about the course materials; in a third weekly meeting, students will 
gain hands-on experience, with labs, field trips, and guest speakers. 
this class counts as an elective in earth and environmental sciences, 
environmental studies, and african american studies.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .25—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[e&eS170 or enVS213]

AFAM214 20th-Century Black Conservatism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt193

AFAM215 The Long Civil Rights Movement in 20th-Century 
America
this course traces the major sites of  protest, opposition, and resis-
tance in african american history since 1920. By examining the 
development of  the american civil rights movement, this course 
complicates traditional understandings of  black liberation struggles 
in america. Who were these civil rights activists? How did they 
unify? What were their priorities? How did they imagine black free-
dom? How did these events play out in public life? the readings 
and assignments facilitate a critical analytical approach to the 20th-
century struggle for civil rights and racial equality in america.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt296 or HiSt272]

AFAM217 Introduction to U.S. Racial Formations
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt217

AFAM219 Love in the Time of Slavery
What’s love got to do with it? did sally Hemings love thomas 
Jefferson? scholars have long debated the nature of  slavery’s 
immediate and long-term effects on the love lives of  african 
americans. some maintain that american slavery completely un-
dermined and effectively destroyed not only the institutions of  
marriage and family but the morale and mores of  bondsmen 
and women; others insist that slaves found creative ways to be 
together, love each other, and build enduring intimate relation-
ships and family networks. drawing on songs, poetry, fiction, and 
autobiographical and historical writings from the 18th and 19th 
centuries, this course examines representations of  love, intimacy, 
and marriage in early african american literature.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt228 or engl228]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.ducille,.ann—SEcT.:.01

AFAM220 Rereading Gendered Agency: Black Women’s 
Experience of Slavery
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH220

AFAM222 African American Anticolonial Literature
over the course of  the 20th century, the United states came to 
wield increasing power over much of  the globe, supporting and 
extending racialized systems of  domination at home and abroad. 
this course will examine african american literary responses to 
american imperialism, from W. e. B. du Bois’s Dark	Water (1920) 
to John a. Williams’ The	Man	Who	Cried	I	Am (1967). our goals are 
to map out the contours of  a defined theme in african american 
literature and to understand the diverse ways that black writers 
challenged, and contributed to, the expansion of  american power 
in the world.
 our method of  inquiry will be interdisciplinary, combin-
ing the insights of  literary and historical scholarship. each week 
we will focus on a primary text, contextualized by accompanying 
interpretations.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt221 or engl221]

AFAM223 20th-Century Franco-Caribbean Literature and the 
Search for Identity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren225

AFAM224 Problems in Brazilian History
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt238

AFAM225 Zora Neale Hurston and the Rise of Feminist Fiction
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl222

AFAM226 Caribbean Societies: Contemporary Currents
While the Caribbean has long been fixed in popular imagination 
as a site for tourist destinations, political instability, and offshore 
banking and production, scholars and organic intellectuals have 
developed myriad concepts to explain the region’s complexities. 
these include, but are not limited to, creolization, cultural area, 
and historicity. this course proposes to look at contemporary 
Caribbean trends with particular emphasis on how the region’s 
colonial past continues and discontinues in the present. topics in-
clude race/color and class formation, economic dependency, and 
neoliberalism, as well as representation and nationalism. Materials 
will include ethnography and theoretical texts as well as film, 
popular music, and poetry.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none

AFAM227 Race and Ethnicity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc230

AFAM229 Poets and Playwrights of Negritude
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren284

AFAM232 Who Owns Culture? A History of Cultural and 
Intellectual Property in the United States and Latin 
America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt318

AFAM238 Thinking, Writing, and Speaking Feminism (FGSS 
Gateway Course)
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS238

AFAM239 Three Generals in the Lord’s Army
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli283

AFAM240 Race State: Race, Public Policy, and the Making of 
the New Deal State Since 1930
this course examines the role of  race in the conceptualization and 
execution of  public policy in 20th-century american history. the 
course begins in the Great depression with the construction of  a 
racialized welfare state, then moves to the questions of  an inte-
grated military, school integration and the role of  the courts, the 
creation of  hyper-segregated metropolitan areas, the racialization 
of  crime, voting rights, and busing, affirmative action, and the role 
of  the state providing educational opportunity in a “post”-civil 
rights america. We will also consider important studies of  race 
that shaped the policy discourse in the United states, including 
Myrdal’s American	Dilemma, the Kerner Commission report, and 
William Julius Wilson’s writings on race and class.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[HiSt284 or amSt254]
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AFAM241 Ebony Singers: Gospel Music
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc448

AFAM242 African Diaspora Feminisms (FGSS Gateway)
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS242

AFAM249 Sacred and Secular African American Musics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc269

AFAM251 African Presences II: Music in the Americas
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc266

AFAM253 Race and Social Structure
this quantitative course emphasizes statistical analysis using race 
as a primary variable. Much of  our understanding of  racial and 
ethnic difference derives from quantitative assessments. statistical 
differences between the races form the backdrop for much of  the 
social policy debate surrounding race. in this course we will use 
statistics to assess the impact of  race in areas such as poverty and 
inequality, crime, and education, as well as racial attitudes, beliefs, 
and behavior. this is an applied course. We will learn the basic 
operation of  sPss, the statistical software package for the social 
sciences, and perform quantitative analysis using census and social 
survey data. We will also learn to critically examine quantitatively-
based social science literature on race.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc255

AFAM256 Prejudice in Black and White
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt258

AFAM257 Blacks in the American Political System
in this course students will examine the relationship between 
african americans and the american political system to gain a 
broader perspective of  the american political process. issues of  
leadership, representation, and strategies for empowerment will be 
addressed. We will consider both mainstream and nontraditional 
forms of  participation as we examine african america’s quest 
for political empowerment. We will also consider the behavior 
of  african americans within political institutional settings and at 
various levels of  government. it is hoped that this course will pro-
vide students with a structured opportunity to struggle with the 
issues challenging both scholars and interested citizens. What are 
some of  the historical dynamics shaping the relationship between 
african americans and the government? How much and in what 
situations have blacks been able to exert political influence? What 
are some of  the alternative forms of  participation that african 
americans have used when traditional channels have been closed? 
What are some of  the political psychological barriers to increased 
cooperation among blacks and other groups? How has the in-
creased presence of  african americans in traditional government 
institutions changed the face of  politics? last, can we generalize 
the african american case to emerging minority groups and their 
prospect for political incorporation? addressing these and other 
questions will be the foundation for this course.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam257

AFAM257 Blacks in the American Political System
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam257

AFAM257 Blacks in the American Political System
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt259

AFAM258 Migration and Cultural Politics: Immigrant 
Experiences in the United States
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc258

AFAM261 Jazz Dance I
IDENTIcAL WITh:.danc208

AFAM262 Jazz II: Hip Hop
IDENTIcAL WITh:.danc213

AFAM263 Jazz Dance III
IDENTIcAL WITh:.danc308

AFAM264 Tap Dance II
IDENTIcAL WITh:.danc304

AFAM265 Tap Dance I
IDENTIcAL WITh:.danc204

AFAM267 Image, Music, Text, and the Politics of 
Representation
this course explores race, gender, and sexuality in terms of  rela-
tions of  power and the politics of  representation in the media and 
popular culture. We begin by developing a theoretical framework 
for understanding the evolution of  race and gender by examining 
theories of  late-19th-century scientists and the eugenics move-
ment that conspired to legitimize a particular racialized worldview. 
We explore the ways in which the eugenics movement advanced 
the “science” of  heredity and the notion of  a “perfect” human race 
by filtering out “undesirables” while multiplying its “desirables” 
in what darwin called, “survival of  the fittest.” Connotation and 
denotation of  images in the american media and popular culture 
are taken up to better understand the politics of  race, gender, and 
sexuality. We use the critical tools of  roland Barthes, stuart Hall, 
angela davis, Herman Gray, Marlon ross, devon Carbado, Kara 
Keeling, Charles nero, e. Patrick Johnson, bell hooks, darnell 
Hunt, and trinh Minh-ha to inform our understandings of  media 
production and practice. the last half  of  the semester will focus 
on representations of  women in the media and popular culture 
with an emphasis on the role of  music videos and the news media 
in circulating these representations and shaping a worldview of  
the african diaspora. We interrogate current notions of  “black-
ness” through transnational feminist and queer theories—looking 
into some of  the signifying practices of  race, gender, sexuality, 
and the politics of  difference in the media with particular atten-
tion to the notion of  “desirables” and “undersirables.” the sources 
for this course are wide-ranging: mainly academic texts, but also 
documentary films, music videos, news media reports, and per-
sonal accounts of  corporate television news anchors/reporters.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS268

AFAM268 Afro-American Art Since 1865
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa267

AFAM270 The Politics of Minority Coalitions
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt269

AFAM272 Engendering the African Diaspora (FGSS Gateway)
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt273

AFAM273 Vodou in Haiti—Vodou in Hollywood
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli273

AFAM275 Philosophy of Race
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil275

AFAM280 Religion and the Social Construction of Race
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli391

AFAM282 Mixed in America: Race, Religion, and Memoir
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli280

AFAM289 Everyday Forms of Resistance
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt257

AFAM290 Political Independence and Literary Dependence 
in 19th-Century Franco-Caribbean Literatures
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren300

AFAM296 Building Houses, Building Identities: Architecture 
in the Atlantic World, from Africa to America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa294

AFAM297 African American Literary Theory
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl317

AFAM299 African History and Art
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa299

AFAM301 Junior Colloquium: Theory and Methods in African 
American Studies
in this course, we will develop an appreciation for the practice of  
interdisciplinary work in the field of  african american studies by 
studying three moments in african american history and culture—
19th-century american slaver, the Gilded age of  the 1890s, and 
the new negro renaissance of  the 1920s. in each case, we will 
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look at and compare how historians, writers of  fiction, sociologists, 
political scientists, and other intellectuals represent the particular 
historical moment in question. By examining books emerging 
from different disciplinary approaches, we will be able to gener-
ate a more comprehensive context for understanding the political, 
cultural, and social developments of  these three moments.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.ruSHdy,.aSHraF.H .a .—SEcT.:.01

AFAM302 Archaeological Perspectives on the African Diaspora
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH303

AFAM303 Race Discourse in the Americas
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt302

AFAM305 Theorizing the Black Girl in the Long 19th Century
this course examines the figure of  the girl as a political tool in 
african americans’ fight for full citizenship rights pre- and post-
emancipation. students will read canonical and rarely read 19th-
century texts that include articles from the early black press, au-
tobiographies, short stories, speeches, novels, conduct books, and 
visual images that feature representations of  the black girl as a 
model for achieving cultural legitimacy. in mining this rich archive 
of  early african american texts, this course seeks to challenge 
the longstanding argument that racial discourse has figured black 
citizenship and racial progress as masculine from the early 19th-
century onward. students will develop a deeper understanding of  
19th-century african american literature and will discover the 
joys found in archival research when using the special collections 
to develop final research projects.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl304

AFAM306 American Media and the Politics of 
Representation
this course explores race, gender, and sexuality in terms of  rela-
tions of  power and representations of  “blackness” in the media. 
We begin by developing a theoretical framework for understand-
ing the evolution of  race and gender by examining theories of  
late-19th-century scientists and the eugenics movement that con-
spired to legitimize a particular racialized worldview—reaching its 
height in 1923. english scientist francis Galton, Charles darwin’s 
cousin, coined the word “eugenics” to advance the science of  he-
redity and the notion of  a “perfect” human race by filtering out 
“undesirables” while multiplying its “desirables” in what darwin 
called, “survival of  the fittest.” this course also examines the poli-
tics of  race, gender, and sexuality by taking a critical look at the 
social policies that came out of  the Moynihan report (1965) in the 
construction of  the black family—particularly black women and 
the Kerner Commission, a 1968 report motivated by urban riots 
in the United states, that sought to analyze the specific triggers for 
the riots and pointed to the need for diversity in newsrooms across 
the country. We also use the critical tools of  stuart Hall, Herman 
Gray, Marlon ross, devon Carbado, Kara Keeling, Charles nero, 
e. Patrick Johnson, bell hooks, darnell Hunt, and trinh Minh-ha 
to inform our understandings of  media production and practice.
 the last half  of  the semester will focus on media representa-
tions of  women with an emphasis on the role of  the news media 
in circulating these representations and shaping a worldview of  
the african diaspora. We interrogate current notions of  “black-
ness” through transnational feminist and queer theories—looking 
into some of  the signifying practices of  race, gender, sexuality 
and the politics of  difference in the media with particular atten-
tion to the notion of  “desirables” and “undesirables.” the sources 
for this course are wide-ranging: mainly academic texts, but also 
documentary films, news media reports, and personal accounts of  
corporate television news anchors/reporters.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS307

AFAM309 Black Political Thought
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt309

AFAM310 Iberian Expansion and the “Discovery” of Africa in 
Travel Narratives and Art, 1420–1640
this seminar is broadly centered on atlantic history from the 
early 15th to the middle of  the 17th century. it addresses the 
origins of  culture contact between europe and africa and the 
subsequent creation of  mixed cultures. the course will trace 
european expansion from the earliest Portuguese sea voyages 
along the african coast, shortly after 1420, to the opening of  
maritime commerce to West africa and the origins of  the trans-
atlantic slave trade. We will examine evolving attitudes on the 
part of  both europeans and african peoples toward each other as 
documented in travel literature and in artistic representations of  
africans by european artists, and of  europeans by african sculp-
tors. after Portuguese explorations of  africa began around 1420, 
the expansion of  commerce and the settlement of  europeans, 
mostly Portuguese, on the West african coast led to a period of  
extensive métissage (mixture), both cultural and physical, and of  
remarkable fluidity in attitudes toward africans. However, by the 
early 17th century, the atlantic slave trade had begun to take 
on important dimensions, setting the stage for the increasingly 
racialist attitudes that would characterize european relations with 
africa during the colonial period.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[arHa300 or amSt308]

AFAM311 Color and the Canon: Rethinking American 
Literary Criticism
taking inspiration from toni Morrison’s critical monograph 
Playing	in	the	Dark:	Whiteness	and	the	Literary	Imagination, this semi-
nar examines the “africaninist presence” in american literature and 
assesses the impact of  race and gender theory on american liter-
ary criticism. What difference do race and gender make? How 
have thinking and theorizing about race and difference affected 
the way we read the canon?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt311 or engl333]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.ducille,.ann—SEcT.:.01

AFAM318 Plotting Marriage in African American Fiction
Generally thought of  as a convention of  white domestic fiction, 
the marriage plot has received little attention from critics of  african 
american literature. this course argues, however, that, like its 
european and anglo-american counterparts, the african american 
novel has developed around the coupling convention. focusing 
primarily on the novel, we will examine the ways in which african 
american writers, from William Wells Brown to toni Morrison, 
have appropriated for their own political and literary purposes both 
the genre of  the novel and the structure of  the marriage plot.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha
pREREQ:.[aFam202 or engl240 or amSt275] or engl201
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl352

AFAM319 Power and Performance in the Afro-Atlantic World
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt320

AFAM320 Rereading Gendered Agency II: Black Women’s 
Experience of Slavery
slavery systematically influenced both the production and repro-
duction of  race, class, and gendered identities. Black women’s in-
dividual and collective response to this institution and its attempts 
at dehumanization and destruction highlights the impact of  gen-
der, race/color, and class on the making of  different yet com-
plex patterns of  resistance. this course uses a variety of  research 
techniques and analytical approaches to investigate gendered 
agency. the aim is to consider the ethics of  slavery and reread 
black women’s experiences of  enslavement and their conscious 
struggle to carve out subjectivities and a sense of  personhood to 
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allow for exploration of  gender-specific responses to the cultural 
dynamics of  power.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS321

AFAM321 Cuba’s Afro-Creole Religions
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt323

AFAM322 Advanced Themes in 20th-Century Afro-American Art
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa368

AFAM323 Survey of African American Theater
IDENTIcAL WITh:.tHea323

AFAM324 Contemporary African American Narratives of 
Slavery
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl324

AFAM325 Writing Black Radicalism: W. E. B. Du Bois, C. L. R. 
James and Richard Wright
in his influential work Black	Marxism (1983), Cedric robinson 
charted a history of  the encounters between Marxist thought and 
the collective struggles of  black men and women in the West. 
robinson highlighted the work of  three intellectuals who most 
forcefully articulated a theory of  black radicalism in the 20th cen-
tury: W. e. B. du Bois, C. l. r. James, and richard Wright.
 each of  these thinkers was committed not only to the theo-
rization of  black resistance and liberation, but also to the literary 
expression of  their ideas. they experimented with form and genre 
in novels, memoirs, essays, and histories. this course will explore 
the importance of  the acts and the processes of  writing for these 
thinkers and the significance of  writing to the larger project of  
articulating black radicalism.
 our method of  inquiry will be interdisciplinary, combining 
the insights of  literary and historical scholarship. each week we 
will focus on a primary texts, contextualized by accompanying 
interpretations.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt351 or engl320]

AFAM330 Topics in African American Literature: Charles 
Chesnutt and Pauline Hopkins
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl331

AFAM331 Black Feminist Thoughts and Practices
in this course, we will engage anthropological and historical per-
spectives to examine the individual and collective experiences of  
african american women. our aim is to gain awareness of  the po-
litical, social, and cultural threads that, when woven together, form 
the central themes that gave rise to organic black and radical femi-
nist practices and ideologies. Particular attention will be devoted 
to developing knowledge and understanding of  african american 
women’s experiences of  enslavement, efforts at self-definition and 
self-sufficiency, social and political activism, and the need to forge 
a political collective based on feminist thoughts.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[FgSS332 or antH331]

AFAM333 Modernity and the Work of History
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt333

AFAM337 Zombies as Other from Haiti to Hollywood
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum472

AFAM341 History of African American Music
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc107

AFAM349 Toward an Archaeology of the U. S. Prison System
this course examines a central institution in our (that is, Western) 
culturally-specific approach to dealing with social transgressions: 
the prison system. Using an archaeological approach that exam-
ines intellectual foundations, it attempts to ask how and why pris-
ons developed as the central mode for adjudicating breaches of  
the social order. Beginning in the 19th century with the discov-
ery of  the asylum and the work of  italian criminologist Cesare 
lombros, this course seeks to interrogate the historical and cul-

tural origins of  what has more recently come to be known as the 
prison industrial complex.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt349 or HiSt357]

AFAM350 Contextualizing Inequity: An Interdisciplinary 
Approach
IDENTIcAL WITh:.enVS350

AFAM360 The Black ’60s: Civil Rights to Black Power
this course will explore the development of  african american 
political activism and political theory from 1960 to 1972, with 
particular focus on student movements in these years. We will fa-
miliarize ourselves with the history of  political activism and agita-
tion for civil rights and social equality during the ’60s by examin-
ing the formation of  specific organizations, especially the student 
nonviolence Coordinating Committee and the Black Panther 
Party, and tracing the changes in their political agendas. While 
our primary focus will be african american social movements in 
the ’60s, we will also situate these movements in terms of  the 
long history of  african american political struggles for equality 
and in terms of  other predominantly white student movements 
in the ’60s.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .25—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS
pREREQ:.([aFam203 or HiSt241] and [aFam204 or HiSt242 or amSt238])
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt361 or FgSS360]

AFAM361 The Psychology of Prejudice and Discrimination
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pSyc361

AFAM367 Black Power Movements in the 1970s
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt369

AFAM385 Music of Coltrane, Mingus, and Coleman
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc270

AFAM386 Theory of Jazz Improvisation
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc210

AFAM387 Anthropology of Black Religions in the Americas
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli268

AFAM388 Materials and Principles of Jazz Improvisation I
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc459

AFAM389 Materials and Principles of Jazz Improvisation II
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc460

AFAM390 Jazz Improvisation Performance
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc456

AFAM392 Music of Lennie Tristano, Miles Davis, and Max 
Roach
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc271

AFAM393 Music of Sun Ra and Karleinz Stockhausen
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc293

AFAM396 Jazz Orchestra I
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc457

AFAM397 Jazz Orchestra II
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc458

AFAM401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergrad
gRADINg:.opt

AFAM409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

AFAM411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

AFAM465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

AFAM467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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American Studies Program
 PROFESSORS: Henry abelove,	English; Patricia Hill,	History,	Chair; elizabeth l. Milroy,	Art	and	Art	History; 

Joel Pfister,	English; Claire Potter,	History

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: indira Karamcheti,	English; J. Kehaulani Kauanui,	Anthropology; elizabeth Mcalister,	Religion

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS: amy tang,	English; Margot Weiss,	Anthropology

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: Henry abelove; Jonathan Cutler; Patricia Hill; indira Karamcheti; J. Kehaulani Kauanui; 

elizabeth Mcalister; elizabeth Milroy; Joel Pfister; Claire Potter; amy tang; Margot Weiss

Program description. Wesleyan’s interdisciplinary program in american studies provides a broad grounding in the study of  the 
United states in a hemispheric and global context. american studies majors draw on the intellectual resources of  a variety of  dis-
ciplines—anthropology, english, history, religion, sociology, as well as other disciplinary programs such as latin american studies, 
african american studies, and feminist, gender, and sexuality studies. individually designed concentrations, which are the hallmark 
of  the program, allow students to forge interdisciplinary approaches to the particular issues that interest them most, from popular 
culture and aesthetics to racial politics and gender systems.

in addition to its interdisciplinary emphasis, american studies at Wesleyan stresses a comparative approach to the study of  the 
United states. such prominent features of  U.s. cultural development as colonization, slavery, immigration, industrialization, mass culture, 
gender relations, race and ethnicity, political culture, the importance of  modern social and political identities, and state development can 
be best understood by studying their features in a variety of  nations in the americas. By studying cultural phenomena across national 
boundaries, american studies majors develop a rich understanding of  the complex histories that have resulted from the conflict and 
confluence of  european, indigenous, african, and asian cultures throughout the Western Hemisphere and the Pacific.

Major program. the american studies Program recommends that freshmen and sophomores considering the major enroll in one of  
the following survey courses. each of  these courses offers an introduction and overview of  important issues and questions in american 
studies and would be a solid foundation for advanced work in the major. recommended courses include: Colonial america (HIST237), 
the long 19th Century in the United states (HIST239), the 20th-Century United states (HIST240), american literature from the Colonial 
Period to the Civil War (EnGL203), american literature, 1865–1945 (EnGL204), the sixties (AMST251), rebellion and representation: art 
in north america to 1867 (ARHA270), Making art in the United states, 1860–1960 (ARHA271).
Junior core courses constitute the foundational base for the major. Colonialism and its Consequences in the americas (AMST200) and 
one junior colloquium are required of  every major. the colonialism course situates american studies in a hemispheric frame of  reference 
and introduces a variety of  theoretical and methodological approaches to an intercultural analysis of  the americas. Junior colloquia explore 
in-depth a range of  theoretical perspectives utilized in american studies, consider the history and changing shape of  the multifaceted 
american studies enterprise, and engage students in research and analysis.

in addition to junior core courses and a senior seminar, a major program includes seven upper-level electives that focus on the culture of  
the americas. the heart of  each major’s program consists of  a cluster of  four courses among those electives that forms an area of  concen-
tration. a concentration within american studies is an intellectually coherent plan of  study, developed in consultation with an advisor, that 
explores in detail a specific aspect of  the culture(s) and society of  the United states. it may be built around a discipline (like history, literary 
criticism, government, sociology), a field (such as cultural studies, ethnic studies, feminist, gender, and sexuality studies), or a “problematic” 
(such as ecology and culture, politics and culture). frequently chosen areas of  concentration include mass culture, film studies, popular 
culture, ethnicity, queer studies, urban studies, african american studies, gender studies, and cultural studies. students are also asked to con-
solidate the comparative americas focus by taking two courses that build on the foundation supplied in AMST200. Courses may count both 
toward a concentration and the comparative americas component of  the major. a senior seminar, essay, or thesis that utilizes a hemispheric 
perspective may count as an americas course. in addition, to ensure chronological breadth, majors must take at least one course (among 
electives or as a course taken to fulfill the senior requirement) that focuses on american culture(s) in the period before 1900.
Senior requirement. senior majors must choose a senior seminar, ordinarily but not necessarily one that facilitates advanced work 
in their area of  concentration. a senior honors thesis (AMST409 and 410) or a senior essay tutorial (AMST403 or 404) may be substituted 
for the seminar requirement. the american studies Program encourages proposals for senior honors theses, including research projects, 
critical essays, works of  fiction, and other artistic productions.

AMST113 Henry David Thoreau: His Art and Thought in 
Relation to His Times
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl116

AMST117 Education in Society: Universities as Agents of 
Change, Ivory Towers, or Knowledge Factories
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt116

AMST118 Social Norms and Social Power
this fyi is an interdisciplinary exploration of  the privileges and 
penalties associated with “the normal” in the United states. We will 
think through the intersections of  such categories of  identity as 
race, ethnicity, religion, class, ability, gender, and sexuality in terms 
of  social power: the ways regimes of  normativity are produced, 
reproduced, and challenged by various social groups. drawing on 

a wide range of  genres, including novels, ethnographies, theory, 
memoirs, and films, we will pay particular attention to the ways 
bodily difference and social identity interarticulate with “normal-
ness” to locate individuals within hierarchical power structures, 
and we will think creatively about ways to challenge this.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS119
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.WeiSS,.margot—SEcT.:.01

AMST123 Sophomore Seminar: Early American Encounters: 
Colonists in the New World
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt178

AMST124 The Environmental Imagination: Green Writing 
and Ecocriticism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl112
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AMST130 Ten Photographs That Shook the World: Visual 
Technologies of Historical Memory
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt130

AMST132 Writing Historical Biography
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt132

AMST135 American Food
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt135

AMST142 Poverty in the United States
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt142

AMST151 Colonial America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt237

AMST152 The Long 19th Century in the United States
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt239

AMST155 American Literature from the Colonial Period to 
the Civil War
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl203

AMST156 American Literature, 1865–1945
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl204

AMST195 Readings in American Drama
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl195

AMST196 Junior Colloquium: Representing Race in American 
Culture
this junior colloquium offers an introduction to several key criti-
cal issues and debates concerning the representation of  race in 
american culture. in addition to reading several accounts and 
critiques of  how racial minorities have been represented by the 
dominant culture, we will also consider how racial subjects have 
theorized ways of  representing themselves in response to the bur-
den of  such stereotyping and objectification. the course is or-
ganized around two case studies. the first of  these will focus on 
one of  american culture’s “primal scenes” of  racial representation: 
blackface minstrelsy. Considering a variety of  critical, literary, and 
visual texts, we will examine how african american images and 
culture became a way for working-class and other whites to ne-
gotiate their own identities, and how african american artists and 
intellectuals have responded to this troubling legacy. in the second 
half  of  the course, we will turn our attention to questions of  
cultural representation that originate from the racial context often 
deemed to be the opposite of  the african american experience: 
that of  asian americans. if  african americans have long been 
the target of  overtly negative stereotypes, asian americans have 
been subjected to what one critic has called “racist love”—that is, 
a tradition of  putatively positive stereotypes that have produced 
a different set of  representational problems for asian americans. 
together, these case studies will allow us to explore a wide range 
of  models for thinking and writing about race in american culture.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.tang,.amy.cyntHia—SEcT.:.01

AMST198 Superculture and Subculture in American Music
this course looks at american music in terms of  interaction be-
tween the overarching superculture and some of  the many subcul-
tures, or embedded micromusics, that both bounce off  and influ-
ence the mainstream.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

AMST200 Colonialism and Its Consequences in the Americas
Why does colonialism matter to the fields of  latin american stud-
ies and american studies? What have been the consequences of  
colonialism for the nations that make up the Western Hemisphere? 
this course offers a comparative analysis of  colonial ventures and 
their consequences in the americas. topics to be investigated in-
clude the encounters of  indigenous, european, and african peo-
ples; the formation of  colonial societies and syncretic systems of  
belief; independence movements and the emergence of  nation-
states. diverse theoretical and methodological approaches allow 
us to approach critical issues of  coloniality and postcoloniality, as 

they are embedded in cultural and material forms, from an inter-
disciplinary perspective.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt200
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.KaramcHeti,.indira—SEcT.:.01

AMST201 Junior Colloquium: Critical Queer Studies
this junior colloquium will give students a solid theoretical foun-
dation in the field of  queer studies. although “queer” is a contest-
ed term, it describes—at least potentially—sexualities, genders, 
and other social positionalities that fall outside normative con-
stellations. However, as queer studies has been institutionalized 
in the academy, in popular culture, and in contemporary political 
movements, many suggest that today, “queer” shorthands gay and 
lesbian (or lGBt), or is too easily co-optable (e.g., Queer	Eye	for	
the	Straight	Guy), or that queer studies’ construction of  the body, 
desire, and sexuality effaces or ignores crucial material conditions, 
bodily experiences, or cultural differences. 
 this course, designated as a theory-based, reading-intensive 
seminar, will address these debates. after a brief  exploration of  
some of  the foundational works in queer theory, we will focus 
on the relationships—and disagreements—between queer studies 
and other modes of  theory designed to illuminate and critique 
various forms of  power, marginality, privilege, and normativity. We 
will emphasize critical race theory, transgender studies, cross-cul-
tural perspectives, Marxism, feminist theory, and disability studies 
in their intersection with queer experiences, bodies, performances, 
and desires. rather than understanding queer studies as a coherent 
school of  thought, we will continuously problematize the field, 
politics, modes of  analysis, and theoretical debates that are under-
stood as queer theory. toward this end, this course requires critical 
engagement with these debates and material. throughout, we will 
ask, What kinds of  bodies or desires does queer describe? What 
are the politics of  queer? What are the promises of  queer theory, 
according to its proponents? What are the perils of  queer theory, 
according to its critics? What is the meaning of  queer activism 
and politics today? What is the future of  queer?
 this course is excellent preparation for a queer studies con-
centration in american studies.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.WeiSS,.margot—SEcT.:.01

AMST202 Junior Colloquium: The All-American Family
this interdisciplinary colloquium will explore the urgency of  
queer studies to american studies by focusing on a dominant 
form of  american cultural power: the family. american culture 
is obsessed with the sanctity of  the family and of  life. at the 
same time, this focus on the family produces dark, sexually dan-
gerous, and sometimes inhuman others as what must be excluded 
from the family if  it is to remain american. Queer studies exposes 
these contradictory american cultural trends. the methodologies 
of  queer studies will introduce us to how to read for american 
culture’s dependence on the queers it excludes. We will explore 
how recent debates, popular representations, and queer groups 
have used the notion of  nontraditional families either to attack or 
to “adopt” the family norm. By using questions central to queer 
studies (What constitutes a family? Who is included within or ex-
cluded from the family? Who decides the terms of  membership? 
Who controls and defines reproduction? Whose bodies get (ab)
used in the process?), we will help each other think about how 
queer studies is central to the study of  american cultural politics, 
law, literature, and popular culture.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
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AMST203 Junior Colloquium: Culture and Violence in the 
Progressive Era
this interdisciplinary study of  politics and literature in the 
Progressive era centers on concepts of  power, violence, race, and 
class.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha
pREREQ:.[amSt200 or laSt200]

AMST204 Junior Colloquium: Cultural Power and American 
Studies
our interdisciplinary venture focuses on the 19th century to the 
present. We will explore key american studies critical concerns 
such as the analysis of  how cultural power relates to the repro-
duction of  contradictory social relations and to efforts to bring 
about social transformation. thus, we will consider not only what 
americans are involved in—politically, economically, culturally—
but what they might do about it. our critical dialogues will en-
gage cultural theory (eagleton, Kavanagh, Weedon, West, Hooks), 
cultural criticism (frank), literature (Hawthorne, Melville, twain, 
Glaspell, Baraka), historical critique (Zinn), art and advertising 
(Berger, Kruger), and films (Capra, lee, Moore). We will help 
one another develop as theoretically aware and creative american 
studies thinkers.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none

AMST205 Junior Colloquium: Topics in Historic Preservation: 
Marking the Past in Middletown
in this course students will study the history and theory of  his-
toric preservation, specifically of  cultural landscapes, and gain 
practical experience in site assessment and historical analysis using 
a local Middletown site. How do we determine historic signifi-
cance? Who are the stewards of  historic spaces? What are effec-
tive strategies for preservation planning and policymaking? How 
do historic artifacts and documents inform our understanding of  a 
historic site? throughout the semester students will participate in 
a mapping survey of  gravemarkers in the Washington street bury-
ing ground. during the second half  of  the semester students will 
apply what they have learned in an individual research project.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—MILROy, ELIzAbETh—SEcT.:.01

AMST206 The First Gilded Age: Art and Culture in the U.S. 
1865–1913
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa276

AMST207 Methodologies in Critical Race Studies
this seminar is geared toward exploring a wide variety of  ap-
proaches to the study of  critical race studies. We will examine re-
search methodologies within this field by attending to a selection 
of  recuperated histories within a range of  different geographical 
sites and regions, communities, and political terrains through focus 
on racial formations theory and critical race theory. We will exam-
ine the importance of  race as a category of  analysis, especially in 
relation to class, gender, sexuality, and citizenship. readings will 
include historical, anthropological, and sociological works, as well 
as comparative and interdisciplinary scholarship that tends to the 
ways that histories of  colonization and sovereignty, enslavement, 
immigration, imperialism, and citizenship all shape race in the 
United states.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Kauanui,.J ..KeHaulani—SEcT.:.01

AMST208 Early American Material Culture: Art, Buildings, 
and Things in a Colonial Place
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt346

AMST210 Junior Colloquium: Literary Studies as American 
Studies
How do stories work and what work can they do for students 
of  american culture? How do they contribute to and complicate 
efforts to historicize and theorize power? this junior colloquium 
will engage these questions by reading literary texts as powerful 
modes of  cultural and ideological critique. We will read a series of  

canonical and noncanonical works in the context of  both literary 
studies (drawing on close reading, genre theory, and narratology) 
and cultural criticism (including Marxism, feminist theory, ethnic 
studies, and transnational theory) with the goal of  understanding 
precisely how literary texts—through their form and themes—in-
stigate, challenge, and ultimately facilitate the kind of  analysis at 
the heart of  american studies. starting with works by Hawthorne 
and Melville that historicize various subjectivities and conceptual-
ize the operation of  power among individuals, groups, and na-
tions, we will proceed to an array of  modern, hybrid texts—com-
ics, graphic novels, television, and film—that combine story and 
image to articulate new modes of  social critique. We will conclude 
with three contemporary texts, an iraq War documentary (Gunner	
Palace), a historical novel (Amalgamation	Polka), and a graphic mem-
oir (Fun	Home), that incorporate the lessons of  american studies in 
their very conception and form.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

AMST213 Politics and Sex After 1968: Queering the 
American State
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt213

AMST214 African Presences II: Music in the Americas
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc266

AMST216 Chosen Peoples, Chosen Nation
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli275

AMST217 Introduction to U.S. Racial Formations
this course is an introduction to the theory of  racial formation 
with a focus on race and citizenship in the United states. turning 
to the entangled histories of  colonialism, slavery, imperialism, im-
migration, racism, disenfranchisement, and labor exploitation, we 
will examine how different peoples become american. With spe-
cial attention to the role of  law in racial formations, we will come 
to better understand how differently situated people(s) negotiate 
state-structured systems of  exclusion and assimilation in relation 
to sovereignty, democracy, equality, and self-determination.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[antH217 or aFam217]

AMST219 American Pastoral
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl277

AMST220 Religion in the United States
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli222

AMST221 African American Anticolonial Literature
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam222

AMST222 Directorial Style: Classic American Film Comedy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Film314

AMST223 American Jewish History: 1492–2001
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt210

AMST224 The Great American Novel
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl219

AMST226 20th-Century Franco-Caribbean Literature and the 
Search for Identity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren225

AMST228 Love in the Time of Slavery
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam219

AMST229 Hymnody in the United States Before the Civil War
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc274

AMST230 The 20th Century United States
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt240

AMST231 Sophomore Seminar: American Utopias in the 19th 
Century
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt175

AMST232 American Architecture and Urbanism, 1770–1914
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa246

AMST233 Making Art in the United States, 1860–1960
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa271

AMST234 Zora Neale Hurston and the Rise of Feminist 
Fiction
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl222

AMST235 Western Movies: Myth, Ideology, and Genre
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Film307
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AMST236 Topics in United States Intellectual History: 
Religion and National Culture
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt235

AMST238 Introduction to Modern African American History
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam204

AMST239 Power, Culture, Continuity, and Change in Native 
America: A Historical Survey
this lecture/discussion course will introduce students to histo-
ries of  native peoples in north america, particularly those found 
within the borders of  the United states. the course will rely 
heavily upon our analysis and interpretation of  primary docu-
ments and scholarly articles, and we will also explore the role and 
value of  oral history and nontraditional source materials in our 
study. after we consider the precontact and colonial eras, we will 
specifically examine the histories of  four native communities to 
consider both the broader implications and the local effects of  
colonialism and federal indian policy through the 20th century.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none

AMST241 Qualitative Research Methods in Psychology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pSyc202

AMST244 Comparative Race and Ethnicity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc240

AMST246 Social Movements
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc246

AMST248 Native American History: Pre-Columbian Era to 1890
this course examines the experiences of  indigenous north 
americans from the period immediately preceding the arrival of  
europeans in america to the close of  the 19th century. Particular 
attention is paid to the viewpoints from which both natives and 
euro-americans perceived their historical relations and to native 
beliefs, values, and sociocultural practices. the class is designed 
to provide students with a general knowledge of  the native 
american experience in colonial america and the United states. 
in addition, it explores the various strategies natives employed 
in response to the european conquest of  america and examines 
native cultural continuity and change. the course asserts that 
native history is not peripheral, but rather is central to U.s. his-
tory, and argues that neither natives nor indigenous cultures are 
“disappearing.”
 students investigate a number of  topics, including precontact 
native cultures and economies, early interactions between native 
americans and europeans, the fur trade, slave trade, and the es-
tablishment of  military and economic alliances. the course also 
explores native american roles in north american empires, and 
indian participation in the american revolution. the latter part of  
the class focuses on native relations with the United states and the 
strategies natives used to contend with american expansion.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt226
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.gonzaleS,.cHriStian.micHael—SEcT.:.01

AMST250 Confidence and Panic in 19th Century U.S. 
Economic Life
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt227

AMST251 The Sixties
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl237

AMST252 Culture of Gay Liberation
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl321

AMST253 Television: The Domestic Medium
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH244

AMST254 Race State: Race, Public Policy, and the Making of 
the New Deal State Since 1930
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam240

AMST256 Perspectives on Motherhood
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS250

AMST257 Queer Literature and Studies
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl257

AMST258 Migration and Cultural Politics: Immigrant 
Experiences in the United States
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc258

AMST259 Discovering the Person
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pSyc259

AMST260 Native Sovereignty Politics
the course will survey selected historical moments, geographical 
and institutional sites, cases, and periods to explore the complexi-
ties of  life for native peoples in the United states—including 
american indians, alaskan natives, native Hawaiians, Chamorros, 
and american samoans. We will examine legal issues in relation 
to the recognition and assertion of  collective rights, treaty rights, 
land title and claims, and variations of  the federal trust relation-
ship. through a focus on contested issues of  citizenship and self-
governance, students will learn about self-determination, consti-
tutional development, and indigenous politics vis-à-vis the states, 
the United states Congress, the United states supreme Court, and 
the United nations. films and guest lectures will complement the 
course readings.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH261
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Kauanui,.J ..KeHaulani—SEcT.:.01

AMST261 Protestantism: From the Reformation to the 
Religious Right
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt261

AMST262 Middletown Materials: Archaeological Analysis
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH227

AMST263 Globalization, Democracy, and Social Change in 
the Americas
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc260

AMST264 Introduction to Asian American Literature
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl230

AMST265 Introduction to Trans Studies: Interdisciplinary 
Approaches
this course is an introduction to the interdisciplinary field of  trans 
studies. although gender-variant identities have a long history in 
the United states, and while gender diversity has been recorded 
in many societies, trans and transgender are relatively new social 
categories. and, while many academic disciplines—including 
feminist studies, queer studies, anthropology, and history—have 
studied trans communities, subjects, and bodies, it is only very 
recently that the field has become institutionalized in the academy 
as a discipline. 
 this course is organized around trans studies as an emer-
gent field of  study. We will take as our entry point a formative 
moment in academic institutionalization: the publication of  the 
first academic reader in trans studies, susan stryker’s and stephen 
Whittle’s The	Transgender	Studies	Reader in 2006. thinking critically 
about the categories of  knowledge in this anthology (sex, gender, 
and science; feminist investments; queering gender; selves: identity 
and community; transgender masculinities; embodiment; ethics of  
time and space; and multiple crossings: gender, nationality, race) as 
well as the ways other disciplines have understood trans and other 
sexual minority communities, we will ask, What are the founda-
tional objects and methods of  trans studies? What are the guiding 
questions and debates within the field? What forms of  knowledge 
does the category “trans” enable? What are the problems and pos-
sibilities of  using “trans” cross-culturally? How are trans studies 
marked as different from the studies that have come before? is 
institutionalization seen as necessary to knowledge production? 
and, finally, what are the (activist/academic) politics of  the field’s 
institutionalization?
 readings will be interdisciplinary and will include theory, 
memoir, film, history, activism, legal studies, science studies, femi-
nist and queer studies, and ethnography. student interest, input, 
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and participation are crucial to the course; the last weeks of  the 
course are tBa to allow us to explore your particular interests.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS263

AMST266 Taking Spaces/Making Places: American Artists 
and the Landscape
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa174

AMST269 New World Poetics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl258

AMST270 Rebellion and Representation: Art in North 
America to 1867
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa270

AMST271 Work and Leisure: The Sociology of Everyday Life
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc265

AMST272 Sculpture in the United States,1776–1976
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa272

AMST273 Domesticity and Gender in 19th-Century American 
Literature and Culture
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl265

AMST274 Economics of Wealth and Poverty
IDENTIcAL WITh:.econ213

AMST275 Introduction to African American Literature
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam202

AMST276 Vodou in Haiti—Vodou in Hollywood
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli273

AMST277 Native Americans, Archaeology, and Repatriation
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH264

AMST278 Introduction to Latino/a Literatures and Cultures
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl279

AMST279 Aesthetics and/or Ideology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl269

AMST281 Ethics of Embodiment (FGSS Gateway)
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS210

AMST282 Postcolonial Theory
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl272

AMST283 Housing and Public Policy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc271

AMST284 Engendering the African Diaspora (FGSS Gateway)
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt273

AMST287 Critical Pedagogy
this seminar explores critical traditions in education from both 
theoretical and practical perspectives. We investigate a number of  
nontraditional educational projects, with a focus on the Center for 
Prison education’s (CPe) college in prison initiative. all students 
will participate in a CPe practicum that will be central to our 
work, requiring ethnographic research and reflection on teaching, 
learning, and curriculum development.
 Course readings will address the challenges of  work with 
“underprepared” students and the complex problem posed by 
teachers who bring identities and positions to their work with 
particular students or groups of  students who possess their own, 
quite different identities and positions. the institutional, intellec-
tual, and political workings of  public school in the contemporary 
U.s. are the template against which we raise questions and imagine 
possibilities for education in alternative settings.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none

AMST288 The End of the World: The Millennium and the End 
Times in American Thought
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli287

AMST289 Postcolonialism and Globalization
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc291

AMST290 The American Revolution
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt291

AMST290 Style and Identity in Youth Cultures
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH290

AMST292 Women in U.S. History
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt244

AMST293 Poetry and Politics in New York City, 1930–1975
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl347

AMST294 Diasporas, Transnationalism, and Globalization
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col294

AMST296 The Long Civil Rights Movement in 20th-Century 
America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam215

AMST297 Religion and the Social Construction of Race
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli391

AMST297 Religious Worlds of New York
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli272

AMST298 From Seduction to Civil War: The Early U.S. Novel
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl209

AMST299 Survey of African American Theater
IDENTIcAL WITh:.tHea323

AMST302 Reading and Writing About Military Conflict
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum306

AMST304 American Religions Through Children’s Media
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli483

AMST305 Writing Historical Biography
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt344

AMST306 Understanding Television: Industrial System, 
Cultural Form, and Everyday Life
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH306

AMST307 Race Discourse in the Americas
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt302

AMST308 Iberian Expansion and the “Discovery” of Africa in 
Travel Narratives and Art, 1420–1640
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam310

AMST309 American Culture in the Great Depression
a seminar considering the ways that american artists and intel-
lectuals responded to the depression, our primary focus will be 
on fiction, drama, and poetry, but we will examine literature in the 
context of  political developments and in relation to new work in 
painting, photography, dance, film, and music.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt309

AMST309 American Culture in the Great Depression
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl309

AMST310 Queer Theory
this seminar focuses on major texts and trends in the field of  
queer theory. Queer theory is a heterogeneous mix of  arguments 
to the effect that society uses sexuality to identify and regulate 
bodies and races. We will read queerness, not as an identifiable 
sexuality, but as a disruptive political tool that resists knowledge 
and power. Queer theory entails not only exposing sexuality as 
discourse, mimicry, language, or performance, but also exposes the 
degree to which individuals and society depend on and disavow 
sexuality for purposes of  reproducing themselves. We will bring 
these theoretical considerations to bear, more specifically, on the 
questions of  how U.s. political discourse uses sex to regulate race, 
kinship, and biological reproduction and why it necessarily fails 
in this endeavor. We’ll also read for how queerness is a feeling, 
suspicion, and literary devise rather than an identity.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl298

AMST311 Color and the Canon: Rethinking American 
Literary Criticism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam311

AMST312 Americans Abroad: The Literature and Politics of 
Travel, 1675–1975
in an age of  global production, migration, and war, tourism re-
mains one of  the largest components of  the global economy. this 
course looks at the cultural history of  american travel from the 
1670s to the 1970s, focusing on the rise of  high-culture tourism 
from the 1820s through the 1870s, a period in which journalists, 
artists, and literary professionals aided the nascent “leisure indus-
try” in the construction of  ways of  seeing and being that have in-
formed numerous aspects of  american culture, from consumerism 
to the construction of  individual and national identity. through a 
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close study of  literary and visual art, we will raise what elizabeth 
Bishop calls, in one of  our primary texts, “questions of  travel”: 
What kinds of  knowledge has tourism produced? How has “dif-
ference” traveled? Can travel be anti-imperial or counterhege-
monic? What is the relation between travel and other forms of  
global intercourse such as commerce and war? in addition to our 
primary texts, we will read influential critical works such as dean 
McCannel’s Tourism:	A	New	Theory	of 	the	Leisure	Class, Mary louise 
Pratt’s Imperial	Eyes, and steve Clark’s collection Travel	Writing	and	
Empire. field trips to the Wadsworth atheneum Museum of  art 
and the yale art Gallery also may be required.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha
pREREQ:.[engl203 or amSt155]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl314

AMST313 Stein and Woolf
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl308

AMST314 The United States in the Pacific Islands
the relationship between the United states of  america and the 
nations and territories that comprise the Pacific islands is complex 
and has historical and continuing significance in international 
and global affairs. american involvement in the Pacific was and 
continues to be primarily structured by strategic interests in the 
region. oceania has been greatly affected by american colonial 
rule, temporary engagement, and neocolonial hegemony includ-
ing economic, military, and cultural power. How did the United 
states come to dominate the Pacific basin? Using an expanded 
definition of  the Western frontier, we will examine the Pacific 
basin as a region that was subject to imperialist development that 
was an extension of  the continental expansion. the course will 
focus on the history of  american influence in Hawai`i that culmi-
nated in the unilateral annexation in 1898 and statehood in 1959, 
as well as the historical and contemporary colonial status of  Guam 
and samoa, where questions of  self-determination persist. We will 
also examine the Pacific as nuclear playground for atomic bomb 
testing by the United states military, and the United states admin-
istration of  the trust territory of  the Pacific after World War ii 
until the self-governance of  the federated states of  Micronesia, 
the republic of  the Marshall islands, and the republic of  Palau in 
the 1980s and 1990s. the course will have a concentrated focus 
on Hawai`i.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH301
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Kauanui,.J ..KeHaulani—SEcT.:.01

AMST316 Television Storytelling: The Conditions of 
Narrative Complexity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH308

AMST317 Zombies as Other from Haiti to Hollywood
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum472

AMST318 Who Owns Culture? A History of Cultural and 
Intellectual Property in the United States and Latin America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt318

AMST319 Problems in Brazilian History
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt238

AMST320 Nationalism and the Politics of Gender and 
Sexuality
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH322

AMST321 Youth Culture
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH324

AMST322 Crossing the Color Line: Racial Passing in American 
Literature
narratives of  racial passing having long captivated readers and 
critics alike for the way in which they provocatively raise ques-
tions about the construction, reinforcement, and subversion of  
racial categories. this course will consider several examples of  
the “literature of  passing” as it has been established as a category 
within african american literature alongside more ambiguously 
classified 20th-century narratives of  ethnic masquerade and cul-

tural assimilation as a way of  exploring how literary and filmic 
texts invoke, interrogate, and otherwise explore categories of  race, 
gender, class, and sexual identity.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl319

AMST323 Trauma in Asian American Literature
the relationship between asian americans and the U.s. nation-
state has been understood by a number of  scholars as recipro-
cally traumatizing. the incorporation of  racially-marked asian 
americans into the United states has been historically perceived 
and figured as an incursion, a wound, a rupture in the homo-
geneity of  a national body that must be managed through legal 
exclusions and discrimination. Meanwhile, many argue that these 
historical exclusions have in turn “traumatized” asian american 
identity, such that, as anne Cheng, “in asian american litera-
ture…assimilation foregrounds itself  as a repetitive trauma.” this 
course will examine the concept of  trauma and the cultural work 
it performs in both asian american fiction and criticism. as we 
explore the ways trauma has enabled certain discussions about im-
migration, assimilation, and historical memory, we will also ask 
questions about the limits of  trauma as a model for understanding 
these processes, and consider what discussions this widely preva-
lent paradigm might obscure or occlude.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl323
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.tang,.amy.cyntHia—SEcT.:.01

AMST325 Faulkner and the Thirties
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl260

AMST326 Intimacy Matters: The Reform Aesthetic in 
Victorian America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt326

AMST327 American Modernism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl330

AMST328 The Immigrant City in the United States, 1880–1924
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt328

AMST329 American Pragmatist Philosophy: Purposes, 
Meanings, and Truths
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil321

AMST331 American Literature as American Studies
together we will consider how literature can advance american 
studies as an interdisciplinary critical and self-critical project. 
literature—like life, and like american studies—is not divid-
ed into disciplines. indeed, literature functioned as a form of  
“american studies” long before american studies took shape as a 
field in the 1930s. literature investigated some areas of  american 
experience well before historians recognized and researched 
these areas as “history” and focused on key theoretical concerns 
well before theorists formulated and abstracted these concerns as 
“theory.” We will read a variety of  literary forms: novels (twain, 
adams), stories (Hawthorne, Hughes, Cheever), plays (Glaspell, 
odets, Gold Kopit), poetry (dickinson, rich), essays (emerson, 
london), literary cultural criticism (eastman, du Bois), utopian 
fiction (Bellamy), memoirs (Cabeza de vaca). and we will reflect 
on writing by some key critics (trilling, Bercovitch) and theo-
rists (Marx, Williams, eagleton, Bourdieu, Butler). our goal is to 
reassess how literature can help us develop as creative american 
studies thinkers.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[engl345 or FgSS333]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.pFiSter,.Joel—SEcT.:.01

AMST332 Topics in African American Literature: Charles 
Chesnutt and Pauline Hopkins
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl331

AMST333 The American Inner-Self Industry
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum333

AMST334 Contemporary African American Narratives of 
Slavery
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl324
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AMST335 United States Political History Since 1945: Citizens, 
Institutions, and the State
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt335

AMST336 Alfred Hitchcock
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Film322

AMST337 Violence and American Identity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum334

AMST338 New York City in the ’40s
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum338

AMST339 The Rise of the Conservative Movement in the 
United States Since 1950
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt342

AMST340 Crime and Violence in the 20th-Century United 
States
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt340

AMST343 Contesting American History: Fiction After 1967
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl343

AMST344 Reading the Vietnam War
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum344

AMST345 Intimate Histories: Topics in the History of Sex, 
Gender, and the Body
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt349

AMST346 American Revolutions and Counterrevolutions: A 
Short 18th Century
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl302

AMST347 Science and the State
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt336

AMST348 Frank Lloyd Wright: Myth and Fact
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa348

AMST349 Toward an Archaeology of the U. S. Prison System
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam349

AMST350 Performing the War Within: Race, Nation, and War
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum315

AMST351 Writing Black Radicalism: W. E. B. Du Bois, C. L. R. 
James and Richard Wright
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam325

AMST352 Collecting Native America: Cultural and Literary 
Perspectives
this course will explore native american studies through the lens 
of  collecting, broadly conceived. it will address collecting as a 
form of  cultural appropriation and consumption as it relates to 
colonialism, power, and the politics of  identity and difference. 
How is the appropriation of  stories, sacred objects, knowledge, 
cultural expressions, images, land, even ancestral remains, related 
to colonialism and structures of  power? and in what ways is this 
resisted and subverted by native american communities? How 
do museums, the art market, the tourist industry, and new age 
spirituality markets commodify native american cultures? to 
what degree does the commodification of  culture shape and/or 
limit how forms of  indigeneity can be articulated, enacted, and 
(for nonnatives) understood? We will explore sites of  resistance to 
different forms cultural appropriation, both discursive and legal.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none

AMST353 Global Justice, International Pluralism, and War
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum341

AMST354 Chicago Architecture and Urbanism,1880–2000
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa345

AMST355 Reading Latinidad: Ethnicity and Strategies of 
Representation
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl310

AMST360 Museum Studies
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa360

AMST361 The Black ’60s: Civil Rights to Black Power
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam360

AMST362 Nationality and Power at the Movies: The Combat 
Film
Myth is one of  the primary constituents of  national identity, and 
war stories have been fundamental constituents of  myth at least 
since The	Iliad. We will study the combat film as a major vehi-

cle for national mythology in the United states, from the Great 
War through the present, with particular attention to the role of  
media in american culture, the processes of  genre formation in 
Hollywood, and the relationship of  movies to changing ideolo-
gies of  nationality, ethnicity, race, and state power in this century.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha
pREREQ:.[amSt200 or laSt200] or Film304 or Film310
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Film316

AMST364 Photography and Representation
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa365

AMST369 Reading About War
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt369

AMST370 Science and Technology Policy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt378

AMST376 Topics in 19th-Century Painting: Thomas Moran, 
Thomas Eakins, and Mary Cassatt
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa376

AMST379 Christianity and Sexuality
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli379

AMST383 The Making of American Jewish Identities: Blood, 
Bris, Bagels, and Beyond
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli384

AMST386 Mapping Metropolis: The Urban Novel as Artifact
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt396

AMST393 Materia Medica: Drugs and Medicines in America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt393

AMST398 Queer/Anthropology: Ethnographic Approaches to 
Queer Studies
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH398

AMST401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

AMST409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

AMST411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

AMST465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

AMST467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Anthropology
 PROFESSORS:  douglas K. Charles,	Chair; elizabeth G. traube

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS:  J. Kehaulani Kauanui,	American	Studies; aradhana sharma,	Feminist,	Gender,	and	Sexuality	
Studies; Gina Ulysse,	African	American	Studies

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS:  sarah Croucher; daniella Gandolfo; Gillian Goslinga; Margot Weiss,	American	Studies

 ADJUnCT ASSISTAnT PROFESSOR:  Patrick dowdey,	Curator,	Freeman	Center	for	East	Asian	Studies

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: douglas K. Charles; elizabeth traube

the discipline of  anthropology is as much one of  the humanities as one of  the social sciences, and it also has affinities with the natural 
sciences through its bio-archaeological component. anthropology majors are expected to become acquainted with the major subfields 
of  the discipline and to pursue an individually tailored concentration of  courses designed in consultation with their advisors. these 
individual programs should draw on courses available in this department and others. no more than three courses taken outside Wesleyan 
may be counted toward the major.

Major requirements. if  you plan to major in anthropology, you should take introduction to Cultural anthropology (AnTH101), the 
department’s required gateway course, during your first or sophomore year. starting with the class of  2014, a minimum grade of  B in 
AnTH101 is expected as a condition of  acceptance into the major. in addition to AnTH101, majors are required to earn a minimum of  nine 
anthropology credits numbered 200 or higher. these must include two core courses in anthropological theory, theory 1 (AnTH295) and 
theory 2 (AnTH296), offered in fall and spring, respectively. as the precise topics of  these courses will sometimes vary in consecutive 
years, it may be possible to repeat one or the other for credit and fulfill the requirement in that way. archaeology-track majors should 
take either theory 1 or theory 2 plus another advisor-approved course in archaeological theory. the major must also include one course 
on anthropological methods (AnTH230, AnTH232, AnTH307, AnTH349, AnTH362, or another advisor-approved course).

Concentrations. in addition to the two core theory courses and a course in anthropological methods, students must develop and 
complete an area of  concentration consisting of  four elective courses; one of  these courses can be from outside the department. 
Concentrations are conceived of  as flexible specializations reflecting the students’ particular areas of  interest. they work with their 
faculty advisors to decide on a coherent set of  four courses that demonstrate their specific focus within anthropology. our areas of  
concentration (please see www.wesleyan.edu/courses for more information about concentrations) currently include:

• social and Cultural theory 
• Crafting ethnography 
• Producing and Consuming Culture 
• Colonial and Postcolonial Worlds 
• Capitalist Modernities: Past and Present 
• social and Political Geographies 
• Material Culture and temporal Processes 
• axes of  difference 
• embodiment and Biopolitics 
• Performance, representation, identity 

Senior writing requirement. senior majors are required to write an honors thesis, a senior essay, or an extended paper as part of  their 
capstone experience.

Honors Thesis. it is strongly recommended that students contemplating an honors thesis either enroll in an individual tutorial (AnTH402), 
in which they would begin library research on their area of  interest, or else take a course that is relevant to their research concerns in the 
spring semester of  their junior year. a minimum grade of  B+ in either theory i or theory ii and departmental approval are required 
for the pursuit of  honors. for thesis projects involving field research, proposals are due on the last day of  spring semester classes; these 
projects are also eligible for partial funding through the department. if  students wish to compete for these funds, they should include 
a budget in their proposal. Proposals for library-based theses may also be submitted in the spring, or up to the second week of  classes 
in the following fall semester. 

in the fall semester of  their senior year, all students pursuing honors take AnTH400 Cultural analysis, a research seminar in which 
students pursue individual research project in a group context. in the spring semester, honors candidates enroll in an individual thesis 
tutorial (AnTH410).

Senior essay. this involves fewer requirements but also represents a serious research commitment. if  students choose to do an essay, 
they have two options. they may (and are strongly encouraged to) enroll in AnTH400, Cultural analysis, the research seminar described 
above. in this case, they would complete a draft of  their essay in the fall semester for final submission in february. alternately, if  their 
project is one that a particular faculty member is especially qualified (and willing) to supervise, they may take an individual tutorial 
(AnTH403/404) with that person in either the fall or the spring semester, respectively, of  their senior year. Please note that if  they intend 
to do a spring semester tutorial, they must make the arrangements with their advisor before the end of  fall semester.

an extended paper is a revised and extended version of  a term research paper. students who select the extended paper option 
should take a 300-level course in their senior year (or an advisor-approved 200-level course) in which they complete a substantial research 
paper. the revised version is completed in consultation with an appropriate faculty member. no additional course credit is earned. 
extended papers are due on the last day of  spring semester classes and should be submitted to the department chair.
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Cross-listed courses. various departments and programs offer cross-listed or other courses that can be counted toward the anthropol-
ogy major. these include african american studies, american studies, archaeology, biology, classical studies, earth and environmental 
sciences, history, religion, sociology, and feminist, gender, and sexuality studies. if  outside courses are to be counted toward the anthro-
pology major requirements, they must be approved in advance by your advisor.
Double majors. students may pursue double majors, for example, anthropology/history, anthropology/biology, anthropology/sociol-
ogy, anthropology/music, anthropology/film, anthropology/english, or anthropology/e&es. all the requirements for the two majors 
must be met, except when faculty representatives of  the two departments approve alterations in your program. Please consult with the 
department chair and/or a department advisor.
Study abroad. Majors are welcome to take advantage of  semester-abroad programs and, with the approval of  your advisor, you may 
be able to substitute up to three of  your study-abroad courses for specific concentration or elective courses. the office of  international 
studies has information about specific programs, etc.

AnTH101 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology
this course introduces students to concepts, theories, and meth-
ods of  cultural anthropology. lectures, readings, and audiovisual 
materials invite critical analysis of  broader themes in contempo-
rary anthropology, such as the nature of  culture, the problematic 
notions of  social evolution and progress, and the negotiation of  
power within and among diverse peoples.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.WeiSS,.margot—SEcT.:.01
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.gandolFo,.daniella—SEcT.:.02
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.gandolFo,.daniella—SEcT.:.01
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.goSlinga,.gillian—SEcT.:.01

AnTH102 Anthropology and Contemporary Problems
this course will focus on how anthropology illuminates certain 
events and situations most of  us think are problems in the world 
today. aging in industrial societies, organized violence, and crime 
in the ghetto will be examined through the anthropological lens.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none

AnTH110 Forensic Anthropology
forensic anthropology is the application of  the science of  physi-
cal anthropology to the legal process. the course will introduce 
students to aspects of  the judicial system, crime scene investiga-
tion, biological profiling (e.g., sex, age-at-death, ancestry, stature), 
pathology and trauma, and identification. Hands-on experience 
with skeletal material and demonstration casts will be included 
in the course.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none

AnTH165 All Our Relations? Kin, Kinship, and the Politics of 
Knowledge
What can imaginations and practices of  kinship teach us about 
our worlds, our bodies, ourselves, and our others? everything, ac-
cording to feminist anthropologists, because all “big ideas” can be 
found in the everyday details of  how nations, communities, and 
peoples think, do, and regulate “relatedness.” this course explores 
this claim in historical and cross-cultural perspective, tracing the 
rise of  kinship studies in anthropology; feminist revisionings of  
kinship’s intersections with gender, race, sexuality, class, and post-
colonial nation-building; the impact of  reproductive, cloning, and 
internet technologies on how we think kin and kind; and recent 
extensions of  kinship to our fellow animal critters and companion 
species.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none

AnTH166 Color in the Caribbean
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam166

AnTH176 Haiti: Myths and Realities
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam176

AnTH201 Contemporary Anthropological Theory
the course examines contemporary anthropological theory in 
terms of  abstract concepts and ethnographic analyses. it will con-
centrate on several key theoretical approaches that anthropologists 
have used to understand society, such as structuralism, interpre-
tation, Marxism, feminism, practice theory, critical ethnography, 

and postmodern perspectives. readings will focus on how these 
approaches figure in current debates among anthropologists.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.antH101

AnTH202 Paleoanthropology: The Study of Human Evolution
Paleoanthropology is the study of  human origins, of  how we 
evolved from our apelike ancestors into our modern form with 
our modern capabilities. drawing on both biological anthropol-
ogy (the study of  fossils, living primates, human variation) and 
archaeology (the study of  material culture, such as tools, art, food 
remains), the course will examine what we know about our own 
evolutionary past and how we know it. the history of  paleoan-
thropology—how our views of  our past have changed—will also 
be explored.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arcp202
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.cHarleS,.douglaS.K .—SEcT.:.01

AnTH203 Sex, Money, and Power: Anthropology of Intimacy 
and Exchange
this course focuses on the dense exchanges between money and 
sex/intimacy in various cultural and historical contexts, from the 
normalized arrangement of  sex/money in marriage to the stigma-
tized arrangement of  sex/money in sex work. We will combine 
recent ethnographic explorations of  the relationships between 
sex/intimacy and money/commodification with interdisciplin-
ary analysis of  capitalism, globalization, and neoliberalism. Case 
studies will be drawn from sex work and tourism; marketing and 
pornography; reproduction, domestic labor, transnational adop-
tion; marriage; class and sexual lifestyle; labor and carework; the 
global market in organs and body parts; outsourced surrogacy; sex 
stores and commodities; and sexual activism and identity politics. 
throughout, we will ask, How do practices or bodies gain value? 
How are intimacies—sexual and social—commoditized? Who 
benefits from such arrangements, and who does not? and, finally, 
how are transnational flows complicating relationships between 
sex and money in a variety of  sites?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS223
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.WeiSS,.margot—SEcT.:.01

AnTH204 Introduction to Archaeology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arcp204

AnTH207 Gender in a Transnational Perspective (FGSS 
Gateway)
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS207

AnTH208 Crafting Ethnography
in this course students will explore interpretive, political, and mor-
al dimensions of  ethnographic research and writing. this course 
will prepare students for pursuing ethnographically-based theses 
and essays in their senior year and is the preferred way for anthro-
pology majors to fulfill the methods requirement for the major.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011

AnTH210 Reading Ethnography
a study of  anthropological interpretations of  social and cultural 
systems through the ethnographic analysis of  single societies, the 
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course focuses on our changing understandings of  beliefs, mean-
ings, values, and social relationships through accounts of  selected 
african, asian, and Middle eastern communities. students will 
learn how anthropologists use theoretical perspectives to under-
stand cultures and societies and how attempts at such understand-
ings have changed anthropological interpretations.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS
pREREQ:.antH101 or antH102

AnTH217 Introduction to U.S. Racial Formations
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt217

AnTH220 Rereading Gendered Agency: Black Women’s 
Experience of Slavery
slavery systematically influenced both the production and repro-
duction of  race, class, and gendered identities. Black women’s in-
dividual and collective response to this institution and its attempts 
at dehumanization and destruction highlights the impact of  gen-
der, race/color, and class on the making of  different yet complex 
patterns of  resistance. this course uses a variety of  research tech-
niques and analytical approaches to investigate gendered agency. 
the aim is to reread black women’s experiences of  enslavement 
and their conscious struggle to carve out identities and a sense of  
personhood to allow for exploration of  gender-specific responses 
to the cultural dynamics of  power.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[aFam220 or FgSS246]

AnTH222 Anthropology of Art
this class will explore the social relationships among art, artists, 
and society. in every society art provides much more than an ex-
pression of  beauty; it also creates and maintains social values in 
surprisingly profound ways. the way we look at art is conditioned 
by social practices and contexts that we are largely unaware of; we 
look through sets of  cultural filters that prepare us for an aesthetic 
experience. the course is divided into four units: (1) an introduction 
to anthropological thought on art; (2) an examination of  verbal art, 
storytelling, and oral performance; (3) an exploration of  the idea 
of  an art world; (4) and, finally, a close look at the current practices 
of  museum exhibition. each unit suggests critical approaches to art 
and its creative presentation in contemporary societies.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa261

AnTH223 Blurred Genres: Feminist Ethnographic Writing
this course focuses on feminist approaches to interpretations of  
culture. through in-depth reading of  various ethnographic works, 
we consider the broader academic context within which ethnog-
raphies are created. We will examine the significant impact of  
feminist interventions on issues of  epistemology and knowledge 
production to deconstruct differences in feminist textual strate-
gies that challenge conventional ethnographic writing. Particular 
attention is paid to ethnographers who blur genres by troubling 
the boundaries between literature and social science, as well as to 
those who turn to the arts for fuller expressions of  their percep-
tions. the aim is to seriously question what it means to choose the 
margins to write against ethnographic hegemony. in the process, 
we seek to understand the broader question of  why creative or 
nonconventional works tend to be produced mostly by feminists 
of  color and other marginal individuals within the discipline of  
anthropology.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS262

AnTH225 Excavating America: Historical Archaeology of the 
Modern World
this course deals with historical archaeology of  the modern 
world—the growth of  capitalism, the spread of  european colo-
nization, and, later, industrialization. in this class, students will 
learn to interpret a wide range of  information as used by historical 
archaeologists: artifacts and features buried beneath the ground, 

standing buildings and ruins, and historical information including 
maps and oral histories that can be intertwined with archaeologi-
cal data. 
 Material we will cover in this class relates to archaeological 
contexts in the americas, from early colonialism and settlement 
of  plantations, through to contemporary material culture studies 
and issues of  heritage and representation within the United states. 
sites will include those relating spanish settlement in California 
and the Caribbean; native sites that intersected with periods of  
settler colonialism; British plantations in the Chesapeake; domes-
tic sites of  enslaved africans and free black communities; industri-
alizing cities, including nyC and lowell, Ma; mining sites in the 
american West; overseas Chinese communities in California; sites 
of  institutional confinement; and sites relating to known brothels 
in 19th-century cities. our study of  these sites will focus on so-
cial interpretations of  ethnic, racialized, gender, sexual, and class 
identities.
 students will also conduct a short material-culture-anal-
ysis project utilizing material from Middletown archaeological 
collections.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arcp225

AnTH226 Feminist and Gender Archaeology (FGSS Gateway)
this course focuses on the impact of  feminism on the disci-
pline of  archaeology and the way in which archaeologists have 
attempted to incorporate gender into interpretation and repre-
sentation. theoretical issues will be investigated in further depth 
through case studies along temporal and thematic lines. specific 
topics include human evolution and early prehistory, political 
economies, gender and space, historical archaeology, masculinity, 
mortuary contexts, and the archaeology of  prostitution. 
 throughout the course we will also examine some broad 
key issues in engendered archaeological narratives. these will in-
clude the way in which gender roles in prehistory are related to 
ideas of  gender in contemporary society, how different gendered 
identities and sexuality may be accessed through archaeological 
data, and how gender roles in society have changed through time.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[arcp226 or FgSS237]

AnTH227 Middletown Materials: Archaeological Analysis
Buried beneath you as you walk the streets of  Middletown is the 
residue of  former residents. Mostly consisting of  fragments of  
ceramics, glass, and other objects, these hold the potential to be-
gin to unlock the day-to-day history of  their past owners and 
users. in this course, we will use collections from excavations in 
Middletown, with sites dating from the 18th  through 20th cen-
turies, to begin to unearth these narratives.
 We shall do this in two ways; a practical side will address 
artifact identification and classification. in half  of  classes, all stu-
dents will participate in learning to catalog and identify artifacts 
from the Middletown historical archaeological collections, build-
ing an ongoing database. recording this material will include 
learning to photograph archaeological artifacts, utilizing local ar-
chival holdings that relate to the excavations, and blogging about 
the research project.
 to help form interpretations, the theoretical side this course 
addresses artifact studies within archaeology, particularly histori-
cal archaeology in north america. We will address specific issues 
about the social role of  artifacts, focusing on how can we interpret 
their relation to ethnic, racialized, class, and gendered identities. 
the question of  increasing mass production of  goods and their 
relation to modern consumer society will also be examined. 
 the combination of  research on the material evidence 
with background readings from historical archaeology will then 
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form the basis of  original student interpretation papers and 
presentations.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[arcp227 or amSt262]

AnTH228 Transnational Sexualities
this course is an introduction to the ethnographic study of  gen-
der and sexuality. We will ask, How have anthropologists under-
stood sexuality? How much does sexuality vary cross-culturally? 
What can an ethnographic approach to gender and sexuality tell 
us about power, identity, or difference—both in the contemporary 
United states and in other places and times? We will explore gen-
der, sexual practices, sexual identities, and transgendered peoples 
in both Western and non-Western contexts. our reading will fo-
cus on five recent ethnographies of  sex, gender, and sexuality on, 
for example, transgendered prostitutes in Brazil (Travesti, Kulick); 
mail-order brides from China and the Philippines (Romance	on	a	
Global	 Stage, Constable); afro-surinamese working-class wom-
en’s sexuality (The	Politics	of 	Passion, Wekker); hijra identity and 
community in south india (With	Respect	 to	 Sex, reddy); fatness, 
beauty, and desire in niger (Feeding	Desire, Popenoe); filipino gay 
migrants in the United states (Global	Divas, Manalansan); and strip 
club regulars in the United states (G-Strings	and	Sympathy, frank). 
We will also read articles on ritualized “homosexual” practices in 
Melanesia, the transnational politics of  Bollywood, same-sex mar-
riage in the United states and elsewhere, global sex work and sex 
workers’ rights, and feminist debates over fGs.
 through the course we will think through the ways sexual-
ity intersects with other social positionalities (such as class, nation, 
and race) and with larger global phenomena (such as globalization, 
transnational mass media and cross-border economies, activisms, 
and other flows). the goal of  this course is to develop a critical 
understanding of  the connections between sexuality, gender, bod-
ies, identities, communities, and cultures. to this end, we will also 
consider the ways that ethnographic studies of  sexuality contribute 
to some of  the key questions and debates within anthropology, 
such as: are some sexualities universal, or are they always cultur-
ally particular? What are the relationships among cultural change, 
globalization, and tradition? How can we investigate the politics 
of  sexuality in both cross-cultural and transnational settings?
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS241

AnTH230 Anthropology of Cities
this course is an introduction to the theory and practice of  ur-
ban anthropology. the first part of  the course is a theoretical 
examination of  “the modern city” and of  contemporary global 
urban trends, such as the explosion of  cities into megalopolises. 
attention is placed on new intellectual challenges these trends 
present to us in our attempts to think and write about urban space 
and metropolitan life today. readings on urbanism and urban-
ization, the production of  space and place, and transnationalism 
include perspectives from Marxism, the avant garde, feminism, 
poststructuralism, and globalization theory. the second part of  
the course focuses on the study of  cities as they are experienced, 
imagined, and made every day by those who live in them. We con-
sider how cities become foremost spaces for the exercise and con-
testation of  power, for social cohabitation and conflict, for cultural 
creation and repression. themes include class and racialization; 
public and “sacred” spaces; “informality” and its cultures; carnivals 
and parades; crime and policing; and storytelling in the city.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.gandolFo,.daniella—SEcT.:.01

AnTH232 Alter(ed)native Approaches: Middletown Lives
in this city, there’s a restaurateur who was a paratrooper, a florist 
who is a playwright, a minister who is a barber, a farmer who is 
an optician, an unmarked house that was part of  the Underground 

railroad, and a landfill with stories to tell. Working with different 
community partners and integrating a wide range of  methods from 
the humanities to the social sciences, this course seeks to identify, 
interpret, and document various (un)known stories and histories 
of  people, places, and spaces in contemporary Middletown. our 
primary theoretical aim is to consider what is interdisciplinary. 
How can it be put into practice? and what is its potential for the 
making of  public engagement and scholarship? to this end, we 
take a contemplative approach to learning to raise fundamental 
epistemological and pedagogical questions concerning research as 
praxis. in the process of  this engagement, we will create a public 
anthropology project intended to benefit our broader community 
and environment. this is a service-learning course.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none

AnTH234 Anthropology and Political Economy
this course serves as in introduction to the field of  political econ-
omy, approached through the lenses of  anthropology and transna-
tionalism. We will read some classic theoretical and ethnographic 
works and examine what scholars, working from an anthropologi-
cal perspective, have contributed to the study of  political economy. 
this course is divided into four units. Unit i introduces the basic 
concepts and debates that have defined the field of  political econ-
omy and how they have shaped the anthropological imagination 
regarding the economies exchange, peasantry, development, and 
the world capitalist system. Unit ii focuses on issues of  labor and 
production in different historical and cultural contexts. We look 
at concepts such as fordism, factory discipline, and the gendered 
division of  labor and also delve into the histories of  working-
class struggles. Unit iii examines the culture of  capitalism through 
the lens of  class and looks at how status distinctions are produced 
through the circulation and consumption of  commodities. We also 
examine how ideologies of  class, race, and gender are transmit-
ted through the educational system and how they are received by 
subjects. the last unit focuses on late capitalism, neoliberalism, 
and their cultural formations. We look at the reconfiguration of  
production and work under late capitalism. We will also examine 
remaking of  states, subjects, and spaces under neoliberal capitalist 
logics. finally, we will analyze some theorists’ ideas of  what lies in 
store for us and delve into the implications of  late capitalist.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none

AnTH239 Cross-Cultural Childhoods
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pSyc339

AnTH242 All Our Relations? Kinship and the Politics of 
Knowledge
What can imaginations and practices of  kinship teach us about our 
worlds, our bodies, ourselves, and others? everything, according to 
feminist anthropologists, because all “big ideas” can be found in the 
everyday details of  how peoples, communities, and nations think, 
do, and regulate “relatedness.” this course explores this claim in 
historical and cross-cultural perspective, tracing the rise of  kinship 
studies in anthropology; feminist revisionings of  kinship’s intersec-
tions with gender, race, sexuality, class, and nation-building; and 
how reproductive, cloning, and internet technologies are today re-
configuring imaginations of  kin and kind. We’ll also discuss imagi-
nations of  cross-species kinship with our fellow animal critters and 
companion species.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp242
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.goSlinga,.gillian—SEcT.:.01

AnTH244 Television: The Domestic Medium
of  all the mass media, television is the most intimately associ-
ated with domestic and familial life. its installation in american 
homes over the postwar decade coincided with a revival of  family 
life that encouraged an emphasis on private over public leisure. 
Most television is still watched at home, where viewing practices 
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are interwoven with domestic routines and provide a site for ne-
gotiating family and gender relations. television production is 
shaped at several levels by producers’ images of  viewers’ domestic 
lives; schedules reflect socially conditioned assumptions about the 
gendered division of  family roles; a common televisual mode of  
address uses a conversational style in which performers present 
themselves to viewers as friends or members of  the family; fami-
lies or surrogate families figure prominently in the content of  pro-
gramming across a wide range of  genres, including sitcoms, dra-
mas, soaps, and talk shows. sitcoms, in particular, have responded 
to and mediated historical shifts in family forms over the past 50 
years, and they will be a main focus in this course. We will explore 
how television has both contributed and responded to larger cul-
tural discourses about family and gender.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt253 or Film349 or FgSS243]

AnTH245 Anthropology of Contemporary Chinese Art
this course will survey the contemporary Chinese art world from 
an anthropological perspective. it puts the accent back on China 
to survey the course of  modernization in an ancient art tradition. 
Beginning in 1930, Chinese artists developed new forms of  ar-
tistic practice, organization, and expression in a process of  cre-
ative diversification that leads directly to the profusion of  styles 
and expressions we see today. We will examine the historical and 
cultural impetus for modernization in the Chinese art world: the 
complicated initial engagements with Western art; the effects of  
politicization of  the art world under the CCP; the spirited and 
complex development of  visual art during the reform period; and, 
finally, the effects of  Chinese artists’ gradual entry into the in-
ternational art world. our focus on Chinese concerns including 
painting from life, figure drawing, line vs. chiaroscuro, realism, 
folk arts, and the importance of  heritage will orient our survey 
and keep us focused on the Chinese rather than international art 
world. the style of  the course will be syncretic: Materials from an-
thropology, art history, and history, as well as images from comics, 
design, photography, and, of  course, painting, will be presented 
in a rich cultural context. readings from the anthropology of  art, 
on art in contemporary and traditional China, and on history will 
help us develop an idea of  the way that artistic practices help 
form an art world. students will gain a deeper understanding of  
the native background for the current craze for Chinese art in the 
West as well as the ability to discuss art worlds and relations be-
tween art worlds with different aesthetic systems. no knowledge 
of  Chinese or Chinese history is required for this course.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[arHa255 or eaSt165]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.doWdey,.patricK—SEcT.:.01

AnTH250 Foragers to Farmers: Hunting and Gathering and 
the Development of Agriculture
almost all humans today derive their sustenance, directly or in-
directly, from agriculture, but for more than 90 percent of  our 
existence, people subsisted by hunting, gathering, fishing, and 
gardening. We tend to think of  hunter/gatherers as living like 
the dobe of  the Kalahari desert in southern africa, australian 
aborigines, or the inuit of  the Canadian arctic. ethnographic 
accounts of  these and other peoples give us some insight into 
the hunter/gatherer way of  life, but they describe populations 
existing in marginal environments. the foragers of  the Upper 
Paleolithic and Mesolithic periods of  prehistory inhabited en-
vironmentally rich river valleys, lakeshores, and coastal areas in 
temperate and tropical climates. they were characterized by high 
population densities, productive economies, intense material-cul-
ture production, and complex regional social interaction. initially, 
the course will explore this “lost” period of  human existence. 
the second part of  the course will examine the domestication of  

plants and animals and the impact of  the early development of  
intensive farming. did civilization arise with the appearance of  
agricultural economies, or do we share more continuity than we 
think with a complex foraging way of  life?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arcp250

AnTH255 Religious Worlds of New York
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli272

AnTH259 Anthropology of Development
our purpose in this course will be to critically explore the notion 
and phenomenon of  development through an anthropological 
lens—that is, to focus on what is cultural about development. We 
will examine the various ways in which development has been 
conceptualized, approached, and critiqued by different sets of  
theorists. We will begin by looking at the orthodox (moderniza-
tion) and political economic paradigms of  development. We will 
then explore the more recent anthropological studies of  develop-
ment. these critical analyses of  development argue that devel-
opment operates as a regime of  representation and power that 
creates people’s and nations’ identities (such as poor, underdevel-
oped, and modern) and then exerts control over them. However, 
instead of  assuming that development works as a monolithic and 
totalizing force that only exerts power over people, we will look 
at ethnographies that show how development is received, under-
stood, and sometimes contested by people at the grassroots level. 
in other words, we will examine how development operates as 
a fertile and productive terrain that not only disciplines people 
but also allows spaces for negotiation. We will also examine how 
gender figures into these different analyses.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS259

AnTH261 Native Sovereignty Politics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt260

AnTH263 Political Anthropology and the Afghan Conflict: 
Power, Authority, and Charisma in Hindukush Mountain
this course is a study of  the major anthropological approaches 
to politics in non-Western societies. it will primarily concern how 
politics in afghan tribal and peasant groups affects the current 
conflict in that country.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none

AnTH264 Native Americans, Archaeology, and Repatriation
this course examines the politics of  archaeology in relation to 
native americans and the question of  repatriation. from the mo-
ment of  the european entry into the new World, questions of  
native american origins and the nature of  the cultures discovered 
there have fascinated the minds of  the discoverers, the colonists, 
and the dominant settler societies. north american archaeology 
originated as a systematic way to try to answer these questions. as 
prongs of  Western power and privilege, dominant culture and sci-
ence too often go unexamined, yet create deep epistemological di-
visions. the historical relationship between native americans and 
archaeologists has been a complicated and often problematic one, 
since archaeologists have not always consulted with those whose 
forebears they studied and did not always take into account the 
effects of  their research on them—especially given the facts that 
many indigenous cultures regard the unearthing of  their ancestral 
remains a violation and that those remains have often been used in 
the service of  racism. in addition, native americans have their own 
tribal histories independent of  archaeological evidence. in 1990, 
the U.s. Congress passed the native american Graves Protection 
and repatriation act that requires museums to inventory and re-
turn native american human remains, sacred and funerary objects, 
and objects of  cultural patrimony for which the appropriate tribal 
relationships can be established. this legislation continues to have 
wide-reaching implications for native americans that has neces-
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sitated the cooperation between native americans and archaeolo-
gists, physical anthropologists, and museum curators. today, many 
tribes have active archaeology and preservation offices and have 
contributed to the development of  indigenous archaeology, yet the 
federal mandate to repatriate remains fraught with problems.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt277

AnTH266 Maya Peoples and Cultures: Ancient and 
Contemporary
this course provides an in-depth study of  Maya culture and civi-
lization, from the ancient to the contemporary. We will consider 
how academic disciplines such as archaeology, ethnography, and 
history have understood the Maya and how these perspectives 
both support and work against portrayals of  the Maya in popu-
lar culture. the course is divided into several parts, broken down 
along both chronological and disciplinary lines, and covers the 
following topics: origins of  Maya civilization; the invention of  
Maya culture through archaeology and ethnography of  the Maya; 
the contemporary Maya of  Mexico, Central america, and beyond; 
political activism and cultural revitalization movements; consum-
ing Maya culture; and cultural tourism.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt269

AnTH267 Sociology of Tourism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc267

AnTH268 Prehistory of North America
at or before the end of  the Pleistocene, people living in siberia 
or along the Pacific Coast of  asia traveled east and found an un-
inhabited hemisphere of  arctic, temperate, and tropical climates. 
over the next 12,000+ years, populations diversified into, and 
thrived in, a range of  environments—the last great experiment 
in human adaptation. this course will follow that process as it 
unfolded across the continent of  north america, starting with the 
early Paleoindians and culminating with the arrival of  europeans. 
Particular emphasis will be on the nature and timing of  the 
colonization(s) of  north america, the impact of  environmental 
diversity across the continent, and the rise of  complex societies.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arcp268

AnTH277 Commodity Consumption and the Formation of 
Consumer Culture
this course investigates the historical development of  commodi-
ty production and its global expansion since the early modern pe-
riod. this process can be interrogated from a variety of  disciplin-
ary perspectives and through both global and local lenses. this 
course opens up a conversation between a historical archaeologist 
and a cultural anthropologist on commodity consumption as a 
material, social, and cultural process; in so doing we will contrast 
archaeological and ethnographic approaches. among the ques-
tions we will address are, What  makes a thing a commodity, and 
how did commodity production develop as the dominant form 
of  production and lead to a culture of  mass consumption? How 
have social relations both shaped and been shaped by commodi-
ties? How has the proliferation of  new spaces of  consumption, 
from markets, to department stores, to internet shopping, figured 
into this process? are there significant differences between the 
marketing of  material and symbolic goods? throughout, we will 
emphasize the creative agency of  consumers and the continual 
transformation of  things, whether those things were acquired in 
domestic or global markets. examples will be drawn from the 
early modern period to the present.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none

AnTH280 Magic and Religion in Latin America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt280

AnTH285 Anthropology and the Nonfiction Cinema
in this course we provide a broad perspective on ethnographic film 
within the context of  nonfiction film in general. Concentrating on 
selected films and readings from around the world, we approach 
film as a mode of  constructing reality. We explore the events and 
structures of  everyday life, seeking the similarities and differences 
among societies through a comparison of  cultural meanings in 
filmed visual images.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Film323

AnTH290 Style and Identity in Youth Cultures
this course focuses on young people’s engagements with com-
mercially provided culture and their implications for identity for-
mation. We begin in the postwar United states, when producers 
of  symbolic goods, such as movies, music, and clothes, began ag-
gressively tailoring products for young people; over the rest of  
the 20th century and into the 21st, new youth-oriented cultural 
commodities and sites of  consumption have been used by young 
people in diverse ways to define themselves in relationships to 
adult society and to other young people. We will examine young 
people’s intensifying involvement with the cultural market, with 
attention to both the diversity of  youth-cultural formations that 
have emerged within the United states and to the global circula-
tion of  euro-american youth culture. Using case studies, we will 
consider the ways in which young people’s consumption practices 
have both reinforced and transgressed intersecting boundaries of  
class, race, gender, and nationality. an overarching concern in the 
course will be to assess whether or to what extent particular cul-
tural practices may help prepare young people for positions of  
privilege, reconcile them to structural disadvantages, or provide 
them with resources to challenge the dominant society.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt290
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.trauBe,.elizaBetH.g .—SEcT.:.01

AnTH295 Theory 1: Anthropology and Political Economy
theory 1 and theory 2 are core courses for the major, designed 
to elucidate historical influences on contemporary anthropological 
theory. While precise topics may vary from year to year, the overall 
goal of  the courses remains the same: to familiarize students with 
the main traditions from which the discipline of  anthropology 
emerged and to explore the diverse ways in which contemporary 
anthropological practice defines itself  both with and against them. 
this semester our topic will be anthropology and political economy.
 this course provides an introduction to the field of  politi-
cal economy, approached through the lenses of  anthropology and 
transnationalism. We will read classic theoretical and ethnographic 
works and examine what scholars, working from an anthropologi-
cal  perspective, have contributed to the study of  political econ-
omy. this course is divided into four units. Unit i introduces the 
basic concepts and debates that have defined the field of  political 
economy and how they have shaped the anthropological imagina-
tion regarding the economies exchange, peasantry, development, 
and the world capitalist system. Unit ii focuses on issues of  la-
bor and production in different historical and cultural contexts. 
We look at concepts such as fordism, factory discipline, and the 
gendered division of  labor and also delve into the histories of  
working-class struggles. 
 Unit iii examines the culture of  capitalism through the lens 
of  class and looks at how status distinctions are produced through 
the circulation and consumption of  commodities. We also ex-
amine how ideologies of  class, race, and gender are transmitted 
through the educational system and how they are received by 
subjects. the last unit focuses on late capitalism, neoliberalism, 
and their cultural formations. We look at the reconfiguration of  
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production and work under late capitalism. We will also examine 
remaking of  states, subjects, and spaces under neoliberal capitalist 
logics. finally, we will analyze some theorists’ ideas of  what lies 
in store for us and delve into the implications of  late capitalism.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.SHarma,.aradHana—SEcT.:.01

AnTH296 Theory 2: Anthropology and the Person
theory 1 and theory 2 are core courses for the major, designed 
to elucidate historical influences on contemporary anthropologi-
cal theory. While precise topics may vary from year to year, the 
overarching goal of  the courses remains the same: to familiarize 
students with the main traditions from which the discipline of  
anthropology emerged and to explore the diverse ways in which 
contemporary anthropological practice defines itself  both with 
and against its antecedents. this semester, our topic is anthropol-
ogy and the person.
 anthropology has long been haunted by the problem of  the 
person. on the one hand, classical theories posited society and cul-
ture as structural totalities that transcended particular members and 
could be abstracted from them; on the other hand, society and cul-
ture were held to mediate individual experience and to constitute 
diverse conceptions and values of  personhood. While constructiv-
ist approaches to personhood identified (and arguably exaggerated) 
differences between societies/cultures with regard to personhood, 
they discouraged attention to the diversity of  personal experiences 
within them. in the extreme, the person was reduced to a reflex of  
society/culture, and the private, inner self  was seen as an invention 
of  Western societies. among the casualties of  such reductionism 
were questions of  agency, creativity, reflexivity, power, contesta-
tion, and transformation. in this course we will first read classic 
works from the french, British, and american anthropological 
traditions, with a focus on their approach to the category of  the 
person; we will go on to review and assess selected tendencies in 
cultural theory and ethnographic writing that return to issues of  
personhood. an overarching question will be, What are the im-
plications for anthropology of  a concern with particular selves, 
including the ethnographer as well as her subjects?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.trauBe,.elizaBetH.g .—SEcT.:.01

AnTH301 The United States in the Pacific Islands
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt314

AnTH302 Critical Perspectives on the State
in the course we will examine the state from a variety of  social 
science perspectives. these will include feminist, Marxist, and cul-
ture-based conceptualizations and critiques of  the state. our pur-
pose will be to look at the state, including its structure, practices, 
and policies, from these various perspectives to see what they re-
veal about the nature of  the state and the consequences of  actions 
undertaken through the state. We will analyze, for example, how 
the state is implicated in and engenders social inequalities and 
cultural transformation. specific examples of  states/state practices 
will be drawn from the Caribbean, europe, the United states, and 
south asia, among others. students will not only examine the 
state as a culturally-embedded institution (through specific ex-
amples of  microlevel state practices, disaggregating the state) but 
will also interrogate the state-civil society binary. throughout, we 
will pay particular attention to the gendered nature of  the state.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS302

AnTH303 Archaeological Perspectives on the African Diaspora
this course will examine the material remains of  the african 
diaspora on both the african and american continents. the ar-
chaeological case studies included will cover excavated and above-
ground remains of  artifacts, structures, and graveyards. from this 
archaeological perspective we will examine the societies from 

which enslaved persons were taken, sites of  enslavement on the 
african and american continents, and free african american com-
munities in the United states, including that of  Middletown. 
throughout the course we will scrutinize the way in which gen-
der, religious, and racial identities have been constructed in rela-
tion to material culture within different diasporic contexts.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[arcp300 or aFam302]

AnTH304 Gender in South Asian Contexts
this course will use interdisciplinary and transnational feminist 
frameworks to examine gender relations in south asia and in 
south asian diasporic communities (especially in the United states 
and Britain). We will begin by examining the colonial and nation-
alist histories of  gender within south asian contexts and will then 
look at how these histories shape postcolonial gender relations 
and feminist activism in various locations. We will look at south 
asian/diasporic women’s struggles over laws, rights, environment, 
land, labor, community, reproduction, immigration, sexuality, vio-
lence, and representation, among other things. our approach will 
be intersectional in that we will explore how gender relations and 
feminist struggles are defined in and through class, race, sexuali-
ties, and religion, for example. We will draw upon a variety of  
feminists texts, including theories, ethnographies, film, and fiction.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS304

AnTH305 Feminist and Gender Archaeology
this course focuses on the impact of  feminism on the discipline 
of  archaeology. Principally, this will be through exploring the 
way in which archaeologists have approached the study of  gen-
der through artifacts, mortuary data, artistic representations, and 
domestic space. the possibility of  interpreting nonbinary gender 
identities and past sexualities from archaeological materials will 
also be discussed, including the use of  queer theory by archae-
ologists. finally, the way in which feminist critiques have had an 
impact on the discipline beyond simply the interpretation of  past 
gender identities will be examined, including feminist critiques of  
archaeological fieldwork.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[FgSS307 or arcp305]

AnTH306 Understanding Television: Industrial System, 
Cultural Form, and Everyday Life
Understanding television is a multifaceted process. it involves insti-
tutional analysis of  the organizations that produce television pro-
gramming, interpretation of  particular program forms that circulate 
across space and over time, as well as ethnographic perspectives on 
viewing practices. this course focuses on U.s. commercial televi-
sion, with attention to both broadcast and cable industries, and to 
different moments in the production-text-reception cycle. an over-
arching concern is to explore how the field of  television studies 
has responded to ongoing changes in the production, distribution, 
and reception of  television. We will critically evaluate an analytic 
distinction between television and film that initially shaped televi-
sion studies, and we will examine particular institutional and pro-
gramming developments that have undermined clear-cut economic 
or aesthetic distinctions between media. topics include the glance 
theory of  television viewing; the production of  liveness; genre and 
narrative in film and television; the relation of  media conglom-
erization to audience fragmentation, or niche marketing; different 
incarnations of  quality television and the relations between them; 
the split between quality and reality programming in contempo-
rary network television; and television fandom as an institutional, 
textual, and audience phenomenon.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt306 or Film306]
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AnTH307 Middle-Class Culture: Politics, Aesthetics, Morality
in turning our attention to the middle class—not a common sub-
ject of  study in anthropology—the objectives of  this course are 
(1) to examine middle-class attitudes, values, and sensibilities as 
the source of  what we often refer to as mainstream culture; (2) to 
do so by relying on anthropology’s capacity to estrange us from 
our everyday realities so that what seems most familiar, normal, 
and natural reveals itself  as extraordinary and constructed; and (3) 
to advance middle-class culture as an interesting and important 
subject of  study. We will first examine the history and scope of  
the ever-elusive term “middle class.” What exactly do we mean by 
middle class? How is membership in it defined? after these ini-
tial questions, weekly themes will include politics, economics and 
race, taste and manners, the home and the family, knowledge and 
secrecy, and taboo subjects such as dirt, sex, and death. the focus 
of  the class will be the United states and latin america; however, 
we will include a few readings from other parts of  the world, and 
student are welcome to propose final projects focused on their 
geographic area of  interest.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt307

AnTH308 Television Storytelling: The Conditions of 
Narrative Complexity
this course examines the industrial and cultural conditions for 
the development of  complex forms of  storytelling in commercial 
U.s. television. narrative complexity is a cross-generic phenom-
enon that emerged over the 1980s and has proliferated within an 
increasingly fragmented media environment. in class discussions 
and individual research projects, students will analyze particular 
programs in-depth, with attention to their industrial and social 
conditions of  production, their aesthetic and ideological appeals, 
and the cultural tastes and practices of  their viewers.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt316 or Film319]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.trauBe,.elizaBetH.g .—SEcT.:.01

AnTH309 Cinema and Anthropology: The Fiction Film
taking key works from different countries, we shall explore the 
problems of  comparative intercultural film studies. Can particular 
works created in specific social contexts express or even define a 
culture at a moment in time? is there a surplus of  meaning in these 
films that we can revisit again and again? We shall discuss the 
work of  the above concepts as well as questions of  production, 
aesthetics, and contemplation in understanding cinemas and soci-
eties. films of  Jancso, Meszaros, Mambety, sembene, Cisse, ray, 
Ghatak, Benegal, Perkins, and Moffat will be screened. Bela tarr’s 
seven-hour Satantango will be shown on a single day to be chosen.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none

AnTH310 Anthropology and the Experience of Limits
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum310

AnTH311 Representing China
this course will introduce perspectives that anthropologists, eth-
nographers, writers, filmmakers, artists, and photographers have 
taken to understand contemporary social life in China. students 
will learn to differentiate the strengths and weaknesses of  each 
perspective and at the same time, will develop their own nu-
anced appreciation for Chinese culture and recent Chinese history. 
Beginning with basic concepts of  family and family relationships, 
we will survey gift-giving and banqueting, changes in the role 
and status of  women, education, organization of  the workplace, 
rituals, festivals, and changes since the beginning of  the reform 
and opening up in the early 1980s. anthropological essays and 
ethnographies will be supplemented by short stories, first-person 
narratives, and class presentations of  films, photographs, and art 
works to illuminate the different ways that natives and foreign-
ers represent Chinese culture. lectures will provide cultural and 

historical context for these materials. no previous knowledge of  
China or Chinese is required for this class.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none—IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt311

AnTH312 Bodies of Science, Bodies of Knowledge
this seminar explores scientific, medical, and anthropological 
constructions of  the body with the aim of  jostling reductive rep-
resentations of  bodies as entities that end at the skin and simply 
house minds. readings will be interdisciplinary, from critical med-
ical anthropology, feminist science studies, philosophy, and other 
disciplines interested in the body. We’ll put our minds together 
to think about how imaginations of  embodiment tie to political 
and knowledge-making projects both of  domination and of  re-
sistance, and what it means for a range of  actors to live in bodies 
at the turn of  the third millennium.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[SiSp313 or FgSS312]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.goSlinga,.gillian—SEcT.:.01

AnTH320 Power and Performance in the Afro-Atlantic World
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt320

AnTH322 Nationalism and the Politics of Gender and 
Sexuality
this course explores the politics of  gender and sexuality within a 
variety of  nationalist contexts, including cultural nationalisms in 
the United states, and histories of  resistance with a focus on the 
role of  women in nationalist struggles. Beginning with a histori-
cal exploration of  women and colonialism, we will also examine 
how colonial processes, along with other forms of  domination 
that include racializing technologies, have transformed gender and 
sexuality through the imposition of  definitions of  proper sexual 
behavior, preoccupations with sexual deviance, sexual expression 
as a territory to be conquered, legacies of  control, legal codifi-
cation, and commodification. We will then assess how diverse 
modes of  self-determination struggles negotiate differences from 
within with regard to gender and sexual politics. this part of  the 
course will examine feminist interventions in nationalist produc-
tions that sustain masculinist and homophobic agendas.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt320

AnTH324 Youth Culture
this seminar explores relations among modern culture industries, 
young people, and concepts of  youth. We will look at how young 
people have been constructed over the last century as markets for 
cultural products and how they have used music, film, television, 
sports, and fashion in constructing relationships and identities and 
in forming coalitions.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt321

AnTH325 Perspectives in Dance as Culture: Dance of the 
African Diaspora
IDENTIcAL WITh:.danc377

AnTH326 Political Authority and Mystification in Latin 
America and the Caribbean
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt324

AnTH330 Bureaucratic Rationalities
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum330

AnTH331 Black Feminist Thoughts and Practices
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam331

AnTH336 Ethnicity, Nationality, Identity
this seminar is geared toward exploring concepts of  ethnic 
boundaries, the nation-state, and group identities as they change 
within cultural contexts and historical circumstances. in this 
course, students will examine theories of  race, ethnicity, indigene-
ity, and national identity within varied locations with multi-ethnic 
societies. the ethnographic and interdisciplinary readings address 
traditions and technologies of  rank, gender, class, and race as they 
relate to ideological constructions of  citizenship and belonging 
across national borders. attending to (neo)colonialism and postco-
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lonialism, we will explore globalizism, migration, and transnation-
alism as culture, people, identities, and boundaries move.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Kauanui,.J ..KeHaulani—SEcT.:.01

AnTH339 The Anthropology of Globalization
this course provides an anthropological and historical look at glo-
balization. We will focus on theoretical and ethnographic analy-
ses of  specific circuits of  globalization—tracks through which 
ideas and practices of  modernity travel and are contested, through 
which ideas about the other are shaped, and through which power 
is exercised and resisted. in particular, we will track the move-
ments and reconfigurations of  capital(ism), commodities, people, 
media, and sexualities. in analyzing these circuits and their in-
tersections, we will pay careful attention to ideas about culture, 
modernity, tradition, diasporas, nationalism and transnationalism, 
local/global representation, east/west, race, class, gender, sexual-
ity, and transnational modes of  governance and resistance.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none

AnTH340 Contemporary Urban Social Movements
this course is an in-depth examination of  contemporary forms of  
political action with special attention to those that defy convention-
al notions of  activism. While the regional focus is latin america, 
we take a comparative approach to situate these movements in the 
context of  the global urban explosion of  the last century and of  
transnational political and financial structures and flows. thus, 
alongside Bolivia’s water wars and informal justice practices, in-
digenous struggles in ecuador, and the occupation of  factories by 
workers in argentina, we look at the youth riots in france, the 
fight of  women in nigeria against transnational oil extraction, and 
the actions of  the black bloc in antiglobalization demonstrations 
around the world. We begin by examining recent urbanism and 
transnationalism trends and the ways in which these are generating 
new notions of  sovereignty and local understandings of  politics 
and political action. We look at the use of  violence and the rela-
tionship between transgression and politics in urban mobilizations 
today to examine individuals’ and collectivities’ changing stance 
toward the nation-state, civil society, and citizenship.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt340

AnTH349 The Human Skeleton
this course is a general introduction to a range of  osteological 
topics including basic anatomy, evolution of  bipedalism, mechani-
cal properties of  bone, histology, functional and comparative 
anatomy, growth and development, age and sex determination, 
paleodemography, paleopathology, dietary reconstruction, assess-
ment of  biological relatedness, and forensics. the course will be 
divided between lectures on the preceding topics and hands-on 
learning of  skeletal anatomy using specimens from the archaeol-
ogy and anthropology collections.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.cHarleS,.douglaS.K .—SEcT.:.01

AnTH351 Contextualizing Inequity: An Interdisciplinary 
Approach
IDENTIcAL WITh:.enVS350

AnTH362 Problems in Anthropological Field Research
this course is designed for gathering and interpreting anthropo-
logical data for fieldworkers. Practice in research design, inter-
viewing, and exercises in participant observation will be supple-
mented by readings dealing with the relationship between theory 
and field research.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.antH101 or antH102

AnTH363 Making Anthropological Video and Visual 
Anthropology
this video laboratory course combines theory and practice in non-
fiction and ethnographic video making. the course will concen-
trate on video production with weekly exercises, readings, study of  

selected films, and a short final video project. the aim is to intro-
duce students to computer-based digital video and video making 
from the development of  an idea, through shooting and editing, 
to postproduction, concluding with a visual ethnographic project.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[Film363 or antH563]

AnTH372 Archaeology of Death
the material culture and biological remains associated with 
death represent a major component of  the archaeological re-
cord. funerary assemblages can provide information about, for 
example, ritual practices, beliefs, social organization, the division 
of  labor, diet, and health. tombs and monuments are important 
elements of  sacred landscapes. the course will examine how ar-
chaeologists and biological anthropologists investigate and ana-
lyze mortuary facilities, grave goods, skeletal remains, and sacred 
landscapes to make inferences about the past.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arcp372

AnTH373 Field Methods in Archaeology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arcp373

AnTH375 Science in Archaeology
While archaeologists debate whether archaeology is a science or 
one of  the humanities, there is little disagreement on the extent 
to which various methods from a range of  scientific disciplines 
contribute to archaeological reconstruction and interpretation. 
this course will examine the principles behind such procedures as 
radiocarbon and other dating methods; dna analysis of  human, 
faunal, and botanical remains; edXrf spectometry sourcing of  
obsidian; neutron activation sourcing of  pottery; resistivity, mag-
netometry, and radar exploration of  buried sites; satellite imaging 
of  sites; geomorphological analysis of  sediments; etc. Methods 
will be examined in the context of  case studies, with a focus on 
how the scientific results are incorporated into archaeological 
interpretations.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arcp375

AnTH381 The Development of Archaeological Theory and 
Practice
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arcp381

AnTH383 History of Anthropological Thought
the theory of  the gift, taboo and transgression, secrecy and pow-
er, ritual and transformation—readings in these and other impor-
tant topics in the history of  anthropology will guide our study of  
the main theoretical traditions from which the contemporary prac-
tice of  anthropology arose and against which much of  it defines 
itself  today. these topics exemplify the euro-american fascination 
with so-called primitive cultures and, at the same time, the role 
primitivism played in the self-making of  what we call Western 
civilization. our approach to anthropology’s most important the-
oretical traditions (i.e., evolutionism, relativism, functionalism and 
structuralism, feminism, Marxism) will be to treat them as cultural 
narratives in which the relationship between past and present, the 
“primitive” and the modern, and the ethnographer and his/her 
subject matter take on specific forms to explain cultural identity 
and difference. We will explore ways in which the study of  other 
peoples’ worlds makes one’s own culture seem strange; the ques-
tion of  how one comes to understand oneself  through others will 
be an important focus in this seminar.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.antH201

AnTH395 The Anthropology of Religion
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli395

AnTH397 The Politics of Nature: Modernity and Its Others
this course deconstructs the cultural uses and misuses of  the con-
cept of  “nature” and the “natural” in the relations between mo-
dernity and its others. our larger query will concern cosmology 
and ontology—the worldviews and worlds we inhabit—and what 
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happens when there is basic disagreement as to what counts as real. 
for example, do glaciers, mountains, rivers listen as many indig-
enous peoples claim? or are they just objects passively governed by 
natural forces? Can biological and animist worldviews reconcile? 
are technologies, like humans, sentient? if  so, how? What about 
the spirits of  nature or the spirits of  the dead? do they count 
in the commons? What is nature’s political and cultural authority 
in deciding these questions? We’ll read across the history of  sci-
ence, philosophy, cultural studies, science studies, and, of  course, 
anthropology (medical, feminist, and of  religion), as well as bring 
an ethnographic sensibility to our study of  what has been one of  
the fiercest tensions in euro-american modernity, namely this op-
position between the so-called scientific and pre- or non-modern.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp397
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.goSlinga,.gillian—SEcT.:.01

AnTH398 Queer/Anthropology: Ethnographic Approaches to 
Queer Studies
this advanced seminar is organized around one central question: 
Can there be a queer anthropology? 
 Cultural anthropology and queer studies are often posed as 
oppositional fields, with the debate boiling down to methods/
people/social science versus theory/abstractions/the humanities. 
some anthropologists accuse queer studies scholars of  exces-
sive theoretical abstraction, narrow interest in Western forms of  
knowledge and power, and elitist, nonpopulist critiques of  the 
political goals or modes of  sexuality that “everyday” people desire 
(e.g., same-sex marriage). Meanwhile, while queer studies scholars 
take a less overtly hostile stance toward anthropology, they in-
stead borrow its hallmark methodology (participant observation 
and cultural analysis) while ignoring questions of  the politics of  
representation, the relationships between history and change, and 
the vexed understandings of  culture that produce anthropology’s 
most finely-tuned, sensitive ethnographic texts.
 this course asks, is it possible to resist this disciplinary de-
bate and instead see anthropology and queer studies working 
productively with and against each other? We will pursue this 
question through a careful reading of  a series of  newly published 
queer ethnographies as well as work within queer studies that 
takes a more or less ethnographic approach. We will ask, Can a 
field such as anthropology, a foundationally humanistic field, be 
queer? Can there be an anti-agentic ethnography—an ethnogra-
phy without people-as-agents? or, conversely, can queer studies 
be coupled with ethnographic methodologies? How might one 
do an ethnography of  queerness?
 this is an advanced, reading-heavy seminar. We will read 
and discuss one ethnography a week. the last weeks of  the course 
are tBd so that we can read work in which you are particularly 
interested. Because of  the advanced nature of  this course, prior 
preparation in queer studies (AMST or FGSS) and/or cultural an-
thropology is required.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[FgSS398 or amSt398]

AnTH400 Cultural Analysis
this seminar is required for all senior sociocultural anthropology 
majors who intend to write honors theses and is very strongly 
recommended for those writing senior essays. it is designed to 
enable students to pursue individual research projects in a group 
context and with attention to debates on the nature of  anthropo-
logical interpretation. each student gives a series of  presentations 
on her/his own research project to the group; equally important is 
engaging with and offering constructive criticism of  the projects 
presented by others.
grading:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS. antH296 or antH295
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.trauBe,.elizaBetH.g .—SEcT.:.01

AnTH401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

AnTH409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

AnTH411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

AnTH465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

AnTH467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Archaeology Program
 PROFESSORS: douglas Charles,	Anthropology; Clark Maines,	Art	and	Art	History; Christopher Parslow,	

Classical	Studies; Phillip B. Wagoner,	Art	and	Art	History,	Chair

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSOR: sarah Croucher,	Anthropology

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: douglas Charles; Clark Maines; Christopher Parslow; Phillip Wagoner

archaeology is the discipline most directly concerned with the understanding and explanation of  past societies through the study of  
their material remains. the reconstruction of  these societies through the interpretation of  material culture permits archaeology to span 
both the prehistoric and the historic periods. While certain archaeology Program courses originate within the program, others are 
cross-listed in the departments of  anthropology, art and art history, classical civilization, and history, as well as in the Medieval studies 
Program. Majors design their own curriculum in close consultation with their advisor according to the specific area of  concentration 
within the discipline.

Major program. a minimum of  nine courses is required for the archaeology major. all majors must take introduction to archaeology 
(ARCP204) and development of  archaeological theory and Practice (ARCP381). in addition, majors are expected to take at least one 
course from each of  four areas:
. areaS. courSeS
. prehistoric. Paleoanthropology: the study of  Human evolution (ARCP202)
. . Prehistory of  north america (ARCP268)
. . foragers to farmers: Hunting and Gathering and the development of  agriculture (ARCP250)
. classical. Magic in the ancient World (ARCP118) 
. . aegean Bronze age (ARCP201)
. . survey of  Greek archaeology (ARCP214)
. . survey of  roman archaeology and art (ARCP223)
. . art and society in ancient Pompeii (ARCP234)
. . the archaeology of  the Greek City-state (ARCP321)
. . roman Urban life (ARCP328)
. postclassical. art and archaeology of  anglo-saxon england: 400–1100 (ARCP215)
. . rural life in Medieval europe (ARCP256)
. . Medieval archaeology (ARCP304)
. . relic and image: the archaeology and social History of  indian Buddhism (ARCP380)
. . excavating america: Historical archaeology of  the Modern World (ARCP225)
.methods.and.theory.. Middletown Materials: archaeological analysis (ARCP227)
. . feminist and Gender archaeology (ARCP305)
. . archaeology of  death (ARCP372)
. . field Methods in archaeology (ARCP373)
. . Grounding the Past: Monument, site, and Historical Memory (ARCP383)

the remaining three courses must consist of  two elective courses in archaeology or related disciplines, which may include study abroad, 
and one of  two senior essay or thesis tutorials.

Senior requirement. seniors must write a senior essay or thesis that involves working closely in some way with material remains. this 
may include work on part of  the collections located in the archaeology lab or research tied to a project of  a Wesleyan faculty member.

Study abroad. students are encouraged to spend a semester abroad at the University of  sheffield, the intercollegiate Center for 
Classical studies in rome, the College year in athens, or at a number of  other suitable institutions.

Fieldwork opportunities. Majors have participated in faculty-directed summer fieldwork opportunities at Morgantina, sicily (Greek); 
Pompeii, italy (roman); soissons, france (medieval); illinois (prehistoric native american); and tanzania (colonial africa). excavation 
experience, either with Wesleyan projects or with other approved field schools, is strongly encouraged.

ARCP118 Magic in the Ancient World
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV118

ARCP201 The Aegean Bronze Age
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV201

ARCP202 Paleoanthropology: The Study of Human Evolution
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH202

ARCP204 Introduction to Archaeology
archaeology is the study of  the past through its physical traces. 
this course will introduce how archaeologists use material culture 
(artifacts and other physical remains) and, in some cases, docu-
mentary materials, to reconstruct past human history and societies, 
cultures, and practices.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[antH204 or arHa201 or cciV204]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.maineS,.clarK—SEcT.:.01

ARCP214 Survey of Greek Archaeology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV214

ARCP215 The Art and Archaeology of Anglo-Saxon England: 
400–1100
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa215

ARCP216 The Archaic Age: The Art and Archaeology of Early 
Greece
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV216

ARCP223 Survey of Roman Archaeology and Art
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV223

ARCP225 Excavating America: Historical Archaeology of the 
Modern World
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH225

ARCP226 Feminist and Gender Archaeology (FGSS Gateway)
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH226
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ARCP227 Middletown Materials: Archaeological Analysis
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH227

ARCP234 Art and Society in Ancient Pompeii
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV234

ARCP250 Foragers to Farmers: Hunting and Gathering and 
the Development of Agriculture
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH250

ARCP268 Prehistory of North America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH268

ARCP283 Museums, Cultural Heritage, and Classical 
Archaeology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV285

ARCP290 Archaeology of Greek Cult
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV245

ARCP292 Historical Archaeology of South India
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa292

ARCP300 Archaeological Perspectives on the African 
Diaspora
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH303

ARCP304 Medieval Archaeology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa218

ARCP305 Feminist and Gender Archaeology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH305

ARCP321 The Archaeology of the Greek City-State
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV321

ARCP328 Roman Urban Life
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV328

ARCP329 Roman Villa Life
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV329

ARCP372 Archaeology of Death
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH372

ARCP373 Field Methods in Archaeology
Wesleyan has recently acquired properties that contain mid-19th-
century archaeological deposits that reflect the lives of  two par-
ticular segments of  the town’s population: a semiplanned african 
american community (in the area defined by vine, Cross, and 
Knowles streets) and the Connecticut industrial school for Girls 
(that later became long lane school). the first half  of  this semes-
ter will be spent in the classroom studying the method and theory 
of  historic (european-period) archaeology and in the lab exam-
ining comparative materials recovered from earlier excavations in 
Middletown. during the second half  of  the semester, students will 
learn excavation techniques through actual field experience at one 
of  the two sites.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH373

ARCP375 Science in Archaeology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH375

ARCP380 Relic and Image: The Archaeology and Social 
History of Indian Buddhism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa381

ARCP381 The Development of Archaeological Theory and 
Practice
in the first half  of  the semester, we will examine archaeology 
from its origins as an interest in ancient material culture, through 
its establishment as an academic discipline, to its current multi-
disciplinary sophistication. in the second half  of  the course, we 
will concentrate on developments in the last 30 years. the focus 
will be on how archaeologists think about the past and how they  
(re)construct representations of  it, tracing developments in meth-
od, theory, and ethics. archaeological remains and archaeological 
practices will be examined within a global framework.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH381
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.cHarleS,.douglaS.K .—SEcT.:.01

ARCP383 Grounding the Past: Monument, Site, and 
Historical Memory
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa383

ARCP401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

ARCP409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

ARCP411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

ARCP465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

ARCP467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Art and Art History
 PROFESSORS OF ART: Jeffrey schiff; david schorr; tula telfair,	Chair

 PROFESSORS OF ART HISTORy: Jonathan Best; Clark Maines; Peter a. Mark; elizabeth l. Milroy; Joseph M. siry; 
Phillip B. Wagoner

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
 OF ART HISTORy: Katherine Kuenzli

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS OF ART: elijah Huge; Julia randall

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS
 OF ART HISTORy: nadja aksamija

 ADJUnCT ASSISTAnT PROFESSOR 
 OF ART HISTORy: Clare rogan,	Curator,	Davison	Art	Center

 ADJUnT LECTURER In ART HISTORy nina felshin,	Curator,	Zilkha	Gallery

 ARTIST-In-RESIDEnCE, ART: Keiji shinohara

  DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG ExPERTS 
 FOR ART STUDIO 2010–2011:  elijah Huge,	Architecture; Julia randall,	Drawing; Jeffrey schiff,	Sculpture	and	Design; david 

schorr,	Printmaking	and	Graphics; Keiji shinohara,	Japanese	Style	Woodcuts	and	Ink	Painting; 
tula telfair,	Painting

  DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG ExPERTS 
 FOR ART HISTORy 2010–2011:  nadja aksamija,	Renaissance	Art	History; Jonathan Best,	East	Asian	Art	History; Katherine 

Kuenzli,	Modern	European	Art	History; Clark Maines,	Medieval	Art	History	and	Archaeology; 
Peter Mark,	African	and	African	American	Art	History; elizabeth Milroy,	American	Art	History	
and	Feminist,	Gender,	and	Sexuality	Studies;	Clare rogan,	History	of 	Prints	and	Photography,	
Museum	and	Curatorial	Studies;	Joseph siry,	Modern	Architectural	History;	Phillip Wagoner,	
South	Asian	and	Islamic	Art	History

the department of  art and art History is the administrative umbrella for two distinct major programs: art studio and art history. 
Majors within the department can be pursued in both areas. students majoring in one area are allowed to count toward the 32 courses 
required for graduation up to 18 courses in the department. (University regulations regarding the maximum number of  courses allowed 
in a department should be applied to the major itself: art history or art studio. thus, majors in either program may count toward their 
graduation requirements no more than 14 credits in their major program [of  which no more than 4 may be 100-level courses, and no 
more than 12 may be 200-level and above] and no more than 18 courses in the department as a whole.) exceptions are made in the case 
of  (a) students standing for honors, who may additionally count toward the courses required for graduation the credits for their honors 
tutorials (1 credit, one-semester senior essay; 2 credits if  a yearlong senior thesis project), and (b) students double-majoring in both 
programs of  the department are permitted to take up to 20 credits in the department, providing that 2 of  these credits are for senior 
thesis tutorials. in addition to listed courses, a limited number of  tutorials, internships, and teaching apprenticeships are available under 
specific conditions. Prior approval must be obtained to transfer credit from another institution. review and approval by a faculty member 
in the area of  study must also be made after completion of  such course work.

ART hISTORy pROgRAM
the discipline of  art history is object-based cultural history. it is founded on the premise that artifacts embody, reflect, and shape the 
beliefs and values of  the persons who made, commissioned, and used them. Unlike exclusively text-based historical disciplines, art 
history documents and interprets changes in human society by taking works of  art and other objects of  material culture as its primary 
sources. But since these objects can only be fully understood within the social, economic, political, and religious contexts in which they 
were produced and used, art history further requires the critical analysis and interpretation of  other historical sources to illuminate these 
contexts. these other sources can include written texts, archival documents, archaeology, and oral history, as well as other art forms such 
as music and dance. art history, therefore, is inherently interdisciplinary.

Major requirements. to complete the major in art history, you must
•  take one introductory course (numbered 100-199) and nine courses numbered 200 or above. the nine upper-level courses must 

include at least two seminars (numbered 300-399), and the senior colloquium (ARHA499). (n.B.: tutorials for honors theses and es-
says—403, 409, and 410—do not count toward the nine required courses.)   

• satisfy the requirements for your area of  concentration. the art history major offers two distinct areas of  concentration:
• Concentration in the history of  european, american, or african art. for this concentration, the nine upper-level courses must include 

at least one course in each of  the four historical periods—classical, medieval, renaissance/Baroque, and modern—and at least one 
course in the areas of  either african or asian art.

• Concentration in the history of  asian art. for this concentration, the nine upper-level courses must include five asian art history 
courses—one of  which must be a seminar—and at least one course in the european, american, or african traditions. 

• satisfy the language requirement. demonstrated proficiency is required in at least one foreign language for completion of  the 
major.  Proficiency is defined as a minimum of  two full years of  study at the college level, or the equivalent, as measured by a 
placement test administered by the language department in question.  German, french, and italian are normally considered the 
most valuable for study in the discipline.  students concentrating in the history of  asian art may use a relevant asian language to 
satisfy the language requirement. 
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Requirements for acceptance to the major. By the end of  the sophomore year, a prospective major should plan to have taken one 
100-level introductory course and at least two other courses in art history. for admission to the major, the student must have at least a B 
average in courses taken in art history and a B average overall.
Additional recommendations. all art history majors are strongly urged to take at least one course in archaeology as part of  the major.  
students who concentrate in the history of  asian art are strongly urged to take at least one course outside the department dealing with 
the history or culture of  premodern asia.
Other regulations:

Wesleyan courses taken outside the department. one or two of  the required nine upper-level courses may be relevant courses 
taught at Wesleyan outside the art history program in such departments as history, religion, classical studies, or anthropology. these 
courses must be preapproved by your major advisor.
Courses taken outside Wesleyan. a minimum of  five courses within the major must be taken at Wesleyan. all study abroad must 
be preapproved by the office of  international studies (to receive Wesleyan credit) and by the student’s major advisor (to receive 
credit toward the major requirements). study at other educational institutions in the United states must also be pre-approved by the 
student’s major advisor. in both cases, transfer of  major credit will be awarded only if  the student submits a course description and/
or syllabus in advance of  taking the course. 
AP Credit. a student who has completed an advanced Placement art history course or its equivalent while in secondary school 
and has achieved a grade of  5 in the art history aP examination will be granted one aP course credit, but only after completing an 
intermediate-level course in art history at Wesleyan and receiving a grade of  B+ or higher. Credit is not awarded for a score of  less 
than 5. (the awarding of  aP credit does not exempt a student from the introductory art history course requirement).
Education in the Field. students interested in pursuing museum internships may apply for education in the field credit. to be ap-
proved, the internship must involve work that is the equivalent in intellectual content and rigor to a Wesleyan art history course, as 
demonstrated in substantive research and writing. students are expected to provide a description of  the project(s) they will be working 
on and the name of  their supervisor who will coordinate the project with an on-campus advisor. students also must provide examples 
of  the work they did when they return to campus before credit is given. note, too, that the University charges additional tuition for 
education-in-the field credits taken in the summer or while on an authorized leave of  absence during the academic year.

Honors. the Honors Program in art history is designed to meet the needs of  students who wish to pursue a long-term scholarly research 
project in an area of  particular interest. the research project can take the form of  either a yearlong senior thesis or a one-semester senior 
essay (see below), but in either case, candidates for honors are also required to earn a minimum GPa of  B+ for their major course work 
and to be compliant with the University’s general education expectations (through stage ii). The	senior	thesis/essay	does	not	replace	the	senior	
colloquium	or	either	of 	the	two	required	seminar	courses. students wishing to consider an honors project must discuss their research interests 
with a member of  the art history faculty and secure the professor’s agreement to serve as tutor for the project by the last day of  classes 
of  the student’s junior year. after consulting with the tutor, the student is expected to carry out preliminary research during the course 
of  the summer and is required to submit a detailed proposal and preliminary bibliography for the project by the first day of  classes of  
the fall term of  the senior year. no one who fails to meet these minimal requirements will be allowed to pursue honors. the two options 
for honors projects are
• a senior thesis: a two-term project involving substantial research and writing on a topic agreed upon by the student in consultation 

with a faculty member who will serve as tutor for the thesis. the senior thesis courses for honors in the major are ARHA409 (fall) and 
ARHA410 (spring).

• a senior essay: a single-semester essay project may be undertaken for honors in lieu of  a yearlong thesis project, but it must be 
based on a research paper on the same topic, written by the candidate in the context of  earlier course work. this will ensure that 
preliminary research has been completed before the essay tutorial has begun. the essay must represent a considerable expansion and 
refinement of  the earlier work, involving additional research and new argumentation, not just a revision of  the earlier paper. essay 
projects may only be undertaken in the fall semester and must be completed by the last day of  the reading period of  the fall semester 
to be considered for honors. the senior essay course for honors in the major is ARHA403 (fall).  (note that ARHA403, 409, and 410 can 
not be counted toward the nine courses required for the major.)

Both senior theses and senior essays must conform to the University’s general requirements and deadlines for honors in the senior year, 
as administered through the Honors Coordinator. each year’s honors candidates will present 20-minute public talks based on their theses 
or essays. these talks will normally be held in april of  the senior year and will be developed in consultation with the students’ faculty 
tutors. for more information and an application form, see the document “Honors in art History: regulations and Procedures,” available 
in the department office.

ART STuDIO pROgRAM 
Architecture, Drawing, painting, photography, printmaking, Sculpture, and Typography
the art studio Program enables students to become fluent in visual language—its analytical and critical vocabulary and the rigors of  
its technique and method—as a means to explore intellectual issues and human experience. to this end, students learn technique while 
searching for a personal vision, beginning with basic studies in drawing and introductory art history, proceeding through study of  vari-
ous media, and working toward the successful completion of  the major’s comprehensive requirement—the presentation of  a one-person 
exhibition in the spring of  their senior year. the program seeks to reflect the diversity of  technical and intellectual approaches practiced 
in the field of  visual art and is open to interdisciplinary experimentation as well as traditionally focused studies.
Program requirements. students majoring in art studio must satisfactorily complete 11 courses in the department: 
• drawing i (ARST131) 
• at least 8 courses numbered 200 or higher:

• 4 art studio courses—at least one of  which must be in either of  the three-dimensional areas of  sculpture or architecture 
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• 4 art history courses 
• 1 non-Western
• 1 classical through renaissance (ARHA110 preferred)
• 1 post-renaissance 
• 1 additional course from the offerings

• two semesters of  senior thesis.* 
that breaks down to five art studio courses, four art history courses, and two semesters of  thesis. further course study in art studio 
and art history is recommended. on occasion, 100-level art history courses may be substituted for the requirement of  200-level courses. 
Majors are required to fulfill their general education requirements as described by the University guidelines, since all are required to 
complete a senior thesis for honors.

in the final year of  study, each student will develop a focused body of  work and mount a solo exhibition. that exhibition is the 
culmination of  a two-semester thesis tutorial and is developed in close critical dialogue with a faculty advisor. the exhibition is critiqued 
by the faculty advisor and a second critic and must be passed by a vote of  the faculty of  the art studio Program. the senior thesis ex-
hibition provides a rare opportunity for the student to engage in a rigorous, self-directed, creative investigation and in a public dialogue 
about his/her work.

at the time of  application for major status, a student is expected to have completed drawing i and one art history course, and, 
preferably, another art studio course. the prospective major must consult with an art studio faculty member (in the proposed area of  
study) who is willing to serve as advisor. some faculty may expect the student to have completed outstanding work in a second-level 
course within a particular medium (for example, ARST452, Photography ii, ARST440 or Painting ii) before agreeing to support a major ap-
plicant. together, student and major advisor devise a program of  study for the final two years. admission to the major requires a review 
by the art studio faculty and a minimum academic average of  B and an average of  B+ for at least three courses in the department, two 
of  which must be in the art studio Program.

a major is obliged to consult with his/her advisor and receive approval for off-campus study, leaves, or addition of  a second major. 
off-campus study in the senior year is not encouraged and requires additional approval of  the program director. students should also 
consult carefully when planning off-campus study before they have been accepted to the major. an art studio faculty member must ap-
prove course work taken outside of  Wesleyan by a matriculated student in advance, and a portfolio review is required after the course 
is completed to transfer credit toward the major. transfer of  course credit toward the major is not automatic, even from a Wesleyan-
approved program. a student may count no more than three art studio and art history courses taken outside the Wesleyan department 
toward the major without specific permission of  the faculty. students transferring to Wesleyan who wish to receive credit toward the 
major for art studio courses taken at another institution should seek approval from the department prior to enrollment. Portfolio review 
is required; transfer of  course credit is not automatic.
Advanced Placement credits in art studio are not accepted.
*in the rare case a student finishes all of  his graduation requirements in January, he/she may complete the major with only one semester 
of  thesis tutorial, still exhibiting in the spring. 

ART hISTORy
ARHA101 Introduction to the Practice of Art History
this course will focus on the art and architecture of  Carolingian 
europe.  founded in the German rhineland during the 8th cen-
tury Ce, the Carolingian empire reunited most of  Western europe 
for the first time since the end of  effective roman rule.  during 
the 150 years of  their dominion over most of  Western europe, 
Carolingian kings and their subordinates, both lay and ecclesiasti-
cal, emerged as prolific patrons of  painting, sculpture, and the art 
of  the book—as well as of  such monuments of  architecture and 
urbanism as the palace complex at aachen and monasteries such 
as saint-Gall and Corvey.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA110 Introduction to Western Art: Renaissance to Modern
this course surveys the development of  Western art from the 
renaissance through the modern period. We will examine art’s 
changing status within specific social and artistic contexts: from 
the Church and court of  the renaissance, through the formation 
of  art academies in late 16th century, to the development of  an in-
creasingly individualized artistic practice that led to the formation 
of  an avant garde. Classes will be organized chronologically and 
touch upon the following themes and ideas: politics, religion, and 
patronage; perception and experience; artistic identity and original-
ity; relationships between artistic media; and gender and sexuality.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA120 Medici Patronage in Renaissance Florence
this course emphasizes the practice of  the discipline of  art his-
tory by approaching artistic production thematically, focusing on 

art historical method and theory with reference to particular case 
studies. When appropriate, this seminar will meet jointly with 
other introductory courses that take this same approach to address 
both cultural difference and similarities of  practice. this seminar 
will consider the artistic and political patronage of  the powerful 
Medici family in the city of  florence during the 15th century. 
in particular, we will consider artistic style as a carrier of  mean-
ing, the uses of  ambiguity as a strategy for propaganda, and the 
boundaries of  typologies of  imagery as they move between the 
private and the public, between civic and religious. the Medici be-
gan their profound interest in artistic patronage with works com-
missioned to Brunelleschi, donatello, and fra angelico and ended 
the century by intervening in the production of  other patrons 
with work by verrocchio, Ghirlandaio, and Botticelli.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA125 Saints and Sinners: The Body in Renaissance and 
Baroque Art
this course is an introduction to the discipline of  art history through 
the study of  ways in which the human body was socially construct-
ed and construed in the arts and architecture of  renaissance and 
baroque italy. at once sacred and sinful, the body fascinated and 
threatened, attracted and repulsed; it was an inexhaustible source of  
secrets, inviting inquiry by artists and anatomists alike. By consider-
ing a wide range of  visual sources—such as depictions of  saintly 
martyrdoms, images of  reclining nudes, anatomical treatises, erotic 
drawings, portraits, and buildings designed according to anthro-
pomorphic principles—we will engage a variety of  issues related 
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to the body in the early modern period while learning about the 
objectives and methods of  art historical analysis.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA128 Michelangelo
the course will consider the painting, sculpture, architecture, and 
poetry of  Michelangelo in the context of  florentine and roman 
history and in the context of  the Catholic reformation.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA140 Van Gogh and the Myth of Genius
this seminar will investigate in-depth the career of  this immensely 
popular and influential artist. van Gogh has been the subject of  
much myth-making—both in his time and today—in which he 
appears as the quintessential mad genius whose passionate and 
tormented emotions become the stuff  of  art. We will both investi-
gate the formation of  this myth and view it critically, balancing it 
against the artist’s own account of  his career in his paintings and 
prodigious correspondence. van Gogh’s extensive, insightful, and 
fascinating writing begs the question of  how one should treat an 
artist’s statements when interpreting his works. We will also exam-
ine the role of  biography in art. finally, rather than viewing the 
artist as an isolated creator, we will situate his work within the ar-
tistic landscape of  late 19th-century europe, and especially france, 
where he spent his most productive years as an artist, 1886–1890.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA151 European Architecture to 1750
this course is an introduction to architecture and related visual 
art as an expression of  premodern european civilizations, from 
ancient Greece through the early 18th century. the course focuses 
on analysis of  form in architecture and the allied arts. emphasis 
is on relationships between issues of  style and patronage. in each 
era, how does architecture help to constitute its society’s iden-
tity? What is the relationship between style and ideology? How 
do architects respond to the works of  earlier architects, either in-
novatively or imitatively? How do patrons respond to the works 
of  their predecessors, either locally or distantly? How are works 
of  architecture positioned within those structures of  power that 
the works, in turn, help to define? How do monuments celebrate 
selected aspects of  history and suppress others? How were the 
major buildings configured, structurally and materially? lectures, 
readings, and discussions address such questions, with each class 
focused on the visual culture of  specific sites at different scales 
(urban form, architecture, object, and image). emphasis will be on 
continuities and distinctions between works across time, seeing 
Western traditions as a totality over centuries. lectures and read-
ings convey different historiographic approaches to these issues.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt151— Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Siry,.JoSepH.m .—SEcT.:.01

ARHA158 Pollock/Warhol: Two Sides of the Same Coin
this course will study the emergence of  Jackson Pollock’s abstract 
painting from the american realist traditions in which he was 
trained and the return to a radically altered realism with the work 
of  andy Warhol. in so doing, we will discuss style, the meanings 
of  abstraction, and the social context that both produced these 
two artists and was transformed by them.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA170 Defining a Nation: Art in America 1776–1830
this course emphasizes the practice of  the discipline of  art his-
tory by approaching artistic production thematically, focusing on 
art historical method and theory with reference to particular case 
studies. When appropriate, this seminar will meet jointly with 
other introductory courses that take this same approach to address 
both cultural difference and similarities of  practice. this semi-
nar will investigate american painting, sculpture, and architecture 
from the nation’s founding to the end of  the federal period. as 
americans defined themselves, their beliefs, and traditions, how 

did american artists respond? What was the visual arts’ role in the 
construction of  american identity, politics, religion, and society? 
What was the interrelationship of  american art and european 
trends such as neoclassicism and romanticism? What were the aims 
and achievements of  artists such as John singleton Copley, John 
trumbull, Charles Wilson Peale, and John vanderlyn? How did 
the work of  architects Benjamin latrobe and thomas Jefferson 
convey meaning? John adams said, “it is not indeed the fine arts 
which our country requires; the useful, the machine arts are those 
we have occasion for in a young country.” How did american art-
ists and architects prove adams wrong?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA174 Taking Spaces/Making Places: American Artists 
and the Landscape
this course will explore the evolving significance of  landscape 
representation within american culture from the 1820s to the 
present. this is a looking as well as reading- and writing-intensive 
course. during class we will examine various types of  landscapes 
and discuss how the natural world has been comprehended—
as frontier, settlement, environment, and view—as inexhaust-
ible resource or fragile ecosystem—by such artists and design-
ers as thomas Cole, frederic edwin Church, Georgia o’Keeffe, 
frederick law olmsted, William Henry Jackson, ansel adams, 
robert smithson, and newton and Helen Mayer Harrison.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt266
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.milroy,.elizaBetH—SEcT.:.01

ARHA180 Great Traditions of Asian Art
an introductory sampling of  some of  the most significant aspects 
of  the artistic heritage of  india, China, and Japan, the course is 
selective, choosing one distinctive artistic tradition of  each society 
and analyzing it in terms of  its peculiar aesthetic, historical, and 
religious or philosophical context. topics treated may vary, but 
likely selections are indian Buddhist sculpture, Chinese landscape 
painting of  the classic period, and Japanese garden architecture.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt180
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.BeSt,.JonatHan.W .—SEcT.:.01

ARHA181 Mughal India: Introduction to the Practice of Art 
History
founded in northern india in the early 1500s, the Mughal em-
pire was one of  the largest centralized states in the history of  the 
premodern world. during the two centuries of  their effective rule 
over most of  the indian subcontinent, the Mughal emperors and 
their subordinates were prolific patrons of  the arts, overseeing the 
production of  lavishly illustrated books and picture-albums and 
commissioning such architectural masterpieces as the taj Mahal. 
this course offers an introduction not only to the art and culture 
of  Mughal india, but also to the practice of  art history itself, 
through a sequence of  six thematic units exploring and apply-
ing different methods that are central to the discipline. each unit 
begins with critical reading and discussion of  one or two key 
theoretical or methodological statements, then continues through 
application to case studies drawn from Mughal india. the units 
include (1) techniques of  visual description and formal analysis, 
(2) the concept of  style and stylistic analysis,  (3) the analysis of  
meaning in visual images (iconography and iconology), (4) models 
of  time and the historical explanation of  change, (5) architec-
tural and historical analysis of  buildings and their sites, and (6) 
historiographic assessment of  debates and changing interpreta-
tions within art history. each unit culminates in a writing exercise 
designed to provide students with structured experience in some 
of  the various modes of  art historical writing. the course is ap-
propriate as an introduction both to art history and to Mughal art.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Wagoner,.pHillip.B .—SEcT.:.01
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ARHA190 Artists of the African Diaspora
this course emphasizes the practice of  the discipline of  art his-
tory by approaching artistic production thematically, focusing on 
art historical method and theory with reference to particular case 
studies. When appropriate, this seminar will meet jointly with 
other introductory courses that take this same approach to address 
both cultural difference and similarities of  practice. this course 
will focus on both the so-called traditional arts of  africa and con-
temporary african artists. these artists have, since the mid-19th 
century, worked in a variety of  styles that often reflect contempo-
rary styles in both the United states and in europe. We will also 
study the architecture of  islam in africa.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA201 Introduction to Archaeology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arcp204

ARHA202 The Aegean Bronze Age
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV201

ARHA203 Survey of Greek Archaeology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV214

ARHA204 The Archaeology of the Greek City-State
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV321

ARHA207 Survey of Roman Archaeology and Art
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV223

ARHA208 The Archaic Age: The Art and Archaeology of Early 
Greece
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV216

ARHA211 Early Medieval Art: Judaism, Christianity, and 
Islam in the Mediterranean, 300–1000
Beginning with the late roman empire, this course will investi-
gate problems of  continuity and change in the arts and in society 
around the Mediterranean basin to the year 1100, emphasiz-
ing the cultures of  islam, Judaism, and Western and Byzantine 
Christianity. topics for study and discussion include the city, 
buildings for worship, commemorative spaces, iconoclasm.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt231

ARHA213 Monastic Utopias: Architecture and Monastic Life 
to the 13th Century
this course examines architecture and, to a lesser extent, sculpture 
and painting of  the Christian monastic tradition with special fo-
cus on such topics as monastic life, ritual, and industry.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt233
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.maineS,.clarK—SEcT.:.01

ARHA215 The Art and Archaeology of Anglo-Saxon England: 
400–1100
this course will consider the art, architecture, and archaeology 
of  the British isles from the withdrawal of  the roman legions 
in the 5th century to the end of  the reign of  Henry ii in the 
12th century. it will draw on material from church history to help 
understand the transition from paganism to Christianity and the 
struggle between Celtic and roman Catholicism. it will draw on 
material from history and archaeology to help understand the 
complex relations between the waves of  invading saxons and the 
native english in the early medieval period and the norman inva-
sion in 1066. finally, it will focus on the development of  towns 
and on the place and role of  both royal commissions and parish 
architecture in the life of  those towns.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[mdSt209 or arcp215]

ARHA216 The Gothic Cathedral
Beginning with a basis in the monuments of  the romanesque 
period, this course will study the evolution of  religious and secu-
lar buildings during the Gothic period. While primary emphasis 
will be on the development of  architectural forms in relation to 

function and meaning, consideration will also be given to devel-
opments in the figurative arts.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt239

ARHA217 Archaeology of Greek Cult
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV245

ARHA218 Medieval Archaeology
this course will serve as an introduction to the archaeology of  
medieval europe. emphasis will be on methods and theory and 
on recent trends in the field. Material will be drawn mainly from 
north european secular and ecclesiastical sites. students interested 
in participating in the Wesleyan summer archaeological program 
in france are strongly urged to take this course.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[mdSt304 or cciV304 or arcp304]

ARHA220 The Artist in Renaissance Italy
this course focuses on the rising status of  artists and architects in 
italy from the early 14th to late 16th century. Using a wide range 
of  sources—textual and visual—we will examine their chang-
ing role in society. through close analysis of  contracts, literary 
anecdotes, biographies and autobiographies, treatises on art and 
architecture, as well as signatures, sketch- and pattern-books, and 
portraits and self-portraits of  artists, we will explore the evolution 
of  the idea of  “artistic genius,” the shift in emphasis from crafts-
manship to invention, and the replacement of  the guild by the 
academy. although we will deal extensively with the great mas-
ters of  the italian renaissance—Giotto, Brunelleschi, Ghiberti, 
leonardo, Palladio, raphael, and Michelangelo—we will also 
examine how their accomplishments and far-reaching reputation 
helped raise the general status of  their disciplines and contributed 
to the modern image of  the artist.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.orySHKeVicH,.irina.t .—SEcT.:.01

ARHA221 Early Renaissance Art in Italy
this course will investigate the arts of  italy during the 14th and 
15th centuries. all discussion will center around the contextual-
ization of  the work of  art, the motivation of  its patrons, the social 
structures that gave it form, and the uses to which it might have 
been put.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt222

ARHA222 Religious Identity and Art in the Age of the Baroque
this course is meant to provide an overview of  Baroque art in 
europe and colonial latin america, with special emphasis on the 
visual arts as manifestations of  religious conviction and identi-
ty. as europe gradually settled down after the upheavals of  the 
reformation, artists on all sides emerged with new modes of  
demonstrating confessional allegiance, representing the divine, 
and reinforcing (or inventing) ties to the apostolic church. While 
those residing in Catholic countries applied their ingenuity to 
upholding papal primacy and spreading its message to the new 
World, those in Protestant regions came up with alternate forms 
of  expressing and disseminating faith that did not contravene 
evangelical bans on devotional imagery. this course will deal with 
art on both sides of  the confessional divide and examine the con-
tinuous dialogue and rivalry between them. it will also examine 
the art and visual culture of  marginalized groups, such as Jews 
and anabaptists, who sought both to maintain their traditions and 
participate in the broader cultural milieu through the creation of  
ritual objects, book illumination, and places of  worship. through 
careful analysis of  key works by canonical artists, as well as prints, 
ephemera, and ecclesiastical furnishing, it will help the student 
gain a deeper understanding of  the religious heterogeneity of  the 
early modern era.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.orySHKeVicH,.irina.t .—SEcT.:.01
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ARHA224 Italian Art and Architecture of the 16th Century
in addition to key monuments of  16th-century italian art and 
architecture, this survey seeks to introduce students to some of  
the most important figures of  the period: artists and architects—
such as leonardo, raphael, Bronzino, Michelangelo, titian, 
and Palladio; their princely and ecclesiastical patrons—such as 
Cosimo i de’Medici and Julius ii; and their critics and biogra-
phers—such as dolce and vasari. our aim will be to understand 
the complex artistic and architectural landscape of  the period 
against the backdrop of  shifting intellectual and religious trends, 
such as the Counter reformation. Class discussions will be based 
on close readings of  primary sources and scholarly texts on a wide 
range of  topics.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA225 Art and Society in Ancient Pompeii
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV234

ARHA227 Venice and the Renaissance
venice—a city built almost impossibly on a forest of  stilts sunk 
into the mud of  the lagoon and buttressed by powerful myths of  
divine origins, permanence, and prosperity—produced some of  
the most spectacular works of  renaissance art and architecture. 
this course on the art and culture of  venice’s “golden age” con-
siders the works of  artists such as Carpaccio, Bellini, Giorgione, 
titian, veronese, and tintoretto and architects such as Codussi, 
sansovino, and Palladio in the context of  the city’s unique set-
ting, social and governmental structure, cultural and political mi-
lieu, and larger geopolitical significance. it also positions venice’s 
artistic production within the broader framework of  early mod-
ern europe, exploring its connections with Byzantium and the 
islamic world.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA233 Art and Culture of the Italian Baroque
this introduction to the arts and architecture of  17th-century italy 
addresses one of  the core paradoxes of  the period: that startling 
innovation and creativity were not inconsistent with serving the 
purposes of  patrons and ideologies that at first appear rigid and 
authoritarian. supported by popes, cardinals, new religious orders, 
and private collectors, artists and architects such as Caravaggio, 
artemisia, Gentileschi, Pietro da Cortona, Gianlorenzo Bernini, 
and francesco Borromini depicted saintly bodies in moments of  
divine rapture, opened up painted ceilings to elaborate illusionis-
tic visions, and subjected the classical language of  architecture to 
unprecedented levels of  movement. through lectures and discus-
sions of  key primary and secondary sources, we will explore the 
emotive and ideological power of  baroque art, considering the 
multitude of  ways in which it shaped the visual, political, and 
religious worlds of  its day.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA238 Museums, Cultural Heritage, and Classical 
Archaeology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV285

ARHA240 Modernism and Modernity in 19th-Century French 
Painting
this course looks at factors that contributed to Paris’s rise as the 
preeminent artistic center in the West at the time of  the french 
revolution and traces the evolution of  french art throughout 
what would prove to be an extraordinary century of  formal ad-
vance and experiment ending in impressionism and post-impres-
sionism. the story of  french art is one in which timeless ideals 
and triumphal narratives were continually put under pressure by 
the imperative to model the contingency of  modern experience. 
themes we will explore in this class include the significance of  
a public sphere for art making and the relationship between ar-
tistic advance and appeals to an ever-widening public; painting 
and revolution; history painting; the persistence of  classical ideals 

and their relationship to modern subjects and experience; the new 
focus on sensation and the rise of  landscape painting; the decline 
of  narrative in painting in favor of  form and surface; the relation-
ship between modern art and academic practice; the rise of  femi-
nism and attempts on the part of  women artists to find their own 
voice in a masculine practice; the conflict between the unabashed 
pursuit of  artistic individualism and the need to define collective 
values and experience; the significance of  the decorative to paint-
ing at the end of  the century; and the relationship between art’s 
embrace of  privacy, domesticity, and intimacy at the end of  the 
century and france’s revolutionary legacy.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FrSt290

ARHA241 Introduction to 20th-Century European Avant-Garde
in the years building up to and directly following World War i, 
artists, philosophers, and politicians called into question art’s role, 
proposing both new relationships to society as well as path-break-
ing formal vocabularies that approached, and at times crossed, the 
threshold of  abstraction. this deep uncertainty regarding art’s re-
lationship to society coincided with an era of  unprecedented for-
mal innovation. artists struggled to define the costs and benefits 
of  abstraction versus figuration, moving abruptly, even violently, 
between the two idioms. all this makes for fascinating study. the 
extremism of  artistic solutions speaks to a fundamental instabil-
ity, if  not outright crisis. fueling all the visionary rhetoric and 
dogmatism was the cold realization that the future of  painting as 
a mainstay of  Western civilization was alarmingly uncertain. this 
course will introduce students to the major avant-garde art move-
ments from the first half  of  the 20th century as they took root in 
france, Germany, italy, Holland, and russia. our focus will be on 
painting, but we will also look at attempts to go beyond painting 
in an attempt to gain greater immediacy or social relevance for art. 
topics that will receive special emphasis include the relationship 
between abstraction and figuration, the impact of  primitivism and 
contact with non-Western arts, modernism’s relationship to mass 
culture, modernism and classicism, war and revolution, gender and 
representation, art and dictatorship, and the utopian impulse to 
have the arts redesign society as a whole.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA244 European Architecture and Urbanism, 1750–1910
the course will consider developments in the history and theory 
of  architecture and urbanism, primarily in france, england, and 
Germany, from the mid-18th through the early 20th century. 
architectural culture will be discussed as a response to changing 
political, economic, technical, and ideological conditions in these 
national societies. a central theme is the relationship between con-
cepts of  both historicism and modernity throughout the period. 
the study of  urbanism will include transformation of  existing cit-
ies, housing, new towns, colonial capitals, and utopian communities.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FrSt292

ARHA246 American Architecture and Urbanism, 1770–1914
this course considers the development of  architecture and urban-
ism in the United states from the late 18th through the early 20th 
century. Major themes include the relationship of  american to 
european architectures; the varied symbolic functions of  archi-
tecture in american political, social, and cultural history; and the 
emergence of  american traditions in the design of  landscapes and 
planning for modern cities.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt232

ARHA251 Art in Europe and America Since 1945
this course will consider the arts in europe and the United states 
after 1945. We will be particularly concerned with the explora-
tions of  new possibilities for visual languages, with the criticism 
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and theory that lay behind them, and with the si(gh)ting of  con-
tent in the work.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA252 Contemporary Art: 1980 to the Present
this course explores the terms of  debate, key figures, and prima-
ry sites for the production and reception of  contemporary art on 
a global scale since 1980. students will learn how today’s art has 
become more heterogeneous, contradictory, and dispersed than 
ever before; there is no cohesive international “art world.” at the 
same time, we will explore the ways in which cultures influence 
each other and enter into dialogue through the itinerant work 
habits of  many contemporary artists, curators, and critics. the 
course will be divided roughly into two halves: the first part will 
treat art produced primarily in the major cities of  north america 
and europe during the 1980s; the second part will focus on the 
changes prompted by the political, social, and cultural realign-
ments that occurred after 1989, as today’s globalized art world 
began to take concrete form.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA253 Contemporary Art: 1960 to the Present
this course explores the terms of  debate, the key figures, and the 
primary sites for the production and reception of  contemporary 
art on a global scale since 1960. students will learn how today’s 
art has become more heterogeneous, contradictory, and dispersed 
than ever before; there is no cohesive international “art world.” 
at the same time, we will explore the ways in which cultures in-
fluence each other and enter into dialogue through the transna-
tional work habits of  many contemporary artists, curators, and 
critics. the course will be divided roughly into two halves: the 
first part will treat art produced primarily in the major cities of  
north america and europe from the 1960s through the 1980s; 
the second part will focus on the changes prompted by the politi-
cal, social, and cultural realignments that occurred after 1989, as 
today’s globalizing art world began to take concrete form.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.dumett,.mari—SEcT.:.01

ARHA254 Architecture of the 20th Century
the course considers the development of  architecture, its theory 
and criticism, and ideas on urban form in mainly europe and the 
United states in the 20th century. the first half  of  the semester 
focuses on the origin and development of  the modern movement 
in europe to 1940 and selected american works before World 
War ii. the second half  of  the semester begins with international 
architectural culture after 1945, considering both continuations 
of  and departures from the modern movement in postmodern, 
deconstructivist, and other work into the 21st century. the later 
part of  the course includes the study of  selected works of  archi-
tecture in latin america, asia, and africa since the postwar period.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA255 Anthropology of Contemporary Chinese Art
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH245

ARHA256 Conceptual Art in Europe and the United States
this course will consider the privileging of  the conceptual—as 
opposed to the retinal—in art after 1969 and the international 
employment of  nontraditional media such as words in the usual 
arts of  the period. it will also investigate how a generation of  
artists trained in universities may have used that critical training 
in their work and how the political unrest of  the late 1960s 
and 1970s may have played a role in the development of  con-
ceptual art.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA257 Art of the ’70s
the course of  the art of  the 20th century changed radically 
during the 1970s when the very condition of  art as object was 
challenged. new critical approaches, new participants, and an in-

creasingly international artistic community, let alone an escalating 
economic market for the arts, gave an increasingly public pressure 
to the arts both in the United states and in a europe recovering 
from the devastation of  World War ii.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA258 Contemporary World Architecture
this course studies architecture and urban design throughout 
the world over the last decade since about 2000. american top-
ics include public and private developmental partnerships in the 
“neo-liberal” city in new york City, Chicago, and los angeles; 
contemporary museum architecture; sprawl and new Urbanism; 
new orleans after Katrina; and affordable housing, both urban 
and rural. Major american architects considered include frank 
Gehry, richard Meier, and daniel libeskind. also considered 
will be the critical architecture of  diller and scofidio and lewis 
tsurumaki lewis. in europe, the focus is on contemporary public 
architecture in Berlin and elsewhere in Germany, Paris, london, 
rome, and athens, with attention to works of  norman foster, 
renzo Piano, Zaha Hadid, Jean nouvel, santiago Calatrava, rem 
Koolhaas, Herzog and de Meuron, and Bernard tschumi. in 
China, we will study state monuments of  the Communist Party 
in Beijing, and issues of  preservation and urban development 
there and in shanghai. in Japan, the recent work of  tadao ando 
is a focus, as is the “totalscape” of  tokyo. additional lectures will 
treat selected architects and sites in india, Moshe safdie in israel, 
and institutional architecture planned for the Persian Gulf  and 
africa. in latin america, we will consider urban development 
in rio di Janeiro and urban preservation in Quito, ecuador. the 
last part of  the course will survey the field of  green architecture, 
including traditional methods of  heating and cooling houses and 
larger buildings and the architectural transformations associated 
with solar power, wind power, geothermal energy, leeds certifi-
cation, and urban agriculture.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA260 History of Prints
this course examines the techniques, production, circulation, and 
collection of  prints in europe and the United states from the 15th 
century to the present. Until the invention of  photography, print-
making was the sole means of  reproduction and was vital for the 
communication of  ideas and the spread of  artistic styles. in the 
19th century, as photography rapidly took on the role of  repro-
duction, printmakers reconsidered the artistic possibilities for the 
medium, reemphasizing the artist’s touch and turning to renewed 
political uses. the course discusses aesthetics, connoisseurship, 
commerce, and technology.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA261 Anthropology of Art
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH222

ARHA262 German Aesthetic Theory
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt287

ARHA265 Dialogue with Photography: From Its Beginning to 
Postmodernism
this survey course includes topics on the history of  photogra-
phy from the 1830s to the present, with emphasis on the social 
uses of  the medium, 19th-century documentary, pictorialism, the 
emergence of  modernism, the post-frank generation, and con-
temporary trends.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA267 Afro-American Art Since 1865
this course surveys the painting and sculpture of  black american 
artists. Beginning with duncanson, Bannister, and tanner, the 
course then focuses on the art of  the Harlem renaissance and 
the intellectual ideal of  the new negro. the role of  the WPa 
and the art of  Jacob lawrence is followed by a section on the 
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impact of  the civil rights movement on the visual arts and the art 
of  Bearden.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam268

ARHA268 Portuguese Expansion to Africa and the Atlantic 
World, 1440–1640
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam210

ARHA270 Rebellion and Representation: Art in North 
America to 1867
in this course we shall study how certain art forms were transmit-
ted and adapted by the europeans engaged in the colonization 
of  north america from the 16th to 19th centuries. in particular, 
we shall explore how men and women who worked in painting, 
sculpture, and the graphic arts responded to notions of  national 
identity and representative governance that informed the founding 
of  the United states, the Mexican republic, and the dominion 
of  Canada.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none—IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt270

ARHA271 Making Art in the United States, 1860–1960
Who is the american artist? though a tantalizing question even 
before 1776, at no time was this question so hotly debated as in 
the decades following the Civil War. as new technologies and 
ideologies transformed the political, economic, and social fabric 
of  the country, changes in the arts were equally as rapid and as 
dramatic, culminating in the introduction of  abstraction after 
1900. indeed, who was the american audience during an era 
of  increased immigration? did a person have to be born in the 
United states to be an american artist? Was the artist who lived 
out his or her career in a foreign country no longer american? 
How did an artist’s gender, race, ethnicity, or sexuality affect his 
or her access to the art market? this course seeks to answer these 
questions by studying how some men and women involved in 
the visual arts in the United states responded to the rapid rate of  
change and diversity of  new ideas.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt233

ARHA272 Sculpture in the United States, 1776–1976
this course considers a history of  the art and careers of  artists in 
america who chose sculpture as a primary medium of  expression. 
topics will include public sculpture and government patronage, 
sculpture and the landscape, patterns of  training among american 
sculptors, and the work of  expatriate artists.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt272

ARHA273 Landscape and Genre Painting in America, 1820–1860
the course considers landscape and genre painting within the 
framework of  american culture from, roughly, the Jacksonian and 
antebellum periods. We will investigate the ideological dimen-
sions of  these works and consider how they contributed to the 
construction of  a 19th-century american national identity. We 
will explore how landscape painting relates to the rise of  indus-
trialization and the growth of  the american city; the rising politi-
cal tensions leading up to the Civil War; the interrelationship be-
tween art and science; the moral, spiritual, and social dimensions 
of  american nature; the pastoral ideal and the concept of  the 
wilderness; the myth and reality of  the frontier; and the ideologies 
of  Manifest destiny and Jacksonian democracy. We will explore 
the stylistic and ideological dimensions of  landscape in the art 
of  thomas Cole, Hudson river school painters such as frederic 
edwin Church and asher B. durand, and luminist painters such as 
John frederick Kensett and Martin Johnson Heade. We examine 
the construction of  american identity in depictions of  everyday 
life by genre painters such as William sidney Mount, richard 
Woodville, and lilly Martin spencer. We will consider how these 

artists’ images of  a variety of  americans inform our ideas about 
gender, race, class, and regional types of  the pre-Civil War period.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA276 The First Gilded Age: Art and Culture in the United 
States 1865–1913
rapid advances in technology, a volatile economy, interventionist 
foreign policy, and the widening gap between rich and poor in the 
United states are among the trends that have prompted scholars 
and pundits to announce that currently we are living in the “new” 
Gilded age. in this course about the first Gilded age—defined 
here as the period from appomattox (1865) to the armory show 
(1913)—we shall explore the role played by artists, writers, and 
other cultural arbiters (politicians, collectors, museum profession-
als, and critics) in defining and defending or critiquing the ideolo-
gies and institutions that embodied the contradictions of  the era.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt206

ARHA280 Islamic Art and Architecture
this course is a thematic introduction to the history of  islamic 
art and architecture from the time of  the Prophet Muhammad 
through its 17th-century culmination in the period of  the great 
islamic empires of  the ottomans, safavids, and Mughals. all ma-
jor genres of  islamic art will be considered including religious 
and secular architecture, the arts of  the book (calligraphy and 
painting), and decorative arts. some of  the broader issues to be 
examined include the allegedly anti-iconic nature of  islamic art, 
relations between islamic art and preexisting traditions in territo-
ries absorbed by islam (Byzantine, Persian, Central asian, indian), 
and the problem of  what makes islamic art islamic.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt280
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Wagoner,.pHillip.B .—SEcT.:.01

ARHA281 The Traditional Arts of China
this introductory survey covers Chinese art from prehistoric times 
to the end of  the 18th century. Particular attention will be given 
to the four basic media of  Chinese art (bronze, sculpture, paint-
ing, and ceramics) and to their relationships to the culture that 
produced them.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt281
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.BeSt,.JonatHan.W .—SEcT.:.01

ARHA283 The Traditional Arts of Japan
this survey of  the arts of  Japan will emphasize painting, sculp-
ture, and architecture from neolithic times to the mid-19th cen-
tury. the course will stress the relevance of  Japan’s social and 
religious history to the formation and development of  its arts. 
Consideration will also be given to the manner in which artistic 
influences from China and Korea helped to shape Japanese art his-
tory and to the processes whereby such influences were modified 
to produce a new, vital, and distinctive artistic tradition.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt283

ARHA284 Buddhist Art from India to Japan
this course surveys the development of  Buddhist sculpture, paint-
ing, and architecture in india, China, and Japan. the course will 
stress the relationship of  changes in the religion and its social set-
ting to formal changes in its art. readings will be interdisciplinary 
in nature, and class discussion will be encouraged.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt284

ARHA285 Art and Architecture of India to 1500
this course is an introduction to the artistic and architectural 
traditions of  the indian subcontinent from prehistory to 1500 
through a series of  thematically-focused units arranged in broadly 
chronological order. in each unit, we will consider a different 
body of  artworks, monuments, and material cultural objects of  
major significance within the south asian tradition and will use 
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them as a means of  understanding the historical development of  
indian society, religion, and politics. the four units of  the course 
examine the early historic interaction between vedic aryan and 
dravidian cultures and the resulting emergence of  a distinct south 
asian tradition; the development of  narrative and iconic sculpture 
and its purposes within the context of  the Buddhist cult of  rel-
ics; the relationship between architecture and community in the 
Buddhist cave-monasteries of  the western deccan (focusing in 
particular on ritual and patronage); and the theology, iconography, 
and politics of  the Hindu image and temple cult.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt285

ARHA286 Empire and Erotica: Indian Painting, 1100–1900
the history of  later indian painting is dominated by two distinct 
stylistic traditions, one flourishing at the court of  the Mughal 
empire, the other at the courts of  the various rajput dynasties 
that held sway in regions along the periphery of  the Mughal do-
main. despite complex historical relationships between the two 
traditions, modern scholarship has tended to emphasize their 
separate identities as distinct, isolable schools with mutually op-
posing stylistic and aesthetic ideals. Mughal painting is character-
ized as naturalistic, rational, and political; contemporary rajput 
work is seen as lyrical, erotic, and spiritual in its approach. in this 
course, we will trace the history of  the emergence and interac-
tion of  these two traditions of  painting, beginning with the pre-
Mughal and pre-rajput traditions current before the 16th century 
and continuing to the transformation of  the Mughal and rajput 
traditions through British colonial patronage. the course strikes 
a balance between the modes of  historical survey and thematic 
enquiry; some of  the themes to be examined include the relation-
ship between painting and literature, the structure of  patronage 
and the degree of  the patron’s influence in shaping style, and the 
extent to which the Mughal and rajput styles were influenced by 
16th-century european prints and paintings.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none

ARHA287 Traditions of East Asian Painting
several of  the primary traditions of  east asian painting are 
studied in this course, including Chinese landscape painting and 
Japanese works in the yamato-e style and the monochromatic ink 
painting associated with Zen Buddhism. the art will be discussed 
in terms of  its historical, philosophical, and aesthetic significance.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt287

ARHA288 Temples and Shrines of Japan
Beginning with the shinto shrine at ise and ending with the Zen 
garden of  the ryoan-ji, the course studies a series of  important 
shinto and Buddhist sanctuaries, analyzing each as an integrated 
architectural-artistic statement of  a particular set of  religious 
teachings. the class will explore the formative influence of  reli-
gious doctrine upon art in these specific settings.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt288
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.BeSt,.JonatHan.W .—SEcT.:.01

ARHA289 Art and Culture in Premodern Korea
this historical survey considers the major artistic traditions of  
Korean art and the cultural context that shaped them. Beginning 
with the prehistoric period and continuing to the 19th century, 
the course will consider the arts of  Korea, especially Buddhist 
sculpture, ceramics, and painting, in terms of  both peninsular his-
tory and, where relevant, historical and cultural developments in 
China and Japan.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt289

ARHA290 Mahabharata and Ramayana: The Sanskrit Epics 
and Indian Visual Culture
this course focuses on the multifaceted interface between literary 
text and visual image in traditional south asia. our primary fo-
cus is on the two sanskrit epics, Mahabharata and Ramayana. Both 
epics will be read in abridged translation to provide familiarity 
with the overall narrative structure and thematic concerns of  the 
two texts, and a number of  excerpts from unabridged translations 
will be studied in detail to arrive at a fuller understanding of  the 
contents of  key episodes and of  the style and texture of  the two 
works. the first part of  the course addresses a series of  ques-
tions pertaining to the literary versions of  the Mahabharata and 
Ramayana: What is epic as a genre, and what are its social roles? 
do the Mahabharata and Ramayana manifest similarities that permit 
us to identify a distinctive indian epic type? What are the connec-
tions between these epics and the early history of  india? Why, 
and how, did the written texts we have today come to be redacted 
from bodies of  oral tradition? What further transformations did 
the sanskrit epics undergo as they were dramatized in the sanskrit 
theater, recast in the form of  lyric poetry, and translated into vari-
ous vernacular languages such as Hindi, tamil, and telugu? in 
the second part of  the course, we will shift our focus from epic 
as literature to consider different types of  visual embodiments of  
the epics, including sculptural renditions of  epic characters and 
scenes on the walls of  Hindu temples, painted illustrations in the 
manuscripts of  the epics produced at Mughal and rajput courts, 
and modern cinematic transformations of  the epics in indian film 
and television. this course requires no prior knowledge of  indian 
literature, history, or art and may serve as an effective introduction 
to the culture and civilization of  south asia.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Wagoner,.pHillip.B .—SEcT.:.01

ARHA291 Duty, Power, Pleasure, Release: Key Themes in 
Classical Indian Thought
according to thinkers in classical india, the goals of  life were 
fourfold, encompassing the pursuit of  social-moral duty (dharma), 
economic and political power (artha), bodily pleasure (kama), and, 
finally, release from the endless cycle of  birth, death, and rebirth 
(moksha). the “four goals” provide a useful key for understand-
ing indian intellectual history in its classical moment—roughly, 
the half  millennium between the 2nd and 7th centuries. this 
pivotal era witnessed the definition of  new forms of  social and 
political thought, the creation of  new types of  expressive literature 
in sanskrit, and the crystallization of  the Hindu religion. in this 
course, we explore classical indian thought through a variety of  
theoretical and literary texts articulating the ideas and values of  the 
age. Most of  these works were originally written in sanskrit, the 
ancient indian language of  culture and power that served as a lin-
gua franca uniting vast portions of  southern asia. the emphasis is 
on close reading and discussion of  the translated texts themselves 
and critical engagement with the ideas and values they present.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[HiSt277 or reli236]

ARHA292 Historical Archaeology of South India
this course applies the methods of  historical archaeology to the 
investigation of  life in south india between the 6th and 16th cen-
turies. it introduces a variety of  methods used to interpret different 
classes of  material and textual data, including excavated and surface 
remains, standing architectural structures, coins and coin hoards, in-
scriptions, and contemporary written texts. the course is organized 
in six topical units, each building upon previous ones to provide a 
progressively refined understanding of  south indian society and its 
development over the millennia covered. We begin by considering 
the spatial articulation of  culture, reading the classical tamil poetry 
of  the sangam period to elucidate its “emic” typology of  cultural 
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landscapes. We then turn to a consideration of  food, subsistence, 
and agricultural production in some of  these landscapes, focusing 
in particular on the different spectra of  cultigens and strategies of  
irrigation and water control associated with wet, dry, and wet-cum-
dry forms of  agriculture. from agriculture, we turn to the subject 
of  economy and exchange and examine what the physical evidence 
provided by coins can tell us about the nature of  the premodern 
economy and its changing patterns of  development in the region. 
the fourth unit addresses social inequality, power, and the archaeol-
ogy of  political landscapes, with some focus on the various models 
(bureaucratic, feudal, segmentary, and patrimonial) that have been 
applied to understanding the “medieval” indian state. in the fifth 
unit, we consider religion, ritual, and ideology, with special atten-
tion to the role of  built space (both urban and architectural) in 
legitimating the political order. in the sixth and final unit, we con-
sider the expansion of  islamic culture into the peninsula and the 
varied forms of  cultural interaction that ensued.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arcp292

ARHA294 Building Houses, Building Identities: Architecture 
in the Atlantic World, from Africa to America
african architecture, from houses to monumental mosques, reflects 
cultural interaction and identities. from 1550 to 1850, 12 mil-
lion africans were forcibly transported from their homes to the 
americas. they brought with them cultural knowledge and tech-
nological expertise. that knowledge transformed the landscape, 
from Brazil to new orleans to virginia. Historians are only now 
beginning to understand that the atlantic basin can best be under-
stood as a cultural unit. from senegal to Brazil, african architecture 
created a new, hybrid style. this course studies the buildings of  the 
atlantic basin. from the great mosques of  medieval West africa to 
the plantation houses of  Brazil and the american south, african 
builders introduced concepts and forms that included the verandah, 
the enclosed porch or gallery, and probably, too, the shotgun house 
of  new orleans. this course looks first at african art and architec-
ture, then at the spread of  african technology to the new World.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam296

ARHA296 Painting and Sculpture from Postcolonial Urban 
Africa
this course focuses on painting and sculpture produced by 
african artists of  the postcolony. Urban africa has produced new 
forms of  artistic expression, from the paintings of  Cheri samba 
in Kinshasa to the use of  military weapons in “peace” sculpture in 
Zimbabwe. these artists give voice to life in the huge amorphous 
posturban agglomerations that are the african city today.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.marK,.peter.a .—SEcT.:.01

ARHA299 African History and Art
in this introduction to the history and art of  West africa from 
the late first millennium ad to the colonial period, we will cover 
topics including the trans-saharan trade, the origins of  state for-
mation, the spread of  islam south of  the sahara, and the slave 
trade. We will integrate history with study of  the architectural 
monuments of  medieval West africa including the friday Mosque 
in Jenne and masquerades and rituals of  West africa up to the 
colonial period.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[HiSt229 or FrSt299 or aFam299]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.marK,.peter.a .—SEcT.:.01

ARHA300 Iberian Expansion and the “Discovery” of Africa in 
Travel Narratives and Art, 1420–1640
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam310

ARHA312 Politicizing the Lotus: State Patronage of 
Buddhism, Its Rituals, and Its Art
this seminar treats the comparative political uses made of  
Buddhism, its rituals, and, especially, its art in premodern times by 
governments in india, China, Korea, and Japan. since the topic is 
potentially enormous in its chronological as well as its geographical 
sweep, the course is necessarily selective in its coverage. some likely 
topics are india under the Mauryans (3rd century BCe) and the 
Kusans (late 1st/early 2nd century Ce), China under the northern 
Wei (late 5th century) and the sui dynasties (late 6th century), 
Korea at the time of  its late 6th- and early 7th-century unification 
struggles, and Japan in the 7th and early 8th centuries. readings 
for the seminar will encompass both primary, in translation, and 
secondary historical and Buddhist sources, as well as secondary 
sources treating Buddhist art history and archeology. Class discus-
sions will be devoted to the analysis of  both texts and images.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt312

ARHA313 The Art, Architecture, and Archaeology of the 
Monastic Reform Movement, 1050–1250
in 1098, a small group of  men led by robert of  Molesme left 
their Benedictine monastery to go into the forest to found a new, 
purer, and more austere utopian community, one modeled on a 
combination of  prayer and manual labor. their site, Citeaux, gave 
its name to a new Cistercian order that created a new, restrained 
form of  romanesque architecture and nonfigural decoration. 
attracting visionaries like Bernard of  Clairvaux and ailred of  
riveaulx, the Cistercian order created 500 new monasteries and 
convents during its first 100 years. at the same time, the order 
struggled with the place of  figural art and the role of  women in 
its form of  monasticism. this course will consider the evolving 
Cistercian vision of  utopian life, as well as the problems created by 
new forms of  art and architecture, by the order’s conflicted view 
of  the role of  women in monastic life, and by the rapid growth 
and expansion of  the order and the wealth that accompanied it.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA322 Landscape and Ideology, 1500–1700
landscape, as denis Cosgrove and others have argued, is a way 
of  seeing the world. as such, it is always a reflection of  social 
systems and cultural practices, as well as an agent that shapes them 
in turn. By considering ways in which landscape was constructed 
and instrumentalized through a variety of  artistic media—from 
painting, prints, and maps, to villas and gardens—this seminar 
will consider its historical place in early modern european visual 
culture, while engaging venues through which it continues to be 
discussed and theorized in the fields of  art and architectural his-
tory, landscape studies, and cultural geography.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA339 Wagner and Modernism
this course focuses on richard Wagner and his complicated leg-
acy to modernism in europe from the 1860s through the nazis 
and beyond. Wagner’s work stands at the crux of  debates sur-
rounding a modernist aesthetic. Key questions raised by his work 
are the relationship between poetry, music, dance, and the visual 
arts; art and religion; art and racism; art and a mass audience; art 
and politics; synaesthesia; and the relationship between abstrac-
tion and figuration.
 We will begin by analyzing Wagner’s music and writings, 
and especially his idea of  the gesamtkusntwerk. the core of  the 
course, however, will consist of  looking at the idea that Wagner 
represented for artists in france, Germany, and italy between 1860 
and 1950. artistic movements that we will examine include sym-
bolism, German expressionism, futurism, fascist art, and socialist 
realism. We will also look at the influential writings on Wagner 
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by Charles Baudelaire, stéphane Mallarmé, friedrich nietzsche, 
theodor W. adorno, and Clement Greenberg. Whether for or 
against Wagner, these writers and theorists decisively influenced 
artists’ views of  the composer.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[FrSt339 or muSc285 or col349 or grSt239 or gelt239]

ARHA343 Critical Appproaches to Art History
this course offers a survey of  different interpretative strategies 
that have defined art history from the late 18th century until the 
present. the goals of  the course are twofold: first, to provide stu-
dents with a greater historical understanding of  where art history 
has come from and where it is going; second, and most important, 
to make us more attuned to different modes of  interpretations, 
their stakes, and consequences. We will gain a greater appreciation 
for the kinds of  questions art historians posit and the sources they 
privilege in answering them. topics we will discuss include the so-
cial history of  art; formalism; authorship; gender and art history; 
the collecting and displaying of  art; connoisseurship, colonial-
ism, postcolonialism, and art history; and visual studies. Classes 
will be organized thematically around different interpretational 
frameworks. emphasis will be on art historical writings that have 
shaped the discipline, through we will also read texts by art critics, 
artists, and literary historians.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA345 Chicago Architecture and Urbanism, 1880–2000
this seminar focuses on the full range of  Chicago’s metropoli-
tan built environment over the two centuries of  its development. 
Beginning with the city’s regional history and early architecture 
before the Great fire of  1871, this course then traces the postfire 
Chicago school of  commercial architecture that pioneered in the 
development of  the skyscraper. architects considered are Henry 
Hobson richardson, William le Baron Jenney, Burnham and 
root, Holabird and roche, and dankmar adler and louis sullivan. 
the politics, planning, and design of  the World’s Columbian 
exposition of  1893 are studied as a prelude to the Chicago Plan 
of  1909, the first american urban master plan. suburban develop-
ment and architecture are considered through the early work of  
frank lloyd Wright. Beaux-arts architecture and planning, the 
related the Chicago tribune tower competition, and efforts to 
implement the Chicago Plan through the 1920s were followed by 
the Century of  Progress exhibition in 1933. also studied are the 
rise of  modernist architectural culture in postwar Chicago, in the 
work of  ludwig Mies van der rohe and skidmore owings and 
Merrill, and major urban renewal in the form of  public housing 
and highway planning. finally, we will study recent alternative ap-
proaches to affordable housing, neighborhood gentrification, and 
efforts at civic renewal like Millennium Park.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt354

ARHA348 Frank Lloyd Wright: Myth and Fact
this seminar considers the architecture of  frank lloyd Wright 
in the context of  his own life and development as an artist and 
in the context of  the broader history of  modern architecture of  
which Wright’s work was a part and to which it contributed. the 
seminar also considers the relationship of  Wright’s achievements 
to the social, economic, technical, and ideological history of  the 
United states from the mid-19th through the mid-20th centuries. 
a major theme will be critical reading of  Wright’s own statements 
about his life and work in relation to other sources, later accounts, 
and his buildings and projects themselves. Both Wright’s residen-
tial and public architecture will be considered in conjunction with 
his designs for landscapes and cityscapes. architectural drawings 
will also be examined as a medium in themselves, along with tex-

tual and physical evidence, as a means of  generating maximal in-
sight into Wright’s built and unbuilt works.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt348
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Siry,.JoSepH.m .—SEcT.:.01

ARHA350 Utopia or Decadence? European Art at the Fin-de-
Siècle
the fin-de-siècle (1886–1910) has been viewed as a period of  
optimism and promise as well as one of  pessimism and decline. 
Marked by realignments in the political, aesthetic, scientific, and 
social landscape, this period witnessed the crumbling of  one 
world and the birth of  another. sexual identities were redefined 
in light of  scientific definitions of  homosexuality and the rise 
of  feminism; a valuation of  the unconscious led to the founding 
of  psychology as a discipline; artists combined artistic media and 
the arts of  music, poetry, and painting to recreate a lost totality; 
new forms of  performance were invented that produced avant-
garde theater. Political discourse was transformed by the rise of  
opposing doctrines of  socialism and radicalism on the one hand 
and nationalism and racist political ideologies on the other. this 
course examines fin-de-siècle art in the context of  larger soci-
etal and political developments. throughout we will examine the 
relationship between utopia and decadence. to what degree did 
artists seek to build a better world, and to what degree did they 
contribute to decline by overindulging in the senses?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA353 Global Intersections: Contemporary Art, 
Postcolonialism, and Globalization
this course will address the major developments in contemporary 
art emerging through processes of  postcolonialism and globaliza-
tion from 1960 to the present. the central focus will be cultural 
intersections as we examine the ways that artists, curators, critics, 
and art historians participate in the dialectics of  national/inter-
national, global/local, homogeneity/heterogeneity, and margin/
center. in a world in which people and cultures are coming into 
greater contact than ever before—due to a combination of  co-
lonial ties, the expansion of  capital investment and commodity 
exchange, advances in commercial travel and electronic commu-
nications, and shifting immigration patterns—how have issues 
of  national identity, individual identity, hegemony, and hybridity 
become of  distinct importance and meaning in art? How does 
the proliferation of  major international exhibitions demand that 
we address questions of  eurocentrism and marginality? and how 
does the rise of  the “itinerant artist” (and curator) change how we 
think about borders and artistic labor practices? these are just a 
few of  the questions that will be addressed via case studies of  art 
and historical and theoretical texts from around the globe.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA358 Style in the Visual Arts: Theories and Interpretations
this seminar treats major developments in the theory and in-
terpretation of  style in the visual arts in historical overview and 
from divergent disciplinary perspectives. How does the style of  
a work of  art relate to the sociocultural context in which it was 
produced? are there definable and historically meaningful pat-
terns of  stylistic change? readings and class discussions will focus 
on the writings of  Wolfflin, riegl, Gombrich, Kubler, and others 
who have made important contributions to a fuller understanding 
of  these fundamental issues. students are expected to have some 
knowledge of  art history, but an extensive background in the field 
is not required.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.BeSt,.JonatHan.W .—SEcT.:.01

ARHA360 Museum Studies
this museum studies seminar introduces students to the history 
of  art museums and current debates on the role of  museums in 
today’s society, as well as institutional practices and career paths. 
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in addition, students will organize a group exhibition of  artwork 
from the davison art Center collection, research objects, and 
write exhibition labels.
 the theme for this year’s exhibition will be the 18th cen-
tury in europe, the age of  enlightenment and of  revolution, of  
Giovanni Battista Piranesi, William Hogarth, and francisco Goya.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt360
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.rogan,.clare.i .—SEcT.:.01

ARHA362 Issues in Contemporary Art
activist art emerged in the mid-1970s and continues to evolve 
and expand in the tumultuous early years of  the 21st century. 
this hybrid cultural practice, which is shaped as much by the real 
world as it is by the art world, raises questions that have long 
fueled debates about the relationship between art and politics. 
should political issues inform artistic production and the content 
of  artwork? What power does art have to effect sociopolitical 
change? this seminar will focus on the period from the 1960s to 
the present by exploring the confluence of  aesthetic, sociopoliti-
cal, and technological impulses of  the last 35 years or more that 
have contributed to the emergence of  this artistic phenomenon.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.FelSHin,.nina—SEcT.:.01

ARHA363 Fluxus: Collectivism and Intermedia Art in the 
1960s and 1970s
this course will examine the art collective fluxus, as it formed on 
three continents from 1962–1978, paying particular attention to 
the group’s collective organization on an international scale in the 
context of  post-World War ii advanced capitalism; the diversity 
of  subject positions occupied by its members, based on issues of  
race, ethnicity, gender, and class; the multidisciplinary character 
of  its composition, including artists with backgrounds in music, 
painting, film, sculpture, poetry, design and architecture; and its 
pioneering of  “intermedia” art, combining performance, object-
making, and video. the relationships between fluxus and contem-
poraneous artistic trends as well as fluxus’s influence on art today 
will also be considered.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.dumett,.mari—SEcT.:.01

ARHA364 Architecture: Historiography, Theory, Criticism; 
Traditional and Contemporary Approaches
this seminar, intended primarily for majors in history of  art and 
architecture and for studio majors concentrating in architecture, 
surveys different methods of  studying architecture and its history. 
emphasis throughout is on comparison of  general theories of  in-
terpretation in art history and other disciplines and their applica-
tion to specific works of  art and architecture. topics include mon-
umentality and collective memory, stylistic analysis, philosophical 
aesthetics, iconography and semiotics, patronage and ideological 
expression, structural technology and building process, mate-
rial culture and consumption, vernacular architecture and cultural 
landscapes, spatial form, sociology, colonial and postcolonial ar-
chitecture, feminist architectural history and feminist architecture, 
and digital design and fabrication in architecture.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARHA365 Photography and Representation
Photography has given rise to theoretical and critical reflections 
since its emergence in the 19th century. this seminar will examine 
some of  the theoretical problems posed by photographic practice 
(in aesthetics, history, philosophy of  mind, and philosophy of  
language) and the photographic problems that have been posed 
by modern theory (in genres as diverse as the snapshot, portraits, 
and forensic photography). some of  the themes to be explored 
include photography’s relation to problems concerning memory, 
identity, sexuality, realism, fantasy, and politics. the goal of  the 

course is to enable students to think more clearly about how pho-
tographic images tell the truth, how they lie, how they inspire, and 
how they generally affect thinking and feeling.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[pHil336 or amSt364]

ARHA368 Advanced Themes in 20th-Century Afro-American 
Art
this course is intended as a seminar for students who have already 
taken an introductory afro-american art course. We will study 
in greater depth specific artists and will focus, too, on questions 
of  black cultural nationalism and the ideology of  “black art” as 
they pertain to painting of  the 1920s and the period since 1968. 
there will be a mandatory trip to the national Black fine arts 
show (new york, early february). We will study collectively the 
works of  several recent and contemporary painters and photogra-
phers (Kerry Coppin, vincent smith). each student will then select 
for study one 20th-century artist.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha
pREREQ:.[arHa267 or aFam268]—IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam322

ARHA376 Topics in 19th-Century Painting: Thomas Moran, 
Thomas Eakins, and Mary Cassatt
this seminar will examine the art and career of  three Philadelphia 
artists whose careers took very different trajectories. Class discus-
sions during the first part of  the semester will include the close 
reading of  selected works in response to assigned readings. 
during the second part of  the semester, students will write and 
present reports on selected single works by these artists and their 
principal american associates.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt376

ARHA381 Relic and Image: The Archaeology and Social 
History of Indian Buddhism
this course investigates the social history and material culture of  
indian Buddhism from the 5th century BCe through the period 
of  the Kushan empire. the course begins with the examination 
of  the basic teachings of  Buddhism as presented in canonical 
texts and consideration of  the organization and functioning of  
the early Buddhist community, or sangha. the focus then shifts 
to the popular practice of  Buddhism in early india and the var-
ied forms of  interaction between lay and monastic populations. 
although canonical texts will be examined, primary emphasis 
in this segment of  the course is given to the archaeology and 
material culture of  Buddhist sites and their associated historical 
inscriptions. specific topics to be covered include the cult of  the 
Buddha’s relics, pilgrimage to the sites of  the eight Great events 
in the Buddha’s life, the rise and spread of  image worship, and 
the Buddhist appropriation and reinterpretation of  folk religious 
practices. Key archaeological sites to be studied include the mo-
nastic complex at sanchi, the pilgrimage center at Bodh Gaya (site 
of  the Buddha’s enlightenment), the city of  taxila (capital of  the 
indo-Greek kings and a major educational center), and the rock-
cut cave monasteries along the trade routes of  western india.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[eaSt381 or arcp380]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Wagoner,.pHillip.B .—SEcT.:.01

ARHA383 Grounding the Past: Monument, Site, and 
Historical Memory
the peculiar power of  monuments and cultural sites arises from 
their status as tangible objects and places that simultaneously be-
long to both past and present. Because of  their ability to collapse 
time and make the past present, these types of  objects often func-
tion as sites of  memory, providing the foci around which social 
memory condenses and histories are constructed. this course ex-
plores the varied links between monuments, cultural sites, and col-
lective memory, through consideration of  both theoretical writ-
ings and a number of  specific cases from south asia and other 
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parts of  the world. among the themes to be discussed are the 
typology of  mnemonic modes and the role of  the body and place 
in structuring memory; the nature of  collective memory and the 
role of  objects and places in its mediation;  the nature of  com-
memorative monuments and relics; spatial devices for organizing 
memory; the concept of  cultural property and the social practices 
surrounding its preservation and destruction; and the politics of  
contested sites.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arcp383

ARHA386 Empire and Erotica: Painting from the Courts of 
India
the history of  indian painting from the 16th through the 19th 
centuries is dominated by two distinct stylistic traditions, one 
flourishing at the court of  the Mughal empire, the other at the 
courts of  the various rajput dynasties that held sway in regions 
beyond the central Mughal domain. despite the complex histori-
cal relationships between the two traditions, modern scholarship 
has tended to emphasize instead their separate identities as dis-
tinct, isolable schools, with mutually opposing stylistic and aes-
thetic ideals. Mughal painting is characterized as “naturalistic,” “ra-
tional,” and “imperial” in its concerns, while contemporary rajput 
work is seen as “spiritual,” “lyrical,” and “erotic” in approach. 
 in this course we will approach Mughal and rajput paint-
ing by critically examining some of  the fundamental assumptions 
and methods upon which modern historiography of  these schools 
rests. We will deal with such issues as the relationship between 
painting and literature (many of  the great masterpieces are manu-
script illustrations), the structure of  patronage and the degree of  
the patron’s influence in shaping style, and the extent to which the 
Mughal style was influenced by sixteenth century european prints 
and paintings. one of  our guiding purposes will be to come to 
terms with “Mughal” and “rajput” as aesthetic categories. What 
is the real basis for this binary stylistic taxonomy? does it rest 
on formal, stylistic qualities alone, or is it partially a function of  
differences in preferred subject matter? or is it an inadequate and 
misleading oversimplification, a by-product of  the Hindu-Muslim 
communal discourse of  modern india?
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.[arHa286 or arcp286] or [arHa285 or eaSt285] 

or [arHa280 or mdSt280]

ARHA390 Advanced Themes in African History and Art
this seminar will consider the most recent research into the art 
and cultural history of  West and Central africa.  emphasis will be 
placed on the historical context in which cultural traditions have 
developed. from the historically specific study of  art, it is possible 
to detail the evolution of  style, as well as the changing and con-
textually contingent iconographical meaning of  forms. We will 
include a case study of  the Mande peoples before broadening our 
field to contemporary art (World art, like World Music) in West 
and Central africa.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha
pREREQ:.arHa101 or [arHa267 or aFam268] or [arHa299 or HiSt229 or FrSt299 

or aFam299] or [arHa368 or aFam322] or [arHa294 or aFam296]

ARHA401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

ARHA409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

ARHA411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

ARHA465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

ARHA467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

ART STuDIO
ARST131 Drawing I
this introduction to drawing gives special attention to the ar-
ticulation of  line, shape, volume, light, gesture, and composition. 
a variety of  media and subjects will be used, including the live 
model. this course is suitable for both beginners and students 
with some experience. individual progress is an important factor 
in grading. the graded option is recommended. full classroom 
attendance is expected.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.randall,.Julia.a .—SEcT.:.01-02
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.randall,.Julia.a .—SEcT.:.01

ARST400 Topics in Studio Art
artists in all media have historically responded to common, for-
mal, and ideological motivations. these motivations encompass 
the very fabric of  a liberal arts education. this course is intended 
to strengthen such a liberal conversation among the various stu-
dio art disciplines, as well as to develop that conversation as the 
foundation for making art. the course centers on a topic deter-
mined by the instructor. the class will function as a study group 
(of  painters, sculptors, photographers, etc.) that tackles the topic 
through the act of  making. the topic will be introduced through 
readings and visual precedents, and through discussion we will 
determine means to respond as artists, each student in his or her 
own medium. these individual responses will then be analyzed 
in group critiques. later in the semester, students will be asked 
to expand their investigations to include studio disciplines other 
than their own. this course is offered as an elective for studio arts 
majors but can, at the discretion of  the instructor, be offered to 
majors from other departments with adequate experience in visual 
arts. students are expected to be capable of  self-expression in at 
least one visual art medium for admission to the class.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.ScHiFF,.JeFFrey—SEcT.:.01

ARST431 Special Topics in Drawing: Portraits of Objects and 
Places
the main objective of  this course will be to develop a critical, 
perceptual, and conceptual approach to drawing. it will stress not 
only how to look at the vast and complex landscape before us, but 
what to choose as its subject matter. this course will also consider 
the notion of  portraiture applied to objects and places. typically, 
portraits are distinct from still lifes, landscapes, interiors, and 
cityscapes. the idea will be to see these things as having a person-
al history and to consider the convergence of  personal and social 
memory in developing the individual character of  a setting. the 
presence of  architecture will be a theme to consider. Participants 
can expect to work both in and out of  the studio, from objects 
(the politics of  the still life) to specific locations (drawings dealing 
with sites in the environment).
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha.arSt131

ARST432 Drawing II
this class builds upon the course content covered in drawing 1 
(ARST131). as we continue to draw from observation, topics will 
include an in-depth exploration of  the human figure and an in-
troduction to color. this course also introduces a concept-based 
approach to drawing that explores narrative and content. While 
using brainstorming and ideation techniques, we will experiment 
with various marking systems, found imagery, processes, and spa-
tial solutions. further, the development of  individual style and 
studio methodology is an aim in this course.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.randall,.Julia.a .—SEcT.:.01

ARST433 Measured Drawing: Abstractions and 
Representation
this course is intended for the student interested in developing 
an analytical vocabulary in visual language through the study and 
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hands-on exploration of  measured/hardline drawing. the mechan-
ical and expressive aspects of  this type of  drawing will be examined 
in relationship to techniques and ideas. emphasis will be placed on 
analysis, invention, composition, and two- and three-dimensional 
representation of  various objects ranging from small artifacts to 
buildings. drawing will begin as a search to discover but will be-
come a means to explain, communicate, and celebrate an idea.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARST434 Studies in Contemporary Urbanism
this course is an exploration of  the physical and environmental 
design conditions that shape the built environment. studio assign-
ments will analyze and reimagine local urban conditions through 
maps, drawings, and models created through direct observation 
and hands-on study.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Huge,.eliJaH—SEcT.:.01

ARST435 Architecture I
this course is a synthesis of  fundamentals of  design principles 
and introduction to design vocabulary, process methodologies, 
and craft. emphasis is placed on developing students’ ability to 
examine the relationship between production (the process of  cre-
ating things) and expression (the conveying of  ideas and mean-
ing) involved in the making of  architecture. the intent of  the 
course is to develop students’ awareness and understanding of  the 
built environment as a result of  the investigations, observations, 
and inquiries generated in the studio.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Huge,.eliJaH—SEcT.:.01

ARST436 Architecture II
this course is a research-design-build studio focused on a single, 
semester-long project. the intent of  this course is to further de-
velop students’ awareness and understanding of  the built envi-
ronment through both the study of  project-related historical and 
theoretical issues and hands-on design and fabrication. Working 
through an intensive sequence of  research, design, and fabrication 
phases, the studio will undertake to identify, comprehend, and ad-
dress the theoretical issues at stake in the semester-long project, 
develop design work that responds to these issues, and collectively 
work together toward the full-scale realization of  the design work 
created by the studio. as the semester progresses, additional de-
sign, representation, and production tools will be introduced and 
used for developing work for the project, from graphics software 
to the laser cutter.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.arSt435
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Huge,.eliJaH—SEcT.:.01

ARST437 Printmaking
While various printmaking media—cardboard cut, woodcut, etch-
ing, engraving, drypoint and aquatint—are taught technically, 
each student is expected to adapt them to his/her particular vi-
sion. students learn to develop a print through a series of  proofs 
with critical consideration as an important input in this progres-
sion from idea sketch to final edition. extensive use is made of  the 
davison print collection.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.teneycK,.Kate—SEcT.:.01

ARST438 Printmaking II
ideally this semester is a continuation of  ARST437. While various 
printmaking media not considered first semester—color, intaglio, 
and lithography—are taught technically, each student is expected 
to adapt them to his/her particular vision. students learn to de-
velop a print through a series of  proofs with critical consideration 

as an important input in this progression from idea sketch to final 
edition. extensive use is made of  the davison print collection.
 students who have not taken ARST437 will need to learn ba-
sic etching techniques at the start of  the semester, so they can 
expect a particularly intense beginning.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.arSt131

ARST439 Painting I
this introductory-level course in painting (oils) emphasizes work 
from observation and stresses the fundamentals of  formal struc-
ture: color, paint manipulation, composition, and scale. students 
will address conceptual problems that will allow them to begin 
to develop an understanding of  the power of  visual images to 
convey ideas and expressions. the course will include individual 
and group critiques and museum trips.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.telFair,.tula—SEcT.:.01

ARST440 Painting II
the skills and knowledge gained in ARST439 will serve as the 
foundation upon which students will be challenged to become 
technically proficient while developing a personal direction with 
the medium. the conceptual problems addressed allow painters 
of  any formal, conceptual, or stylistic focus to solve them suc-
cessfully without compromising either their personal visions or 
methods. this class requires students to become fluent with the 
medium and make aesthetic choices that can best convey their 
ideas. lectures and class discussions provide an exploration of  
historical and contemporary issues. individual and group critiques 
as well as museum and gallery trips will complement class work.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha
pREREQ:.(arSt131 and arSt439)
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.telFair,.tula—SEcT.:.01

ARST442 Typography
the fundamentals of  fonts, letter forms, typographic design, ele-
ments of  the book, and contemporary graphic design are consid-
ered through a progression of  theoretical exercises. once working 
knowledge of  the typeshop and Quark express (software for book 
design) is acquired, each student conceives, designs, and prints: 
first, a broadside, then a book. Use is made of  the davison rare 
Book Collection at olin library. While not a required sequence, 
this course is strongly recommended before taking ARST443.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARST443 Graphic Design
this course is a study of  the combination of  word and image 
in two-dimensional communication through a series of  practical 
and theoretical problems. While not required, ARST442 is highly 
recommended.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARST445 Sculpture I
an introduction to seeing, thinking, and working in three di-
mensions, the class will examine three-dimensional space, form, 
materials, and the associations they elicit. through the sculptural 
processes of  casting, carving, and construction in a variety of  me-
dia, students will develop and communicate a personal vision in 
response to class assignments.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.ScHiFF,.JeFFrey—SEcT.:.01
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.ScHiFF,.JeFFrey—SEcT.:.01

ARST446 Sculpture II
this is an intermediate-level course. Projects focus on the asso-
ciative nature of  three-dimensional form—how issues intrinsic to 
sculpture reflect concerns extrinsic to the art form. the class will 
emphasize the development of  personal expressions of  students’ 
visions in response to class assignments.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.ScHiFF,.JeFFrey—SEcT.:.01
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ARST451 Photography I
this is an introductory course to the methods and aesthetics of  
both black-and-white film-based and digital photography.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.rudenSKy,.SaSHa—SEcT.:.01-02
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.rudenSKy,.SaSHa—SEcT.:.01

ARST452 Photography II
this course explores black-and-white photography as an art form. 
Classes will investigate available and artificial light. Classes will 
involve some technical topics as well as critiques.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.rudenSKy,.SaSHa—SEcT.:.01

ARST453 Digitial Photography I
this is a basic introductory course to the methods and aesthetics 
of  digital photography.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.giammatteo,.JoHn.a .—SEcT.:.01

ARST460 Introduction to Sumi-e Painting
We will learn basic technique and composition of  traditional 
Japanese sumi-e painting. sumi-e is a style of  black-and-white 
calligraphic ink painting that originated in China and eventually 
was introduced into Japan by Zen monks around 1333. We will 
concentrate on the four basic compositions of  sumi-e: bamboo, 
chrysanthemum, orchid, and plum blossom. We will also study 
the works of  the more famous schools, such as Kano. students will 
create a portfolio of  class exercises and their own creative pieces.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt460
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SHinoHara,.KeiJi—SEcT.:.01

ARST461 Alternative Printmaking: Beginning Japanese 
Woodblock Technique
students are taught traditional Japanese techniques for concep-
tualizing a design in terms of  woodcut, carving the blocks, and 
printing them, first in trial proofs and editions. after understand-
ing how both of  these methods were originally used and then 
seeing how contemporary artists have adapted them to their own 
purposes, both for themselves and in collaboration with print-
ers, students will use them to fulfill their own artistic vision. 
Considerable use is made of  the davison art collection of  tradi-
tional and contemporary Japanese prints as well as many european 
and american woodcuts.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt461
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.SHinoHara,.KeiJi—SEcT.:.01

ARST480 Digital Media
digital technologies offer artists new tools for artistic expression 
and provide new spaces in which to experience them. this intro-
ductory course will first offer students hands-on experience with 
tools that allow for the creation and manipulation of  various digi-
tal media, including images, animation, and sound. then students 
will create an interactive final project.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.JoKl,.todd—SEcT.:.01

ARST482 Interactive Sculpture and Installation
since the 1960s, the meaning of  art objects has been consid-
ered to be contingent upon the experience of  the viewer. With 
the advent of  digital technology, it is not only possible to cre-
ate artworks that seem to vary with the viewers’ perceptions, but 
also artworks that can change themselves formally and physically 
based on  viewers’ actions or the environment. Contemporary art-
ists now have the opportunity to make works that are in constant 
dialog with viewers and their surroundings. in this course students 
will create a series of  interactive projects, starting by connecting 
simple sensors and actuators to multimedia programs and pro-
ceeding to fully realized interactive sculptures and installations. 
students will work with various types of  sensors (tracking mo-
tion with video cameras, sensing movement and touch, sensing 

environmental conditions, etc.). they will also work with a range 
of  actuator technologies (standard dC motors, servo motors, sole-
noids, etc.). our engagement with these technologies will be sup-
ported and contextualized by looking at the work of  prominent 
interactive artists and by a series of  theoretical readings drawn 
from fine art, new media, philosophy, and other disciplines.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ARST401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

ARST409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

ARST411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

ARST465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

ARST467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Asian Languages and Literatures
 ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR:  terry Kawashima,	Japanese,	Chair

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS:  Miri nakamura,	Japanese; shengqing Wu,	Chinese

 ADJUnCT ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR: Xiaomiao Zhu,	Chinese

 ADJUnCT ASSISTAnT PROFESSOR: etsuko takahashi,	Japanese

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERTS 2010–2011:  etsuko takahashi,	Japanese	Language	Coordinator; Xiaomiao Zhu,	Chinese	Language	Coordinator

the department offers a number of  courses on Japanese and Chinese literature for which no knowledge of  a foreign language is required. 
Courses on the Chinese and Japanese languages will satisfy the language requirements for students majoring in east asian studies but are 
by no means restricted to such students. Prospective majors should consult the description of  the east asian studies Program. for general 
questions involving language, please consult etsuko takahashi (Japanese) and Xiaomiao Zhu (Chinese).

STuDy AbROAD
Japan. Wesleyan is a member institution of  the associated Kyoto Program. for details, see the description in the east asian studies 
Program and consult etsuko takahashi.
China. Wesleyan is a consortial partner in the Wesleyan/duke/Washington University study in China Program, the associated Colleges 
in China (aCC) headquartered in Hamilton College, and Princeton Beijing. for more information, consult Xiaomiao Zhu. Programs in 
the following asian countries have also been approved for Wesleyan students: india, indonesia, Korea, nepal, thailand, and tibet. Please 
contact the office of  international studies for more information on programs in these countries.

ALIT153 Elementary Korean I
IDENTIcAL WITh:.lang153

ALIT154 Elementary Korean II
IDENTIcAL WITh:.lang154

ALIT201 The Classics Reconsidered
the aims of  this course are twofold: first, it will introduce stu-
dents to a variety of  texts in different genres from 8th- to early 
19th-century Japan, including The	Tale	 of 	Genji; poetry collec-
tions; Buddhist tales; and urban narratives. second, it will con-
sider literature critically by asking questions such as, How do texts 
formulate and propagate a sense of  national identity, and why? 
How do issues of  gender and sexuality figure into our readings 
of  these texts? What are the ways in which religious beliefs, ritual, 
and performance converge? How do we define popular culture? 
is it subversive, complicit, or both? We will also examine the con-
text within which the canon of  premodern Japanese literature has 
been shaped and studied in both Japan and the United states.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS201

ALIT202 Japanese Horror Fiction and Film
this course will explore the dominance of  Japanese horror from 
edo period to contemporary films. students will read theory of  
horror in addition to primary texts.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[eaSt202.or.FgSS226]

ALIT204 Popular Culture in Late Imperial and Modern China
this course provides a comprehensive examination of  Chinese 
popular culture in late imperial China, People’s republic of  
China, taiwan, and Hong Kong. from film to literature, from 
music to theater, this course will probe popular culture as it has 
manifested itself  and trace its sociopolitical, aesthetic, and affec-
tive impact on the changing literary and cultural landscape.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

ALIT207 Japanese Women Writers: Modern and 
Contemporary Periods
this course will introduce students to some of  the seminal works 
and key figures of  Japanese women authors in the modern and 
contemporary eras. We will explore the big question often posed 
in feminism—do women write differently?—by conducting 
close readings of  the language and narrative device in the texts.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[eaSt207.or.FgSS208]

ALIT208 City in Modern Chinese Literature and Film
this course will explore the ways in which city and urban life 
have been represented in modern Chinese literature and film. the 
critical issues include how metropolis and urban life are imagined; 
how space, time, and gender are reconfigured; and the nature of  
the city/country problematic. We will examine the literary and 
visual representations of  modern cities through close analyses of  
the novella, short stories, films, photographs, and paintings that il-
luminate Chinese urbanism. Particular attention will be paid to the 
cultural manifestations of  such Chinese metropolises as Beijing, 
shanghai, Hong Kong, and taipei. all readings will be in english. 
five to six films by major directors will be scheduled.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt208
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Wu,.SHengQing—SEcT.:.01

ALIT209 Japan’s “Others”: Cultural Production of Difference
this class will examine various types of  texts throughout Japanese 
history that categorize groups or individuals as being different 
from the main culture of  Japan. We will also explore texts at-
tributed to these “othered” groups. examples will range from 
early medieval discussions of  demons; theatrical representations 
of  China, okinawan, and ainu literature; views on Christianity 
in the early modern period; to a modern burakumin writer. the 
questions we will explore include, How do texts identify and as-
cribe “otherness”? What is the relationship between the formation 
of  such otherness and the establishment of  a “Japanese identity”?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt209
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.KaWaSHima,.terry—SEcT.:.01

ALIT210 Gender, Sexuality, and Violence in Late Imperial 
Chinese Narrative
this course will explore the literary representation of  gender, sexu-
ality, and violence across a diverse range of  narrative genres during 
the Ming and Qing dynasties (1368–1644, 1644–1911, respec-
tively), with a balanced emphasis on aesthetic qualities and socio-
cultural contexts. topics include the construction of  femininity and 
masculinity; hetero-, homo-, and bisexuality; gender and power; 
gender and literacy; gender-based violence; sworn brotherhood and 
sisterhood; the cult of  female chastity and footbinding; crossdress-
ing and impersonation of  the opposite sex; prostitution and cour-
tesan culture; adultery and polygamy; the dichotomy of  yu (physi-
cal desire) and qing (sublime passion); images of  the female and 
the male body. readings include narrative verse, women’s scripts,  
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(auto)biographies and memoirs, literary jottings and essays, tales of  
the strange, vernacular short stories, drama, and novels (selections).
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[FgSS214.or.eaSt210]

ALIT211 The Chinese Canon and Its Afterlife
this course aims to achieve two goals. first, it will introduce stu-
dents to essential authors, texts, and genres in premodern Chinese 
literature, with attention to questions such as, What counts as lit-
erature? What makes these works and writers canonical? How do 
genre, gender, and class affect the production, distribution, and 
consumption of  these texts? second, it will trace how later writers 
circulated, appropriated, and regenerated the classics via adapta-
tions, imitations, parodies, pastiches, and sequels. some cinematic 
or dramatic adaptations of  the canon in the 20th century will also 
be included in discussions. in doing so we hope to complicate and 
destabilize the familiar dichotomy of  canonical versus marginal, 
original versus derivative, elitist versus popular.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt211— Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Wang,.ao—SEcT.:.01

ALIT215 Reexamining Japanese Modernity Through 
Literature: Edo to Meiji
Japanese modernity has traditionally been described as “western-
ization,” where everything changes dramatically from the early 
modern period of  edo due to influences from abroad. this course 
will reexamine this equation of  Japanese modernity with western-
ization by exploring both the disjunctions and continuities be-
tween the two periods of  early modern and modern. the readings 
will cover some of  the major canonical works from the 1800s up 
to the second World War.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt215

ALIT220 Stereotyped Japan: A Critical Investigation of 
Geisha Girls and Samurai Spirit
this class will explore critically discourses about cultural stereotypes 
of  Japan. specifically, we will focus on two of  the best-known ex-
amples, the geisha and the samurai. our goals will be to focus on 
specific historical contexts that suggest how and why these catego-
ries were formed and to understand how volatile and motivated 
these seemingly unchanging and timeless stereotypes actually are. 
We will locate both Japan and the United states as places that gen-
erate a hyper-feminine (geisha) and a hyper-masculine (samurai) 
view of  Japan; we will look at the reasons why such stereotypes 
developed in each country and the consequences of  such views. for 
each of  the two topics, we will examine representations in literature, 
visual and performing arts, and film. We will begin in premodern 
Japan by studying texts to which these terms can be traced. Moving 
chronologically, we will undo the loaded image/myth of  the cour-
tesan and the warrior through examples including didactic Buddhist 
tales, erotic woodblock prints, traditional theater, and popular fic-
tion about homosexuality among the samurai. We will then proceed 
to modern Japan and will investigate the ways in which the catego-
ries of  geisha and samurai came to be appropriated and utilized for 
various purposes, such as how militant nationalism contributed to 
the popularization of  a particular view of  the warrior in early 20th-
century films and how the portrayal of  a pacified and feminine 
Japan in the nobel Prize-winning author’s novel Snow	Country func-
tioned in the eyes of  the international community soon after World 
War ii. finally, we will address euro-american representations of  
the geisha and the samurai in recent times and discuss implications 
of  the representations, including their effects upon asian americans 
in general. throughout this course, selections from recent works of  
literary and cultural theories (such as orientalism, gender, and race/
ethnicity) will be assigned each week.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[eaSt216.or.FgSS216]

ALIT226 Memory and Identity in Contemporary Chinese 
Fiction and Film
the course will offer an overview of  major fiction writers and film 
directors in contemporary PrC, taiwan, and Hong Kong. the 
genres of  Chinese film that it will examine include Hong Kong 
action film, 5th-generation mainland cinema, and taiwanese ur-
ban dramas. We will look at these literary and visual texts in light 
of  a number of  topics such as violence, fantasy and the martial-
arts genre, traumatic memory and aesthetic representation of  cul-
tural and political upheaval, and the issue of  gender, sexuality, and 
identity in the age of  globalization.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt226

ALIT227 Rewriting Japanese Film History: Localized 
Pleasure, National Identity, and Global Capitalism
What does Japanese modernity look like when seen through the 
lens of  a movie camera? How accurate are those images? this 
course explores the history of  Japanese moving images, from its 
early days to the present. Primary goals are to study the inter-
action between national and international dimensions of  films, 
filmmakers, and technological changes. rather than seeing film 
as transparent representations of  Japanese culture or its religious 
traditions, the class will focus on how filmic form and narrative 
strategies construct Japan as an entity. Combining formal aesthetic 
analysis with larger historical inquries into industrialization, ur-
banization, colonialism, racism, and nationalism, we will uncover 
the surprisingly close linkages between the two.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt227

ALIT228 China’s “Others”: Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Other 
Literatures and Films
the course will examine the works by major contemporary writ-
ers and film directors of  taiwan, Hong Kong, the Chinese mi-
norities, and the Chinese diaspora in the West. We will focus on 
the analyses of  critically acclaimed writers such as Maxine Hong 
Kingston, david Henry Hwang, Xi Xi, Wu Zhuoliu, and ah lai, 
and internationally renowned auteurs such as Wayne Wang, ang 
lee, edward yang, Hou Hsiao Hsien, Wong Kar-wai, and John 
Woo. We will look at these literary and visual texts in light of  a 
number of  topics such as the construction of  “Chineseness” in 
an increasingly borderless world, the issues of  ethnic and gender 
identity, and the complex relationship among the local, the nation, 
and the global.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt228

ALIT230 Japanese Detective Fiction and Narrative Theory
detective fiction has been described as “exhausted” in terms of  
plot development and types of  detectives. it provides an interest-
ing window into how various forms of  plot and narrative area 
developed, then cease to exist. this course will look at how liter-
ary theory was developed side by side with detective fiction in 
modern and contemporary Japan.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt230

ALIT231 Romantic Love in China—From the Imperial Past to 
the Maoist Era
this course provides a comprehensive examination of  the Chinese 
literary representation of  romance across a wide spectrum of  
genres from the medieval period to the mid-20th century: lyrical 
and narrative poetry, tales in Classical Chinese, short vernacular 
stories, the novel, and plays. By studying canonical works in trans-
lation, the course will call attention to the sociopolitical, aesthetic, 
and affective dimensions of  the dynamic relationship between 
the romantic discourse and the orthodox tradition. Questions ad-
dressed also include, How do literary genres as social construc-
tions shape the way romance is represented? in what ways does 
the romantic discourse complicate the boundaries between the 
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private and the public, the spontaneous and the premeditated, 
the institutionalized and subversive? the course also examines 
the metamorphosis of  the romantic theme with the advent of  
Chinese modernity, when the literary landscape was dominated by 
a body of  literature that called for enlightenment and revolution.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt231

ALIT232 Women Writers of Traditional and Modern China
this course is designed to introduce undergraduate students to 
Chinese women writers, with special attention to the development 
of  female subjectivity. discussions will address such questions 
as, How does the marginal status of  women’s literature in tradi-
tional China affect their choice of  literary forms and subjects? as 
China’s male literature came to develop its own tradition of  writ-
ing in the voice of  women, how did female writers find their own 
voice? from the beheaded feminist Qiu Jin to ding ling, the be-
grudging follower of  Chairman Mao (Zedong); from the expatri-
ate noncommittal writer eileen Chang, to Wei Hui, representative 
of  the new generation of  young, pretty women who “write with 
their own bodies,” the course also explores how female writers 
came to terms with their own gender and identity when China 
stepped from its imperial past to the present.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[eaSt232.or.FgSS233]

ALIT233 Gender Politics in Modern Chinese Literature and 
Culture
Gender relations and the representation of  women and sexuality 
in 20th-century Chinese literature and culture will be the focus 
of  this course. some specific topics include how eroticism, cross-
dressing, and homosexuality intersect with Confucian ideology 
and the social structure; how the utopian desire for modernity and 
imagined communities is projected onto the images of  the new 
women and the Westernized modern girl; and how women writ-
ers intervene within the constraints of  political and social contexts 
and actively participate in cultural production and consumption. 
We will take an interdisciplinary, multimedia approach to gender 
relations in modern fiction and other cultural genres (film, popular 
music, and advertisement) and critically engage such topics as the 
complicated relationships between women’s issues and national 
discourse, identity and performance, the construction of  female 
subjectivity and male fantasy, and between gender and genre.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[eaSt233.or.FgSS232]

ALIT234 Modern Japanese Fiction: Persistence of the Nation, 
Empire, and Self-Identity
the course will examine a wide range of  Japanese fiction whose 
plots revolve around the cultural dilemma of  modern Japanese 
subjects. our main focus will be on the crucial relationship be-
tween the production of  literature and the experience of  historical 
struggles in the making of  modern Japan. at first, we will look at 
how the concept of  the novel, originally imported as an accoutre-
ment of  Western influences, grew into a distinctive literary form. 
then, we will consider how a unification of  spoken and written 
language, known as genbun	 itchi, served to effectuate a transpar-
ency of  literary expression. after grasping the magnitude of  the 
genbun	itchi as cognate with nascent nationalist consciousness, we 
will look into various trajectories of  literary trends, fetishization of  
the colonial “other,” the rise of  proletarian literature, aestheticiza-
tion of  rural impoverished Japan, narrativization of  wartime and 
postwar memories. the authors covered in the class will include 
natsume soseki, Mori ogai, tanizaki Jun’ichiro, shiga naoya, 
and Kawabata yasunari. aside from reading primary texts by these 
canonical authors, we will regularly scrutinize recent theoretical 
approaches in Japanese literary studies. through textual and con-
textual readings, the class will emphasize the interlocking structure 

of  industrial modernity, imperialist nationalism, and colonial en-
counters between the West and the east.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha.none

ALIT253 Intermediate Korean I
IDENTIcAL WITh:.lang253

ALIT254 Intermediate Korean II
IDENTIcAL WITh:.lang254

ALIT257 Nation, Class, and the Body in 20th-Century Chinese 
Literature and Film
this course will explore the concepts of  nation, class, and the 
body through the examination of  literary works and films from 
the early 20th century to contemporary China, Hong Kong, and 
taiwan. the critical questions addressed in the course include 
how 20th-century Chinese literature and film represent the na-
tion, national identity, national trauma, and the national past; how 
class struggle is represented in or has influenced literature and his-
tory; and how bodies are defined, exposed, commodified, desired, 
or repressed in modern and postmodern contexts. through critical 
essays that are assigned in conjunction with the primary sources, 
students will be introduced to the key concepts concerning aes-
thetics and politics and to the ways in which nationality, gender, 
and other affiliations have been constructed in the Chinese cultur-
al imaginary. While primary attention will be paid to the modern 
and contemporary literary canons, discussions of  the films from 
different historical eras will also be included.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt257
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Wu,.SHengQing—SEcT.:.01

ALIT342 Colonial Identities in “Japanese” Literature
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum342

ALIT355 Translation: Theory and Practice
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum355

ALIT401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergrad
gRADINg:.opt

ALIT409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

ALIT411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

ALIT465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

ALIT467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

chINESE
CHIn101 Chinese Character Writing
in this course, students learn how to write Chinese characters. 
strict stroke orders will be introduced. about 600 Chinese char-
acters will be introduced.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none—IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt105
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.zHu,.xiaomiao—SEcT.:.01

CHIn102 Chinese Calligraphy
this course is designed to introduce the basic aesthetic and philo-
sophical aspects of  the Chinese writing system by introducing 
Chinese characters, the formation of  Chinese lexicon constructed 
on the countless combinations of  individual characters, brush 
writing, etc. it will emphasize the social, educational, and spiritual 
values placed on writing and other forms of  Chinese arts. this 
will help students develop cultural sensitivity and understanding, 
as well as acquire skills for the art of  brush writing. it will be des-
ignated to help students who begin to learn the Chinese language 
comprehend the logic and regulations that govern orthography.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.[cHin101 or eaSt105]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt106

CHIn103 Elementary Chinese
this course is an introduction to modern Chinese (Mandarin), 
both spoken and written. Class meets daily, six hours a week. 
regular work in the language laboratory is required. true be-
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ginners are strongly encouraged to take the first section of  this 
course. the second section is devoted to the heritage students as 
well as those who have had Chinese background. no credit will 
be received for this course until you complete CHIn104.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .50—pREREQ:.none—IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt101
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.zHu,.xiaomiao—SEcT.:.01-02

CHIn104 Elementary Chinese
Continuation of  CHIn103, an introduction to modern Chinese, 
both spoken and written.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .50—pREREQ:.[cHin103 or eaSt101]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt102— Spring.2011

CHIn205 Intermediate Chinese
this course continues an intense and engaging level of  practice 
in listening, speaking, reading, and writing Chinese from CHIn103 
and 104. We will conduct classes according to an interactive ap-
proach: between the reproductive and the performative, between 
role-playing and creative participation, and between oral sessions 
and written texts. emphasis will be placed increasingly on expres-
sive speaking and writing.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha
pREREQ:.[cHin104 or eaSt102]—IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt203— Fall.2010

CHIn206 Intermediate Chinese
this course continues all-round practice in speaking, writing, and 
listening Chinese from CHIn205. We will conduct classes accord-
ing to an interactive approach: between the reproductive and the 
performative, between role-playing and creative participation, and 
between oral sessions and written texts. emphasis will be placed 
increasingly on expressive speaking and writing.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha
pREREQ:.[cHin205 or eaSt203]—IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt204— Spring.2011

CHIn217 Third-Year Chinese
third-year Chinese is designed for advanced beginners who have 
a firm grasp of  the Chinese language but a limited opportunity to 
expand vocabulary and fluency. the fall semester will cover three 
major topics: China in change, short stories, Chinese idioms and 
popular rhymes.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha
pREREQ:.[cHin206 or eaSt204]—IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt213
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Wang,.ao—SEcT.:.01

CHIn218 Third-Year Chinese
a continuation of  CHIn217. the spring semester will cover the fol-
lowing topics: dining and pop music in China, business in China, 
Chinese movies, modern Chinese literature, and Chinese media.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha
pREREQ:.[cHin217 or eaSt213]—IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt214
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Wang,.ao—SEcT.:.01

CHIn221 Fourth-Year Chinese
representative works by a variety of  modern and contemporary 
authors, newspaper articles, and videotapes of  tv shows. Course 
will be conducted entirely in Chinese.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha
pREREQ:.[cHin218 or eaSt214]—IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt245
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Wu,.SHengQing—SEcT.:.01

CHIn222 Fourth-Year Chinese
representative works by a variety of  modern and contemporary 
authors, newspaper articles, and videotapes of  tv shows. the 
course will be conducted in Chinese.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha
pREREQ:.[cHin221 or eaSt245]—IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt245
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Wu,.SHengQing—SEcT.:.01

CHIn401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

CHIn409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

CHIn411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

CHIn465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

CHIn467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

JApANESE
JAPn103 Elementary Japanese I
an introduction to modern Japanese, both spoken and written. Class 
meets daily, five hours a week, and weekly ta sessions. no credit 
will be received for this course until you have completed JAPn104.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .50—pREREQ:.none—IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt103
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.taKaHaSHi,.etSuKo—SEcT.:.01-02.

JAPn104 Elementary Japanese II
Continuation of  JAPn103, an introduction to modern Japanese, 
both spoken and written. Class meets daily, five hours a week. 
Weekly ta sessions are mandatory.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .50—pREREQ:.[Japn103 or eaSt103]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt104— Spring.2011

JAPn205 Intermediate Japanese I
this course offers continued practice in speaking, listening, read-
ing, and writing. four hours of  class and a ta session per week.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.[Japn104 or eaSt104]—IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt205— Fall.2010

JAPn206 Intermediate Japanese II
speaking, writing, and listening. reading in selected prose. four 
hours of  class and a ta session per week.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.[Japn205 or eaSt205]—IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt206— Spring.2011

JAPn217 Third-Year Japanese I
this course offers continued practice in speaking, listening, writ-
ing, and reading. three hours of  class and a ta session per week.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha
pREREQ:.[Japn206 or eaSt206]—IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt217
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.taKaHaSHi,.etSuKo—SEcT.:.01.

JAPn218 Third-Year Japanese II
this course introduces selected readings from a range of  texts. 
oral exercises, discussion, and essays in Japanese.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.[Japn217 or eaSt217]—IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt218
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.taKaHaSHi,.etSuKo—SEcT.:.01.

JAPn219 Fourth-Year Japanese
this course includes close reading of  modern literary texts, cur-
rent events reporting in the media, and visual materials. the con-
tent and cultural contexts of  the assignments will be examined 
through critical discussion in Japanese.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.[Japn218 or eaSt218]—IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt219
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.KaWaSHima,.terry—SEcT.:.01.

JAPn220 Fourth-Year Japanese
this course includes continued practice in reading, writing, speak-
ing, and listening to modern Japanese. the class will be conducted 
entirely in Japanese.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt222
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.KaWaSHima,.terry—SEcT.:.01.

JAPn221 Advanced-Level Japanese
this course caters to students who have completed JAPn219/220 or 
the equivalent. it is designed to help students further develop their 
overall proficiency skills in speaking, listening, reading, and writing 
in Japanese as well as deepen their knowledge of  Japanese linguis-
tic structures. the materials for this course encompass a variety of  
diverse media: newspapers and magazine articles, short stories, and 
Japanese television programs. the students will read and analyze 
these materials and study how to effectively and appropriately ex-
press themselves through written papers and oral presentations.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt221.

JAPn401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

JAPn409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

JAPn411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

JAPn465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

JAPn467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Astronomy
 PROFESSOR:  William Herbst

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR:  edward C. Moran,	Chair

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSOR: seth redfield

 RESEARCH ASSISTAnT PROFESSOR: roy Kilgard
 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: William Herbst; edward Moran
Introductory and general education courses. the astronomy department offers three general education courses (ASTR103, 105, and 
107) intended for nonscience majors who want an introduction to various aspects of  astronomy. these courses do not require calculus 
and are designed to meet the needs of  students who will take only a few science courses during their time at Wesleyan. the standard 
introductory course for potential majors and other science-oriented students is ASTR155. it assumes a good high school preparation in 
physics and some knowledge of  calculus. Potential majors with a good knowledge of  astronomy may place out of  this course by dem-
onstrating proficiency in the material; anyone wishing to do so should speak with the instructor. ASTR211 is a sophomore-level course 
appropriate for interested nonmajors as well as a gateway course to the major.
Major program. the astronomy major is constructed to accommodate both students who are preparing for graduate school and those 
who are not. the basic requirement for the major is successful completion of  the following courses: PHyS113, 116, 213, 214, and 215; 
MATH121, 122, and 221; and ASTR155, 211, 221, 222, 231, and 232. PHyS324 and MATH222 are strongly recommended but are not required. 
additional upper-level physics courses are also recommended but are not required. ability to program a computer in at least one of  
the widely used languages in the sciences, such as C, fortran, or idl, is also highly recommended. this does not necessarily mean that 
students should take a computer science course. Potential majors with graduate school aspirations should complete or place out of  the 
basic physics and mathematics courses listed above, preferably by the end of  their sophomore year, and should also take ASTR155 and 
ASTR211 during their first two years.

since physics Gre scores are an important admission criterion at most astronomy graduate schools, those planning to go on for a 
Phd are advised to double major in physics. this can be accomplished by taking several of  the following additional courses, normally 
in the junior and senior years: PHyS324, 313, 315, and 316. Check the published requirements for the physics major for more details and 
speak with your advisor. additional mathematics courses, such as MATH229, may also be chosen. students considering graduate school 
are strongly urged to do a senior thesis project (ASTR409/410); honors in astronomy requires completion of  a senior thesis.

all astronomy majors are encouraged to enroll each year in the 0.25-credit courses ASTR430 and ASTR431. these discussion courses 
provide a broad exposure and introduction to research and education topics of  current interest to the astronomical community. Majors 
are also encouraged to serve as teaching apprentices in a general education course at least once during their junior or senior year and to 
participate in the observing program with the 24-inch telescope of  van vleck observatory.
Graduate Program
the astronomy department offers graduate work leading to the degree of  master of  arts. the small size of  the department permits individ-
ualized instruction and a close working relationship between students and faculty. students are expected to become involved in the research 
programs of  the department early in their graduate careers. they also are expected to select courses offered in the areas of  observational and 
theoretical astronomy and astrophysics; a graduate student normally takes at least one 500-level astronomy course each semester. additional 
courses in physics and mathematics are recommended according to individual student needs. two years are usually necessary to complete 
requirements for the Ma degree. However, the department also offers a five-year combined Ba plus Ma program for Wesleyan students. 
eligible astronomy majors who complete their undergraduate requirements in four years can enroll for a fifth year and obtain a master’s 
degree upon successful completion of  one year of  graduate course work and a thesis. Primary research activities in the department include 
mapping the local interstellar medium, probing the atmospheres of  extrasolar planets, observations of  young stars and protoplanetary disks, 
investigations of  X-ray binary star systems, and studies of  the massive black holes that reside at the centers of  galaxies.
Requirements for the Master’s Degree
Courses. the student normally will enroll in at least one 500-level course in astronomy each semester and must complete ASTR521, 522, 531, 
and 532 (or their equivalents). these four courses make up the core of  the astronomy curriculum and are similar in content to the 200-level 
courses of  the same name but with some supplementary materials and special assignments. these supplements are designed especially for 
graduate students. a minimum of  10 credits, with grades of  B- or better, is required for the Ma degree. these may include two credits 
for research leading to the thesis, which is also required. the student may expect to take four to six courses in physics, mathematics, or 
other sciences after consultation with the faculty of  the department. in addition, students are required to participate in the department’s 
seminars on research and pedagogy in astronomy, which are offered each semester.
Admission to candidacy. to be admitted to candidacy, a student must take a written and oral qualifying examination demonstrating satisfac-
tory understanding of  several areas of  astronomy, fundamental physics, and mathematics. this examination should be taken after the first year 
of  study. if  performance in this examination is not satisfactory, the student will either be asked not to continue or to repeat the examination.
Thesis and oral examination. each candidate is required to write a thesis on a piece of  original and publishable research carried 
out under the supervision of  a faculty member. a thesis plan, stating the purpose and goals of  the research, observational and other 
materials required, and uncertainties and difficulties that may be encountered, must be submitted to the department for approval after 
admission to candidacy. the thesis, in near-final form, must be submitted to the faculty at least one week prior to the scheduled oral 
examination. in this examination, the student must defend his or her work and must demonstrate a high level of  understanding in the 
research area. the oral examination may touch on any aspect of  the student’s preparation. it is expected that the student will submit 
the results of  his or her work to a research journal for publication.
General. the emphasis in the program is on research and scholarly achievement, but graduate students are expected to improve communication 
skills by classroom teaching, formal interaction with undergraduate students, and presenting talks to observatory staff  and the community.
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ASTR103 The Planets
IDENTIcAL WITh:.e&eS151

ASTR105 Descriptive Astronomy
this course unveils the universe and how we have come to under-
stand our place in it. We will touch on a full range of  astronomical 
topics, including the mechanics of  our solar system, the discovery 
of  planets around other nearby stars, the stellar life cycle, the for-
mation and evolution of  galaxies, the big bang, and the ultimate 
fate of  the universe. special attention is paid to the universe’s dark 
side—dark matter, dark energy, and black holes. in addition, since 
developments in astronomy have so often accompanied the de-
velopment of  modern scientific thought, we examine astronomy 
from an historical perspective, gaining insight into how human 
factors affect progress in science.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.moran,.edWard.c .—SEcT.:.01-02
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.redField,.SetH—SEcT.:.01-02

ASTR107 The Universe
this course focuses on the modern scientific conception of  the 
universe, including its composition, size, age, and evolution. We 
begin with the history of  astronomy, tracing the development of  
thought that led ultimately to the big bang theory. this is fol-
lowed by a closer look at the primary constituent of  the universe-
-galaxies. We end with consideration of  the origin and ultimate 
fate of  the universe.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

ASTR155 Introductory Astronomy
the fundamentals of  planetary, stellar, galactic, and extragalactic 
astronomy will be covered. this course serves as an introduction 
to the subject for potential majors and as a survey for nonmajors 
who have a good high school preparation in math and science. We 
will cover selected topics within the solar system, galaxy, local uni-
verse, and cosmology, including the big bang theory of  the origin 
of  the universe and the discovery of  planets around other stars.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.HerBSt,.William—SEcT.:.01

ASTR211 Observational Astronomy
this course introduces the techniques of  observational astronomy. 
the students will acquire a basic knowledge of  the sky and be-
come familiar with the use of  van vleck observatory’s telescopes 
and instruments. acquisition and analysis of  astronomical data 
via modern techniques are stressed. topics include celestial co-
ordinates, time, telescopes and optics, astronomical imaging, and 
photometry. some basic computer and statistical analysis skills are 
developed as well. the concepts discussed in lecture are illustrated 
through observing projects and computer exercises.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.aStr105 or aStr107 or [e&eS151 or aStr103] or aStr155
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Kilgard,.roy.e .—SEcT.:.01

ASTR221 Galactic Astronomy
the fundamentals of  astrophysics are applied to the galaxy and 
objects therein. topics include the interstellar medium, stellar 
populations, galactic structure, formation, and evolution.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.(aStr155 and aStr211)
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aStr521— Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.redField,.SetH—SEcT.:.01

ASTR222 Modern Observational Techniques
this course reviews the practices of  modern observational astron-
omy, focusing primarily on techniques employed in the optical 
and x-ray bands. topics will include a description of  the use of  
digital detectors for imaging, photometry, and spectroscopy in a 
wide variety of  applications. data acquisition, image processing, 
and data analysis methods will be discussed. in particular, students 
will gain hands-on experience with the analysis of  data obtained 
from both ground- and satellite-based observatories. an introduc-
tion to the relevant error analysis methods is included.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.aStr211—IDENTIcAL WITh:.aStr522

ASTR231 Stellar Structure and Evolution
Most of  the visible matter in the galaxy is in the form of  stars. 
it is important, therefore, to understand their structure and their 
evolution. fortunately, we have a fairly well-developed and tested 
theory of  stellar structure covering both their interiors and atmo-
spheres. in this course, we will provide an introduction to that 
theory and examine its key results, including a basic description 
of  how stars evolve.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00— IDENTIcAL WITh:.aStr531
pREREQ:.pHyS213 and pHyS214 and aStr155 and aStr211

ASTR232 Galaxies, Quasars, and Cosmology
this course introduces modern extragalactic astronomy, blending 
established practices in the field and important recent discover-
ies. three major themes will be developed. first, the basics of  
newtonian and relativistic cosmologies will be discussed, includ-
ing modern determinations of  the Hubble law and the observa-
tions that have led to the currently favored cosmological model. 
next, the universe of  galaxies will be investigated: their constitu-
ents, structure and kinematics, and multi-wavelength properties. 
finally, the nature of  galactic nuclei will be explored, including 
the observational consequences of  black-hole accretion and the 
coordinated growth of  galaxies and their central black holes. 
outstanding research questions related to the topics covered will 
be highlighted throughout the course.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.aStr155 and aStr211
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aStr532
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.moran,.edWard.c .—SEcT.:.01

ASTR430 Seminar on Astronomical Pedagogy
Methods for effectively teaching astronomy at all levels from gen-
eral public outreach to college level will be discussed.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.aStr155.or.aStr211
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.redField,.SetH—SEcT.:.01

ASTR431 Research Discussion in Astronomy
Current research topics in astronomy will be presented and dis-
cussed by astronomy staff and students.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.0 .25—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—

pREREQ:.aStr155.or.aStr211
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.moran,.edWard.c .—SEcT.:.01

ASTR521 Galactic Astronomy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aStr221

ASTR522 Modern Observational Techniques
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aStr222

ASTR531 Stellar Structure and Evolution
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aStr231

ASTR532 Galaxies, Quasars, and Cosmology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aStr232

ASTR401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

ASTR409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

ASTR411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

ASTR465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

ASTR467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

ASTR501/502 Individual Tutorial, Graduate
gRADINg:.opt

ASTR503/504 Selected Topics, Graduate Science
gRADINg:.opt

ASTR589/590 Advanced Research, BA/MA
gRADINg:.a–F

ASTR591/592 Advanced Research, Graduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Biology
 PROFESSORS:  ann Burke; david Bodznick; Barry Chernoff,	Earth	and	Environmental	Sciences; frederick 

Cohan; J. James donady; laura B. Grabel; John Kirn; Janice naegele; sonia sultan,	Chair; 
Michael Weir

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS:  stephen devoto; Michael singer

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS:  Gloster B. aaron Jr.

 ADJUnCT ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR: laurel appel,	McNair	Program	Director

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: all department faculty

these are thrilling times to study biology. advances in molecular biology and bioinformatics are leading to extraordinary new insights 
in every field, from evolution and ecology to development, cell biology, genetics/genomics, and neuroscience. these research areas are 
providing essential information as we address the urgent challenges of  biodiversity conservation, global climate change, epidemiology, 
and human health and well-being. Biology is also at the heart of  new ways of  understanding ourselves as human beings in relation to 
other living things. Connections between biological disciplines are raising key questions in new ways, while biological knowledge has 
become fundamentally integrated with social and medical ethics, public policy, and journalism.

the Biology department offers a broad range of  courses that emphasize the process of  scientific inquiry and current experimental 
approaches. our courses also consider real-world implications of  biological issues: the ethics of  embryonic stem cell research, gender 
issues and reproductive technologies, the aids epidemic, the impact of  human activity on natural communities. Biology courses can 
be the start of  a dedicated career in research, medicine, conservation, public health, bioethics, sustainable resource use, and many other 
areas. they can also bring the intellectual excitement of  these investigations to students whose major focus is in the arts, humanities, or 
social sciences. We welcome students of  all backgrounds and interests to join us.

The biology majors program of  study consists of  the following:
• the two introductory courses BIOL181–182 (or 195–196) with their labs, BIOL191–192.
• at least six elective biology courses at the 200 and 300 levels, including one cell/molecular course (either BIOL208, 210, 212 or 218) and 

one organismic/population course (either BIOL213, 214 or 216).
• two semesters of  general chemistry (141–142 or 143–144)
• any three semesters of  related courses from at least 2 different departments: physics (PHyS111 or 112 or 113 or 116), organic chemistry 

(CHEM251 or 252), math (117 or higher), statistics (MATH132 or BIOL320/520 or QAC201), or computer science (COMP211 or higher). note: 
a strong chemistry background is especially recommended for students planning to enter graduate or medical school. Most medical 
and other health-related graduate schools require two years of  college-level chemistry, including laboratory components.

Getting started in the biology major:
first-year students are encouraged to begin their majors then so that they can take maximum advantage of  upper-level biology courses 
and research opportunities in later years. However, the major can certainly be successfully completed if  begun during sophomore year, 
and many students are able to combine the bio major with a semester abroad. 

a prospective biology major begins with a series of  two core introductory courses. students should begin the core series with 
BIOL181 and its associated laboratory course (BIOL191), which are offered in the fall semester. in addition to the large lecture format of  
BIOL181 (01), the department offers two small enrollment sections of  the course (02, 03) that are a good choice for students preferring 
greater emphasis on continuous assessment and problem-based learning. the smaller sections are also a good choice for students with 
less extensive previous backgrounds in biology. BIOL195 is an enhanced version of  BIOL181 for students seeking a challenging reading 
and discussion experience in addition to the lectures. students should enroll separately for the lab course, BIOL191. these courses do not 
have prerequisites or co-requisites, but it is useful to have some chemistry background or to take chemistry concurrently. in the spring 
semester, the prospective major should take BIOL182 (or 196, the honors section) and its laboratory course, BIOL192.

electives may be chosen from among the following courses at the 200, 300, or 500 level.
see WesMaps for current course offerings. the courses are grouped thematically for your convenience only.

 A. cELL and DEvELOpMENT bIOLOgy
• BIOL212 Principles and Mechanisms of  Cell Biology
• BIOL218 developmental Biology
• MB&B/BIOL237 signal transduction
• BIOL245 Cellular neurophysiology
• BIOL325 stem Cells: Basic Biology to Clinical application

• BIOL340/540 issues in development and evolution
• BIOL343/543 Muscle and nerve development
• BIOL/nS&B345 developmental neurobiology
• MB&B232 immunology

 b. EvOLuTION, EcOLOgy, and cONSERvATION bIOLOgy
• BIOL214 evolution
• BIOL216 ecology
• BIOL220 Conservation Biology
• BIOL235 Comparative vertebrate anatomy
• BIOL254 Comparative animal Behavior
• BIOL286 evolution in Human-altered environments
• BIOL290 Plant form and diversity
• BIOL306 tropical ecology and the environment

• BIOL312 Conservation of  aquatic ecosystems
• BIOL316/516 Plant-animal interactions
• BIOL318/518 nature and nurture: the interplay of  Genes and 

environment
• BIOL327/527 evolutionary and ecological Bioinformatics
• BIOL337/537 the origins of  Bacterial diversity
• BIOL340/540 issues in development and evolution
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 c.  gENETIcS, gENOMIcS, and bIOINFORMATIcS

• MB&B208 Molecular Biology
• BIOL210 Genomics: Modern Genetics, Bioinformatics, and the 

Human Genome Project
• BIOL/COMP265 Bioinformatics Programming
• BIOL315/515 Genes in development
• BIOL327/527 evolutionary and ecological Bioinformatics

• BIOL337/537 the origins of  Bacterial diversity
• BIOL350/550 Bioinformatics and functional Genomics
• MB&B231 MICROBIOLOGy
• MB&B294 advanced laboratory in Molecular Biology and 

Genetics
• MB&B333/533 Gene regulation

 D. phySIOLOgy, NEuRObIOLOgy, and bEhAvIOR
• BIOL/nS&B213 Behavioral neurobiology
• BIOL224 Hormones, Brain, and Behavior
• BIOL235 Comparative vertebrate anatomy
• BIOL239 functional anatomy of  the Human Brain
• BIOL245 Cellular neurophysiology
• BIOL247 laboratory in neurophysiology
• BIOL/nS&B250 laboratory in Cell and Molecular neurobiology

• BIOL254 Comparative animal Behavior
• BIOL290 Plant form and diversity
• BIOL324/524 neuropharmacology
• BIOL/nS&B345 developmental neurobiology
• BIOL/nS&B351 neurobiology of  learning and Memory
• BIOL/nS&B347 Mammalian Cortical Circuits

Fulfilling the biology major:

• Cross-listed courses that are included on the attached list are automatically credited to the biology major. for the classes of  2012 
and beyond, at least two elective courses (200-level and above) that are counted toward the biology major must be used to fulfill only 
the biology major and cannot be simultaneously used to fulfill another major.

• depending on the student’s specific program, and with prior permission of  the chair, up to two biology courses from outside the 
department may be counted toward the major. a Wesleyan course that falls into this category is AnTH349 the Human skeleton. 

• outside credits for biology courses may also be applied from another institution, for instance, during a study-abroad program. Prior 
permission must be obtained from the departmental liaison (2010–2011: Jim donady) to ensure creditability of  specific courses 
from other institutions.

• Biology majors are allowed to apply at most one elective course taken pass/fail toward fulfilling the major requirements; however, 
this is discouraged because good performance in major courses is an important aspect of  a student’s transcript.

• Courses in the BIOL400 series (such as research tutorials) contribute toward graduation but do not count toward the major.

Additional information and related programs:
the biology major can be complemented with one of  two certificate programs:

• Environmental Studies Certificate Program—this interdisciplinary program covers the areas of  natural science, public policy, and 
economics. see www.wesleyan.edu/escp

• Informatics and Modeling Certificate Program—the integrative Genomic science pathway within this certificate will be of  
particular interest for life science majors. see http://igs.wesleyan.edu.

neuroscience and Behavior Program. several faculty members in the biology and psychology departments also participate in the 
neuroscience and Behavior Program, which, at the undergraduate level, constitutes a separate major. information about that program 
can be found at www.wesleyan.edu/nsb.

Honors in biology. to be considered for departmental honors, a student must:
• Be a biology major and be recommended to the department by a faculty member. it is expected that the student will have at least a 

B average (grade-point average 85) in courses credited to the major.
• submit a thesis based on laboratory research, computational research, or mathematical modeling. the thesis is carried out under the 

supervision of  a faculty member of  the department.

The seminar series features distinguished scientists from other institutions who present lectures on their research findings. one ob-
jective of  these seminars is to relate material studied in courses, tutorials, and research to current scientific activity. these seminars are 
usually held on thursdays at noon and are open to all members of  the University community. Undergraduates are especially welcome. 

The five-year BA/MA program provides an attractive option for life science majors to enrich their course and research 
background. students are advised to begin research by their junior year if  they intend to pursue the Ba/Ma. admission is competitive 
and based on GPa, faculty recommendations, and research experience.

The graduate program is an integral part of the Biology Department’s offerings. not only are graduate students active participants 
in the undergraduate courses, but also upper-level undergraduates are encouraged to take graduate-level courses and seminars (500 series). 
research opportunities are also available for undergraduates, and, frequently, these involve close interaction with graduate students.

gRADuATE pROgRAM
the Biology department offers graduate work leading to the degree of  doctor of  philosophy. a master of  arts degree may be awarded 
under certain conditions. the primary emphasis is on an intensive research experience culminating in a thesis, though the student will 
also be expected to acquire a broad knowledge of  related biological fields through an individual program of  courses, seminars, and 
readings. the low student-faculty ratio in the department ensures close contact between students and their dissertation advisors. faculty 
and invited outside speakers offer regular research seminars, and graduate students present their work as it progresses at a biweekly 
departmental colloquium. additional courses and lectures of  interest offered by other departments are also available to biology students. 
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all graduate students have the opportunity for some undergraduate teaching in favorable circumstances and with faculty supervision. 
teaching assistants are involved primarily in preparing materials for, and assisting in, laboratory courses and in evaluating student 
work. in the later years of  the Phd program, a limited amount of  classroom teaching may be offered to those qualified. students are 
encouraged to spend a summer at the Marine Biological lab in Woods Hole, Cold spring Harbor labs, or another institution offering 
specialized graduate courses. funds are available to support such course work and to facilitate student travel to scientific conferences.

Requirements for the degree of doctor of philosophy
the Phd is a research degree demanding rigorous scholarly training and creativity; the result is an original contribution to the can-

didate’s field. the student and a faculty committee will work out a program of  study for the first two years at the time of  matriculation. 
this program will take into account the student’s proposed field of  interest and prior background in biology and related sciences. no 
specific courses are required but, rather, a subject-matter requirement is used to ensure a broad background. Before taking the qualifying 
examination, all students must have at least one substantive course above the introductory level (at Wesleyan or elsewhere) in each of  five 
subject areas: genetics/genomics/bioinformatics; evolution/ecology, physiology/neurobiology/behavior; cell biology/developmental 
biology; biochemistry/molecular biology. the adequacy of  courses that have been taken at other institutions will be evaluated by the 
faculty committee through its meeting with the student. students whose focus is bioinformatics may substitute two upper-level courses 
in computer science for one of  these five areas. all graduate students must take a minimum of  two advanced-level (300 or 500) courses 
within the Biology department. at least one of  these should be taken during the student’s first year. departmental and interdepartmen-
tal seminars and journal clubs will be included in the program, and additional individual reading in particular areas may also be required. 
first-year students are exposed to research in the department through usually two, occasionally three, one-semester lab rotations or 
research practica. toward the end of  each semester of  the first year, each student will meet with an evaluation committee of  the faculty 
to review progress and to discuss any modification of  the proposed program.

a qualifying examination will be taken before the end of  the second year. the examination is designed to test the student’s knowl-
edge of  biology and ability to think critically. it includes a written research proposal, followed by an oral examination to discuss the 
proposal and evaluate the student’s breadth in biology. the examination will be administered by four faculty members of  the department 
(or associated departments), chosen by the student and his or her research advisor. the examining committee will include the research 
advisor and one member who does research in a field clearly outside the student’s area of  special interest.

the most important requirement is a Phd thesis, an original contribution to biology that merits publication. the candidate will 
receive advice and guidance from the thesis director but must demonstrate both originality and scientific competence. normally, the 
candidate will choose a thesis topic during the second year of  graduate work in consultation with appropriate faculty. a thesis committee 
of  three members, chosen by the student and thesis advisor, will meet with the student and advisor at least twice a year to review prog-
ress. this committee determines when sufficient experimental work has been completed and must approve the final written document.

a minimum of  three semesters as a teaching assistant is required.

BIOL103 Human Biology
this course deals with the functional organization of  the human 
body and the origin and impact of  humans in a global context. 
different integrated systems such as the digestive, neuromuscular, 
reproductive, and immunological systems will be studied from the 
anatomical level to the molecular level, and health issues related to 
each system will be identified. Certain health issues such as can-
cer, aids, and alzheimer’s disease will be considered in greater 
detail. the course will explore issues at the interface of  biologi-
cal research, personal ethics, and public policy, issues such as use 
of  genetically modified agricultural products, potential of  gene 
therapy, new reproductive technologies including cloning, and 
government support of  stem cell research.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

BIOL104 Animal Architecture
animals have structures that are optimally suited for their func-
tions. these functions usually include physiological processes that 
are critically influenced by the size and shape of  the structures. 
the size and shape of  biological structures are an outcome of  
developmental processes controlled by both genetic and environ-
mental influences. these developmental processes are in turn an 
outcome of  evolutionary processes. this course will introduce the 
processes of  physiology, development, and evolution. the ways 
that these processes shape biological structures will be contrasted 
with the design of  human structures by architects. the course will 
consists of  lectures and discussion. there will be two exams, a 
writing assignment, and a creative art project.
 reading material will be popular science books about evolution, 
development, and physiology, and occasional magazine articles.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

BIOL106 The Biology of Sex
this course is featured as a general education course within the 
department of  Biology. serving to complement courses currently 
offered within biology that only touch upon the subject of  sex, 
this course will dive into specifics regarding sexual behavior and 
will serve to highlight new discoveries that have been facilitated 
by novel scientific techniques and approaches. as we study the 
biology of  sex in the animal world, it becomes apparent that 
sex is achieved in a multitude of  ways, many appearing rather 
bizarre and flamboyant. yet under these guises, animals are still 
able to mate and reproduce. sex is often defined according to 
sexual reproduction, whereby two individuals that are male and 
female mate and have offspring. However, many organisms en-
gage in asexual reproduction and/or a combination of  the two 
reproductive strategies. reproductive anatomy and behavior will 
be addressed as we explore a variety of  organisms, ranging from 
marine mollusks and their “sex changes” to the (female) marmoset 
monkey that can give birth to chimeras (an offspring with more 
than two parents). as an organism pursues sex, what are the mat-
ing strategies? are all genes selfish (individual selection vs. group 
selection)? and, what are the chemicals of  sex (pheromones and 
hormones)? By examining the biology of  sex in detail, we will 
also debate age-old topics such as whether sexual reproduction 
is sexist, and whether differences in the male and female brain 
dictate male and female behavioral profiles.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.poWzyK,.Joyce.ann—SEcT.:.01
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.poWzyK,.Joyce.ann—SEcT.:.01-02

BIOL107 Perspectives in Genetics
this course will utilize a historical survey of  milestones in the 
science of  genetics that have brought us to a current era where ge-
netics is involved in all aspects of  our lives. in addition to learning 
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the principles of  genetics and the methods of  analysis (classical 
and molecular), students will have an opportunity to discuss issues 
that genetics raises in ethics, politics, and economics. However, 
these issues are not the primary focus of  the course.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.donady,.J ..JameS—SEcT.:.01

BIOL109 Feet to the Fire: The Art and Science of Climate 
Change
this intensive, interdisciplinary course melds scientific and cho-
reographic inquiry in pursuit of  one of  the most important topics 
facing society: climate change due to global warming. this course 
will include both classroom and laboratory sessions. our labora-
tory will be Middletown’s landfill. the landfill, less than two miles 
from campus, dominates the landscape and flood plain of  the 
north end of  Middletown. it is a perfect laboratory within which 
to explore the effects of  climate change on both wilderness and 
urban landscapes using the lenses of  science and choreography. 
for example, the contents of  the landfill afford the opportunity 
to explore the climatic consequences of  consumerism, energy use, 
Co2, and methane production. With an emphasis on the body 
and its relationship with its environment, participants will have an 
opportunity to consider the multiple layers of  histories, time, and 
memory layered within the landfill and the continuing impact of  
this changing environment on the body. students will learn mod-
ern scientific and kinesthetic tools for assessing environmental 
conditions and ecological responses changing in time and space. 
the methods of  scientific deduction and choreographic composi-
tion will be applied to metaphor and meaning of  climate change. 
the experience is intended to reciprocally illuminate artistic and 
scientific practices in pursuit of  common goals, renewed pathways 
of  inquiry, perception, and ideas. the course will meet for 2-3 
hours once per week from the beginning of  the semester until 
spring break and then will meet all day long each weekday of  
spring break. after spring break, we will meet as a class and then 
individually with teams of  students in preparation for a sympo-
sium on our joint science and art projects.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[danc109 or e&eS109]

BIOL111 Life on Planet Earth: Diversity, Evolution, and 
Extinction
evolution is the basic unifying theory for biological systems, and 
it is generally agreed that “nothing in biology makes sense ex-
cept in the light of  evolution.” there is, however, no agreement 
on how exactly evolution works. new paleontological discover-
ies, as well as the development of  theories on the close interac-
tion between organisms and their environment, have profoundly 
changed the way in which earth scientists look at evolution. at 
the same time, rapid accumulation of  molecular information and 
new techniques in developmental biology have revolutionized the 
view of  evolution of  life scientists. this course is designed to 
combine the information from life and earth sciences to provide 
basic knowledge about organismic diversity, evolution, and broad-
based environmental issues to nonscience students. We will discuss 
evolutionary changes over geological time and the extrinsic (envi-
ronmental) and intrinsic (biotic) factors that affected that change, 
introducing students to the basic history of  life on our planet. We 
will look into fundamental issues of  organismic diversity with an 
understanding of  the environmental factors that constitute natural 
selection pressures. We will also address the historical develop-
ment of  evolutionary theory to provide understanding of  the way 
in which one of  the major modern scientific insights—evolu-
tion—has developed in historical times.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.e&eS111
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.BurKe,.ann.campBell—SEcT.:.01
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.royer,.dana—SEcT.:.01

BIOL112 Biodiversity
this course will examine patterns of  biodiversity, processes 
maintaining it, and its prospects in light of  human activity. 
Conceptually, we will focus on paradigms of  ecology with impli-
cations for environmental conservation. in some cases, ecological 
paradigms will be contrasted with economic paradigms as we ex-
plore the ideological battleground of  environmental issues. topics 
will include community ecology, biogeography, demography, 
ecosystem functioning, extinction, global climate change, popula-
tion viability, species interactions, and species invasions of  native 
communities. these topics will show what we know about the 
diversity of  life on earth, but also what we don’t know.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

BIOL116 Aging and the Elderly
in this course, we will address the biological processes and mech-
anisms associated with normal aging. We will also focus on dis-
eases that affect the elderly in particular, such as arthritis, athero-
sclerosis, cancer, dementia, diabetes, and osteoporosis. further, we 
will deal with issues concerning the quality of  life of  the elderly. 
students will interact with the elderly by serving as volunteers at 
area senior centers and nursing homes and will report on their 
direct-learning experiences.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

BIOL118 Reproduction in the 21st Century
this course will cover basic human reproductive biology, new and 
future reproductive and contraceptive technologies, and the ethics 
raised by reproductive issues.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[FgSS118 or pHil118]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.graBel,.laura.B .—SEcT.:.01
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.gruen,.lori—SEcT.:.01

BIOL123 Seminar in Human Biology
this seminar will take up a range of  topics in the biology of  hu-
mans including human evolution, reproduction and development, 
cell division, stem cells, cancer, digestion, nutrition and neurobiol-
ogy. the course will have a combined lecture/discussion and stu-
dent seminar format. Working in pairs the students will be respon-
sible for two presentations on an aspect of  the discussion topics.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.WolFe,.JaSon.S .—SEcT.:.01

BIOL128 Health and Disease in Human Population—An 
Introduction to Epidemiology
throughout human history diseases have affected social and politi-
cal development. at the height of  athenian culture and power, the 
plague unraveled athens’ civic and moral fiber. napoleon’s russian 
campaign was thwarted more by typhus than by battle. today, 
aids is devastating the southern part of  the african continent. our 
understanding of  how diseases impact civilizations and of  how 
exposures such as smoking, cholesterol, mammography, and im-
munizations affect us individually is derived through epidemiology, 
the study of  the causes, transmission, incidence, and prevalence of  
health and disease in human populations. epidemiology is also one 
of  the keystones to developing disease-prevention strategies and for 
health and disease policy, enabling policymakers to understand the 
potential impact their recommendations may have on populations. 
Perhaps more important, for curious individuals, a knowledge of  
epidemiology helps us understand how to assess risk of  health haz-
ards as expressed in the media, scientific publications, policy studies, 
and political debates. How do we know the risk of  catching Hiv 
from a single sexual encounter? With all the talk of  smallpox as a 
bioweapon, what is the risk of  an adverse reaction to smallpox vac-
cination? We begin with basic concepts of  health and disease defi-
nition and distribution. We then discuss disease rates, causation, re-
search, and screening methods (cross-sectional, cohort, case-control, 
and experimental designs), measurement error and bias, and how 
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to critically read the health/medical literature. throughout these 
discussions, we use case studies in infectious, chronic, molecular/
genetic, occupational, and social epidemiology. the social impact of  
epidemiology is illustrated through the discussion of  contemporary 
health policy issues. Prospective students should be aware that while 
statistics per se is not an emphasis in this course, they are expected 
to understand and perform arithmetic calculations.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp228

BIOL131 Service-Learning Clinical Experience at CT Valley 
Hospital
this service-learning course in the life sciences is open to sopho-
mores interested in careers in the health professions by Poi. 
learning and experience will come from civic engagement at 
Connecticut valley Hospital (CvH).
 students will be introduced to the psychiatric rehabilitation 
plan that is patterned after the Psychiatric rehab Consultants 
(PrC) program of  dr. robert liberman, Md, of  UCla.
 students will be trained to administer the diagnostics tool de-
veloped by PrC called clients’ assessment of  strengths, interests, 
and goals (CasiG). then each student will administer the CasiG 
to one or more CvH patients. the results of  the CasiG will be 
reported to the patient’s treatment team.
 in following years, students may volunteer at CvH and assist 
the same patient(s) in achieving the goals that were identified in the 
CasiG. CvH will offer skills training to increase strengths in the 
patients. the students can assist in this endeavor and observe the 
results of  the recovery effort of  the patient and the staff. this would 
constitute an extended clinical experience for Wesleyan students.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pSyc131— Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.donady,.J ..JameS—SEcT.:.01

BIOL140 Classic Studies in Animal Behavior
this course will focus on the major concepts in the field of  animal 
behavior. We will discuss the selection pressures that shape animal 
behavior and whether the study of  primate social and mating sys-
tems can provide insight into human behavior. other questions 
include, Why do certain animal species exhibit altruistic behavior 
and others do not? What are the limiting resources for male and 
female animals, and why do they behave so differently? this is but 
a sampling of  the subjects to be covered in a course that is specifi-
cally designed for students to gain a clearer understanding of  the 
mechanisms that drive the natural world around them. We will 
commence with the early pioneers in ethology who were the first 
to describe the behavioral repertoire of  a single species and prog-
ress onto the more current, comparative approach, in which two 
animals are compared for a more fine-tuned analysis. Biological 
jargon will be defined as original research is discussed.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.poWzyK,.Joyce.ann—SEcT.:.01-02

BIOL145 Primate Behavior: The Real Monkey Business
this course will examine the full spectrum of  the primate order. 
How has evolution shaped these different primate species, and 
what are the underlying mechanisms that have fueled their devel-
opment? We will discuss primate ancestry, primate environments, 
and primate competition, all factors that mediate primate behavior. 
in addition, we will take the lessons learned from primate studies 
to determine how humans might use this knowledge toward the 
preservation and conservation of  their nonhuman relatives.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.poWzyK,.Joyce.ann—SEcT.:.01

BIOL148 Biology of Women
this course will cover a range of  topics relating to biology of  
women, including sex determination, the X chromosome, men-
struation and menopause, assisted reproductive technologies, gen-
der differences in brain function, and aging.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS148

BIOL150 Introduction to Genes and Genomes
this introductory-level course will examine genes and genomes 
from both biological and informatic perspectives. no biology 
background will be assumed. We will start with the fundamentals 
of  genetics, from the historical development of  the concept of  the 
gene as a unit of  function and transmission, to the identification 
of  dna as the hereditary molecule, to the molecular analysis of  
genes and gene function. We will then proceed to a bioinformatic 
perspective, considering not only how huge amounts of  data, such 
as dna and protein sequences, gene and chromosome maps, and 
protein structures and expression profiles, are being generated, but 
how they are being stored, organized, made available, analyzed, 
and integrated. some discussion of  elsi, the ethical, legal, and 
social issues surrounding the Genome Project, will be included.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

BIOL170 Introductory Biology
this course for first-year students focuses on themes of  human 
concern and practical relevance. the theme of  the course is cell 
biology and genetics. it is designed specifically as an alternative to 
BIOL181 for students who can benefit from additional preparation 
before enrolling in the relatively demanding core introductory se-
ries (BIOL/MB&B181 and 182 and corresponding laboratories 191 
and 192). the course has no required laboratory. the course is 
especially suitable for prospective majors who intend to enroll in 
the core series in their sophomore year, as well as for general stu-
dents seeking a solid introductory course that emphasizes current 
concepts in cell and molecular biology.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B170

BIOL173 Global Change and Infectious Disease
among the most insidious effects of  global change are the ex-
panded geographical ranges and increased transmission of  infec-
tious diseases. Global warming is bringing tropical diseases, such 
as malaria, poleward from the tropics; the extreme weather events 
of  a changed world are leading to outbreaks of  zoonotic diseases, 
such as those caused by Hantaviruses; and nonclimatic anthropo-
genic factors, such as forest fragmentation, are taking their toll on 
human health, for example, by increasing the incidence of  lyme 
disease. this course will cover the evidence that global change 
has increased the geographical ranges and rates of  incidence of  
infectious diseases, in humans, in agricultural animals and plants, 
and in endangered species. We will explore how interactions be-
tween different anthropogenic effects (for example, habitat loss 
and pollution) are exacerbating the effects of  global warming on 
infectious diseases. We will analyze and critique projections for 
future changes in geographic ranges in infectious diseases. finally, 
we will cover how revolutions in bioinformatics will increase the 
resolution of  tracking and predicting responses of  disease organ-
isms to global change. the course has no formal prerequisites and 
will introduce material from ecology and microbiology, as needed, 
to allow students to read and interpret the recent literature on 
global change and infectious disease.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.enVS260

BIOL180 Writing About Science
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem180

BIOL181 Principles of Biology I: Cell Biology and Molecular 
Basis of Heredity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B181

BIOL182 Principles of Biology II
this course concerns biological principles as they apply primar-
ily at tissue, organismic, and population levels of  organization. 
Course topics include developmental biology, animal physiology 
and homeostatic control systems, endocrinology, neurophysiol-
ogy and the neuronal basis of  behavior. evidence for evolution 
is reviewed, as are the tenets of  darwin’s theory of  evolution by 
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natural selection. the nature and importance of  variation among 
organisms and of  stochastic processes in evolution are discussed, 
as are modern theories of  speciation and macroevolution. finally, 
the course addresses interactions between organisms and their en-
vironments as well as the interactions among organisms in natural 
communities. each of  the topics of  the course is explored from a 
comparative viewpoint to recognize common principles as well as 
variations among organisms that indicate evolutionary adaptation 
to different environments and niches.
grading:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:..[mB&B181 or Biol181] or [mB&B195 or Biol195]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B182
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.deVoto,.StepHen.H .—SEcT.:.01
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.coHan,.FredericK.m .—SEcT.:.01

BIOL191 Principles of Biology I—Laboratory
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B191

BIOL192 Principles of Biology II—Laboratory
this laboratory course, designed to be taken concurrently with 
BIOL182 or MB&B182, will introduce students to experimental de-
sign, laboratory methods, data analysis, and empirical approaches 
to developmental biology, physiology, ecology, and evolution. 
laboratory exercises use the techniques of  electrophysiology, mi-
croscopy, computer simulations, and analyses of  dna sequence 
data. some exercises will include exploration of  physiological 
processes in living animals.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.[mB&B181 or Biol181] or [mB&B195 or Biol195]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B192
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.murolo,.micHelle.aaron—SEcT.:.01-05

BIOL195 Honors Introductory Cell Biology and Molecular 
Genetics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B195

BIOL196 Honors Principles of Biology II
this course provides an optional supplement to the lectures of  the 
introductory course in physiology, development, evolution, and 
ecology (BIOL182). it is designed for students with a substantial 
background in biology who seek to engage with current research 
in an intensive seminar setting. students of  BIOL196 will attend 
the MWf lectures of  BIOL182 and will take exams along with the 
BIOL182 students, but in addition, students will read and discuss 
recent journal articles that probe in greater depth some of  the 
subjects covered in BIOL182. Weekly meetings will consist of  a 
short lecture by the professor followed by group discussion of  the 
readings. students who enroll in BIOL196 should not be enrolled 
in BIOL182.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .25—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—

pREREQ:.[mB&B181 or Biol181]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B196
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.deVoto,.StepHen.H .—SEcT.:.01
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.coHan,.FredericK.m .—SEcT.:.01

BIOL197 Introduction to Environmental Studies
IDENTIcAL WITh:.e&eS197

BIOL210 Genomics: Modern Genetics, Bioinformatics, and 
the Human Genome Project
Genetics has provided a foundation for modern biology. We will 
explore the classical genetics and go on to consider how genomics 
has transformed this field. this course is intended to introduce 
students to the fields of  genetics and genomics, which encom-
pass modern molecular genetics, bioinformatics, and the structure, 
function, and evolution of  genomes. We will discuss important 
new areas of  research that have emerged from the genome proj-
ects, such as epigenetics, polymorphisms, transgenics, systems bi-
ology, stem cell research, and disease mapping. We will also dis-
cuss bioethical issues that now face us in this new postgenome era.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.[mB&B195 or Biol195] or [mB&B181 or Biol181]—IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B210
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.lane,.roBert.p .—SEcT.:.01

BIOL212 Principles and Mechanisms of Cell Biology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B212

BIOL213 Behavioral Neurobiology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.nS&B213

BIOL214 Evolution
this course covers current areas of  research in evolutionary bi-
ology. topics include the evidence for evolution, the nature of  
variation, adaptive and random evolutionary processes in natural 
populations, mechanisms of  speciation, origin of  major groups, 
reconstruction of  the history of  life through comparative analysis 
of  morphological and dna sequence data, coevolution of  plant-
animal interactions, and the application of  evolutionary principles 
to conservation biology.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.([mB&B181 or Biol181] and [Biol182 or mB&B182])

BIOL216 Ecology
ecology is the study of  interactions between organisms and their 
environment, both physical and biotic. We will look at how these 
interactions shape fundamental characteristics of  populations, 
communities, and ecosystems. topics will include predation, com-
petition, symbioses, and effects of  stress and resource limitation 
in diverse environments. We will cover important consequences 
of  interactions such as patterns of  biodiversity, ecological succes-
sion, population outbreaks, species invasions, nutrient and energy 
cycling, variation in productivity and ecosystem services, and the 
global distribution of  biomes.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.[Biol182 or mB&B182]—IDENTIcAL WITh:.enVS216
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Singer,.micHael—SEcT.:.01

BIOL218 Developmental Biology
this course covers the mechanisms of  development at the molecu-
lar, cellular, and organismal levels. special attention will be paid 
to the process of  scientific discovery: the experiments. We will 
also discuss ethical considerations for some of  the topics covered.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.([mB&B181 or Biol181] and [Biol182 or mB&B182]) or ([mB&B195 or 

Biol195] and [Biol182 or mB&B182])
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.graBel,.laura.B .—SEcT.:.01

BIOL220 Conservation Biology
this course will focus on the biology of  conservation rather than 
cultural aspects of  conservation. However, conservation issues will 
be placed in the context of  ethics, economics, and politics. We will 
cover the fundamental processes that threaten wild populations, 
structure ecological communities, and determine the functioning 
of  ecosystems. from this basis, we will explore important conser-
vation issues such as population viability, habitat loss and altera-
tion, food web alteration, invasive species, and climate change. We 
will use readings from the primary literature and field projects to 
learn about current research methods used in conservation biology.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.[Biol182 or mB&B182]—IDENTIcAL WITh:.enVS220

BIOL222 Issues in the Health Sciences
the course is intended to present current issues from the biomedi-
cal professions that pose difficult questions and problems for the 
scientist or practitioner. lectures and guest speakers on Monday 
and Wednesday will focus the class discussions on friday.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.([mB&B181 or Biol181] and [Biol182 or mB&B182]) or ([mB&B195 or 

Biol195] and [Biol182 or mB&B182])
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.donady,.J ..JameS—SEcT.:.01-02

BIOL223 Integration of Clinical Experience and Life Science 
Learning
a classroom discussion of  biological, chemical, and psychologi-
cal aspects of  mental illness as well as weekly volunteering at 
Connecticut valley Hospital (CvH). lectures will be offered by 
CvH staff. the class will be subdivided into four working groups 
of  four students each. a mix of  biology and other science majors 
is desired for each working group.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.donady,.J ..JameS—SEcT.:.01
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BIOL224 Hormones, Brain, and Behavior
Hormones coordinate the anatomical, physiological, and behav-
ioral changes necessary for developmental, seasonal, and diurnal 
transition in animals. these molecules have profound effects on 
the development of  the brain and on adult brain function. How 
do hormones orchestrate brain assembly and the expression of  
specific behaviors? How do behavior, social context, and the en-
vironment influence hormone secretion? this course will provide 
a critical survey of  our understanding of  the relationship between 
endocrinology, the brain, and behavior in a variety of  animal sys-
tems. select topics include insect metamorphosis; sexual differen-
tiation of  the vertebrate brain and behavior; reproductive and ag-
gressive behavior in birds, lizards, and rodents; song learning and 
song production in birds; and the effects of  hormones on sexual 
behavior and cognitive function in primates, including humans. 
the exploration of  a variety of  systems will provide students with 
an appreciation of  the ways in which the relationships between 
hormones and behavior vary across species, as well as the extent 
to which these relationships are conserved.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.[nS&B213 or Biol213 or pSyc240] or [Biol182 or mB&B182]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.nS&B224

BIOL227 Microscopic Cell Anatomy and Physiology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B227

BIOL229 Geobiology Laboratory
IDENTIcAL WITh:.e&eS229

BIOL231 Microbiology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B231

BIOL232 Immunology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B232

BIOL233 Geobiology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.e&eS233

BIOL235 Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy
this course will provide a comprehensive overview of  the basic 
structure and function of  the main organ systems in vertebrates. 
developmental anatomy will be an integral part of  the class be-
cause of  the importance of  embryology to understanding both 
similarity and variation of  common systems in different taxa. the 
course will consist of  both lectures and laboratory sessions for 
dissection of  key systems.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.([mB&B181 or Biol181] and [Biol182 or mB&B182] and [mB&B191 or 

Biol191] and [Biol192 or mB&B192]) or ([mB&B195 or Biol195] and [Biol182 or 
mB&B182] and [mB&B191 or Biol191] and [Biol192 or mB&B192])

BIOL237 Signal Transduction
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B237

BIOL239 Functional Anatomy of the Human Brain
a mass of  tissue the consistency of  firm jello and about 2.5 lbs. 
in weight in the adult human, the brain is an organ that controls 
nearly every function of  the body. it also enables the highest cog-
nitive functions of  humans such as learning and memory, think-
ing, consciousness, aesthetic appreciation, etc. its malfunction 
results in a variety of  diseases such as senility, mood disorders, 
motor dysfunctions, etc. this course will examine in some detail 
the complex organization of  this organ and how it performs some 
of  its basic functions. it will be of  special interest to premed stu-
dents; nS&B, biology, and psychology majors; and anyone simply 
interested in how the brain works.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.[nS&B213 or Biol213 or pSyc240]—IDENTIcAL WITh:.nS&B239
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.de.lanerolle,.niHal.c .—SEcT.:.01

BIOL245 Cellular Neurophysiology
this course will deal with basic aspects of  neuronal physiology, 
including the function of  excitable membranes and the transfer of  
information between cells (synaptic physiology, neurochemistry, 
membrane receptors). in connection with each of  these topics, 
consideration will be given to short- and long-term modification 

of  neuronal function. toward the end of  the course, we will ex-
amine the neurophysiology of  auditory perception in birds and 
mammals, focusing on the initial transduction of  sound waves into 
neuronal codes.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.[nS&B213 or Biol213 or pSyc240]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.nS&B245

BIOL247 Laboratory in Neurophysiology
this course introduces a wide range of  techniques for recording 
the electrical signals from nerve and muscle cells. We will make 
use of  a range of  preparations and both invertebrate and verte-
brate species (except birds and mammals). experiments deal with 
sensory, motor, and coordinating elements and include studies of  
single cells and simple nervous systems using extracellular, intracel-
lular, and patch clamp recording techniques.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.[nS&B213 or Biol213 or pSyc240]—IDENTIcAL WITh:.nS&B247

BIOL249 Neuroethology
Basic and integrative processes of  nervous systems are considered 
with attention to their roles in species-typical behaviors. after 
a brief  initial consideration of  cellular properties of  individual 
nerve cells, synaptic interactions and neuroanatomy forms the basis 
for studying systems of  neurons and their behavioral significance 
during the remainder of  the semester. the focus is on the neuro-
nal basis of  naturalistic behaviors in animals from mollusks and 
insects through fish, birds, and mammals. topics include sensory 
transduction, central processing of  sensory information, produc-
tion and control of  patterned behaviors and movements, neural 
basis of  orienting and navigation, and sensory-motor integration.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00— IDENTIcAL WITh:.nS&B249
pREREQ:.([Biol182 or mB&B182] and [nS&B213 or Biol213 or pSyc240])
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.BodznicK,.daVid—SEcT.:.01

BIOL250 Laboratory in Cell and Molecular Neurobiology
the goals of  the course are to introduce laboratory techniques 
within a framework of  solving research problems. this is to en-
hance the understanding of  neuroscience, as well as to provide 
laboratory skills. review questions will be included for the end of  
each laboratory session, original research papers will be read and 
discussed, and students will be given the opportunity to design 
experiments through an independent research project. Both quan-
titative and qualitative approaches will be used to analyze experi-
mental data obtained by the student. this is so that the student will 
not only gain experience in specific laboratory techniques, but will 
also gain a feel for the research process itself  by active participation 
in research. in addition to techniques practiced in the course, ad-
ditional techniques employed in research will be presented through 
lecture. techniques will include plasmid engineering and analysis, 
cell culture growth and transfection, Western blotting, immunopre-
cipitations, cryostat sectioning, immunohistochemistry, and confo-
cal fluorescence microscopy. Class discussion and review questions 
will be devoted to designing experiments and formulating testable 
hypotheses. Grades are based on laboratory notebooks (with re-
view questions), a midterm written exam and lab practicum, and a 
term paper based on the independent research project.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.nS&B250

BIOL254 Comparative Animal Behavior
an introduction to the study of  animal behavior, this course 
will examine the factors that control the behavior of  vertebrates 
and invertebrates within evolutionary, social, and physiological 
contexts.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.[Biol182 or mB&B182] or [nS&B213 or Biol213 or pSyc240]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.nS&B254

BIOL265 Bioinformatics Programming
this course is an introduction to bioinformatics and programming 
for students with interest in the life sciences. the course introduces 
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problem areas and conceptual frameworks in bioinformatics. the 
course assumes little or no prior programming experience and will 
introduce the fundamental concepts and mechanisms of  computer 
programs and examples (sequence matching and manipulation, 
database access, output parsing, dynamic programming, etc.) fre-
quently encountered in the field of  bioinformatics.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.[mB&B181 or Biol181] or [mB&B195 or Biol195]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[mB&B265 or cHem265 or comp265]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Weir,.micHael.p .—SEcT.:.01

BIOL286 Evolution in Human-Altered Environments
Human activities have altered natural environments and, indeed, 
have created entirely novel ecosystems such as cities and high-input 
farms. this course considers how these human alterations to the 
environment affect the evolution and coevolution of  diverse organ-
isms. starting with an overview of  basic ecological and evolutionary 
principles, we will consider a number of  compelling contemporary 
scenarios: evolutionary response to environmental contaminants, 
exploitation of  natural populations, and global climate change; evo-
lution in urban and agricultural ecosystems; and the evolutionary 
impact of  alien, invasive, and genetically modified species.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.Biol214

BIOL290 Plant Form and Diversity
the course begins with an overview of  plant evolutionary history, 
then covers the basic structure and function of  the plant body and 
the life cycle and ecological diversity of  plants in natural habitats. 
special events include a field trip to the smith College botanical 
garden, a hands-on day for working with living specimens, and a 
special guest lecture by a local plant biologist.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.[Biol182 or mB&B182]

BIOL299 Waves, Brain and Music
Pressure waves bounce against the ear, and we create perceptions 
called sounds from them. We organize sounds to make music, 
making more waves, and the cycle goes forward. this course will 
provide an introduction to the fraction of  these phenomena that 
can be measured and analyzed, focusing on the mathematics of  
signal analysis, auditory physiology, and the physiology of  musi-
cal perception and production. Periodic waveforms include musi-
cal tones and the voltage fluctuations that can be measured from 
brains. the first third of  this course (waves) is an introduction to 
the quantitative analysis of  periodic waveforms, with the goal that 
the student will have a better understanding of  how to interpret 
the analysis of  both musical sounds and neuronal recordings. the 
second part of  the course (brains) examines the known mechani-
cal processes (physiology) by which the mammalian brain ana-
lyzes the periodic waveforms that we interpret as sound.  the third 
part of  the course uses these lessons to examine original research 
articles about the neuroscience of  music, i.e., how neuronal net-
works produce musical perception.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.[nS&B213 or Biol213 or pSyc240]—IDENTIcAL WITh:.nS&B299
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.aaron,.gloSter.B .—SEcT.:.01

BIOL306 Tropical Ecology and the Environment
an intensive course about tropical ecology and neotropical envi-
ronments taught in south america, this course will build knowl-
edge of  and appreciation for the diversity of  tropical organisms 
and physical environments as well as their interactions. students 
will obtain firsthand experience with the tropics and with doing 
experiments in the field. each day there will be a combination of  
lectures and field exercises. the students will gather and analyze 
data about biological, physical, and environmental issues that are 
covered in the lectures. the habitats that we explore will be both 
terrestrial and shallow freshwater. furthermore, we will travel to 
Kaiture falls and other habitats to gain experience with the spec-
tacular environmental and biological features that Guyana offers. 

time scheduling: the course will be intensive and will be taught 
principally during 14 days of  the spring break.
gRADINg:.a–F. 1 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.e&eS306

BIOL312 Conservation of Aquatic Ecosystems
aquatic ecosystems may be considered the lifeblood of  the planet. 
these ecosystems supply water, food, and transportation and are 
home to a vast array of  organisms. despite how much of  the 
planet is aquatic, these ecosystems are very fragile and require pro-
tection. this course will focus upon measures that will be effective 
in conserving the diversity of  aquatic ecosystems. to understand 
these conservation measures, we will study the diversity of  physi-
cal, biological, and ecological components of  aquatic systems, as 
well as patterns of  human use. We will also examine some of  the 
current laws that protect aquatic ecosystems. the course will focus 
upon freshwater and coastal estuarine ecosystems. the course will 
include a number of  laboratories (during class time) as well as four 
field trips that will be held on selected saturdays (8 a.m–12 p.m.).
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.[Biol182 or mB&B182] or [e&eS197 or Biol197] or e&eS199
IDENTIcAL WITh:.e&eS312

BIOL316 Plant-Animal Interactions
this course will explore the ecology and evolution of  interactions 
between plants and animals, including mutualism (e.g., pollination, 
frugivory) and antagonism (e.g., herbivory, granivory), that are cen-
tral to the functioning of  ecosystems and the generation of  biodi-
versity. the format will be seminar-style, involving reading, discus-
sion, and student presentations of  key papers on chosen topics.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00— IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol516
pREREQ:.Biol214 or [Biol220 or enVS220] or Biol286 or Biol290 

or [Biol216 or enVS216]

BIOL318 Nature and Nurture: The Interplay of Genes and 
Environment
in this advanced seminar, we consider how genes and environ-
ment interact to shape the development and behavior of  organ-
isms, including humans. after an initial series of  lectures and dis-
cussions on classic and current readings, the class will consist of  
in-depth student presentations and discussion.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00— IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol518
pREREQ:.Biol214 or Biol218 or [Biol254 or nS&B254] or [Biol224 or nS&B224]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Sultan,.Sonia—SEcT.:.01

BIOL320 Quantitative Methods for the Biological and 
Environmental Sciences
this course offers theoretical and applied approaches to statistics 
used in the biological, environmental, and earth sciences. statistics 
will be taught from a geometric perspective so that students can 
more easily understand the derivations of  formulae. We will spend 
time learning about the philosophy of  deduction and hypothesis 
testing. We will also learn about the assumptions that methods 
make and how violations affect applied outcomes. there will be 
an emphasis on analysis of  data, and there will be many problem 
sets to solve to help students become fluent with the methods. the 
course will focus upon data and methods for continuous variables. 
in addition to basic statistics, we will cover regression, anova, 
and a brief  look at one mulitvariable method.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[Biol520 or e&eS320]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.cHernoFF,.Barry—SEcT.:.01

BIOL323 Advanced Lab in Molecular Developmental Biology
Modern developmental biology research combines the knowledge 
and techniques of  two centuries of  embryology with the molecular 
and cell biology techniques of  the past two decades. students will 
learn molecular biology and microscopy techniques including pcr, 
microinjection, and fluorescent microscopy. substantial class time 
will be spent discussing experimental design and hypothesis testing.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
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BIOL324 Neuropharmacology
the molecular mechanisms underlying the adaptive (and some-
times maladaptive) nature of  brain function are beginning to be 
elucidated. this course is designed to provide the student with 
a mechanistic understanding of  normal and pathological brain 
function and how drugs modulate neurological and psychiatric 
disease. topics will include cell biology of  the neuron synaptic 
transmission; neurotransmitters; modulation of  synaptic transmis-
sion; tyrosine kinases; G-protein-coupled receptors serotonin, do-
pamine, acetylcholine, opiate receptors; cell death; and molecular 
mechanisms of  neurological diseases. the first three-quarters of  
the course will be in lecture format. the remaining quarter will 
be in the format of  a journal club where selected articles will be 
presented and discussed.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.[Biol182 or mB&B182] and [nS&B213 or Biol213 or pSyc240]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[nS&B324 or Biol524 or nS&B524]

BIOL325 Stem Cells: Basic Biology to Clinical Application
this course will cover recent advances in stem cell biology, includ-
ing adult and embryonic stem cells. We will examine the ethics as 
well as the science of  this emerging field.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.[Biol182 or mB&B182]

BIOL327 Evolutionary and Ecological Bioinformatics
Bioinformatic analysis of  gene sequences and gene expression pat-
terns has added enormously to our understanding of  ecology and 
evolution. for example, through bioinformatic analysis of  gene 
sequences, we can now reconstruct the evolutionary history of  
physiology, even though no traces of  physiology exist in the fossil 
record. We can determine the adaptive history of  one gene and all 
the gene’s descendants. We can now construct the evolutionary tree 
of  all of  life. Bioinformatics is particularly promising for analysis 
of  the ecology and biodiversity of  microbial communities, since 
well over 99 percent of  microorganisms cannot be cultured; our 
only knowledge of  these organisms is through analysis of  their 
gene sequences and gene expression patterns. for example, even 
when we cannot culture most of  a microbial community, we can 
determine which metabolic pathways are of  greatest significance 
through analysis of  community-level gene expression. all these 
research programs are made accessible not only by breakthroughs 
in molecular technology, but also by innovation in the design of  
computer algorithms. this course, team-taught by an evolutionary 
biologist and a computer scientist, will present how bioinformat-
ics is revolutionizing evolutionary and ecological investigation and 
will present the design and construction of  bioinformatic com-
puter algorithms underlying the revolution in biology.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.[mB&B181 or Biol181] or [mB&B195 or Biol195] or [Biol182 or 

mB&B182] or comp211 or comp112
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[comp327 or Biol527 or comp527]

BIOL333 Gene Regulation
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B533

BIOL336 Landscape Ecology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.e&eS336

BIOL337 The Origins of Bacterial Diversity
Wherever there is life, there are bacteria. free-living bacteria are 
found in every environment that supports eukaryotes, and no ani-
mal or plant is known to be free of  bacteria. there are most likely 
a billion or more species of  bacteria, each living in its unique 
ecological niche. this course will explore the origins of  bacterial 
biodiversity: how bacteria evolve to form new species that inhabit 
new ecological niches. We will focus on how the peculiarities of  
bacterial sex and genetics facilitate bacterial speciation. topics will 
include the characteristics of  bacterial sex, why barriers to genetic 
exchange are not necessary for speciation in bacteria, the great 
potential for formation of  new bacterial species, the evolutionary 

role of  genetic gifts from other species, and the use of  genomics 
to identify ecologically distinct populations of  bacteria.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.[Biol182 or mB&B182]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol537
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.coHan,.FredericK.m .—SEcT.:.01

BIOL340 Issues in Development and Evolution
this advanced seminar explores the relationship between embry-
onic development and morphological evolution. the course will 
include a combination of  lectures, discussion, and student pre-
sentations of  papers chosen from the primary literature. subjects 
covered will include broad, fundamental issues such as the con-
cept of  homology and developmental characters and phylogeny, 
as well as the evolutionary significance of  specific developmental 
phenomena such as animal segmentation, direct development, and 
major morphological transitions in evolution.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.Biol218 or Biol214
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol540
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.BurKe,.ann.campBell—SEcT.:.01

BIOL343 Muscle and Nerve Development
We will examine the structure and function of  muscle cells, the 
development of  muscle cell identity, the development of  motor 
neurons, and the interactions between nerve and muscle that lead 
to a functioning neuromuscular system. the course will focus pri-
marily on vertebrate model systems such as chick, mouse, and fish. 
We will also examine human diseases, including muscular dystro-
phies and related neuromuscular disorders.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.([mB&B181 or Biol181] and [Biol182 or mB&B182] and Biol218) or 

([mB&B181 or Biol181] and [Biol182 or mB&B182] and [mB&B212 or Biol212]) 
or ([mB&B181 or Biol181] and [Biol182 or mB&B182] and [nS&B213 or Biol213 
or pSyc240])

IDENTIcAL WITh:.[nS&B543 or Biol543 or nS&B343]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.deVoto,.StepHen.H .—SEcT.:.01

BIOL344 Biological Structures
this course studies the theory, methods, and interpretation of  cel-
lular structure, using various techniques including, but not limited 
to, transmission and scanning electron microscopy, fluorescent im-
munocytochemistry, and confocal microscopy. Course will consist 
of  lectures, discussion, seminars, and laboratory projects.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.[mB&B181 or Biol181] or [mB&B195 or Biol195]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol544

BIOL345 Developmental Neurobiology
near the top of  the list of  unsolved mysteries in biology is the 
enigma of  how the brain constructs itself. Here is an organ that 
can make us feel happy, sad, amused, and in love. it responds to 
light, touch, and sound; it learns; it organizes movements; it con-
trols bodily functions. an understanding of  how this structure 
is constructed during embryonic and postnatal development has 
begun to emerge from molecular-genetic, cellular, and physiologi-
cal studies. in this course, we will discuss some of  the important 
events in building the brain and explore the role of  genes and the 
environment in shaping the brain. With each topic in this journey, 
we will ask what the roles of  genes and the environment are in 
forming the nervous system. We will also discuss developmental 
disorders resulting from developmental processes that have gone 
astray. this is a reading-intensive seminar course emphasizing 
classroom discussions, with readings from a textbook and the pri-
mary scientific literature.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.[nS&B213 or Biol213 or pSyc240] or mB&B208 or [mB&B181 or Biol181] 

or [mB&B195 or Biol195] or [Biol182 or mB&B182]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[nS&B345 or nS&B545 or Biol545]

BIOL346 The Forest Ecosystem
this course examines basic ecological principles through the lens 
of  forest ecosystems, exploring the theory and practice of  for-
est ecology at various levels of  organization from individuals to 
populations, communities, and ecosystems. lectures, lab exercises, 
and writing-intensive assignments will emphasize the quantifica-
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tion of  spatial and temporal patterns of  forest change at stand, 
landscape, and global scales.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.[Biol182 or mB&B182] or [e&eS197 or Biol197] or e&eS199 or [Biol216 

or mB&B216]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[Biol546 or e&eS346]

BIOL347 Mammalian Cortical Circuits
While scientists are still very unsure of  how the mammalian cor-
tex enables conscious perception and thought, there has been a 
tremendous explosion of  knowledge recently concerning the 
wide heterogeneity of  neuronal classes and the specific kinds of  
connections between these classes. detailed wiring diagrams of  
local cortical circuits are emerging, colored with dynamic con-
nections that have created a wellspring of  ideas motivated toward 
understanding the cortex with reverse-engineering strategies. this 
course will focus on cortical circuit studies in neocortex, with an 
emphasis on somatosensory cortex. students will come to know, 
for example, many different varieties of  inhibitory interneurons in 
terms of  their firing properties, synaptic plasticities, the connec-
tions they make with other neurons, and what roles they might 
play in governing cortical dynamics.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.[nS&B213 or Biol213 or pSyc240]—IDENTIcAL WITh:.nS&B347

BIOL350 Bioinformatics and Functional Genomics
the exciting new fields of  genomics and bioinformatics are bring-
ing together the complementary disciplines of  biology and com-
puter science. With the sequencing of  the human genome and the 
genomes of  several model organisms, the door has opened to us-
ing new computational and modeling approaches to understand-
ing genome function in organisms. this focused-inquiry course 
will interweave the discussion of  biological and informatic topics, 
focusing on computational issues and tools used in the interdisci-
plinary fields. Possible topics include the application of  alignment 
algorithms to the analysis of  genomic sequences, cluster analysis 
of  micro-arrays of  gene expression, and the prediction of  rna 
secondary structures using dynamic programming methods. the 
course also includes a significant programming component.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.comp112 or comp212 or [mB&B181 or Biol181] or [mB&B195 or Biol195]
IDENTIcAL :.[Biol550 or comp350 or comp550 or mB&B350 or mB&B550]

BIOL351 Neurobiology of Learning and Memory
animals as varied as sea slugs and humans display a number of  
types of  learning, ranging from the capacity to acquire species-
specific behavior to the ability to form arbitrary associations. Just 
as varied are the philosophies governing the choice of  how to best 
study the neurobiology of  learning and memory. through lectures, 
class discussion, student presentations, and a critical reading of  the 
primary literature, the advantages and disadvantages of  these vari-
ous approaches will be investigated. While the specific focus of  this 
class will be on learning and memory, other ways in which the 
brain learns will also be explored. normal brain ontogeny relies to 
some extent on invariant cues in the animal’s environment, making 
this process somewhat analogous to learning. in fact, the neural 
substrates for learning are likely to be a subset of  the basic steps 
used during brain development. Moreover, the developmental rules 
guiding brain assembly place constraints on the what, how, and 
when of  brain function and learning. therefore, this course will 
also cover select topics in basic developmental neurobiology.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.[nS&B213 or Biol213 or pSyc240]—IDENTIcAL WITh:.nS&B351
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Kirn,.JoHn—SEcT.:.01

BIOL500 Graduate Pedagogy
the elements of  good teaching will be discussed and demonstrat-
ed through lectures, practice teaching sessions, and discussions of  
problems encountered in the actual teaching environment. the 

staff  consists of  faculty and experienced graduate students. an 
integral part of  the course is a required one-day workshop before 
the first day of  formal classes.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.none— Fall.2010
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[cHem500 or e&eS500 or matH500 or mB&B500 or muSc500 or 

pHyS500 or pSyc500]

BIOL505 Cell and Development Journal Club I
Presentation and active discussion of  a series of  current research 
articles in the field of  cell and developmental biology from jour-
nals including Cell, Journal	of 	Cell	Biology, Development, Genes	and	
Development,	Developmental	Biology,	Science,	and	Nature.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.deVoto,.StepHen.H .—SEcT.:.01
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.graBel,.laura.B .—SEcT.:.01
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.Weir,.micHael.p .—SEcT.:.01

BIOL506 Cell and Development Journal Club II
Presentation and active discussion of  a series of  current research 
articles in the field of  cell and developmental biology from jour-
nals including Cell,	Journal	of 	Cell	Biology,	Development,	Genes	and	
Development,	Developmental	Biology,	Science,	and	Nature.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.deVoto,.StepHen.H .—SEcT.:.01
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.graBel,.laura.B .—SEcT.:.01
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.Weir,.micHael.p .—SEcT.:.01

BIOL507 Evolution Journal Club I
Presentation and active discussion of  current research articles in 
evolutionary biology. each semester the class will choose one 
theme within evolutionary biology to be the focus of  discussion. 
themes from recent semesters have included genome-based evo-
lution studies, co-evolution, speciation, phylogenetic approaches 
for investigating natural selection, the role of  competition in evo-
lution, the evolution of  host-parasite relationships, the evolution 
of  behavior, the impact of  niche construction on adaptive evo-
lution. articles for discussion generally come from the journals 
Evolution,	American	Naturalist,	Genetics,	Science, and	Nature.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.BurKe,.ann.campBell—SEcT.:.01
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.cHernoFF,.Barry—SEcT.:.01
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.coHan,.FredericK.m .—SEcT.:.01
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.Sultan,.Sonia—SEcT.:.01

BIOL508 Evolution Journal Club II
Presentation and active discussion of  current research articles in 
evolutionary biology. each semester the class will choose one 
theme within evolutionary biology to be the focus of  discus-
sion. themes from recent semesters have included co-evolution, 
speciation, phylogenetic approaches for investigating natural se-
lection, the role of  competition in evolution, evolution of  host-
parasite relationships, and the evolution of  behavior. articles for 
discussion generally come from the journals Evolution,	 American	
Naturalist,	Genetics,	Science, and	Nature.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.BurKe,.ann.campBell—SEcT.:.01
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.coHan,.FredericK.m .—SEcT.:.01
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.cHernoFF,.Barry—SEcT.:.01
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.Singer,.micHael—SEcT.:.01
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.Sultan,.Sonia—SEcT.:.01

BIOL509 Neuroscience Journal Club I
Presentation and discussion of  current research articles in the field 
of  neuroscience.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.aaron,.gloSter.B .—SEcT.:.01
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.Kirn,.JoHn—SEcT.:.01
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.naegele,.Janice.r—SEcT.:.01

BIOL510 Neurosciences Journal Club II
Presentation and discussion of  current research articles in the field 
of  neuroscience.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.aaron,.gloSter.B .—SEcT.:.01
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.BodznicK,.daVid—SEcT.:.01
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.naegele,.Janice.r—SEcT.:.01
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BIOL516 Plant-Animal Interactions
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol316

BIOL518 Nature and Nurture: The Interplay of Genes and 
Environment
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol318

BIOL520 Quantitative Methods for the Biological and 
Environmental Sciences
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol320

BIOL524 Neuropharmacology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol324

BIOL527 Evolutionary and Ecological Bioinformatics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol327

BIOL533 Gene Regulation
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B533

BIOL536 Landscape Ecology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.e&eS336

BIOL537 The Origins of Bacterial Diversity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol337

BIOL540 Issues in Development and Evolution
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol340

BIOL543 Muscle and Nerve Development
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol343

BIOL544 Biological Structures
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol344

BIOL545 Developmental Neurobiology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol345

BIOL546 The Forest Ecosystem
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol346

BIOL550 Bioinformatics and Functional Genomics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol350

BIOL557 Advanced Research Seminars in Biology
this course focuses on the specific research projects of  the indi-
vidual graduate students in the Biology department, and it com-
prises student presentations and discussion including the depart-
ment faculty, graduate students, and interested undergraduates. 
Background readings for each session may include relevant papers 
from the literature. the course offers a forum for presenting new 
results and exploring new ideas, as well as for providing research-
ers with feedback and suggestions for solving methodological 
problems. it also provides an opportunity for undergraduate ma-
jors and new graduate students in the program to become familiar 
with the wide range of  biological research taking place in the 
department.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Sultan,.Sonia—SEcT.:.01

BIOL401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

BIOL409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

BIOL411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

BIOL465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

BIOL467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

BIOL501/502 Individual Tutorial, Graduate
gRADINg:.opt

BIOL503/504 Selected Topics, Graduate Science
gRADINg:.opt

BIOL589/590 Advanced Research, BA/MA
gRADINg:.a–F

BIOL591/592 Advanced Research, Graduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Center for the Humanities
 DIRECTOR 2010–2011: Jill Morawski,	BA	Mount	Holyoke	College,	PhD	Carleton	University	

 AnDREW W. MELLOn 
 POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWS:  nima Bassiri,	PhD	University	of 	California	Berkeley,	(Rhetoric),	MA	University	of 	California	

Berkeley,	(Rhetoric),		BA	University	of 	Chicago,	(Psychology/Media	Studies); isaac a. Kamola,	
PhD	University	of 	Minnesota	(Political	Science),	MA	University	of 	Minnesota	(Political	Science),	
BA	Whitman	College	(Politics)	

 FACULTy FELLOWS:  Joseph drury,	(Spring); alex dupuy,	(Fall); Paul erickson,	(Spring); daniella Gandolfo,	
(Spring); tushar irani,	(Spring); sean McCann,	(Spring);	Mary-Jane	Rubenstein,	(Fall);	Lorelle	
Semley,	(Fall);	Aradhana	Sharma,	(Spring);	Khachig	Tololyan,	(Fall)

 STUDEnT FELLOWS:  Miranda Becker, (Spring); robert Carrigan, (Spring); laird Gallagher, (Spring); Chalmers 
Morgan Hamill, (Fall); Jeremy isard, (Fall);  Juliet nebolon, (Fall); Christopher scott, (Fall); 
Guangshuo yang, (Fall); tyler Wuthmann, (Spring)

CHUM214 The Modern and the Postmodern
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt214

CHUM254 Genealogies of Reason: From Logos to Rational 
Choice Theory
in an era of  recurring financial crises and political instability, 
debates over how to interpret and respond to our changing cir-
cumstances often circle back to the same fundamental questions: 
Just how rational are people? and what does “rationality” mean? 
assumptions about the nature of  human rationality have under-
girded contemporary thinking on major problems of  ethics, eco-
nomics, and politics, from international defense strategy to the 
regulation of  financial risks. yet within the disciplines that analyze 
these problems, the nature of  rationality is often taken for granted, 
and is seldom a topic of  inquiry itself. 
 an interdisciplinary exploration of  the genealogy of  rea-
son, from the ancient Greek concept of  “logos” (often translated 
“reason”) through to the modern formal theories of  rational 
choice pervasive in the social, behavioral, and biological sciences 
today, is therefore timely. this course will investigate some of  
the many conceptions of  rationality, past and present, that have 
shaped our understanding of  human behavior and history, as 
well as some of  the critiques of  rationality that have been ad-
vanced since the 18th century. 
 We will focus on several themes that have historically char-
acterized attempts to understand the nature of  reason and ratio-
nality, including the relationship between reason and emotion; 
the role of  reason in human happiness; the relationship between 
rational choice and ethical choice; the tension between attempts 
to formulate universal laws of  rationality and recognition of  the 
situational contingency of  reason.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[pHil254 or SiSp255 or col233 or HiSt256]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.ericKSon,.paul.Hilding—SEcT.:.01-02
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.irani,.tuSHar—SEcT.:.01-02

CHUM259 Shakespeare and the Category of the Human
the renaissance has been described as the historical moment 
that marked the “birth of  the individual” (Burckhardt), while 
shakespeare has been dubbed the inventor of  the “human” 
(Bloom), or at least of  modern “subjectivity effects” (fineman). 
this seminar will explore these claims (and recent poststructur-
alist and cultural materialist challenges to them) through an ex-
amination of  the category of  the human in shakespeare’s poems 
and plays. in particular, we will consider the ways in which the 
category of  the human is constructed through that which is op-
posed to or excluded from it (including the categories of  the di-
vine, the bestial, the supernatural, the monstrous, the alien, etc.). 
How do representations of  the more-than-human (gods, kings, 
heroes), the inhuman (ghosts, fairies, monsters, witches, villains), 

and the less-than-human (slaves, strangers, victims, children, 
animals) participate in the definition of  the human and in the 
construction of  dramatic character? these questions will be ap-
proached historically (through a consideration of  the ways in 
which the human, inhuman, subhuman, and superhuman were 
defined in shakespeare’s time), theoretically (through a consid-
eration of  recent critical debates surrounding these issues), and 
formally (through a consideration of  the tropes and technologies 
of  character-writing, such as personification, speech prefixes, pro-
nouns, titles, proper names, etc.). other questions we will consider 
include: How did the emergence of  humanism and the Protestant 
reformation in england affect the contours of  the human? How 
did humoral psychology shape shakespeare’s depiction of  the hu-
man psyche? How did debates surrounding the divine right of  
kings shape the humanity of  shakespeare’s monarchs? What pro-
duces the literary effect of  personhood or subjectivity? How is the 
“interiority” of  shakespearean characters (the dramatic illusion of  
“that within which passeth show”) created through text and per-
formance? What are the functions and politics of  shakespeare’s 
quasi-human and subhuman characters? What roles do animals 
play in shakespeare as social metaphors or utilitarian instruments? 
How do such attributes as status, gender, race, and nationality af-
fect a character’s inclusion in the category of  the human?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl259

CHUM302 From Adam Smith to Immanuel Wallerstein: 
Theories of World Capitalism
this course will undertake a critical evaluation of  some of  the 
major theories that have shaped our social-scientific understand-
ing of  modern capitalism since its emergence as a world-system in 
the 16th century. among the questions we will try to answer are 
the following: Why did capitalism emerge as a social system in the 
West in the 16th century, and not in the east (China especially), 
which was more advanced technologically? once it did emerge 
as a social system, what are its structural characteristics (its social 
division of  labor within countries—class, race, gender—and be-
tween countries—core, semi-periphery, and periphery), its contra-
dictions, its ideologies, and its modus operandi (commodification 
of  everything, accumulation of  capital, mechanisms of  unequal 
exchange and exploitation), and the possibilities for social change?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.Soc151
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc303
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.dupuy,.alex—SEcT.:.01

CHUM303 The Evolution of War
While most societies condemn physical violence between individ-
uals, they condone and encourage collectively organized violence 
in the form of  warfare. War is obscene, yet all modern societies 
have engaged in warfare. this course will examine war as a social, 
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political, and historical phenomenon. We will look at the way 
in which wars have led to the consolidation of  political power 
and the acceleration of  social change, at the relationship between 
military service and the concept of  citizenship. the course also 
examines the crucial role played by technology in the interaction 
between war and society. films and novels will be examined to test 
to what extent these literary works accurately reflect, or obscure, 
the political, social, and technological logic driving the evolution 
of  war. our examples will include warfare in premodern society, 
the gunpowder revolution in early modern europe and Japan, the 
american Civil War, colonial wars, World War i, World War ii, 
vietnam, and iraq.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt303

CHUM306 Reading and Writing About Military Conflict
this course offers students the chance to read, and think, about 
war in various and often opposing ways, from the medical to the 
philosophical, the literary to the historical. some of  what we’ll 
be reading makes for very tough reading. at times, no doubt, the 
questions we ask of  certain books will seem outrageous, irrelevant, 
disrespectful. still, we should be prepared to ask some of  those 
“big” questions, if  only to keep us from succumbing totally to 
outrage and horror: How do people understand and write about 
war? do women, men, and children share identical experiences, or 
has war affected each differently over time? What, if  anything, do 
all wars have in common? What, if  anything, do the “prosecutors” 
of  war share with war’s “victims”? is there a difference between 
prosecutors and victims, combatants and noncombatants? Can 
you study early modern wars, such as King Philip’s War and the 
american revolution, in the same way that you might study, say, 
World War i or vietnam?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[HiSt306 or amSt302]

CHUM308 Digital Performance: The Virtual Representation 
of Body, Space, and Time
the course examines the history of  digital performance and its 
elements—body, space, and time—and how these elements have 
been transformed from the traditional theatrical performance into 
a digital performance focusing on the historical perspective of  
what we understand to be human. We will follow the develop-
ment of  the theatrical elements from the avant-garde to today’s 
conception of  virtual bodies, the digital theater, virtual reality, and 
online performances, as well as the development of  media time and 
fragmented memory. We will also focus on the historical changes 
in audiences’ cultural roles: passive, participative, and interactive. 
the class format will include lectures and studio sessions, where 
students will engage in practical research on digital performance, 
focused on one of  the elements of  study (body, space, and time). 
readings will include Walter Benjamin and steve dixon from 
philosophy and performance studies, respectively. We will look at 
current practitioners of  digital performance, such as Chameleon 
group, Marceli-antunez roca, the fura del Baus, and stelarc.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.tHea308

CHUM310 Anthropology and the Experience of Limits
this course considers the possibilities of  an anthropology of  
transgression, excess, and unreason. this would be an anthropol-
ogy of  all things cultural that work outside of  the logic of  func-
tion and utility, that is, of  actions and events that, while eminently 
social, exceed reason and rational explanation. We will take as our 
point of  departure the work of  Georges Bataille and his notion 
of  “profitless expenditure” (dépense), with which he worked to 
develop a political economy that no longer has production and 
rationality as its core principles but rather consumption, excess, 
and waste. for this “general  economy,” as he called it, in opposi-

tion to a “restricted economy” focused on utility, he drew from 
the anthropology of  his time and its study of  so-called primi-
tive societies organized around complex systems of  gift-giving, 
collective ritual, and periods of  wasteful consumption (festivals, 
for example). Ultimately, Bataille sought to formulate a critique 
of  the early 20th-century european political and economic order 
that emphasized individualism, rationality, and profit and that, he 
believed, was breeding disenchantment with liberal democracy, 
fostering totalitarian impulses, and leading to war and calamity.
 Class readings and discussions will be organized around 
topics such as dépense and the festival; gift-giving and sacrifice; 
taboo and transgression; formlessness and adjection; erotism; and 
subjectivity, excess, and the experience of  limits. students will de-
velop research projects on these and other topics of  their interest, 
which could include theoretical and ethnographic explorations 
of, for example, particular festivals, games of  chance, religious 
experience, the writing of  poetry, nonreciprocal giving (organ 
donation, surrogate motherhood), and the experience of  extreme 
sports and high-risk adventure tourism.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH310
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.gandolFo,.daniella—SEcT.:.01

CHUM312 Theorizing Globalization from the Third World
there exists a growing consensus that we live in a “global” 
world—a world defined by cosmopolitan democracy, liberal 
market capitalism, and an expanding telecommunications infra-
structure bringing us ever closer together. this narrative, however, 
largely fails to acknowledge the profound impact the long and 
often violent anti-colonial struggles in the third World had in 
shaping the phenomenon now called globalization. this course 
revisits theorists of  national liberation as a provocation to criti-
cally evaluate the concept “globalization” and explore alternative 
notions of  the nation and nationalism, racial difference, economic 
development, and transnational solidarity. in addition to reading 
a number of  contemporary advocates and critics of  globalization 
(friedman and shiva), we will situate globalization within the his-
tory of  colonial rule and the emergence of  the third World as an 
alternative political project. the class will also focus on a num-
ber of  works by prominent writers of  national liberation (aimé 
Césaire, franz fanon, Mahatma Gandhi, Kwame nkrumah, Che 
Guevara, léopold senghor, Jomo Kenyatta, amilcar Cabral, steve 
Biko, and others) in order to re-theorize globalization within the 
context of  national liberation.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col314
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Kamola,.iSaac.alexander—SEcT.:.01

CHUM315 Performing the War Within: Race, Nation, and War
this seminar will begin with the political distinction between 
“friends” and “enemies” and foucault’s assertion that for the state 
to perform power, it must create internal divisions against that “so-
ciety must be defended.” We will consider how the state performs 
power and what kinds of  performances national minorities are 
forced to enact as a response to the internal war waged against 
them. the course will address how the state produces ideal na-
tional subjects and how ethnic and other minorities are compelled 
to perform as the exception to the norm. We will address the de-
ployment of  war within a culture in an ideological sense (such as 
the war on drugs, war on crime, or the culture wars) to produce 
internal minorities and the enemy within. additionally, we will 
ask how the occurrence of  geopolitical warfare affects divisions 
within a society. Performance will be broadly construed to include 
ritual, protest, artistic and aesthetic performances (visual art, film, 
popular music, drama, graphic novels, and literature), and legal 
performances. some of  our examples will include everyday life 
in the Japanese american concentration camps of  World War ii, 
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propaganda of  the third reich, documents from the s-21 prison 
during the Khmer rouge regime in Cambodia, the political bat-
tles during the Culture Wars of  the 1980s and 1990s, the plays 
of  Catherine filloux, the music of  Cambodian american band 
dengue fever and British rapper M.i.a., and legal cases and artis-
tic responses to the war on terror.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[tHea317 or amSt350]

CHUM316 Violence and the State
violence is a problematic and paradoxical concept in modern poli-
tics. on the one hand, effective control over the means of  violence 
affords modern states the power to preserve peace, maintain the 
rule of  law, and guarantee rights within their territories. on the 
other hand, the state’s overwhelming capacity to inflict violence 
has the effect of  turning the state (and specifically its military, 
penal, and security apparatuses) into a threat to the population, 
to democracy, and to political and biological life in general. in 
this reading-intensive seminar, we will explore how modern 
political theory has approached this dilemma and how violence 
has been conceptualized by philosophers and by political and 
social theorists in the euro-atlantic tradition. We will examine 
how these authors explain the sources, functions, and dynamics 
of  violence; and we will critically assess their proposals for how 
violence should be wielded by and against the state. the reading 
will be organized according to the following thematic clusters: (1) 
violence and human nature; (2) the state monopoly of  violence; 
(3) state violence: war and terror; (4) violence and the law; (5) 
violence against the state; (6) violence and democracy.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col316

CHUM323 War in the 21st Century
this course addresses fundamental questions about the causes, 
character, and consequences of  war in the 21st century. a major 
theme is evolution of  warfare, which is explored through case 
studies of  major wars and terrorist campaigns since World War ii. 
the course incorporates empirical and normative theories about 
how war occurs, and whether it can be morally justified.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt323

CHUM330 Bureaucratic Rationalities
state corruption, all over the world, is constantly remarked upon 
but also considered unremarkable precisely because it is so com-
mon. that bureaucratic institutions do not work in the rationalized 
Weberian sense is known by all, but the ideal of  a perfect bureau-
cracy is still held dear. it is almost as though each act of  corrup-
tion, precisely because it is seen as an aberration, renews our faith 
in the essentially noncorrupt nature of  bureaucratic organizations. 
indeed, bureaucracy is idealized by many as the epitome of  ra-
tionality. this course seeks to shake our commonsensical faith in 
bureaucratic rationality, to make the sacred profane, so to speak. it 
takes an interdisciplinary anthropological and feminist look at the 
“culture of  bureaucratic rationality” as a shifting, complex, perfor-
mative set of  values, practices, apparatuses, and artifacts; we will 
examine each in turn. How do feminists make sense of  the hierar-
chical nature of  bureaucratic power and what alternatives do they 
imagine? How do anthropologists approach banal bureaucratic 
documents, like files and passports, as cultural artifacts that tell us 
something about bureaucratic reason and cultural ethos, and the 
kinds of  representational and material worlds these artifacts cre-
ate? indeed, if  bureaucratic rationality is a particular way of  being 
in, seeing, and organizing the world, then how do we disentangle 
bureaucracy from state identity? How can we make our analytical 
framework extend into the arenas of  nongovernmental organiza-

tions, financial institutions, the market, and civil society? these are 
the sorts of  questions we will ask and analyze.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH330
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SHarma,.aradHana—SEcT.:.01

CHUM333 The American Inner-Self Industry
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[engl335 or amSt333]

CHUM334 Violence and American Identity
this is an interdisciplinary seminar that examines a foundational 
theme in modern american studies: a national culture shaped by 
violent encounters on the frontier. over the course of  the semes-
ter, students are asked to re-imagine this idea (and the field of  
american studies itself ) as situated in transnational, colonial, and 
postcolonial cultural contexts. Beginning with selections from 
a classic american studies text, richard slotkin’s Regeneration	
Through	Violence, and ending with a reflection on post-colonial 
violence and the nature of  global citizenship, the course centers 
three historical moments that are critical to the american studies 
as a hemispheric, and a transnational, field of  study: pre-19th-cen-
tury imperial encounters on the anglo-french-Hispano-american 
frontier; the reconfiguration of  american national responsibilities 
in a decolonizing world after World War ii; and the effects of  the 
vietnam War on american identity after 1968.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[HiSt368 or amSt337]

CHUM338 New York City in the ’40s
this research seminar will consider the cultural and intellectual 
history of  new york City in the 1940s. special attention will 
be given to the way new york’s artists and intellectuals led the 
United states’ transition to the post-World War ii era.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[engl338 or amSt338]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.mccann,.Sean—SEcT.:.01

CHUM339 The End of the Cold War, 1981–1991
in the late 1970s and early 1980s, the relative stability that pre-
vailed between the United states and soviet Union since the end 
of  the Cuban missile crisis (and more fundamentally since the 
east and West German governments were formed in 1949) broke 
down. “a strong sense of  foreboding holds sway in Washington 
today,” a former member of  the national security Council ob-
served in early 1981. By mid-1982, well-informed figures in both 
Washington and Moscow feared nuclear war. Hostility between 
the two governments only intensified over the succeeding months.
 yet by mid-1988 the Cold War ended and a new mode of  
cooperation between the soviet and U.s. leaders emerged. How 
and why did this profound transformation occur? this seminar 
will concentrate on this question. it will call into question both the 
liberal and the conservative explanations for these developments 
that have reigned in the United states over the past two decades.
 students will read secondary works, memoirs of  negotiators, 
and primary documents from both sides. in the concluding weeks, 
each student will do a research essay.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt375

CHUM340 Enlightenment’s Ghosts
the 18th century was long understood to be the age of  reason, 
a time when the printing press and new sciences combined to 
roll back the clouds of  superstition and religion. in recent years, 
however, the “myth” of  the enlightenment has come under at-
tack, perhaps in recognition of  the continuing importance of  
various forms of  belief  and “irrationality” in our own times. in 
this course we will ask a series of  related questions: How might 
we explain the proliferation in the enlightenment of  various new 
forms of  demonstrably nonrational cultural phenomena—magic 
shows, fashion, ghost stories, even the concept of  “fiction” itself ? 
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on the other hand, why did experimental science—so rational to 
us—look so much like madness to 18th-century writers? More 
broadly, what forms of  enchantment may be said to belong to 
modernity rather than the past?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl340
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.drury,.JoSepH—SEcT.:.01

CHUM341 Global Justice, International Pluralism, and War
responding to the massive inequalities in the world, and in 
particular to the existence of  extreme poverty, there has been a 
growing chorus of  demands to apply principles of  social justice 
at the global level. at the same time, the emergence of  a global 
discourse of  human rights has led to calls for a redefinition of  
traditional notions of  sovereignty and to the idea that interna-
tional institutions and even individual states have a responsibility 
to protect people from severe violations of  their rights throughout 
the world. realizing these ideals, however, may require interven-
tion in the domestic affairs of  individual countries. and in a world 
where only a few states have the ability to intervene, we face the 
ironic situation in which the demand for justice can become, or at 
least be seen as, a cloak for a new (or not so new) kind of  colonial 
domination. even more ironically, intervention to protect human 
rights becomes another occasion for war, one in which observing 
the restraints required by the laws of  war, themselves rooted in 
conceptions of  human rights, becomes problematic. this course 
will explore the conundrums that arise when we take seriously 
the claims of  global justice in a world of  at least nominally in-
dependent states, one in which the possibility of  war cannot be 
ruled out.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[goVt341 or amSt353]

CHUM342 Colonial Identities in “Japanese” Literature
World War ii is often treated as the culmination of  a century’s 
worth of  colonial discontent, as a war fought as much over nation-
al identities as over territory and national boundaries. to closely 
examine this war over national identities, this class focuses on the 
representations of  colonial identities in the largest non-Western 
empire in the modern period, Japan. What was the relationship 
between the Japanese empire and its colonial subjects?  How was 
its nationalism different from those of  its european counterparts? 
Canonical/realist literature from the colonial period never directly 
addressed political issues, concealing the existence of  militarism 
and colonialism from their literary landscapes. in that sense, they 
were complicit with the imperial regime and its goal of  depicting 
Japan as a homogeneous state where every citizen, including the 
colonized, were all equal subjects under the emperor. this class 
aims to deconstruct this image of  Japan as a homogeneous coun-
try by looking at noncanonical texts that actually focus on the 
figures of  colonized others and minorities and also contemporary 
texts that address Japan’s wartime past. We will begin by analyz-
ing colonial literature from the modern period, literature written 
about Japan’s colonial identities by Japanese, Chinese, and Korean 
writers. students will also be introduced to the history of  colo-
nialism in east asia as the class progresses. then we will exam-
ine works by popular contemporary writers who have addressed 
Japan’s wartime atrocities and colonial past in their literary works.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[eaSt342 or alit342]

CHUM344 Reading the Vietnam War
this course is an exploration of  the range of  writing that was 
produced in the United states in response to the vietnam War, 
or what the vietnamese call the “american War.” We will focus 
primarily on writing produced in the years during and immedi-
ately after the war but will also read some later responses. such 
reading aims to provide insight into the political, cultural, and 

aesthetic issues that arose from or became implicated in the con-
flict. Major topics of  consideration that will emerge from the 
readings will be United states imperialism, media representation, 
the meaning of  student radicalism and militancy, the emergence 
of  Ptsd as a clinical and cultural category, feminist discourse, 
and the critique of  masculinity. some broad questions we will 
be asking include, How did the nature of  the war in vietnam 
shape american perceptions about the meaning of  war and the 
legitimacy of  violence? How did the war come to inflect already-
current discourses surrounding gender, trauma, and imperialism?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[engl341 or amSt344]

CHUM345 Warfare in the Middle Ages: The Example of 
Flanders in 1127–1128
Charles the Good, count of  flanders, was assassinated on March 
2, 1127. this led to 18 months of  civil war in the most prosper-
ous and strategic part of  europe, accompanied by every form of  
warfare imaginable, sieges of  both urban centers and rural castles; 
pitched battles between armies; raids and looting, as well spectacu-
lar executions of  the assassins, religious processions, excommunica-
tions, the evisceration of  witches, and so on. the people and events 
of  these 18 months are uniquely well documented in the work 
of  two remarkable contemporary historians, both of  whom were 
well acquainted with Charles and many of  the other actors in this 
drama; were eyewitnesses to many of  the events they relate; and 
were exceptionally well-positioned to gather information about 
others. Galbert of  Bruges, a functionary in the count’s central ad-
ministration, wrote a journal, the only one we have from europe in 
the 12th century, recounting the events of  1127–28, while Walter, 
archdeacon of  thérouanne, wrote a more traditional biography 
of  Charles sometime between July and september 1127. We will 
study these events through these chronicles that contain detailed 
eyewitness accounts of  warfare and the economic, social, and psy-
chological effects of  civil war in the High Middle ages.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[mdSt345 or HiSt275]

CHUM350 Doing Theory in Style
this course seeks to provide students with an introduction to ma-
jor 20th-century theories of  language, rhetoric, subjectivity, and 
identity by focusing on writing as both an object of  theory and a 
site of  theoretical praxis. Beginning with roland Barthes’ essays 
on the semiotics of  style, we will read a series of  texts clustered 
around the “linguistic turn” in theory that treat language (dis-
course, rhetoric, writing, style) as an unstable and sociopolitcally 
contested foundation of  thought and identity. in works that ex-
plore language’s relationship to philosophy, psychology, literature, 
gender, and sexuality, we will pay particular attention to the rhe-
torical and stylistic strategies that individual theorists use to con-
struct their arguments. our guiding question will be: how does 
each author’s style participate in (reflect/produce) their theoretical 
project, and to what extent might these projects add up to a sty-
listics of  thought or of  the self ? We will conclude by looking at 
certain later works of  Jacques derrida and Judith Butler that open 
out theories of  language onto questions of  ethics and violence.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[col350 or engl350]

CHUM355 Translation: Theory and Practice
this course treats the reading of  theoretical texts from the field 
of  translation studies and the writing (or production) of  creative 
texts in the literary mode of  translation as complementary heu-
ristic procedures for opening an investigation into the problems 
and possibilities of  language and/in alterity. readings will include 
literary, philosophical, historical, and linguistic accounts of  trans-
lation in conjunction with (and sometimes directly paired with) 
influential and experimental translations from a range of  20th 
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century writers. We will familiarize ourselves with the practical 
choices that face a translator, from classical distinctions between 
free and literal translation through contemporary concerns regard-
ing domestication and foreignization, (post-)colonial power rela-
tions, and translation across media.
 Written assignments will consist of  intra- and interlingual 
translations that will provide first-hand experience with the choic-
es a translator must make and the resistances that language can of-
fer, as well as providing a space for exploring the limits of  rewrit-
ing, manipulation, and transformation that are possible within the 
rubric of  translation. final projects will be hybrids of  creative and 
critical writing, with students producing readings of  their chosen 
foreign-language texts through some interaction between transla-
tion and more conventional forms of  criticism.
 students who are working on a longer translation project 
(e.g., as part of  a senior thesis) will be allowed to focus on this text 
for many of  the assignments during the semester.
 students must have at least intermediate-level proficiency in 
one or more foreign language(s), i.e., enough to feel comfortable 
translating a short piece of  poetry or literary prose.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[grSt285 or col355 or ruSS355 or alit355 or FrSt355 or 

engl354 or Span355 or iBSt355 or rlit355]

CHUM356 The Globe and the World: Representations and 
Theorizations of New Transnational Formations
in the past four decades, the study of  national territories, cultures, 
and societies has been supplemented and challenged by concepts 
and categories such as the transnational, the diasporic, the global, 
the cosmopolitan, and by the “worlding” vocabulary that has pro-
duced such notions as world literature, world music, world poli-
tics, etc. this course will examine literary and theoretical texts to 
ask what is at stake in this multiplication of  categories across a 
range of  disciplines, from postcolonial studies to sociology and 
beyond. We will discuss the relationship between actually existing 
phenomena and their construction as objects of  knowledge by 
various disciplines and in fictional representations.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[col356 or Soc356 or engl356]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.tölölyan,.KHacHig—SEcT.:.01

CHUM377 Worlding the World: Myths from Ancient Greece 
to the Multiverse
this course will focus on two questions that have thwarted and 
enthralled scientists, philosophers, and theologians for millennia: 
Where have we come from? and Where are we going? By reading 
ancient Greek and early Christian sources alongside contempo-
rary astrophysicists, we will witness the reconfigured resurrection 
of  some very old debates about the creation and unmaking of  
the world. is the universe eternal, or was it created? is it finite or 
infinite? destructible or indestructible? linear or cyclical? and is 
ours the only universe, or are there others? 
 the semester will be divided into four sections. the first will 
explore the dominant, or “inflationary” version of  the big bang 
hypothesis in relation to the Christian doctrine of  creation. the 
second will consider the possibility that the whole universe might 
be a negligible part of  a vast “multiverse,” in conversation with the 
early Greek atomists, who posited an extra-cosmic space teeming 
with other worlds. the third will explore contemporary cyclical 
cosmologies—that is, theories that posit a rebirth of  the cosmos 
out of  its fiery destruction—in relation to early stoic philoso-
phy and cross-cultural cyclic mythologies. the fourth will explore 
quantum cosmologies, in which the universe fragments into paral-
lel branches each time a particle “decides” upon a position. We 
will examine these varied “cosmologies of  multiplicity,” not with 

a view toward adjudicating among them, but toward pointing out 
their mythic and ontological genealogies and consequences.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[reli377 or SiSp377]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.ruBenStein,.mary-Jane.Victoria—SEcT.:.01

CHUM383 History of Human Rights in Africa and the African 
Diaspora
Human rights are idealized as universal despite the contradictory 
historical and cultural forces that shaped them; the moralizing 
rhetoric of  human rights has coexisted with slave trade, slavery, 
colonial expansion, world war, and genocide. indeed, africans and 
people of  african descent often have been portrayed as victims of  
human rights abuses rather than as active participants in the artic-
ulation of  human rights in theory or practice. this course will ex-
amine how africans and people of  african descent engaged with 
debates about human rights during key historical events, includ-
ing the american revolutionary War and the french revolution, 
as well as during more recent controversies over cultural diversity 
and relativism. through close readings of  primary texts, second-
ary sources, fiction, and film, we will gain a different perspective 
on the universality of  human rights.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt383
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Semley,.lorelle.d .—SEcT.:.01

CHUM472 Zombies as Other from Haiti to Hollywood
the afro-Creole religion of  the Haitian majority is a complex 
system of  inherited roles and rituals that afro-Creole people re-
membered and created during and after plantation slavery. Called 
“serving the spirits,” or “vodou,” this religion and cultural system 
continues as a spiritual method and family obligation in Haiti and 
its diaspora and draws constantly on new symbols and ideas. a 
small part of  vodou mythology involves the zonbi: a part of  the 
soul captured and forced to work. vodou, and especially the zon-
bi, has also captured the imagination of  Hollywood and televi-
sion, and the entertainment industry has produced numerous films 
and television episodes, and now computer games, with “Zombie” 
themes. this course explores the anthropology of  the zonbi as a 
religious practice and relates it to the cultural studies of  north 
american representations of  Zombies. We will ask: What con-
stitutes the thought and practice of  Haitian zonbi? How is the 
Zombie represented in american media? How can we analyze the 
patterns and tropes that operate in images of  Zombies? We will 
explore questions of  religious ritual, political resistance, secrecy 
and spectacle, authenticity and commodification, racism, media 
studies, and the ethics of  representation.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[reli472 or laSt336 or aFam337 or amSt317]

CHUM401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

CHUM409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

CHUM411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

CHUM465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

CHUM467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Chemistry
 PROFESSORS:  david Beveridge; Philip Bolton; Joseph W. Bruno; albert J. fry; Joseph l. Knee,	Chair; 

stewart e. novick; George Petersson; rex Pratt; Wallace C. Pringle Jr.; irina russu

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS:  Michael Calter; t. david Westmoreland

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS: Brian northrop; erika a. taylor

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: albert fry,	Organic; George Petersson,	Physical; rex Pratt,	Biochemistry; Wallace Pringle,	

Analytical; t. david Westmoreland,	Inorganic

uNDERgRADuATE pROgRAM 
Chemistry is the science of  molecules. scientific, medical, and technological phenomena ultimately are understood in terms of  molecular 
structure and interactions. Understanding chemistry is essential to effective work in all sciences, and some knowledge of  chemistry is 
useful in such fields as law, government, business, and art. Many aspects of  our high-technology society can be understood better from 
the viewpoint of  chemistry.

the following are typical important chemical problems: the structure of  dna, the molecular details of  the resistance of  bacteria to 
penicillin, the chemistry of  air pollution, the synthesis of  new molecules that might be expected to have medical applications, the con-
sequences of  putting electrons and photons into molecules, the details of  what happens as two molecules collide, the fundamental basis 
of  the energies of  molecules, and the role of  metallic elements in organic chemistry and biochemistry. these are all areas of  research by 
Wesleyan faculty and their undergraduate and graduate coworkers.

the Chemistry department at Wesleyan University meets the needs of  nonscience majors, chemistry majors, and other science 
majors with the following programs: 
1. nonscientists are encouraged to consider CHEM114, 117, 119, 120, 148, 160, or CHEM141/142 as part of  their program to meet nsM 

requirements. CHEM114 is a survey course that deals with environmental and social chemical issues. CHEM117 covers basic aspects of  
human chemistry and molecular biology. CHEM119 studies the basic chemistry of  several diseases, including aids, cancer, bacterial 
infections, and the drugs used to treat them, as well as psychotherapeutic drugs. CHEM120 covers ethical questions about scientific 
research. CHEM148 explores perspectives of  science and art. CHEM160 teaches historical ideas of  natural sciences and mathematics in a 
context of  associated ideas in art, music, and literature. these courses are essentially qualitative in nature. CHEM141/142 is an introduc-
tion to chemistry that includes quantitative material. CHEM141 can be taken as a single-semester course toward the nsM requirements 
and can be taken by students who have had no high school chemistry.

2. scientists majoring in areas other than chemistry can prepare themselves better for work in their discipline by having a grounding 
in chemistry, which will enable them to understand molecular phenomena. the Chemistry department offers two yearlong tracks 
of  introductory Chemistry, CHEM141/142 or 143/144. the CHEM143/144 sequence, requiring some prior chemistry and calculus, pro-
vides a more sophisticated introduction and represents a better preparation for science majors. the CHEM141/142 sequence requires 
no previous exposure to chemistry or calculus and emphasizes environmental and biological applications. CHEM152 introductory 
Chemistry laboratory is taken concurrently with CHEM143 in the fall semester or with CHEM142 or 144 in the spring semester. 
Principles of  organic Chemistry i/ii (CHEM251/252) normally follow introductory Chemistry. the laboratory courses, CHEM257 
General Chemistry laboratory and CHEM258 organic Chemistry laboratory, are usually taken concurrently with CHEM251/252, 
respectively. the two courses, introductory Chemistry and organic Chemistry, plus the laboratory sequence, CHEM152, 257, 258, are 
required for admission to medical, dental, and veterinary schools.

3. Chemistry majors. students who anticipate the possibility of  majoring in chemistry should, if  possible, take CHEM143/144 as first-
year students. the program for majors is described in detail below. students who have scores of  4 or 5 in the chemistry advanced 
Placement examination should consult with the department about the possibility of  advanced placement in organic chemistry or, in 
exceptional circumstances, in physical chemistry. a student whose interest in biochemistry arises from a desire to understand biological 
systems at the molecular level may choose to study biochemistry as a chemistry major. (see “biological chemistry track” below.)

Major requirements. to major in chemistry, a student should complete a year of  introductory Chemistry (CHEM141/142, or, preferably, 
CHEM143/144 and the associated lab, CHEM152), unless the student has been given advanced Placement credit. in addition, a year of  or-
ganic chemistry (CHEM251/252), the concurrent laboratories (CHEM257/258), and a year of  physical chemistry (CHEM337/338) are required. 
one year of  advanced laboratory is required (CHEM375/376), the integrated Chemistry laboratory. Chemistry majors are also required to 
register for and attend two semesters of  Chemistry symposia (CHEM521/522). the major is completed by electing a total of  at least three 
credits from 300-level courses (other than CHEM337/338). all courses other than seminars that are required for the chemistry major must be 
taken under a letter-grading mode (a–f). one of  the three 300-level electives may be replaced by two semesters of  research (CHEM409/410 
or 421/422). all chemistry majors are encouraged to do research with a faculty member, including during one or more summers. financial 
support for summer research is generally available.

one year of  calculus (MATH117/118, or MATH121/122, or advanced Placement credit) and one year of  physics (PHyS111/112, or 
PHyS113/116, or advanced Placement credit) are also required for the major. students who do not study inorganic chemistry in CHEM144, 
either through exemption or because they have satisfied the introductory chemistry requirement with CHEM141/142, must select CHEM361 
or CHEM363 as one of  their 300-level electives.

Before or during the second semester of  the sophomore year, a student interested in majoring in chemistry should consult with 
the chair of  the Chemistry department or the departmental advisors for specific areas of  chemistry (analytical, biochemistry, inorganic, 
organic, and physical) concerning a suitable program of  study. if  the student does opt for a chemistry major, these people may also assist 
in the choice of  a major advisor for the student.
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a chemistry major planning graduate work in chemistry ordinarily takes at least one additional 300-level chemistry course (exclud-
ing 337/338) and two semesters of  undergraduate research, CHEM409/410 or 421/422. When feasible, an intensive continuation of  research 
during at least one summer is encouraged. the preparation of  a senior thesis based on this research (CHEM409/410) provides extremely 
valuable experience and is strongly recommended. Graduate courses may be elected with permission. a chemistry major planning to 
attend medical school, teach in a secondary school, or do graduate work in such fields as biochemistry, geochemistry, environmental 
science, or chemical physics may request permission from the departmental curriculum committee to replace one of  the elective credits 
in the concentration program with an appropriate course offered by another science or mathematics department. a similar substitution 
may be requested when appropriate as part of  an interdepartmental major. independent research is encouraged.

a solid mathematical background is important to those students who plan to do graduate work in chemistry. such students should also 
try to take PHyS113 and 116 prior to their junior year. MATH221 and 222 are recommended to those whose interests lie in physical chemistry.

The biological chemistry track. the Chemistry department recognizes that a number of  students each year are interested in a major 
program containing both a strong biology or biochemistry component and somewhat less emphasis on chemistry than the standard 
chemistry major. in response to this interest, the Chemistry department now offers a biological chemistry track. this track would, for 
example, be an excellent preparation for medical school or graduate school in biochemistry. (students interested in chemistry as a pro-
fession are advised to take the standard chemistry major track, which provides a better preparation for graduate school in chemistry.)

to begin a major in this track, a student should complete a year of  introductory Chemistry (CHEM141/142, or, preferably, CHEM143/144, 
and the associated laboratory, CHEM152), unless the student has been given advanced Placement credit. in addition, one year of  organic 
chemistry (CHEM251/252), the concurrent laboratories (CHEM257/258), and a semester of  biology (BIOL/MB&B181 or 195) are required. 
one year of  advanced laboratory (CHEM375/376, integrated Chemistry laboratory) and two semesters of  the Chemistry symposia 
(CHEM521/522) are also required. MB&B395/CHEM395 structural Biology laboratory may be substituted for one semester of  CHEM375/376 
by petition. also required are Biochemistry (CHEM383) and Physical Chemistry for the life sciences (CHEM381). the two-semester physi-
cal chemistry sequence, CHEM337/338, can be substituted for CHEM381, with the second semester of  this sequence then counted as one 
of  the three electives. students who have been exempted from CHEM144 must take CHEM361 advanced inorganic Chemistry to gain 
familiarity with inorganic chemistry. the three electives required for chemistry majors should be taken from the following: CHEM301 
foundations of  Molecular Biophysics, CHEM/MB&B321 Biomedicinal Chemistry, CHEM/MB&B325 introduction to Biomolecular structure; 
CHEM385 enzyme Kinetics; CHEM/MB&B386 Biological thermodynamics; CHEM387 enzyme Mechanisms, any other chemistry courses, 
300-level or higher, or MB&B208 Molecular Biology. one upper-level MB&B course can be used as an elective upon prior approval by the 
faculty advisor. (note, however, that only one MB&B course, not cross-listed with chemistry, may count as an elective toward the major.) 
also required are MATH121; MATH122, Calculus i and ii, and one year of  physics. one of  the electives may be replaced by two semesters 
of  research (CHEM409/410 or 421/422). one of  the electives may be replaced by two semesters of  research (CHEM409/410 or 421/422). one 
year of  calculus (MATH117/118, or MATH121/122, or advanced Placement credit) and one year of  physics (PHyS111/112, or PHyS113/116, or 
advanced Placement credit) are also required. Participation in the weekly biochemistry evening seminar (CHEM587/588) and in research, 
both during the academic year and over at least one summer, are strongly recommended.

Undergraduate research. research is an important part of  the program for most majors. Wesleyan’s small but excellent graduate 
program makes it possible for majors to work at the cutting edge of  discovery in chemistry. every full-time faculty member is involved 
in significant research. Undergraduates participating in the departmental research program normally attend a research seminar in their 
area, and most research groups have weekly meetings to discuss new results. for students involved in significant research there is an 
opportunity to continue in the University’s Ba/Ma program. interested students apply in their junior or senior year and if  accepted, 
can continue for a year beyond the bachelor’s degree and obtain a master’s degree in one additional year. the fifth year is tuition-free.
Seminars. seminars are a vital part of  the intellectual life of  the Chemistry department. Weekly departmental seminars on friday after-
noons (CHEM521/522) are followed by refreshments and discussions in the chemistry lounge. important scientists from other universities 
and research laboratories are the speakers. in addition, chemistry students and faculty speak at weekly research seminars in chemical 
physics, organic/inorganic chemistry, and biochemistry. Programs for each semester are available from the chemistry office.

gRADuATE pROgRAM

CHEMISTRY
the department of  Chemistry offers a graduate program leading to the degree in doctor of  philosophy. Currently, the program has 
approximately 40 graduate students and 14 faculty members. the small size ensures that each student knows every faculty member 
and has the opportunity to become well acquainted with several areas of  chemistry. a customized program of  study is set up for each 
student, whose progress is monitored by a three-member faculty advisory committee.

emphasis within the program is on developing skills for chemical research rather than on conforming to a uniform program of  
study. Course requirements, progress examinations, preparation and defense of  research proposals, seminar presentation, and teaching 
assignments are all individualized with this goal in mind.

an excellent weekly seminar program affords an opportunity for students to hear and meet informally with a variety of  outstand-
ing speakers. in addition, the Peter a. leermakers symposium has brought eminent chemists from europe, asia, south america, and 
throughout the United states to Wesleyan for a day of  intensive examination of  a particular subject. topics have been chemical insights 
into viruses, fullerenes: progenitors and sequels, molecular frontiers of  aids research, extraterrestrial chemistry and biology, atmospheric 
chemistry and climate in a changing global environment, where chemistry meets art and archaeology, metals in medicine, the molecular 
basis of  materials science, challenges to chemistry from other science, and green energy and biofuel technology.
Requirements for the degree of doctor of philosophy. the degree of  doctor of  philosophy is awarded as the result of  the demon-
stration of  originality and scholarly achievement. it demands intensive specialization in one field as well as broad knowledge of  related 
areas. (for specific, up-to-date details, please see the department of  Chemistry web site.)
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• Course	requirements	are	intended	to	achieve	two	basic	goals. acquisition of  background knowledge. a central core of  material is basic 
for all well-trained chemists. therefore, graduate students are initially expected to develop or demonstrate knowledge of  an ap-
propriate one-semester course in each of  the areas of  organic chemistry, inorganic chemistry, biochemistry, physical chemistry, and 
quantum chemistry. as well as the above courses, which are usually completed with the first two years, students also take courses 
related to their research specialty, as they are offered. 

• Progress	examinations	are	given	multiple	times	each	academic	year. Based on articles in the current literature, these examinations are designed 
to encourage graduate students to keep up with the latest developments in chemistry. in addition, they are a valuable tool for moni-
toring the expected steady growth of  a student’s ability to read the chemical literature critically as well as identifying any areas where 
he or she is deficient. students are required to pass a specified number of  exams, which they usually accomplish in 2–3 years. 

• Proposal	writing	is	one	of 	the	most	important	parts	of 	the	entire	graduate	program	in	chemistry. Writing scientific proposals teaches evaluation 
of  the literature, integration of  knowledge from several areas, formulation of  scientific questions, design of  a research project to 
answer those questions, scientific writing, and the defense of  a project proposal. two proposals are required, one during the second 
year, related to the student’s research and a second, in the fourth year, on a separate topic.

• Teaching	skills	and	assisting	duties	are	given	to	each	student	as	a	means	of 	developing	communication	skills. as these develop, more responsible 
and demanding tasks will be assigned whenever possible.

• A	one-hour	seminar	talk	is	expected	of 	each	student	once	a	year. for first-year graduate students, this seminar will be scheduled in the 
second semester. in addition, there will be a number of  shorter, less formal talks in classes, research group meetings, and special-
interest discussion groups, all of  which will contribute to a student’s ability to work up, organize, and present a scientific topic.

• Languages	are	a	useful	part	of 	the	scientist’s	total	knowledge	in	many	ways. therefore, a reading knowledge of  at least one foreign language 
is required, as well as a demonstrated proficiency in modern computer techniques. the language requirement may be waived at the 
discretion of  the committee.

• The	thesis	research	and	dissertation—an	original	contribution	worthy	of 	publication—is	the	single	most	important	requirement. after taking three 
research rotations in different laboratories through the first semester, students are usually then able to chose a research mentor. 
Upon completion of  the research, the candidate defends the thesis before his/her committee and then presents a final seminar to 
the department.

CHEMICAL PHYSICS 
 GUIDInG COMMITTEE: lutz Hüwel,	Physics; Joseph Knee,	Chemistry; stewart e. novick,	Chemistry; Brian stewart,	Physics

Beginning students in the chemistry or physics graduate programs may petition their department for admission to the interdisciplinary 
program in chemical physics. the philosophy underlying the program is that the solution to contemporary problems must increasingly 
be sought not within a single traditional specialty but from the application of  different disciplines to particular problems. students in the 
program will pursue a course of  study and research that will familiarize them with both the physics and chemistry departments and, in 
particular, with those areas of  overlapping interest that we broadly categorize as chemical physics.

Requirements for the degree of doctor of philosophy. students entering the program will choose an interdepartmental committee to 
oversee their progress toward the Phd degree. students will still receive a Phd in either chemistry or physics.

•	 Courses: Chemical physics students will be expected to take courses from both departments. the core of  the program of  courses 
consists of  quantum chemistry (offered by the Chemistry department), quantum mechanics (offered by either department), elec-
trodynamics (offered by the Physics department), statistical mechanics (either department), and mathematical physics (Physics 
department). for details of  the course offerings, see the course listings under chemistry and physics.

•	 Seminars: students will participate in the weekly chemical physics seminar series and will be expected to present at least one talk per year.
•	 Examinations: students will follow the examination policy of  their sponsoring department. those chemical physics students pursu-

ing a Phd in chemistry will take periodic progress exams based on the current literature, and in their second year, an oral qualifying 
exam that includes a short written proposal of  their future Phd research. a second proposal, external to their research, is submitted 
in the fourth year. in addition, there is a final oral Phd thesis defense. for details, see the requirements for the Phd in chemistry. 
for those chemical physics students pursuing a Phd in physics, there are three formal examinations: a written examination at an 
advanced undergraduate level (taken in the third semester), an oral Phd candidacy examination (no later than the fifth semester), 
and a final oral Phd thesis defense. for details, see the requirements for the Phd in physics.

•	 Research: students in chemical physics may do research under the direction of  any member of  either department. to aid the 
student in this selection and to sample the flavor of  research activities in both departments, students will participate briefly in the 
research of  each department. during the first year, students will rotate among as many as two research groups from each depart-
ment, spending between four and six weeks in each group. it is anticipated that a student will be able to make a formal choice of  
a research advisor by the end of  the first academic year at Wesleyan.

MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS
 GUIDInG COMMITTEE: david l. Beveridge,	Chemistry; ishita Mukerji,	Molecular	Biology	and	Biochemistry
the Chemistry department participates in an interdisciplinary program of  graduate study in molecular biophysics among the depart-
ments of  molecular biology and biochemistry (MB&B), biology, and physics. the program provides a course of  study and research that 
overlaps the disciplinary boundaries of  chemistry, physics, biology, and molecular biology and is designed for students with undergraduate 
background in any one of  these areas. students in the program are enrolled in one of  the participating departments and fulfill canonical 
requirements of  the department. in addition, they take advanced courses in molecular biophysics and pursue dissertation research with 
one of  the faculty in the program. Centerpieces of  the program are the weekly interdepartmental journal club in molecular biophysics 
and the annual off-campus research retreat. Both activities bring together students, research associates, and faculty from all participating 
departments and foster interdisciplinary collaborative projects.

the molecular biophysics program receives special support from the national institutes of  Health (niH) in the form of  a training 
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grant. the program is affiliated with interest groups such as the new york structural Biology (nysB) and the new york Bioinformatics 
and Computational Biology (nyBCB) groups. all students are encouraged to join and attend national meetings of  the Biophysical society.

students interested in this program apply for admission to the Chemistry department or to the other two participating departments. 
application forms for these departments are available at www.wesleyan.edu/chem.

CHEM114 Chemistry in a Modern Society
this course is a qualitative analysis of  the importance of  chem-
istry in a modern society. Who are the most creative and success-
ful chemists of  the past century and what did they do? How do 
chemists discover new drugs? What will we do without oil? How 
do chemists discover and develop renewable energy? What is the 
quality of  Middletown water and air? Will global warming cause 
species extinction? does the ozone hole cause cancer? no prior 
chemistry is required or needed.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

CHEM116 Plant Biochemistry
this course will cover some of  the basic aspects of  plant chemis-
try and biochemistry including photosynthesis, metabolism, evo-
lution, and genetics, as well as applications of  genetic engineering 
to plants. the classes are a combination of  lecture and discussion. 
one class day each week is spent in cooperative/collaborative 
learning in which small groups work together. this course cannot 
be counted toward a chemistry major.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Bolton,.pHilip.H .—SEcT.:.01

CHEM117 Human Biochemistry
the first part of  the course will focus on the basic steps, the mole-
cules, the chemical reactions, and the pathways that make up human 
energy metabolism. this should give students the background for 
understanding what happens to food on the molecular level. this 
will be followed by a consideration of  how the demand for energy 
is communicated between cells. these concepts will be applied to 
the examination of  the regulation of  human metabolism by insulin 
and other hormones as well as by the nervous system. in the second 
part, the focus will shift to genetics, evolution, and genetic engineer-
ing. the course will cover how the genetic information is passed on 
from one generation to the next and how the genetic information 
controls the activities of  each cell in an organism. the following 
section will be on evolution and the relationship between evolu-
tion and genetics. then we will examine how genetic engineering is 
done as well as some of  its applications and the impact the informa-
tion from the human genome project is having. the course is pre-
sented with the assumption of  no prior college-level background in 
science. the concepts will be presented at the molecular level. each 
section will include the introductory material to familiarize you with 
the chemical, biological, and physical background concepts that the 
section is based on. this course will contain a significant coopera-
tive/collaborative learning component. in general, Mondays and 
fridays will be lecture classes and Wednesdays will be cooperative/
collaborative days. the cooperative/collaborative sessions will be 
based on working in groups. each group, with each group con-
sisting of  three or four students, will, as a group, prepare written 
answers to a few questions that will be equivalent, in content and 
difficulty, to those in the then-current homework assignments. one 
of  the primary aims of  cooperative/collaborative learning is for the 
students to be able to be able to talk about the material and to be 
able to explain the material to their cohorts.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Bolton,.pHilip.H .—SEcT.:.01

CHEM118 DNA
this course provides an interdisciplinary view of  the dna mol-
ecule and its impact upon medicine, law, philosophy, agriculture, 
ethics, politics, and society at large. the course has two parts. 
in the first part, we will learn the chemistry and physics of  the 

dna, and the processes by which the information stored in dna 
is expressed. in the second part of  the course, we will discuss 
what dna has done and still can do for us, for example, treat and 
prevent genetic diseases, improve our food through genetic engi-
neering, achieve criminal justice through genetic fingerprinting, 
understand the evolutionary origin of  humans, and enrich our 
idea of  what it is to be human. the course assumes basic knowl-
edge of  chemistry and biology at the general high-school level. 
independent exploration and inquiry are encouraged.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.ruSSu,.irina.m .—SEcT.:.01

CHEM119 Biology and Chemistry in the Modern World: A 
Survey of Drugs and Disease
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B119

CHEM120 Real-World Chemistry
this course will introduce basic chemical principles such as bond-
ing, valency, and electronic structure. it will then show how these 
basic principles explain much of  the phenomena we observe in 
the real world. the applications covered will include energy, nutri-
tion, genetic engineering, and pharmaceuticals.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.calter,.micHael.a .—SEcT.:.01-02

CHEM132 Seminars in Physical Science
each student will give one 50-minute talk on a topic they choose 
in chemistry, physics, astronomy, or mathematics. students will 
consult with the instructor on the choice of  their topic and in the 
organization of  their presentation. topics in biology, molecular 
biology, or medicine will not be acceptable seminar topics. there 
are two reasons for this (a) students are usually already familiar 
and comfortable with these topics and i wish to push them into 
exploring science that would be a challenge for them, and (b) 
biological science is outside the instructor’s expertise. Class atten-
dance is required. the audience of  students will fill out a written 
critique of  each talk during the last 15 minutes of  each class. after 
the instructor has gone over these forms, they will be passed on 
to the seminar speaker for that day. Possible topics might include 
(chosen at random): the origin of  the periodic table; the transition 
from alchemy to chemistry; cold fusion; various nobel Prize in 
Chemistry or Physics topics; dark matter, dark energy; the nature 
of  galaxies; why do stars shine?; what are the roles of  amateurs in 
modern astronomical research?; visualizing the fourth dimension; 
einstein’s “greatest blunder”; Bose-einstein Condensates; the race 
toward absolute zero; the interaction of  radiation and matter; the 
Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle; how prime numbers are used in 
cryptology; the discovery of  C60; the list is almost inexhaustible.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

CHEM141 Introductory Chemistry I
this course emphaszes rigorous descriptive reasoning. While intend-
ed for students with little or no previous background in chemistry, 
the course is taught at a relatively high level. the topical coverage 
emphasizes the relationships between electronic structure, chemi-
cal reactivity, and the physical properties of  the elements and their 
compounds.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Knee,.JoSepH.l .—SEcT.:.01-07

CHEM142 Introductory Chemistry II
this course is a continuation of  CHEM141. CHEM152, the associated 
laboratory course, may be taken concurrently. the lab should be 
taken by those who plan to take more than one year of  chemistry.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.cHem141
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.pringle,.Wallace.c .—SEcT.:.01-06
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CHEM143 Principles of Chemistry I
an introduction to chemistry intended for motivated students with 
a solid high school chemistry background and some exposure to 
calculus, this course will emphasize the fundamental principles of  
chemistry and is recommended for students interested in pursuing 
majors in science or mathematics. this course will cover the prop-
erties of  gases, solids, liquids, and solutions; concepts of  equilib-
rium, thermodynamics, and kinetics. this course provides the best 
basic foundation for further study of  chemistry and is strongly 
recommended for chemistry and MB&B majors. CHEM143, with 
CHEM144, satisfies premedical general chemistry requirements.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.nortHrop,.Brian.Hale—SEcT.:.01-04

CHEM144 Principles of Chemistry II
this second semester of  the general chemistry course is recom-
mended for science students. the focus of  the course is the funda-
mentals of  structure and bonding, with an emphasis on predicting 
reactivity.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.cHem143
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.WeStmoreland,.t ..daVid—SEcT.:.01-07

CHEM145 Principles of Chemistry I—Special Topics
CHEM145 is a special section of  CHEM143. students will attend 
the three weekly lectures of  CHEM143. in addition, students will 
participate in a once-a-week review session with special topics 
included. an introduction to chemistry intended for motivated 
students with a solid high school chemistry background and some 
exposure to calculus, this course will emphasize the fundamental 
principles of  chemistry and is recommended for students inter-
ested in pursuing majors in science or mathematics. it will cover 
the properties of  gases, solids, liquids, and solutions; concepts of  
equilibrium, thermodynamics, and kinetics. this course provides 
the best basic foundation for further study of  chemistry and is 
strongly recommended for chemistry and MB&B majors. CHEM145, 
with CHEM144, satisfies premedical general chemistry requirements.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

CHEM148 Science and Art
this interdisciplinary lecture/laboratory course explores diverse sci-
ence topics through the lens of  the visual arts. topics to be consid-
ered will include the physics of  light; the neurobiology of  color vi-
sion; the chemistry of  pigments, binders, lakes, and paints; the math-
ematics of  composition and design; the psychology of  perception; 
along with an overview of  conservation science. in the laboratory 
component, students will perform a series of  key experiments ex-
ploring basic knowledge in each of  the various topic areas. Potential 
science majors and art majors will be given priority in forming the 
class. Having a secondary school chemistry course is advised.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

CHEM152 Introductory Chemistry Laboratory
this course provides an introduction to the application of  chemi-
cal concepts in the laboratory. the course will focus on practical 
aspects of  fractional distillation, qualitative inorganic analysis, and 
synthesis of  inorganic compounds. it should be taken by those 
who plan to take more than one year of  chemistry.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .25—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.cHem141 or cHem143
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.mantzariS,.JoHn—SEcT.:.01-04

CHEM152 Introductory Chemistry Laboratory
this course provides an introduction to the application of  chemi-
cal concepts in the laboratory. the course will focus on practical 
aspects of  fractional distillation, qualitative inorganic analysis, and 
synthesis of  inorganic compounds. it should be taken by those 
who plan to take more than one year of  chemistry.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .25—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.cHem141 or cHem143
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.mantzariS,.JoHn—SEcT.:.01-04
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Knee,.JoSepH.l .—SEcT.:.01-05

CHEM160 Science and Modernism
an extraordinary set of  breakthroughs in the sciences and mathe-
matics (statistical mechanics, relativity theory, light and color, quan-
tum mechanics, and non-euclidean geometry) emerged in the same 
late 19th-, early 20th-century time frame as major new advances 
in the visual arts (postimpressionism, fauvism, cubism, futurism, 
and dynamism), as well as experimental fiction, music, and dance. 
fundamental ideas at the core of  modern science, particularly in 
the treatment of  time, space, and motion, are remarkably similar 
to those in modernist works. this course considers the collected 
works as cultural artifacts and investigates critically the extent to 
which hypotheses about parallelisms, interconnections, cultural in-
fluences, causalities, and field effects hold up. topics such as positiv-
ism vs. atomism, the reliance on understanding scientific color the-
ory by modernist artists, and the more controversial but provocative 
similarities between relativity theory, non-euclidean geometry, and 
cubism are included. the social, cultural, and political matrix within 
which modern science and modernism came about provides numer-
ous chances to discuss conflicted issues in terms of  what is known 
about the lived experience of  creative individuals compared and 
contrasted with the more academic social, political, and cultural op-
tic. the scientific contributions of  Boltzmann, Poincaré, Chevreul, 
Blanc, rood, einstein, de Broglie, and schrodinger are considered 
alongside selected works of  Cézanne, van Gogh, seurat, Picasso, 
apollinaire, Jarry, satie, stravinsky, Joyce, and Proust.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B160

CHEM180 Writing About Science
this is a writing-intensive course for students interested in inves-
tigating and writing about the content, process, and human ele-
ments of  science in the genres found in current newspapers, maga-
zines, scientific journals, monographs, and biographies. the struc-
tures characteristic of  each the various genres will be critically 
examined in classroom discussions, and students will undertake a 
graded series of  writing assignments, leading to the development 
of  a full article of  the type found in Omni,	Discover, or Scientific	
American as a term paper. this course is open to both nonscience 
and science majors, and there will be considerable flexibility in 
choice of  topics for writing assignments so that these can be tai-
lored to individual student interests. special problems will be ex-
plored in depth, including the difficulty of  turning complicated 
scientific explanations into understandable prose and the use of  
examples and metaphors to communicate with a general audience.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[mB&B180 or Biol180 or engl180]

CHEM198 Forensics: Science Behind CSI
think crimes are really solved in an hour with time for commerical 
breaks? did you ever wonder what really happens at a crime scene? 
this course will give participants the opportunity to become crimi-
nologists by introducing concepts as important and diverse as prop-
er documentation of  a scene to evidence chain of  custody to ana-
lytical, physical, and chemical testing in a hands-on environment. 
ethical and legal issues as well as admissibility of  evidence will be 
discussed. lectures will prepare students for group discussion and 
lab work in fingerprinting, fiber analysis, and other physical test-
ing used in today’s state-of-the-art forensic labs. the course will 
encourage collaborative learning as students work on teams to solve 
crimes and reporting findings. student performance will be evalu-
ated through short weekly lab assignments, discussion participation, 
and a final team project involving the analysis of  a crime scene.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.roBertS,.andrea—SEcT.:.01

CHEM241 Science Pedagogy for Elementary School Students I
a service-learning course that will focus on practical aspects of  
science education for elementary school-aged children. in the ser-
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vice component, course participants will be leaders of  after-school 
science clubs at Middletown elementary schools and at the Green 
street arts Center.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.roBertS,.andrea—SEcT.:.01
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.WeStmoreland,.t ..daVid—SEcT.:.01

CHEM242 Science Pedagogy for Elementary School Students II
a service-learning course that will focus on practical aspects 
of  science education for elementary school-aged children. this 
course is a continuation of  CHEM241.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.WeStmoreland,.t ..daVid—SEcT.:.01

CHEM251 Principles of Organic Chemistry I
this course offers an introduction to the chemistry of  carbon 
compounds with emphasis on the relationship between structure 
and reactivity. the laboratory course CHEM257 is normally elected 
concurrently but is not required.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.(cHem141 and cHem142) or (cHem143 and cHem144)
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Fry,.alBert.J .—SEcT.:.01-08

CHEM252 Principles of Organic Chemistry II
this course is a continuation of  the chemistry of  carbon com-
pounds with emphasis on the chemistry of  important functional 
groups. the laboratory course CHEM258 is normally elected con-
currently but is not required.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.cHem251
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.calter,.micHael.a .—SEcT.:.01-06

CHEM257 General Chemistry Laboratory
normally taken along with CHEM251, this course provides labora-
tory work in quantitative chemical procedures and introductory 
chemical laboratory practices. this course is required by most 
medical, dental, and veterinary schools and is a prerequisite for 
CHEM258.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.(cHem141 and cHem142 and cHem152) or (cHem143 and cHem144 

and cHem152)
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.pringle,.Wallace.c .—SEcT.:.01-04

CHEM258 Organic Chemistry Laboratory
this course presents laboratory techniques of  organic chemistry.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.(cHem251 and cHem257)
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Knee,.JoSepH.l .—SEcT.:.01-05

CHEM265 Bioinformatics Programming
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol265

CHEM301 Foundations of Molecular Biophysics
this course is an introduction to the branch of  inquiry in the life 
sciences concerned with understanding the structures, functional 
energetics, and mechanisms of  biological systems at the molecular 
level. topics covered will include biorheology; Brownian motion 
and its implications; theories of  macromolecular binding, speci-
ficity, and catalysis; ion channels; molecular motors; self-assembly 
processes and single-molecule manipulations; protein and nucleic 
acid structure; physics of  biopolymers; rate processes; mechanical 
and adhesive properties of  biomolecules; molecular manipula-
tion techniques; cell membrane structure; membrane channels and 
pumps; and molecular motors. the level of  this course is keyed to 
graduate and undergraduate students interested in participating in 
the Molecular Biophysics Program at Wesleyan. suitable also as an 
elective for biological chemistry majors and any interested gradu-
ate students from nsM departments. Prerequisite: a basic working 
knowledge of  differential and integral calculus.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.(cHem251 and cHem252)
pREREQ:.[mB&B301 or cHem509 or mB&B509]

CHEM303 Receptors, Channels, and Pumps: Advanced Topics 
in Membrane Protein Structure and Function
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B303

CHEM307 Molecular Biophysics Journal Club I
this course includes presentation and active discussion of  a series 
of  current research articles in the field of  molecular biophysics 

and biophysical chemistry from the Biophysical	Journal,	Biopolymers,	
Current	Opinion	in	Structural	Biology,	Journal	of 	Biomolecular	Structure	
and	 Dynamics,	 and	 the	 Annual	 Review	 of 	 Molecular	 Biophysics	 and	
Biomolecular	Structure.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[mB&B307 or cHem507 or mB&B507]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.BeVeridge,.daVid.l .—SEcT.:.01
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.Hingorani,.manJu—SEcT.:.01

CHEM308 Molecular Biophysics Journal Club II
Presentation and active discussion of  a series of  current research 
articles in the field of  molecular biophysics and biophysical chem-
istry from the Biophysical	 Journal,	 Biopolymers,	 Current	 Opinion	 in	
Structural	Biology,	Journal	of 	Biomolecular	Structure	and	Dynamics,	and	
the	Annual	Review	of 	Molecular	Biophysics	and	Biomolecular	Structure.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cEDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[mB&B308 or cHem508 or mB&B508]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Bolton,.pHilip.H .—SEcT.:.01
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.muKerJi,.iSHita—SEcT.:.01

CHEM314 Environmental Chemistry
this course for is designed for students with college-level general 
and organic chemistry background. examples of  subject topics to 
be covered include thermodynamics of  energy production, solar 
fusion and fission power, chemical kinetics and transport mod-
els for air pollution (photochemical smog and ozone depletion), 
acid rain, health effects of  air pollution and water pollution, and 
analytical methods such as trace detection and standardization. 
analysis and criticism of  environmental literature are included.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.(cHem141 and cHem142 and cHem251 and cHem257) or (cHem143 and 

cHem144 and cHem251 and cHem257)

CHEM315 Mathematical Modeling in Biochemistry
Mathematics is a powerful tool to understand modern problems in 
biology and biochemistry. in this course you will learn how to use 
mathematical methods to model fundamental biochemical pro-
cesses such as hydrogen-ion equilibria in proteins, enzyme kinet-
ics, cooperative binding of  ligands to proteins, pH-response of  an 
enzyme, regulation and control in metabolic pathways, membrane 
transport, and macromolecular structure. this course aims at de-
veloping your problem-solving skills in life sciences. independent 
study and exploration are greatly encouraged.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.matH121 and [mB&B181 or Biol181] and [cHem141 or cHem143]

CHEM320 Scientific Research Ethics
this course involves critical consideration of  the ethical issues that 
arise in the conduct of  scientific research. the course will begin 
with overview of  the ethical issues commonly encountered in re-
search, including what is and is not an ethical issue, and how ethi-
cal issues are dealt with in principle and in practice. initial topics 
include record keeping, conflict of  interest, responsible authorship, 
ownership of  projects, policies for handling misconduct, policies 
regarding the use of  human and animal subjects, and data manage-
ment and distribution. the course will proceed to a consideration 
of  a series of  case studies based on instances in recent scientific 
literature in which ethical problems were encountered.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem520

CHEM321 Biomedicinal Chemistry
this course is designed to explore the molecular basis of  disease. 
topics will reflect the importance of  chemistry and biochemistry 
in the advancement of  medicine today and will include treatment 
of  metabolic disorders, problems and benefits of  vitamin supple-
mentation, and rational drug design and mode of  action.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.cHem251 and cHem252 and mB&B208—IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B321

CHEM325 Introduction to Biomolecular Structure
this course aims to provide a framework for understanding three-
dimensional structures of  proteins, nucleic acids, and their com-
plexes. the first half  of  the course emphasizes structural modules 
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and topological patterns in major classes of  proteins and nucleic 
acids. the second part of  the course covers novel structural motifs, 
such as helix-turn-helix, zinc-finger, and leucine zipper, that are 
responsible for recognition of  specific nucleotide sequences in nu-
cleic acids by proteins. analysis of  structures using tools available 
on the Web and independent exploration of  protein and nucleic 
acid databases are strongly encouraged.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00— IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B325
pREREQ:.[mB&B181 or Biol181] or [mB&B191 or Biol191]

CHEM337 Physical Chemistry I: Quantum Mechanics and 
Spectroscopy
this course is a rigorous introduction to quantum mechanics. the 
course covers wave mechanics, operator methods, matrix mechan-
ics, perturbation theory, angular momentum, molecular vibrations, 
atomic and molecular structure, symmetry, and spectroscopy.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.(cHem141 and cHem142 and matH121 and matH122) or (cHem143 and 

cHem144 and matH121 and matH122)
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.noVicK,.SteWart.e .—SEcT.:.01

CHEM338 Physical Chemistry II: Thermodynamics, Statistical 
Mechanics, and Kinetics
this course investigates chemical aspects of  statistical mechanics 
and the laws of  thermodynamics including free energy, chemical 
potential and chemical equilibria, and rates of  chemical reactions. 
this is a basic undergraduate physical chemistry course. although 
this course is usually taken by chemistry majors in the semester 
following CHEM337, it may be elected without CHEM337 by MB&B 
majors and others.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.(matH121 and matH122 and cHem141 and cHem142) or (matH121 and 

matH122 and cHem143 and cHem144)
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.peterSSon,.george.a .—SEcT.:.01

CHEM340 Physical Chemistry IV: Introduction to Quantum 
Chemistry
this course is an introduction to modern concepts of  atomic and 
molecular quantum mechanics, molecular orbital theory, and quali-
tative and quantitative concepts of  molecular electronic structure. 
the second half  of  the course will emphasize numerical calcula-
tions with commonly used approximations in many electron calcu-
lations on atomic and molecular systems using currently popular 
computer programs.  it is a survey course for first-year chemistry 
graduate students, required for the Phd.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.cHem337 or pHyS214
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.peterSSon,.george.a .—SEcT.:.01

CHEM341 Physical Chemistry IVB: Quantum Chemistry
this survey of  ab initio electronic structure theory studies ba-
sis sets, many-body perturbation theory, coupled cluster theory, 
and density functional methods. these methods will be applied 
to molecular geometry optimizations, calculations of  vibrational 
frequencies, nMr spectra, and thermochemistry including transi-
tion states for chemical reactions. the thermochemical methods 
covered include the complete basis set (CBs) models.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.cHem337 or pHyS214 or [pHyS315 or pHyS515]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.peterSSon,.george.a .—SEcT.:.01

CHEM345 Molecular Spectroscopy
this is a lecture/discussion course in various selected topics in 
modern high-resolution spectroscopy. Microwave spectroscopy, 
angular momentum theory, electronic spectroscopy of  diatomic 
molecules and vibrational normal mode analysis, and other topics 
dependent upon class interest will be covered.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none

CHEM352 Applications of Electrochemistry
this course surveys of  the ways in which electrochemical meth-
ods can be used in organic and inorganic chemistry to elucidate 
reaction mechanisms, measure rates of  chemical reactions, prepare 
novel intermediates, and devise useful chemical syntheses.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.none

CHEM353 Applications of Spectroscopic Methods in Organic 
Chemistry
the use of  nMr infrared and mass spectroscopy in structure de-
terminations will be discussed.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.cHem251 and cHem252

CHEM357 Bio-Organic Chemistry
this course is intended for juniors and seniors who have com-
pleted organic chemistry but who have not necessarily taken much 
biology. the goal of  this course is to help students develop/
enhance their biochemical intuition by thinking about organic 
chemistry concepts as applied to biological systems. this course 
will involve thinking about reaction mechanisms and will not be 
focused on metabolic pathways. Current topics in the literature 
will be covered including discussion and analysis of  de novo en-
zyme design (first published in spring 2008).
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.cHem251 and cHem252—IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B357

CHEM358 Structure and Mechanism
this course studies structure-reactivity relationships of  organic 
molecules in the contexts of  carbonyl, carbocation, carbanion, 
radical, carbene, and pericyclic chemistry.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.(cHem251 and cHem252)
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Fry,.alBert.J .—SEcT.:.01

CHEM359 Advanced Organic Synthesis
the control of  reactivity and selectivity to achieve specific syn-
theses is one of  the overarching goals of  organic chemistry. this 
course is intended to provide the advanced undergraduate and 
graduate students in chemistry with a sufficient foundation to 
comprehend and use the research literature in organic chemistry. 
Concentrating on the most important reactions and efficient syn-
thetic methods used for organic synthesis, this course presents the 
material by reaction type. the planning and execution of  multi-
step synthesis will also be included.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none

CHEM361 Advanced Inorganic Chemistry
this course is a survey of  the chemistry of  the inorganic elements, 
focusing on the relationship between electronic structure, physical 
properties, and reactivity across the periodic table.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.cHem252
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.WeStmoreland,.t ..daVid—SEcT.:.01

CHEM363 Organometallic Chemistry
this course examines the synthesis, bonding properties, and cata-
lytic and stoichiometric reactions of  transition metal organometal-
lics (species with metal-carbon or metal-hydrogen bonds).
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none

CHEM375 Integrated Chemistry Laboratory I
an advanced laboratory course in chemistry involving work from 
the major subdisciplines: organic, inorganic, biochemistry, physical, 
and instrumental. emphasis will be placed on integrating aspects of  
chemical synthesis, spectroscopic characterization, and determination 
of  physical properties in each exercise. a lecture/discussion period 
will be devoted to the underlying scientific principles every week.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.cHem251 and cHem252 and cHem257 and cHem258
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.roBertS,.andrea—SEcT.:.01-02

CHEM376 Integrated Chemistry Laboratory II
an advanced laboratory course in chemistry involving work from 
the major subdisciplines: organic, inorganic, biochemistry, physi-
cal, and instrumental. emphasis will be placed on integrating as-
pects of  chemical synthesis, spectroscopic characterization, and 
determination of  physical properties in each exercise. there will 
be a lecture/discussion period devoted to the underlying scientific 
principles every week.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.cHem375
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.pratt,.rex.F .—SEcT.:.01-02
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CHEM378 Materials Chemistry and Nanoscience
this course will introduce students to materials chemistry and the 
fast-developing field of  nanoscience. topics covered will include 
polymers and dendrimers; fullerenes and carbon nanotubes; metal-
organic frameworks; molecular “machines”; semiconductors and 
quantum dots; molecular self-assembly; probe microscopy; mechan-
ically interlocked molecules; and nanoscale biosensors. the level of  
the course is aimed at graduate and advanced undergraduate stu-
dents majoring in the sciences. the course material combines organ-
ic and inorganic chemistry with many concepts in physics. Given 
the significant amount of  organic chemistry in the course, CHEM251 
and CHEM252 (which can be taken concurrently) are prerequisites.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.cHem251 and cHem252

CHEM381 Physical Chemistry for the Life Sciences
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B381

CHEM382 Practical NMR
this course will cover how a spectrometer works as well as the 
theory and application of  nMr experiments. the topics will in-
clude one-dimensional proton and heteronuclear experiments as 
well as decoupling. the course will begin with how the spec-
trometer works and how data processing is carried out, as well 
as how to calibrate the spectrometer and shim the magnet. the 
one-dimensional toCsy and noesy experiments will then be 
covered. the course will also cover heteronuclear and homonuclear 
two-dimensional nMr experiments. the experiments will include 
two-dimensional dQfCosy, toCsy, noesy, and roesy pro-
ton experiments as well as heteronuclear experiments to correlate 
the chemical shifts of  protons and heteronuclei, as well as how 
to select heteronuclear resonances on the basis of  the number of  
directly attached protons.
 the course will consist of  lectures as well as a laboratory 
component in which the Mercury 300 will be used to obtain data 
that will be analyzed using the methods developed in the lecture 
part of  the course. this course is specifically aimed at the gen-
eral users of  the Mercury spectrometer who wish to learn how to 
carry out and analyze advanced one-dimensional as well as two-
dimensional nMr experiments.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B382

CHEM383 Biochemistry
this introductory course to the principles and concepts of  con-
temporary biochemistry presents both the biological and chemical 
perspectives. the major themes will be the structure of  proteins 
and the basis of  enzymatic activity, cellular metabolism and the 
generation and storage of  metabolic energy, and general princi-
ples of  the biosynthesis of  cellular components.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.cHem251 and cHem252
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B383
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Hingorani,.manJu—SEcT.:.01
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.pratt,.rex.F .—SEcT.:.01

CHEM385 Advanced Biochemistry: Enzyme Kinetics
this course presents an introduction to the theory and practice of  
enzyme kinetics, both steady state and presteady state.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.cHem383 or mB&B383
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B385

CHEM386 Biological Thermodynamics
this course is addressed to undergraduate and graduate students 
interested in biological chemistry and structural biology. the 
course presents thermodynamic methods currently used to re-
late structure to function in biological molecules. topics include 
binding curves, chemical ligand linkages, binding polynomial, co-
operativity, site-specific binding processes, and allosteric effects. 
several models for allosteric systems, such as the Monod-Wyman-
Changeux model, the induced-fit model, and the Pauling model, 
are analyzed in detail. applications of  these models are illustrated 

for functional regulation of  respiratory proteins and for protein-
nucleic-acid complexes involved in control of  gene expression.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.matH121 and matH122 and [mB&B381 or cHem381 or mB&B581 or 

cHem581]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B386

CHEM387 Enzyme Mechanisms
the chemical mechanisms involved in the action of  a series of  
typical enzymes will be considered.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.cHem383 or mB&B383
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B387
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.pratt,.rex.F .—SEcT.:.01

CHEM388 Biophysical Chemistry
an exploration of  the structure and dynamics of  biological mol-
ecules and their interactions based on fundamental concepts from 
physical chemistry (thermodynamics, quantum mechanics, statisti-
cal mechanics, and chemical dynamics),  including experimental 
methods (crystallography, nMr, Uv, ir, and raman spectrosco-
pies) and computational methods (molecular dynamics and Monte 
Carlo simulations, continuum electrostatics, and structural bioin-
formatics). the course will be taught on the basis of  case studies 
drawn from the current literature with an emphasis on explicating 
the capabilities and limitations of  using these various methods to 
understand structure determination and prediction, binding and 
specificity of  ligand interactions, protein folding and dna bend-
ing having implications with respect to biological control pro-
cesses. an introduction to and background material on the vari-
ous theories, methodologies, and experimental techniques will be 
provided to accommodate cross-disciplinary undergraduate and 
graduate students. this course is intended to be a suitable venue 
for chemistry and physics students to gain an appreciation for bio-
logical applications of  their disciplines and for students in the life 
sciences to gain a familiarity with physico-chemical aspects of  
modern molecular biology.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.cHem141 or cHem143 or pHyS111 or pHyS113
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.BeVeridge,.daVid.l .—SEcT.:.01

CHEM390 Practical Methods in Biochemistry
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B340

CHEM391 Artificial Molecular Machines
this course will cover recent advances in the design, synthesis, and 
applications of  nanoscale synthetic molecular “machines.” topics 
covered will include molecular rotors, switches, valves, pumps, 
muscles, elevators, sensors, and motors. special emphasis will be 
placed on the kinetics and thermodynamics of  these systems.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.nortHrop,.Brian.Hale—SEcT.:.01

CHEM395 Structural Biology Laboratory
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B395

CHEM399 Introduction to Nanotechnology and 
Microfabrication
there is a general agreement that nanotechnology will profoundly 
impact a wide range of  areas in technology, manufacturing, envi-
ronment, and many other aspects of  our lives. imagine getting an 
injection of  “smart” nano-sized drug that can seek out cancer cells 
and destroy them without harming any of  the surrounding tissue. 
imagine materials with 100 times the strength of  steel with only a 
small fraction of  its weight. imagine shrinking all the information 
housed at the library of  Congress into a device the size of  a sugar 
cube. nanotechnology is about to explode in this century. are we 
ready to benefit from this exciting technology? the purpose of  this 
course is to introduce students to major breakthroughs and practi-
cal applications in the field of  nanotechnology. a nanometer (nm) 
is one billionth of  a meter. nano-sized material, that is, objects on 
the length scale of  1 to 100 nm, often exhibit amazing proper-
ties unexpected from its macro counterpart. for example, bulk gold 
has a golden color, but gold nano-particles with diameters ~15 nm 
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are red, and ~40 nm gold nano-particles are purple. the dramatic 
size effects is an active part of  research in the field of  nanosci-
ence and nanotechnology. Characterization methods specific to the 
nanoscale will be introduced, including scanning probe microsco-
pies. the course will touch upon topics such as nanomaterials and 
amazing changes of  their properties, nanoworld “eyes” and “hands,” 
working principles of  stM and afM, selected examples of  fas-
cinating applications of  stM and afM, micro- and nanofabrica-
tions, molecular nanotechnology: nano-electronics, nanocomputing, 
nano-optics, and nanobiosensors. this course is designed primarily 
for undergraduate students who are majoring in science. due to the 
interdisciplinary nature of  the material, students from chemistry, 
physics, E&ES, biology, and MB&B should have the appropriate back-
ground to enroll in this course. the lectures will utilize PowerPoint 
presentations with extensive graphical materials from this booming 
field. the course will feature active involvement of  students in the 
form of  discussion, written reports, and in-class presentations. in ad-
dition, designated reading assignments will involve selected sections 
in the textbook and handout articles of  journals in nanotechnology.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.cHem141 and (cHem142 or cHem143) and cHem144

CHEM500 Graduate Pedagogy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol500

CHEM507 Molecular Biophysics Journal Club I
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem307

CHEM508 Molecular Biophysics Journal Club II
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem308

CHEM509 Foundations of Molecular Biophysics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem301

CHEM519 Structural Mechanisms of Protein-Nucleic Acid 
Interactions
this course focuses on recent advances in the understanding of  
the structural basis of  the recognition of  nucleic acids by proteins. 
Macromolecular systems to be discussed include site-specific dna 
endonucleases, topoisomerases, the histone fold, helicases, site-
specific recombinases, nuclear rna-protein complexes, trna-
binding proteins, and the ribosome.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.(cHem251 and cHem252)
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B519

CHEM520 Scientific Research Ethics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem320

CHEM521 Chemistry Symposia I
Weekly seminars by distinguished national and international 
chemists.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Knee,.JoSepH.l .—SEcT.:.01

CHEM522 Chemistry Symposia II
Weekly seminars by distinguished national and international 
chemists.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Knee,.JoSepH.l .—SEcT.:.01

CHEM540 Physical Chemistry IV: Advanced Quantum 
Chemistry
this course covers electron wave function theory, operator formal-
isms and second quantization; fundamentals of  restricted and un-
restricted Hartree-fock theory; electron correlation methods; pair 
and coupled pair theories; many-body perturbation theory; and 
coupled-cluster theory. suitable for advanced graduate students in 
physical chemistry and chemical physics.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.cHem340 or [pHyS315 or pHyS515]

CHEM541 Physical Chemistry IV: Quantum Chemistry
second half  of  the semester, computer lab.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.cHem337 or pHyS214

CHEM547 Seminar in Chemical Physics
Weekly seminars presented jointly with the Physics department 
under the auspices of  the Chemical Physics Program. these in-

formal seminars will be presented by students, faculty, and outside 
visitors on current research and other topics of  interest.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHyS587
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Knee,.JoSepH.l .—SEcT.:.01

CHEM548 Seminar in Chemical Physics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHyS588

CHEM557 Seminar in Organic and Inorganic Chemistry
Weekly presentations and discussions based on current research. 
Presenters prepare abstracts for their presentation and relate their 
research to the literature.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.taylor,.eriKa.a .—SEcT.:.01
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.nortHrop,.Brian.Hale—SEcT.:.01

CHEM581 Physical Chemistry for the Life Sciences
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B381

CHEM587 Seminar in Biological Chemistry
Weekly presentations and discussions based on current research.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.[cHem383.or.mB&B383]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B587
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.pratt,.rex.F .—SEcT.:.01

CHEM588 Seminar in Biological Chemistry
Weekly presentations and discussions based on current research. 
Presenters prepare abstracts for their presentation and relate their 
research to the literature.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.[cHem383.or.mB&B383]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B588
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.pratt,.rex.F .—SEcT.:.01

CHEM401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

CHEM409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

CHEM411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

CHEM465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

CHEM467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

CHEM501/502 Individual Tutorial, Graduate
gRADINg:.opt

CHEM503/504 Selected Topics, Graduate Science
gRADINg:.opt

CHEM589/590 Advanced Research, BA/MA
gRADINg:.a–F

CHEM591/592 Advanced Research, Graduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Classical Studies
 PROFESSORS: Christopher Parslow; Michael J. roberts,	Chair; andrew szegedy-Maszak,	

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS:  lauren Caldwell; eirene visvardi

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: Christopher Parslow,	Roman	Archaeology; Michael roberts,	Latin; andrew szegedy-Maszak,	

Classical	Civilization	and	Greek

the department of  Classical studies is dedicated to the interdisciplinary study of  the societies of  ancient Greece and rome. our faculty 
offer a wide array of  courses in language and literature, art and archaeology, history, mythology, and religion. Courses in classical civi-
lization require no knowledge of  latin and Greek and range from introductory lecture courses to smaller seminars that consider critical 
approaches and scholarship central to the study of  the ancient world. recent courses have covered diverse topics including ancient 
magic, the age of  augustus, Greek history, romans and Christians, archaic Greek art, and Pompeii. latin and Greek are offered at all 
levels, so students can either start the languages at Wesleyan or build on high school preparation. introductory courses enable students 
to begin reading original texts by the second semester, and advanced courses engage with both ancient texts and critical approaches to 
those texts in modern scholarship. Many of  our majors choose to complement their coursework at Wesleyan with a summer or semester 
spent in Greece or italy.

studying classical antiquity is not only rewarding in itself; it is also excellent preparation for many academic and professional pur-
suits. the department has sent recent majors to top graduate programs in classics, classical archaeology, and ancient history. our alumni 
have also gone on to successful careers in such varied areas as law, medicine, business, journalism, music, arts administration and museum 
work, and education at all levels, both as teachers and administrators.
Classical civilization courses fall into four categories: 

• 100–199: fyis are small, topical seminars reserved for first- or first- and second-year students.
• 200–275: survey courses provide an introductory overview of  one aspect of  the ancient world. these courses generally 

have high enrollment limits and have no prerequisites.
• 276–299: lower-level seminars are smaller courses that focus on special aspects of  the ancient world and provide opportu-

nity for discussion and specialized research but do not require any previous knowledge of  classical civilization and thus 
have no prerequisites.

• 300–399: advanced seminars are small courses that explore special aspects of  the ancient world and provide opportunity 
for discussion and specialized research. these courses may have prerequisites or may require permission of  the instructor.

Courses in Greek and Latin fall into three categories:
• 101–102: first-year language courses that are intended for those with little or no prior training in the languages provide 

basic training in latin and Greek and some exposure to the culture of  the ancient world.
• 201–202: second-year, or intermediate, courses, intended for those with a year of  college training or the equivalent high 

school training (typically four years), introduce students to selected texts in their literary and historical contexts and 
provide an introduction to critical approaches to classical literature.

• 203–299: advanced language and literature seminars focus on a rotating set of  authors, genres, or periods and provide 
greater opportunity for discussion and specialized research.

students unsure of  what level of  language course to take should consult with a member of  the department. 
Major programs. the department offers major programs in classical civilization and in classics, with the latter placing a stronger em-
phasis on language, either Greek or latin or both.
Classical civilization major. the classical civilization major is designed to provide students with a basic knowledge of  at least one 
ancient language and a comprehensive understanding of  Greek and roman civilization. since the field of  classical studies encompasses 
many different disciplines, students have the opportunity to adapt the program to their particular interests. students interested in ancient 
Mediterranean archaeology may major in classical civilization or in archaeology (see listing for the archaeology program). Because of  
the heavy language requirement for graduate school admission, students interested in graduate work in classics should give serious 
consideration to the classics major below.
Requirements for classical civilization major:

• a minimum of  10 courses in classical civilization, Greek, and latin, including at least:
• two courses in latin or Greek at the intermediate level (201/202) or above.
• one introductory ancient history survey (CCIv231 Greek History; CCIv232 roman History). this requirement should be 

completed by the end of  the junior year.
• one course at any level in material culture:
• two classical civilization seminars (CCIv courses numbered 276–399). an advanced Greek or latin course (numbered above 202) may 

be substituted for one of  the classical civilization seminars.

• CCIv201 the aegean Bronze age
• CCIv214 survey of  Greek archaeology 
• CCIv223 survey of  roman archaeology and art
• CCIv234 art and society in ancient Pompeii 

• CCIv321 the archaeology of  the Greek City-state 
• CCIv328 roman Urban life
• CCIv329 roman villa life

the first year of  Greek or latin (courses numbered 101 and 102) may not be counted toward the required minimum of  10 courses, but 
a full year of  the student’s second classical language may count as one course toward that minimum. 
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Classics major. a major in classics will concentrate on Greek, latin, or a combination of  both languages. students considering gradu-
ate school in classics should choose the classics major track and are strongly urged to acquire a firm grounding in both languages. it is 
recommended, though not required, that students considering graduate work in classics learn a modern foreign language (preferably 
italian, french, or German) and that they take courses in other subjects related to their particular area of  interest (literature, history, 
philosophy, religion, art, archaeology).
Requirements for classics major:

• a minimum of  10 courses in Greek, latin, and classical civilization, including at least:
• six courses in Greek or latin beyond the introductory level (courses numbered 201 or higher).
• one introductory ancient history survey (CCIv231 Greek History; CCIv232 roman History). this requirement should be completed 

by the end of  the junior year.
• one classical civilization seminar (CCIv courses numbered 276–399).

the first year of  Greek or latin (courses numbered 101 and 102) may not be counted toward the required minimum of  10 courses, but 
a full year of  the student’s second classical language may count as one course toward that minimum. 
Notes for both classics and classical civilization majors:

• as a practical matter, students who have had no classical languages before coming to Wesleyan and who wish to major in classics 
should begin Greek or latin in their first year or take an intensive summer course before the sophomore year. students interested in 
the classical civilization major are also urged to begin language study as soon as possible (see summer study below).

• students interested in studying at the intercollegiate Center for Classical studies in rome (see below under study abroad) should 
plan to take CCIv232 roman History before the term in which they plan to study abroad.

• Majors interested in completing a senior thesis should consult with a faculty member as early as possible and must submit a senior 
thesis proposal to the department by april 15 of  their junior year. enrollment in the senior thesis tutorial in the fall will be contin-
gent upon the department’s approval of  the proposal.

• Where appropriate, students may ask to have courses in other departments substituted for classical civilization courses.
• students interested in teaching may have an opportunity to serve as teaching apprentices in introductory latin or Greek.

Study abroad. Majors in both classics and classical civilization are encouraged to apply to study abroad, usually in the junior year. 
Wesleyan’s list of  approved programs includes two that are particularly appropriate for departmental majors.

in rome, the intercollegiate Center for Classical studies provides regular college credit and the opportunity to study firsthand the 
monuments and culture of  ancient and modern italy. students interested in applying to the Center are urged to take CCIv232 roman 
History, which is generally offered every other year, and to begin the study of  latin and/or Greek before the year in which they hope 
to be in rome, since no first-year latin or Greek courses are offered at the Center. applicants with a strong background Greek and/
or latin will have a better chance of  admission. applications for spring term are due in mid-october and for fall term, in mid-March.

the College year in athens (Cya) program offers either a full year or one semester of  study in ancient and modern Greek language, 
history, art, and archaeology; the program also offers advanced latin and numerous courses in postclassical and modern Greek culture, 
politics, and history. Cya has a rolling admissions policy, but to avoid paying a large deposit with admission, applications must be re-
ceived by mid-october for spring term and by mid-May for fall term.

other options are also available. students should consult with a faculty member well in advance of  the term in which they hope to 
be abroad to discuss credit, the application process, and how their plans will influence their selection of  courses at Wesleyan.
Summer study. Majors are also encouraged to consider opportunities for summer study, including intensive language courses, participa-
tion in archaeological excavations or field schools, and other summer programs in Greece or italy. small grants from the squire fund are 
available to help defray the cost of  attending some summer programs. all majors are eligible for participation in Wesleyan archaeologi-
cal excavations. Consult the departmental Web site and departmental faculty for direction in finding and choosing a summer program.

CCIv112 Three Great Myths: Prometheus, Persephone, and 
Dionysus
this course is a detailed analysis of  three important myths from 
classical antiquity, the stories of  Prometheus, Persephone, and 
dionysus. We will examine both literary and visual representa-
tions from antiquity. We will also consider how these myths live 
on in the Western tradition.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

CCIv116 Greek Curiosity
aristotle wrote that all human beings naturally desire knowl-
edge. in this class we will study how the ancient Greeks sought 
to explore, comprehend, explain, and predict their world. from 
odysseus, the archetype of  the curious Greek, to the systematic 
inquiries of  aristotle, we will read literature in which Greek in-
tellectual curiosity is on display—including epic poetry, history, 
tragedy, science, and philosophy. no familiarity with the set au-
thors is expected, only a desire to learn.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

CCIv117 Eros the Bittersweet: Love and Desire in Classical 
Antiquity
eros, the god of  love and desire in antiquity, was powerful, re-
vered, and feared. the course explores the different faces of  eros 

expressed in male and female desire in a variety of  contexts. We 
will address questions of  gender roles and sexuality in antiquity; 
how these are acted out in different social and religious institutions, 
including the symposium, female rituals, and marriage; and how 
the power and pleasure of  eros are transformed in different poetic 
traditions and artistic representations from Homer to the poetry of  
drinking parties, tragedy, comedy, and philosophy, among others.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

CCIv118 Magic in the Ancient World
Magic was ubiquitous in the ancient Mediterranean, encompass-
ing such wide-ranging practices as love spells, prophecy, and as-
trology. in this course, we will look at the range of  source materi-
als, relying on physical evidence (such as lead curse tablets, sculp-
ture, and architecture), as well as literary production and written 
legislation, to investigate magical practices in antiquity. Ultimately, 
we will discuss why magic is a problematic category and consider 
how these behaviors provide unique insight into the complexities 
of  religious beliefs in the ancient world.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arcp118
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CCIv120 In a Manner of Speaking: An Introduction to 
Classical Rhetoric
the ability to speak persuasively, whether in the law courts, a po-
litical assembly, or on formal occasions such as a state funeral or a 
reception for a visiting potentate, was highly prized in the ancient 
world. Greco-roman rhetoricians developed an elaborate but 
sophisticated system to train students in that ability; increasingly 
the educated person was distinguished by mastery of  rhetoric. 
this system retains value to this day. in this course we will study 
ancient rhetoric, including the categories of  speeches and instruc-
tions for their composition, rhetorical analysis of  style, and the 
appropriate means to teach, charm, or move an audience. We will 
analyze examples of  oratory from the ancient and modern worlds, 
study the development of  rhetoric and some of  its ancient critics, 
and (if  time permits) its modern reception. students will try their 
hand at short compositions, following rhetorical precepts.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

CCIv122 Alexander the Great: History and Legend
alexander the Great, King of  Macedon (356–323 BCe) is one 
of  the most famous, and complex, figures of  Greek antiquity. 
Bringing under his rule virtually all of  Greece as well as the conti-
nent of  asia from the aegean coast to the indus river in modern 
Pakistan, the power he achieved in his 13-year reign was unri-
valled, and the world he left behind him was dramatically altered. 
in the process of  creating his vast empire, he fought, bargained, 
drank, and talked with Greeks, Macedonians, egyptians, Persians, 
Jews, and indians. in this course we shall read the ancient Greek 
accounts of  his life, death, and deification; toward the end of  the 
semester we shall turn our attention to three medieval versions of  
alexander’s life, part of  the tradition known as the “alexander 
romance”, written by a Persian, a Jewish, and a french author, 
respectively. in this tradition alexander explores africa and vis-
its the very gates of  the Garden of  eden, becomes a deep-sea 
diver, and a cosmonaut. We shall consider history, biography, 
portraiture, myth and fiction as many different modes of  record-
ing and thinking about the past and explore the ways in which 
alexander’s brief  imperial reign affected the lore and memory of  
numerous non-Greek peoples more than a millennium after it had 
drawn to a close. no previous knowledge of  ancient history is 
assumed. the course has three main goals: to study in-depth the 
history of  alexander’s life and accomplishments; to analyze the 
generic distinctions between history, biography, myth, and fiction 
and to think about the different needs they serve; and, finally, to 
develop the ability to read and compare sources with a critical eye.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Szegedy-maSzaK,.andreW—SEcT.:.01

CCIv124 The Roman Family
What images do you associate with the phrase “traditional fam-
ily?” the roman family probably aligns in many ways with the 
model you have in mind, but it departs from it as well. the father 
of  the roman family (paterfamilias), for instance, was granted 
an extraordinary degree of  control over his descendants, not just 
while they were children, but for their entire lives. in this class we 
will look at the makeup and dynamics of  the roman household, 
considering issues such as the architecture of  the roman house, 
marriage, divorce, funerary ritual, discipline of  children, adultery, 
procreation, adoption, the status of  women, and the all-important 
role of  the father of  the family in these matters.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

CCIv150 Ancient Rome: From Hut Village to Imperial Capitol
this course will survey the development of  the ancient city of  
rome from its mythical foundation and its legendary heroes 
through the historical figures of  the republic and empire who 
contributed to the physical growth of  the city and the establish-

ment of  its religious, political, and civic institutions. our study 
will be based on readings in primary literary sources and inscrip-
tions, close examination of  rome’s principal monuments, and 
analysis of  modern archaeological and sociological studies.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.parSloW,.cHriStopHer—SEcT.:.01

CCIv170 Rome and the Caesars
the roman world changed irrevocably with the establishment 
of  the augustan principate (i.e., when augustus became first em-
peror, 27 BCe–14 Ce). But it was only after augustus’ death that 
the consequences of  his reforms became apparent. rome suffered 
a turbulent century under a succession of  emperors, variously 
represented as mad, bad, and dangerous to know. in this course 
we will study the period through contemporary or near-contem-
porary texts in an attempt to analyze the demoralization of  the 
traditional roman ruling classes and the slide into autocracy. We 
will examine the characters and policies of  emperors from the 
period and will discuss the rise of  a celebrity culture and the 
increased importance of  public spectacles and entertainments. i 
expect, too, to look at modern portrayals of  the period in the 
visual media (e.g., Quo	Vadis,	I	Claudius).
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

CCIv201 The Aegean Bronze Age
this course is an introduction to the prehistory of  the Greece 
and the aegean islands, beginning with the later stone age (or 
neolithic period) and concentrating on the Cycladic, Minoan, and 
Mycenaean cultures of  the aegean islands and mainland Greece 
from ca. 3300–1000 BCe (i.e., the Bronze age). the Bronze age 
saw the development of  preclassical civilizations in the aegean and 
some of  the great monuments of  the old World, including the 
palace of  Minos at Knossos on Crete, the shaft graves of  Mycenae, 
and the walls of  troy. it is the background for the archaic and clas-
sical periods of  Greece, for the Homeric poems (Iliad and Odyssey), 
and legends of  the trojan War. We will examine some major de-
bates currently raging concerning the reality of  the trojan War, 
the relationship of  Greece in this period to egypt and other major 
civilizations, and the role of  the thera volcano in the demise of  
Minoan culture (and its connection to the atlantis legend).
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[arHa202 or arcp201]

CCIv202 Greek Drama
in this lecture and discussion course on the major 5th-century 
BCe Greek tragedies and comedies, the main emphasis will be on 
reading the plays as performances rather than simply as texts. to 
do so, we will focus on the literary aspects of  the plays, on the 
historical and social context in which they are performed, and on 
the conventions of  Greek theatrical production. in addition, some 
20th-century non-Greek plays may be assigned to illuminate cer-
tain tragic and comic motifs.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.tHea202
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.ViSVardi,.eirene—SEcT.:.01

CCIv204 Introduction to Archaeology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arcp204

CCIv205 Introduction to Classical Mythology
in this class we will read literary versions of  myths from Greece 
and rome and look at representations in ancient and later art. 
starting with myths of  the Creation, we will move on to look at 
the individual gods and goddesses, their powers, and their place in 
ancient religion, then to the often perilous interactions of  humans 
and gods. in the second half  of  the semester, we will concentrate 
on the heroes and heroines of  mythology, ending with the trojan 
War and its aftermath. the course aims to give a basic ground-
ing in the stories and the images—to make you mythologically 
literate. as that analogy implies, we will also analyze myth as a 
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system of  communication and consider how these myths portray 
the world, the divine, and the place of  men and women in relation 
to the gods, to nature, and to society.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

CCIv212 Politics and Piety in Early Christianities
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli215

CCIv214 Survey of Greek Archaeology
this survey of  Greek material culture from the late Bronze age 
to the roman period focuses on the development of  architec-
ture, representative art, and artifacts related to everyday life. 
archaeological and ancient literary evidence will be used to ex-
plore the relationship between material culture and society.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[arHa203 or arcp214]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.BraVo,.Jorge.J .—SEcT.:.01

CCIv216 The Archaic Age: The Art and Archaeology of Early 
Greece
this course traces the developments in Greek art and architecture 
from the dark ages to the conclusion of  the Persian Wars in 480 
BCe. during this formative period, advances occurred in virtually 
every area of  Greek culture. looking at vase-painting, sculpture, 
architecture, and city-planning, we will investigate contact with 
the east, expansion in the West, and the growth of  the city-state.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[arcp216 or arHa208]

CCIv217 Philosophical Classics I: Ancient Western 
Philosophy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil201

CCIv220 Greek and Roman Religions
How did an ancient Greek or roman relate to the world of  the 
divine, and what forms did this relationship take? this course will 
address questions such as these and will provide an introduction to 
the polytheistic religions of  the Greeks and romans, with a focus 
on both public and personal beliefs and practices. on the public 
side, gods, myths, heroes, sacred places, calendars and festivals, 
priests and priestesses, divination, and sacrifice will be studied, 
while elements of  personal religion will cover healing and mys-
tery cults, such as isis and Mithras.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

CCIv221 Law and Order in Ancient Rome
roman legal texts—imperial edicts, juristic discussions, and court-
room speeches—help us understand the history of  Western legal 
thinking. they also illuminate roman customs, economic and 
status divisions, public policy, and attitudes. lectures will address 
these issues and introduce the problems with which roman law 
was concerned, preparing students to analyze actual cases (on, for 
example, assault, trespassing, and defamation) from the roman ju-
ristic writings and to read samples of  Cicero’s forensic speeches. 
students will be expected to take an active role in discussion. all 
texts will be read in english.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt290

CCIv223 Survey of Roman Archaeology and Art
this course begins with the art, archaeology, and culture of  the 
etruscans and their important contributions to the early history of  
rome. after a brief  examination of  the influences of  Hellenistic 
culture on rome, the course surveys the principal architectural 
and artistic achievements of  the romans down to the reign of  
Constantine the Great.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[arHa207 or arcp223]

CCIv224 Marriage and Death in Ancient Greece
Marriage and death; joy and grief. in ancient Greece these were 
parallel, not opposite. in this course we find out why and how, 
as we study representations of  wedding and funerary ritual in 
ancient Greek art and literature from the 8th through 4th cen-
turies BCe. the course will include also an introduction to an-

cient Greek culture, with brief  surveys of  such topics as sacrifi-
cial ritual, vase painting, Greek tragedy, Periclean athens, sparta, 
slavery, oracles, and Greek ideas about the origin of  the universe. 
and we will explore in detail the geography of  the ancient Greek 
Underworld (Hades).
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS225

CCIv225 Medicine and Health in Antiquity
What does the Hippocratic oath reveal about the ethics of  an-
cient medical practitioners? What were the tensions between re-
ligious and “rational” models of  disease and healing in Greece 
and rome? How was the female body interpreted by male medi-
cal writers? in this course, students will investigate ancient ap-
proaches to illness and health, focusing on sources such as Homer, 
Hesiod, the Hippocratic writers, Herophilus, Pliny, Celsus, the 
new testament, soranus, and Galen. Moving from archaic and 
classical Greece to Hellenistic alexandria to imperial rome and 
late-antique egypt, we will trace the development, organization, 
and influence of  ancient medical thought and practice.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[HiSt282 or SiSp225]

CCIv227 The Age of Augustus
this course introduces students to a remarkable period in Western 
history, the rule of  rome’s first emperor, augustus. We will begin 
by examining the political and military clashes of  the late republic 
that ultimately led to augustus’ acquisition of  power and then 
move to explore the ways in which augustus attempted to orches-
trate political, social, and religious change—and the ways in which 
people responded to his efforts. a wide range of  evidence will be 
treated, including art, architecture, political speeches, letters, biog-
raphy, historiography, poetry, religious ceremonies, and law.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt233

CCIv231 Greek History
Using primary sources wherever possible, this course will exam-
ine the development of  Greek civilization from Mycenaean times 
through the death of  alexander the Great. special attention will 
be given to the connection between political events and cultural 
and intellectual trends. no prior acquaintance with ancient history 
is required.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt204

CCIv232 Roman History
this course follows the history of  rome from its rise as an italic 
and Mediterranean power up to the transfer of  the empire to 
Constantinople. it focuses on the political, military, and social 
achievements of  the romans.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt205
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.parSloW,.cHriStopHer—SEcT.:.01

CCIv234 Art and Society in Ancient Pompeii
this seminar will survey the art, architecture, and material remains 
of  the cities buried by the eruption of  Mt. vesuvius in 79 Ce. 
through readings, class discussions, and presentations, we will 
explore the ways in which this material can be used to study the 
social and political life of  a small roman city and examine the 
unique evidence for reconstructing the private life of  roman 
citizens, from the interior decoration of  their homes, to their re-
ligious lives, their participation in local politics and government, 
and their burial customs.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[arHa225 or arcp234]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.parSloW,.cHriStopHer—SEcT.:.01

CCIv235 Youth and Adolescence in Ancient Rome
our society typically associates the term “adolescence” with a stage 
of  life that is free from adult responsibilities and devoted to educa-
tion. teenagers occupy a distinct social and cultural category, as 
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marketers of  products from movies to clothing know well. in the 
ancient Mediterranean world, the teenage years took on their own 
meaning that was shaped by such factors as population structure, 
gender-role expectations, views of  physical maturity, educational 
norms, and the distribution of  wealth in society. in this course, 
we explore the evidence for youth in the roman world—includ-
ing school texts, poetry, medical treatises, legal cases, and mummy 
portraits—and consider various scholarly approaches to studying 
adolescence in historical perspective.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

CCIv237 From Memory to Spectacle: Defining the Roman
in 17 BCe the emperor augustus staged the secular Games, a cen-
tennial celebration of  rome and a showpiece of  his new regime. 
the event combined theater and chariot-racing with religious rit-
ual in honor of  the protecting deities of  the city. the poet Horace 
composed a hymn for the occasion, invoking roman history and 
legend. in this course we will explore these methods for defining 
what it meant to be roman. one looks back to the past, creating 
an image of  romanitas (the essence of  the roman) through the 
reshaping of  history and legend. in this connection we will read 
virgil’s Aeneid and Horace’s Odes. the other is acted out in the 
present through ceremony and spectacle. We will examine select 
state ceremonies and also the three great spectacula, of  the theater, 
the circus, and the arena, that communicated aspects of  what it 
meant to be roman throughout the roman world.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none

CCIv239 War in Greco-Roman Society
this course examines the nature of  warfare and its impact on soci-
ety from the Homeric age to late antiquity. in addition to consider-
ing the evidence for such dynamic figures as alexander the Great, 
Hannibal, and Julius Caesar, we will also address crucial questions: 
Who fought and why? What motivated conflict, and what ethical 
concerns are treated by ancient sources? How do the sources offer 
insight into how battles were fought? What can we know about 
the impact of  war on noncombatants? a wide variety of  evidence 
will be considered, from literature to papyri to art and archaeo-
logical remains, as well as modern scholarship.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt262

CCIv243 Holy Moses! Exodus in the Jewish, Christian, and 
African American Traditions
in this multimedia course, we begin with the Biblical text of  
exodus and go on to discuss Moses in Greco-roman paganism, in 
Jewish writers of  the Hellenistic age, and the interpretations of  
exodus in the new testament and the Church fathers. We then 
turn to a study of  Moses in psychoanalytic thought, in political 
theory, and in american and african american literature, film, and 
song. one week of  class is devoted to representations of  Moses in 
painting and sculpture.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

CCIv245 Archaeology of Greek Cult
this course examines the archaeological evidence for Greek cult 
activity and the role of  material culture in understanding the ritual 
activities of  the Greeks. Much of  the course will be devoted to the 
development and function of  Greek sanctuaries, using several ma-
jor sites and festivals as focal points (delphi, olympia, athenian 
akropolis). We will also study smaller sites and will pay particular 
attention to cults of  artemis, demeter, and asklepios. Material 
considered will include architecture, votive offerings, inscriptions, 
sacred laws, and literary texts relevant to Greek religious practices.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[arcp290 or arHa217]

CCIv257 Plato’s Republic
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil303

CCIv267 Love and Emotion in Ancient Greek Philosophy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col267

CCIv271 Roman Self-Fashioning: Poets and Philosophers, 
Lovers and Friends
With the descent into chaos of  the roman republic and the emer-
gence of  the emperor as autocratic ruler at the head of  the state, 
roman social order and its system of  personal relationships expe-
rienced a crisis. these circumstances are reflected in the literature 
of  the period, which shows a fascination with unconventional 
styles of  life and codes of  behavior and a constant recourse to 
those situations in public and private life where the individual’s 
relationship to the social order was negotiated and exhibited. 
among the topics we will examine in the writings of  some of  the 
major authors of  the period will be the literature of  love and the 
role of  the lover; parasites, patronage, and friendship; banquets 
and dining; the good life and personal contentment (and discon-
tent); and the struggle for individual integrity.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

CCIv275 Romans and Christians: The World of Late Antiquity
the emperor diocletian’s administrative and financial reforms, 
closely followed by the conversion of  Constantine to Christianity, 
mark a watershed in the history of  the late roman empire. from 
ad 284 (accession of  diocletian) until the establishment of  the 
Germanic successor kingdoms (roughly in the 6th century)—the 
period known as late antiquity—the roman West presents a fas-
cinating picture of  cultural change. in this course we will study 
the period (4th to 6th century) from three different perspectives: 
the conversion of  romans to Christians and of  Christians to 
“romans”; the material world of  late antiquity—especially the 
changes to the city of  rome—and the art, architecture, and litera-
ture of  the period; the rise of  the cult of  the saints and of  monas-
ticism and the lives of  the holy men and women. the course will 
conclude with an epilogue pursuing these themes in ostrogothic 
italy and Merovingian Gaul.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[reli274 or HiSt250 or mdSt275]

CCIv278 Greek and Roman Epic
this course consists of  a thorough introductory study of  the epic 
genre in Greece and rome. students will read a selection of  ancient 
poems belonging both to the well-known heroic strain of  epic, for 
which Homer provides the paradigm, and to the cosmological, or 
catalog strain, exemplified by Hesiod. We will consider how Homer 
and Hesiod were traditionally read together and how later epics 
draw upon both. this complication of  the popular idea of  epic will 
allow us to investigate how epics combine cosmology and human 
narratives to explore the place of  human beings in the universe; the 
relationship between gods and mortals; and the connection between 
moral, social, or historical order and cosmological order. We will 
finish with a brief  look at Milton’s use of  the ancient epic tradition, 
focusing on his use of  both strains of  ancient epic.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

CCIv279 Rome in the Near East
in this seminar we will study the long roman rule of  the re-
gion between the Mediterranean and the euphrates river, from 
the time of  Pompey the Great’s annexation in 64 BCe to the 
Muslim conquest of  the seventh century Ce. the seminar will fall 
into two parts. in part one we will read widely in recent narrative 
histories of  the roman near east to familiarize ourselves with 
the region, the various sources historians use in constructing their 
narrative, and the problems of  interpretation that these sources 
raise. With a broad background obtained, we will move to specific 
topics. these will include urbanism, land use, trade, local politics, 
Hellenism and identity, mosaics, religion, and the army. at this 
stage we will read a number of  primary sources and study a range 
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of  material evidence, some of  which includes texts preserved on 
stone and papyrus, mosaics, temples, theaters, and arches.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

CCIv281 Gender and Sexuality in Ancient Greek Culture
in this course we will examine the construction of  gender roles 
in ancient Greece and approach gender as an organizing principle 
of  private and public life in ancient Greek society. Using literary, 
scientific, historical, and philosophical sources as well as material 
evidence, we will address issues including the creation of  woman, 
conceptions of  the male and female body, the legal status of  men 
and women; what constitutes acceptable sexual practices and for 
whom (e.g., heterosexual relationships, homoeroticism, prostitu-
tion); ideas regarding desire, masculinity and femininity, and their 
cultivation in social, political, and ritual contexts such as rituals of  
initiation, marriage, drinking parties, the law court, and the theater.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS281— Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.ViSVardi,.eirene—SEcT.:.01

CCIv285 Museums, Cultural Heritage, and Classical Archaeology
in this seminar we will discuss the past, present, and future of  
classical archaeology to consider the manifold social and ethical 
problems of  our discipline. By using case studies of  specific in-
dividuals (such as schliemann), institutions (the Getty, the British 
Museum), and sites (the akropolis), we will study such topics as 
colonialism and nationalism, the role of  the museum, the eco-
nomics of  archaeological exploration, site preservation, war and 
vandalism, patronage and the antiquities market.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[arcp283 or arHa238]

CCIv295 The Athenian Enlightenment: The Birth of 
Philosophy in 5th-Century Athens
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col295

CCIv302 Plato’s Middle Dialogues
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil302

CCIv304 Medieval Archaeology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa218

CCIv321 The Archaeology of the Greek City-State
this seminar will deal with the Greek polis, or city-state, often 
defined as a town together with its territory, including second-
ary settlements. the type is exemplified by athens, the best-doc-
umented and arguably most important polis in antiquity. We will 
use athens as our model but will consider other city-states, e.g., 
sparta, thebes, or syracuse in sicily, and also another type of  
Greek community organized around different principles, the so-
called “ethnos.” the course will draw on a variety of  sources, but 
the emphasis will be on the material culture of  everyday life from 
the 6th to 4th centuries BCe. Questions we will consider: What 
was life like in a city such as athens at different times, for differ-
ent individuals? How did poor people worship, eat, make their 
livings, entertain themselves? What did they do when they were 
ill? What were the uses and meanings of  art, writing, music in 
different communities? By contrast, what was life like in the coun-
tryside, or in those communities without the political structures 
that mark the polis? in effect, was there a “Greek way of  life”?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[arHa204 or arcp321]

CCIv328 Roman Urban Life
What was it like to live in an ancient roman city, whether it be a 
large metropolis like rome or a small village in one of  the provinc-
es? What were the dangers and the amenities? to what degree is the 
quality of  life reflected in art and literature? after an initial survey 
of  life in the city of  rome, with readings drawn from ancient and 
modern sources, students will examine a number of  separate topics 
on roman urban life and will compare and contrast this with the 
evidence from cities around the roman empire. topics will include 
crime, prostitution, medicine, entertainment, and slavery. Particular 
emphasis will be placed on the differences in the urban experiences 

of  the various social classes, ethnic groups, and genders. the course 
is intended for students from a variety of  disciplines, but some 
knowledge of  the roman world is strongly recommended
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[HiSt249 or arcp328]

CCIv329 Roman Villa Life
this seminar will explore life in the roman countryside, from the 
luxurious suburban villas near major urban centers to working 
estates in italy and the roman provinces. the course will begin 
with a general survey of  roman villa life and then move to a more 
focused inquiry into specific topics including art and architecture, 
production, slave life, and transportation. readings will be drawn 
from ancient literary sources, inscriptions, and modern social and 
archaeological studies. the course is intended for students from a 
variety of  disciplines and backgrounds, but some knowledge of  
the roman world is recommended.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arcp329

CCIv393 Reading Theories
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl295

CCIv401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

CCIv409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

CCIv411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

CCIv465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

CCIv467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

gREEK
GRK101 Introduction to Ancient Greek: Semester I
this course is an introduction to the ancient Greek language. 
students will begin to learn the grammar and syntax of  the lan-
guage and start developing the rich vocabulary necessary to ap-
preciate and understand Greek. We shall immediately begin to 
read continuous, short passages of  Greek. this course is a prereq-
uisite for GRK102.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Sprgin.2011—INSTRucTOR:.ViSVardi,.eirene—SEcT.:.01.

GRK102 Introduction to Ancient Greek: Semester II
this course is a continuation of  GRK101. We shall complete the 
study of  Greek grammar and continue to develop vocabulary and 
reading skills. We shall read selections from sophocles, euripides, 
lysias, apollodoros, demosthenes, aristotle, and Plato, among 
others.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.grK101
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.BraVo,.Jorge.J .—SEcT.:.01.

GRK201 Reading Greek Prose
in this course we will read selections from Greek prose, by lysias, 
Plato, or Xenophon. at the beginning of  the term we will review 
grammar and syntax, and then we will move on to analysis of  
composition and style and discussion of  social roles and cultural 
issues of  Greek life. the aim is to develop familiarity with the 
language and facility in reading as well as to consider the values 
of  Greek society.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.BraVo,.Jorge.J .—SEcT.:.01.

GRK202 The Intellectual Revolution
in this course we read selections from euripides’ Medea and from 
thucydides’ History	of 	the	Peloponnesian	War in the original Greek at 
the rate of  40–60 lines per class. running vocabularies in the text 
provide assistance in translation, and links to online resources help 
with morphological (form) analysis. daily assignments of  vocabu-
lary memorization and of  grammar and syntax review of  verbs 
and verbal constructions are designed to help students consolidate 
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and expand their knowledge of  ancient Greek. daily discussions 
of  language, themes, and (for thucydides) historical events intro-
duce students to the analysis and understanding of  ancient Greek 
texts. the aims of  the course are threefold: mastery of  ancient 
Greek, development of  skills in literary and historical analysis, and 
introduction to major aspects of  ancient Greek history and culture.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.grK201.

GRK204 Herodotus
in this course, we will read sections of  Herodotus’ Histories that trace 
the causes and events of  the Persian Wars in the early 5th century 
BCe. We will focus on increasing reading speed in Greek, building 
vocabulary, and working with secondary scholarship on Herodotus.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.grK201.

GRK253 Ancient Greek Comedy
this course is a study of  aristophanic comedy: problems of  
the literary interpretation of  aristophanes, his relation to Greek 
thought and public life, and the nature of  comedy.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha
pREREQ:.grK201 or grK202
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Szegedy-maSzaK,.andreW—SEcT.:.01.

GRK258 The Ideal Greek Novel: A Synthesis of Myth and Fiction
this course examines the nature of  fiction in the so-called ideal 
Greek novel. the emphasis of  the course will be on longus, but 
achilles tatius, Chariton, Xenophon of  ephesus, and Heliodorus 
will also be considered. the rising sophistication in literary allu-
sion, readership issues, and the internal structure of  the novel will 
be examined. students will gain familiarity with the language of  
the novel (vocabulary and syntax) in addition to an understanding 
of  the larger literary aspects of  the genre.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

GRK261 The Greek Tragedians
in this course we will read, in Greek, euripides’ Ion (selections) 
and Trojan	Women (entire). By close reading of  the Greek text 
and by the study of  selected works of  criticism, we will identify 
key questions posed by dramatic text, which will be the subject 
of  in-class discussion and presentations. these might include, but 
will not be limited to, the staging, conventions, and conditions of  
performance of  Greek tragedy; humans and gods; euripides’ fe-
male characters; the euripidean hero; and the historical context of  
the plays, both of  which were produced about halfway through 
the Peloponnesian War.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

GRK263 The Homeric Hymns
students in this course will read the Homeric hymns to demeter, 
apollo, Hermes, and aphrodite in ancient Greek. they will also 
read modern scholarship on the structure of  the hymns as exam-
ples of  narrative discourse and on the mythology of  the various 
divinities. each of  these hymns celebrates one of  the principal 
divinities of  the Greek pantheon, and each incorporates a story 
of  the god’s adventures. Class sessions will include discussion of  
the manner in which gender exercises an influence on the structure 
and content of  the hymns.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.grK201.

GRK265 Hesiod
students will read selections from Hesiod’s poems, the Theogony 
and Works	 and	Days. special attention will be paid to Hesiod’s 
poetic technique, as well as the social and historical issues he 
addresses.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

GRK275 Homeric Epic
this is a Greek reading course in one or both of  the Homeric 
epics, The	Iliad and The	Odyssey. Close reading of  selections of  
Homer will inform in-class discussion of  key literary questions.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.ViSVardi,.eirene—SEcT.:.01.

GRK278 The Greek Historians
students in this course will read, in Greek, substantial portions of  
Book i of  thucydides’ great history of  the Peloponnesian War. in 
addition to close readings of  the Greek text, selections from com-
mentaries and secondary literature will be assigned to identify key 
problems in thucydides’ account.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.grK201 or grK202.

GRK401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

GRK409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

GRK411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

GRK465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

GRK467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

LATIN
LAT101 First-Year Latin: Semester I
an introduction to the basics of  latin, designed to equip students 
with a reading knowledge of  the language. about two-thirds of  
the introductory textbook will be covered in the first semester. 
the remainder of  the textbook will be completed in the first half  
of  the second semester, followed by reading of  a latin novel.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.roBertS,.micHael.J .—SEcT.:.01.

LAT102 First-Year Latin: Semester II
this course completes the survey of  latin grammar begun in 
LAT101. students will also read from a latin novel, Apollonius	of 	
Tyre, which features shipwrecks, pirates, true love, broken hearts, 
and good examples of  most of  the latin constructions learned 
during the year.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.lat101
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.roBertS,.micHael.J .—SEcT.:.01.

LAT201 Reading Latin Prose: Roman Letter-Writers
an introduction to the reading of  classical latin prose, the course 
will include a review of  latin grammar and syntax. students will 
read selections from the letters of  seneca the younger and Pliny 
the younger. seneca, a distinguished philosopher and statesman 
of  the neronian period, uses his experiences in contemporary 
rome as texts from which to derive simple philosophical mes-
sages. Pliny recounts events from the life of  an italian aristocrat 
of  the first century Ce, including an eyewitness account of  the 
eruption of  vesuvius. the course will begin slowly, with the aim 
of  gradually acclimatizing students to the rhythms and stylistic 
and syntactical patterns of  latin prose. the emphasis will be on 
understanding and translating the latin, but we will consider the 
social and cultural background to the texts we read.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.roBertS,.micHael.J .—SEcT.:.01.

LAT202 Ovid: Metamorphoses
students will read in latin selected stories from the Metamorphoses, 
ovid’s great un-epic epic, in which he recounts myths of  shape-
changes from the creation of  the world down to his own time and 
that of  the emperor augustus. ovid’s stories inspire humor, pathos, 
and horror and may be grotesque or sentimental, sometimes both 
at the same time. they deal with issues like divinity, power, love, 
rape, order, and identity, all in classic versions of  famous myths 
influential throughout the centuries, told with the poet’s distinctive 
wit and sense of  incongruity. the class will focus on close reading 
of  the latin text and on ovid’s treatment of  the myths and the dis-
tinctive approach he brings to the ever-shifting world he describes. 
the course will include an introduction to latin meter, and class 
discussion will address modern critical approaches to ovid.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Szegedy-maSzaK,.andreW—SEcT.:.01.
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LAT222 Lucretius
“imagine there’s no heaven...”  this course offers close reading in 
latin of  extensive selections of  the De	Rerum	Natura, the remark-
able poem in which lucretius argues that the world is made up of  
atoms, that the soul dies with the body, that the gods never help 
or punish human beings, and that mortals should live their lives in 
search of  the peace of  mind of  epicurean philosophy. We will try 
to understand lucretius’ latin, which we will hope to read with 
increasing ease and accuracy to relate fully to his rhetorical and 
poetic techniques and to the literary, philosophical, historical, and 
cultural background of  this unusual and fascinating poem.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Szegedy-maSzaK,.andreW—SEcT.:.01.

LAT231 Vergil: Aeneid 7-12
Books 7–12 of  the Aeneid describe the arrival in italy of  aeneas 
and the trojans and the war they must fight against the rugged 
peoples already occupying the land that they have been told is 
fated to be theirs. We will do close reading of  most of  these 
books in latin (with the goal of  improving each student’s ability 
to read latin quickly and with accuracy) and of  the whole poem 
in english. By looking critically at the poem in its historical and 
literary context, we will try to determine what suggestions vergil 
is making about war, heroism, the recent civil wars and accession 
to power of  augustus, and the strengths and weaknesses of  the 
roman state and people.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

LAT241 Horace, Odes and Epodes
in this course, through a close reading of  Horace’s lyric poetry, 
we will seek to understand the nature of  Horatian lyric, its formal 
qualities and thematic preoccupations. students will be encour-
aged to become aware of  the critical methodologies that have 
been brought to bear on the Odes by selected readings in second-
ary literature. We will also consider the modern reception of  these 
poems and the problems they present for a translator as a further 
attempt to understand their special qualities.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

LAT242 Roman Elegy
this course will focus on reading the poetry of  the roman ele-
gists Propertius and ovid and will work toward an understanding 
of  the genre of  elegy at rome, these two poets’ relation to it, and 
the historical and cultural context of  augustan rome that condi-
tioned its production and reception.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

LAT251 The Age of Nero
nero—artist or monster (or both)? this course will focus on 
the personality and politics of  the emperor and the reaction he 
evoked in contemporary and subsequent accounts of  his reign, 
concentrating especially on the powerful picture of  nero and the 
neronian regime painted by the roman historian tacitus in his 
Annals, with supplementary evidence from suetonius’ Life	of 	Nero. 
topics discussed will include tacitus as a historian, dissimula-
tion and theatricality in neronian rome, the world turned upside 
down—reversal of  values in the period, the survival strategies of  
the roman ruling classes, and how to die well. in connection with 
the last subject, we will read a few of  seneca’s Moral	Epistles, giv-
ing a stoic perspective on contemporary insecurities and the threat 
to identity and spiritual integrity they presented.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

LAT253 The Roman Historians
the course will be devoted to studying the principles and meth-
ods of  latin historiography. students will read selections in latin 
from the major roman historians, especially sallust, livy, and 
tacitus, and both ancient and modern discussions of  the writing 

of  history. special attention will be paid to the role of  narrative 
and description in history.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

LAT254 Apuleius: The Golden Ass
fast-paced, magical, sexy, and bizarre, Apuleius:	 Golden	 Ass, or 
Metamorphoses, contains more than enough rowdy episodes to 
keep us entertained for a semester. the novel tells the story of  
the feckless lucius, the man-turned-ass whose encounters with the 
residents of  thessaly range from the vulgar to the weird to the 
sublime. our goals, in addition to reading and understanding the 
latin, include tracing prominent themes and becoming acquainted 
with recent relevant scholarship.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.caldWell,.lauren.elizaBetH—SEcT.:.01.

LAT255 Pliny and Trajan
selections from Books 1–9 of  Pliny’s letters will be read to in-
troduce the range of  topics found in the letters and the friends 
and relations who received them. next, we will read all of  Book 
10, which collects the correspondence with the emperor trajan 
when Pliny was governor of  the province of  Bithynia-Pontus. 
our goal in studying this book is to work out how Pliny un-
derstood his relationship as a senator and subject to the emperor 
trajan. to help meet this goal, we will read in addition selections 
in latin from Pliny’s Panegyric	to	Trajan and in english parts of  
dio Chrysostom’s On	Sovereignty. finally, we will consider how 
trajan and his reign was depicted in art, especially in the famous 
Column of  trajan and the Beneventum arch.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

LAT261 Medieval Latin: Martyrs, Kings, Saints, and Lovers
in this introduction to latin literature of  late antiquity and the 
Middle ages, we will read selections from a variety of  texts from 
the 3rd to the 12th century: historical works, biographies, mar-
tyrdom accounts and saints’ lives, dramas, letters, and lyrics of  
love, praise, humor, and satire. topics discussed will include the 
development of  the latin language; figural and allegorical inter-
pretation; medieval biography, hagiography, and historiography; 
the representation of  the individual; and the theme of  love in the 
latin literature of  the Middle ages.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt261.

LAT262 Reading Latin, Writing Latin
this is a nontraditional introduction to writing latin. through 
reading and discussing short selections of  mainly narrative and 
descriptive latin prose from all periods, from the classical to the 
renaissance, students will develop greater familiarity with latin 
styles and the expressive possibilities of  the language. students 
will try their hand at writing latin themselves (often collabora-
tively and with ample opportunity for revision). subjects will in-
clude proverbs, familiar sayings or catchphrases, song lyrics, etc., 
as well as short narratives, culminating in a final project. as well as 
developing greater facility with latin, students will reflect on the 
experience of  learning latin, the history of  latin, and its place in 
the modern world.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

LAT401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

LAT409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

LAT411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

LAT465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

LAT467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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 PROFESSORS: Howard i. needler; laurie nussdorfer,	History; Paul schwaber,	Chair; Khachig tölölyan,	
English

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: ethan Kleinberg,	History; typhaine leservot,	Romance	Languages	and	Literatures

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS: Javier Castro-ibaseta,	History; ludmila Guenova,	Philosophy; tushar irani,	Philosophy; 
typhaine leservot,	Romance	Languages	and	Literatures

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: tusher irani; typhaine leservot; Howard needler; laurie nussdorfer; Paul schwaber; 

Khachig tölölyan; Kari Weil

the College of  letters [COL] is a three-year interdisciplinary major for the study of  predominantly european literature, history, and 
philosophy from antiquity to present. the program consists of  five components and leads to 11 course credits:
• five colloquia designed to acquaint students with works of  predominantly european literature, history, and philosophy in 

(respectively):
• the 20th century
• the ancient world
• the Middle ages and renaissance
• the early modern period (16th–18th centuries)
• the 19th century

• four seminars minimum (one in history, one in philosophy, one in literature, one in your target foreign language literature). these 
specialized seminars allow students to shape their COL major around a particular interest

• one semester abroad, most often in europe, israel, or in a country where your selected foreign language is spoken, in the spring of  
your sophomore year

• one comprehensive examination in april/May of  your junior year
• one senior thesis or essay that, along with the specialized seminars, allows COL students to further shape their major along their 

own interests

in all these contexts, much emphasis is placed on the development of  skills in writing and speaking. for this reason, letter grades are 
not given in courses taken for COL major credit, and COL seminars do not generally have final examinations. instead, tutors write detailed 
evaluations of  their students, and work at the end of  each semester, and these are kept on record (and discussed with each student upon 
request). our general goal is cultivation of  “the educated imagination.”  

Life in COL. the College of  letters attempts to integrate the social and intellectual lives of  its members by inviting guest lecturers and by 
providing opportunities for students and faculty to meet such guests (and one another) informally. there are also regular informal social 
gatherings in the College of  letters library. the structure of  the College of  letters and the smallness of  its classes bring about a close 
rapport between faculty and students and a lively and continuing dialogue among students of  different classes.

for a more detailed description of  any of  the above components, please consult the department Web site: www.wesleyan.edu/col.

College of Letters 

COL102 Outsiders in European Literature
Modern literature is replete with protagonists who represent a 
position or identity that is outside an accepted mainstream; they 
are different, peculiar and/or attractive, and potentially danger-
ous. this course will focus on the experience of  being or being 
made into such an outsider or “other” and on the moral, cultural, 
racial, sexual, or national norms or boundaries such an outsider 
establishes for the inside. reading both fiction and theory, we will 
ask how the terms of  inside and outside are culturally and histori-
cally constructed, as we also look for proposals for dealing with 
outsiders and their otherness. authors may include Kafka, Mann, 
Camus, Colette, fanon, sartre, Beauvoir, duras.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl102

COL104 Baroque Rome
this interdisciplinary history seminar for first-year students fo-
cuses on europe’s most famous capital city between 1550 and 
1650, a period when rome was a symbol of  religious zeal, ar-
tistic creativity, and intellectual repression. We will explore these 
contradictions and their impact on cultural innovation by taking 
a close look at daily life in early modern rome and at the lives of  
some of  the city’s most celebrated women and men. these saints, 
murderers, artists, and scientists include san filippo neri, Beatrice 
Cenci, Caravaggio, artemisia Gentileschi, Gian lorenzo Bernini, 
and Galileo. Course materials emphasize writings by historians, art 

and music historians, and historians of  science, as well as visual, 
literary, musical, and documentary sources from the period. the 
seminar culminates with a research project on some individual or 
aspect of  baroque rome.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt118

COL105 Double Visions: Rewriting, Repainting, and 
Refilming the Classics
in this course, students will read and/or view european classics 
and their rewrites to analyze various modalities of  rewrites: pla-
giarism, parody, homage, cultural translation, subversion, intertex-
tuality, imitation, appropriation, and recycling. Most of  the clas-
sics will be read/viewed in their entirety. due to time constraints, 
however, some classics might be approached through key excerpts.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

COL106 The Italian Renaissance
this seminar for first-year students explores the intellectual and 
cultural history of  renaissance italy. in the years between 1350 
and 1550 italian writers, thinkers, and artists struggled to recover 
a lost golden age, the world of  the ancients, and ended up creat-
ing a new one. What was the italian renaissance? Who made it 
happen and why? Whom did it include and whom did it exclude? 
What were its lasting effects? after getting to know the italian 
social setting for the renaissance, we will focus on the intellec-
tuals, writers, and artists of  15th-century florence and rome. 
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in keeping with the philosophy of  the College of  letters, the 
course emphasizes close reading of  original texts (in translation) 
and studies literary, historical, and philosophical works in their 
historical context.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt121
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.nuSSdorFer,.laurie—SEcT.:.01

COL107 Laughter and Politics
this course proposes a historical exploration of  the relationship 
between humor and political order. divided in three blocks (de-
mocracy, carnival, and commodity), the course travels from the an-
cient athenian democracy and the roman empire (where political 
comedy and satire acquired their canonical form and radical sta-
tus), through the carnivals of  the Middle ages and the renaissance 
(where hierarchies and conventions were ridiculed and temporar-
ily put upside-down), to the modern world (where political laugh-
ter risks becoming a simple commodity for mass consumption). 
is laughter inherently good or bad for the political sphere? does 
it help creating a healthy citizenship? does it liberate or alienate 
the individuals? the course will explore this and other questions 
by analyzing learned and popular expressions of  political humor, 
with an eye in the classical tradition (aristophanes, erasmus, swift) 
and the other in its contemporary formulations (comic books, tv 
shows, web sites, and street art).
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt107
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.caStro-iBaSeta,.JaVier—SEcT.:.01

COL108 Language
this course, beyond providing an introduction to the science of  
linguistics, is designed to give students in their first year an aware-
ness of  the importance of  language in everyday life and of  the 
range of  its uses and abuses as a cultural and class marker, vehicle 
of  knowledge, and instrument of  power. it is an objective of  this 
course that students who complete it should be better prepared 
than they were before for the sensitive and exacting study, not 
only of  literature, but of  whatever specialized studies they sub-
sequently undertake. topics to be considered include whether 
language is a cultural artifact that is learned or is instinctual; the 
varieties of  languages; language as expression of  culture; linguis-
tic imperialism; problems of  translation; the distinction between 
speech and writing; stenolanguage, metalanguage, and poetic lan-
guage; metaphor and symbol; and semiotics.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.needler,.HoWard.i .—SEcT.:.01

COL110 The Enlightenment and the Birth of the Modern World
the enlightenment is said to have given birth to democracy, hu-
man rights, feminism, emancipation, and secularism—in short, to 
the characteristic strivings of  Western modernity. yet it has also at 
times been attacked for paving the way for totalitarianism, racist 
universalism, and modern bureaucratic genocide. in this course we 
will study key texts and ideas from the enlightenment, placing 
them in their historical and social context of  the 18th century. 
We will look at revolutions in thinking about history, economy, 
society, crime and punishment, government, and religion. a key 
theme will be the encounter of  enlightenment thought with 
popular religious practice and the persistence of  traditional reli-
gious institutions. How did the mind of  the enlightenment seek 
to shape the future of  european society? if  traditional religious 
and political structures were to be superseded by secular culture 
and forms of  governance, how was virtue to be preserved in a 
modern commercial society? How did the enlightenment react 
to its successes and, more important, its failures? finally, we will 
look at a few key interpretations of  the enlightenment in recent 
times. did enlightenment thinkers refashion Christianity in their 
construction of  a heavenly city, or were they agents of  the rise of  
modern paganism? Was the enlightenment exclusively a Western 

phenomenon? How are conceptualizations of  the enlightenment 
today being employed in debates about the nature of  modernity 
and pressing questions about religion, secularism, and human 
rights, both at home and abroad?
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[HiSt124 or reli271]

COL111 Religion and Society in Modern Europe
through a series of  case studies, we will examine the ways in 
which historians have sought to interpret the relationship between 
politics, faith, social forces, and violence in europe between the 
close of  the Middle ages and the enlightenment. is it possible 
to conceive of, much less identify, “religion” as an independent 
factor in social action? is there such a thing as “religious violence” 
that can be distinguished from other kinds of  violence? We will 
look in-depth at the rise of  the spanish inquisition, anti-Judaism 
and accusations of  “ritual murder” against Jews, the Galileo affair, 
the “Great Witch Craze,” the wars of  religion, and the rise of  
enlightenment notions of  religious tolerance in the 18th century.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[HiSt128 or reli277]

COL113 Autobiography and Professional Choice
the purpose of  this course is to make students reflect upon the 
decisions, unconscious as well as conscious, that are involved in 
career choices. it is intended to assist the process of  determin-
ing professional and vocational options, as well as to encourage 
greater reflection in all matters; to promote the awareness that no 
decision need be automatic or imposed; and that decisions ap-
pearing to have those qualities are not by virtue of  that rendered 
value-free. to achieve these ends we shall read books and essays 
by persons (mostly contemporary, or nearly so) representing as 
wide a range of  professional fields as possible. all readings will 
be autobiographical. students will write a short (1-page) paper on 
each weekly reading assignment, and papers will be distributed to 
be read by the entire class to furnish a major constituent of  the 
material for class discussion.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

COL114 Text and Context: Readings in Modern Europe
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt114

COL115 The Great Separation: Politics, Religion, and the 
Modern West
this course investigates the relationship between the idea of  mor-
al autonomy and modern political thought from the closing of  
the Middle ages to the end of  the enlightenment. We begin by 
surveying the decline and resurgence of  theologically-motivated 
political doctrines from the 17th century to the present. then, in 
a close reading of  important primary texts, we will ask to what 
extent the emergence of  a modern concept of  the morally au-
tonomous rational individual was indebted to the assertion of  an 
all-powerful state that could enforce laws and preserve order and 
property without recourse to religious authority. finally, we will 
ask whether the Western experience can serve as the normative 
basis for other cultures and societies, or whether the return of  the 
divine to political discourse threatens the “fragile exception” of  
secular political philosophy.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt125

COL121 Sophomore Seminar: Political Ideals and Social 
Realities in Renaissance Italy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt189

COL130 Thinking Animals: An Introduction to Animal Studies
the question of  “the animal” has become a recent focus across the 
disciplines, extending debates over identity and difference to our 
so-called “nonspeaking” others. this course will examine a range 
of  theories and representations of  the animal to examine how 
human identity and its various gendered, classed, and racial mani-
festations have been conceived of  through and against notions of  
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animality, as well as how such conceptions have affected human-
animal relations and practices such as pet-keeping and zoos. We 
will seek to understand the desire to tame or objectify animals as 
well as evidence of  a contrasting desire that they remain guardians 
of  inaccessible experience and knowledge. readings may include 
darwin, Poe, Kafka, Mann, Woolf, Coetzee, and Hearne.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

COL201 Writing Short Fiction
this is a rigorous and intensive fiction-writing course that fo-
cuses on character, plot and suspense. students will analyze and 
apply narrative techniques of  masters of  the short story such as 
Bernard Malamud, flannery o’Connor, anton Chekhov, ernest 
Hemingway, Julio Cortazar, Gabriel Garcia Márquez, Patricia 
Highsmith, alice Munro, William faulkner, edward P. Jones, 
richard Bausch, and J. d. salinger. specifically, students will study 
story structure and its relation to suspense; various ways to plot 
and pace stories; and the use of  expanded psychological time, 
compressed-time narratives, and other methods for creating nar-
rative tension in short fiction. students also will learn methods 
of  constructing vivid primary and secondary characters; practice 
writing layered dialogues; and explore problems related to per-
spective and psychic distance in third- and first-person narratives. 
each student will write a series of  short fiction assignments and 
a 30-page story employing narrative techniques learned in class. 
students will share their fiction in workshops that focus on the 
development of  editorial skills; each student will complete writ-
ten critiques of  his/her peers’ stories for workshops. COL201 will 
count as an elective workshop course for students completing 
Wesleyan’s writing certificate program (as currently being devel-
oped). Paula sharp is the author of  four novels and a collection 
of  short stories.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.SHarp,.paula—SEcT.:.01

COL208 Rome Through the Ages
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt208

COL213 Advanced Creating Writing
this course will explore special advanced topics in creative writ-
ing, including an exploration of  the line between fiction and 
nonfiction narratives; surrealist and magical realist writing; so-
phisticated plotting techniques; and evoking mood in narrative. 
selected writings will include, among others, short stories by 
andrea Barrett, anton Chekhov, Jorge luis Borges, Juan rulfo, 
richard Bausch, Julio Cortazar, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, italo 
Calvino, nikolai Gogol, edward P. Jones, William faulkner, and 
edgar allen Poe; and nonfiction by Paul auster, truman Capote, 
oliver sacks, Josef  Breuer, sigmund freud, and alice Miller. this 
course has demanding reading and writing requirements.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

COL214 The Modern and the Postmodern
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt214

COL215 Theater of Anton Chekhov: Research, Analysis, and 
Performance
IDENTIcAL WITh:.tHea214

COL216 Writing Long Fiction
this course focuses on how to write a novella, short novel, or 
short story collection and is designed for juniors and seniors who 
wish to initiate a long work of  fiction, in contemplation of  a cre-
ative thesis or in lieu of  a creative thesis. this course is taught at 
the most advanced level and has demanding reading and writing 
requirements. Class lectures and discussions focus on complicated 
and unusual plotting techniques; complex character development 
and the elaboration of  theme in long works of  fiction; the no-
vella form; methods for constructing short novels; and ways of  
organizing short story collections. While producing new fiction, 
students will read and analyze novellas, long stories and short 

novels by Heinrich von Kleist, anton Chekhov, Wilkie Collins, 
Georges simenon, John steinbeck, toni Morrison and Mary 
shelley Wollstonecraft, and short stories by Wallace stegner, 
louise erdrich, richard Wright, and Jorge luis Borges, among 
others. all students will complete stories or portions of  novel-
las or novels and share their fiction in workshops. Paula sharp is 
the author of  four novels and a collection of  short stories. she 
is writer-in-residence at the College of  letters and has been a 
faculty member since 2003.
grading:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha.col201
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.SHarp,.paula—SEcT.:.01

COL217 Fear and Pity: German Tragedies from the 18th to 
the 20th Century
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt278

COL218 Postmodern Theory with a Historical Intent
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt318

COL220 Modern Christian Thought
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli220

COL222 The Craft of Writing Nonfiction: Technique and 
Genre
narrative nonfiction is most easily defined in terms of  what it is 
not: not journalism, not scholarly writing, not polemic, not simple 
expository prose. nor is it confined to a single genre. Writers of  
narrative nonfiction write criticism, memoir, and contemplative es-
says, but the lines between genres are often blurred within a single 
essay. our goal in this course is to become more experienced and 
fluent writers and readers. We will analyze essays and excerpts from 
longer nonfiction to learn the elements of  craft: structure, voice, 
clarity, the use of  dialogue and descriptive detail, and revision, the 
writer’s most important practice. We will write our own essays and 
brief  papers responding to the readings every week. readings will 
include essays by John McPhee, le thi dieum thuy, Jo ann Beard, 
George orwell, James Baldwin, Patricia Hampl, e. B. White, vivian 
Gornick, richard rodriguez, Barry lopez, and Hilton als.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

COL223 Public Life in the Age of Theater: Madrid and 
London, 1580–1680
england and spain were the first two european countries where a 
new form of  mass media took root in the late 16th century: popu-
lar theater. the new playwrights, from shakespeare and Marlowe 
to lope and Calderón, reflected in their plays acute political con-
cerns (tyranny and justice, fortune and providence). How did this 
theatrical revolution affect public and political life? this course 
will explore urban life in the age of  public playhouses, compar-
ing the two theatrical capitals of  the age: london and Madrid. 
emphasis will be put on the relationship between theater and pub-
lic life, analyzing the multiple and changing links among theater, 
news culture, and political action. special attention will be paid 
to the different behavior of  the popular publics in london and 
Madrid during the crisis of  the 1640s in terms of  political ac-
tion. Comparing the similarities but also the striking divergences 
between Madrid and london, we will see how theater helped to 
transform or maintain political life during the early modernity and 
how playhouses became the center of  intense political struggles. 
the course will serve as an introduction to the complexities and 
importance of  comparative approaches.
 the readings will include primary and secondary bibliog-
raphy. sources will include major texts (plays, novels, poems) as 
well as minor and popular genres (news, pamphlets and libels, ser-
mons). throughout the units, we will discuss the relationship be-
tween texts and particular political junctures (the armada, 1588; 
succession and peace treaty, 1598/1603; the spanish match, 
1623; civil wars, 1640; etc.)
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[HiSt190 or iBSt326 or tHea310]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.caStro-iBaSeta,.JaVier—SEcT.:.01
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COL225 20th-Century Franco-Caribbean Literature and the 
Search for Identity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren225

COL226 Francophone Uses of America in Literature and Film
Whether conspicuous or faint, references to america are often 
present in francophone films and literatures. this course will ex-
plore and analyze some of  the many references to america in 
francophone arts (literature and film) to try to understand the 
complex relationship that many francophone regions have with 
american culture. How does francophone art represent america? 
What is represented, and to what end? What do these represen-
tations say about how different francophone regions (france, 
Belgium, the Caribbean) view the United states? are references 
to america a by-product of  the americanization of  francophone 
cultures or an innocent cultural reference?
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[FiSt286 or FrSt226]

COL227 Migration and Identity in Contemporary France
With the largest minority in france being of  Maghrebian origin, 
islam has become the second largest religion in france today. 
What are the repercussions of  this phenomenon for french iden-
tity? What have french writers had to say about foreigners in the 
past, and how do writers born out of  the second generation of  
immigrants take part in the ongoing dialogue surrounding french 
identity? this course will analyze the recent attempts at redefin-
ing french identity through a study of  literary texts and films. 
(readings, discussions, and papers in english.)
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FiSt227

COL229 Heroes, Lovers, and Swindlers: Medieval and 
Renaissance Spanish Literature and History
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span230

COL230 Shakespeare and Elizabethan Tragedy
this course is a study of  shakespearean tragedy in the context of  
the work of  other major english tragedians of  the elizabethan 
and early Jacobean eras, such as Kyd, Webster, Marlowe, tourneur, 
and so on, and of  contemporary theories of  tragedy. attention 
will be given to stagecraft as well as to close textual study.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

COL231 Orientalism: Spain and Africa
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span250

COL232 Death and the Limits of Representation
the disciplines of  history, philosophy, and literature all hinge on 
the issue of  representation. the ability to communicate ideas, vi-
sions, or arguments all depend on the ability to represent these 
abstract notions in a concrete and recognizable form. in this 
course we will problematize the basis of  all three disciplines by 
exploring death as the limit of  representation—as that which is 
ultimately unknowable (or knowable only secondhand) and thus 
beyond representation. indeed, what is the concept of  the ghost 
but an attempt to represent someone who is dead in the recog-
nizable form of  the body that once lived. yet, the ghost appears 
and disappears, is not bound by the laws of  time or space, and is 
largely present in its absence. By exploring texts by such authors 
as Plato, shakespeare, Poe, and levinas and by studying historical 
events such as the Black death and the shoah, we will attempt to 
understand the project of  representation and its limits.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt297

COL233 Genealogies of Reason: From Logos to Rational 
Choice Theory
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum254

COL234 Dante and Medieval Culture I
the purpose of  this two-semester course is to offer students as 
complete an immersion in the world of  dante’s Divine	Comedy 
as is possible without being able actually to read the poem in its 
original language. in addition to a careful and thorough line-by-

line reading and discussion of  the Comedy itself, the course will 
include attention to the art, architecture, and music of  dante’s 
time, as well as to its history. Philosophical and theological ma-
terials relevant to the understanding of  dante’s poetry will also 
be studied. the two semesters together should provide not only a 
thorough study of  the Comedy, but also a detailed introduction to 
High Medieval culture.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[FiSt241 or ital226 or mdSt245]

COL235 Knights, Fools, and Lovers: An Introduction to 
Medieval and Renaissance French Culture
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren230

COL236 Dante and Medieval Culture II
the purpose of  this two-semester course is to offer students as 
complete an immersion in the world of  dante’s Divine	Comedy 
as is possible without being able actually to read the poem in its 
original language. in addition to a careful and thorough line-by-
line reading and discussion of  the comedy itself, the course will 
include attention to the art, architecture, and music of  dante’s 
time, as well as to its history. Philosophical and theological ma-
terials relevant to the understanding of  dante’s poetry will also 
be studied. the two semesters together should provide not only 
a thorough study of  the comedy, but also a detailed introduction 
to High Medieval culture. this is not a required-course-sequence 
course, and students may elect to take either semester without the 
other. However, they should be aware that (1) students taking the 
second semester only should have read at least the Inferno and the 
first two-thirds of  Purgatory before the beginning of  the semes-
ter; and (2) the second semester only is a permission-of-instructor 
course, as preference for enrollment in it will be given to students 
who have satisfactorily completed the first semester.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[FiSt242 or ital230 or mdSt255]

COL237 Garcia Lorca and His World
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span254

COL238 Animal Subjects
Within the Western tradition, the human has largely been de-
fined in opposition to “the animal.” language, thought, and moral 
agency have been regarded as exclusively human activities and 
as such, guarantee that subjectivity itself  is reserved for human-
animals alone. this course will begin by examining the legacy of  
enlightenment efforts to identify subjectivity with humanity. it will 
then proceed to examine a range of  literary, philosophical, and 
visual works that contest this exclusivity and privilege either by 
claiming that such talents are possessed by at least some nonhuman 
animals or by regarding the absence of  human language and ratio-
nality not as a “privation” or disability, but as signals of  alternate 
subjectivities and alternate ways of  being in the world. in their 
attempts to redress the humanist bias regarding subjectivity, such 
works also seek other ways of  understanding human animality.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Weil,.Kari—SEcT.:.01

COL239 Paris, 19th Century
in the course of  the 19th century, under the influence of  urban 
growth, political upheaval, and economic speculation, the city 
of  Paris offered an increasingly seductive but also unpredictable 
spectacle to artists and intellectuals who attempted to represent 
the city and envision their role within it. this course will consider 
both the lure and the effects of  this spectacle, paying particular 
attention to the ways in which the “rebuilding” of  Paris under 
Haussmann and napoleon iii led to reconceptualizations of  pub-
lic and private space in the city and to new spatial and social dis-
tinctions by gender and class. We will ask how these visual attrac-
tions and social-spatial configurations were ultimately seen to af-
fect the more intimate and psychological spaces for understanding 
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the self  and its relation to the other. authors may include Balzac, 
flaubert, Baudelaire, Zola, Maupassant, Huysmans, and rachilde.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Weil,.Kari—SEcT.:.01

COL240 The Itinerary of Justice in Cervantes’s Prose, Poetry, 
and Theater
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span237

COL241 Sophomore Colloquium
With thematically organized literary, philosophical, and historical 
texts of  the 20th century, this colloquium is the first of  the series 
of  five that constitutes the core of  the program.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.leSerVot,.typHaine—SEcT.:.01

COL242 Spain and Its Cinema: A Different Mode of 
Representation
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span252

COL243 Junior Colloquium
this course studies the ancient world of  the Greeks and romans 
and of  the Bible.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.irani,.tuSHar—SEcT.:.01
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.Weil,.Kari—SEcT.:.01

COL244 Junior Colloquium
this course utilizes thematically organized literary, philosophical, 
and historical texts of  late antiquity, the Middle ages, and early 
renaissance.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.nuSSdorFer,.laurie—SEcT.:.01
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.rider,.JeFF—SEcT.:.01

COL245 Senior Colloquium
this session studies thematically organized literary, philosophical, 
and historical texts of  16th, 17th, and 18th centuries.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.needler,.HoWard.i .—SEcT.:.01
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.ScHWaBer,.paul—SEcT.:.01

COL247 Culture and Society in Renaissance Italy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt246

COL248 Urban Fantasies: The City, Sexuality, and National 
Identity in the Modern Spanish Novel
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span251

COL249 Narrative and Ideology
When ballads were very popular songs that told stories, andrew 
fletcher (1655–1716) underlined the importance of  narrative: 
“if  a man were permitted to make all the ballads, he need not 
care who should make the laws of  a nation.” nowadays, stories 
take various forms, among them film, and they circulate and are 
consumed in vast quantities. People make stories, and they, in turn, 
“make” people, helping to construct individual subjectivity and 
collective discourse. How do narratives function as the vehicles for 
overt and unacknowledged ideologies? How do stories change as 
they become such vehicles, and how do ideologies change when 
they are embedded in stories? this course pursues these ques-
tions through the reading of  theory and the analysis of  film. it 
combines short lectures (mainly in the first few weeks) with much 
discussion, with the aim of  introducing students to recent and 
current concepts concerning the nature of, and the relationship 
between, narrative and ideology. Post-1980 american films we 
will watch together will serve as primary texts. analysis of  the 
films’ narrative structures is an indispensable part of  the course.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl247

COL250 Spain and Portugal: History and Identities
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt255

COL251 Theories and Fiction of Androgyny
the dream of  a unique, complete being who is both male and 
female has a long history in the Western tradition. Moving from 
Plato to contemporary fiction, we will look at representations and 
theories of  androgyny in literature, philosophy, psychoanalysis, 
and feminist theory, asking how and why one might imagine mov-

ing beyond the limitations of  a single sex and who or what those 
fantasies serve. What is it about sex/gender that gives rise to its 
imagined transcendence? What other relations (of  power, culture, 
nation) may be implicated in the representation of  sexual differ-
ence and its overthrow? is it possible to move outside of  one’s 
gender, or is gender designation itself  flawed? in asking these 
questions we will be especially concerned to see how sex/gender 
difference is constructed at different moments even, and especially, 
when it is presumed to be overcome. authors will include Plato, 
ovid, freud, foucault, Balzac, Woolf, Cixous, irigaray, and Hwang.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[engl255 or FgSS248]

COL252 Rethinking the World: The Enlightenment Between 
Utopia and Reform
the enlightenment has become a contested historical category 
in recent years. Was it a unitary movement, motivated by mate-
rialistic philosophy, antimetaphysical and radical at its core, or is 
the enlightenment best approached in a national or confessional 
context? Was the enlightenment a particular set of  ideas or, in-
stead, a group of  practices? Was the enlightenment compatible 
with—even rooted in—religion? at stake in the debate is a con-
test over the legitimacy of  cherished ideals of  Western moder-
nity: tolerance, equality, and human rights. this advanced research 
seminar begins by surveying recent major interpretations of  the 
enlightenment. We will then proceed to individual research proj-
ects and papers, which will be discussed and presented in class. 
emphasis will be placed on the writing and revision process.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt354

COL255 Tragedy
this course explores this ancient genre, from aeschylus to frayne, 
with much attention to shakespeare.  accompanying readings in-
clude aristotle, nietzsche, and freud, among others.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

COL256 Paris and Its Representations: Realities and Fantasies
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren231

COL257 Philosophy of Art
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil272

COL258 20th-Century Intellectual History
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt259

COL259 Feminist Literature in Spain: From the Dictatorship 
to the Democratic Era
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span259

COL260 Between Word and World: Major Spanish Poets of 
the 20th Century
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span260

COL261 Murder and Adultery: The French and Russian Novel
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS254

COL262 Tolstoy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS252

COL263 Families on Stage: Individual, Society, and the 
Nation in Spanish Theater from 1600 to the Present
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span253

COL264 Cultural Criticism Before Theory
the recent popularity of  literary, critical, and cultural theory privi-
leges academic theory and overlooks the fact that culture has been 
theorized, critiqued, and revalued in various forms of  writing since 
ancient times. in a sense, every serious work of  art, every religious 
text, every history of  an epoch offers cultural criticism and, some-
times, explicit theory. in this course, we will look at prose forms 
from Plato, thucydides, and Plutarch to our own time. our double 
purpose will be to see how the forms of  nonfictional prose de-
veloped into the public and private essay, as historiography and 
philosophical meditation, as book review and polemic, as art criti-
cism and long journalistic article. We will range from antiquity to 
the blog to develop a sense of  how form and content develop to-
gether as cultures think about, theorize, and criticize themselves 
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while also developing and adapting the resources of  a form, that 
of  nonfictive prose.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl284

COL265 Nabokov and Cultural Synthesis
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS263

COL267 Love and Emotion in Ancient Greek Philosophy
the quarrel between reason and emotion is a longstanding one in 
philosophy. according to Blaise Pascal, the 17th-century math-
ematician and philosopher, “the heart has its reasons, of  which 
reason knows nothing.” almost a century later, the scottish moral 
philosopher david Hume would claim that reason is the slave 
of  the passions. Both views assume an instrumental conception 
of  reason as a mere calculating faculty. But such an approach to 
rationality may be questioned. this course will examine various 
accounts of  love and emotion in the writings of  Plato, aristotle, 
and the Hellenistic philosophers, where we find some of  the first 
attempts in the history of  philosophy to distinguish between ra-
tional and subrational aspects of  human agency. We will explore 
in particular the extent to which reason itself  has an affective as-
pect for these thinkers, with its own set of  concerns and values, 
suggesting a richer analysis of  human rationality than we find 
in approaches to this topic in modern philosophy. readings will 
focus on primary texts for the most part, along with relevant sec-
ondary literature.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[pHil253 or cciV267]

COL268 Understanding Modernity: Marx, Nietzsche, and Freud
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt268

COL269 French Feminisms: Texts, Pretexts, and Contexts
this course will focus on those texts of  postwar french feminism 
that had enormous impact on feminist theory in the United states. 
While trying to account for the particular reception of  Cixous, 
irigaray, Kristeva, and Wittig in the United states, we will also have 
recourse to the literary, philosophical, and psychoanalytic tradi-
tions within which and against which these writers tried to imagine 
feminine desire, difference, and writing.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[FgSS279 or FrSt254]

COL270 Medieval Lyric Poetry
this course will cover readings in english translation of  lyric 
poetry—religious, erotic, and political—from saint ambrose to 
Petrarch, written in latin and european vernaculars (Provencal, 
old french, italian, German, spanish, Portugese, english). 
Particular attention will be given to the development of  lyric 
forms from classical and other sources and to poetic theory and 
problems of  translation. a reading knowledge of  one or more of  
the original languages will be helpful but is not required.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt270

COL272 Exoticism: Imaginary Geographies in 18th- and 
19th-Century French Literature
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren272

COL273 Giants of German Prose
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt260

COL276 Twilight of Modernity: Art and Culture in the 
Weimar Republic
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt275

COL279 Poetry and Philosophy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt290

COL280 German Aesthetic Theory
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt287

COL281 Genius and Madness
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt291

COL282 Styles of Philosophical Discourse
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil337

COL283 Theories of Human Nature
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil219

COL284 Joyce’s Ulysses
a study of  Joyce’s epic comic novel in the light of  his earlier 
work.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

COL285 Kafka and Jesus
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt264

COL286 The Holocaust: Historical, Philosophical, and 
Literary Aspects
this course is the study and analysis of  the historical background 
and evolution of  the Holocaust and then of  the structure of  the 
event itself. Philosophical issues considered include the concept 
of  genocide, specific ethical decisions confronted by victims and 
bystanders as well as perpetrators, and historiographic questions 
on explaining the Holocaust. the uses and abuses of  literary rep-
resentations of  the Holocaust are also considered.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil285

COL287 History of Political Philosophy: From Individual 
Rights to Group Rights
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil250

COL288 Kierkegaard and Nietzsche: Living Philosophy
this course is the study of  major texts by Kierkegaard and 
nietzsche against the general background of  19th-century phi-
losophy. the reaction against the Kantaian and Hegelian tradi-
tions that ensues in these two quite different versions of  living 
philosophy calls attention to central ethical, social, and religious 
issues. they also underscore the reflexive question of  what phi-
losophy itself  is (or should be).
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil276

COL289 Philosophy and Literature
this course will examine recent philosophical writings on ethics 
and on the role that literature can play in ethical reflection. We will 
read literary texts by diderot, Henry James, and virginia Woolf.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil274

COL290 Poems
in close reading of  selected poems by British and american 
writers, we will attend to mimesis and meanings; to relations 
of  form, style, and content; to aesthetics, historical moment, 
and current appeal. Ballads, sonnets, songs, lyrics, odes, and 
dramatic monologues by poets from Chaucer’s time to ours, in-
cluding shakespeare, Marvell, donne, anne Bradstreet, Milton, 
Wordsworth, Keats, tennyson, Browning, dickinson, eliot, yeats, 
Williams, frost, Plath, Bishop, and Clifton.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

COL291 The Treason of the Intellectuals: Power, Ethics, and 
Cultural Production
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt382

COL293 Inventing the Criminal: Literature and Criminality
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt276

COL294 Diasporas, Transnationalism, and Globalization
Until the late 1960s, there were three classical diasporas: Jewish, 
armenian, and Greek. the first was considered the paradigmatic 
case. in the past three decades, many dispersed peoples and com-
munities, once known as minorities, ethnicities, migrants, exiles, 
etc., have been renamed diasporas by some of  their own artists, 
intellectual and political leaders, or by scholars. this phenomenon 
must be understood in the context of  ever-increasing transnation-
alism and globalization. this course will introduce students to the 
past and present of  the concepts diaspora, transnationalism, and, 
to a lesser extent, globalization.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt294 or Soc294 or engl294]

COL295 The Athenian Enlightenment: The Birth of 
Philosophy in 5th-Century Athens
this course will investigate the origins of  philosophy as an intel-
lectual discipline in 5th-century athens, one of  the richest pe-
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riods of  cultural and political innovation in human history. of  
special interest to thinkers during this period was the proper use 
of  speech and language (Greek: logos). our aim will be to under-
stand philosophy as a mode of  discourse responding to other new 
modes of  discourse in this creative period. readings will focus on 
the dialogues of  Plato, studying these texts alongside path-break-
ing works of  contemporary history and drama by Herodotus, 
thucydides, aeschylus, sophocles, euripides, and aristophones.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[pHil251 or cciV295]

COL296 Plato’s Triad: Theaetetus, Sophist, and Statesman
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil315

COL297 From Luther to Napoleon: Early Modern Germany, 
1500–1815
Germany’s tragic history in the 20th century has often been attrib-
uted to its “peculiar” history: lacking a unified state and a single 
religion, Germany did not develop into a proper nation-state in 
the model of  its Western neighbors, notably france and england. 
this history has been read back into the past, giving rise to the 
misconception that Germany was naturally authoritarian and war-
like. However, a proper knowledge of  early modern German his-
tory, from the reformation to the enlightenment, reveals a far 
more complicated picture. the theme of  this course will be the 
tension between German diversity—linguistic, geographical, reli-
gious, social—and the forces that kept the German people togeth-
er—the loose confederation of  semi-independent states known 
as the Holy roman empire, and the common commitment to the 
Christian Church. each of  the three centuries between 1500 and 
1800 witnessed challenges that shaped the political and social 
world of  the German peoples: the Protestant reformation and 
the Peasants’ War (1517–1555), the thirty years’ War (1618–
1648), and the french revolution and the destruction of  the 
empire (1792–1815). against this background of  social and 
political transformation, we will explore major developments in 
German religion, culture (including visual culture), and philoso-
phy. lectures will address the major features of  political, social, 
and religious history. a substantial portion of  the course will be 
devoted to in-depth discussion of  primary readings.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none

COL298 Marginality in Francophone Cinema
this course offers insights into the ways francophone cinema 
from europe, the Maghreb, and sub-saharan africa represents/
constructs the racial, cultural, sexual, or social other in the post-
war era of  decolonization. We will study films formally and 
contextually to understand what francophone representations 
of  marginality add to the debates surrounding marginality, eth-
nicity, identity, and difference in contemporary europe and post-
colonial africa. theoretical and critical readings on both cinema 
and francophone societies and cultures will help students analyze 
cinematic texts in depth, as well as compare cinematic aesthetics 
between Western cinema and so-called third World cinema.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha.Fren215. Fren283

COL299 Going Too Far: Transgressive Texts (Seminar in 
German Studies)
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt299

COL301 Special Delivery: The French Epistolary Novel
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren273

COL303 Political Independence and Literary Dependence in 
19th-Century Franco-Caribbean Literatures
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren300

COL305  Nomadic Islanders: Contemporary Caribbean 
Diasporas and Identities
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren304

COL307 Negotiating French Identity II: Migration and 
Identity in Contemporary France
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren305

COL308 Transcendence, Truth, and History in Modern Jewish 
Thought
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt307

COL310 Proust and the Play of Time
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren310

COL311 Spinoza’s Ethics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil311

COL313 Sex, Violence, and (Poetic) Justice: Spanish and New 
World Classical Theater
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span231

COL314 Theorizing Globalization from the Third World
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum312

COL315 Tracing Transcendence: Emmanuel Levinas’s 
Talmudic Lectures
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt315

COL316 Violence and the State
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum316

COL317 Once Upon a Time Is Now
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt317

COL319 The Stories of Medieval French Lyric Poetry
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren329

COL324 Freud and Psychoanalysis
this course offers a close, critical study of  freud’s psychoanalytic 
writings through the major phases of  his career. We will attend to 
individual texts, ongoing issues, the cogency of  freud’s theoreti-
cal formulations, the reasons for his revisions, and the range of  
his relevance. We will consider developments in the theory and 
practice of  psychoanalysis since freud.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.ScHWaBer,.paul—SEcT.:.01

COL325 The French Enlightenment’s Africa, 1650–1800
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren325

COL326 19th-Century Fictions of Desire
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren326

COL327 Cervantes
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span236

COL332 European Intellectual History Since the Renaissance
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt216

COL335 Art and Truth in the History of Aesthetics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil335

COL339 Reading Theories
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl295

COL340 Goethe, Poet of the Germans (Goethe und kein Ende)
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt340

COL349 Wagner and Modernism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa339

COL350 Doing Theory in Style
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum350

COL351 Topics in the Philosophy of History
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt351

COL355 Translation: Theory and Practice
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum355

COL356 The Globe and the World: Representations and 
Theorizations of New Transnational Formations
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum356

COL359 Philosophical Classics I: Ancient Western Philosophy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil201

COL360 Philosophical Classics II: Early Modern Philosophy 
from Descartes Through Kant
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil202

COL382 Viennese Modernism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt381

COL384 Lust and Disgust in Austrian Literature Since 1945
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt384

COL390 Weimar Modernism and the City of Berlin
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt390

COL391 The Spanish Empire: Identity and Diversity in the 
Early Global Age
Philip ii, king of  spain from 1556 to 1598, used the motto “Non	
sufficit	orbis” to express the idea behind the spanish empire: “the 
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world is not enough.” as the motto shows, the spanish empire 
consciously imagined itself  as a planetary power, stretching across 
four continents and beyond. Practice, however, was a different is-
sue, and the rulers of  the spanish empire soon found themselves 
experiencing serious problems when trying to unify different 
european and non-european local populations under a single uni-
versal (and transcendental) agenda.
 as the history of  the spanish empire shows, the tension be-
tween the local and the global that we call “globalization,” and 
that we consider a quintessentially modern phenomenon, is not as 
unprecedented as we could think. a historical approach to global-
ization can thus offer us some analytical guidelines and insights for 
rethinking today’s pressing political challenges.
 the aim of  this course is to explore the problems faced by 
the rulers and subjects of  the spanish empire as typical of  an 
early age of  globalization. due to the impossibility of  imposing 
power from its center in any systematic manner, authorities relied 
on regulated local self-governance. thus, the universal agenda had 
to negotiate with local interests, networks, customs, and imaginar-
ies, and vice versa. How was identity defined in such conditions? 
How could the different populations remain local and at the same 
time relate to the universal? How did new historical identities 
emerge? How were power and contestation constructed from a 
cultural point of  view?
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[HiSt391 or iBSt391]

COL392 Libertines and Libertinage
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren390

COL396 Literature and Crisis
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren379

COL397 Early Modern Masculinities
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt397

COL401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

COL409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

COL411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

COL419 Student Forum
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none

COL465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

COL467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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College of Social Studies 
 PROFESSORS: richard P. adelstein,	Economics; stephen angle,	Philosophy; John Bonin,	Economics; 

richard elphick,	History; Brian fay,	Philosophy; Giulio Gallarotti,	Government;	Joyce	Jacobsen,	
Economics,	Co-Chair;	J.	Donald	Moon,	Government;	Peter	Rutland,	Government;	Ronald	Schatz,	
History;	Nancy	Schwartz,	Government;	Gil	Skillman,	Economics

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS:  erik Grimmer-solem,	History,	Co-Chair; Cecilia Miller,	History; Wendy rayack,	Government

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS:  sonali Chakravati,	Government; sarah e. Wiliarty,	Government

 InSTRUCTOR: victoria smolkin-rothrock,	History

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: victoria smolkin,	History

the College of  social studies (CSS) offers a distinctive blend of  teaching methods, subject matter, and educational structure. its collegial 
organization combines tutorials and interdisciplinary courses in social theory within the college with individually selected courses from 
other departments and programs in the University to achieve an integrated education in the social sciences. founded in 1959, CSS has 
provided an unusual educational opportunity for many Wesleyan students, whose careers upon graduation have ranged from medicine 
to law, forestry to college teaching, international business to acting.
Admission to CSS. interested students apply for admission to CSS during the spring of  their first year. each applicant is interviewed by 
a panel of  CSS tutors and students. all CSS majors must complete ECOn101 and one other economics course or ECOn110 by the end of  
the sophomore year; students are strongly encouraged to fulfill this requirement during their first year. Completion of  the University’s 
general expectations at both stages i and ii is also required of  CSS majors, although majors have until the end of  the junior year to 
complete stage i expectations.
Sophomore year. at the heart of  the program in the sophomore year are the weekly tutorial and tutorial essay that are designed to develop 
conceptual and analytic skills as well as precision in writing and argument. the academic year is composed of  three trimesters of  eight 
weeks each, and each student takes a trimester tutorial in history, government, and economics. due to their intensive nature, tutorials account 
for more than half  of  the student’s academic work during the year. a semester-length colloquium in social theory in the fall and selected 
courses within and outside the social sciences complete the sophomore program. Comprehensive examinations, administered by external 
examiners at the end of  the sophomore year, produce the only official grade for sophomores.
Junior year. the second semester of  the junior year involves a philosophy colloquium on the modes of  inquiry in the social sciences 
and a sequence of  two seven-week tutorials building on the sophomore tutorials, each carrying one course credit. students will also take 
several of  their elective courses in the three CSS disciplines to enhance research skills and the ability to accomplish major writing projects 
in the social sciences. Juniors also have the option of  studying abroad in their first semester.
Senior year. in addition to a CSS seminar in the first semester, the senior year involves a substantial piece of  written work. this is often, but 
not invariably, an honors thesis. in all cases it is a large-scale, sustained, and serious investigation of  an intellectual problem.

the Common room, seminar rooms, and the CSS library reinforce the collegial atmosphere of  CSS. social events (Monday lun-
cheons, the friday posttutorial social hours), and special programs such as semester banquets and occasional lectures are regular features 
of  college life, as are informal talks and discussions. students from other departments and programs may be admitted to the CSS junior 
colloquium and the senior seminar on a limited basis.

CSS220 Sophomore Economics Tutorial: Topics in the History 
of Economic Thought
through an examination of  several major works, this tutorial 
treats the development of  economics since the time of  thomas 
Mun. the emergence of  successive analytical systems—mercan-
tilism, classical economics, Marxism, neoclassical economics, and 
Keynesianism—both reflect and help to illuminate the economic 
and social problems that constitute the Western experience over 
the past three centuries. our readings include smith, ricardo, 
ohlin, f. W. taylor, Marx, Pigou, John rae, veblen, Keynes, and 
schumpeter. the material provides a fuller context for what you 
learn in politics, history, and social theory, and it will deepen your 
intuitive understanding of  contemporary economic theory.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.1 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.rayacK,.Wendy—SEcT.:.01

CSS230 Sophomore Government Tutorial: State and Society 
in the Modern Age
this course examines the core political institutions of  Western 
democracy as they have evolved over the past two hundred years. 
We will investigate the rise and development of  the nation-state 
and its institutions, as well as the changing roles of  civil society 
and social movements during this period. the tutorial will end 

with a consideration of  the effects of  globalization on modern 
states and societies.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.1 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.ScHWartz,.nancy.l .—SEcT.:.01

CSS240 Sophomore History Tutorial: The Emergence of 
Modern Europe
CSS sophomore History is an intensive survey of  european his-
tory from the french revolution to the present. european history 
will be considered in terms of  many types of  history, often from 
conflicting perspectives, including, for example, political history, 
economic history, social history, women’s history, intellectual his-
tory, and psychohistory. throughout the tutorial, emphasis will be 
placed on developing students’ skills in reading, writing, and de-
bating. the tutorial is designed to ground the students in modern 
european history and also to develop students’ ability to master 
related materials in the future.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.1 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.elpHicK,.ricHard.H .—SEcT.:.01

CSS271 Sophomore Colloquium: Modern Social Theory
this colloquium examines a number of  competing conceptual 
frameworks in the social sciences derived from major political phi-
losophers and social theorists, such as Hobbes, locke, rousseau, 
Marx, durkheim, Weber, and freud.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.moon,.J ..donald—SEcT.:.01
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CSS301 Regression Analysis
statistical techniques that reveal (or not) relationships among vari-
ables are useful in law, business, and government, as well as in 
academic disciplines, particularly social sciences. these techniques 
have immediate application in senior theses and project papers. 
examples: determinants of  voting behavior; influences on execu-
tive compensation; crop yields and emigration in 19th-century 
europe. this minicourse will introduce CSS juniors and seniors 
to some basic tools, including the development of  hypotheses, 
equation specification, and simple and multiple regression, with 
associated statistics (coefficient estimation, t-statistics, statistical 
significance, and r squared) and with attention to several prob-
lems (multicollinearity, omitted variables). likely class time: three 
or four sessions plus several lab sessions, to allow students to ex-
perience the frustration, excitement, and satisfaction of  empirical 
investigations. no calculus required. a CSS elective course.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.0 .25—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none

CSS320 Junior Economics Tutorial: Economies in Transition
the transition of  the formerly centrally planned and bureaucrati-
cally managed economies of  the now-defunct soviet bloc to mar-
ket economies based on private property and individual initiative 
is an event unparalleled in history. the tutorial begins by examin-
ing carefully the early period of  transition, focusing on the lega-
cies and initial conditions, and traces the progress of  european 
transition countries over the last decade and a half. the topics 
covered are the nature of  transition, macroeconomic stabilization, 
sustainable growth, privatization and enterprise restructuring, and 
financial sector reform. Comparisons across two or more countries 
are made to draw policy implications. the tutorial concludes with 
an in-depth analysis of  China that illustrates a more gradual tran-
sition to a market-oriented economy.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Bonin,.JoHn.p .—SEcT.:.01

CSS330 Junior Government Tutorial: The Politics of 
International Economic Relations
this sequence in the junior tutorial covers some of  the major 
issues in international political economy today: trade, monetary 
relations, the environment, underdevelopment, and globalization. 
international economic relations will be studied in light of  do-
mestic and international political and economic forces. Political 
economy constructs will be subject to critical analysis, primarily 
through competing theoretical perspectives and historical back-
ground. the principal theoretical visions that will inform the 
analysis will be liberalism, mercantilism, and Marxism.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.gallarotti,.giulio—SEcT.:.01

CSS340 Junior History Tutorial: Religion, Secularism, and 
Modernity
in recent decades, religion has regained prominence both as a force 
in world politics and as a much-debated category of  analysis in 
the social sciences. this new development would have profoundly 
surprised generations of  thinkers—from Marx to the proponents 
of  the secularization thesis—who prophesied that religion would 
“die out” as a force of  public, and perhaps even private, life. the 
return of  religion has brought into question many of  the foun-
dational assumptions of  modernity—namely, that modernization 
and secularization are twin processes that rationalize and disen-
chant the world and create the modern (secular) subject. 
 this junior history tutorial will examine understandings 
about religion, secularism, and the relationship of  both to the 
concept of  modernity. the course will examine the assumptions 
that guided the secularization narrative and analyze how the re-
lationship between the religious and the secular has shaped the 
emergence of  modernity in europe and beyond. the tutorial will 
then investigate recent revisions of  the secularization narrative, 

as well as reconsiderations of  religion and secularism in recent 
debates about the desecularization of  the world; religion and 
secularism in public life; secularism and islam; and the concepts 
of  multiple secularisms and postsecular society. finally, the tutorial 
will address methodology with the goal of  preparing students to 
write long research papers.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SmolKin-rotHrocK,.Victoria—SEcT.:.01

CSS371 Junior Colloquium: Contemporary Social and 
Political Theory
this colloquium examines a number of  major 20th-century social 
and political theorists. thinkers might include Hannah arendt, 
Jurgen Habermas, John rawls, franz fanon, ludwig von Mises, 
frank Knight, Milton friedman, and Michel foucault. the collo-
quium will be framed around some central concepts of  social and 
political analysis within their historical context. topic areas might 
include human rights, the public and private sphere, human action 
and social structure, freedom, and the nature of  politics. in addition, 
the colloquium will explore the various ways the social sciences 
have employed key concepts and have interpreted the self-under-
standing of  social actors.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Fay,.Brian.c .—SEcT.:.01

CSS391 Senior Colloquium: Capitalism and Democracy
this course is an overview of  the state of  contemporary politi-
cal economy, the zone where politics and economics intersect. it 
reviews some of  the classic concepts and looks at how they are 
being applied in current research and their relevance to contem-
porary problems. the syllabus is ecumenical and eclectic, on the 
assumption that no single approach holds all the answers. students 
will be expected to attain a superficial grasp of  a broad range of  
ideas and a thorough mastery of  those few approaches that appeal 
to them. Conceptual approaches to be covered include rational 
choice, game theory, the evolution of  cooperation, path depen-
dency, network analysis, and theories of  justice. Contemporary is-
sues to be addressed include the resource curse, corruption, global 
poverty, the 2008 financial crisis, the state of  democracy, and the 
state of  the state.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.rutland,.peter—SEcT.:.01

CSS401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.a–F

CSS409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.a–F

CSS411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

CSS465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

CSS467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Dance 
 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: Pedro alejandro; Katja Kolcio; nicole stanton,	Chair

 ADJUnCT PROFESSOR: susan lourie 

 ARTISTS-In-RESIDEnCE: Patricia Beaman,	Ballet; Hari Krishnan,	Bharata	Natyam–South	Indian	Classical; Urip sri 
Maeny,	Javanese; iddrisu saaka,	West	African

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: Pedro alejandro; Katja Kolcio; Hari Krishnan; susan lourie; nicole stanton

Major description. the dance department at Wesleyan is a contemporary program with a global perspective. the curriculum, faculty 
research, and pedagogy all center on the relationships between theory and practice, embodied learning, and the potential dance mak-
ing has to be a catalyst for social change. Within that rigorous context, students encounter a diversity of  approaches to making, prac-
ticing, and analyzing dance in an intimate learning atmosphere. the program embraces classical forms from ballet, Bharata natyam, 
Javanese, and Ghanaian, to experimental practices that fuse tradition and experimentation into new, contemporary forms.

the emphasis of  the major is on creating original scholarship, be it choreographic or written, that views dance within a specific 
cultural context, interrogates cultural assumptions, and is informed by a critical and reflective perspective. 

Preregistration is possible for many dance courses. all students interested in registering for dance classes should access WesMaps 
concerning procedures for acceptance into specific courses. students majoring in dance or indicating strong curricular commitment to 
dance will be given enrollment preference in all permission-of-instructor courses.

Course work for the major includes composition, dance techniques, dance histories, research methods, pedagogy, ethnography, im-
provisation, anatomy, repertory, and dance and technology. all majors complete a capstone experience—either a one-semester senior 
project or a two-semester senior thesis.  
Required courses

DAnC249/250 dance Composition
(Gateway course series for the major, taken fall and spring 
semesters of  sophomore year)

2 CREDITS

DAnC371 Choreography Workshop 1 CREDIT (taken fall or spring of  junior year)
DAnC105 dance Production techniques .5 CREDIT

dance techniques 3 CREDITS

six classes total @ .5 credits each (students must take classes in at least 2 traditions and achieve a level of  Modern ii) 
• DAnC211 Modern dance i, DAnC215 Modern dance ii, DAnC309 Modern dance iii 
• DAnC202 Ballet i, DAnC302 Ballet ii 
• DAnC208 Jazz dance i, DAnC213 Jazz ii: Hip-hop, DAnC308 Jazz dance iii 
• DAnC260 West african dance i, DAnC360 West african dance ii, DAnC365 West african dance iii 
• DAnC251 Javanese dance i 
• DAnC261 Bharata natyam i: introduction of  south indian Classical dance, DAnC362 Bharata natyam ii: embracing the 

traditional and the Modern, DAnC382 Bharata natyam iii 

DAnC435/445 advanced dance Practice a/B .5 CREDIT

two classes @ .25 CREDITS EACH

one methodology course above the 200 level 1 CREDIT

• DAnC375 american dance History
• Perspectives on dance as Culture: research Methods 

in dance

• Perspectives on dance as Culture: auto-ethnography
• DAnC377 Perspectives in dance as Culture: dance of  the 

african diaspora
• Perspectives on dance as Culture: Bollywood: an 

ethnography of  dance and film

two electives 2 CREDITS

Elective	options
• DAnC301 anatomy and Kinesiology
• DAnC341 dance teaching Workshop: theory and 

Practice
• experiential anatomy: Create, Collaborate, and 

Perform the Making of  Multimedia dance Work
• DAnC378 repertory and Performance

• DAnC354 improvisational forms
• DAnC380 dance and technology
• DAnC103 dancing Bodies

senior project or thesis in dance 1 OR 2 CREDITS

TOTAL CREDITS: 11 OR 12

Procedures for honors in dance. dance majors who wish to be candidates for departmental honors must complete senior research in 
the form of  a thesis. Projects are not eligible for the award of  honors. the student’s proposed research design will be revised and final-
ized in consultation with the student’s prospective tutor and should reflect the special interests and talents of  the individual student. 
the award of  honors or high honors is based on the scope and excellence of  the thesis and on the student’s creative work.
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to receive the award of  honors, a thesis must follow these guidelines:
1. the honors thesis typically consists of  approximately 20 minutes of  group choreography (usually two 10-minute dances) and an 

80- to 100-page research paper situating the choreography within an aesthetic and historical context.
2. it must involve enough work to warrant two credits.

each honors candidate is required to make a commitment to candidacy in advance. the student must file a written statement of  his or her 
intention to stand for departmental honors with both the department and the Honors College. the department will nominate candidates 
for departmental honors to the Honors College. nominations will occur only if  it appears reasonably certain that the candidate’s work 
will be completed on time and in the desired form. the department, in cooperation with the Honors College, will arrange suitable mid-
april deadlines for performances and the submission of  theses.

each honors thesis will have two readers. one of  these must be chosen from outside the dance department. the department will 
base its recommendation for departmental honors upon the readers’ written evaluations and joint recommendations.

DAnC103 Dancing Bodies
this course introduces students to basic dance literacy by viewing 
dances on film and video, making movement studies, and practic-
ing writing in different modes about bodies in motion. the utopi-
an ideal of  the “natural” dancing body will guide our investigation 
of  dance as art and culture, from isadora duncan to the postmod-
erns. We seek answers to such questions as, What do performance 
codes about the “natural” body feel and look like? How do dance 
traditions preserve, transmit, and reconfigure eco-utopian desires? 
no dance experience is necessary. the desire and confidence to 
create and move collaboratively with others is expected.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.aleJandro,.pedro—SEcT.:.01

DAnC105 Dance Production Techniques
areas to be covered in this course include lighting design and 
execution, stage management, costume and scene design, and set 
construction. Practical experience in the department’s production 
season is an important part of  the course.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.carr,.JoHn.F .—SEcT.:.01

DAnC108 Body Languages: Choreographing Biology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B108

DAnC109 Feet to the Fire: The Art and Science of Climate 
Change
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol109

DAnC111 Introduction to Dance
this is an introduction to dance as an educational, technical, and 
creative discipline for students with no previous formal dance 
training. Classes will introduce the basic components of  dance 
technique—stretching, strengthening, aligning the body, and de-
veloping coordination in the execution of  rhythmic movement 
patterns. through improvisation, composition, and performing, 
students will develop a solid framework applicable to all forms 
of  dance.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Kolcio,.KatJa.p .—SEcT.:.01
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.lourie,.SuSan.F .—SEcT.:.02
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.lourie,.SuSan.F .—SEcT.:.02

DAnC202 Ballet I
this is a basic elementary-level ballet class. Ballet terminology and 
stylistic concepts will be introduced with a strong emphasis on 
correct alignment. selected readings required.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Beaman,.patricia.l .—SEcT.:.01

DAnC204 Tap Dance I
in this technique course for intermediate beginners, students will 
learn the fundamentals of  american tap dance. emphasis will be 
placed on mastering specific tap exercises, short dance routines, 
and basic tap terminology.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam265

DAnC205 Afro Brazilian Dance I--The African Continuum in 
South America Brazil
this course will examine the study of  the african diaspora, the 
influence of  african culture in south america. it will introduce 
religious, social, and contemporary dance forms through a histori-
cal perspective of  african identity in Brazil.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam206

DAnC208 Jazz Dance I
this course will take a historical look at jazz movement, the early 
elements, and development of  the dance (jazz vocabulary) and 
how it coincides with music and the life conditions of  african 
american people. it will introduce basic dance technique while 
exploring the influence of  ritual dances of  africa, dances of  the 
plantation, early nightclubbing (jook houses), and basic authentic 
jazz dance techniques.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam261

DAnC211 Modern Dance I
this elementary modern dance class is above the introductory 
level with an emphasis on anatomically sound and efficient move-
ment. studio work, readings, and homework assignments focus 
on experiential anatomy and the development of  strength, endur-
ance, joint mobility, and technical skills necessary for working in 
dance technique, improvisation, and choreography.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.aleJandro,.pedro—SEcT.:.01
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.lourie,.SuSan.F .—SEcT.:.01

DAnC213 Jazz II: Hip-Hop
in the mid-’20s earl tucker (“snake Hips”) was a performer at 
the Cotton Club during the days of  duke ellington. His style of  
dance is definitely related to that of  waving that you see young 
hip-hop dancers still doing today, as hip-hop dance refers to 
dance styles, mainly street-dance styles, primarily danced to hip-
hop music, or that evolved as a part of  the hip-hop culture. it can 
include a wide range of  styles such as breaking, popping, locking, 
krumping, and even house dance. it can also include the many 
styles simply labeled as hip-hop or old school (hype or freestyle). 
this dance style, primarily associated with hip-hop as breaking, 
appeared in new york City during the early 1970s and became a 
cornerstone of  hip-hop as a culture. funk styles, such as popping 
and locking, evolved separately in California in the 1960–’70s, 
but were also integrated into hip-hop when the culture reached 
the West Coast of  the United states. this course will be a tech-
nique-based course in the learning and participation of  the vari-
ous styles that make up hip-hop dance today.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam262

DAnC215 Modern Dance II
this intermediate modern dance class will focus on moving with 
technical precision, projection of  energy, dynamic variation, and 
proper alignment. emphasis will be placed on learning movement 
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quickly and developing awareness of  space, time, and energy. 
friday’s class will be taught by different visiting artists.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Stanton,.nicole.lynn—SEcT.:.01
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.aleJandro,.pedro—SEcT.:.01

DAnC244 Delicious Movements for Forgetting, 
Remembering, and Uncovering
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt244

DAnC249 Dance Composition
this is a basic course in creating and performing choreography 
with emphasis on the diversity of  techniques and methods avail-
able to the choreographer. assignments will revolve around invent-
ing, organizing, and evaluating movement in a variety of  dance 
styles including modern, jazz, ballet, and others. this semester 
focuses on solo work and movement invention. DAnC250 focuses 
on group work. Both courses are prerequisites for DAnC371.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Stanton,.nicole.lynn—SEcT.:.01
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Kolcio,.KatJa.p .—SEcT.:.01

DAnC250 Dance Composition
this course in creating and performing choreography emphasizes 
the diversity of  techniques, methods, and aesthetic approaches avail-
able to the choreographer. assignments will revolve around invent-
ing, organizing, and evaluating movement styles and on solving 
composition tasks that are drawn from various art mediums. DAnC249 
focuses on solo work and movement invention. this course focuses 
on group work. Both courses are prerequisites for DAnC371.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

DAnC251 Javanese Dance I
instruction in the classical dance of  central Java will begin with 
the basic movement vocabulary and proceed to the study of  dance 
repertoires. at the end of  the semester, an informal recital will 
be arranged with the accompaniment of  live gamelan music. 
emphasis is on the female style.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.maeny,.urip.Sri—SEcT.:.01

DAnC252 Eastern and Western European Dance Forms
the sociopolitical relevance of  pre-Christian through present-day 
eastern and Western european dance forms will be explored in 
their cultural context. this course emphasizes rhythmic clarity, 
weight/lightness, and group relationships in space, among other 
basic elements of  movement.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

DAnC260 West African Dance I
West african dance is gateway to the cultures and ways of  life of  
its people. it is the medium on which the very existence of  the 
people is reinforced and celebrated. in this introductory course 
students will learn the fundamental principles and aesthetics of  
West african dance through learning to embody basic move-
ment vocabulary and selected traditional dances from Ghana. 
the physical embodiment of  these cultures will be complimented 
with videos, lectures, readings, and discussions to give students 
an in-depth perspective on the people and cultures of  Ghana. 
students will also learn dances from other West africa countries 
periodically.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SaaKa,.iddriSu—SEcT.:.01

DAnC261 Bharata Natyam I: Introduction of South Indian 
Classical Dance
this course is designed to introduce students to the fundamental 
aesthetic, social, and technical principles underscoring the culture 
of  Bharata natyam dance in its both indigenous and modern con-
texts. the course introduces students to Bharata natyam largely 
through classroom practice (in the form of  rhythmic and interpre-
tive exercises), supplemented by brief  lectures outlining the socio-
historical and cultural contexts of  the form. Class lectures will also 
include video presentations. occasionally the class could include a 

guest lecture given by either a visiting scholar, dancer, or choreog-
rapher respected in the field of  south asian dance internationally.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.KriSHnan,.Hari—SEcT.:.01

DAnC301 Anatomy and Kinesiology
this course will cover structure and function of  skeletal and mus-
cular systems, basic mechanics of  efficient movement, concepts es-
sential for re-patterning and realigning the body, common dance 
and sports injuries, and information regarding injury prevention 
and approaches to treatment.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

DAnC302 Ballet II
this is an intermediate-level course. strong emphasis on correct 
alignment and the development of  dynamics and stylistic qualities 
will be prominent while students learn combinations.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Beaman,.patricia.l .—SEcT.:.01

DAnC303 An Introduction to Laban Movement Analysis and 
Bartenieff Fundamentals
the focus of  this course is to learn the basic theories and prin-
ciples of  human movement developed by rudolf  laban that 
include historical background; the theoretical frameworks of  
body, shape, effort, and space; and labanotation (a written lan-
guage for describing movement). this course will also include an 
introduction to the work of  irmgard Bartenieff  that focuses on 
psychophysical connectivity to facilitate efficiency and expressiv-
ity in movement. the material will be introduced through obser-
vation, improvisation, exploration, composition, readings, group 
discussions, and movement assignments as both a methodology 
for observing/describing the structural and qualitative aspects of  
human movement and a means of  identifying personal movement 
preferences to introduce a greater range of  functional and expres-
sive movement. laban movement analysis can be applied to and 
provide insight into the study of  history, anthropology, psychol-
ogy, theater, physical therapy, and education as well as dance per-
formance, choreography, teaching, and scholarship.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

DAnC304 Tap Dance II
in this intermediate-level course, students will continue the study 
of  fundamentals of  american tap dance. emphasis will be on 
mastering specific tap exercises, dance combinations, improvisa-
tion, and performance techniques.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam264

DAnC308 Jazz Dance III
this intermediate/advanced study of  jazz technique and perfor-
mance theory will explore various contemporary choreographic 
approaches to the jazz dance discipline with an emphasis on per-
formance. analysis of  the evolution of  jazz dance and technique 
through and including hip-hop. discussing: What is the next wave 
of  american jazz dance?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam263

DAnC309 Modern Dance III
this course stresses advanced modern dance technique. from a 
foundation of  basic movement principles applicable to all move-
ment techniques and styles, this course will focus on the perfor-
mance of  complex dance movement sequences, emphasizing 
rhythmic accuracy, continuity, technical mastery, and performance 
quality. friday’s class taught by different visiting artists.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Stanton,.nicole.lynn—SEcT.:.01

DAnC341 Dance Teaching Workshop: Theory and Practice
a theoretical and practical course in teaching movement to chil-
dren and adults, this course will center on dance education as a 
site for social relevance, justice, and action. Utilizing readings, 
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discussion, writing, practice, and reflection, students will inves-
tigate theories of  education, politics of  body, and various meth-
ods for teaching through dance and movement. dance teaching 
Practicum (DAnC447) must be taken concurrently. While prior 
dance training is not required, students should simultaneously 
register for a movement class. students with an interest in dance, 
arts, education, or an interest in creative and bodily engagement 
in learning will find this course directly applicable. students en-
rolling for DAnC341/DAnC447 must have at least one afternoon 
block (two-hour block between 3–6 p.m.) on M, t, W, or th 
available for practicum work. exceptions to these time blocks can 
only be made on an individual basis by contacting the instructor, 
Katja Kolcio (kkolcio@wesleyan.edu).
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Kolcio,.KatJa.p .—SEcT.:.01

DAnC354 Improvisational Forms
this class is designed to explore various approaches to dance 
improvisation. students will expand movement vocabulary, in-
crease compositional awareness, develop their creative thinking 
and observational skills, and sharpen their performance presence. 
Material covered will include improvisation exercises, contact im-
provisation, structured improvisational forms, and exploration of  
the relationship between sound and movement.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.lourie,.SuSan.F .—SEcT.:.01

DAnC360 West African Dance II
this intermediate-level course is intended for students who have 
had some previous training in West african dance. in this course 
students will learn more complex and physically challenging 
dances drawn from several cultures in Ghana. in addition, students 
will be presented with a rich pallet of  general West african move-
ment vocabulary and will continue to engage in the discussion of  
the cultural context in which the dances occur, through reading, 
writing, video, and lecture.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SaaKa,.iddriSu—SEcT.:.01

DAnC362 Bharata Natyam II: Embracing the Traditional and 
the Modern
this advanced course is designed to further students’ understand-
ing of  the technique, history, and changing nature of  Bharata 
natyam dance and of  indian classical dance in general. the 
primary aim of  the course is to foster an understanding of  the 
role, function, and imaging of  Bharata natyam dance vis-à-vis 
ideas about tradition and modernity. although the course assumes 
no prior knowledge of  Bharata natyam, we will move rapidly 
through the material. We will focus mainly on more complex stu-
dio work, extensive readings, and video presentations. in prepara-
tion for this course, students should have movement experience 
in other dance tradition(s). occasionally the class could include a 
guest lecture given by either a visiting scholar, dancer, or choreog-
rapher respected in the field of  south asian dance internationally.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.KriSHnan,.Hari—SEcT.:.01

DAnC365 West African Dance III
Building on the knowledge gained in West african dance i and 
ii, this course is intended for the very advanced student who has 
a lot of  experience in West african dance. students will learn 
rhythmically and physically complex traditional dances from se-
lected ethnic groups in Ghana and will continue to home in on 
the general movement vocabulary and discourse on West african 
dance in general. students will also learn original contemporary 
West african dance phrases choreographed by the instructor and 
be guided through a creative process through improvisation to 
create their own phrases.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SaaKa,.iddriSu—SEcT.:.01

DAnC371 Choreography Workshop: Site-Specific 
Performance
this course addresses the construction of  contemporary perfor-
mance in alternative, nontheatrical spaces. students will create, 
design, and structure movement and image metaphors; design 
and realize scenic objects; and integrate technologies that enhance 
performance at large. daily practice will focus on developing 
compositional tools to trigger events, to set-off  the performance 
space, and to create optimal conditions for audience and perform-
er participation. skills in movement observation, critical reading, 
and video analysis will inform the course’s practical and histori-
cal frameworks. in addition, choreographers/directors will work 
with a design team composed of  student lighting designers and 
scenic designers from THEA359 to realize creative solutions to stag-
ing place-specific performance.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.lourie,.SuSan.F .—SEcT.:.01
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.aleJandro,.pedro—SEcT.:.01

DAnC375 American Dance History
this course follows the remarkable progression of  both ballet and 
modern dance in europe and america from the late 19th cen-
tury until the present. Beginning with classical ballet in imperial 
russia, this somewhat chronological look at the developments in 
dance will be approached in regard to the sociopolitical and ar-
tistic climate that contributed to its evolvement. Choreographers 
and movements covered will include the ballets of  Marius Petipa; 
serge diaghilev’s les Ballets russes; isadora duncan; loie fuller; 
denishawn; austrucktanz; modernism and the work of  Martha 
Graham, doris Humphery, and Charles Weidman; anthro-
pologist/dancers Katherine dunham and Pearl Primus; Merce 
Cunningham/John Cage; postmodernism and the Judson dance 
theater; Bill t. Jones; Japanese Butoh; and the German tanztheater 
tradition of  Kurt Jooss and Pina Bausch. video and films will be 
shown weekly in conjunction with assigned readings. Projects in-
clude research/analysis of  the work of  a choreographer.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

DAnC377 Perspectives in Dance as Culture: Dance of the 
African Diaspora
this course considers theories and methods of  dance scholarship 
and takes up the study of  current topics in dance and performance 
studies. Problems of  understanding different aesthetics, defining 
categories of  dance, and establishing cultural contexts will be 
introduced. the examples of  dances from different cultures and 
genres will be used to explore these issues and to increase knowl-
edge and understanding of  the rich and varied development of  
dance forms around the world.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH325

DAnC378 Repertory and Performance: Create, Collaborate, 
and Perform the Making of Multimedia Dance Work
in this course, students will learn 18th-century french baroque 
dance—the aristocratic entertainment that evolved at the court of  
louis Xiv and became the predecessor of  today’s classical ballet. 
once this foundation is laid, we will incorporate period dances, 
along with contemporary movement, into a neobaroque comedie-
ballet called “Monsieur le Champagne.” often kidnapped by roy-
alty, Monsieur le Champagne was a highly coveted and extrava-
gant coiffeur in france; therefore, large wigs will be fashioned and 
worn by students in performance. Previous dance experience is 
required; actors with movement experience and dancers with act-
ing experience are especially welcome. this course will culminate 
in a required performance (tBa) in the spring of  2011.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Beaman,.patricia.l .—SEcT.:.01
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DAnC380 Dance and Technology
this course will introduce students to historical models, theoreti-
cal frameworks, and practical skills in dance and technology with 
an emphasis on dance for the camera. students will gain basic 
technical skills in using a variety of  equipment and software as 
well as conceptual and theoretical tools to put their technical skills 
into action. Potential topics include dance for the camera, mul-
timedia performance, video-editing for dance, dance animation, 
sensor-triggered interactive performance, and dance documenta-
tion and preservation.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Stanton,.nicole.lynn—SEcT.:.01

DAnC381 Dance-Body-Technology
this seminar/studio course provides theoretical support for an en-
gagement between the body and technology, specifically in terms 
of  arts practice. We will view the body as material and as a con-
struction with changing meanings. By considering a collection of  
historical and contemporary writings on intersections between the 
body and technologies alongside examples of  contemporary arts 
practices, we will build a platform for new scholarly and creative 
activity. to supplement reading, writing, and discussion, students 
will gain basic skills in isadora interactive software to investigate 
the course material in praxis. this course is applicable to choreog-
raphers, dance and art theorists, and scholars in other fields who 
are seeking to think about the body and technology in new ways.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

DAnC382 Bharata Natyam III
this course offers advanced theoretical, historical, and perfor-
mative perspectives on Bharata natyam. it covers topics such as 
postcolonial perspectives on hereditary performers, globalization 
and the commoditization of  Bharata natyam practice, and critical 
approaches to indian dance history. in terms of  studio work, the 
course involves the performance of  19th-century compositions, 
largely from the imperial city of  tanjavur, south india, as well 
as a new improvised modern work. students are required to have 
taken either Bharata natyam i (DAnC261) or Bharata natyam ii 
(DAnC362). this is to ensure that students have a foundation in 
both the practical and theoretical study of  Bharata natyam prior 
to enrolling in this course. evaluation for the course will be based 
on class participation (combining discussions of  readings/vid-
eos, in addition to studio work), performing advanced repertoire 
in a concert, a journal (consisting of  short commentaries on the 
readings), or a short research paper. occasionally the class could 
include a guest lecture given by either a visiting scholar, dancer, 
or choreographer respected in the field of  south asian dance 
internationally.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

DAnC435 Advanced Dance Practice A
Participation as a dancer in faculty or student choreographed 
dance concerts. Course entails 30 hours of  rehearsal and perfor-
mance time.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.0 .25—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Stanton,.nicole.lynn—SEcT.:.01

DAnC445 Advanced Dance Practice B
identical with DAnC435. entails 60 hours of  rehearsal and per-
formance time.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Stanton,.nicole.lynn—SEcT.:.01

DAnC446 Dance and the Environment: Engagement and Action
during this six-week course, we will spend time in and out of  
the dance studio, on campus, and in the community. We will work 
together to determine research topics based on the environmen-
tal challenges and questions you want to examine, call attention 
to, and engage people to think about. this research will result in 

multiple outcomes that include but are not limited to the creation 
of  live performance work, video, text, and tools for engagement. 
 everyone in the course will be an active contributor to the 
generating of  ideas, questions, content, and creative outcomes 
from the determined research topics. you will keep a weekly jour-
nal to reflect on the course, your research, and personal growth. 
at the end of  the semester, you will present a final artistic study 
or participatory project. you will also submit a final paper that 
includes an analysis of  the tools and their applications, your re-
search, and your experience working in the community.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.enVS446

DAnC447 Dance Teaching Practicum
this course is the required practicum course associated with and 
must be taken concurrently with dance teaching Workshop 
(DAnC341). this course involves preparing and teaching weekly 
dance classes in the surrounding community. students enrolling 
for DAnC341/DAnC447 must have at least one afternoon block (two-
hour block between 3–6 p.m.) on M, t, W, or th, available for 
practicum work. exceptions to these time blocks can only be made 
on an individual basis by contacting the instructor, Katja Kolcio 
(kkolcio@wesleyan.edu).
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Kolcio,.KatJa.p .—SEcT.:.01

DAnC401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

DAnC409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

DAnC411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

DAnC465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

DAnC467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Earth and Environmental Sciences 
 PROFESSORS: Barry Chernoff,	Biology; Peter C. Patton,	Chair; Johan C. varekamp

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: Martha Gilmore; timothy Ku; suzanne o’Connell

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS: Phillip resor; dana royer

 RESEARCH PROFESSOR: ellen thomas

 RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR: James P. Greenwood

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG 
 ExPERTS 2009–2010: all Program faculty

the department of  earth and environmental sciences (E&ES) at Wesleyan University covers many aspects of  the natural world, on earth 
and on other planets. Course topics range from active volcanoes to climate change to eco-conservation. the E&ES major is designed to 
prepare students for graduate school as well as provide a basis for a variety of  careers in the private or public sectors. several tracks can be 
followed through the major (see below) that lead to different areas of  specialization and career options. Many E&ES students work with 
faculty on research projects that range from climate studies to active volcanoes in the andes, from the structure of  the Grand Canyon to 
the structure of  the planet venus, from coastal areas nearby (long island sound) to lagoons far away (vieques island, Puerto rico). in 
addition to the major program, E&ES provides a wealth of  general education courses, while some of  the upper-level courses may also be 
taken for nsM general education credit.
Major requirements. students pursuing a major in E&ES are expected to take one introductory course (E&ES101, E&ES106, E&ES115, 
E&ES197, or E&ES199), the sophomore seminar, three core courses, four elective courses, and the senior seminar. Because earth and environ-
mental scientists need a broad background in the natural sciences and mathematics, E&ES majors are also required to take one year (two 
semesters) of  gateway courses from two of  the following disciplines: biology, chemistry, mathematics, physics, for a total of  4 courses.
Introductory and general education courses

E&ES101* dynamic earth
E&ES106* introduction to oceanography
E&ES110 Global Warming
E&ES115* introduction to Planetary Geology
E&ES151 the Planets

E&ES154 volcanoes of  the World
E&ES155 Hazardous earth
E&ES160 forensic Geology
E&ES195 sophomore field seminar (Majors 
only)

E&ES197* introduction to environmental 
studies
E&ES199* introduction to environmental 
science
*Gateway courses for the major

Core courses (and associated labs)

E&ES213/215 Mineralogy/laboratory study 
of  Minerals
E&ES220/222 Geomorphology/
Geomorphology laboratory
E&ES223/225 structural Geology/field Geology

E&ES230/232 sedimentology/stratigraphy 
techniques 
E&ES233/229 Geobiology/Geobiology 
laboratory

E&ES280/281 environmental Geochemistry/
environmental Geochemistry laboratory
E&ES290/292 oceans and Climate/techniques 
in ocean and Climate investigations
BIO216 ecology

Elective courses

E&ES302 astrobiology
E&ES305/307 soils/soils laboratory
E&ES306 tropical ecology and the environment
E&ES312 Conservation of  aquatic ecosystems
E&ES314/316 Hot rocks—Petrogenesis of  igneous and Meta-
morphic rocks/lab study of  igneous and Metamorphic rocks
E&ES317/E&ES319 Hydrology/Hydrology laboratory

E&ES320 Quantitative Methods for the Biological and 
environmental sciences
E&ES322/E&ES324 introduction to Gis/Gis service-learning 
laboratory
E&ES323 isotope Geochemistry: tracers of  environmental Processes
E&ES326/328 remote sensing/remote sensing laboratory
E&ES359 Global Climate Change
E&ES380/381 volcanology/volcanology lab Course

Capstone course
E&ES397 senior seminar, with an optional field trip (E&ES398)

in addition to a minimum of  four 200–300-level Wesleyan University e&es courses, up to two upper-level science or math courses taken 
in other departments may count toward the e&es major as electives, and two E&ES courses may be imported from study-abroad programs.

Study tracks and career options in the E&ES major. the earth and environmental sciences major provides several pathways that pre-
pare students for different careers. these tracks are meant as guidelines to create a major that suits a student’s long-term interests rather 
than fixed pathways. E&ES majors go on to pursue a wide range of  careers, limited only by their own imaginations. students interested in 
academic or research careers should consider involvement in research or producing a senior thesis.
• geology. the geology track may lead to academic careers, jobs in industry or government in natural resource or geohazard man-

agement (e.g., UsGs, water resources, mining and energy industries).

E&ES101 dynamic earth
E&ES115 introduction to Planetary Geology
E&ES213/215 Mineralogy/laboratory study of  Minerals
E&ES220/222 Geomorphology/Geomorphology laboratory
E&ES223/225 structural Geology/field Geology
E&ES290/292 oceans and Climate/techniques in ocean and Climate 
investigations

E&ES314/316 Hot rocks—Petrogenesis of  igneous and Metamorphic 
rocks/lab study of  igneous and Metamorphic rocks
E&ES317 Hydrology
E&ES322 introduction to Gis and laboratory
E&ES326/328 remote sensing/remote sensing laboratory
E&ES380/381 volcanology/volcanology lab Course
E&ES397/398 senior seminar/senior field research Project
E&ES471 Planetary Geology seminar
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• Environmental Science/Environmental chemistry. the environmental science/geochemistry track may lead to jobs in 
consulting, government, or nonprofit organizations (e.g., ePa, noaa, UsGs, state agencies) or to academic careers in climate science 
and water resources.
E&ES197 introduction to environmental studies
E&ES199 introduction to environmental science
E&ES213/215 Mineralogy/laboratory study of  Minerals
E&ES220/222 Geomorphology/Geomorphology laboratory
E&ES223/225 structural Geology/field Geobiology
E&ES233/229 Geobiology/Geobiology laboratory
E&ES280/281 environmental Geochemistry/environmental 
Geochemistry laboratory
E&ES290/292 oceans and Climate/techniques in ocean and Climate 
investigations

E&ES302 astrobiology
E&ES305/307 soils/soils laboratory
E&ES320 Quantitative Methods for Biological and environmental 
sciences
E&ES322 introduction to Gis and laboratory
E&ES323 isotope Geochemistry: tracers of  environmental Processes
E&ES359 Global Climate Change
E&ES397/398 senior seminar/senior field research Project

• Environmental Science/Ecology. the environmental science/ecology track may lead to jobs in government, consulting, and 
nonprofit organizations (e.g., U.s. fish and Wildlife service, state conservation agencies, nature Conservancy, national audubon 
society) or to academic careers in conservation and natural resource management.
E&ES197 introduction to environmental studies
E&ES199 introduction to environmental science
E&ES233/229 Geobiology/Geobiology laboratory
E&ES280/281 environmental Geochemisty/environmental 
Geochemistry laboratory
E&ES290/292 oceans and Climate/techniques in ocean and Climate 
investigations
E&ES305/307 soils/soils laboratory
E&ES306 tropical ecology and the environment

E&ES312 Conservation of  aquatic ecosystems
E&ES320 Quantitative Methods for the Biological and environmental 
sciences
E&ES322 introduction to Gis and laboratory
E&ES323 isotope Geochemistry: tracers of  environmental Processes
E&ES326/328 remote sensing/remote sensing laboratory
E&ES359 Global Climate Change
E&ES397/398 senior seminar/senior field research Project

• planetary geology. the planetary geology track may lead to jobs in government and industry (e.g., nasa, remote sensing, and Gis 
contractors) or to academic careers in space science and remote sensing.
E&ES101 dynamic earth
E&ES115 introduction to Planetary Geology
E&ES213/215 Mineralogy/laboratory of  Mineral studies
E&ES220/222 Geomorphology/Geomorphology laboratory
E&ES223/225 structural Geology/field Geology
E&ES302 astrobiology
E&ES314/316 Hot rocks—Petrogenesis of  igneous and Metamorphic 
rocks/lab study of  igneous and Metamorphic rocks

E&ES322 introduction to Gis and laboratory
E&ES326/328 remote sensing/remote sensing laboratory
E&ES380/381 volcanology lab Course
E&ES397/398 senior seminar/senior field research Project
E&ES471 Planetary Geology seminar

• Environmental Studies (certificate program). the environmental studies track (taken with a suitable major) provides a 
linkage between the sciences, public policy, and economics and provides a wide variety of  career options. see wesleyan.edu/escp for a 
program description.

E&ES101 Dynamic Earth
the earth is a dynamic planet, as tsunamis, hurricanes, earthquakes, 
and volcanic eruptions make tragically clear. the very processes 
that lead to these natural disasters, however, also make life itself  
possible and create things of  beauty and wonder. in this course we 
will study the forces and processes that shape our natural environ-
ment. topics range in scale from the global pattern of  mountain 
ranges to the atomic structure of  minerals, and in time from billions 
of  years of  earth history to the few seconds it takes for a fault to 
slip during an earthquake. Hands-on activities and short field trips 
complement lectures to bring the material to life—so put on your 
hiking boots and get ready to explore our planet.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.reSor,.pHillip.g .—SEcT.:.01

E&ES106 Introduction to Oceanography
oceans cover more than 70 percent of  the earth’s surface. they 
have figured prominently in mythology, food, and trade. today 
we know that the oceans are also vital to our weather and climate, 
as well as being an important natural resource. this class will ex-
plore the principles of  ocean science and see how other areas of  
natural science (geology, chemistry, physics, and biology) are used 
to understand the ocean.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

E&ES109 Feet to the Fire: The Art and Science of Climate 
Change
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol109

E&ES110 Global Warming
is the earth warming? should we care? Global warming is a rare 
example of  a science topic that has entered our cultural land-
scape at all levels, from dinnertime conversation to government 
policy. the primary goal of  this course is to develop an intellec-
tual understanding of  the global warming debate. emphasis will 
be placed on three subtopics: the science of  global warming, the 
concept of  uncertainty and its role in scientific debates, and the 
ancient record of  climate change and how this record bears on the 
present day and on the future.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

E&ES111 Life on Planet Earth: Diversity, Evolution, and 
Extinction
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol111

E&ES115 Introduction to Planetary Geology
this course will examine the workings of  the earth and what we 
can learn from examining the earth in the context of  the solar 
system. Comparative planetology will be utilized to explore such 
topics as the origin and fate of  the earth, the importance of  water 
in the solar system, the formation and maintenance of  planetary 
lithospheres and atmospheres, and the evolution of  life. exercises 
will utilize data from past and present planetary missions.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.gilmore,.martHa.S .—SEcT.:.01
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E&ES116 National Parks: Geology, Ecology, and 
Geoenvironmental Issues
Using national parks and preserves as a focus, this broad and 
interdisciplinary course will explore concepts of  deep time, the 
dynamic earth, ecology, and conflicts inherent in environmental 
planning and national resource management. although many 
parks and preserves will be considered in our explorations of  ge-
ology and environmental management, particular emphasis will 
be placed on yellowstone, yosemite, and acadia national parks 
and on the Cape Cod national seashore as crucibles for analyzing 
conflicts. the history of  the national parks and challenges in man-
aging park resources will be considered in the context of  govern-
ing federal statutes and policies. implications of  broad changes in 
society and public demands on park usage will be evaluated using 
case histories from the national parks. a mock town meeting will 
demonstrate, through knowledgeable role-play, the public process 
of  regulatory management of  natural resources among disparate 
stakeholder constituencies.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

E&ES120 Mars, the Moon, and Earth: So Similar, Yet So Different
this course will focus on the similarities and differences in the 
geological, atmospheric, and biological evolution of  the moon, 
Mars, and earth. there will be a focus on the history and present 
state of  water on these three planetary bodies. We will integrate 
recent spacecraft results and other new scientific data into lectures 
and readings. the course will be lecture-style, with assigned read-
ings, presentations, problem sets, and exams.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

E&ES121 Science on the Radio
exciting science and environmental projects are under way at 
Wesleyan and around Wesleyan. these include classroom research 
projects, senior theses, graduate research, and faculty publications. 
translating science into understandable language takes practice. 
By listening to science radio shows and reading the stories, we 
will learn how the translation is done and do it with our own 
materials. We will also have the opportunity to discuss the science 
projects being done by young scientists at Green street and in 
elementary after-school programs. Participants will be expected 
to produce a weekly half-hour radio show on WesU, “lens on 
the earth.” all shows will be podcast and stored on WesU. Class 
members will critique each other’s shows to improve the speaking 
voice, style of  presentation, and content. extensive out-of-class 
time will be needed to produce the show.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

E&ES143 Interpreting Life on Mars: Scientific Data and 
Popular Knowledge
IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp143

E&ES151 The Planets
More than 100 planets are now known in the universe, eight of  
which circle the sun. nasa missions and improved telescopes and 
techniques have greatly increased our knowledge of  them and our 
understanding of  their structure and evolution. in this course, we 
study the planets, beginning with the pivotal role that they played 
in the Copernican revolution, during which the true nature of  the 
earth as a planet was first recognized. We will study the geology 
of  the earth in some detail and apply this knowledge to our closest 
planetary neighbors—the moon, venus, and Mars. this is followed 
by a discussion of  the giant planets and their moons and rings. We 
finish the discussion of  the solar system with an examination of  
planetary building blocks—the meteorites, comets, and asteroids. 
additional topics covered in the course include spacecraft explora-
tion, extrasolar planetary systems, the formation of  planets, life in 
the universe, and the search for extraterrestrial intelligence.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .25—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aStr103

E&ES154 Volcanoes of the World
volcanoes are among the most spectacular features of  the earth 
sciences, with explosive eruptions that create havoc and destruc-
tion in large areas, impact the local atmosphere with noxious gas-
es, and ultimately may influence climate. What types of  volcanoes 
exist on earth, and how are they related to the larger framework 
of  plate tectonics (the ring of  fire, ocean islands like Hawaii)? 
What drives volcanic eruptions, what physical properties of  mag-
mas should we understand to predict eruptions and their impacts? 
this introductory course will treat the occurrence and distribution 
of  volcanoes on earth and discuss some of  the major historic 
eruptions and their human impacts. We will look at the relation 
between volcanoes and ore bodies, geothermal energy, and cli-
mate change. We will make a short field trip to volcanic rocks in 
Connecticut, and we may try some experiments with our own 
“backyard” volcano.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

E&ES155 Hazardous Earth
from Deep	Impact to the Day	After	Tomorrow, the role of  natural 
disasters in causing death and destruction is glorified in popular 
culture. How realistic are those portrayals? this course will exam-
ine the normal processes of  the earth that lead to earthquakes, vol-
canoes, tsunamis, landslides, catastrophic climate change, floods, 
and killer asteroids. How these processes have contributed to the 
overall history of  the earth, as well as shaped the current ephem-
eral landscape, will be emphasized. Current and recent natural 
disasters will be used as case histories in developing the concepts 
of  how a changing earth destroys humans and their structures.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

E&ES160 Forensic Geology
this course is designed for science nonmajors and majors and 
will introduce the student to the use of  geological materials and 
techniques in solving crime. details from actual criminal cases will 
be used as examples in all the topics covered. the geologic sub-
jects and techniques will be treated from a forensic viewpoint. the 
overall objective of  this course is to give the student knowledge 
about the applications of  geology, geochemistry, and microscopy 
in forensic investigation and to develop critical thinking skills. a 
substantial portion of  the course will cover the theory and uses of  
polarized light microscopes.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

E&ES170 The Science and Politics of Environmental Racism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam213

E&ES195 Sophomore Field Seminar
this course is designed for sophomores who have declared a 
major in earth and environmental science. the course will give 
students a common experience and a more in-depth exposure to 
the department curriculum prior to their junior year. the class will 
meet six times during the second half  of  the spring semester. the 
course will consist of  lectures and associated field trips. students 
will be exposed to the wide variety of  geological terrains and 
ecological environments of  southern new england.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.patton,.peter.c .—SEcT.:.01

E&ES197 Introduction to Environmental Studies
this interdisciplinary study of  human interactions with the envi-
ronment and the implications for the quality of  life examines the 
technical and social causes of  environmental degradation at local 
and global scales, along with the potential for developing policies 
and philosophies that are the basis of  a sustainable society. this 
will include an introduction to ecosystems, climatic and geochemi-
cal cycles, and the use of  biotic and abiotic resources over time. 
it includes the relationship of  societies and the environment from 
prehistoric times to the present. interrelationships, feedback loops, 
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cycles, and linkages within and among social, economic, govern-
mental, cultural, and scientific components of  environmental is-
sues will be emphasized.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol197
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.cHernoFF,.Barry—SEcT.:.01-02

E&ES199 Introduction to Environmental Science
We are all part of  the environment. the overriding questions will 
be, How does the nonhuman environment function, and how are 
humans impacting the environment? students will be expected to 
learn basic environmental principles (e.g., cycling of  elements and 
other materials, population dynamics) and consider their own use 
of  resources. the major component of  the course will be group 
research projects addressing major environmental topics, such as, 
What are effective ways to produce carbohydrates for seven billion 
people? there will be two group projects, with both a written 
and an oral component. the class meets for an extra session on 
thursdays to allow us to take three field trips and to provide time 
for group work.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.VareKamp,.JoHan.c .—SEcT.:.01

E&ES213 Mineralogy
Most rocks and sediments are made up of  a variety of  minerals. 
identifying and understanding these minerals are initial steps to-
ward an understanding of  the genesis and chemistry of  earth ma-
terials. Crystallography is elegant in its own right. in this course 
we will study the crystal structure and composition of  minerals, 
how they grow, their physical properties, and the principal meth-
ods used to examine them, including polarized-light microscopy 
and X-ray diffraction.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.VareKamp,.JoHan.c .—SEcT.:.01

E&ES214 Petrogenesis of Igneous and Metamorphic Rocks
this course studies the occurrence and origin of  volcanic, plu-
tonic, and metamorphic rocks and how to read the record they 
contain. topics will include the classification of  igneous and met-
amorphic rocks, but emphasis will be on the geological, chemical, 
and physical processes taking place at and beneath volcanoes, in 
the earth’s mantle, and within active orogenic belts.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.(e&eS213 and e&eS215)
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.greenWood,.JameS.p .—SEcT.:.01

E&ES215 Laboratory Study of Minerals
this lab course presents practical aspects of  the recognition and 
study of  the common minerals in the lab and in the field. it in-
cludes morphologic crystallography and hand specimen iden-
tification, use of  the polarizing microscope, and X-ray powder 
diffractometry.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.VareKamp,.JoHan.c .—SEcT.:.01

E&ES216 Laboratory Study of Igneous and Metamorphic 
Rocks
this lab course focuses on the recognition and study of  volcanic, 
plutonic, and metamorphic rocks in hand specimen and in thin 
section.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.(e&eS213 and e&eS215)
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.greenWood,.JameS.p .—SEcT.:.01

E&ES220 Geomorphology
this inquiry into the evolution of  the landscape emphasizes the 
interdependence of  climate, geology, and physical processes in 
shaping the land. topics include weathering and soil formation, 
fluvial processes, and landform development in cold and arid re-
gions. applications of  geomorphic research and theories of  land-
form development are introduced throughout the course where 
appropriate.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.e&eS101 or e&eS199 or e&eS106 or e&eS115 or [e&eS197 or Biol197]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.patton,.peter.c .—SEcT.:.01

E&ES222 Geomorphology Laboratory
this course offers laboratory exercises in the utilization of  top-
ographic maps, aerial photographs, and various remote sensing 
techniques and includes field trips to local areas of  interest.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50
pREREQ:.e&eS101 or e&eS199 or e&eS106 or e&eS115 or [e&eS197 or Biol197]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.patton,.peter.c .—SEcT.:.01

E&ES223 Structural Geology
structural geology is the study of  the physical evidence and pro-
cesses of  rock deformation including jointing, faulting, folding, 
and flow. these structures provide insight into the evolution of  
the earth’s crust, geologic hazards (earthquakes, volcanoes, and 
landslides), and distribution of  natural resources and contaminants. 
this course introduces the theoretical foundations, observational 
techniques, and analytical methods used in modern structural geol-
ogy. Geologic structures are studied in the field and from published 
data sets and are analyzed to understand fundamental processes.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.e&eS101 or e&eS199 or e&eS106 or e&eS115 or [e&eS197 or Biol197]

E&ES225 Field Geology
this course is designed to provide students with a basic under-
standing of  geological principles in the field. emphasis will be 
on characterization of  rock structures and analysis of  field data. 
afternoon labs will be a mix of  local field trips in Connecticut and 
analog modeling lab sessions. sunday trips will be made to rhode 
island and new york.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50
pREREQ:.e&eS101 or e&eS199 or e&eS106 or e&eS115 or [e&eS197 or Biol197]

E&ES229 Geobiology Laboratory
this laboratory course will explore more deeply some of  the 
concepts introduced in E&ES233. Both the fundamental patterns 
and practical applications of  the fossil record will be emphasized. 
there will be several local field trips.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50— IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol229
pREREQ:.e&eS101 or e&eS106 or e&eS115 or e&eS199 or [e&eS197 or Biol197]

E&ES230 Sedimentology
sedimentary geology impacts many aspects of  modern life. it in-
cludes the study of  sediment formation, erosion, transport, deposi-
tion, and the chemical changes that occur thereafter. it is the basis 
for finding fossil fuels, industrial aggregate, and other resources. 
the sedimentary record provides the only long-term history of  
biological evolution and of  processes such as uplift, subsidence, 
sea-level fluctuations, climate change, and the frequency and 
magnitude of  earthquakes, storms, floods, and other catastrophic 
events. this class will approach the study of  sedimentary geol-
ogy by examining three different types of  depositional environ-
ments and deposits found in Connecticut: rivers, coasts, and gla-
ciers. environments not available in Connecticut will be presented 
through in-class lectures and discussion.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.e&eS101 or e&eS199 or e&eS106

E&ES232 Sedimentology/Stratigraphy Techniques
this course will provide macroscopic and microscopic inspection 
of  sedimentary rocks. it will include field trips, experiments, and 
laboratory analyses.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.none

E&ES233 Geobiology
fossils provide a glimpse into the form and structure of  ancient 
ecosystems. Geobiology is the study of  the two-way interactions 
between life (biology) and rocks (geology); typically, this involves 
studying fossils within the context of  their sedimentary setting. 
in this course we will explore the geologic record of  these in-
teractions, including the fundamentals of  evolutionary patterns, 
the origins and evolution of  early life, mass extinctions, and the 
history of  the impact of  life on climate.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.e&eS101 or e&eS106 or e&eS115 or e&eS199 or [e&eS197 or Biol197]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[Biol233 or enVS233]
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E&ES250 Earth Materials
this course is an introduction to minerals and rocks. lectures on 
mineralogy and mineral determination and an introduction to the 
genesis and occurrences of  the major igneous and metamorphic 
rock types.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

E&ES252 Earth Materials Laboratory
this is the laboratory component for E&ES250. it is designed 
to provide students with a basic understanding of  mineralogy 
through field work.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

E&ES280 Environmental Geochemistry
a qualitative and quantitative treatment of  chemical processes in 
natural systems such as lakes, rivers, groundwater, the oceans, and 
ambient air is studied. General topics include equilibrium thermo-
dynamics, acid-base equilibria, oxidation-reduction reactions, and 
isotope geochemistry. the magnitude of  anthropogenic pertur-
bations of  natural equilibria will be assessed, and specific topics 
like heavy metal pollution in water, acid rain, asbestos pollution, 
and nuclear contamination will be discussed. this course (togeth-
er with E&ES281) is usually taught as a service-learning course in 
which students work with a community organization to solve an 
environmental problem. Previous classes have evaluated the en-
ergy potential of  a local landfill and investigated the cause and 
possible remediation of  a local eutrophic lake.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none—IDENTIcAL WITh:.enVS280
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Ku,.timotHy.c .W .—SEcT.:.01

E&ES281 Environmental Geochemistry Laboratory
this course will supplement E&ES280 by providing students with 
hands-on experience of  the concepts taught in E&ES280. the 
course will emphasize the field collection, chemical analysis, and 
data analysis of  environmental water, air, and rock samples. field 
areas will include terrestrial soils and groundwaters, estuarine en-
vironments, and marine water and sediments. students will learn 
a variety of  geochemical analytical techniques and will work on 
individual and group projects. Grades are based on the quality 
of  written reports and conceptual understanding of  laboratory 
concepts.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Ku,.timotHy.c .W .—SEcT.:.01

E&ES290 Oceans and Climate
earth’s climate is not static. even without human intervention, the 
climate has changed. in this course we will study the major prop-
erties of  the ocean and its circulation and changes in climate. We 
will look at the effects of  variations in greenhouse gas concentra-
tions, the locations of  continents, and the circulation patterns of  
oceans and atmosphere. We will look at these variations on several 
time scales. for billions of  years the sun’s energy, the composition 
of  the atmosphere, and the biosphere have experienced changes. 
during this time, earth’s climate has varied from much hotter to 
much colder than today, but the variations were relatively small 
when compared to the climate on our neighbors venus and Mars. 
Compared with them earth’s climate has been stable; the oceans 
neither evaporated nor froze solid. on shorter time scales different 
processes are important. We will look at these past variations in 
earth’s climate and oceans and try to understand the implications 
for possible climates of  the future.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.e&eS101 or e&eS199 or e&eS106 or e&eS115 or [e&eS197 or Biol197]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.enVS290
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.o’connell,.Suzanne.B .—SEcT.:.01

E&ES292 Techniques in Ocean and Climate Investigations
Weekly and biweekly field trips, computer and/or laboratory 
exercises will allow us to see how climate and oceans function 
today and in the past. in addition to our data, we will most likely 
use the Goddard institute for space studies climate model to test 

climate questions and data from major core (ocean, lake, and ice) 
repositories to investigate how oceans and climate function and 
have changed.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—
pREREQ:.e&eS101 or e&eS106 or e&eS115 or [e&eS197 or Biol197] or e&eS199
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.o’connell,.Suzanne.B .—SEcT.:.01

E&ES302 Astrobiology
life imparts unique chemical fingerprints in ancient and modern 
environments on earth. this course will develop the background 
and methodology that will be used to search for the chemical and 
physical evidence of  life on Mars, europa, and elsewhere in our 
solar system and will serve as a primer in astrobiology. topics will 
include the origin of  the elements, meteorites, stable and radio-
genic isotopes, geochemistry, mineralogy, planetary geology, early 
earth, and life in extreme environments.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.cHem141 or [mB&B181 or Biol181] or e&eS101 or [e&eS197 or Biol197] 

or e&eS199

E&ES305 Soils
soils represent a critical component of  the world’s natural capital 
and lie at the heart of  many environmental issues. in the course 
we will explore many aspects of  soil science, including the forma-
tion, description, and systematic classification of  soils; the biogeo-
chemical cycling of  nutrients through soil systems; and the issues 
of  soil erosion and contamination.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.e&eS101 or [e&eS197 or Biol197] or e&eS199 or [Biol182 or mB&B182]

E&ES306 Tropical Ecology and the Environment
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol306

E&ES307 Soils Laboratory
this course will explore more deeply the concepts introduced in 
E&ES305 in a laboratory setting. emphasis will be placed on the 
analysis of  soil profiles both in the field and in the laboratory. 
there will be multiple field trips, including some on the weekends.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.e&eS101 or [e&eS197 or Biol197] or e&eS199 or [Biol182 or mB&B182]

E&ES310 Complexities of Community-Based Conservation: 
Environmental Decision Making in the Lower CT River
this will be a service-learning course with three parts: students 
will learn about environmental threats to watersheds (wetlands 
and coastal areas) with a focus on the lower Connecticut river 
and adjacent long island sound. they will work with conser-
vation groups in eight towns to collect information about land 
use, particularly open space, and add this to a Gis (geographic 
information system) database. they will interview active and inac-
tive members of  conservation groups to determine what motivates 
people in conservation groups to contribute time and money to 
these organizations.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none

E&ES311 Quaternary Environments
this course examines the environmental history of  the Quaternary 
Period, the last 2.6 million years of  the earth’s history that in-
cludes the major continental glaciations and the interglacial in-
terval in which we live today. the modern landscape of  the earth 
is, in large part, the result of  earth surface processes that occurred 
over this time period. the temporal swings between glacial and 
interglacial climate regimes around the world created an ever-
changing physical environment marked by large-scale sea-level 
change and the expansion, contraction, and evolution of  terres-
trial environments, for example, the geographic distribution of  
deserts, the shape and scale of  river systems, and the migration 
of  ecological communities on a continental scale. the course will 
study the myriad approaches to landscape and environmental 
reconstruction used by Quaternary scientists to understand that 
period of  geologic time most relevant to people on earth today.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.e&eS101 or e&eS115 or e&eS199 or e&eS106 or [e&eS197 or Biol197]
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E&ES312 Conservation of Aquatic Ecosystems
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol312

E&ES314 Hot Rocks—Petrogenesis of Igneous and 
Metamorphic Rocks
this course considers how igneous and metamorphic rocks form 
from the microscale (minerals, melts, fluids/gases, and their as-
sociations) to the macroscale (outcrop to province). topics will 
include general rock classification, thermodynamics, trace-element 
and isotope geochemistry, petrologic modeling, the generation of  
magma in petrotectonic settings, metamorphism of  rocks, and ex-
traterrestrial igneous petrology of  the moon and Mars.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.(e&eS213 and e&eS215)

E&ES316 Lab Study of Igneous and Metamorphic Rocks
this course will focus on laboratory study of  igneous, metamor-
phic, and extraterrestrial rocks in hand-sample and in thin-section 
using primarily optical microscopy. there will also be study of  
rocks using the electron microscope as well as several field trips.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.(e&eS213 and e&eS215)

E&ES317 Hydrology
this course is an overview of  the hydrologic cycle and man’s 
impact on this fundamental resource. topics include aspects of  
surface-water and ground-water hydrology as well as discussion 
about the scientific management of  water resources. students will 
become familiar with the basic concepts of  hydrology and their 
application to problems of  the environment.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.e&eS101 or e&eS106

E&ES319 Hydrology Laboratory
the lab will consist of  field trips to local streams to observe the 
geomorphic processes related to stream channel and floodplain 
formation and the effects of  urbanization on stream channels.  
other labs will involve the analysis of  hydrologic data through 
the use of  statistical analysis and hydrologic modeling.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.none

E&ES320 Quantitative Methods for the Biological and 
Environmental Sciences
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol320

E&ES322 Introduction to GIS
Geographical information systems (Gis) are powerful tools for 
organizing, analyzing, and displaying spatial data. Gis has ap-
plications in a wide variety of  fields including the natural sci-
ences, public policy, business, and the humanities, literally any 
field that uses spatially distributed information. in this course we 
will explore the fundamentals of  Gis with an emphasis on practi-
cal application of  Gis to problems from a range of  disciplines. 
the course will cover the basic theory of  Gis, data collection 
and input, data management, spatial analysis, visualization, and 
map preparation. Course work will include lecture, discussion, and 
hands-on activities.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none

E&ES323 Isotope Geochemistry: Tracers of Environmental 
Processes
this course explains from first principles the main stable and ra-
dioactive isotopic techniques used in geochemistry and geology. 
the course also demonstrates the manner in which isotope geo-
chemistry has been utilized to solve some of  the major problems 
in the earth and environmental sciences. the oxygen, hydrogen, 
carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur stable isotope systems and the rb-sr, 
sm-nd, U-th-Pb, and K-ar radioactive systems will be discussed 
in detail. this course will emphasize the application of  isotope 
techniques in hydrological, geochemical, and ecological studies.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.cHem141 or cHem143

E&ES324 GIS Service-Learning Laboratory
this course supplements E&ES322 by providing students the op-
portunity to apply Gis concepts and skills to solve local problems 
in earth and environmental sciences. small groups of  students will 

work closely with community groups to design a Gis analysis, 
collect and analyze data, and draft a professional quality report 
to the community.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

E&ES326 Remote Sensing
this course studies the acquisition, processing, and interpretation 
of  remotely sensed images and their application to geologic and 
environmental problems. emphasis is on understanding the com-
position and evolution of  the earth and planetary surfaces using 
a variety of  remote sensing techniques. Comparison of  orbital 
datasets to ground truth will be accessed for the earth to better 
interpret data for the planets.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.[e&eS233 or Biol233 or enVS233] or e&eS213 or e&eS220 or e&eS223 or 

[e&eS280 or enVS280] or [e&eS290 or enVS290]

E&ES328 Remote Sensing Laboratory
this laboratory course includes practical application of  remote 
sensing techniques primarily using computers.  exercises will in-
clude manipulation of  digital images (at wavelengths from gamma 
rays to radar) taken from orbiting spacecraft as well as from the 
collection of  data in the field.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50.
pREREQ:.e&eS213 or e&eS220 or e&eS223 or [e&eS233 or Biol233 or enVS233] or 

[e&eS280 or enVS280] or [e&eS290 or enVS290]

E&ES330 Sedimentology
With implications for groundwater and surface water resources, fos-
sil fuels, agriculture, earth materials, climate changes, land use, and 
the record of  life, the earth’s sedimentary system intersects nearly 
every human endeavor. We will explore the production, transport, 
and deposition of  sedimentary materials from an environmental 
perspective that focuses on modern and ancient landscape systems. 
By applying a descriptive vocabulary of  sedimentary particles, hy-
drodynamic structures, and physical form, we will investigate the 
processes and products of  sedimentary environments in space and 
time. Principles of  stratigraphic interpretation will be used to map 
long-term changes in tectonic architecture and climate states. local 
examples of  glacial, fluvial, and coastal deposits, and ancient con-
tinental rocks will be used to practice fundamental methods of  
descriptive and interpretative sedimentary geology.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.e&eS101

E&ES332 Sedimentology/Stratigraphy Techniques
laboratory and field methods for the study of  sedimentary mate-
rials and interpretation of  the stratigraphic record. required field 
trips.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.e&eS330

E&ES336 Landscape Ecology
Biogeography is the study of  the distribution of  living things 
(plant, animal, and microbe) on the earth’s surface, and the histori-
cal, ecological, and human factors responsible. landscape ecology 
is a subfield of  biogeography that focuses on relationships be-
tween spatial pattern and ecological processes across broad spatial 
and temporal scales. this course will be approached as an intro-
duction to biogeography with a focus on landscape ecology and 
ecological biogeography. topics in the course will reflect the di-
versity of  research conducted by landscape ecologists: concepts of  
scale, island biogeography, metapopulation dynamics and habitat 
fragmentation, ecological disturbance, species viability, processes 
of  land use and land cover change, and ecosystem management. 
this course will include biogeographic patterns, physical and bio-
logical processes and interactions that produce these patterns, and 
methods and techniques used to study them.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.[Biol182 or mB&B182] or [e&eS197 or Biol197] or e&eS199.[Biol336 or 

Biol536]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.diVer,.Kim—SEcT.:.01
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E&ES341 Marine Biogeochemistry
this course will focus on the ocean’s role in the global biogeo-
chemical cycling of  highly mobile and reactive elements and the 
impact of  humans on these biogeochemical cycles. topics cov-
ered include the chemical composition of  seawater gas exchange 
across the air-sea boundary, the production and destruction of  or-
ganic matter, the controls and spatial distribution of  bio-limiting 
elements, sediment-water interactions, the role of  hydrothermal 
vents, and seawater pollution. special emphasis will be placed on 
new analytical or proxy techniques that allow us to better investi-
gate past, current, or future oceanic conditions.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none

E&ES346 The Forest Ecosystem
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol346

E&ES359 Global Climate Change
the climate of  the earth has been changing over the course of  
the planet’s history. over the last few decades, we have come to 
realize that humans may be the strongest driver of  climate change 
in the 21st century and near future. in this class we evaluate that 
hypothesis in some depth, using the basic physical principles of  
climate science. We then study the long and short carbon cycles 
and the empirical climate record, with data from the instrumental, 
historical, and physical (pollen, geochemical/isotopic temperature 
indicators) records. in a second section of  the course, we look at 
the impact of  humans on atmospheric chemistry and how hu-
man civilization has caused changes in the carbon cycle. in the 
third part of  the lecture course, we will study the climate of  the 
future, using economic scenarios, mitigation and adaptation ef-
forts, and climate/economics models that can help us to look for-
ward. Parallel to the lectures, several practical sessions are done by 
groups of  students: experimental work on the absorption of  Co2 
into water, possibly seawater (for the geochemically inclined); the 
impact of  raised Co2 levels on plant growth (for the biologically 
inclined); a monitoring effort of  Co2 outside the science tower 
(for the instrumentalists); and a social economic global assessment 
on carbon policies (for the environmental studies types).
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

E&ES380 Volcanology
volcanic eruptions are among the most impressive natural phe-
nomena and have been described throughout history. in this 
course we look at the physical and chemical processes that control 
volcanic eruptions and their environmental impacts. We also look 
at the direct impact on humanity, ranging from destructive ashfalls 
to climate change, and the benefits of  volcanoes for society (e.g., 
geothermal energy, ore deposits). a good background in mineral-
ogy is strongly recommended; students who have not completed 
E&ES213 should consult the professor before registering for this 
class. the course consists of  lectures, some problem sets, a term 
paper, and class presentations. students select their favorite vol-
cano and create a Powerpoint presentation for the class and write a 
term paper on it. there will be readings of  primary scientific liter-
ature and from the textbook, and there will be video presentations.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.e&eS101 or e&eS213

E&ES381 Volcanology Lab Course
in the lab class we work on volcanic rocks (chemical analyses), 
carry out experiments with our backyard volcano (explosions reg-
istered on video) and with artificial lava flows, and we take field 
trips to study volcanic outcrops in new england.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.e&eS213 and e&eS215

E&ES397 Senior Seminar
the seminar course for E&ES seniors covers the evolution of  the 
earth as a whole and its origin within the context of  the solar 
system. students will read, discuss, and write about large-scale 
processes in earth and environmental sciences. special emphasis 

will be placed on topics that relate to the E&ES senior field course 
research Project (E&ES398).
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Ku,.timotHy.c .W .—SEcT.:.01
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.reSor,.pHillip.g .—SEcT.:.01

E&ES398 Senior Field Research Project
this field course for E&ES senior majors will be taught during the 
month of  January. the course will cover the history of  a selected 
field area and focus on developing observational and interpretive 
skills.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.e&eS598

E&ES471 Planetary Geology Seminar
Why are we the only planet in the solar system with oceans, plate 
tectonics, and life? this course examines how fundamental geo-
logic processes operate under the unique conditions that exist on 
each planet. emphasis is placed on the mechanisms that control 
the different evolutionary histories of  the planets. Much of  the 
course will utilize recent data from spacecraft. readings of  the 
primary literature will focus on planetary topics that constrain our 
understanding of  geology as well as the history and fate of  our 
home, the earth.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.e&eS213 or e&eS220 or e&eS223 or [e&eS280 or enVS280]

E&ES500 Graduate Pedagogy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol500

E&ES557 Advanced Research Seminars in Earth and 
Environmental Sciences
this course focuses on the specific research projects of  the indi-
vidual graduate students in E&ES department, and it comprises stu-
dent presentations and discussion including the department facul-
ty, graduate students, and interested undergraduates. Background 
readings for each session may include relevant papers from the 
literature. the course offers a forum for presenting new results 
and exploring new ideas, as well as for providing researchers with 
feedback and suggestions for solving methodological problems. it 
also provides an opportunity for undergraduate majors and new 
graduate students in the program to become familiar with the 
wide range of  research taking place in the department.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011

E&ES598 Senior Field Research Project
IDENTIcAL WITh:.e&eS398

E&ES401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

E&ES409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

E&ES411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

E&ES465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

E&ES467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

E&ES501/502 Individual Tutorial, Graduate
gRADINg:.opt

E&ES503/504 Selected Topics, Graduate Science
gRADINg:.opt

E&ES589/590 Advanced Research, BA/MA
gRADINg:.a–F

E&ES591/592 Advanced Research, Graduate
gRADINg:.opt
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East Asian Studies Program 
 PROFESSORS:  stephen angle,	Philosophy; Jonathan Best,	Art	and	Art	History; William d. Johnston,	History; 

vera schwarcz,	History; Janice d. Willis,	Religion

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS:  Masami imai,	Economics,	Chair; terry Kawashima,	Asian	Languages	and	Literatures; su Zheng,	Music

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS:  Mary-alice Haddad,	Government; Miri nakamura,	Asian	Languages	and	Literatures; shengqing 
Wu,	Asian	Languages	and	Literatures

 ADJUnCT ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR: Xiaomiao Zhu,	Asian	Languages	and	Literatures

 ADJUnCT ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS:  Patrick dowdey,	Anthropology,	Curator,	The	Mansfield	Freeman	Center	for	East	Asian	Studies; 
etsuko takahashi,	Asian	Languages	and	Literatures

 ARTIST In RESIDEnCE: Keiji shinohara,	Art

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: all Program faculty

the east asian studies Program challenges the student to understand China and Japan through the rigors of  language study and the 
analytical tools of  various academic disciplines. this process demands both broad exposure to different subjects and a focused perspec-
tive on a particular feature of  the east asian landscape. Japan and China are related yet distinct civilizations. each has its own traditions 
and patterns of  development. these traditions have played an important role in the development of  culture around the globe and remain 
formative influences today.

students interested in east asian studies will be guided by the expectations for liberal learning at Wesleyan and by the program’s 
interdisciplinary approach. language, literature, history, and the sophomore colloquium provide the common core of  our program. the 
colloquium will expose students to a wide variety of  intellectual approaches to east asian studies and will thereby provide a foundation 
for the student to focus in more depth on particular areas. Prospective majors are urged to start their language and history courses early 
in their Wesleyan careers. this will leave more time for study abroad and for more meaningful work in the concentration of  the student’s 
choice. to help students chart their way, the program faculty has designed the programs of  study listed below. admission to the major 
requires approval of  the program chair and designation of  an east asian studies academic advisor. Before deciding on a specific course 
of  study, students must consult with their academic advisor in east asian studies.

REQuIREMENTS FOR ThE MAJOR
the east asian studies major requires seven courses, plus language, plus study abroad, and a senior project. this breaks down into the 
following four required components: 
Language requirement. east asian studies majors are expected to reach a minimum of  intermediate-level competency in the language 
of  their field. Majors who are native speakers of  Chinese, Japanese, or Korean are expected to study another east asian language. all 
students need to maintain a grade of  B or above by the time they reach intermediate-level competency. all students must take a mini-
mum of  four semesters of  east asian language courses; this may mean being required to take language classes beyond the intermediate 
level. evaluation of  an individual student’s language competence will be undertaken by the relevant language coordinator, who will also 
determine how language courses not taken at Wesleyan count toward this requirement. 

• Questions about Chinese should be addressed to the Chinese language coordinator, Prof. Xiaomio Zhu. 
• Questions about Japanese should be addressed to the Japanese language coordinator, Prof. etsuko takahashi. 
• Please note that intermediate-level competence is not automatically satisfied by completion of  second-year Korean, because of  

the nonintensive nature of  our courses. Please contact the chair if  you have questions. 
Study abroad. all east asian studies majors are expected to study abroad to develop their language competency and acquire a more 
concrete grasp of  a specific east asian cultural context. this requirement may be fulfilled through a semester or, preferably, one year in an 
approved program. the study-abroad requirement may also be fulfilled through two summers abroad, spent in language study (in an ap-
proved program), or by carrying out a structured and preapproved research project supervised by a member of  the east asian studies faculty.
Course requirements. all east asian studies majors are expected to complete three core courses and four additional courses in their 
specific concentrations. students will be responsible for keeping up-to-date their Major requirements Worksheets (in their electronic 
portfolios), in consultation with their advisors. at the end of  the junior year, all majors will be expected to fill out a senior project plan-
ning form—to be signed by the project advisor, the student, and the department chair. these forms are due at the freeman Center office 
by the end of  april.
Core courses. each east asian studies major is expected to take EAST201, the sophomore colloquium, as well as one survey course on 
traditional Chinese culture or history and one survey course on traditional Japanese history and culture. in various years, different courses 
may be used to satisfy this core requirement. students should consult with their advisor, the chair, and course instructors to be sure that 
a specific course satisfies this premodern requirement. the goal is to ensure that each east asian studies major is firmly anchored in the 
classical texts and key events that shaped the development of  east asian cultures before the 19th century.
Concentrations. each east asian studies major will be expected to choose one of  the six concentrations listed below and to take at 
least four courses aimed at creating a methodological coherence in a specific area of  study. Course offerings for each concentration may 
vary in some years according to faculty on campus.

1. Art history and Art: one art history seminar dealing with theory and method, to be chosen from:  
• ARHA358 style in the visual arts: theories and interpretations
• ARHA360 Museum studies 
• three additional courses dealing primarily with east asian art
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2. Language, Literature and Film: one literature or film theory or methodology course (which may or may not be an 
east class), plus three additional courses in east asian literature or film; this may include one class on asian american literature 
or film. one semester of  advanced language (beyond the four required semesters) may be counted as one of  these three classes. 
it is also highly recommended that students additionally take at least one course in non-east asian literature or film.

3. Music: a concentration in music emphasizes both the academic and performance approaches. required academic courses on 
east asian music, such as: 

• MUSC112/EAST112 introduction to east asian Music, 
• MUSC261/EAST268 Music and Modernity in China, Japan and Korea.
• two east asian music performance courses, such as:

• MUSC426/EAST426 Korean drumming ensemble—Beginning,
• MUSC428/EAST428 Chinese Music ensemble,
• MUSC425/EAST425 introduction to taiko, or 
• MUSC405/EAST405 Music lessons for koto or shamisen—with approval from faculty advisor.

With faculty advisor approval, one of  these required four courses can be replaced by one course on east asian art, film, history, 
literature, philosophy, or religion (beyond the core requirements).

4. history: students are expected to take at least one course in historiography (such as HIST362), two additional courses on the 
histories of  China or Japan, as well as a course on the history of  an area outside of  east asia for comparison.

5. philosophy and Religion: students are expected to take one core east asian philosophy or religion course: 
• PHIL205 Classical Chinese Philosophy, or 
• REL242 Buddhism: an introduction; and
• two courses in philosophy and religion that have a substantial component on east asia, and one course in either the history 

of  Western philosophy or the religious tradition of  a non-east asian culture.
6. political Economy: students are expected to take one methods course, from among: 

• ECOn101 introduction to economics,
• ECOn110 introduction to economic theory,
• GOvT155 international Politics, or
• GOvT157 democracy and dictatorship: Politics in the Contemporary World; and
• three more courses in economics or government that have a substantial component on east asia.

Senior project. all majors must complete a written or (with approval) creative project during their senior year. this should involve the 
use of  east asian language materials to the extent that the student’s preparation permits. there are several ways in which this require-
ment can be fulfilled:

• Write a substantial essay, focusing on east asia, as assigned in a regular class. the instructor must approve of  this project and may 
suggest revisions as needed. similarly, faculty approval is required also for a creative project done in the context of  a class or as a 
tutorial. if  the class instructor is not an east asian studies faculty member, the essay or the creative arts project must be approved 
by the student’s east asian studies advisor. Please note that this class can simultaneously fulfill other requirements.

• Write a one-semester senior essay in a tutorial, preferably given by an east asian studies faculty member. the tutorial may be for 
a full credit or for 0.5 credit.

• Write a senior thesis, typically in a two-semester tutorial with an east asian studies faculty member.

furthermore, each student will be expected to present his or her research at a poster presentation toward the end of  the spring semester 
of  the senior year. this presentation is in addition to and apart from the actual research project. seniors are also strongly urged to take 
the half-credit senior seminar (EAST398), which offers a unique opportunity to develop and present research projects in consultation with 
the chair and fellow east asian studies majors.

Criteria for departmental honors

to qualify for departmental honors, the student must complete a thesis, perform a concert, or mount an exhibition or related project 
under the supervision of  a faculty member of  the east asian studies Program. responsibility for overseeing the senior project rests 
with the tutor.

the evaluation committee for each honors candidate is comprised of  the tutor, a faculty member from the program, and a Wesleyan 
faculty member outside the program. the committee is to be selected by the tutor and program chair.

for high honors, all three readers have to recommend the thesis for a grade of  a- or higher.

Prizes

 The	Mansfield	Freeman	Prize was established in 1975 by Mansfield freeman, Class of  1916. it is awarded annually to a senior who 
has demonstrated overall excellence in east asian studies and has contributed to improving the quality of  our program.

 P.	L.	Kellam	Prize in memory of  Priscilla l. Kellam, Class of  1983, is awarded to a senior woman who has been or is planning to 
go to China and who has distinguished herself  in her studies at Wesleyan.

 The	Condil	Award in memory of  Caroline Condil, Class of  1992, is awarded to a worthy east asian studies major, preferably a 
sophomore or junior, for study in China.

Student fellowships. the east asian studies Program offers up to two student fellowships each year. to be eligible, applicants must 
be writing a senior thesis for honors in east asian studies. the fellowship provides shared office space at the Mansfield freeman Center 
for east asian studies (feas), which is accessible at any time throughout the academic year, including weekends, evenings, and during 
academic breaks. fellows also have after-hours access to the center’s reference library, enjoy use of  the center’s printer for printing the final 
copy of  their thesis, and have abundant opportunities for interaction with center faculty and staff.
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Mansfield Freeman Center for East Asian Studies (FEAS)

east asian studies majors are urged to take full advantage of  the unique learning opportunities provided through the feas. each of  the 
resources listed below can become a means to obtain a deeper appreciation of  the cultures of  China and Japan:

• shôyôan, a room in the style of  Japanese domestic architecture, and its adjoining Japanese-style garden, shôyôan teien (shôyôan 
Garden), were planned as an educational resource. the ensemble provides a tangible means of  experiencing Japanese aesthetics 
and exploring the cultural values that these spaces embody. the shôyôan room and garden are actively used for a variety of  
purposes, ranging from meetings of  small classes and Japanese tea ceremonies to contemplation and meditation.

• the annual Mansfield freeman lecture brings to campus each year a particularly eminent speaker on east asia.
• a series of  programs augments the curriculum through lectures and performances reflecting all aspects of  east asian culture.
• study collections of  east asian art and historical archives were established in 1987 with an initial gift of  Chinese works of  art 

and historical documents from dr. Chih Meng (founding director of  the China institute in america) and his wife Huan-shou 
Meng. items are available for study and research by Wesleyan students and outside scholars.

• the art collection includes works of  painting and calligraphy, prints and rubbings, rare books, textiles, ceramics, and other mis-
cellaneous media from China, Japan, and Korea. the majority of  the works date from the 19th and 20th centuries.

• the archival collection includes papers, documents, and historical photographs, mostly relating to interaction between China 
and the West in the 19th and early 20th centuries. in addition to a number of  miscellaneous individual items, the collection 
includes the papers of  Courtenay H. fenn (a Protestant missionary in Beijing before and during the Boxer rebellion) and his 
son, Henry C. fenn (China scholar and architect of  yale’s Chinese language program); Harald Hans lund (chief  representative 
of  the United nations relief  and rehabilitation agency in north China, 1946–1947, during the Chinese Civil War); dr. Chih 
Meng (founding director of  the China institute in america); and George B. neumann (Wesleyan Class of  1905 and professor 
of  sociology and economics at West China Union University, Chengdu, from 1908 to 1923).

• the feas’s gallery presents three exhibitions each academic year developed by the center’s curator and students working in the 
center’s Curatorial assistants Program. for information about recent exhibitions, please visit wesleyan.edu/mansfieldf/mansfield.
html. the Curatorial assistants Program involves students in exhibition development in a creative, collaborative environment.

• the feas’s outreach Program is coordinated by two students (typically east asian studies majors) with the assistance of  other 
majors and interested students. through this program classes from local schools (preschool through high school) visit the feas 
on friday afternoons to participate in hands-on workshops that explore east asian culture through music, writing, and calligra-
phy; food and cooking; martial arts; tea ceremonies; and other activities.

EAST101 Elementary Chinese
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHin103

EAST102 Elementary Chinese
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHin104

EAST103 Elementary Japanese I
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Japn103

EAST104 Elementary Japanese II
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Japn104

EAST105 Chinese Character Writing
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHin101

EAST106 Chinese Calligraphy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHin102

EAST153 Elementary Korean I
IDENTIcAL WITh:.lang153

EAST154 Elementary Korean II
IDENTIcAL WITh:.lang154

EAST165 Anthropology of Contemporary Chinese Art
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH245

EAST180 Great Traditions of Asian Art
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa180

EAST201 Pro-Seminar
this team-taught seminar, required of  all east asian studies ma-
jors, aims to introduce prospective majors to a range of  the fields 
and methodologies that comprise east asian studies at Wesleyan. 
the material will be organized into several disciplinary and area 
modules, each contributing to a central theme.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.JoHnSton,.William.d .—SEcT.:.01

EAST202 Japanese Horror Fiction and Film
IDENTIcAL WITh:.alit202

EAST203 Intermediate Chinese
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHin205

EAST204 Intermediate Chinese
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHin206

EAST205 Intermediate Japanese I
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Japn205

EAST206 Intermediate Japanese II
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Japn206

EAST207 Japanese Women Writers: Modern and 
Contemporary Periods
IDENTIcAL WITh:.alit207

EAST208 City in Modern Chinese Literature and Film
IDENTIcAL WITh:.alit208

EAST209 Japan’s “Others”: Cultural Production of Difference
IDENTIcAL WITh:.alit209

EAST210 Gender, Sexuality, and Violence in Late Imperial 
Chinese Narrative
IDENTIcAL WITh:.alit210

EAST211 The Chinese Canon and Its Afterlife
IDENTIcAL WITh:.alit211

EAST213 Third-Year Chinese
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHin217

EAST214 Third-Year Chinese
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHin218

EAST215 Reexamining Japanese Modernity Through 
Literature: Edo to Meiji
IDENTIcAL WITh:.alit215

EAST216 Stereotyped Japan: A Critical Investigation of 
Geisha Girls and Samurai Spirit
IDENTIcAL WITh:.alit220

EAST217 Third-Year Japanese I
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Japn217

EAST218 Third-Year Japanese II
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Japn218

EAST219 Fourth-Year Japanese
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Japn219

EAST221 Advanced-Level Japanese
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Japn221

EAST222 Fourth-Year Japanese
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Japn220

EAST223 History of Traditional China
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt223
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EAST224 Modern China: States, Transnations, Individuals, 
and Worlds
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt224

EAST226 Memory and Identity in Contemporary Chinese 
Fiction and Film
IDENTIcAL WITh:.alit226

EAST227 Rewriting Japanese Film History: Localized 
Pleasure, National Identity, and Global Capitalism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.alit227

EAST228 China’s “Others”: Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Other 
Literatures and Films
IDENTIcAL WITh:.alit228

EAST230 Japanese Detective Fiction and Narrative Theory
IDENTIcAL WITh:.alit230

EAST231 Romantic Love in China—From the Imperial Past to 
the Maoist Era
IDENTIcAL WITh:.alit231

EAST232 Women Writers of Traditional and Modern China
IDENTIcAL WITh:.alit232

EAST233 Gender Politics in Modern Chinese Literature and 
Culture
IDENTIcAL WITh:.alit233

EAST242 Buddhism: An Introduction
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli242

EAST244 Delicious Movements for Forgetting, 
Remembering, and Uncovering
this course has two components: movement lab (delicious 
Movement Workshop) and study of  the postwar Japanese art-
ists who assumed the role of  public intellectuals. Grounded in 
eiko & Koma’s movement vocabulary, the delicious Movement 
Workshop is emphatically noncompetitive and appropriate for ev-
ery level of  ability and training. We will move/dance to actively 
forget the clutter of  our lives to fully “taste” body, mind, time, and 
space. We will read literature and see art works and films from 
postwar Japan as examples of  artistic representations of  despair 
and perseverance. in these art works, we will look at the human 
experiences of  the atomic bombs and the memories of  World War 
ii. the course also makes active use of  the fact that the instructor 
is a working movement artist (as eiko & Koma). What is it to for-
get, remember, mourn, and pray? How do we transcend violence 
and loss? How does being or becoming a mover or dancer affect 
our emotional rigor, seeing/learning, and creativity? these are 
some of  the many questions we will explore.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.danc244

EAST245 Fourth-Year Chinese
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHin221.and.cHin222

EAST250 Economy of Japan
IDENTIcAL WITh:.econ262

EAST253 Intermediate Korean I
IDENTIcAL WITh:.lang253

EAST257 Nation, Class, and the Body in 20th-Century 
Chinese Literature and Film
IDENTIcAL WITh:.alit257

EAST260 From Archipelago to Nation State: An Introduction 
to Japanese History and Culture
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt260

EAST261 Classical Chinese Philosophy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil205

EAST262 Neo-Confucian Chinese Philosophy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil259

EAST264 Modern Chinese Philosophy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil263

EAST265 Growth and Conflict in Asia
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt265

EAST267 Economies of East Asia
IDENTIcAL WITh:.econ267

EAST268 Music and Modernity in China, Japan, and Korea
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc261

EAST271 Political Economy of Developing Countries
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt271

EAST281 The Traditional Arts of China
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa281

EAST283 The Traditional Arts of Japan
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa283

EAST284 Buddhist Art from India to Japan
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa284

EAST285 Art and Architecture of India to 1500
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa285

EAST286 Buddhism in America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli288

EAST287 Traditions of East Asian Painting
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa287

EAST288 Temples and Shrines of Japan
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa288

EAST289 Art and Culture in Premodern Korea
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa289

EAST295 Politics of East Asia
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt295

EAST296 Politics in Japan
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt296

EAST297 Politics and Political Development in the People’s 
Republic of China
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt297

EAST304 Environmental Politics and Democratization
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt304

EAST311 Representing China
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH311

EAST312 Politicizing the Lotus: State Patronage of 
Buddhism, Its Rituals, and Its Art
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa312

EAST324 The Problem of Truth in Modern China
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt324

EAST326 International Politics in East Asia
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt326

EAST340 Reading Theories
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl295

EAST341 Confucianism and Virtue Ethics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil341

EAST342 Colonial Identities in “Japanese” Literature
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum342

EAST343 Tibetan Buddhism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli343

EAST350 Women and Buddhism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli350

EAST356 From Chinese Chan to Japanese Zen: Dôgen and 
Buddhism’s Place in the World
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt356

EAST373 Patterns of the Chinese Past: Culture, Politics, and 
Ecology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt373

EAST381 Relic and Image: The Archaeology and Social 
History of Indian Buddhism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa381

EAST382 Civil Society in Comparative Perspectives
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt382

EAST383 East Asian and Latin American Development
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt383

EAST384 Japan and the Atomic Bomb
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt381

EAST398 East Asian Studies Senior Seminar
this seminar is designed around students’ current interests, their 
research interests, and their experiences in east asia. it will consist 
of  biweekly sessions and will include guest speakers from the east 
asian studies faculty. discussion will be emphasized, and there 
will be a short writing requirement.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.none

EAST424 Introduction to Taiko (Japanese Drumming)
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc424
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EAST425 Advanced Taiko/Japanese Drumming
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc425

EAST426 Korean Drumming Ensemble—Beginning
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc426

EAST428 Chinese Music Ensemble
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc428

EAST429 Korean Drumming Ensemble—Advanced
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc429

EAST460 Introduction to Sumi-e Painting
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arSt460

EAST461 Alternative Printmaking: Beginning Japanese 
Woodblock Technique
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arSt461

EAST401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

EAST409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

EAST411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

EAST465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

EAST467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Economics 
 PROFESSORS: richard adelstein; John Bonin; richard Grossman; Joyce Jacobsen; Gilbert skillman,	Chair; 

Gary yohe

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: Christiaan Hogendorn; Masami imai; Wendy rayack

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS: Bill Craighead; abigail Hornstein; damien sheehan-Connor; Pao-lin tien

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERT 2010–2011: Gilbert skillman

economics involves the study of  social relationships pertaining to the production and allocation of  the means of  life. one branch, 
macroeconomics, addresses issues relating to the performance of  the economy as a whole, such as economic growth, unemployment, 
and inflation, while the other, microeconomics, studies the relationships that comprise an economy, addressing problems of  income and 
wealth inequality, corporate power, industrial performance and global trade, and financial flows. students majoring in economics find 
that they acquire an excellent preparation for careers in academics, business, law, and government. 
1 Curriculum. the economics curriculum consists of  three types of  courses:
• Introductory	courses. the department offers two different one-semester courses at the introductory level. ECOn101 (introduction to 

economics) presents the basic concepts, methods, and concerns of  economic analysis without using calculus. this course covers both 
micro- and macroeconomic issues and is well suited for students who do not plan to major in the discipline but who want a general 
introduction to economic analysis and institutions. it also serves as a prerequisite for some of  the 200-level electives in the depart-
ment. ECOn110 (introduction to economic theory) is intended for students who think that they may wish to major in economics 
and combine this interest in the subject with a strong mathematical background. the course covers the same topics as ECOn101 but 
requires a year of  college-level calculus or its equivalent. ECOn110 develops the mathematical foundations that are essential to the 
further study of  economics. any one of  the following—MATH118 (introductory Calculus Part ii: integration and its applications), 
MATH122 (Calculus i, Part ii), or placement out of  MATH122—satisfies the mathematical prerequisite for ECOn110. With the permis-
sion of  the instructor, MATH118 or MATH122 may be taken concurrently with ECOn110. first-year students contemplating an econom-
ics major should acquire the requisite mathematical background as soon as possible. any first-year student who does not place out 
of  MATH122 must wait until the spring semester to take ECOn110. students may take ECOn110 after completing ECOn101; this may be 
an attractive option for prospective majors who are in the process of  acquiring the necessary mathematical background for ECOn110. 
However, all students who wish to major in economics must complete ECOn110. 

• Core	courses. Core courses develop the central tools of  theoretical and empirical economic analysis and are required for all eco-
nomics majors. the first core course, ECOn300 (Quantitative Methods in economics), is the gateway course to the major. ECOn301 
(Microeconomic analysis) and ECOn302 (Macroeconomic analysis) are designed to provide majors with the basic theoretical con-
cepts and analytical techniques that economists use to study social issues. ECOn300 is a prerequisite for both ECOn301 and ECOn302; 
students must have completed ECOn110 and its mathematical prerequisites before taking ECOn300. ECOn300 should be taken as early 
as possible, preferably immediately after ECOn110, but no later than the spring term of  the sophomore year if  a student wishes to 
be admitted to the economics major by the beginning of  the junior year. all prospective economics majors are strongly encouraged 
to complete ECOn300 and one other core course by the end of  the sophomore year; majors are expected to complete the entire core 
sequence by the end of  the junior year.

• Elective	courses. there are four levels of  elective courses. first, as staffing allows, the department offers 100-level first-year initiative (fyi) 
courses that are intended for first-year students and have no economics prerequisites. fyi courses cannot be counted toward comple-
tion of  the economics major. Higher-level elective courses apply analytical tools acquired from the introductory and core courses to 
specific areas or fields of  economics or develop these analytical tools to a more sophisticated level. the department offers two tiers of  
regular elective courses that may be counted toward completion of  the major. the topics covered in these electives are predetermined 
and specified in WesMaps. lower-tier electives, numbered 203 to 299, have either ECOn101 or ECOn110 as a prerequisite. they are in-
tended to introduce both majors and nonmajors to the application of  economic theory and methods in a wide variety of  topics and 
to the connections between economics and related fields such as psychology, law, government, history, and area studies.
 Upper-tier electives, numbered 300 to 399, require prior completion of  ECOn300 and at least one other core course. these 
electives apply economic theory and methodology to the same broad range of  topics and areas in economics as the lower-tier elec-
tives but at a more sophisticated level. Upper-tier electives enable students to read published research in economics and to begin 
to produce their own original research. Most upper-tier electives require a substantial research paper or project, and a student may 
choose to expand this research paper into a senior honors thesis by working with a faculty advisor in a senior honors thesis tutorial. 
in some cases, for example, international economics and international trade (ECOn271 and ECOn371), electives may be taught at both 
the 200 and 300 levels. in such cases, students may not earn credit toward the major for both courses. finally, in addition to regular 
electives, students may pursue independent research in an individual or group tutorial offered by a faculty member in the department 
(ECOn401, ECOn402, ECOn411, or ECOn412). any student standing for honors in economics will take at least one senior thesis tutorial 
(ECOn409 or ECOn410). students may also take teaching apprenticeship tutorials (ECOn492).

2. Entry requirements and major program. Completion of  ECOn110 with a grade of  C+ or higher and completion of, or 
enrollment in, ECOn300 are required for entry into the economics major. a student who fails to obtain a grade of  C+ or better in ECOn110 
may be admitted to the major only after that student obtains a grade of  C+ or better in ECOn300. all students majoring in economics 
must complete a minimum of  eight courses numbered 200 or above. of  these eight, three must be the core courses: ECOn300, ECOn301, 
and ECOn302. of  the five electives, three must be upper-tier courses, numbered 303 to 399, or ECOn409. no more than one senior thesis, 
individual, or group tutorial may be counted toward fulfillment of  the major. the teaching apprenticeship tutorials, numbered 491 and 
492, may not be counted toward the major. ECOn110, 300, 301, and 302 must be taken at Wesleyan; no more than two elective courses 
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taken elsewhere may be counted toward the economics major. Courses taken elsewhere must be approved by the department chair 
prior to enrollment and will be designated as lower-tier electives if  approved. if  the course material warrants counting a course taken 
elsewhere (or a tutorial numbered 401, 402, 411, or 412) as an upper-tier elective, the student must submit materials from that course (or 
tutorial) to the department chair along with a petition requesting that it be treated as an upper-tier elective immediately upon return to 
campus (or upon completion of  the tutorial). University requirements for graduation permit a student to count no more than 12 courses 
numbered 201 or higher and no more than 14 courses (except for senior thesis tutorials that do not count in either total) in any one 
department toward the 32 courses required for graduation. the teaching apprenticeship tutorials, numbered 491 and 492, are included 
in these totals for the purpose of  determining oversubscription in a department.
3. Advanced placement. no advanced placement credit will be given for ECOn110 under any circumstances. subject to the 
University’s regulations, students who have received a score of  4 or 5 on either the Microeconomics or Macroeconomics advanced 
Placement exam or a score of  5 to 7 on the international Baccalaureate exam will be eligible for a prerequisite override for courses 
requiring ECOn101. these students will receive one credit toward graduation, but not toward the major, for their exam score upon 
completion of  ECOn301, in the case of  the microeconomics exam, or ECOn302, in the case of  the macroeconomics exam, with a grade 
of  C+ or better. a student may receive at most one advanced Placement credit in economics.
4. Departmental honors. Honors and high honors in economics are awarded on the basis of  a completed honors thesis representing 
two semesters of  independent research. the department offers two options. the traditional route for an honors candidate is the two-semes-
ter senior honors thesis tutorial sequence (ECOn409 and 410), in which the student begins thesis research with a faculty advisor in the fall, 
continues in the spring term, and completes the thesis by the deadline set by Honors College (usually mid-april). the second path allows a 
student to expand a research paper that was completed in an upper-tier elective by taking either ECOn409 or ECOn410 with a suitable faculty 
advisor and completing the thesis by the deadline set by Honors College in the spring term. Honors candidates must present their work in 
progress to the faculty at the end of  the fall semester. other details of  the honors program in economics are provided on the department’s 
Web page. theses are evaluated by the department based on the recommendations of  a committee of  readers including the thesis advisor 
and two other members of  the faculty. all work is judged by the same standards, regardless of  whether the student has taken both ECOn409 
and ECOn410 or taken only one of  these. all candidates for honors should have a B+ average in their economics courses prior to their senior 
year and a three-year cumulative average of  B or better for all courses. a student who does not meet these requirements may petition the 
department for an exception; the petition must be signed by the student and by the faculty member who has agreed to supervise the proj-
ect. the petition should speak to the student’s capability to undertake independent research and to the feasibility of  the proposed project.

ECOn101 Introduction to Economics
a general introduction to economic analysis and its applications for 
public policy, the course examines the forces of  supply and demand 
in competitive markets. How and why do markets fail in certain 
contexts? How do firms really operate; is it profits for shareholders 
or Ceo pay that they seek to maximize? What are the causes of  
and remedies for unemployment and inflation? this course serves as 
a general introduction to micro- and macroeconomics for students 
who are not considering majoring in economics, and it satisfies the 
prerequisite for economics courses at the 200 level.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.groSSman,.ricHard.S .—SEcT.:.01
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Bonin,.JoHn.p .—SEcT.:.01

ECOn110 Introduction to Economic Theory
an introduction to the principles of  micro- and macroeconomic 
theory intended for prospective majors and students wishing to 
prepare themselves for a broad range of  upperclass elective cours-
es in economics. Mathematical tools essential for further study in 
economics are introduced throughout the course.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS
pREREQ:.matH118 or matH122 or matH221 or matH222
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Bonin,.JoHn.p .—SEcT:.02
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.Hogendorn,.cHriStiaan—SEcT.:.03
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.JacoBSen,.Joyce—SEcT.:.01
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Hogendorn,.cHriStiaan—SEcT.:.02
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.JacoBSen,.Joyce—SEcT.:.01

ECOn122 Schooling and Scarcity
Choice amidst scarcity is central to the field of  economics. When 
economists study schooling, both individual choice and societal 
choice are at issue. the purposes of  this course are twofold: it 
investigates pressing problems in education policy, and it intro-
duces concepts that are crucial to a wide range of  applications 
in economic analysis. topics include the following: education of  
the economically disadvantaged, school choice and vouchers for 
education, the relative returns of  a college education, public versus 
private schools, educational expenditures and outcomes, equal op-
portunity and compensatory education, international differences 

in the funding of  education, and differences in the return of  
schooling by ethnicity, gender, and race.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.rayacK,.Wendy—SEcT.:.01-02

ECOn124 Political Economy
economic and political processes are intertwined in that political 
institutions have an impact on economic outcomes and vice versa. 
this course is a survey of  some of  the important topics in political 
economy. some of  the questions that will be addressed with the 
help of  country-studies are, do democratic institutions and greater 
political freedom result in higher economic growth? is the size 
of  government determined by political decentralization and fed-
eralism? What is the role played by the different constituents in 
shaping societies’ economic priorities? do interest groups weigh 
economic outcomes in their favor?
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none

ECOn127 Introduction to Financial Accounting
accounting systems provide financial information critical to man-
aging, valuing, and regulating all types of  organizations around 
the globe. despite their many variations, all accounting systems 
are built on a common foundation. this foundation relies on such 
economic concepts as assets, liabilities, and income to convey fi-
nancial information, as well as the double-entry system of  debits 
and credits to accumulate and organize financial data. after devel-
oping the foundation, we will explore the generally accepted ac-
counting principles that underlie financial statements, develop an 
understanding of  what can be gleaned from those statements (that 
is, develop an understanding of  how the accounting numbers re-
late to the true economic events that give rise to the numbers), 
develop an appreciation of  what is left out of  the financial state-
ments, and, finally, discuss how accounting numbers are used in 
various financial and management tasks (e.g., valuation). While the 
focus is on reporting in the United states, international examples 
are also considered.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.econ101 or econ110
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ECOn128 The Multinational Enterprise
an examination of  the economic consequences of  the globaliza-
tion of  markets and industries will be used as the foundation for 
discussion of  firm-level responses, including foreign direct invest-
ment and foreign trade.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none

ECOn129 Selected Problems in American Criminal Law
Crime and punishment are constantly in the news, and lay observ-
ers of  the american system of  criminal justice are often puzzled by 
its procedures and outcomes. What exactly is the criminal law try-
ing to do? Why does it seem so difficult to convict criminals? What 
are the governing principles of  american criminal justice, and how 
are they actually applied in the courts? this first-year-initiative 
course is intended to address these questions through a close analy-
sis of  cases and related materials concerned with the substantive 
criminal law and, at the same time, to introduce students to the 
legal method itself  and the close-case-analysis characteristic of  
legal argument. it is thus not a course in law and economics, or 
law and philosophy, or law and government, but a course in law 
itself, much as it is taught to law students. topics include the legal 
definition of  criminal acts, causation, the mental element of  crime, 
basic principles of  justification, criminal responsibility and mental 
abnormality, and the law of  homicide. readings consist entirely of  
judicial opinions and related materials, and in class we will analyze 
these readings in detail to expose their logic and consider their 
practical implications. these readings are dense and intensive, and 
students will be asked in class to address difficult issues and defend 
their answers against rigorous critical questioning.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none

ECOn148 The Economics of Climate Change
in this introduction to the political economy of  climate change, 
students will read and present for class discussion a series of  ar-
ticles drawn from the current literature as well as media coverage 
and policy briefing papers. Please note this course does not provide 
credit toward the economics major and does not serve as a substitute 
for ECOn110, the gateway course into the economics major. students 
interested in this course and also wishing to major in economics 
may take ECOn110 concurrently or in a subsequent semester.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none

ECOn209 Economics of Race and Ethnicity in U.S. Labor 
Markets
in this course, we explore the economics of  race and ethnicity 
with specific emphasis on U.s. labor markets. the course devotes 
particular attention to the experiences of  african american, 
latino, and asian american women and men. We use economic 
concepts from conventional neoclassical analysis along with radi-
cal critiques of  the neoclassical framework. the course begins 
with a discussion of  socially constructed categories and their 
correlates in the labor market. next, we take up several special 
topics including human capital theory, economic theories of  dis-
crimination, differences in labor market involvement, and the role 
of  immigration and racial/ethnic enclaves. the course concludes 
by exploring the possible policy responses to differences in labor 
market opportunity and success. in this policy discussion, we pay 
particular attention to economic research designed to analyze the 
effects of  equal employment law and affirmative action regulation.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS
pREREQ:.econ101 or econ110—IDENTIcAL WITh:.[aFam209 or FgSS202]

ECOn210 Economics of the Environment
this course features an analytical study of  the major theoretical 
and applied issues of  environmental economics and resource man-
agement. topics will include the fundamental underpinnings of  
externalities, alternative control strategies, uncertainties, long-term 
environmental concerns, and resource utilization across a finite 
globe.  applications will be gleaned from a vast array of  issues 

including clean air and water legislation, acid rain, carbon dioxide 
and chlorofluorocarbons, global warming, and other global envi-
ronmental change phenomena.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS
pREREQ:.econ101 or econ110—IDENTIcAL WITh:.enVS210

ECOn211 Behavioral Economics
Behavioral economics incorporates insights from other disci-
plines, such as psychology, sociology, and neuroscience, into eco-
nomic models. these insights often induce economists to modify 
their theories of  how people behave individually, socially, and in 
markets, expanding the concept of  Homo	Economicus to accom-
modate such phenomena as altruism, fairness, identity, and time-
varying discounting. the course will draw on psychological top-
ics such as impulsivity, loss-aversion, overconfidence, self-serving 
biases, and hedonics; sociological topics such as status, identity, 
and social networks; and new evidence on social preferences, 
cooperation, trust, and punishment from neuroeconomics. the 
course will focus on developing public policy recommendations 
for such behavioral phenomena as credit card borrowing, port-
folio choice, retirement saving, procrastination, addiction, crime, 
discrimination, affirmative action, unemployment, charitable giv-
ing, and public health. Classroom experiments and demonstra-
tions will be occasionally conducted to illustrate key theoretical 
concepts and empirical regularities.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ110 or econ101

ECOn212 The Economics of Sustainable Development, 
Vulnerablity, and Resilience
IDENTIcAL WITh:.enVS310

ECOn213 Economics of Wealth and Poverty
Who are the very wealthy and how do they acquire their wealth? 
Why is poverty still with us after three decades of  antipoverty 
programs? What explains rising inequality in the distribution of  
income and wealth? these are just a few of  the questions that we 
address in this course. the problem of  scarcity and the question 
of  production for whom are basic to the study of  economics. 
virtually all courses in economics give some attention to this topic, 
yet few study the distribution of  income in-depth. this course 
takes a close look at evidence on the existing distribution of  in-
come and examines the market and nonmarket forces behind the 
allocation process. our investigation makes use of  U.s. economic 
history, cross-country comparisons, and fundamental tools of  eco-
nomic analysis. topics include normative debates surrounding the 
notions of  equality and inequality, analytic tools for measuring 
and explaining income inequality, determinants of  wage income 
and property income, the importance of  inheritance, the femini-
zation of  poverty, and the economic analysis of  racial discrimina-
tion. a central subject throughout the course is the role of  policy 
in altering the level of  poverty and inequality.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS
pREREQ:.econ101 or econ110—IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt274
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.rayacK,.Wendy—SEcT.:.01

ECOn215 Labor Economics
this course will survey the economics of  labor markets with par-
ticular consideration given to the determinants of  labor supply 
and labor demand. other topics will include the economics of  
education, economic inequality, and the role of  unions.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ101 or econ110
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SHeeHan-connor,.damien.FranciS—SEcT.:.01

ECOn217 The Economics of Gender
this course uses economic methods to analyze gender differences 
in employment and earnings. topics covered include allocation of  
time between the household and the labor market, consequences 
of  employment for family structure, theories of  discrimination, 
and occupational segregation. Historical trends and cross-cultural 
comparisons are discussed at length along with current U.s. con-
ditions. Policy areas studied include antipoverty programs, com-
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parable worth, provision of  child care, parental leave, affirmative 
action, and antidiscrimination legislation. While this course pri-
marily uses the economics perspective, it also draws upon political 
science, psychological, sociological, and anthropological analyses. 
one goal of  this course is for you to understand current research 
and policy debates in the economic gender issues and to be able to 
formulate coherent positions on the topics covered. another goal 
is to improve your writing skills. to achieve these ends, written 
analysis of  current and proposed policies will be stressed.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS
pREREQ:.econ101 or econ110—IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS235

ECOn221 Industrial Organization
topics covered in this course include the role and significance of  
larger corporations in the U.s. economy; the analysis of  market 
power, corporate behavior, and market structure and their influ-
ence on corporate strategy of  pricing policy, including predation 
and discrimination, advertising, research and development, merg-
ers, location, product characteristics, technical change, investment, 
and capacity utilization as they affect market performance. some 
attention will be given to the ethical problems of  greed, account-
ing manipulation, and deceptive balance sheets and income state-
ments. examples will be chosen from enron and arthur anderson, 
tyco, adelphia, WorldCom, Microsoft, network industries, air-
lines, professional sports, steel, oil, and automobiles.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ110 or econ101

ECOn222 Public Economics
in this course, we examine the economic roles of  government 
and the tools that governments use to fulfill these roles. We will 
start with the questions: Under what circumstances is it possible 
for governments to improve on the outcomes that would occur in 
their absence? and how do we decide whether one outcome is 
better than another? the course will continue with an examina-
tion of  the performance of  governments in the United states. the 
primary questions addressed will be, What policies do govern-
ments pursue? How do they spend money to achieve the goals 
of  these policies? How do they raise the money that they spend? 
and what sorts of  undesired side-effects might result from taxa-
tion and expenditure policies?
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS
pREREQ:.econ101 or econ110
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.SHeeHan-connor,.damien.FranciS—SEcT.:.01

ECOn224 Regulation and Antitrust: Government and the 
Market
firms and the public sector interact via regulation and antitrust. 
firms use (or fail to use) the regulatory process for competitive 
advantage, and agencies and legislators use (or misuse) regulation 
to accomplish their policy objectives. topics covered in this course 
include the analysis of  market power, predation and discrimina-
tion, mergers, regulation of  infrastructure industries, and health 
and safety regulation. Case studies include railroads; telephone, 
cable, and broadband; the energy industry; eU/U.s. cooperation 
in merger reviews; and the food industry.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS
pREREQ:.econ101 or econ110
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Hogendorn,.cHriStiaan—SEcT.:.01

ECOn225 Economic Analysis and the Law
the course uses economic analysis as a way of  understanding the 
structure and evolution of  the legal system. selected rules and 
institutional forms drawn from the common law of  property, con-
tract, tort, and crime are studied as evolved responses to particular 
kinds of  problems or failures in the market system. readings are 
drawn from judicial opinions and scholarly sources in law, eco-
nomics, philosophy, and political theory.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ101 or econ110

ECOn227 Introduction to Financial Analysis
With a focus on equity markets, the course introduces students 
to the primary sources of  information and data used in equity 
valuation and equity portfolio management. it outlines the con-
ceptual—micro- and macroeconomic—valuation framework and 
systematically develops the necessary tools used in discounted 
and relative valuation models of  equity securities. it is an inquiry-
based course with significant hands-on work analyzing data of  
publicly traded companies.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none

ECOn228 Investment Finance
the course aims to develop an understanding of  the application 
of  the principles of  economics to the study of  financial markets, 
instruments, and regulations. the course emphasizes major finan-
cial institutions and methods: insurance, portfolio management, 
corporate management of  dividends and debt, forwards and fu-
tures, options, and swaps. We will discuss the importance of  hu-
man psychology in developing and utilizing financial tools as well 
as the difficulty of  battling moral hazard. students will work with 
financial data and case studies to explore the potential and limi-
tations of  financial theory in dealing with real-world problems.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ101 or econ110

ECOn229 Corporate Finance
this course offers an introduction to accounting and business de-
cisions: balance sheets, income statements, and sources and uses 
of  funds; capital budgeting; cost of  capital; the link between ac-
counting records and economic analysis. emphasis is placed on 
the uses of  present-value techniques.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ101 or econ110

ECOn241 Money, Banking, and Financial Markets
this course provides an introduction to money, banking, and fi-
nancial markets, from both a theoretical and policy perspective. 
the class will emphasize the evolution of  banking and financial 
market institutions—both in the U.s. and in other developed 
countries.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ110 or econ101
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.groSSman,.ricHard.S .—SEcT.:.01

ECOn253 American Economic History
this course examines the development and changes in the U.s. 
economy from colonial times until World War ii. topics related 
to many economic fields are examined, including labor, agricul-
ture, money and banking, trade, and public finance. some his-
torical events covered include the american revolution, the Civil 
War, westward expansion, industrialization, slavery, and the Great 
depression. often, we will relate historical economic events to 
current economics issues.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ101 or econ110

ECOn256 Order and Planning in the History of Economic 
Thought
this course examines selected episodes in the history of  politi-
cal economy through the theoretical lens offered by the contrast 
between spontaneously ordered social systems, in which out-
comes arise independently of  the intentions of  the participants, 
and centrally planned systems, whose outcomes reflect the design 
of  a purposeful planner. through this lens, we consider still-un-
resolved questions about the nature of  social order, the relation 
of  the individual to the collective, and the roles of  knowledge 
and purpose in economic systems. after an introduction to the 
theoretical perspective itself, focused on the socialist Calculation 
debate of  the 1930s, we turn to a series of  specific topics, includ-
ing industrialization in the United states, taylorism, planning for 
war, Marx and his successors, and the Keynesian revolution.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.econ110 or econ101
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ECOn261 Latin American Economic Development
Why haven’t at least some latin american countries reached 
the status of  developed country? Why are there such impor-
tant differences in the degree of  development of  different latin 
american countries? to what extent have foreign countries and 
institutions influenced the choice of  economic policies? Why has 
latin america abandoned import substitution industrialization? 
are the current attempts at deeper integration into the global 
economy conducive to economic development, or are they det-
rimental to the region’s poor (or both)? By exploring these and 
other questions, this course provides an introduction to latin 
america’s economic development. in our exploration, we draw 
on economic analysis, historical narratives, and case studies.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS
pREREQ:.econ101 or econ110—IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt219
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Bueno,.cruz.caridad—SEcT.:.01

ECOn262 Economy of Japan
this course covers Japan’s economic history, structure, policy, and 
performance from the mid-19th century to the present. We will 
use economic tools to analyze topics such as the industrialization 
of  Japan, prewar instability, Japan’s industrial policy, and Heisei 
recession, etc. it additionally covers the analysis of  political insti-
tutions that affect the economic policy making.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS
pREREQ:.econ101 or econ110—IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt250
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.imai,.maSami—SEcT.:.01

ECOn263 Entrepreneurship and Economic Development
this class examines the role of  the entrepreneur in the firm and 
in the evolving structure of  the economy. from Cantillon to 
schumpeter, from Knight to the Harvard Business school, we 
pursue what the entrepreneur does, his special capacities, his per-
sonality. attention is also given to institutional factors and eco-
nomic policy regimes that shape the structure of  incentives en-
trepreneurs face. equipped with these theoretical perspectives, the 
focus is upon the determinants of  entrepreneurial activity during 
the critical phase of  industrialization. our empirical case studies 
are the United states 1870–1914 and contemporary West africa. 
readings are extensive, and instructor-directed discussion requires 
the active class participation of  every student. since much of  the 
course is concerned with the quantity and quality of  entrepre-
neurial supply—rooted in psychological and sociological factors 
as treated in Weber, young, McClelland, and Hofstede—the class 
is an interdisciplinary undertaking; majors from sociology and 
psychology are most welcome. finally, nota	bene, this class is intel-
lectual rather than vocational in nature; it is not suited for those 
students who are interested in a business-school-type offering or 
who wish to set up their own company.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ110 or econ101

ECOn265 Economies in Transition
the transition of  the formerly centrally planned and bureaucrati-
cally managed economies of  the now-defunct soviet bloc to mar-
ket economies based on private property and individual initiative 
is an event unparalleled in history. the course begins by examin-
ing carefully the early period of  transition, focusing on the lega-
cies and initial conditions, and traces the progress of  transition 
countries over the last decade and a half. issues considered include 
macroeconomic stabilization, privatization, and financial sector 
reform. China is studied as a special case of  transition to a more 
market-oriented economy.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS
pREREQ:.econ101 or econ110—IDENTIcAL WITh:.reeS235
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Bonin,.JoHn.p .—SEcT.:.01

ECOn266 The Economics of Developing Countries—Lower 
Level
this course presents an examination of  the structural character-
istics of  third World economies and the bottlenecks inhibiting 

their growth. We begin with an exploration of  the defining fea-
tures of  low-income agrarian societies and the principal decision 
makers shaping the development process—incumbent national 
governments, iBrd and the iMf, Un agencies, and bilateral do-
nors. specific sectoral topics include choice of  agricultural strategy, 
import substitution, the oil syndrome, structural adjustment, micro-
enterprise finance, the anatomy of  foreign aid, and project analysis.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ110

ECOn267 Economies of East Asia
this course provides students with an overview of  economies in 
east asia. in particular, emphasis is placed upon the various eco-
nomic policies that were used by the governments in the region in 
the context of  rapid economic growth in east asia. We will also 
examine the causes and consequences of  the east asian financial 
crisis. toward the end of  the course, we will study economic is-
sues specifically related to the People’s republic of  China.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS
pREREQ:.econ110 or econ101—IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt267

ECOn268 Vulnerability, Development, and Social Protection 
in Latin America
Using a political economy approach, this course examines strate-
gies for economic development in latin america, its impact on 
social protection, and socioeconomic outcomes. this examination 
will emphasize the diversity of  economic realities in the region 
and investigate the reasons why this is the case. We will then dis-
cuss the role of  social protection in enhancing living standards 
and how national and multilateral organizations articulate social 
protection frameworks. finally, we will look at individual cases 
and assess coverage of  social risks using public-led schemes, mar-
ket-based instruments, and informal arrangements.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS
pREREQ:.econ101 or econ110—IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt267

ECOn269 Women in Globalization
this course is designed to look at globalization issues from the 
perspective of  gender. topics of  this course will embrace the pe-
culiar situation of  women’s work all over the world in the global 
economy while focusing on environmental, health, and violence 
issues that women face in this world.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ101 or econ110

ECOn270 International Economics
How does international economic integration affect the econo-
mies of  individuals and countries? is globalization beneficial or 
detrimental to the world’s poor? What countries are more likely 
to gain from trade? How are those gains distributed within coun-
tries? Why are some countries recurrently buffeted by currency 
and financial crises? should economic policy be used to reduce 
a country’s exposure to international instability? this course uses 
the tools of  international trade theory and open-economy mac-
roeconomics to understand the answers to these questions. the 
basics of  international trade and finance are presented with a non-
technical orientation and an emphasis on understanding the recent 
experience of  economies across the globe.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ101 or econ110

ECOn271 International Trade
is trade beneficial to a country? Why do countries export certain 
goods and import certain other goods? Why do countries some-
times import and export the same goods? What is the relationship 
between trade and income distribution? if  free trade is good, why 
do countries keep using protectionist policies? these are some of  
the questions that we will explore in this course. for that purpose 
we will rely heavily on the microeconomic analysis of  a series of  
trade models. starting with the traditional ricardian specific fac-
tors, and Heckscher-ohlin models, we then examine what happens 
when we relax some assumptions, for example, by allowing for 
scale economies or externalities. after making a more-or-less strong 
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case for free trade, we then turn to the question of  why countries 
use protectionist trade policies. after taking this course the student 
will gain an appreciation of  why the free-trade-vs.-protectionism 
debate is so very much alive today, as it was 200 years ago.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS
pREREQ:.econ101 or econ110

ECOn281 Introduction to Game Theory
this course is a quantitative introduction to game theory and its 
applications to economics. this means the application of  algebra 
and logic to solving formal models of  strategic situations. topics 
will include strategic and extensive form games, pure and mixed 
strategies, nash equilibrium, subgame perfect equilibrium, games 
of  incomplete information, formation of  expectations, collective 
action games, evolutionary games, and the suitability of  equilib-
rium concepts. examples will be drawn from bargaining, auctions, 
market competition, employment markets, voting and collective 
choice, and other areas. in-class experiments as time permits.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS
pREREQ:.econ101 or econ110

ECOn300 Quantitative Methods in Economics
this course is an introduction to quantitative techniques widely 
used by economists. topics include various methods of  applied 
statistics that facilitate the understanding of  economic literature 
and the pursuit of  empirical research; elements of  probability, cor-
relation, multiple regression, and hypothesis testing.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ110
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.HornStein,.aBigail—SEcT.:.01
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.tien,.pao-lin—SEcT.:.02
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.HornStein,.aBigail—SEcT.:.01
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.imai,.maSami—SEcT.:.02

ECOn301 Microeconomic Analysis
this course develops the analytical tools of  microeconomic the-
ory, studies market equilibrium under conditions of  perfect and 
imperfect competition, and considers welfare economics.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ300
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.KeSKin,.pinar—SEcT.:.01
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.SHeeHan-connor,.damien.FranciS—SEcT.:.02
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.KeSKin,.pinar—SEcT.:.01

ECOn302 Macroeconomic Analysis
this course focuses on the study of  economic aggregates such as 
employment and inflation and of  the public policies (monetary 
and fiscal) aimed at controlling these aggregates. the first half  of  
the course will concentrate on short-run issues: aggregate demand 
and supply in closed and open economies, business cycles, and 
stabilization policies. the second half  of  the course will focus on 
long-run issues: economic growth and microfoundations of  un-
employment and consumption. Upon completion of  this course, 
students should be capable of  an informed analysis of  recent mac-
roeconomic debates. they should also be prepared for upper-level 
electives on a variety of  macroeconomic subjects.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ300
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.SKillman,.gilBert.l .—SEcT.:.01
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.tien,.pao-lin—SEcT.:.02
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.tien,.pao-lin—SEcT.:.02

ECOn308 Healthcare Economics
in this course, we examine the United states’ healthcare system 
in some detail, with some attention to useful international com-
parisons. We will start with the questions: What makes healthcare 
provision different from that of  other goods and services? and 
how are these differences reflected in the structure of  the health-
care industry in the United states? We will use our new under-
standing of  the U.s. health system to evaluate various reforms that 
have been proposed. other questions that we will address include, 
What is health? How is it measured and valued? What do we get 
for the money that we spend on health care? and how do we 
decide whether what we get is “good value” or not?
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS
pREREQ:.(econ300 and econ301)
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SHeeHan-connor,.damien.FranciS—SEcT.:.01

ECOn310 Environmental and Resource Economics
this course features an analytical study of  the major theoretical 
and applied issues of  environmental economics and resource man-
agement. topics will include the fundamental underpinnings of  
externalities, alternative control strategies, uncertainties, long-term 
environmental concerns, and resource utilization across a finite 
globe. applications will be gleaned from a vast array of  issues 
including clean air and water legislation, acid rain, carbon dioxide 
and chlorofluorocarbons, global warming, and other global envi-
ronmental change phenomena.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ301
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.KeSKin,.pinar—SEcT.:.01

ECOn311 Experiments and Strategic Behavior
this course looks at both what economic theory (specifically, a 
field known as game theory) has to say about strategic interac-
tions and what economic agents (experimental subjects) actually 
do when faced with strategic decisions. a large number of  in-
class experiments (with real money payoffs) will be conducted 
to either identify systematic deviations or to confirm theoretical 
predictions. students will learn new material first by participat-
ing in experiments and then by studying related economic theory. 
this course will investigate some of  the major subject areas that 
have been addressed by laboratory and field experiments includ-
ing market behavior, individual decision making, strategic and 
sequential games, bargaining, auctions, public goods, cooperation, 
trust, and gender effects.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS
pREREQ:.econ301 or econ302

ECOn315 Economics of Work and Pay: Theory Institutions 
and Evidence
this course provides an in-depth exploration of  modern labor 
economics. Using the tools of  economic analysis, we investigate 
the determinants of  work and pay. topics include productivity 
and labor demand, employment contracts, unemployment, unions, 
inequality, human capital, and models of  discrimination. issues 
of  race, gender, and class enter into the discussion. We will rely 
on a combination of  economic theory, empirical evidence, and 
institutional detail to address labor market problems and related 
policy questions.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.econ301

ECOn316 Urban Economics
this course uses economic methods and perspectives to analyze 
urban issues. the first half  of  the course has a more theoretical 
focus; the second half, a more applied and empirical focus. topics 
covered include how and why cities arise and develop and how 
their growth or decline is affected by various events. Policy areas 
studied in the second half  of  the course include regional develop-
ment and zoning, housing programs and regulations, antipoverty 
programs, local public finance, development of  transportation sys-
tems, education, and crime.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ301

ECOn318 Economics of Science and Technology
this course examines technology and technological change using 
the tools of  microeconomics. it studies the historical evolution of  
technology and compares it with modern developments. it analyz-
es the interaction of  technology with industrial market structure 
and public policy. Particular emphasis is given to communications 
technology and the internet.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ301

ECOn320 Commons, Alliances, and Shared Resources
some forms of  capital are only useful in large units and therefore 
need to be shared by multiple users. examples include agricultural 
and forest land, fisheries, radio spectrum, highways, computer 
platforms, and irrigation systems. this course uses microeconomic 
theory—especially game theory—to study methods of  sharing 
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capital, including common property, formal and informal alli-
ances, clubs, open source, and government regulation and owner-
ship. students interested in the environment, rural development, 
innovation, transportation, and communications networks should 
consider this course, as we will cover all of  those topics and see 
their economic similarities.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS
pREREQ:.econ300 and econ301

ECOn321 Industrial Organization
this seminar focuses on advanced theoretical treatment of  a few 
major topic areas: extensions to the model of  perfect competi-
tion, investment and preemption, network effects, and vertical 
interaction.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ301
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Hogendorn,.cHriStiaan—SEcT.:.01

ECOn322 Public Finance
this course analyzes the government’s influence on economic ef-
ficiency, resource allocation, income distribution, and economic 
growth. the course covers government spending, regulation, and 
tax policy. Concepts discussed include tax incidence, public goods, 
market imperfections, and externalities. reference is made to issues 
of  healthcare and environmental issues, welfare reform, the U.s. tax 
system, the federal budget, and the congressional budget process.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ301

ECOn328 Investment Finance
this course is an introduction to portfolio theory and explores 
both theoretical and empirical aspects of  investment finance. 
topics include mean variance portfolio theory, single- and multi-
index portfolio models, capital asset pricing model, arbitrage pric-
ing theory, the yield curve and term structure of  interest rates, 
evaluation of  portfolio performance, efficient market hypotheses, 
etc. additional topics may include derivative markets and instru-
ments, hedging arbitrage, and speculations, as well as empirical 
issues in investment finance.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS
pREREQ:.(econ300 and econ301) or (econ300 and econ302)
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.HornStein,.aBigail—SEcT.:.01

ECOn329 Corporate Finance
the course aims to develop an understanding of  the applications 
of  the principles of  economics to the study of  financial markets, 
instruments, and regulations. the objective is to provide an under-
standing of  the theory of  corporate finance and how it applies 
to the real world. students will work with financial data and case 
studies to explore the potential and limitations of  financial theory 
in dealing with real-world problems.
grading:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ301
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.HornStein,.aBigail—SEcT.:.01

ECOn331 Open-Economy Macroeconomics
the course will explore current issues, models, and debates in the 
international finance and open-economy  macroeconomics litera-
ture. topics to be covered include international financial transac-
tions and the determination of  the current account balance, mod-
els of  exchange-rate determination, monetary and fiscal policy 
in open economies, optimal currency areas, currency crises, and 
the international financial architecture. there may be scope for 
student input into the topics covered. theoretical and empirical 
approaches will be explored.
grading:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ302
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.tien,.pao-lin—SEcT.:.01

ECOn341 Money, Banking, and Financial Markets
this course provides an introduction to money, banking, and fi-
nancial markets from both a theoretical and policy perspective. 
the class will emphasize the evolution of  banking and financial 
market institutions—both in the United states and in other de-
veloped countries.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS
pREREQ:.econ301 or econ302

ECOn343 Topics in Financial Institutions
this course covers selected topics in financial institutions, in-
cluding the economies and politics of  banking regulation, the 
anatomy of  banking crises, and the long-run effects of  financial 
intermediation on capital allocation and economic performance.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ302

ECOn348 Equilibrium Macroeconomics
since the 1970s, macroeconomics has witnessed a methodologi-
cal shift away from models based on relationships among aggre-
gate variables in favor of  models based on optimizing individual 
behavior in multiperiod settings. this course will develop skills 
and introduce concepts and techniques necessary to understand 
these models. likely topics include, the solow growth model, dy-
namic consumption theory, the equity-premium puzzle, and real 
business cycle theory.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ302

ECOn349 Economic Growth
What causes differences in economic performance across coun-
tries? Why are some nations much wealthier than others? What is 
the role of  politics in the growth process? We will examine this 
set of  questions with the aid of  formal growth theory, political 
theory, statistical analysis, and an in-depth discussion of  various 
country cases.  topics covered include the role of  savings and 
technology in economic growth, democracy and growth, growth 
miracles, and economic policy reform.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ302

ECOn352 Political Economy
Most economic choices are taken within the context of  govern-
ment policy and regulation. investment decisions depend on cor-
porate tax rates, labor supply decisions depend on labor tax rates, 
imports and exports are subject to tariffs and quotas, fiscal policy 
is a complex bargain among delegates from different regions. 
these public policies are the result of  heterogeneous interests that, 
mediated by political institutions, produce a public choice that ul-
timately affects the choices available to economic agents. different 
political structures produce different public policies. By this causal 
chain, economic activity depends on political organization. 
 in this course we will study the effects of  politics and politi-
cal institutions on economic decisions and outcomes using game 
theoretic models that combine political and economic choices. 
topics may include electoral business cycles, capital taxation and 
growth, inequality and redistribution, deficits and public debt, 
electoral rules and accountability, Congressional bargaining and 
regional transfers, size of  the government sector, inflation target-
ing, and the importance of  credibility.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none

ECOn353 American Economic History
this course focuses on 19th- and 20th-century U.s. economic his-
tory. the course emphasizes the application of  economic tools to 
the analysis of  U.s. history. in addition, it aims to provide students 
with a sense of  the historical dynamics that have shaped the con-
temporary economic system. rather than providing a general sur-
vey of  the economic history of  the entire period, the course will 
focus on topics including cyclical fluctuations, the evolution of  the 
monetary and financial systems, immigration, labor markets, and 
the role of  government policy. students will be responsible for 
leading (and participating in) class discussions.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ301 or econ302
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.groSSman,.ricHard.S .—SEcT.:.01

ECOn354 Institutions
neoclassical economic theory has relatively little to say about the 
problem of  economic organization, how the economic activity of  
individuals is structured and governed by a complex network of  
social institutions that includes the law of  property and liability, 
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informal codes of  morality and fair dealing, and formal organiza-
tions. this course attempts to address this imbalance by examining 
the origins and historical development of  two of  the most impor-
tant of  these institutions, firms and states. Why do firms and states 
exist? What functions do they perform in economic systems? How 
do they arise, and how do they change over time? in considering 
these questions, students will be introduced to several contem-
porary alternatives to neoclassical analysis, including the institu-
tional, austrian, public-choice, and constitutional approaches to 
the problem of  economic organization. all of  these traditions 
have both a rich history and an active research community, and 
readings will include both classic texts and modern scholarship 
in each of  them.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ301

ECOn355 Financial History
this course will focus on the evolution of  financial institutions 
and markets from the ancient world until today. topics covered 
will include the emergence of  money and payments mechanisms, 
the beginnings of  public debt and central banks, the development 
of  joint stock commercial banking and banking regulation, secu-
rities markets, and financial crises. the course will emphasize the 
application of  the tools of  economic analysis  to financial history.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.(econ300 and econ301) or (econ300 and econ302)
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.groSSman,.ricHard.S .—SEcT.:.01

ECOn357 Topics in European Economic History
this course emphasizes the application of  economic tools to 
the analysis of  european history since the industrial revolution. 
Much of  the course will center on Britain, although the experi-
ences of  france, Germany, scandinavia, and other countries will 
also be discussed. rather than providing a survey of  all of  mod-
ern european economic history, the course will focus on topics 
such as industrialization, demography, the evolution of  money 
and capital markets, cyclical fluctuations, etc. students will be re-
sponsible for leading (and participating in) class discussions.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ301 or econ302

ECOn358 History of Economic Thought
this course explores the major ideas of  the classical school of  po-
litical economy as developed by two of  its central figures, adam 
smith and david ricardo, and then traces the unfolding legacy of  
these ideas in the history of  economic thought. for each author 
studied, the goals will be to understand the arguments presented 
on their own terms, interpret those arguments in the terms of  
modern economic theory, and evaluate their contemporary em-
pirical relevance.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ301
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SKillman,.gilBert.l .—SEcT.:.01

ECOn366 The Economics of Developing Countries
this course presents an examination of  the structural characteris-
tics of  third World economies and an evaluation of  the principal 
development models. specific topics include population growth, 
agricultural development, industrialization strategies, the microen-
terprise sector, structural adjustment, the anatomy of  foreign aid, 
and project analysis.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.econ301 or econ302
Fall.2010. KeSKin,.pinar—SEcT.:.01

ECOn368 Globalization
this course will critically examine the current wave of  economic 
globalization. We will compare it to previous periods of  global 
economic integration and carefully examine its defining features. 
We will then study the economic case for globalized capital and 
goods markets and weigh these arguments against the criticisms 
of  the antiglobalization or global justice movements. next, we 
will look at the functioning of  the three dominant global eco-
nomic institutions, the iMf, World Bank, and Wto, and criti-

cally assess the role they have played in the globalization pro-
cess. We will also look at the role of  multinational corporations 
(MnCs) in this process. We will then critically assess the potential 
for implementing global regulations, such as labor standards, to 
ensure more equitable outcomes for the world’s poorest people. 
finally, we will examine existing, nongovernmental social and in-
stitutional innovations, such as fair trade and microfinance, that 
work within market-based frameworks to provide economic op-
portunity for the least well-off.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.econ300 and econ302

ECOn371 International Trade
this course analyzes theories of  international trade and trade 
policy. specific topics will include theories of  comparative advan-
tage, the ricardian model, the Heckscher-ohlin model, and the 
imperfect competition model. other topics include tariffs, trade 
policy, import substitution, industrial policy, and the balance of  
trade. Current events concerned with international trade are also 
discussed.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ301

ECOn380 Mathematical Economics
the uses of  mathematical argument in extending the range, depth, 
and precision of  economic analysis are explored. the central goal 
of  the course is to promote sophistication in translating the logic 
of  economic problems into tractable and fruitful mathematical 
models. Particular attention is paid to the analysis of  optimization 
and strategic interaction. interested students should have some fa-
miliarity with the tools of  calculus and linear algebra.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.(econ301 and matH221 and matH222)
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.SKillman,.gilBert.l .—SEcT.:.01

ECOn385 Econometrics
econometrics is the study of  statistical techniques for analyz-
ing economic data. the course reviews multiple regression and 
develops several more advanced estimation techniques. students 
work on individual research projects and learn to use econometric 
software.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.(econ301 and matH221) or (econ301 and matH223) or (econ302 and 

matH221) or (econ302 and matH223)
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.JacoBSen,.Joyce—SEcT.:.01

ECOn401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

ECOn409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

ECOn411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

ECOn465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

ECOn467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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English 
 PROFESSORS: Henry abelove; Christina Crosby; ann duCille,	African	American	Studies; natasha Korda; 

sean McCann; Joel Pfister,	Chair; ashraf  rushdy,	African	American	Studies; William stowe; 
Khachig tölölyan,	College	of 	Letters

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: Harris friedberg; indira Karamcheti; ruth nisse; stephanie Kuduk Weiner; elizabeth Willis

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS:  sally Bachner; lisa Cohen; Joseph drury; Matthew Garrett; amy tang,	American	Studies; 
deb olin Unferth

 ADJUnCT PROFESSOR:  anne frank Greene

 ADJUnCT InSTRUCTOR:  alice Hadler,	Associate	Dean	for	International	Student	Affairs

 RESIDEnT WRITER: Kit reed

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: indira Karamcheti (transfer of  credit)

the department of  english invites students to explore our impressive array of  courses designed to equip critical minds, inspire creative 
imaginations, and hone reading, writing, speaking, and research skills. our faculty is comprised of  nationally distinguished scholars and 
creative writers. We are committed teachers who use the classroom to collaborate with students on the production of  new knowledge 
and conceptualize creative projects. our curriculum offers a wide range of  innovative courses in american and British literatures as well 
as english language literatures from around the world. students interested in creative writing will find a fascinating variety of  classes 
and workshops in our curriculum. literature is itself  one of  the most interdisciplinary cultural achievements and, with this in mind, 
english is one of  the most ambitiously interdisciplinary departments at Wesleyan. indeed, the english faculty maintains close ties to 
and in some cases shares faculty with the departments of  american studies; african american studies; film studies; feminist, gender, 
and sexuality studies; east asian studies; and the College of  letters. english majors have rich opportunities to grow as writers, readers, 
historical thinkers, theorists, creators, and researchers capable, like much of  the literature they study, of  questioning the “givens” they 
confront in the social world. 
Advanced Placement. students with aP scores of  4 or 5 in either english literature or english Composition, or with scores of  5–7 
on an english a1 or english a2 international Baccalaureate exam, will receive one course credit. no extra credit is given for taking more 
than one exam. this credit may not be used to fulfill major requirements.
First-year courses. the department offers several fyi courses especially designed for first-year students. first-year students may also 
be admitted to several other department courses; please check individual listings for details. EnGL130 is a writing course intended for 
students whose native language is not english, but it is also open to others. students interested in working on their writing should also 
consider the many writing-emphasis fyi courses offered by english and other departments.
Major program. students considering majoring in english should read the pamphlet on that subject, available in the departmental 
office, titled “Handbook for Majors” that is also available online at www.wesleyan.edu/english/major.html. Potential majors must take 
EnGL201 while they are sophomores. students who have taken the course and received a grade of  B- or better will be admitted as regular 
majors during the spring term of  their sophomore year. students who take the course during that term will be admitted provisionally, 
pending the receipt of  a grade of  B- or better.

each student, in consultation with an advisor, will develop an individual program consisting of  EnGL201 and at least nine additional 
courses. these nine courses must include one required course from each of  the four categories (adding up to four “required” courses): 
literary History i (up to c. 1670s), literary History ii (c. 1670s to 1800), literatures of  difference, and theory.  all but three of  
these courses must be taken at Wesleyan or in the department’s sussex program. However, the four “required” courses must be taken at 
Wesleyan or in the department’s sussex program. details about fulfilling requirements are available in the pamphlet. Courses counting 
toward the major must be numbered 200 or above (students who have taken writing courses once numbered 140 to 179 may count up to 
two toward the major). one related upper-level course from outside the department may also be counted toward the minimum of  10, 
though prior approval from the student’s advisor is required. appropriate credits transferred from other institutions may also be counted.

Honors. the bachelor’s degree with honors in english is awarded on the basis of  an outstanding academic record and an honors thesis 
written during the senior year. students are eligible to write a critical thesis if  they have an average of  91.7 in the courses counting 
toward the major (at least six courses by the end of  the junior year) and have completed a substantial research paper in a departmental 
course designated research or research option. students wishing to write a creative thesis need not fulfill the research requirement, but 
they must have the same 91.7 average and have received as in at least two writing courses. a detailed description of  the process for 
earning honors can be found in the english major pamphlet and online at www.wesleyan.edu/english/honors.html. 

EnGL102 Outsiders in European Literature
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col102

EnGL106 American Political Novel
this seminar discusses major american political novels. We will 
consider the ways that writers have imagined government and 
politics and their relation to society and private life.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL108 Sequels, Prequels, and Rewrites
this course will take up the idea of  rewrites in two ways. We 
will examine the way authors have taken up the works of  others 

and sought to rewrite them or to construct sequels or prequels 
that recast those works in a new light. this focus will allow us to 
open up important issues in literary study such as intertextuality, 
originality, and authorship. But we will also engage in a host of  
exercises in writing and rewriting that will foster greater facility 
in writing and editing while also helping you “unpack” what is 
buried in the writing of  others.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
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EnGL109 Performing Values: Ethical Questions in Modern 
Theater
theater enacts, celebrates, and criticizes a society’s values and 
practices. in this course we will study three classic modern plays 
and four contemporary playwrights to see how men and women 
of  different races have used language, performance, and the scenic 
arts to entertain, engage, and challenge audiences to reexamine 
their lives.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL110 Poetry and Democracy
Politics and poetry both activate a broad range of  issues related to 
voice and representation. in this course we will study 19th- and 
20th-century american poetry, focusing on poems that explicitly 
or implicitly engage with american ideological concerns. in con-
junction with our textual analysis, we will consider specifically the 
representation of  individual and group identity, the relation be-
tween poetic form and political change, and the special demands 
on art in times of  war.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL111 Shakespeare and Company
this first year initiative course will help students understand how 
shakespeare influenced and was influenced by the major play-
wrights of  his time. a representative sample of  plays written in 
each of  his major dramatic genres—comedy, history, tragedy, and 
romance—will be paired with some of  the most compelling plays 
written by his contemporaries and rivals.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Korda,.nataSHa—SEcT.:.01

EnGL112 The Environmental Imagination: Green Writing and 
Ecocriticism
this course explores different ways of  thinking and writing 
about the natural world and our relations with it. What are the 
implications of  biblical, darwinian, and deep ecological world-
views for humans’ relations with the environment?  How do sci-
ence and religion, wonder and anger, art and advocacy contribute 
to effective environmental writing? drawing on classic american 
texts from ralph Waldo emerson to the latest issue of  the en-
vironmental magazine Orion, and practicing writing in different 
modes, we seek answers to these questions and more.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt124
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.StoWe,.William.W .—SEcT.:.01

EnGL113 Reading the Third World
this course is an introduction to writing from the third World, 
including works from africa, india, south america, and the 
Caribbean.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL115 Literature of London
this course examines the role of  london in the literary imagina-
tion of  Great Britain from 1800 to 1914. a vibrant multiclass 
and multiethnic jigsaw puzzle, london was a world city at the 
center of  the empire, the seat of  crown and Parliament, and a 
place of  both danger and opportunity. in addition to being the 
economic and political center of  Great Britain, some authors 
viewed london as the nation’s narrative center as well. others 
saw the ugliness of  the city, its poverty and noisy, crowded streets, 
as inimical to literature. as this tension between visions of  london 
as the core of  British culture and as its anathema suggests, litera-
ture about london meditated upon the relations between art and 
society, progress and poverty, and literature and social fact.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Weiner,.StepHanie.KuduK—SEcT.:.01

EnGL116 Henry David Thoreau: His Art and Thought in 
Relation to His Times
a close reading of  Walden as art, as philosophy, and as it may cast 
light on the antislavery movement, american industrialization, 

american expansionism, american religion, and the american 
sex/gender system in the 19th century.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt113
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.aBeloVe,.Henry—SEcT.:.01

EnGL117 Literature of the City
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none

EnGL129 Resisting the Romance in Black and White and 
Technicolor
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam129

EnGL130 The English Essay
this course will focus on the writing of  nonfiction and the forms 
of  the english essay. readings will be drawn from a range of  
genres, both nonfiction and fiction, including memoirs and pro-
files, historical and contemporary commentary, short stories and 
novels.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010,.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Hadler,.alice.Berliner—SEcT.:.01

EnGL131 Writing About Places
this course will explore the long tradition of  writing about travel 
and places and changing attitudes toward crossing cultural bor-
ders. readings will focus largely on the writings of  20th-century 
travelers. Writing assignments will include critical and analytical 
essays and will encourage students to examine their own experi-
ences with places and cultural encounters.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011

EnGL132 Writing Medicine and the Doctor-Writer
in this course we read a range of  works across a variety of  literary 
traditions, mainly by writers who were also medical practitioners 
(including Chekhov, Bulgakov, lu Xun, William Carlos Williams, 
Che Guevara), but also nondoctors who write compellingly about 
medically-related subjects (Camus in The	Plague, tracy Kidder on 
Paul farmer, anne fadiman on cultural clashes).
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Hadler,.alice.Berliner—SEcT.:.01

EnGL152 Personalizing History
We will read examples of  the ethnic/immigrant memoir genre. 
in addition, students will write a memoir(s) that explores the per-
sonal dimensions of  history and the historical dimensions of  the 
personal.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL159 The Grotesque
disparaged by rationalists, realists, and victorians, the grotesque 
nonetheless became one of  the major styles of  the last half  cen-
tury. this class will pair readings in the grotesque tradition with 
creative writing projects. We’ll consider the place of  the grotesque 
in writing from ovid to the present: how it works and the uses 
(political, satiric, comic, etc.) to which it can be put.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL161 The Supernatural
this creative writing class will consider the supernatural, the im-
possible, and even the absurd in literature. How do supernatural 
events (or characters, or settings) play with and against conven-
tions of  “realistic” fiction? How does the writer maintain (or trifle 
with) the reader’s belief ? to what ends can the supernatural be 
put?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL174 A Playwright’s Workshop
IDENTIcAL WITh:.tHea299

EnGL180 Writing About Science
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem180

EnGL195 Readings in American Drama
We will read and discuss some canonized and uncanonized 
american plays written between the 1910s and the 1980s. 
Playwrights will include susan Glaspell, neith Boyce, eugene 
o’neill, Clifford odets, arthur Miller, tennessee Williams, amiri 
Baraka, arthur Kopit, ntozake shange, and david Mamet. the 
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course will consider how modern american drama serves as a 
resource for formulating cultural critique and cultural theory. in 
this respect the seminar serves also as an introduction to american 
studies critical thinking.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt195

EnGL201 The Study of Literature
this course will introduce students to the careful reading of  texts 
and will familiarize them with the idea of  literature as a part of  
history and culture.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.ducille,.ann—SEcT.:.02
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.garrett,.mattHeW.carl—SEcT.:.04
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.niSSe,.rutH—SEcT.:.03
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.tang,.amy.cyntHia—SEcT.:.02
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.Weiner,.StepHanie.KuduK—SEcT.:.01

EnGL203 American Literature from the Colonial Period to 
the Civil War
in this introduction to american literature and culture through the 
mid-19th century, we move from earliest narratives of  european 
conquest of  the new World to meditations on slavery, industri-
alization, and imperialism; readings will span the full range of  
genres. We will begin by considering the role of  “america” (both 
the idea and the real continents) in world history; the questions we 
raise will return often as we look closely at the literature. Whether 
sermon, imperial report to the metropole, memoir, poem, or novel, 
the forms of  our texts differentiate them as much as their content 
sometimes unites them; therefore we will also examine the conse-
quences, both political and aesthetic, of  literary conventions.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt155
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.garrett,.mattHeW.carl—SEcT.:.01

EnGL204 American Literature, 1865–1945
together we will explore not only the complexities of  american 
literature from the 1860s to the 1940s but how this literature ex-
cels as a usable critical resource that can advance our understand-
ing of  how america has “ticked” as a culture, a socioeconomic 
system that established and sought to maintain class, gender, and 
racial difference, and a political power structure. in our ongoing 
analyses of  the relationship of  literary form and social form, we 
will trace connections between historical developments such as 
the gothic genre and gender ideologies, domestic romance and 
the social reproduction of  labor, realism and mass-urbanism, 
naturalism and immigration, and modernism and imperialism. 
the creative works of  emily dickinson, Mark twain, stephen 
Crane, Henry James, Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Charles Chesnutt, 
f. scott fitzgerald, langston Hughes, ernest Hemingway, eugene 
o’neill, nathanael West, William faulkner, richard Wright, and 
Zora neale Hurston will help equip us to be more imaginative 
readers of  literature, ourselves, and america. this literature offers 
us expansive insights into what was at stake in america’s produc-
tion of  “the modern.” and while contemplating this, we will ex-
perience the pleasures of  reading great writing.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt156
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.pFiSter,.Joel—SEcT.:.01

EnGL205 Shakespeare
shakespeare’s career spans a troubled age that sees the emergence 
of  the modern state and the deconsecration of  the monarchy, the 
invention of  modern subjectivity, the interrogation of  patriar-
chal governance, and the rise of  mercantile capitalism and co-
lonial enterprise. this course introduces students to the texts of  
shakespeare’s plays and their major genres against this historical 
backdrop. it assumes no previous knowledge of  shakespeare.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Korda,.nataSHa—SEcT.:.01

EnGL206 British Literature: Late Renaissance to 
Enlightenment
this course is an introductory survey of  major works from the 
late renaissance through the enlightenment. special attention to 
the writings of  Milton, Marvell, rochester, fowke, defoe, swift, 
Pope, Johnson, leapor, and Boswell. no previous knowledge of  
the subject is required.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL207 Chaucer: Major Poetry
in this course, we will read selections from The	Canterbury	Tales,	
Troilus	and	Criseyde, and some of  Chuacer’s lesser-known poems 
like The	Book	of 	the	Duchess,	The	Legend	of 	Good	Women,	The	House	
of 	Fame, and The	Parliament	of 	Fowls. We will also read selections 
from some works by Chaucer’s sources and contemporaries, as 
well as documentary sources from 14th-century england. some 
of  the topics we will consider are: the various genres of  Chaucer’s 
poetry (dream-vision, epic, satire), the ideology of  chivalry and 
medieval romance, Chaucer’s reinvention of  the Classical world, 
14th-century historiography, and medieval views of  gender and 
sexuality. all readings will be in Middle english, so we will read 
slowly and carefully, with attention to the language.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt207
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.niSSe,.rutH—SEcT.:.01

EnGL208 Enlightenment to Modernism: British Literature, 
1780–1900
this course offers an introduction to modern British literature and 
culture, with an emphasis on the ways in which literary form re-
sponds to and shapes the movements of  history. We begin with 
the emergence in the late 18th century of  two new literary forms 
with substantial debts to the enlightenment—the novel and ro-
mantic poetry—and trace the development of  these genres in the 
hands of  later writers, from George eliot’s panoramic depiction 
of  a small city at a moment of  profound historical, social, and 
economic transformation to thomas Hardy’s portrait of  a single 
young woman whose story is at once utterly individual and re-
flective of  human experience; from robert Browning’s repudia-
tion of  romantic confession to oscar Wilde’s definition of  art 
as artifice, or “lying.” Central themes include changing concepts 
of  personhood; the relation among science, nature, and faith; the 
politics of  class and gender; the tension between the language of  
everyday life and the language of  literature; and the role of  art in 
a rapidly changing, chaotic, and often exhilarating modern world.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL209 From Seduction to Civil War: The Early U.S. Novel
this course examines the relationship between nation and narra-
tive: the collective fantasies that incited reading and writing into 
the 19th century. We will study the novel as a field of  literary 
production both in dialogue with european models and expres-
sive of  changes in national culture, a form that both undermined 
and reinforced dominant ideologies of  racial, gender, and class 
inequality during this turbulent period of  national formation 
and imperial expansion. We will consider the ways the pleasure 
of  novel-reading depends upon, even as it often disavows, the 
world outside the story. throughout our reading, we will trace 
the ways these novels both reflect and participate in the histori-
cal development of  the United states during a period that spans 
national founding, the consolidation of  northern capitalism and 
an exacerbated north/south division, expansion into Mexico and 
the Pacific, and civil war. through close attention to literary form, 
we will continually pose the question, What is the relationship be-
tween literary culture and historical change? We will examine who 
was writing, for whom they wrote, and the situation—political, 
commercial—in which “the american novel” was produced and 
consumed. We will begin with the novel of  sentiment and seduc-
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tion and conclude with reflections on slavery and racial revolution 
on the eve of  the Civil War, all the time asking about the ways 
the novel might seduce us into either tolerating or resisting the 
way of  the world.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt298
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.garrett,.mattHeW.carl—SEcT.:.01

EnGL210 The 18th-Century British Novel
this class will introduce students to the texts that have played the 
most central part in the critical debates surrounding the novel’s de-
velopment in the 18th century. starting the class with a polished 
realist novel, austen’s Sense	and	Sensibility, we will try to define what 
we mean by a “novel” before turning to the ways in which suppos-
edly “natural” forms like character, realism, and plausible plot were 
constructed in the course of  the 18th century.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL211 Ethics of Embodiment (FGSS Gateway)
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS210

EnGL212 Machines and Modernity
since the scientific revolution, philosophers and theorists have 
turned to machines and technological innovation to explain the 
distinctive cultural conditions of  modernity. if  technology has 
made possible miraculous new freedoms, it has also been implicat-
ed in new forms of  political oppression, alienation, and environ-
mental collapse. in this class we will trace the paradoxical power 
of  the machine by reading some of  the most influential philo-
sophical and theoretical works from the enlightenment through 
to contemporary posthumanism.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp213

EnGL213 Contemporary British and American Fiction
this course will introduce students to some of  the most influen-
tial British and american novels written after 1945. in addition 
to close readings of  these challenging and rewarding texts, this 
course will introduce students to key terms in postwar literary his-
tory such as modernism, postmodernism, romance, postcolonial-
ism, realism, and magical realism. Central to our investigation of  
anglo-american fiction will be the divergent political and eco-
nomic fortunes of  the United states on the one hand and the 
United Kingdom on the other.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.BacHner,.Sally—SEcT.:.01

EnGL214 Medieval Masculinities
this course will explore the range of  characteristics used to de-
fine masculinity, tracing themes that span from anglo-saxon 
times to early 16th-century england. among the social roles most 
widely associated with the Middle ages is the chivalric knight of  
arthurian romance. these knights were supposed to embody the 
ideals of  many definitions of  manhood: powerful warriors, loyal 
courtiers, courtly lovers, and holy saints. We will examine the often 
contradictory codes that governed a knight’s behavior and how 
these tensions manifest themselves in the literary works of  their 
times. other representations of  masculinity will also be studied. 
Most of  the works will be in translation, though we will include a 
few texts in Middle english.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL215 Shakespeare and the Tragedy of State
Power, rebellion, class, and justice in english renaissance tragedy.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.engl201 or engl205

EnGL216 Techniques of Poetry
this course introduces students to the fundamentals of  writing 
poetry and to some of  the major issues in contemporary poetics. 
emphasis will fall on reading and discussing contemporary poetry, 
writing in both open and closed forms, working with structural 

elements beyond traditional poetic forms, and developing a meth-
odology for critical discussion.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.WilliS,.elizaBetH—SEcT.:.01

EnGL216 Techniques of Poetry
this course introduces students to the fundamentals of  writing 
poetry and to some of  the major issues in contemporary poetics. 
emphasis will fall on reading and discussing contemporary poetry, 
writing in both open and closed forms, working with structural 
elements beyond traditional poetic forms, and developing a meth-
odology for critical discussion.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011

EnGL217 Harlots, Rakes, and Libertines
the age of  enlightenment was also the age of  the libertine, when 
artists, intellectuals, and members of  european cities began to for-
mulate new philosophies of  pleasure and personal freedom aimed 
at liberating people from the tyranny of  repressive dogmas. at the 
same time, the rapid growth of  europe’s cities gave rise to many 
of  the distinctive ills of  modernity—increasing poverty, prosti-
tution, and public disorder—prompting a conservative backlash 
from religious authorities who saw the traditional structures of  
family and religion under attack. this class will introduce students 
to some of  the major literary and nonliterary texts of  the libertine 
enlightenment and will explore some of  the historical roots of  
our present-day culture wars.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS213

EnGL218 Into the Wild
from thoreau’s assault on Mount Katahdin to alexander 
supertramp’s fatal adventures; from Catherine Maria sedgwick’s 
1827 tale of  native americans and Puritans to Chickasaw novel-
ist linda Hogan’s fictional account of  the dislocation of  Canadian 
first People, american writers have explored the borders between 
culture and nature, “civilization” and “wilderness.” after an intro-
duction to contemporary border theory as well as critical discus-
sions of  the ways in which north americans have defined such 
crucial terms as “nature,” “wilderness,” and “environment,” we will 
examine works of  fiction, nonfiction, and poetry from the last 
two hundred years to discover how some of  our greatest writ-
ers have imagined the relations between human beings and “the 
wild.” throughout the semester we will also ask what these writ-
ers have to tell us about our place on a threatened planet and what 
role imaginative literature has to play in the wider environmental 
conversation.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none—IDENTIcAL WITh:.enVS218

EnGL219 The Great American Novel
in this survey of  classic works of  american fiction, we will focus 
on texts celebrated not just for their literary achievement but for 
their aspiration to define the nature of  american life and the aes-
thetic forms suitable to it.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt224

EnGL220 Medieval Works in Performance
long before the plays of  shakespeare and Marlowe hit the stage, 
medieval audiences turned out for 18-hour-long play cycles by 
the Wakefield Master and the york realist. though we often read 
these works silently on the page, this course will emphasize as-
pects of  public performance—including music, recitation, and 
stagecraft—that brought them to life for the original audience. 
these performances served a communal role and helped define 
the relationships between the various communities that made up 
medieval england. We will look at how Chaucer’s poetry inscribes 
audiences of  listeners and their potential responses to the mate-
rial, consider the often overlooked musical component of  the lais 
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of  Marie de france, and explore the notion of  performing piety. 
in addition, we will look at how the Middle ages have been per-
formed in modern film and stage productions.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL221 African American Anticolonial Literature
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam222

EnGL222 Zora Neale Hurston and the Rise of Feminist Fiction
once out of  print and out of  favor, Zora neale Hurston has be-
come a feminist icon as well as a canonical figure in american and 
african american literary studies. this course examines Hurston’s 
literary production, paying particular attention to its varying re-
ception at different historical moments. in addition to reading 
most of  her novels, short stories, plays, essays, and articles, we will 
consider, among other questions, how texts are produced by their 
times and their interpretive communities. Just how did Hurston go 
from outcast to icon, and how does her work compare with that 
of  her female contemporaries?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[aFam225 or amSt234 or FgSS247]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.ducille,.ann—SEcT.:.01

EnGL223 Medieval Legend and Myth in the British Isles
this course will explore myths and legends—such as robin Hood 
and King arthur—originating in the British isles and closely 
related surrounding cultures. from the dry wit to be found in 
icelandic works such as “Hrafnkel’s saga” and “thrym’s poem” 
to the passionate injustice in the irish “exile of  the sons of  the 
Uisliu,” these works will challenge the way that our society con-
tinues to circulate the figures of  the virtuous robber, the loathly 
lady, the heroic warrior, and the chivalric knight. texts will be in 
translation, with a few selections in Middle english. in addition to 
reading the original texts and considering the rich social tapestry 
that produced them, we will consider modern versions of  these 
figures in movies.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt293

EnGL224 Medieval Drama
this course will examine early english drama in its many forms, 
from the civic mystery cycles of  the 15th century to the morality 
play everyman to tudor plays famously indebted to the conven-
tions of  medieval theater, such as Marlowe’s Doctor	Faustus (1592). 
We will cover topics including the role of  drama in defining 
communal identities, dramatic interpretations of  gender, and the 
responses of  drama to contemporary social and religious contro-
versies. Halfway through the course, students will break into per-
formance groups and embark on a collective research and produc-
tion project that will culminate in putting on a short medieval play.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none—IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt242
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.niSSe,.rutH—SEcT.:.01

EnGL225 The British Enlightenment
this seminar examines sex, class, gender, empire, race, morals, and 
religion in the writings of  Hume, Cleland, swift, Johnson, sterne, 
Boswell, Gibbon, leapor, equiano, Burke.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha.engl201

EnGL226 The 1790s: British Literature and Culture
the course is an introduction to British literature written during 
the 1790s, focusing on reading literary texts in historical context. 
our narrow time frame will allow us to build a rich understand-
ing of  conversations carried out in literature among writers and 
between writers and their historical moment. We will address sev-
eral main themes: (1) literary responses to the french revolution 
and the napoleonic Wars; (2) individualism and interiority; (3) the 
“rise of  the novel”; (4) romanticism (including issues such as the 
relation between nature and the imagination; formal innovation; 
the self, emotion, memory, and lyric poetry; and political litera-
ture); and (5) political economy, culture, and society. our central 
course materials are literary texts—novels, poetry, and aesthetic 

theory. in relation to these texts, we will also examine paintings 
and political and philosophical writings from the period.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.engl201
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Weiner,.StepHanie.KuduK—SEcT.:.01-02

EnGL227 The Victorian Novel
students will study the narrative conventions and figurative tropes 
that are now wholly naturalized as the form of  “the novel.” We 
will study theories of  the novel. We will study the victorian pub-
lishing industry to consider how it shaped the novel form, and, 
conversely, how novelists actively created new forms. How did 
these novels get to be so long? What kind of  worlds do they cre-
ate? How does characterization work? How is it that we still read 
them avidly, and consume them as television costume dramas and 
Hollywood movies? What do these novels do in the world?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.engl201
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.croSBy,.cHriStina—SEcT.:.01

EnGL228 Love in the Time of Slavery
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam219

EnGL229 Fictions of Consumption
What is consumer culture and what does it have to do with lit-
erature and other forms of  cultural production? this course is an 
introduction to the rise of  consumer culture and to representations 
of  that phenomenon in europe and the United states from about 
1850 to 1950. our main areas of  inquiry throughout the semes-
ter will be the principles of  display and forms of  visuality that 
characterize consumer culture; the gendered construction of  the 
consumer; and the commodification of  racial and ethnic identities.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS227

EnGL230 Introduction to Asian American Literature
While the term “asian american” dates back only to the 1970s, 
asians have inhabited the U.s.-and the U.s. cultural imagina-
tion—for more than a century. this survey will examine texts by 
and about asians in america, broadly conceived, from Herman 
Melville’s Moby-Dick (1850) to Jhumpa lahiri’s Interpreter	 of 	
Maladies (1999). the course is organized chronologically, keyed 
to important moments in the history of  U.s.-asian interactions 
(Manifest destiny, asian exclusion, World War ii, the Cold War, 
the vietnam War, etc.) to emphasize the ways in which these cul-
tural artifacts reflect and influence their social and historical con-
texts. in the latter half  of  the course, as we enter the period in 
which asian american literature becomes an institutional category 
in its own right, we will add to this historical framework a number 
of  other analytical perspectives that have emerged from within 
asian american studies itself: cultural nationalism, gender and 
sexuality, postcoloniality, cultural assimilation, and globalization.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt264
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.tang,.amy.cyntHia—SEcT.:.01

EnGL231 Prizing the Book
What is the relationship of  the book to literary prizes? in a larger 
sense, how is our sense of  literary value and meaning driven by 
prizes and their role in the publishing industry? We will look 
at four major prizes, the nobel, the Man Booker, the national 
Book award, and the Pulitzer, examining their histories and their 
choices.  in each case, the histories will supplement an analysis of  
the most recent winners, including doris lessing, orhan Pamuk, 
Kiran desai, denis Johnson, and Cormac McCarthy.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none

EnGL232 Mystics and Militants: Medieval Women Writers
in this class we will read a wide range of  works written by 
european women between c. 1100–1500, including courtly, re-
ligious, and polemical texts. the course will explore ideologies 
of  gender in the Middle ages and early Modern period and ex-
amine the ways in which our authors confronted the misogynist 
discourses of  their eras with learning and imagination. We will 
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consider such topics as constructions of  sexuality and the body, 
“courtly love,” mystical experience, heresy, humanism, utopian 
realms. in short, we’ll read works by women who created their 
own forms of  authority, and in doing so both influenced and de-
fied the authorities of  their time.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[mdSt238 or FgSS224]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.niSSe,.rutH—SEcT.:.01

EnGL234 Modern Drama: Classic Texts and Contemporary 
Inheritors
Modern drama is nearly 150 years old and just as vital as ever. 
this course explores the foundations of  the movement in ibsen, 
strindberg, Chekhov, and Brecht, relating each of  them to the 
work of  more recent playwrights. regular scene work by class 
members supplements the lecture-discussion format.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.StoWe,.William.W .—SEcT.:.01

EnGL237 The Sixties
this course will focus on the 1960s in the United states. topics 
to be considered will include: the civil rights movement; the an-
tiwar movement; the Goldwater conservative movement; gay lib-
eration; second-wave feminism; pop art; the new york school 
poets; Judson school dance; the new journalism; tendencies and 
developments within american Protestantism, Catholicism, and 
Judaism; student movements; the black power movement; the rise 
of  asian american and latino/a cultural nationalisms; electoral 
politics; environmentalism; Phyllis schlafly and the eagle forum; 
the Cuban missile crisis; and the counterculture. the approach 
will be multidisciplinary, drawing on the insights and interpretive 
methods of  history, literary criticism, american studies, govern-
ment, art history, and the history of  science. no previous knowl-
edge of  these various disciplines or of  the topics of  the course is 
presupposed. Preference will be given to sophomores.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt251 or HiSt298]

EnGL238 Renaissance Literature
readings cover the period from the dawn of  the tudor age 
(1485) to the restoration of  the stuart dynasty in 1660, offer-
ing an introduction to a selection of  major writers like Marlowe, 
spenser, shakespeare, Jonson, and Milton.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.FriedBerg,.HarriS.a .—SEcT.:.01

EnGL239 Western Movies: Myth, Ideology, and Genre
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Film307

EnGL240 Introduction to African American Literature
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam202

EnGL241 Special Topics in Creative Writing: Merging Forms
students will explore, both in the readings and their own work, 
forms of  writing that don’t fit neatly into traditional genres such 
as fiction, essay, or criticism. readings will include Maxine Hong 
Kingston’s The	Woman	Warrior (which combines fiction and per-
sonal essay), eduardo Galeano’s Memory	 of 	Fire:	Genesis (histori-
cal writing combined with fiction), and selected short works by 
donald Barthelme, rebecca Brown, Wayne Koestenbaum, and 
others (all playing with genre in various ways). Brief  weekly cre-
ative writing assignments keyed to the readings, two of  which stu-
dents will develop into longer pieces.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.cHaSe,.cliFFord.curtiS—SEcT.:.01

EnGL246 After the Realist Novel: Literary Narrative, 1880–
1914
With the waning of  the cultural power and publishing might of  
the three-volume victorian realist novel (works such as Middlemarch 
and Bleak	House), there emerged a variety of  new types of  liter-
ary narratives that addressed new themes and put into practice 
new understandings of  literature, narrative, art, and society. this 
course examines a wide range of  these texts, including ultrareal-

ist or “naturalist” fiction, short stories by “new women” writers, 
protomodernist and modernist novels and novellas, and genre fic-
tion such as science fiction, adventure stories, detective fiction, and 
children’s literature. We will explore this remarkable proliferation 
in the subjects and forms of  prose narrative and seek to under-
stand how it related to the social, economic, and philosophical 
landscape of  late-19th- and early-20th-century Britain.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL247 Narrative and Ideology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col249

EnGL249 Interpretation in Fiction: The Reader in the Text
detective novels, classic existential narratives, and postmodern fic-
tions share a fascination with the process of  interpretation. their 
protagonists read clues, solve puzzles, and confront mysteries. in 
this course we read examples of  all three as versions of  the human 
search for understanding.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL251 Epic Tradition
this course studies the poem of  history, from the heroism of  strife 
to the heroism of  consciousness, studying the construction of  the 
soul, death, the state, the patriarch, and sexuality from the dawn 
of  history to the emergence of  the modern age.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.FriedBerg,.HarriS.a .—SEcT.:.01

EnGL252 Restoration and 18th-Century Theater
the period between 1660 and 1800 saw a great transformation 
of  england’s theaters: the first female actors arrived on the stage 
and established themselves as celebrities; managers experimented 
with scenery and spectacular stage effects; and authors developed 
new dramatic forms to suit the tastes of  a changing audience. the 
plays from this period are remarkable not just for their dazzling 
wit, irreverence, and formal audacity, but also for their vigorous 
engagement with the central concerns of  the enlightenment: the 
proper balance of  political authority and liberty; the rise of  com-
merce and empire; the competing claims of  family, property, and 
sexual desire; and the relationship between popular and polite 
culture. a central focus of  the class will be on the theater of  the 
time as a porous social and cultural space, where different classes, 
parties, and genders mixed with unique freedom and often explo-
sive consequences.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL253 Renaissance Plays and Poems: The Tudor Period
in this study of  renaissance english literature from 1485 to 1603, 
including Marlowe, shakespeare, spenser, and the sonneteers, we 
shall study the emergence of  modern subjectivity in tragedy and 
the lyric, the construction of  sexuality in romance and domestic 
tragedy, and forms of  class struggle in citizen comedy.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha.engl201

EnGL254 Shakespeare on Film
this course will examine exemplary filmic interpretations of  five 
shakespeare plays with the aim of  exploring shakespeare as a site 
of  cultural production—as one of  the places where our society’s 
understanding of  itself  is worked out, and at times, fought out. 
lectures and class discussions will focus on the particular prob-
lems and questions raised by the shakespeare film as a genre: How 
do these films negotiate between theatrical and cinematic conven-
tions, between text and image, between the historical past and the 
concerns of  the present? to unravel such negotiations demands 
attentiveness to both sides of  these equations. the course thus 
requires students to spend time reading both the filmic and liter-
ary texts closely, attending both to their formal attributes, and to 
the specific contexts in which they were produced. While no prior 
study of  shakespeare is requisite, students may want to familiarize 
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themselves with the plays we will study beforehand, since a great 
deal of  time will be devoted to analyzing films.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL255 Theories and Fiction of Androgyny
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col251

EnGL256 The British Novel in the Romantic Period
from William Godwin to Jane austen, the British romantic pe-
riod saw a huge expansion in the scope and ambition of  the novel, 
which finally established itself  as the most popular form of  lit-
erary entertainment. the french revolution sparked a vigorous 
debate about the rights of  men and women, while the tumult 
and violence that followed it spurred experimentation with a new 
kind of  “terror” fiction. in this class we will examine how the dra-
matic social changes of  the period, which included the industrial 
revolution and the first total war, left their mark on novels that 
return repeatedly to themes of  transgression, violence, and the 
precariousness of  social order.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL257 Queer Literature and Studies
an exploration of  theories, criticisms, texts, and cultures of  a 
queer identity.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt257

EnGL258 New World Poetics
God and money, love and beauty, slavery and freedom, war and 
death, nation and empire: the themes of  early american poetry 
will carry us from london coffeehouses to Quaker meetinghouses, 
from Massachusetts drawing rooms to Jamaican slave-whipping 
rooms. our texts will range from pristine salon couplets to mud-
bespattered street ballads, from sweetest love poems to bitterest 
satire. digging deeply into the english-language poetry written, 
read, and circulated after the first english settlement in north 
america, we will trace the sometimes secret connections between 
history and poetic form, and we will listen to what these links can 
tell us about poetry and politics, life and literature, in our own 
time. our poets ignored false divisions between art and society, 
and so will we.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt269

EnGL259 Shakespeare and the Category of the Human
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum259

EnGL260 Faulkner and the Thirties
an investigation of  faulkner’s work and career in the context of  
american literature and politics of  the thirties.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt325

EnGL261 Aestheticism in Victorian Britain: Art for Art’s Sake 
Among the Pre-Raphaelites and the Wilde Circle
this course focuses on two groups of  artists and intellectuals whose 
ideas about art and society were deliberately and self-consciously 
dissident and experimental: the Pre-raphaelite Brotherhood, 
formed at oxford in 1848 and active in london until the early 
1870s, and the circle centered around oscar Wilde in the 1890s. 
Why, we will ask, did these artists and intellectuals espouse a the-
ory of  art for art’s sake, and what did they mean when they did 
so? What were the philosophical, political, and artistic reasons they 
heralded aestheticism as a theory and practice of  art, and what 
formal innovations and conventions did that practice entail? We 
will examine a variety of  literary and nonliterary texts, from poetry 
and novels to aesthetic theory and paintings. issues to be addressed 
include theories of  art for art’s sake; experimental and avant-garde 
ideas and practices of  art; the social and cultural space occupied 
by well-educated and often well-off  artists—an “elite margin”; the 
interaction among various modes of  artistic expression, most es-
pecially painting and poetry; the relation between high art and 
the aesthetic way of  life that by turns embraced artisanal crafts, 

popular culture, industrial production, and the decorative arts; and 
the sexual, gender, class, and (inter-)national dynamics of  artistic 
production and consumption during these years.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.engl201

EnGL262 Major English Poets: The Victorian Period
this course is an introduction to major poets and themes in english 
poetry written between 1830 and 1900. these themes include 
the romantic legacy; the role of  poetry in an urban, democratic 
society; the changing role of  nature and observation in lyric verse; 
and the wide range of  approaches victorian poets took to formal 
innovation and experimentation. focusing on both close reading 
and historical context, we will place poets in conversation with 
one another and with the rapidly changing world of  victorian 
Britain. We will focus on four poets—alfred tennyson, robert 
Browning, Matthew arnold, and Gerard Manley Hopkins—with 
additional readings in both prose and poetry from many others, 
including working-class poets, women poets such as Christina 
rossetti and elizabeth Barrett Browning, and other writers in-
volved in debates about poetry and aesthetics during these years, 
including arthur Hugh Clough, algernon swinburne, George 
Meredith, Walter Pater, and oscar Wilde.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL264 Renaissance Drama
largely because of  the institutionalization of  what shaw mock-
ingly dubbed “bardolatry,” most modern readers’ encounter with 
english renaissance drama starts and ends with the plays of  
shakespeare. as a consequence, very few students become ac-
quainted with other works from the tudor and stuart stage. this 
course aims to remedy this deficit by reading a representative sam-
ple of  some of  the most provocative plays of  his contemporaries 
and rivals, including Christopher Marlowe, Ben Jonson, thomas 
Middleton, thomas dekker, John Marston, John Webster, francis 
Beaumont, and John fletcher.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL265 Domesticity and Gender in 19th-Century American 
Literature and Culture
the course will explore literary and cultural questions about the 
representation of  domesticity and gender in works by Hawthorne, 
Poe, Melville, sarah Grimke, Catherine sedgwick, Margaret 
fuller, fanny fern, louisa May alcott, Kate Chopin, and susan 
Glaspell. We will also read selections from women’s rights pe-
riodicals, fourierist critiques of  the family, ladies fashion maga-
zines, phrenological advice books, and contemporary medical 
texts. secondary readings include historical research on mid-19th-
century family life, sexuality, and sex roles. our study of  historical 
context may include a field trip to sturbridge village. the course 
will conclude with some texts written in the late 19th century and 
early 20th century.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[FgSS257 or amSt273]

EnGL266 Victorian Realism
victorian novels are often called realistic. reviewers applauded 
novelists for the lifelike fidelity of  their representations of  con-
temporary life, wherein the literate public discovered recogniz-
able cityscapes and rural scenes and familiar characters whose lives 
unfold in chronological sequence as they pursue their familiar oc-
cupations. novels are sometimes compared to photographs, a new 
technology of  visual representation that seemed to hold up a mir-
ror to the world. nonfictional writing declares itself  to be realistic, 
too: Writers commissioned by newspapers sent back reports on 
london labor and the london poor that in their elaborate inves-
tigative detail and evocation of  character are not unlike novelistic 
fictions. in this course we will read victorian novels, nonfictional 
essays, and 19th-century literary criticism to ask what makes a 
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work realistic; we will alsoread recent theoretical and critical work 
on realism. our project will be to study both the formal elements 
of  realistic representation and the effects such representations 
have in the world.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.engl201

EnGL269 Aesthetics and/or Ideology
this course serves as an introductory survey of  the modern his-
tory of  the philosophy of  aesthetics and its influence on english 
and american literary theory.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt279

EnGL270 Writing Creative Nonfiction
Practice in writing several forms of  literary or journalistic non-
fiction—critical pieces, nonfiction narrative, profile, review, com-
mentary, travel essay, family sketch, or personal essay, for example. 
you may shape the assignments to suit your interests. the readings 
serve as models for these exercises.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.greene,.anne.F .—SEcT.:.01-02

EnGL271 Distinguished Writers/New Voices
the writing exercises in this course give students an introduction 
to nonfiction writing in several forms, both literary and journal-
istic. talks by visiting writers in other  genres—fiction, poetry, or 
drama—offer students a broader sense of  writers’ techniques and 
an introduction to interesting contemporary work. students will 
attend lectures and readings by the visiting writers, meet in classes 
and workshop sessions, and work on short writing assignments.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.greene,.anne.F .—SEcT.:.01

EnGL272 Postcolonial Theory
Postcolonial theory has taught us a great deal about power and its 
creation, its maintenance, and its resistance. this class will exam-
ine some of  the major issues within the field of  power, the con-
struction of  the colonial subject, the role of  literary studies, the 
discourse of  the nation, the female subject, and the problematic 
potential of  postmodernism.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[FgSS272 or amSt282]

EnGL273 South Asian Writing in Diaspora
the south asian diaspora spans the world; communities are 
located in africa, the Middle east, england, north and south 
america, the Caribbean, as well as southeast asia. Using novels, 
poems, short stories, and film, this course will focus upon the 
question of  identity. Can such a widespread population, diverse 
in class, cultural practices, and local histories, claim a singular 
identity? What does it mean to be indian, Pakistani, Bangladeshi, 
sri lankan, in these conditions? When is south asian identity 
claimed and for what purposes? How is such an identity con-
structed, and what roles do race, ethnicity, gender, religion, or 
nationality play in it? the literary readings will be supplemented 
with historical and sociological materials.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS289
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.KaramcHeti,.indira—SEcT.:.01

EnGL274 Oral Histories and the Portland Brownstone Quarry
this course will investigate the form of  the oral narrative. students 
will work with Portland, Connecticut, residents who have been 
involved with the brownstone quarry there and know the history 
of  this cultural, economic, and aesthetic feature of  our commu-
nity. Brownstone from Portland was important from the 1700s 
through the 1800s; it was the material that built many of  the fa-
mous brownstones of  new york and Boston and was even used in 
san francisco and london. the quarry remained productive until 
the 1930s, when flooding made the stone unavailable. the 1990s 
saw a renewed interest in it; there is now a limited amount of  quar-
rying and the site is developed as a recreational area, with hiking, 

canoeing, and camping facilities. in 2000, the quarry was listed as 
a national Historic landmark and placed on the national register 
of  Historic Places. students will interview residents and transcribe 
accounts and memories as oral histories of  the quarries, choosing 
the medium of  transcription—print, voice only (Cd or audiotape), 
video (tv or dvd)—and producing final documents that will be 
offered to Portland and Middletown for the local history collec-
tions and to Wesleyan University for special Collections.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL275 Postcolonial Literature
literature from those nations that were formerly colonies of  the 
european empires raises important aesthetic and ethical questions 
in an increasingly globalized world. What is the proper relation 
between print culture and orality? What is the responsibility of  
the author to those he or she represents? What are the conse-
quences of  choosing to write in the languages of  the former im-
perial cultures? What is the responsibility of  the diasporic com-
munity to the home country? What strategies do readers in the 
first World employ to derive meaning from third World texts? 
We will discuss such questions through the work of  authors from 
such places as africa, india, the Caribbean, the Pacific, and from 
diasporic communities in Canada, the United Kingdom, and the 
United states.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL276 Space and Place in Fiction
this seminar will consider the way writers make use of  real and 
imagined geographies, and also the way they work with the 
space on the page, or, in the case of  new media, off  it. some 
questions to be considered include, How have american writers 
conceived of  the wilderness and where, if  anywhere, do we situ-
ate the wilderness now? Has our relation to space itself  changed 
over the last two hundred years? How is space connected to ideas 
of  social organization? What’s the value of  getting lost?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL277 American Pastoral
the United states has often been called “nature’s nation.” this 
course will explore some of  the ways in which american writers 
from the revolutionary period to the present have depicted rela-
tions between their fellow citizens and the natural world. Paying 
special attention to exploration, farming, and the back-to-the-land 
movement, we will raise questions about national identity and val-
ues, rural ideology, utopianism, and the foundations of  the envi-
ronmental movement.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt219

EnGL279 Introduction to Latino/a Literatures and Cultures
Who is latina/o? this year an embattled arizona state legislature 
raised the stakes for precisely this question by passing some of  
the strictest immigration enforcement policies the nation has seen 
in decades. Meanwhile, latina/o music, food, literature, and style 
retain a special value in U.s. popular culture, where latina/os are 
seen as providing “fiery” and “exotic” flavor to the american char-
acter. How did latina/o culture in the U.s. become at once so pop-
ular and precarious, both familiar and foreign, both mainstream 
and marginal? How do latina/o thinkers and artists grapple with 
such historical paradoxes? this course will survey the history, 
politics and artistic production of  latina/o cultures in the United 
states from the colonial encounter to the appointment of  Justice 
sonia sotomayor to the supreme Course in 2009. We will study 
literature, music, television, film, blogs, and news media, as well 
as works of  visual and performance art that give voice to a diver-
sity of  social matters that concern Cuban, Chicana/o, dominican, 
Puerto rican, and other latina/o cultures in the United states. We 
will also study important flashpoints in the history of  U.s. relations 
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with latin america, as well as comparative scholarly approaches to 
the americas broadly conceived, in order to map the transnational 
flow of  culture that shapes the lives of  latina/o populations in 
the United states. topics will include the construction of  race and 
ethnicity; national histories and differences within latina/o cul-
ture; exile, immigration and citizenship; class, labor, and economic 
disenfranchisement; criminality and the prison industrial complex; 
major sociopolitical movements and revolutions; feminism, sexu-
ality and the impact of  the aids crisis; and the important role 
of  artistic expression and experimentation in the construction of  
latina/o identity.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt278 or laSt279]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.perez,.roy—SEcT.:.01

EnGL280 Staging Race in Early Modern England
this course aims to historicize the representation and staging of  
race in early modern england. We will examine the emergence of  
race as a cultural construct in relation to related conceptions of  
complexion, the humoral body, gender, sexuality, and religious, 
ethnic, and cultural identity. readings will focus in particular 
on three racialized groups: Moors, Jews, and native american 
“indians.” We will first read the play-texts in relation to the his-
torical contexts in which they were first produced (using both 
primary and secondary sources), and then consider their post-re-
naissance performance history (including literary, theatrical, and 
film adaptations).
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.engl201
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS320

EnGL284 Cultural Criticism Before Theory
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col264

EnGL285 British Modernist Literature
this course is an introduction to the often radical and formally 
innovative literature produced during the years 1900–1945. We 
will read major and minor works from this period including nov-
els, poetry, manifestos, and essays to gain an understanding of  the 
prevailing aesthetics, philosophy, political concerns, and cultural 
preoccupations of  the time. Major themes to be discussed include 
modernity and degeneration, class, primitivism and empire, gen-
der and feminism, and tradition and history.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL286 History of the English Language
this course will track the development of  the english language 
from anglo-saxon to modern english. it is designed to intro-
duce students to historical linguistics and will consider english’s 
relationship to Germanic and romance languages and its indo-
european antecedents. We will use John algeo’s textbook to begin 
the work of  understanding and applying the rules of  phonetics, 
etymology, and other general principles of  linguistics. students 
will be asked to use their own language as a test; we will con-
sider the arbitrary nature of  correctness in language and discuss 
the differences between standard and nonstandard language va-
rieties. students will understand the modern english we speak 
as the product of  its complicated political, social, religious, and 
economic history.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt292

EnGL288 Poets, Radicals, and Reactionaries: Romantic 
Poetry in Conversation
this course is an introduction to major poets and themes: nature; 
memory, imagination, and creativity; the poetic i; form and proso-
dy; responses to the french revolution; and social and economic 
change. focusing on issues of  nation, gender, politics, and form, 
it places poets in conversation with one another and with broader 
dialogues about poetics, politics, and society taking place during 
the late 18th and early 19th centuries.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL290 Place, Character and Design: Techniques in Writing 
Nonfiction and Fiction
We begin this writing course with questions central to your work 
in both nonfiction and fiction: how to establish a narrator’s voice 
and characters’ presence and how to frame the spatial and emo-
tional world of  the piece. the course encourages you to explore 
questions of  design and structure while focusing also on style and 
technique at the sentence level. 
 readings include works by writers interested in these ques-
tions, including, in fiction, andre aciman, vladimir nabokov, 
Henry James, robert stone, deborah eisenberg, and edward P. 
Jones; and, in nonfiction, Brian doyle, Junichiro tanizaki, Joan 
didion, Charles Bowden, Mark doty, linh dinh, dubravka 
Ugresic, and George orwell.
 you are welcome to adapt the writing assignments to suit 
your own interests. Course exercises will include several short fic-
tion assignments, but the main focus is on nonfiction: narrative 
and personal essays, short profiles, reviews, social commentary, 
or travel writing. exercises will allow you to try several of  these 
forms. the assignments include a series of  short pieces and a lon-
ger project.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL292 Techniques of Nonfiction
this course is an introduction to contemporary creative nonfiction 
and to some of  the major issues in the genre. it emphasizes the 
reading and discussion of  works of  memoir, travel literature, pro-
files, and lyric essays. it is also an introduction to workshop proce-
dures. students hone skills as nonfiction writers in a variety of  ex-
ercises, experiments, and longer essays. they also develop a critical 
vocabulary for analyzing their own and each others’ writing.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.cHaSe,.cliFFord.curtiS—SEcT.:.02
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.coHen,.liSa—SEcT.:.01
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.cHaSe,.cliFFord.curtiS—SEcT.:.01

EnGL293 Introduction to Medieval Literature
this course covers a selection of  french, italian, and english 
literature from around 1200 to 1400, with an emphasis on the 
popular genre of  romance and the works of  dante and Chaucer. 
We will consider various elements of  medieval writing—includ-
ing allegory and satire—within their social and cultural contexts. 
some of  the topics that we will examine are the politics of  chiv-
alry and crusading, medieval views of  gender and sexuality, the-
ology and religious controversies, and exploration of  the world 
beyond europe.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt295

EnGL294 Diasporas, Transnationalism, and Globalization
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col294

EnGL295 Reading Theories
in this survey of  modern literary, critical, and cultural theories, 
emphasis is on key concepts--language, identity, subjectivity, 
gender, power, knowledge, and cultural institutions--and key fig-
ures such as Marx, freud, nietzsche, saussure, Barthes, Gramsci, 
Benjamin, althusser, foucault, lacan, Jameson, postmodernism, 
and U.s. feminism.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[col339 or cciV393 or eaSt340 or FiSt290 or grSt231 or ruSS340]

EnGL296 Techniques of Fiction
this introduction to the elements of  fiction and a range of  authors 
is for people who want to write and through writing increase their 
understanding and appreciation for a variety of  short stories.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.martin,.douglaS.artHur—SEcT.:.01

EnGL298 Queer Theory
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt310
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EnGL300 Sonnets
an investigation of  the Mona lisa of  literature, shakespeare’s 
sonnets, that will undertake a close reading of  the texts consid-
ered both as formal models and as a narrative of  both homoerotic 
and heteronormative sexualities. research option.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.FriedBerg,.HarriS.a .—SEcT.:.01

EnGL301 Irish Plays and Politics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.tHea303

EnGL302 American Revolutions and Counterrevolutions: A 
Short 18th Century
this course examines the pendulum swings of  struggle in 
three realms whose conflicted history defines the american 
enlightenment: democracy, racial equality, and early feminism. We 
will study the Great awakening in new england, the american 
revolution and the conflict over the U.s. Constitution, the impact 
of  the french and the Haitian revolutions in america, and the 
transatlantic influence of  Mary Wollstonecraft. our focus will be 
on a narrow historical period, less than three quarters of  a cen-
tury, but we will gesture toward generalizations about the nature 
of  enlightenment thought as such: how its claims on behalf  of  
universal humanity could (and can) be used as a tool to effect real 
social equality, and how we are to understand the relationship 
between political speech and social conflict. our texts are not spe-
cifically literary, but we will pay attention to literary and rhetorical 
effects. our interest lies not only in the political claims of  these 
texts, but also in how our writers make their claims. We will close 
the course by opening a discussion on the current state of  claims 
for universal human rights.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.engl201
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt346

EnGL303 Narrative Theory
narrative, one great critic suggests, may be the central function 
of  the human mind. it is, as another once wrote, “simply there, 
like life itself.” as these claims indicate, the study of  narrative is 
the study of  some of  the most fundamental aspects of  our collec-
tive life. this course provides an introduction to the tradition of  
narrative theory through a sustained engagement with three core 
narrative-theoretical concepts: structure, text, and time. a single 
book will anchor and orient each of  the course’s units: for struc-
ture, vladimir Propp’s Morphology	of 	the	Folktale; for text, roland 
Barthes’ S/Z; for time, Gérard Genette’s Narrative	 Discourse. 
Herman Melville’s novella Benito	Cereno will supply our “control 
text”: a narrative to which we will return as we study the theory, 
and through which we will test the powers and the limits, both 
analytical and historical, of  our theorists. in each of  our units, we 
will begin with a careful reading of  our main theorist, move on 
to consider work that elaborates on the theory, and then turn to 
robust approaches—Marxist, historicist, queer, sociological—that 
challenge or modify the theoretical terms with which we started.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.engl201
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.garrett,.mattHeW.carl—SEcT.:.01

EnGL304 Theorizing the Black Girl in the Long 19th Century
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam305

EnGL305 Shakespeare’s Macbeth: From Saga to Screen
a close reading of  shakespeare’s play that will position the play 
in terms of  its historical and political contexts and its relation 
to early modern discourses on the feminine, witchcraft, and the 
divinity of  kings. students will prepare presentations on notable 
stage and screen productions of  the play, considering performance 
as interpretation. research option.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.FriedBerg,.HarriS.a .—SEcT.:.01

EnGL306 American Realism
this research seminar focuses on the major developments in 
american fiction from 1865–1910. We will examine the aesthetic 

and political aims that inspired the writers who saw themselves as 
combatants in what stephen Crane called “the beautiful war” for 
realism, and we will consider the cultural, institutional, and com-
mercial contexts that encouraged their ambitions.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL308 Stein and Woolf
this course is an intensive consideration of  the work of  two 
avatars of  literary modernism. virginia Woolf  referred to “my so-
called novels” and talked about finding another name for what she 
did; Gertrude stein called “novels” and “plays” works we would 
not necessarily recognize as such. Both wrote works of  biography 
and autobiography that were at the same time investigations of  
these forms. We will consider these writers’ formal experimenta-
tion and attempts to delineate modern consciousness and space; 
examine representations of  gender, sexuality, and national identity 
in their work; and read their own critical writing on language and 
literature.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[FgSS310 or amSt313]

EnGL309 American Culture in the Great Depression
a seminar considering the ways that american artists and intel-
lectuals responded to the depression, our primary focus will be 
on fiction, drama, and poetry, but we will examine literature in the 
context of  political developments and in relation to new work in 
painting, photography, dance, film, and music.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt309

EnGL310 Reading Latinidad: Ethnicity and Strategies of 
Representation
How might we read latinidad? More fundamentally, how is eth-
nicity constructed? our close readings of  latino/a literature and 
critical essays on ethnicity will help us reflect on what’s at stake 
in such questions. too often the cultural production of  the eth-
nic subject is read as a transparent document that exhibits some 
truth or essence about the community in question. the theoreti-
cal component of  our seminar explores the logic and ideologi-
cal machinations behind this kind of  reading practice through 
examinations of  ethnicity as a historical category and an analytic 
paradigm in literary studies. By investigating the repertoire of  nar-
rative strategies through which latino/a authors have represented 
ethnicity and identity, we will develop a more nuanced and tactical 
understanding of  how the literary and the political intersect. in 
every set of  texts, we will scrutinize a particular component of  
representation (the body, language, sexuality, affect, or space) to 
focus, but not constrict, our readings. the ultimate goal of  our 
seminar exchanges is to read literature that troubles, expands, and 
destabilizes latinidad as a fixed conceptual category.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt355

EnGL311 Modernist Writers: Virginia Woolf and Jean Rhys
this course will allow readers to explore and engage with the oeu-
vres of  two important but very different female modernist writ-
ers. We will read both major and minor works of  both novelists, 
but we will also dip into their short stories, essays, diaries, and/
or memoirs. in addition, we will also read some of  the most sig-
nificant criticism on both authors to understand how their critical 
status has been established and modified in the decades since their 
works were first published.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.engl201
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.BacHner,.Sally—SEcT.:.01

EnGL312 The Comic Novel from Fielding to Fielding
this course examines the tradition of  the comic novel from the 
origins of  the novel itself—in Henry fielding’s Tom	 Jones and 
Jane austen’s Pride	and	Prejudice—to Helen fielding’s blockbuster 
Bridget	Jones’s	Diary. We will trace the ways later writers drew on 
and rebelled against the two models for the comic novel that Tom	
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Jones and Pride	And	Prejudice established: a narrator who is collo-
quial and digressive or reclusive and ironic; a plot that is episodic 
and fragmentary or unified and spare; an ethical scheme that relies 
on satire and social commentary or upon poetic justice and the 
implications of  theme. While enjoying these very funny books on 
their own terms, we will also take seriously their experiments with 
narrative form; their complicated relationship to the categories of  
the novel, comedy, realism, and modernism; and their engagement 
with the social, economic, and political tensions of  the world they 
depict, however hilariously.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL313 Poetry and Poetics
this course offers an introduction to important topics in the inter-
pretation and theory of  poetry, from its mythic origins in bardic 
storytelling and tavern singing to contemporary music lyrics and 
art press chapbooks. We will investigate how poets and critics 
have defined poetry and its relation to other uses of  language, 
other forms of  literature, and other arts, particularly painting and 
music. Central themes include the interplay of  form and mean-
ing, the sounds of  poetry, poetic voice and lyric expressivity, the 
representational and symbolic power of  poetic words and images, 
patronage and market pressures, and the tension between print 
and orality in the poetic text. our readings include poems, literary 
criticism and theory, philosophy, and classic works in poetics from 
aristotle to yeats.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Weiner,.StepHanie.KuduK—SEcT.:.01

EnGL314 Americans Abroad: The Literature and Politics of 
Travel, 1675–1975
in an age of  global production, migration, and war, tourism re-
mains one of  the largest components of  the global economy. this 
course looks at the cultural history of  american travel from the 
1670s to the 1970s, focusing on the rise of  high-culture tourism 
from the 1820s through the 1870s, a period in which journalists, 
artists, and literary professionals aided the nascent “leisure indus-
try” in the construction of  ways of  seeing and being that have in-
formed numerous aspects of  american culture, from consumerism 
to the construction of  individual and national identity. through a 
close study of  literary and visual art, we will raise what elizabeth 
Bishop calls, in one of  our primary texts, “questions of  travel”: 
What kinds of  knowledge has tourism produced? How has “dif-
ference” traveled? Can travel be anti-imperial or counterhege-
monic? What is the relation between travel and other forms of  
global intercourse such as commerce and war? in addition to our 
primary texts, we will read influential critical works such as dean 
McCannel’s Tourism:	A	New	Theory	of 	the	Leisure	Class, Mary louise 
Pratt’s Imperial	Eyes, and steve Clark’s collection, Travel	Writing	and	
Empire. field trips to the Wadsworth atheneum Museum of  art 
and the yale art Gallery also may be required.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha
pREREQ:.[engl203 or amSt155]—IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl314.or.amSt312

EnGL315 Recent British Drama: Orton, Pinter, Churchill
this course explores British drama from the 1960s to the present 
with special emphasis on the work of  Joe orton, Harold Pinter, 
Caryl Churchill, and tom stoppard. in addition to reading a 
number of  plays by each writer, we will discuss the way they 
negotiate the tensions between conventions and innovations, com-
mercial popularity and artistic seriousness, political statement and 
entertainment.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL316 Special Topics: The Poem as Document
What is the relation between a poem and its context? What re-
sponsibility do poets have to represent the world they inhabit? to 
what extent can a poem—like a photograph or a documentary 
film—be representative of  that world? What role does artifice 

play in the project of  representing reality? What are the possi-
bilities—and limitations—of  poetic form? in this course we will 
discuss works that position themselves as documentary texts or 
objective records of  their sociopolitical, economic, and/or eco-
historical world. in addition to discussing and responding to the 
course texts, students will propose, complete, and revise their own 
semester-long creative projects.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL317 African American Literary Theory
What do we understand african american literature to be? What 
are its structuring and defining principles? in what ways is it 
american and yet a distinct body of  literature? Phillis Wheatley, 
the Harlem renaissance, and the black arts movement are key mo-
ments in examining the problematic relationship between african 
american verbal expression and the intellectual analysis of  litera-
ture. We will examine such topics as the idea of  the author, au-
thority and authenticity; the social responsibility of  the artist; the 
connection between race, culture, and art; and the central ques-
tions of  language, narrative form, and tropes.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam297

EnGL318 James Baldwin: In Black and White
since James Baldwin’s death in 1986, his novels, essays, film 
scripts, short stories, plays, speeches, and so on, have not been 
given the critical attention they deserve. that Baldwin was able to 
work in so many different forms generally has confused his critics. 
Was he a Jack-of-all-trades, or a master of  some? in this course, 
we’ll cover a wide range of  the author’s work. as we do so, we’ll 
explore a variety of  forms ourselves, producing, over the course 
of  the semester, an essay, a piece of  short fiction, a short play or 
screenplay, and a memoir. While Baldwin’s work is the inspiration 
or jumping-off  point for the work we’ll do in class, it is not to be 
imitated. as this resolutely queer black artist showed us time and 
again, the effort involved in making art is ultimately about becom-
ing a self: the artist as individual.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL319 Crossing the Color Line: Racial Passing in American 
Literature
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt322

EnGL320 Writing Black Radicalism: W. E. B. Du Bois, C. L. R. 
James and Richard Wright
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam325

EnGL321 Culture of Gay Liberation
this course is a close study of  the intellectual and cultural di-
mensions of  the sociopolitical movement of  gay liberation in the 
United states, 1960–1980.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt252

EnGL322 Poetics of the Short-Short
this course investigates the genre of  the modern short-short story, 
stories less than 1,200 words, a playful, provocative form that ex-
ploded during the 20th century and continues to be a vehicle for 
unique approaches to form, style, and narrative. through discus-
sions of  the reading, craft studies, analytic papers, presentations, 
and comparative studies, students develop their own theories 
about the work.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.engl201

EnGL323 Trauma in Asian American Literature
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt323

EnGL324 Contemporary African American Narratives of 
Slavery
in this course, we will primarily be concerned with examining in 
some detail the recent proliferation of  african american fiction 
about slavery. after a preliminary study of  some notable antebel-
lum slave narratives, we will discuss the three major forms of  rep-
resenting slavery in contemporary narratives of  slavery: historical 
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novels set in the antebellum south; novels set in late 20th-century 
america but tracing modern social relations within an explicit rep-
resentation of  the slave experience; and contemporary rewritings 
of  antebellum slave narrative forms and conventions. the three 
major topics students should be engaged in to prepare for this 
seminar are the historiography of  american chattel slavery, the 
slave narrative as political and literary representation, and contem-
porary african american literary history and theory.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[aFam324 or amSt334]

EnGL325 Intermediate Nonfiction Workshop
this seminar-style course offers students with prior experience 
writing creative nonfiction a chance to develop new work and 
to discuss intensively a range of  longer form 20th-century and 
contemporary nonfiction writing. Class meetings will focus on the 
analysis of  this published work and on constructive critique of  
essays submitted by members of  the workshop.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.coHen,.liSa—SEcT.:.01

EnGL326 Advanced Nonfiction Workshop: Biography and 
Profile
this advanced workshop offers students a chance to read biog-
raphies and write biographical prose. among other questions 
we will ask, Where and how does such a portrait begin? What 
responsibilities does representing a life involve? What kinds of  
research are necessary? What constitutes evidence about a life? 
How does, and to what extent should, the writer’s relationship to 
his or her subject inform the portrait?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.cHaSe,.cliFFord.curtiS—SEcT.:.01

EnGL327 The Prose Poem and the Politics of Genre
the prose poem challenges the very notion of  genre—but what 
are the implications of  this challenge and how does it reframe the 
perceived disciplinary limits of  literature itself ? With its Western 
beginnings in 19th-century france, its development in modernist 
europe, and its resurgence in 1960s-1970s america, the prose po-
em’s history is intertwined with discourses of  social and aesthetic 
change. While our focus in this course will be literary analysis, 
we will also examine the politics—aesthetic and otherwise—sur-
rounding the prose poem’s emergence as a genre. discussion will 
extend into interdisciplinary hybrid works such as theresa Cha’s 
Dictee and lisa robertson’s XEclogue.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.WilliS,.elizaBetH—SEcT.:.01

EnGL328 The British Modernist Novel, 1900–1945
this course will introduce students to British novels from the 
modernist period of  1900–1945, a time of  massive formal in-
novation. We will explore the formal, thematic, and philosophical 
features of  British modernist fiction through close readings of  
novels and through occasional readings in essays of  the period 
and more recent criticism. this course will provide a broad, if  
necessarily selective, picture of  modernist fiction in all its consid-
erable variety. in addition to spending weeks reading James Joyce’s 
Ulysses and other modernist classics, we will read some arguably 
minor novels as well. We will spend considerable time on what is 
called “late modernism,” that is, the period from the early ’30s to 
modernism’s official end in 1945. Much of  our attention will be 
on modernism’s recurrent concern with the meaning of  moder-
nity itself. are modernism and modernity identical, antagonistic, 
or mutually dependent? How is modernism implicated in Britain’s 
waning imperial fortunes? is modernism avant-garde or canonical, 
elitist or engaged with popular culture?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.engl201

EnGL329 Postwar American Writers: Philip Roth and Don 
DeLillo
this course centers on two prolific and influential authors of  the 
late 20th and the early 21st centuries. We will read widely in their 
bodies of  work, including early, middle, and late fiction.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.engl201

EnGL330 American Modernism
this research seminar focuses on the innovative literature pub-
lished by american writers during the first half  of  the 20th 
century.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt327

EnGL331 Topics in African American Literature: Charles 
Chesnutt and Pauline Hopkins
this course is meant to introduce students to an understudied 
period in african american literary history—the 1890s—and 
to two relatively understudied writers from that period—Charles 
Chesnutt and Pauline Hopkins. it is meant to broaden the reach 
of  african american literary studies at Wesleyan.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[aFam330 or amSt332]

EnGL332 Romanticism, Criticism, and Theory
this course offers an introduction to major trends and approaches 
in literary theory and criticism since World War ii by way of  an 
examination of  the cultural historiography of  the romantic pe-
riod. Many important theorists and critics, from new criticism to 
new historicism, from structuralism to poststructuralism, have also 
been romanticists, and in their writings we can see how meth-
odological and theoretical principles at once propel and are pro-
pelled by literary critical insights or questions—that is, how the-
ory and criticism work together. this course assumes some prior 
knowledge of  British romantic literature but no prior knowledge 
of  literary theory or critical schools. We will have three goals: 
to deepen our understanding of  romantic literature, of  literary 
theory, and of  criticism.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none

EnGL333 Color and the Canon: Rethinking American Literary 
Criticism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam311

EnGL334 Naipaul, Rushdie, and Cesaire
this course will examine the work of  these three major authors 
from the postcolonial/third World. each has produced a major 
corpus of  writing and achieved recognition and status. Cesaire is 
the éminence	grise of  the francophone Caribbean, rushdie the dar-
ling of  the postmodernists, and naipaul, while routinely vilified 
for his politics, is the 2001 nobel Prize winner for literature. We 
will examine the concerns of  each, both as master stylists and as 
passionate critics of  the third and first worlds.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

EnGL335 The American Inner-Self Industry
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum333

EnGL336 Intermediate Poetry Workshop
this seminar-style course will focus on the reading and construc-
tive discussion of  poetry submitted by members of  the workshop. 
it will include an ongoing discussion of  poetic structure, read-
ing assignments in contemporary poetry, and a variety of  writing 
experiments.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.WilliS,.elizaBetH—SEcT.:.01

EnGL337 Advanced Poetry Workshop
this seminar-style course will focus on the reading and construc-
tive discussion of  poetry submitted by members of  the workshop. 
it will also include an ongoing discussion of  contemporary poet-
ics. students will write short response papers to several contem-
porary poetry collections and will explore an extensive reading 
list of  contemporary writing for purposes of  discussion. a final 
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portfolio—consisting of  15 pages of  revised poetry and a state-
ment of  poetics—is due at the end of  the semester.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.WilliS,.elizaBetH—SEcT.:.01

EnGL338 New York City in the ’40s
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum338

EnGL339 Intermediate Fiction Workshop
this workshop is for students who already have a basic under-
standing of  how to write literary fiction, either by having taken 
an introductory course (e.g., EnGL296 techniques of  fiction) or 
by other means.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.martin,.douglaS.artHur—SEcT.:.01

EnGL340 Enlightenment’s Ghosts
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum340

EnGL341 Reading the Vietnam War
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum344

EnGL342 Advanced Fiction Workshop
this course in short or shortish fiction is for people who have 
already had an introduction to fictional technique and, preferably, 
an additional course in creative writing. students will generate and 
engage in their own writing projects. readings will be tailored 
somewhat to the interests of  the class. Heavy workshop compo-
nent; students will make copies of  their own work and distribute 
them to the class at least a week in advance of  its being discussed.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.martin,.douglaS.artHur—SEcT.:.01

EnGL343 Contesting American History: Fiction After 1967
the american novel of  the late 1960s onward is preoccupied with 
history and the american past. indeed, this obsession with history 
is central to what critics mean when they talk about postmodern-
ism. this course will explore the theories of  history fostered by 
novelists over the past four decades. What visions of  american 
history do these novels construct and contest? How, if  at all, do 
they change our notion of  what counts as history? this course 
will try to understand what is at stake in the turn to history, how 
it shapes our understanding of  the past, and what claims for and 
against fiction it makes.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt343
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.BacHner,.Sally—SEcT.:.01

EnGL344 Violence: Spoken and Unspeakable
two powerful but conflicting accounts have animated contempo-
rary discussions about violence. on the one side have been those, 
from Walter Benjamin to Michel foucault, who have insisted that 
violence is intimately related to and even primarily disseminated 
through discourse. increasingly powerful in recent years has been a 
very different view that—paradoxically—may have emerged from 
the former. in this account, violence is essentially unspeakable, re-
sistant to the organizing mechanisms of  cognition and representa-
tion. What theories of  language, violence, cognition, and history 
underwrite these views? in what kinds of  political arguments are 
they enmeshed? What is at stake in claiming that violence is ei-
ther all we speak or always unspeakable? this course will trace out 
these views as they are articulated by both theorists and novelists, 
paying particular attention to role literature has played in shaping 
and playing out these competing conceptions of  violence.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.engl201
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.BacHner,.Sally—SEcT.:.01

EnGL345 American Literature as American Studies
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt331

EnGL346 Special Topics: Poetry of Place
How is location experienced within a poem? How are geo-
graphical and cultural landscapes represented? in this course we 
will study and respond to works by modern and postmodern 
poets such as Wallace stevens, H. d., William Carlos Williams, 
Hart Crane, Marianne Moore, Gertrude stein, elizabeth Bishop, 

George oppen, lorine niedecker, Charles olson, and others. the 
work of  20th-century artists in music and visual arts—Charles 
ives, John Cage, and agnes Martin, among others—will also be 
incorporated into our discussions.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.WilliS,.elizaBetH—SEcT.:.01

EnGL347 Poetry and Politics in New York City, 1930–1975
this course is a study of  the relation between oppositional politi-
cal and social movements—queer, communist, feminist, anarchist, 
african american nationalist, and Beat—and poetry written in 
and about new york City during the mid-20th century.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.engl201
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt293
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.aBeloVe,.Henry—SEcT.:.01

EnGL348 Latina/o Literary Cultures and Counter-Cultures
rather than ask “Who is latina/o?” this course examines how the 
representation of  latina/o identity changes across time, national 
regions, and artistic mediums. in this course we will avoid defining 
latina/o culture too strictly; instead we will look through the lens 
of  U.s. latina/o cultural production in order to examine larger 
questions about the relationship between identity and aesthetics in 
american art and politics. We will explore how the social and aes-
thetic value of  latinidad—the feeling of  being latina/o—fluctu-
ates from text to text, appearing and disappearing according to the 
exigencies of  artists who are situated at particular historical, po-
litical and cultural junctures. as such we will encounter moments 
in major latina/o texts where to be latina/o is represented as a 
concrete experience, placed at the center of  the subject’s encoun-
ters with the world and built up strategically to enable protest, 
recognition, and inclusion. in other, “minor” moments in latina/o 
writing, latinidad will seem deconstructed down to subtle trans-
missions of  linguistic style, poetics, humor, and feeling. We will 
also consider latina/o literature’s relationship to american liter-
ary movements, such as realism, the Beat generation, the avant-
garde, and postmodernism. By taking into account both cultural 
and countercultural manifestations of  latina/o identity in U.s. 
writing—from the border to el Barrio, from Broadway to off-off-
Broadway—we will better understand the politics of  racial iden-
tification and the immense diversity of  issues and desires that give 
shape to latina/o culture. texts will be primarily literary (novels, 
short stories, poetry, and drama) with occasional turns to works 
of  visual and performance art that reinforce the themes of  the 
course. Critical texts will introduce students to foundational ideas 
in cultural studies, literary history and theory, queer theory, and 
performance studies.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.perez,.roy—SEcT.:.01

EnGL349 Historicizing Early Modern Sexualities
this course will examine recent historical and theoretical ap-
proaches to the history of  sexuality in the early modern period. 
our focus will be the historical construction of  sexuality in rela-
tion to categories of  gender, race, nationality, ethnicity, religion, 
and social status in a variety of  cultural forms, including literary 
texts, medical treatises, travel narratives, and visual media. some 
of  the topics we will cover include sexed/gendered/racialized 
constructions of  the body, forms of  sexuality prior to the homo/
hetero divide, and the history of  prostitution and pornography.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha
pREREQ:.engl201 or [FgSS210 or engl211 or amSt281] or [FgSS269 or HiSt179] 

or [FgSS207 or antH207]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS350
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Korda,.nataSHa—SEcT.:.01

EnGL350 Doing Theory in Style
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum350

EnGL351 Jews and Christians in Medieval England
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
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EnGL352 Plotting Marriage in African American Fiction
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam318

EnGL353 Ideas of Ethnicity in Medieval Literature
this course concerns works that speak to premodern ideas of  eth-
nicity. our focus will be on a selection of  medieval texts dealing 
with the encounters of  Western european Christians with Jews, 
Muslims, and other cultures—real or imaginary. the readings will 
begin historically with the Crusades and the chronicles written 
by Christian, Muslim, and Jewish authors. other genres will in-
clude religious polemics, autobiographical narratives of  religious 
conversion, and travel accounts by missionaries and spies. We will 
also read some early “ethnographic” writings like Gerald of  Wales’ 
History	 and	 Topography	 of 	 Ireland and Mandeville’s Travels. the 
greater part of  the course will deal with literary texts—romances, 
plays, lyrics, etc.—but we will take a truly “cultural studies” ap-
proach to this material.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt353

EnGL354 Translation: Theory and Practice
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum355

EnGL355 Theory of Literary Genres
aristotle classified genres, or the types of  literature, into three 
major categories: lyric, epic or narrative, and drama, mirrored in 
our modern categories of  poetry, novel, and drama. But we also 
have a proliferation of  other literary kinds: epic, tragedy, comedy, 
satire, biography, essay, pastoral, and so on. What are the rules, the 
conventions, of  the different genres? How do authors and readers 
use genre to create and either fulfill or flout the expected reading 
experience? literary genre has been studied extensively by some 
literary critics and theorists—the neoclassical critics, the american 
Chicago critics or neo-aristotelians, northrop frye and his theory 
of  archetypes, and structuralists such as roland Barthes. our con-
temporary literary discussions have focused on questions of  so-
cial, historical, and political contexts, and genre has consequently 
moved into the background. this class asserts that genre theory 
remains an important part of  literary study in general. We will 
examine some of  the historical discussions of  genre and analyze 
some particular generic types.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha.engl201

EnGL356 The Globe and the World: Representations and 
Theorizations of New Transnational Formations
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum356

EnGL401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

EnGL409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

EnGL411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

EnGL465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

EnGL467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

EnGL491 Teaching Apprentice Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.greene,.anne.F .—SEcT.:.01

EnGL492 Teaching Apprentice Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.greene,.anne.F .—SEcT.:.01
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Environmental Studies Program 
 PROFESSORS: Barry Chernoff,	Biology,	Earth	and	Environmental	Studies,	Director; fred Cohan,	Biology; Marc 

eisner,	Government; donald Moon,	Government; Peter Patton,	Earth	and	Environmental	Sciences; 
Joseph t. rouse Jr.,	Philosophy; William stowe,	English; sonia sultan,	Biology; Johan varekamp,	
Earth	and	Environmental	Sciences; Krishna Winston,	German	Studies; Gary yohe,	Economics

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: lori Gruen,	Philosophy; Katja Kolcio,	Dance; suzanne o’Connell,	Earth	and	Environmental	Sciences

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS: Mary alice Haddad,	East	Asian	Studies,	Government; dana royer,	Earth	and	Environmental	
Sciences; Michael singer,	Biology; erica taylor,	Chemistry

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG 
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: Barry Chernoff; fred Cohan; Marc eisner; lori Gruen; Mary alice Haddad; Katja Kolcio; 

donald Moon; dana royer; Michael singer; William stowe; Johan varekamp; Gary yohe

College of the Environment. Wesleyan created the College of  the environment in 2009 with a belief  in the resilience of  the human 
spirit and a desire to develop a long-term vision of  human and ecosystem health. We believe that the high productivity and interdis-
ciplinary nature of  Wesleyan’s faculty; the intellectual, questioning, activist nature of  its students; and the intimate relationship of  the 
faculty-student teaching experience create opportunities for Wesleyan to make significant contributions to reorienting our nation’s and 
the world’s trajectory. the College of  the environment has three main components: 1. academic Programs (EnvS linked Major and the 
EnvS Certificate); 2. a think tank; and 3. Public outreach. all students who are either EnvS linked Majors or are pursuing the EnvS 
Certificate are automatically members of  the College of  the environment.

Linked Major. the linked major program in environmental studies (EnvS) is the second major to a primary major. students cannot 
obtain the Ba degree with EnvS as their only major. students must complete all the requirements for graduation from their primary 
major in addition to those of  EnvS as their second major. each student will work closely with an EnvS advisor to develop an individual 
course of  study. EnvS requires an introductory course, seven elective courses, a senior colloquium, and a senior capstone project (thesis, 
essay, performance, etc.) on an environmental topic that is researched, mentored, and credited in the primary major program. in addition, 
students must take one course in any subject that fulfills the writing essential capability.
Introductory course. one of  the following introductory courses serves as the gateway to the EnvS-linked-major program:

BIOL/E&ES197 introduction to environmental studies
E&ES199 introduction to environmental science

Core Electives Area 1
AFAM213 the science and Politics of  environmental realism
PHIL212 introduction to ethics
PHIL215 Humans, animals, and nature
SISP205 sciences as social and Cultural Practices
SISP207 social and Cultural Practices of  science

Core Electives Area 2
ECOn210 economics of  the environment
GOvT206 Public Policy
GOvT221 environmental Policy
GOvT222 regulation and Governance

Core Electives Area 3
BIOL216 ecology
BIOL220 Conservation Biology
E&ES290 oceans and Climate
E&ES233 Geobiology
E&ES280 environmental Geochemistry

students will choose an additional four electives with their EnvS advisor. the electives may be selected from the entire list (see attached), 
in addition to those courses listed in core elective areas 1-3 above. four of  the elective courses must constitute a disciplinary or thematic 
concentration including at least one upper-level course (usually at the 300 level). thematic concentrations are encouraged to be interdis-
ciplinary. Courses selected from the three core areas above may be used as part of  the concentration. students are encouraged to develop 
their own thematic concentrations that require approval by their EnvS advisor.

Senior capstone experience. the EnvS-linked-major program provides a capstone experience that includes a senior project and a 
senior colloquium. the purpose of  the EnvS capstone experience is to challenge students to think creatively, deeply, and originally about 
an environmental issue and to produce a significant work that uses their expertise from their primary major. the students will then have 
the opportunity to present and discuss their research in the EnvS senior Colloquium with seniors and faculty.

Senior capstone project. the creative exploration of  a critical environmental issue through independent research is an essential part 
of  EnvS. all EnvS majors must complete a senior capstone project in one of  three categories discussed below, though students are en-
couraged strongly to pursue a project in either of  the first two categories. the topic must concern an environmental issue and must be 
approved in advance by the EnvS advisor. 
• Category	1. the capstone project may take any of  the forms accepted by the primary department as a senior project (e.g., senior thesis, 

senior essay, senior performance, senior exhibition, senior film thesis). the senior project is submitted only to the primary department 
and is not evaluated by EnvS. students may select an interdisciplinary thesis topic such that they solicit the help of  more than one 
mentor if  permitted by the primary department. 

• Category	2. the capstone project may be a thesis submitted in general scholarship. the student must have a mentor for the thesis, and 
the topic must be approved by the EnvS advisor.

• Category	3. in the event that the student cannot find a mentor, the student may complete a special written research project to meet the 
research requirement. the topic must be approved by the EnvS advisor, and progress must be reported to both the EnvS advisor and 
the EnvS program director during the fall semester. the written project is similar in its purpose to a senior essay, using primary sources, 
and must concern an environmental topic from the perspective of  the student’s primary major. the senior project is due at the senior 
thesis deadline. it will be the responsibility of  the EnvS program director to find a suitable reader or to evaluate the written work.
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Senior colloquium. the EnvS senior Colloquium will take place in the fall and spring semesters and will count as 0.25 credits. the 
colloquium will provide students and faculty the opportunity to discuss, but not evaluate, the senior projects. students will make a 
half-hour presentation on their projects followed by 30 minutes of  discussion. two students will present per colloquium session. any 
interested faculty may attend, but the project mentors and EnvS advisors will be especially invited. two weeks prior to their presenta-
tion, students will distribute several critical published works (articles, essays, etc.) to enhance the level of  discussion for their topic. the 
colloquium may also invite several presentations by faculty or outside speakers.

as a prelude to the senior Colloquium, there will be three dinners for EnvS seniors and faculty during the fall semester. at the dinners, 
the students will speak for up to five minutes about the topic and strategies for their senior project. faculty and the seniors can provide 
insights, references, or research resources or some advice. the mentors from the primary departments or programs will also be invited. 

additionally, all declared EnvS majors will be invited to the dinners and to the colloquium to enrich their early experience and 
encourage them to begin thinking about their future projects; their attendance is encouraged only and they do not enroll in the col-
loquium until their senior year.

Additional considerations. With the exceptions of  EnGL112 (the environmental imagination: Green Writing and ecocriticism), 
ECOn148 (the economics of  Climate Change), and the introductory courses, 100-level courses do not count toward the major.
Up to three courses from the primary major may be counted toward the EnvS-linked major.
students may substitute two reading or research tutorials, or one tutorial and one student forum, for two electives with approval of  the 

EnvS advisor. 

only one tutorial may count within a concentration; the student-run forum cannot count toward the concentration.
• Up to three credits from study-abroad programs may be used for elective courses, including for the concentration, with prior approval 

of  the EnvS advisor and as long as the credits from abroad are accepted by Wesleyan.
• one course in the student’s entire curriculum must satisfy the essential capabilities for writing.
• With the approval of  the advisor and a written petition by the student, certain internships (e.g., sierra Club, state agency, ePa, 

noaa) may be substituted for one noncore elective.

EnvS135 American Food
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt135

EnvS200 Social and Cultural Practices of Science
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS200

EnvS205 Sciences as Social and Cultural Practices
IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp205

EnvS206 Public Policy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt206

EnvS210 Economics of the Environment
IDENTIcAL WITh:.econ210

EnvS212 Introduction to Ethics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil212

EnvS213 The Science and Politics of Environmental Racism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam213

EnvS215 Humans, Animals, and Nature
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil215

EnvS216 Ecology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol216

EnvS218 Into the Wild
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl218

EnvS220 Conservation Biology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol220

EnvS221 Environmental Policy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt221

EnvS222 Regulation and Governance
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt222

EnvS233 Geobiology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.e&eS233

EnvS252 Industrializations
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt252

EnvS260 Global Change and Infectious Disease
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol173

EnvS280 Environmental Geochemistry
IDENTIcAL WITh:.e&eS280

EnvS290 Oceans and Climate
IDENTIcAL WITh:.e&eS290

EnvS310 The Economics of Sustainable Development, 
Vulnerablity, and Resilience
this course will build on the first principles of  economics as 
they are applied to sustainable development and decision mak-
ing under uncertainty. one of  its major objectives will be to ex-

plore how efficiency-based risk analysis can inform assessments 
of  vulnerability and resilience from uncertain sources of  external 
stress in ways that accommodate not only attitudes toward risk, 
but also perspectives about discounting and attitudes toward in-
equality aversion. early sessions will present these principles, but 
two-thirds of  the class meetings will be devoted to reviewing the 
applicability of  insights drawn from first principles to published 
material that focuses on resilience, vulnerability, and development 
(in circumstances where risk can be quantified and other circum-
stances where it is impossible to specify likelihood, consequence, 
or both). students will complete a small battery of  early problem 
sets that will be designed to illustrate how these principles work in 
well-specified contexts. students will be increasingly responsible, 
as the course progresses, for presenting and evaluating published 
work on vulnerability and resilience—offering critiques and pro-
posing next steps. initial readings will be provided by the instruc-
tor and collaborators in the Coe, but students will be expected to 
contribute by bringing relevant readings to the class from sources 
germane to their individual research projects. Collaboration across 
these projects will thereby be fostered and encouraged by joint 
presentations and/or presenter-discussant interchanges.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.econ110
IDENTIcAL WITh:.econ212
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.yoHe,.gary.W .—SEcT.:.01

EnvS350 Contextualizing Inequity: An Interdisciplinary 
Approach
the aim of  this course is to use an interdisciplinary approach to 
deconstruct the concept of  inequity. We begin with the premise 
that explications of  politico-economic and sociocultural condi-
tions are central to questions of  global inequity and injustice, 
which are paramount in contextualizing environmental concerns. 
We place great emphasis on history to equally consider the broad-
er material and symbolic field within which both theories and nar-
ratives of  inequity stem. We question how inequity has been con-
ceptualized and represented in the social sciences, the humanities, 
as well as the arts. to that end, we will explore works in political 
science, sociology, anthropology, ethnic and gender studies, litera-
ture, performance, and other disciplines with pre- and postquake 
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Haiti as a site of  investigation. in so doing, our ultimate aim is to 
make a case for the significance of  both material and symbolic 
analyses in environmental studies.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[aFam350 or antH351]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.ulySSe,.gina.atHena—SEcT.:.01

EnvS391 Senior Colloquium: Environmental Studies
the EnvS senior Colloquium will take place in the fall and spring 
semesters over dinner. the colloquium will provide students and 
faculty the opportunity to discuss the senior projects. in the fall 
semester students will speak for up to ten minutes about the topic 
and strategies for their senior project. faculty and the seniors can 
provide insights, references or research resources or some advice. 
the mentors from the primary department or programs will also 
be invited.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.cHernoFF,.Barry—SEcT.:.01

EnvS392 Senior Colloquium: Environmental Studies
the EnvS senior colloquium will take place in the fall and spring 
semesters over dinner. the colloquium will provide students and 
faculty the opportunity to discuss the senior projects. in the spring 
semester, students will make a half-hour presentation on their 
projects followed by 30 minutes of  discussion. two students will 
present per colloquium session. any interested faculty may attend, 
but the project mentors and EnvS advisors will be especially in-
vited, as well as all EnvS majors. two weeks prior to their pre-
sentation, students will distribute several critical published works 
(articles, essays, etc.) to enhance the level of  discussion for their 
topic. the colloquium may also invite several presentations by fac-
ulty or outside speakers.
gRADINg:.cr/u—cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.cHernoFF,.Barry—SEcT.:.01

EnvS446 Dance and the Environment: Engagement and 
Action
IDENTIcAL WITh:.danc446

EnvS401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

EnvS409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

EnvS411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

EnvS465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

EnvS467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Feminist, Gender, and Sexuality Studies Program 
 PROFESSORS: Mary ann Clawson,	Sociology; Christina Crosby,	English; natasha Korda,	English,	Chair; 

Jill G. Morawski,	Psychology; ellen nerenberg,	Romance	Languages	and	Literatures

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS:  lori Gruen,	Philosophy; aradhana sharma,	Anthropology; Magda teter,	History; 
Jennifer tucker,	History; Gina Ulysse,	Anthropology	and	African	American	Studies

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS:  sarah Croucher,	Anthropology; Mary-Jane rubenstein,	Religion

 DEPARTMEnT ADvISInG
 ExPERT 2010–2011:  natasha Korda

the feminist, Gender, and sexuality studies Program is administered by the chair and other members of  the program’s core faculty. Core 
faculty are those who are actively involved in the program, who teach FGSS courses, advise FGSS majors and senior theses, and may serve 
as program chair. the program sponsors an annual symposium, the FGSS salon, and the diane Weiss Memorial lecture.

Major program. the prerequisite for becoming a major is taking one of  the gateway courses. these courses are designated annually. they 
currently include FGSS207/AnTH207 (Gender in a transnational Perspective), FGSS210/EnGL211 (ethics of  embodiment), FGSS221/PHIL274 
(sex, Morality, and the law), FGSS237/AnTH226 (feminist and Gender archaeology), FGSS254/SOC223 (Gender and social Movements), 
FGSS269/HIST179 (sophomore seminar: Gender and History), FGSS271/HIST273/AFAM272 (engendering the african diaspora), FGSS277/
PHIL277 (feminist Philosophy and Moral theory), and FGSS217/AFAM205 (Key issues in Black feminism). students ordinarily take a gate-
way course during either semester of  the sophomore year and declare the major in the spring semester. at this point the student is assigned 
to a faculty advisor. at this point, too, students are wise to familiarize themselves with requirements for writing a senior honors thesis, 
since these may affect curricular choices for the junior year. in the fall semester of  the junior year, the student ordinarily takes feminist 
theories (FGSS209). during this semester the student, in consultation with the advisor, develops a major proposal that lists the courses that 
will compose the student’s major course of  study, including a description of  the student’s chosen concentration within the major. the 
Major Proposal form, approved by the advisor and with the concentration rationale attached, is submitted to the feminist, Gender, and 
sexuality studies Program office by the end of  the fall semester. 

the concentration rationale is a brief  explanation (one or two pages) of  the student’s chosen concentration within the major and a 
rationale for the courses the student chooses to constitute it. the major as a whole consists of  10 courses as follows: three core courses, 
(a gateway course, FGSS209 and FGSS405) two distribution courses (one each from an area outside the concentration), the four courses 
comprising the concentration, and senior research in the form of  the senior essay or senior honors thesis. the senior year is devoted to 
completion of  the course work for the concentration, work on a senior essay or thesis, and participation in the senior seminar. only two 
credits transferred from another institution may be applied to the major.
CORE COURSES
Every major must take the following courses: 
•	 One	gateway	course.	these are designated annually and serve as introductions to the interdisciplinary field of  feminist, gender, and 

sexuality studies. Gateway courses examine gender as a factor in the politics and practices of  the production of  knowledge and of  
social and cultural life, with particular attention to the intersection of  gender with other identity categories and modes of  power—
race, class, sexuality, and ethnicity. 

•	 Feminist	Theories	(FGSS209).	this course traces contemporary developments in feminist theory and considers how feminism has been 
articulated in relation to theories of  representation, subjectivity, history, sexuality, technology, and globalization, among others, pay-
ing particular attention to the unstable nexus of  gender, sexual, racial, and class differences.

•	 Senior	Seminar	(FGSS405).	set up as a workshop, the goal of  this course is to develop an enabling and challenging intellectual envi-
ronment for majors to intensively work through the theoretical, methodological, and practical concerns connected with their senior 
research projects.

REQUIREMEnTS 
core.courSeS:
•	 Gateway	courses.	in 2010–2011, these include FGSS207/AnTH207 (Gender in a transnational Perspective), FGSS221/PHIL274 (sex, Morality, 

and the law), FGSS237/AnTH226 (feminist and Gender archaeology), and FGSS277/PHIL277 (feminist Philosophy and Moral theory).
•	  FGSS209 (feminist theories) and FGSS405 (senior seminar) 
•	 Distribution	requirement: a distribution requirement of  two courses from two different feminist, gender, and sexuality areas of  study 

categories; the courses must be from two different disciplines and should not overlap in their content with courses that make up the 
student’s concentration in the major. 

areaS.oF.Study:
•	 Gender	and	history.	Courses offered explore the use of  gender as a category for historical analysis; the construction of  gendered bod-

ies in historical contexts, and the idea of  gender as something that needs to be historicized. 
•	 Gender	and	society.	students are introduced to major social-scientific perspectives on gender. topics might include socialization; 

intellectual and personal development of  gendered, raced, and sexualized bodies; theories of  gender inequality; and analysis of  the 
major social institutions organizing gender relations, such as the family, the labor market, media, and the polity. 

•	 Gender	and	representation.	Gender is studied as a social category in relation to theories of  representation. these theories have been 
used fruitfully as tools of  analysis in the study of  fine arts, literature, film, music, dance, and popular culture.

•	 Gender	and	science.	this scientific study of  sexual difference and gender, including work in genetics, physiology, psychology, and 
primatology, also includes studies of  scientific explanation of  the historical, philosophical, and sociological analysis of  science as 
knowledge about sex and gender. 
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Concentration. four courses forming the area of  concentration should represent a coherent inquiry into some issue, period, area, 
discipline, or intellectual approach. normally the courses will be drawn from various departmental offerings and will be selected in 
consultation with an advisor. Courses that are relevant to the theme of  the concentration need not necessarily have women or gender as 
a primary concern, nor do they need to be cross-listed with FGSS.

Senior research. Completion of  a senior essay (one credit) or an honors thesis (two credits) on a theme or topic related to the student’s 
area of  concentration within the major is required. rising seniors wishing to write a senior honors thesis must have an average of  B+ in 
all courses that count toward the major including the gateway course, FGSS209 (feminist theory), and three of  the four courses from the 
student’s area of  concentration. Prospective thesis writers must submit to the feminist, Gender, and sexuality studies Program chair by 
the last friday in april in the second semester of  the junior year a statement indicating the topic of  the thesis and name of  the thesis tu-
tor, together with a transcript reflecting that they have met this requirement (or will meet it by the end of  the semester). Beginning with 
the class of  2012, students wishing to write an honors thesis must also have taken an FGSS research or research option course (consult 
Wesmaps for a listing of  these courses), in which they write a semester-long research paper. (research and research option courses may 
also be taken to satisfy distribution or concentration requirements.)

FGSS118 Reproduction in the 21st Century
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol118

FGSS119 Social Norms and Social Power
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt118

FGSS148 Biology of Women
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol148

FGSS200 Social and Cultural Practices of Science
in this course we will investigate together several recent topics 
that have been important for scholars studying scientific work, 
including feminist science studies; differences between experi-
mental, field, and theoretical science; career trajectories in sci-
ence; connections between science and its various publics; the 
politics of  scientific expertise; the globalization of  science; and 
conceptual exchange between sciences and other discursive prac-
tices. the course presumes no prior knowledge of  science studies 
scholarship.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[SiSp207 or enVS200]

FGSS201 The Classics Reconsidered
IDENTIcAL WITh:.alit201

FGSS202 Economics of Race and Ethnicity in U.S. Labor Markets
IDENTIcAL WITh:.econ209

FGSS203 Qualitative Research Methods in Psychology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pSyc202

FGSS207 Gender in a Transnational Perspective (FGSS 
Gateway)
the purpose of  this course is to introduce students to the inter-
disciplinary field of  feminist studies and to provide them with the 
basic analytical tools with which to approach gender and feminist 
issues. We will look at a variety of  transnational feminist theo-
ries and examine examples of  feminist struggles from across the 
globe. We will explore how gendered inequalities and identities 
are shaped in particular contexts, through race, class, sexuality, and 
religion, for example, and what implications this has for the study 
of  gender and for feminist praxis. throughout the course we will 
pay careful attention to the interconnections between feminist 
production of  knowledge and feminist activism.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH207
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.SHarma,.aradHana—SEcT.:.01

FGSS208 Japanese Women Writers: Modern and 
Contemporary Periods
IDENTIcAL WITh:.alit207

FGSS209 Feminist Theories
What are feminist theories, and what does the study of  gender 
and sexuality entail? How have these realms of  critical inquiry 
and intervention emerged in relation to processes of  colonial 
modernity and contemporary power relations that comprise our 
increasingly globalized world? this course explores these ques-
tions, and what are often conflicting responses to them, by tracing 
developments in feminist theory, and gender and sexuality stud-
ies, and how these have been articulated in relation to theories 

of  representation, subjectivity, history, sexuality, technology, and 
globalization.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha
pREREQ:.([HiSt273 or aFam272 or FgSS271 or amSt284] and [aFam205 or 

FgSS217]) or ([FgSS210 or engl211 or amSt281] and [FgSS238 or aFam238]) or 
([FgSS207 or antH207] and [antH226 or arcp226 or FgSS237]) or ([FgSS269 or 
HiSt179] and [FgSS242 or aFam242]) or [FgSS2]

Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.aHmad,.attiya—SEcT.:.01

FGSS210 Ethics of Embodiment (FGSS Gateway)
Why is the human body such a contested site of  ethical concern? 
Why are bodies thought to be so in need of  description and 
regulation? sexual practices, gendered presentations, bodily sizes, 
physical aptitudes, colors of  skin, styles of  hair—all are both in-
timately felt and socially inscribed. Bodies exist at the intersection 
of  the most private and the most public and are lived in relation 
to powerful social norms. in this course, we will turn to femi-
nisms, both academic and activist, to help us consider the ethics 
of  embodiment.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[engl211 or amSt281]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.croSBy,.cHriStina—SEcT.:.01

FGSS213 Harlots, Rakes, and Libertines
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl217

FGSS214 Gender, Sexuality, and Violence in Late Imperial 
Chinese Narrative
IDENTIcAL WITh:.alit210

FGSS215 Politics and Sex After 1968: Queering the American 
State
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt213

FGSS216 Stereotyped Japan: A Critical Investigation of 
Geisha Girls and Samurai Spirit
IDENTIcAL WITh:.alit220

FGSS217 Key Issues in Black Feminism (FGSS Gateway)
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam205

FGSS219 Women in U.S. History
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt244

FGSS221 Sex, Morality, and the Law (FGSS Gateway)
in the United states, the law is supposed to protect liberty and 
privacy and to promote equality. But when it comes to sex, these 
goals bump up against other values. in this course we will explore 
the tensions revealed in sex law. We will read, discuss, and argue 
about some of  the most notable cases on abortion, queer sex, gay 
marriage, pornography, and prostitution. We will also examine 
the growing transnational trade in sexual labor. We will explore 
the case law from a variety of  feminist perspectives to understand 
how gender, class, and race are both constituted by and contested 
in the area of  sex law.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil274

FGSS222 20th-Century Franco-Caribbean Literature and the 
Search for Identity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren225

FGSS223 Sex, Money, and Power: Anthropology of Intimacy 
and Exchange
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH203
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FGSS224 Mystics and Militants: Medieval Women Writers
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl232

FGSS225 Marriage and Death in Ancient Greece
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV224

FGSS226 Japanese Horror Fiction and Film
IDENTIcAL WITh:.alit202

FGSS227 Fictions of Consumption
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl229

FGSS228 Women and Literature in France, 1945–2002: A 
Complete Revolution?
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren328

FGSS231 The Family
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc228

FGSS232 Gender Politics in Modern Chinese Literature and 
Culture
IDENTIcAL WITh:.alit233

FGSS233 Women Writers of Traditional and Modern China
IDENTIcAL WITh:.alit232

FGSS234 Gender and Development
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc235

FGSS235 The Economics of Gender
IDENTIcAL WITh:.econ217

FGSS236 Gender, Work, and the Family
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc236

FGSS237 Feminist and Gender Archaeology (FGSS Gateway)
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH226

FGSS238 Thinking, Writing, and Speaking Feminism (FGSS 
Gateway Course)
this course offers feminist theory from a broad variety of  dis-
ciplines, prominently including the approaches to women’s roles 
and lives and feminist politics in anthropology and sociology; 
psychoanalysis; economics; women, gender, and sexuality stud-
ies; feminist literary criticism; and philosophy. We will examine 
inequality from a broad range of  perspectives and focus on gender 
politics, power relations, and sexuality. the course also analyzes 
issues of  social relations, women’s rights, and empowerment. 
themes explored in the course include aesthetics, the media, dis-
crimination, stereotyping, objectification, oppression, patriarchy, 
and misogyny. We will take up the interconnectedness of  race, 
class, gender, and sexuality and the ways in which feminism is 
represented and understood in women’s everyday lives.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam238

FGSS240 The Gendering of Music in Cross-Cultural Perspective
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc291

FGSS241 Transnational Sexualities
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH228

FGSS242 African Diaspora Feminisms (FGSS Gateway)
What is feminist theory? this course problematizes the notion of  
feminism that stands in for all feminisms. We will explore the de-
velopment of  feminisms in the african diaspora. this course does 
not assume a monolithic definition of  feminism in the african di-
aspora. We will take an interdisciplinary approach with themes that 
include women’s liberation, complicating black feminism, sexual 
identities, raced black women in the academy, cultural studies, and 
queering african diaspora feminisms. the sources for this course 
are wide-ranging and include documentary films and the work of  
scholars and activists.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam242

FGSS243 Television: The Domestic Medium
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH244

FGSS245 Images of Women in Spanish Film
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span256

FGSS246 Rereading Gendered Agency: Black Women’s 
Experience of Slavery
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH220

FGSS247 Zora Neale Hurston and the Rise of Feminist 
Fiction
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl222

FGSS248 Theories and Fiction of Androgyny
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col251

FGSS249 Feminist Literature in Spain: From the Dictatorship 
to the Democratic Era
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span259

FGSS250 Perspectives on Motherhood
Motherhood is a central experience in many women’s lives, but its 
meaning varies widely in different social contexts and has changed 
dramatically over time. this seminar will examine motherhood as 
individual experience, cultural construction, public policy, and po-
litical force. focusing on the United states from the 18th century 
to the present, we will explore changes in pregnancy and birth, 
ideas about rearing children, combining work and child care, and 
the political meanings of  motherhood. readings will include his-
torical documents, literature, and scholarship providing historical, 
anthropological, and feminist perspectives on motherhood.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt256

FGSS254 Gender and Social Movements (FGSS Gateway)
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc223

FGSS256 Social Movements
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc246

FGSS257 Domesticity and Gender in 19th-Century American 
Literature and Culture
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl265

FGSS259 Anthropology of Development
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH259

FGSS260 From the Diary to the Stage: Women Writers and 
Literary Genres from the 17th to the 20th Centuries
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren256

FGSS262 Blurred Genres: Feminist Ethnographic Writing
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH223

FGSS263 Introduction to Trans Studies: Interdisciplinary 
Approaches
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt265

FGSS264 Women and Buddhism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli350

FGSS265 Work and Leisure: The Sociology of Everyday Life
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc265

FGSS268 Image, Music, Text, and the Politics of Representation
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam267

FGSS269 Sophomore Seminar: Gender and History (FGSS 
Gateway)
this sophomore seminar is designed to introduce students to the 
use of  gender as a category for historical analysis and to the idea 
of  gender as something that needs to be historicized as part of  
our scholarly work in other fields. the course highlights criti-
cal perspectives on the history of  gender categories, the ways in 
which disciplinary and interdisciplinary approaches create choices 
for how we study gender, and the relationship between gender 
identity and sexuality. students will also acquire tools for analyz-
ing the ways in which politics construct gender and gender con-
structs politics. throughout the course, attention will be paid to 
the intersection of  gender with other primary modes of  power: 
race, class, sexuality, nationalism, and ethnicity. the course is espe-
cially appropriate for prospective history and feminist, gender, and 
sexuality studies majors.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt179

FGSS271 Engendering the African Diaspora (FGSS Gateway)
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt273

FGSS272 Postcolonial Theory
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl272

FGSS277 Feminist Philosophy and Moral Theory
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil277
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FGSS279 French Feminisms: Texts, Pretexts, and Contexts
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col269

FGSS281 Gender and Sexuality in Ancient Greek Culture
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV281

FGSS284 Philosophy of Law
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil273

FGSS289 South Asian Writing in Diaspora
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl273

FGSS290 The Psychology of Gender
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pSyc290

FGSS302 Critical Perspectives on the State
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH302

FGSS304 Gender in South Asian Contexts
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH304

FGSS305 Gender and Islam: Beyond Burkas, Fatawas, and 
the Shariah
How have gender, sexuality, and feminism been understood and 
elaborated by Muslims from the 19th century to the present 
day? focusing on the Middle east and south asia, this course 
will examine how these understandings and elaborations have 
not only emerged in relation to islamic precepts and practices, 
but also through ongoing historical interrelations between what 
have come to be designated and differentiated as the West and 
the Muslim world.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.aHmad,.attiya—SEcT.:.01

FGSS307 Feminist and Gender Archaeology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH305

FGSS307 American Media and the Politics of Representation
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam306

FGSS309 Christianity and Sexuality
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli379

FGSS310 Stein and Woolf
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl308

FGSS312 Bodies of Science, Bodies of Knowledge
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH312

FGSS320 Staging Race in Early Modern England
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl280

FGSS321 Rereading Gendered Agency II: Black Women’s 
Experience of Slavery
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam320

FGSS323 Survey of African American Theater
IDENTIcAL WITh:.tHea323

FGSS326 Intimacy Matters: The Reform Aesthetic in 
Victorian America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt326

FGSS328 The Immigrant City in the United States, 1880–1924
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt328

FGSS331 Life Science, Art, and Culture
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt331

FGSS332 Black Feminist Thoughts and Practices
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam331

FGSS333 American Literature as American Studies
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt331

FGSS338 Masculinity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pSyc338

FGSS349 Intimate Histories: Topics in the History of Sex, 
Gender, and the Body
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt349

FGSS350 Historicizing Early Modern Sexualities
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl349

FGSS353 Slavery, Empire, and Sexuality: An African Research 
Seminar
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt353

FGSS358 Women’s and Gender History in Africa
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt359

FGSS360 The Black ’60s: Civil Rights to Black Power
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam360

FGSS372 Women and Gender in Renaissance Italy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt372

FGSS385 Gender and the Welfare State
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt384

FGSS388 The Political Economy of Women in the Modern 
United States
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt388

FGSS397 Early Modern Masculinities
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt397

FGSS398 Queer/Anthropology: Ethnographic Approaches to 
Queer Studies
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH398

FGSS405 Senior Seminar
this course is a required seminar for senior fGss majors. 
structured as a workshop, the goal of  this course is to develop 
a collaborative intellectual environment for majors to intensively 
work through the theoretical, methodological, and practical con-
cerns connected with their individual projects. seminar topics to 
be examined will be based on students’ research projects, and par-
ticipants are expected to critically, yet generously, engage with the 
projects of  their peers. We begin by addressing feminist method-
ologies, including questions of  praxis, representation, and theory. 
Participants are expected to lead discussions related to their own 
projects, submit parts of  their senior research, and do class presen-
tations. 
cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.tucKer,.JenniFer—SEcT.:.01

FGSS494 Gender, Identity, and Art
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli494

FGSS401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

FGSS409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

FGSS411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

FGSS465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

FGSS467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Film Studies 
 PROFESSORS: Jeanine Basinger,	Chair

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: lisa dombrowski; scott Higgins

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSOR: stephen Collins

 ADJUnCT ASSISTAnT PROFESSOR: Jacob Bricca

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERT 2010–2011: Jeanine Basinger,	Chair; steve Collins; lisa dombrowski; scott Higgins (Sabbatical	Spring	2011)

film studies is a department in which the motion picture is explored in a unified manner, combining the liberal arts tradition of  cultural, 
historical, and formal analysis with filmmaking at beginning and advanced levels. the requirements for admission include a minimum 
overall academic average of  B (85.0) and the successful completion by the middle of  the sophomore year of  two designated entry-level 
courses FILM304 and FILM310. a minimum grade of  B+ must be earned in each of  these courses. to fulfill the major, the student must 
also complete satisfactorily the additional required courses listed below as Group i, as well as a minimum of  six other courses to be 
selected from Group ii. (note that electives in Group iii count toward graduation but not toward fulfillment of  the major.) Please see 
our departmental web site for further information regarding the specifics of  our major: www.wesleyan.edu/filmstudies/ 

Please be aware that cross-listed courses must be counted in all departments in which they are listed.
Course offerings vary from year to year and not all courses are available in every year. With prior approval by the department chair, 

no more than two film history/theory courses from other institutions may be transferred to the Wesleyan major. students may become 
involved in the film studies department in ways other than class enrollment. film studies runs the Wesleyan Cinema archives, and its 
majors run the Wesleyan film series. the department does not offer group or individual tutorials other than senior thesis projects, but 
uncredited opportunities to work on individual senior films are available. Consult the chairman of  film studies for further details. 

Gateway Classes (Minimum grade of B+ must be earned in each class for admission to the major.) 
*FILM304 History of  World Cinema to the 1960s
*FILM310 introduction to film analysis

Group I Additional Required Courses After Entry into the Major
FILM414 senior seminar
FILM450 sight and sound Workshop or
FILM451 introduction to digital filmmaking

Group II Electives

FILM308 the Musical film
FILM309 film noir
FILM312 the Western: History and definition
FILM313 early Cinema and the silent feature
FILM314 directorial style: Classic american film Comedy
FILM319 television storytelling; the Conditions of  
narrative Complexity
FILM320 the new German Cinema
FILM322 alfred Hitchcock 
FILM341 the Cinema of  Horror
FILM342 Cinema of  adventure and action
FILM343 History of  the american film industry in the 
studio era

FILM344 Color in the Cinema
FILM346 Contemporary east asian Cinema
FILM347 Melodrama and the Woman’s Picture
FILM348 Postwar american independent Cinema
FILM349 television: the domestic Medium
FILM350 Contemporary international art Cinema
FILM351 Classical film theory
FILM352 from Caligari to Hitler: Weimar Cinema in Context
FILM353 visual effects: History and aesthetics
FILM365 Kino: russia at the Movies
FILM385 the documentary film

 
Group III

FILM386 the documentary film for Majors
FILM453 animation in the digital age
FILM454 screenwriting
FILM456/457 advanced filmmaking (fall/spring)
FILM409/410 senior thesis tutorial (fall/spring)

*FILM304 and FILM310 must be completed before admission to the major. 

FILM140 Making the Science Documentary
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B140

FILM145 Animating Science
this course will provide first-year students with a hands-on intro-
duction to creating science films within the virtual world of  3d 
graphics. students will learn to work with computer animation 
software to create 3d models of  scientific concepts and processes. 
the course focuses on the challenges of  visualizing abstract scien-
tific concepts, understanding the rhetoric of  images, and master-
ing technical skills. Grading is based on a series of  exercises lead-

ing up to a final project. the final project will use Maya to visual-
ize a scientific concept, form, or process that will be introduced 
to the class by Wesleyan science faculty. enrollment is limited to 
eight students. first-year students have priority.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none

FILM150 Documentary Advocacy
this is a film production course aimed at serving non-film studies 
majors who wish to make a documentary in support of  a cause 
or an organization. students will learn the fundamentals of  docu-
mentary film production while studying examples in which docu-
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mentary films have been used to advocate on behalf  of  groups 
and individuals seeking to make social change. Production les-
sons include shooting verité footage, lighting interviews, the use 
of  wireless lavalier microphones, and documentary editing tech-
niques. this course is especially designed for seniors with specific 
interests in social issues that can be addressed by shooting in the 
immediate Middletown area and is also open to seniors with a 
more general interest in advocacy filmmaking. film production 
experience is not required.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Bricca,.JacoB.paul—SEcT.:.01.

FILM160 The Past on Film
this course examines how films represent the past and how they 
can help us understand crucial questions in the philosophy of  his-
tory. We begin with three weeks on documentary cinema. How do 
documentary films achieve “the reality effect”? How has contem-
porary documentary’s use of  reenactment changed our expecta-
tions of  nonfiction film? Much of  the course is devoted to classic 
narrative films that help us critically engage questions about the 
depiction of  the past. We think about those films in relation to 
texts in this history of  philosophy and contemporary film theory.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[pHil160 or HiSt129]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.rotH,.micHael.S .—SEcT.:.01.

FILM202 Science and Film: Defining Human Identity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B202.

FILM304 History of World Cinema to the 1960s
this class will cover prehistory, early cinema, and the classic cin-
emas of  russia, Germany, france, Japan, and Hollywood, as well 
as the documentary and experimental traditions. this course is 
designed for those wishing to declare the film major as well as a 
general education class. it is one of  several that may be used to 
gain entry into further work in film studies. (a mark of  B+ or bet-
ter in any course used to enter the film major is required.)
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.HigginS,.Scott—SEcT.:.01.

FILM306 Understanding Television: Industrial System, 
Cultural Form, and Everyday Life
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH306.

FILM307 Western Movies: Myth, Ideology, and Genre
Western movies form the oldest of  american film genre. they 
have also been the most important modern vehicles for one of  
the oldest and most significant of  american cultural myths—the 
myth of  the frontier. the course surveys the development of  the 
Western film genre and sets it in historical and cultural context. 
in addition to viewing 20 or more feature films, we will study 
some of  the precinematic sources of  Western themes and images 
(novels, paintings). there will also be readings in the history of  
movies, critical and cultural theory, and political history.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt235 or engl239].

FILM308 The Musical Film
the opening lectures will present a brief  background of  
Hollywood history (studio system, technological developments, 
etc.), as well as a specific history of  the musical genre (Busby 
Berkeley, astaire/rogers, freed Unit). the remainder of  the 
course will examine various approaches to the musical (genre, au-
teur, etc.); the contributions of  individual stars, producers, direc-
tors, composers, and art directors, with the emphasis on directorial 
style and the creation of  an unreal musical universe and how audi-
ence perception is manipulated to receive such a world.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

FILM309 Film Noir
this course is an in-depth examination of  the period in 
Hollywood’s history in which the american commercial film 
presented a world where “the streets were dark with something 

more than night.” Course will study predominant noir themes and 
visual patterns, as well as the visual style of  individual directors 
such as fuller, ray, Mann, lang, Ulmer, detoth, aldrich, Welles, 
tourneur, Preminger, lewis, et al., using their work to address 
how films make meaning through the manipulation of  cinematic 
form and narrative structure.
grading:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha.(Film304 and Film310)
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.BaSinger,.Jeanine.d .—SEcT.:.01.

FILM310 Introduction to Film Analysis
this course introduces students to the analysis of  film form and 
aesthetics using sample films from throughout the history of  
world cinema. students will learn how to identify and describe 
the key formal elements of  a film including cinematography, 
sound, mise-en-scene, editing, narrative structure, and narration. 
emphasis will be placed on discerning the function of  formal el-
ements and their effects on the viewing experience. each week 
will include two film screenings, a lecture, and a discussion sec-
tion; students will work closely with a writing tutor on each of  
the writing assignments. this class is designed to be a general 
education course as well as a gateway course for those wishing to 
declare the film major.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.domBroWSKi,.liSa.a .—SEcT.:.01-05.

FILM312 The Western: History and Definition
an in-depth examination of  american westerns, this course will 
present an overall historical perspective on film styles as well 
as significant directors, trends, and attitudes, working toward a 
definition of  the genre’s characteristics.  the westerns will be dis-
cussed in terms of  both form and content.
grading:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha.(Film304 and Film310)
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.BaSinger,.Jeanine.d .—SEcT.:.01.

FILM313 Early Cinema and the Silent Feature
this course explores the development of  cinema before 1928. We 
will consider international trends in film production with special 
emphasis on the formation of  the american industry. silent film 
presents us with the opportunity to consider alternative uses of  
the medium; it can broaden the way we think about cinema and its 
possibilities. our goals will be to understand how cinema was con-
ceived of  during its first years and to examine the forces that led to 
the development of  the narrative feature. films will include works 
by the lumiere and edison companies, Porter, Melies, sjostrom, 
Griffith, deMille, and Hollywood studios during the 1920s.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha.Film304 or Film310.

FILM314 Directorial Style: Classic American Film Comedy
this course examines the personal style (both formal and narra-
tive) of  various american film directors and personalities in the 
comic tradition. the course will discuss the overall world view, 
the directorial style, and the differing functions of  humor in films 
of  each director and/or personality—Keaton, lubitsch, Capra, 
Hawks, tashlin, Blake edwards, Billy Wilder, Jerry lewis, and 
others—covering the silent era through the early ’60s.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt222.

FILM316 Nationality and Power at the Movies: The Combat 
Film
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt362.

FILM319 Television Storytelling: The Conditions of Narrative 
Complexity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH308.

FILM320 The New German Cinema
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt253.

FILM322 Alfred Hitchcock
this course presents an in-depth examination of  the work of  
a major formalist from the beginning of  his career to the end. 
emphasis will be on detailed analysis of  the relationship between 
form and content. students will examine various films in detail 
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and do their own analyses of  the individual films shot by shot. 
Comparisons to other major figures such as otto Preminger and 
fritz lang will be included.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none—IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt336.

FILM323 Anthropology and the Nonfiction Cinema
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH285.

FILM341 The Cinema of Horror
this course will focus on the history and development of  the 
horror film and examine how and why it has sometimes been 
blended with science fiction. in addition to studying the complex 
relationship between these genres, we will seek to understand the 
appeal of  horror. one of  our guiding questions will be, why do 
audiences enjoy a genre that, on the surface, seems so unpleasant? 
it will consider current theories of  how genres are constructed, 
defined, and used by producers and viewers. films will include 
German productions from the silent era, selections from the 
Universal cycle in the 1930s, val lewton’s production during the 
1940s, american and Japanese movies of  the 1950s and 1960s, 
and key works from the 1970s through the 1990s.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

FILM342 Cinema of Adventure and Action
the action film reached new heights of  popular and commercial 
success during the 1980s and 1990s, but it is a form of  cinema 
with a long history. this course will examine the genre from 
cultural, technological, aesthetic, and economic perspectives. We 
trace the roots of  action cinema in slapstick, early cinema, and 
movie serials over to the historical adventure film, and, finally, to 
contemporary action movies in both Hollywood and international 
cinema. We will also cover conventions of  narrative structure, 
character, star persona, and film style, as well as appeal to audi-
ences and its significance as a cultural form.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

FILM343 The History of the American Film Industry in the 
Studio Era
this course explores the history of  the Hollywood studio system, 
from the beginnings of  cinema through the end of  the studio era 
in the 1950s and 1960s. We will trace the evolution of  the pro-
duction, distribution, and exhibition of  films within the changing 
structure of  the industry, paying particular attention to how eco-
nomic, industrial, and technological changes impacted the form 
and content of  the films themselves. in class discussions, we will 
explore special topics in film history and historiography, includ-
ing early exhibition, the star system, labor unions, censorship and 
ratings, production control, film criticism, audience reception, and 
independent production.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.domBroWSKi,.liSa.a .—SEcT.:.01.

FILM344 Color in the Cinema
the goals of  this course are to help students come to terms with 
color as an element of  film style and to develop tools to analyze 
and understand color in the cinema. the class will include an in-
troduction to color theory and to attempts by art historians to 
characterize and understand color. We will also attend to the writ-
ings of  filmmakers and film scholars who have tried to define and 
describe color’s contribution to the moving image. Most of  our 
energy, however, will be devoted to intensive viewing and review-
ing of  films. We will consider tinting and toning, two-color pro-
cesses, three-color technicolor, and photochemical processes. at 
least half  of  the class will be devoted to studying norms and tech-
niques of  color design in the classical Hollywood cinema. the fi-
nal portion of  the seminar will be devoted to case studies of  films 
that take up color in particularly interesting ways. filmmakers 
might include ray, Minnelli, Houston, Godard, demy, Bresson, 
Kurosawa, Wong Kar-wai, and Kitano.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

FILM346 Contemporary East Asian Cinema
this is an advanced seminar on comparative narrative and sty-
listic analysis that focuses on contemporary films from Hong 
Kong, taiwan, south Korea, China, and Japan, regions that have 
produced some of  the most exciting commercial and art cinema 
of  the last 20 years. We will begin by examining the basic nar-
rative and stylistic principles at work in the films, then broaden 
the scope of  our inquiry to compare the aesthetics of  individual 
directors. the films of  Wong Kar-wai, tsai Ming-liang, Hou 
Hsiao-hsien, Kitano takeshi, Kore-eda Hirokazu, edward yang, 
tian Zhuangzhuang, Johnnie to, stephen Chiau, Hong sang-soo, 
tsui Hark, fruit Chan, and others will be featured.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.(Film304 and Film310).

FILM347 Melodrama and the Woman’s Picture
Within film criticism, the usage of  the term “melodrama” has 
changed over time, as has the presumed audience for the genre. 
this course will investigate the various ways in which Hollywood 
melodrama and its audience have been understood, beginning in 
the silent period, ranging through the woman’s picture of  the ’30s 
and ’40s to domestic melodramas of  the ‘50s, culminating in con-
temporary cinema. We will pay particular attention to the prob-
lems of  narrative construction and visual style as they relate to dif-
ferent definitions of  melodrama. screenings include films directed 
by d. W. Griffith, evgenii Bauer, John stahl, frank Borzage, King 
vidor, douglas sirk, vincente Minnelli, Max ophuls, nicholas 
ray, rainer Werner fassbinder, lars von trier, and todd Haynes.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.Film304 and Film310.

FILM348 Postwar American Independent Cinema
What exactly defines an independent film or filmmaker? How 
free is an independent from the creative and industrial constraints 
of  mainstream filmmaking? How have notions of  independence 
changed over time? this course addresses these and other questions 
as it examines different models of  american independent feature 
filmmaking in use from the 1940s to the present day. We will ex-
plore the various methods of  production, distribution, and exhibi-
tion utilized by independent filmmakers and their range of  reliance 
on the major studios. in addition, we will consider the aesthetic re-
lationship between independent films and mainstream filmmaking, 
focusing in particular on how independents have used film form 
and narrative to differentiate their product. Prior knowledge of  the 
american film industry is recommended for this course.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.domBroWSKi,.liSa.a .—SEcT.:.01.

FILM349 Television: The Domestic Medium
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH244.

FILM350 Contemporary International Art Cinema
this is an advanced seminar exploring the aesthetics and in-
dustry of  contemporary international art cinema. the class will 
address the historical construction of  art cinema, its institution-
al and cultural support structures, and the status of  art cinema 
today. the primary focus of  the class will be comparative for-
mal analysis. featured directors will include lars von trier, alan 
Clarke, theo angelopoulos, aki Kaurismaki, luc and Jean-Pierre 
dardenne, Moshen Makhmalbaf, abbas Kiarostami, Jafar Panahi, 
Wong Kar-wai, Jia Zhang-ke, Hou Hsiao-hsien, tsai Ming-liang, 
Hong sang-soo, terence davies, Krzysztof  Kieslowski, Pedro 
almodovar, agnes varda, leos Carax, and others.
grading:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha.Film304 or Film310
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.domBroWSKi,.liSa.a .—SEcT.:.01.

FILM351 Classical Film Theory
this class will encompass attempts by critics and filmmakers to 
come to terms with cinema as an art form during the first half  
of  the 20th century. these authors asked fundamental questions 
about the nature of  film, questions that should be of  interest to any 
student of  film: defining film’s essential properties, effect on spec-
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tators, artistic uses of  the medium, etc. theorists include arnheim, 
Bazin, Kuleshov, dziga vertov, eisenstein, Perkins, and Burch.
grading:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha.Film304 and Film310
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.HigginS,.Scott—SEcT.:.01.

FILM352 From Caligari to Hitler: Weimar Cinema in Context
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt252.

FILM353 Visual Effects: History and Aesthetics
this course examines the history and techniques of  visual effects 
in popular narrative cinema from the silent era to the present. We 
will consider the eras of  in-camera effects, optical printing, motion 
control, and digital imaging. for each era and set of  technologies, 
we will ask how visual effects are related to the tasks of  storytelling 
and creating compelling, plausible cinematic worlds. the relation-
ships between spectacle and narrative and between the showcasing 
and integration of  technologies will drive our discussion. We will 
focus on effects-oriented genres including the epic, science fiction, 
horror, and action adventure, but we will also consider less overt 
uses of  the technology in dramas and period films
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

FILM363 Making Anthropological Video and Visual 
Anthropology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH363.

FILM365 Kino: Russia at the Movies
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS265.

FILM366 Celebrating Elia Kazan
on september 7, 2009, elia Kazan would have been 100 years 
old. Celebrating elia Kazan will serve as an exploration of  
Kazan’s directorial style in the medium of  cinema and his impact 
on american filmmaking. Materials from the Wesleyan Cinema 
archives, which include Kazan’s personal notebooks and archival 
papers, will be referenced through the semester. archival staff  will 
be on hand to explain research techniques and use of  these materi-
als. students will be expected to undertake archival research for at 
least one assignment during this course, in addition to other ana-
lytical exercises. screenings will encompass selections from Kazan’s 
most celebrated films to his most underrated masterpieces, includ-
ing many of  his lesser-known movies that are seldom screened.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha.Film304 and Film310.

FILM385 The Documentary Film
this course explores the history, theory, and aesthetics of  nonfic-
tion filmmaking from the origins of  cinema to the present day. We 
will trace the emergence and development of  documentary con-
ventions and genres, paying particular attention to how structural 
and stylistic choices represent reality and shape viewer response. 
in class discussion, we will explore topics central to nonfiction 
filmmaking, including how documentary has been defined and 
redefined; how filmmakers and theorists have perceived the rela-
tionship between documentaries and the realities they represent; 
what conceptions of  truth have guided the work of  documentary 
filmmakers and theorists; the role of  the documentary filmmaker 
as witness, mediator, instigator, promoter, and/or participant; 
documentary as social advocacy; the autobiographical impulse; 
the use of  reflexivity; and the ethics of  documentary filmmaking. 
screenings will include films directed by robert flaherty, dziga 
vertov, Pare lorentz, Basil Wright, John Grierson, luis Buñuel, 
leni riefenstahl, Jean rouch, alain resnais, frederick Wiseman, 
the Maysles brothers, emile deantonio, ross Mcelwee, Marlon 
riggs, trinh t. Minh-ha, errol Morris, and Michael Moore, among 
others. this course may be taken by nonfilm majors as a general 
education course and by majors as a film history/theory elective.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

FILM386 The Documentary Film for Majors
this course explores the history, theory, and practice of  nonfiction 
filmmaking from the origins of  cinema to the present day. We will 
trace the emergence and development of  documentary conven-

tions and genres, paying particular attention to how structural and 
stylistic choices represent reality and shape viewer response. in 
class discussion, we will explore topics central to nonfiction film-
making, including how documentary has been defined and rede-
fined; how filmmakers and theorists have perceived the relation-
ship between documentaries and the realities they represent; what 
conceptions of  truth have guided the work of  documentary film-
makers and theorists; the role of  the documentary filmmaker as 
witness, mediator, instigator, promoter, and/or participant; docu-
mentary as social advocacy; the autobiographical impulse; the use 
of  reflexivity; and the ethics of  documentary filmmaking. students 
will engage with the issues discussed in class through documen-
tary filmmaking exercises and projects. screenings will include 
films directed by robert flaherty, dziga vertov, Pare lorentz, 
Basil Wright, John Grierson, luis Buñuel, leni riefenstahl, Jean 
rouch, alain resnais, frederick Weiseman, the Maysles brothers, 
emile deantonio, ross Mcelwee, Marlon riggs, trinh t. Minh-
ha, errol Morris, and Michael Moore, among others. this course is 
open to film majors who have completed FILM450 or FILM451 and 
may be taken as a production elective.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha.Film450 or Film451.

FILM414 Senior Seminar
the course, required of  all senior film majors, will be a senior 
colloquium, with shared oral presentations and extensive viewings 
on a topic to be announced. each student will be responsible for 
viewing and analyzing films as directed.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.BaSinger,.Jeanine.d .—SEcT.:.01-03.

FILM450 Sight and Sound Workshop
this workshop course is designed to provide a basic understand-
ing of  how films are made, including lessons on lighting, com-
position, continuity, sound, and editing. through a series of  exer-
cises and in-class critique sessions, students will refine their critical 
and aesthetic sensibilities and develop a basic understanding of  
story structure and directing. time demands are heavy and irregu-
larly distributed.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.collinS,.StepHen.edWard—SEcT.:.01.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.collinS,.StepHen.edWard—SEcT.:.01.

FILM451 Introduction to Digital Filmmaking
this course is designed to provide a basic understanding of  how 
films are made, providing technical training and practical experi-
ence in the dv digital video format. through a series of  exercises 
and in-class critique sessions, students will refine their critical and 
aesthetic sensibilities and develop a basic understanding of  how 
to use composition, lighting, sound, and editing to tell a story. 
time demands are heavy and irregularly distributed.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Bricca,.JacoB.paul—SEcT.:.01.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.StrauB,.KatJa—SEcT.:.01.

FILM453 Animation in the Digital Age
this course will serve as an introduction to the art of  animation, 
including a brief  history of  its development and the technology 
that has brought it into the 21st century. the class will begin with 
a foundation of  classical animation and then apply these essential 
principles and techniques to the 3d world. students will learn to 
use Maya to create basic models and scenes and gain an under-
standing of  how Maya is used in film production. the course will 
also touch briefly on the various career paths available to computer 
graphic artists. the final project will be a short animation created 
in Maya that demonstrates an understanding of  dimensional space 
and communicates a story.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.HigginS,.Scott—SEcT.:.01.
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FILM454 Screenwriting
Writing for the screen, with emphasis on how the camera tells sto-
ries, this course is an examination of  format, narrative, and dialog 
from treatment through completed script. this is a writing class; 
the grade will be based on writing completed during the semester.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha.Film304 or Film310
Spring.2011

FILM456 Advanced Filmmaking
this workshop is designed for senior film majors who, having 
successfully completed FILM450 or FILM451, are prepared to un-
dertake a thesis film project. Because of  space and equipment, the 
number of  projects that can be approved is limited. students must 
petition for enrollment by proposal at the end of  their junior year. 
Production costs are borne largely by the student.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha.Film450 or Film451
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.collinS,.StepHen.edWard—SEcT.:.01.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.StrauB,.KatJa—SEcT.:.02-03.

FILM457 Advanced Filmmaking
this workshop is designed for senior film majors who, having 
successfully completed FILM450, are prepared to undertake an indi-
vidual or small team project. Because of  space and equipment, the 
number of  projects that can be approved is limited. students must 
petition for enrollment by proposal at the end of  their junior year. 
Production costs are borne largely by the student.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha.Film450 or Film451
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.collinS,.StepHen.edWard—SEcT.:.01.
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.StrauB,.KatJa—SEcT.:.02.

FILM401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

FILM409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

FILM411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

FILM465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

FILM467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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German Studies 
 PROFESSORS: leo a. lensing,	Chair; Krishna r. Winston

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSOR: Ulrich Plass

 ADJUnCT ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR: iris Bork-Goldfield

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERT 2010–2011: leo lensing

interdisciplinary in nature, the academic field known as German studies has undergone rapid development in recent years. at Wesleyan, 
the department of  German studies takes an active part in internationalizing the curriculum to educate students for a world in which a 
sophisticated understanding of  other cultures has become increasingly important. a background in German studies can provide prepa-
ration for careers in many fields, including teaching, translation, publishing, arts administration, international law, business, and foreign 
service. Graduate study in certain subfields of  literature, as well as linguistics, philosophy, art history, history, psychology, the natural 
sciences, music, and many other disciplines, calls for fluency in German.

at every level, the German studies department’s courses in German stress the four basic skills—reading, writing, listening, and 
speaking—and attempt to develop students’ sensitivity to language and its relationship to culture. instruction in the German language 
helps students gain an appreciation of  the significance of  grammar, syntax, idiom, and levels of  diction. the department’s courses 
offered in english focus on the German-speaking countries’ specific historical experiences and on their contributions to literature, the 
other arts (film, photography, music, painting), and many other areas. these courses often raise the question of  translation, asking how 
successfully cultural phenomena particular to a certain place and time can be expressed in another language.

in its courses and in other activities, such as lectures and an informal film series, the department provides rich opportunities for 
students to encounter the cultures of  the German-speaking countries past and present. all students interested in German are welcome to 
take courses in the department and to participate in department-sponsored events.
Major program. to become a German studies major, a student should have no grade lower than a B in any course offered by the depart-
ment, except GRST101 and 102. the department recognizes the diversity of  students’ interests and goals by allowing majors great flexibility 
in designing their programs of  study, which are arranged in close consultation with a faculty advisor in the department. While a specific 
concentration is not required, coherence should be a guiding principle. Majors are expected to fulfill the general education expectations. 
Requirements and procedures. the department requires nine credits’ worth of  courses. at least five credits must be earned in 
courses taught in German above the level of  GRST214. Courses in which class discussion is conducted in english may be taken in the 
German studies department and, with the major advisor’s approval, in other departments. a maximum of  three courses from other 
departments may be counted. for additional practice in German, majors taking courses taught in english by faculty in the department 
are strongly encouraged to do part of  the reading and writing in German and to have extra sessions with the instructor to discuss the 
material in German. Majors are expected to spend a semester in Germany, preferably with the Wesleyan-vanderbilt-Wheaton Program 
in regensburg. Credits for courses taken in regensburg, including one credit from the two-credit intensive language program, count 
toward the major, provided the subject matter is relevant to German studies; students should consult their major advisor about whether 
a given course will count. 
Criteria and procedures for departmental honors.
•	 Eligibility.	to become a candidate for honors in German studies, a student must have earned a B+ or better in all German studies 

courses above GRST211 and must fulfill the departmental requirements for GRST301 and GRST299 stated above.
•	 Candidacy.	a prospectus must be handed in and approved by the tutor or department chair by the end of  reading Period in the 

spring of  the junior year. the senior must sign up for GRST409/410 (senior GRST thesis tutorial), unless he or she is a candidate for 
honors in both German studies and another department or program; in this case, the thesis tutorials may be divided between the 
departments. alternatively, both 409 and 410 may be taken in the German studies department or the other department or program. 
the two departments must agree in advance on what constitutes adequate supervision of  the candidate, must approve the topic, 
and must agree to cooperate in the evaluation of  the thesis. By the deadline set by the Committee on Honors, the department will 
formally nominate the candidate if  it appears reasonably certain that the project will be completed on time and in the approved form.

•	 Honors	projects.	the following are examples of  two-semester senior-year projects: a traditional research thesis; a detailed analysis of  a 
text, to be presented in written form; a translation from German to english, accompanied by a critical essay or introduction; a production 
of  a play, accompanied by a written analysis; a creative project written in German, accompanied by a brief  introduction or afterword.

•	 Deadline.	all theses and written projects must be submitted by the spring deadline established by the Committee on Honors. suitable 
dates for theatrical productions will be arranged by the department.

•	 Evaluation	and	award	of 	honors.	the student’s project will be evaluated by the tutor(s) and a designated reader or readers. if  honors are 
awarded, they may be either honors or high honors. the award will be reported to the Honors Committee and the faculty. a student 
receiving high honors may, at the department’s discretion, be nominated to take the qualifying examination for University honors.

German Haus. this small house at 135 High street, with seven single rooms, sponsors many cultural and social activities. to apply for 
a place, a student should get in touch with the residents of  the house by the end of  the first semester.
Department prizes. students who demonstrate excellence in the study of  German may be candidates for prizes given from the scott, 
Prentice, and Blankenagel funds. for information, see the department chair.
Wesleyan-vanderbilt-Wheaton Program in Germany offers an extended second semester under the auspices of  a partnership agree-
ment with the University of  regensburg.

since the program is an integral part of  Wesleyan’s undergraduate curriculum and an organic component of  the German studies 
department’s offerings, majors in German studies are urged to participate, either as sophomores or, at the latest, as second-semester 
juniors. Up to 30 students from Wesleyan, vanderbilt, Wheaton, and other colleges and universities are admitted to the program an-
nually. open to students who have had at least three semesters of  college German or the equivalent, the extended semester is divided 
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into intensive language preparation (January–March) and regular matriculation at the University of  regensburg for the German summer 
semester (april–July).

students choose from a broad selection of  university courses, supplemented by group tutorials organized and monitored by the 
resident director. an informal series of  cultural events includes visits to theaters and concerts, excursions to historical sites and museums, 
and guest lectures.

students earn credit for four, or, in special cases, five, courses. the preparatory language course is taught by the staff  of  the uni-
versity’s institute for German as a foreign language. a faculty member from one of  the sponsoring institutions administers all aspects 
of  the program and advises students during their six-month stay in Germany. Under the terms of  the agreement with the University of  
regensburg, all Wesleyan participants are guaranteed rooms in dormitories and other housing facilities that ensure maximum contact 
with German students.

Brochures and application forms are available from the German studies department, 401 fisk Hall, or from the office of  
international studies, 105 fisk Hall. the application deadline is november 1.

gERMAN LITERATuRE IN TRANSLATION
GELT239 Wagner and Modernism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa339.

GELT253 The New German Cinema
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt253.

GELT257 Art After Auschwitz? Literature, Painting, and Film 
in Postwar Germany
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt257.

GELT260 Giants of German Prose
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt260.

GELT263 The Goethe and the Kafka Effect
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt263.

GELT264 Kafka and Jesus
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt264.

GELT268 Understanding Modernity: Marx, Nietzsche, and Freud
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt268.

GELT273 Sex and Text in Freud’s Vienna
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt273.

GELT274 Religious and Philosophical Readings in Kafka
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli497.

GELT275 Twilight of Modernity: Art and Culture in the 
Weimar Republic
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt275.

GELT286 Irony and Imagination: Romantic Revolutions in 
Literature, Music, Art, and Thought
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt286.

GELT299 Going Too Far: Transgressive Texts (Seminar in 
German Studies)
IDENTIcAL WITh:.grSt299.

GELT401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

GELT409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

GELT411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

GELT465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

GELT467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

GRST101 Elementary German
this course is an introduction to German and leads to commu-
nicative competency in German by building on the four primary 
skills—speaking, listening, reading, and writing—while develop-
ing participants’ awareness of  life and culture of  German-speaking 
countries. learning German and its structure will also enhance 
students’ awareness of  commonalities between the english and 
the German languages.
 the GRST101–102–211 course sequence will help students 
appreciate that contemporary Germany is economically and po-
litically the leading country in the european Union and has a dy-
namic multicultural society. enter the world of  poets and think-
ers, from Goethe to adorno, from schiller’s Sturm	 und	 Drang	 to 
German reggae and hip hop musician Peter fox. Contemporary 
German theater is filled with bold productions, ranging from sasha 
Waltz’s dance theater to dramas by andreas Kriegenburg, thomas 
ostermeier, and many other artists. in learning German you can ex-

perience oscar-winning films in their original language and at the 
same time learn much about Germans, their history and lifestyle, 
whether through Margarethe von trotta’s Rosenstrasse or florian 
Henckel von donnersmarck’s The	Lives	of 	Others and experience 
how multilayered and beautiful this language is, full of  imagery 
and sensuousness. the German language opens vistas into a world 
of  ideas that is as complex as it is elemental. it provides access 
to many fields, from philosophy to the natural sciences and many 
disciplines between them: history, musicology, art history, and en-
vironmental studies. surprise yourself  and open your own personal 
treasure chest of  German riches. these three courses prepare stu-
dents to study abroad in regensburg, Germany, on the Wesleyan-
vanderbilt-Wheaton Program or for GRST214 here at Wesleyan.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.BorK-goldField,.iriS—SEcT.:.01-02.

GRST102 Elementary German
this is the second part of  the two-sequence in elementary 
German (see GRST101). students will continue their study of  the 
four primary skills—speaking, listening, reading, writing—plus 
German grammar and culture. they will read a variety of  authen-
tic texts, listen to native speakers, handle everyday conversational 
situations, and write short compositions. at the end of  the semes-
ter, students will write, perform, and videotape a skit based on the 
material learned this semester.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.grSt101
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.BorK-goldField,.iriS—SEcT.:.01-02.

GRST211 Intermediate German
this course typically follows GRST101 and 102 and increases 
students’ proficiency in the German language while they learn 
about different cities and regions in the German-speaking world. 
Working interactively, students engage in cultural activities with 
authentic readings and contextualized grammar in a unifying 
context. through exposure to a variety of  texts and text types, 
students develop oral and written proficiency in description and 
narration as well as discourse strategies for culturally authentic 
interaction with native speakers. Classes focus on an active use of  
the language. film, music, and other audio clips are regularly inte-
grated into the course to increase students’ listening comprehen-
sion. through regular essay assignments, students expand their 
vocabulary and apply increasingly diverse writing techniques. 
among our goals are improved communication and reading skills, 
an expanded vocabulary, more accurate and diverse written ex-
pression, and greater insight into historical and cultural features 
of  the German-speaking world.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.grSt102
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.BorK-goldField,.iriS—SEcT.:.01.

GRST214 Practice in Speaking and Writing German
this course is designed to build and strengthen skills in oral 
and written German. it functions as a bridge between the basic 
language series (GRST101/102/211) and the more advanced litera-
ture/culture courses. this course extends the focus on language 
and culture through reading, interpreting, and discussing lon-
ger German texts (including poems and short stories) begun in 
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GRST211. Moreover, students will research various aspects of  the 
history and culture of  Germany and gain practice writing about 
and presenting the results of  their research. Grammar instruction 
and review as well as vocabulary building are integral parts of  this 
course, since mastery of  the structures of  German will facilitate 
students’ ability to express more complex ideas. We will supple-
ment the textbook with additional readings, music, and films. 
Class meetings will be conducted in German.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.grSt211
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.HoecKer,.arne—SEcT.:.01.

GRST217 German Culture Today
readings, class discussion, and written work will be based on 
current and recent events and developments in Germany. topics 
will include the new europe and the world, Germany as a multi-
cultural society, German pop culture, contemporary culture. the 
course will provide extensive practice in speaking and writing, us-
ing structured conversation, debates, analysis of  different types of  
texts—journalistic, rhetorical, poetic, visual, scholarly, etc.—and 
writing assignments in different genres.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.grSt214
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.HoecKer,.arne—SEcT.:.01.

GRST231 Reading Theories
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl295.

GRST239 Wagner and Modernism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa339.

GRST250 Cultural Criticism and Aesthetic Theory: Walter 
Benjamin and Theodor Adorno
this lecture course is designed to provide an introduction to the 
cultural criticisms and aesthetic theories of  Walter Benjamin and 
theodor adorno, two of  the 20th century’s most pathbreaking, 
influential left-wing thinkers and critics. our aim will be to illumi-
nate the intimate interconnections between cultural criticism and 
aesthetic theory in the 20th century. We will study the objectives, 
intellectual origins, cultural contexts, and methods of  Benjamin’s 
and adorno’s uniquely individual yet also closely related practices 
of  cultural criticism. further, we will examine the assumptions 
underlying their aesthetic writings and seek to reconstruct their 
respective contributions to aesthetics. the discourse of  cultural 
criticism relies on political and sociological analytical notions such 
as revolution and reaction, estrangement and reification, or social 
antagonism and ideology; the discourse of  aesthetic theory relies 
on canonical concepts of  the philosophy of  art, such as semblance 
and imitation or beauty and the sublime, as well as the more prop-
erly modernist aesthetic phenomena like distraction, dissonance, 
and shock. Benjamin and adorno combine both discourses in a 
new way, augment them with the vocabularies of  psychoanalysis 
and theology, examine the increasing role of  advanced technolo-
gies of  producing, distributing, and receiving culture, and thus of-
fer an astonishingly comprehensive investigation of  modernity’s 
most pressing intellectual questions, artistic practices, social con-
tradictions, and cultural phenomena.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col248
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.plaSS,.ulricH—SEcT.:.01.

GRST252 From Caligari to Hitler: Weimar Cinema in Context
this course offers a critical introduction to German silent and 
sound films from 1919 to 1932. it will test the thesis of  siegfried 
Kracauerís classic study that expressionist films in particular pre-
pared the way for Hitler’s rise to power. the focus will be on 
canonical films of  the era including The	Cabinet	of 	Dr.	Caligari,	
Nosferatu, and The	 Last	 Man (Murnau), Metropolis and M (fritz 
lang), and The	Joyless	Street and Pandora’s	Box (Pabst). some atten-
tion will also be given to films made at the ideological extremes of  
Weimar culture: Kuhle	Wampe (with a screenplay by Brecht), leni 
riefenstahl’s The	Blue	Light, and Pabst’s Threepenny	Opera. readings 
will include screenplays, essays, and reviews from the period as 

well as selected literary works such as Brecht’s threepenny opera.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Film352.

GRST253 The New German Cinema
this course will investigate the aesthetics, politics, and cultural 
context of  the new German cinema. Having established a criti-
cal vocabulary, we will study the influence of  Brecht’s theoretical 
writings on theater and film, ambivalent positions vis-à-vis the 
classic Hollywood cinema, issues of  feminist filmmaking, and the 
thematic preoccupations peculiar to Germany, for example, left-
wing terrorism and the nazi past. attendant materials will include 
literary sources, screenplays, and interviews.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[Film320 or gelt253]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.lenSing,.leo.a .—SEcT.:.01.

GRST257 Art After Auschwitz? Literature, Painting, and Film 
in Postwar Germany
What issues and burdens do German writers and artists struggle 
with in creating art after auschwitz? How do they respond to 
these challenges in different political contexts in the democratic 
West, the socialist east, and now the reunified federal republic? 
How does their work engender social critique and influence social 
change? this course examines the works of  controversial writers 
and visual artists in the German postwar period, with particular 
attention to artistic strategies, contentious works, and the ways in 
which artists and their works advance or frustrate Germany’s com-
ing to terms with its nazi past. artists discussed include the novel-
ists Günter Grass and Christa Wolf, the painter anselm Kiefer, and 
the filmmaker leni riefenstahl. students will read and interpret 
novels, film, photography, poems, and paintings, with supple-
mental texts drawn from a variety of  areas, including film theory, 
ethnographic photography, cultural studies, and history. readings 
and discussions are in english.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.gelt257.

GRST260 Giants of German Prose
in this course significant novels and novellas written by German, 
austrian, and swiss authors between the 19th and 21st centuries 
will be carefully read and discussed. Particular attention will be 
paid to the portrayal of  social and political issues, to narrative strat-
egies, and to thematic and stylistic continuities and discontinuities 
in the cultures of  the German-speaking regions. several films based 
on works read in the course will be viewed and analyzed.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[gelt260 or col273].

GRST263 The Goethe and the Kafka Effect
in this course we will explore some of  the major works of  two 
of  the biggest names in German literature. in spite of  their popu-
larity, however, Johann Wolfgang Goethe and franz Kafka have 
hardly anything in common. Goethe is the icon of  the bourgeois 
artist and universal genius, an enlightenment philosopher, a re-
searcher of  nature, a poet, and a minister in the state of  Weimar. 
the modernist German-Jewish author franz Kafka, on the other 
hand, worked as an agent in a Prague insurance firm, suffered 
from a weak constitution, and is well-known for his enigmatic and 
opaque but often shockingly realistic and humorous texts. this 
course will focus on the novelistic writings of  these two authors. 
in the first half  of  the semester, we will explore the genre of  the 
so-called bildungsroman, or psychological novel, for which Goethe’s 
1795 Wilhelm	Meister’s	Apprenticeship provides the prototype. Based 
on the consistency of  a narrative perspective, this genre explores 
the moral and intellectual development of  the individual in the 
mode of  biographical storytelling. franz Kafka’s writing is also 
closely connected to this concept. no other author has empha-
sized the relation between writing and life more prominently than 
Kafka. in his novels, however, the protagonist’s perspective from 
which his life can be told is strangely displaced and often taken 
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by impersonal institutions that generate biographies. in the second 
half  of  the course, we will focus on Kafka’s two later novels The	
Trial and The	Castle and on their relation to biographical narratives, 
and we will ask whether they can be characterized as modernist 
versions of  the bildungsroman or, more precisely, as “institutional” 
novels. (readings and discussions in english.)
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.gelt263.

GRST264 Kafka and Jesus
one of  the most interesting developments in Kafka scholarship 
of  the last two decades has been the impulse to contextualize 
his work, to demonstrate its connections to the literary and cul-
tural environment from which it sprang. in this course, we will 
investigate critically what might be called the Jewish subtext of  
Kafka’s work. While due attention will be given to studies that 
have emphasized analogies between his work and that of  the 
Kabbalah and other Jewish mystical traditions, we will also con-
sider the startling evidence in his work of  an implicit synthesis of  
Jewish and Christian traditions. a focus of  the course will in fact 
be Kafka’s interest in the figure of  Jesus, who was, after all, not 
only the Christian messiah but also a bachelor, a storyteller, and a 
Jew in crisis. the basic texts will comprise two of  the three major 
novels, several stories, including those that may be read as artist 
narratives, and the diaries and letters.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[col285 or gelt264].

GRST268 Understanding Modernity: Marx, Nietzsche, and Freud
the names of  the writers and thinkers Karl Marx, friedrich 
nietzsche, and sigmund freud signal a revolution of  thought in 
the 19th and early 20th centuries. this course is designed to make 
critical theory and contemporary discourses in the humanities and 
social sciences more accessible by providing the modern historical 
and philosophical foundations for key concepts such as interpreta-
tion, subject, history, politics/society, religion/morality, and art/
aesthetics. We will explore some of  the most influential writings 
of  the respective authors in a comparative manner and, thus, come 
to a better understanding of  the genesis of  much modern thinking.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[gelt268 or col268]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.HoecKer,.arne—SEcT.:.01.

GRST273 Sex and Text in Freud’s Vienna
the focus in this course will be initially on the foundational texts 
of  psychoanalysis: Studies	on	Hysteria,	The	Interpretation	of 	Dreams, 
and “a fragment of  an analysis of  a Case of  Hysteria (dora).” We 
will then investigate the response and resistance, both creative and 
polemical, to freud and psychoanalytic theory in the literature and 
art of  the period. We will read major works by freud’s “double,” 
the novelist and playwright arthur schnitzler, and by the satirist 
Karl Kraus, the author of  the famous aphorism “Psychoanalysis 
is that mental illness for which it purports to be the therapy.” the 
implicit response to freud’s theory of  dreams and of  the uncon-
scious in the portraits and other paintings of  Klimt, Kokoschka, 
and schiele will also be given close consideration. in general, the 
course will explore how psychoanalysis influenced and partici-
pated in the sexual discourses of  the period.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.gelt273.

GRST274 Religious and Philosophical Readings in Kafka
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli497.

GRST275 Twilight of Modernity: Art and Culture in the 
Weimar Republic
this course investigates the cultural and artistic productions of  the 
now legendary Weimar republic (1918–1933), Germany’s first, 
and ultimately unsuccessful, experience with democracy, imposed 
by the victors in the first World War, rife with political turmoil, 
afflicted with the shock of  hyperinflation, and destroyed by the 
rise of  nazism. Cultural life during this period—that had its mag-

netic center in the young and chaotic metropolis of  Berlin—re-
sembled a dynamic (and explosive) laboratory of  modernity that 
is best studied by looking at both high and low culture, includ-
ing literature, journalism, music, cultural theory, and the visual 
arts. through the comparison of  a variety of  documents, we will 
examine the differing and often conflicting incarnations of  mo-
dernity characteristic of  this period. for example, we will look 
at how the artistic technique of  montage migrated from dada 
and the cinema to the novel (alfred döblin’s Berlin	Alexanderplatz) 
and other kinds of  avant-garde writings (Walter Benjamin’s One-
Way	Street). other possible topics include the rapid development 
of  new media technologies and the concomitant revolutionary 
changes in perception; “new objectivity” and the culture of  dis-
tance; the assertion of  a previously taboo range of  gender identi-
ties; the emergence of  proletarian mass culture and its theory; and 
the frankfurt school and the critique of  modernity.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[col276 or gelt275].

GRST276 Inventing the Criminal: Literature and Criminality
in this course we will examine the figure of  the criminal as it was 
constituted by jurisprudence, medicine, and literature as the object 
of  social control, medical intervention, and, not least of  all, narra-
tion in the course of  the 19th century. We will study literary rep-
resentations of  crime and criminals from romanticism to realism 
and naturalism, looking at questions of  form, genre, and narrativity. 
in addition, we will confront these literary representations with 
judicial and psychological definitions of  criminality and study their 
interrelation at the level of  the narrative strategies invoked in the 
portrayal of  the criminal. this course will introduce students to the 
literature of  the long 19th century and will draw on the methods 
of  a critical theory of  culture. readings and discussions in english
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col293.

GRST278 Fear and Pity: German Tragedies from the 18th to 
the 20th Century
tragedies aim to stimulate the spectator’s passion and sympathy. 
How precisely do they achieve that goal? through close read-
ings, the course contextualizes the tragedies of  authors such as 
lessing, Goethe, schiller, Kleist, Büchner, Hebbel, Wedekind, and 
Hofmannsthal within major literary movements and the theoreti-
cal reflections of  friedrich nietzsche and Walter Benjamin.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col217
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.HoecKer,.arne—SEcT.:.01.

GRST279 Hansel and Gretel and Co.
once upon a time, there were two brothers by the name of  Jakob 
and Wilhelm Grimm. some of  the tales they collected and ed-
ited have lived happily ever after, being translated into many lan-
guages, adapted to other media, and quoted or alluded to in many 
contexts. others are known today only in the German-speaking 
countries or not at all. in this course we will examine these and 
many other German fairy tales from a number of  perspectives-
literary, cultural, psychological, sociological. through close read-
ings of  the texts and study of  some of  the scholarship on fairy 
tales, we will look for answers to questions such as, How grim are 
the Grimms’ tales? What is the relationship between fairy tales and 
myths? What fairy-tale motifs or plots occur in other (folk) litera-
tures? What function do fairy tales fulfill for children and adults?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

GRST285 Translation: Theory and Practice
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum355.

GRST286 Irony and Imagination: Romantic Revolutions in 
Literature, Music, Art, and Thought
thomas Mann claimed that romanticism was “the most revolu-
tionary and the most radical movement of  the German spirit.” 
While the term romanticism is notoriously difficult to pin down, 
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this course will provide an interdisciplinary introduction to 
romantic literature, painting, music, and thought. additionally, 
we will examine some of  the social institutions that shaped the 
romantic revolution in Germany: the university, the museum, the 
insane asylum, and the urban literary salon. the course will be-
gin with a short exploration of  the most important predecessors 
of  romanticism in Germany, Jean-Jacques rousseau and Johann 
Gottfried Herder. through close readings of  literature and (what 
we today call) theory, as well as encounters with painting and 
music, we will seek to go beyond the stereotype of  romanticism 
as a cult of  irrational, emotional subjectivity by focusing on the 
following romantic themes: the idea of  irony as the art of  think-
ing in contradictions and fragments, always delaying fulfillment; 
the aestheticization of  philosophy; the definition of  diversity as 
a progressive, universal mixing and melting together of  all areas 
of  artistic and scientific expression and knowledge; the discovery 
of  the marginal, fantastic, surreal, and eccentric; the ideal of  com-
munal thinking (“symphilosophy”) and creating (“sympoetry”); the 
invention of  a German national self  based on the rediscovery of  
medieval legends and folk stories; and the figuration of  unful-
fillable longing in poetry and song. all readings are in english. 
students have the option of  reading some or all texts in German.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.gelt286.

GRST287 German Aesthetic Theory
this course offers a comprehensive introduction to the field of  
aesthetics, beginning with its simultaneous inception as both 
theory of  art and theory of  sensuous perception in Baumgarten’s 
Aesthetica, and concluding with adorno’s last great synthesis of  
aesthetic thought in his Aesthetic	Theory. Perhaps more than in any 
other tradition, the philosophical study of  art has been an essen-
tial concern in German intellectual history. rather than treating 
the arts as a pleasant diversion, German philosophers sought to 
find socially and philosophically relevant meaning and even truth 
in works of  art. the course will proceed chronologically, explor-
ing the ways in which German thinkers from the 18th to the 20th 
century have conceptualized art in general, as well as different art 
forms. at the end of  the semester, we will consider what remains 
of  this legacy in contemporary american and european debates 
on art and aesthetics.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[col280 or arHa262].

GRST290 Poetry and Philosophy
since the beginning of  Western philosophical thinking in ancient 
Greece, philosophy has had a productive and problematic relation-
ship with literature, especially poetry. Plato famously commented 
on “the old quarrel between philosophy and poetry” and wanted 
poetry banned from the city for its presumed betrayal of  truth. 
if  poetry is characterized by feeling, subjectivity, metaphor, and 
pure form and philosophy by reason, abstraction, logic, and ob-
jective truth, where and how do the two intersect? this course 
will investigate the rivalry and attraction between these two genres 
by focusing on modern poets such as Georg trakl, rainer Maria 
rilke, and stefan George, as well as two poets who have par-
ticularly fascinated modern philosophers: friedrich Hölderlin and 
Paul Celan. We will read selected poems and analyze a variety 
of  philosophical responses to those poems by 20th-century and 
contemporary German and french philosophers.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col279.

GRST291 Genius and Madness
this course will explore the popular conception of  an intimate link 
between genius and madness from the perspectives of  literature and 
philosophy. aristotle is said to have claimed that there is no genius 
without a tinge of  madness. the philosopher adorno warned of  a 

glorification of  the original genius: “the producers of  important 
artworks are no demigods but often neurotic and damaged people.” 
We will consider crucial historical examples of  the intersection of  
exceptional artistic ability and mental illness. examples will include 
the evolution of  the notions of  madness and genius in ancient 
Greek tragedy and philosophy, the hugely influential aesthetic para-
digm of  genius in Kantian aesthetics and its successors, the clichéd 
but culturally persistent problem of  eccentric musical genius, the 
role of  madness in 19th- and 20th-century philosophy, the idea 
of  artistic creativity “under the sign of  saturn,” vacillating between 
mania and depression, the destruction of  the myth of  genius in sto-
ries by Grillparzer and Kafka, and Harold Bloom’s recent attempt to 
revive genius as a critical category. We will also investigate debates 
about and depictions of  artistic creativity in terms of  divine inspira-
tion, enthusiasm, possession, and its unsettling proximity to rage, 
transgression, and destruction and consider the ideological implica-
tions of  how our culture values originality and authenticity.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col281.

GRST292 Ghostly Doubles: Romantic Storytelling and Early 
German Film
the Doppelgänger (double) is a common motif  in German litera-
ture, in particular among the romantic authors of  the early 19th 
century, noted for their fascination with the mysterious and the 
uncanny. sigmund freud and other psychoanalysts frequently 
referred to romantic novellas to illustrate the workings of  the 
unconscious. the motif  of  the ghostly double experiences a re-
naissance in early German film, which often refers to and reflects 
on its own mediality. in this course, we will follow the motif  of  
the uncanny double, the shadows, and mirror images that sud-
denly become autonomous, from romanticism to psychoanalysis 
to film. We will discuss how the motif  of  the ghostly double can 
also shed light on narrative technique in literature and the techni-
cal aspects of  film. reading assignments include works by e. t. 
a. Hoffmann, adalbert von Chamisso, Jean Paul, sigmund freud, 
and otto rank. films include The	Student	of 	Prague (1913), The	
Golem (1920), The	Cabinet	of 	Dr.	Caligari (1920), Dr.	Mabuse,	The	
Gambler (1922), and M (1931).
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

GRST299 Going Too Far: Transgressive Texts (Seminar in 
German Studies)
the annual seminar in German studies serves as an introduction 
to the increasingly diverse and interdisciplinary field of  German 
studies. the goal of  the seminar is to help students critically ex-
amine significant themes in the culture of  the German-speaking 
countries through a variety of  media and genres (literature, music, 
the visual arts, philosophy, and historiography). the course will 
emphasize the improvement of  analytic and interpretive skills and 
the expression of  complex problems in a concise and lucid fashion. 
the topic for 2009 is “Going too far: transgressive texts.” Can a 
text go “too far”? excess, violation, and transgression are frequent 
topics in literature, and in this course we will study (in translation) 
a number of  German and austrian texts that either present stories 
of  transgression or are transgressive in their particular narrative or 
textual form. themes to be studied include war and the dissolution 
of  social and political order; madness and the disintegration of  a 
unified ego; crime and punishment; the crisis of  political legiti-
macy and the terrorist response; the transgression of  taboos and 
social conventions; the crisis of  communicative language and the 
artistic response; repression and sexual transgression.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[col299 or gelt299].

GRST301 Advanced Seminar in German Literature
this course offers German majors and other interested students 
an opportunity to explore a significant topic in German literature 
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within a chronological context. the topic for 2009 is the indi-
vidual in the family and society.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.grSt217 or 

grSt251 or grSt252.

GRST317 Once Upon a Time Is Now
While Briar rose, a.k.a. dornroschen, had her 100-year-long 
beauty sleep in the Kingdom of  Magic, the Brothers Grimm pro-
duced a collection of  more than 200 “Children’s and Household 
tales” in the real world. Many of  these are now famous all over 
the world, while some are known only to scholars. this course 
will focus on close readings of  the Grimms’ work, on their 
sources and successors, and on folk and literary tales from several 
european countries.  By consulting the ever-increasing research in 
comparative literature, history, sociology, and psychology, we will 
discover many new threads in the fabric of  fantasy and fiction.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha— IDENTIcAL WITh:.col317
pREREQ:.grSt214 or grSt217 or (grSt251 and grSt252)

GRST340 Goethe, Poet of the Germans (Goethe und kein Ende)
this course provides an introduction to Germany’s most impor-
tant writer. the focus will be, first of  all, on close reading of  key 
texts from the poetry, prose, and drama. Goethe’s biography and 
its sometimes revealing, sometimes problematic contextualization 
of  the works will provide another major focus. some attention 
will be given to the checkered reception of  Goethe in German 
and austrian literature, as well as to recent controversies concern-
ing his reactionary politics.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.grSt214 or (grSt251 and grSt252) or grSt217
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col340.

GRST345 Heinrich von Kleist: Literature of Terror, Language 
of Destruction
Heinrich von Kleist (1777–1811) is one of  the most provocative 
writers in modern German literature. although he was a contem-
porary of  Goethe and the romantics, his work opposes the hu-
manistic ideals of  Weimar classicism as well as the romantic cult 
of  radical inwardness. oddly, it was the philosophy of  immanuel 
Kant that had a very strong impact on Kleist: He lost confidence in 
the cognitive and communicative faculties of  man. in this course 
we will follow Kleist through his so-called Kant-crisis, discuss 
how it is related to a crisis of  language, and see how this crisis 
unfolds its destructive energy in some of  Kleist’s most startling 
dramas and novellas. readings and discussions in German.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

GRST363 Realism and Reality: German Prose, 1848–1898
German realism developed later and assumed more modernist 
forms than similar movements in england and france. the focus 
will be on the relationship between the progressive thematics of  
important literary texts and the subtle formal experiments created 
to express them. themes to be explored include the “Jewish ques-
tion,” sexuality and society, and the Prussian rise to power. the ma-
jor authors to be read are fontane, raabe, Keller, saar, and stiftev.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.grSt214 or grSt217 or (grSt251 and grSt252).

GRST381 Viennese Modernism
this course will offer a critical perspective on literature, psychol-
ogy, and art during the period of  viennese modernism (1898–
1938). the focus will be on key works by major figures—freud’s 
“a fragment of  an analysis of  a Case of  Hysteria (dora),” Kraus’s 
aphorisms, schnitzler’s La	Ronde, Klimt’s “University Paintings,” 
Kokoschka’s and schiele’s portraits—and especially on analogies 
and interactions among them. a major theme of  the course will 
be the way in which sexual discourses dominated the cultural pro-
duction of  the era.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.grSt214 or grSt217
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col382.

GRST383 Kafka and Viennese Modernism
this course will focus on a relatively neglected but important 
framework for understanding Kafka’s work in context: viennese 
modernism. readings will explore analogies and interactions re-
lated to literary impressionism (altenberg), psychoanalysis and 
its early literary applications (freud, rank, stekel, Wittels), satire 
and aphoristic form (Karl Kraus), anti-ornamentalism and classical 
form (the polemical essays of  the architect adolf  loos), expres-
sionist art (Kokoschka, Kubin, schiele, Gerstl), and cinema (The	
Cabinet	of 	Dr.	Caligari).
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.grSt214 or grSt217 or (grSt251 and grSt252).

GRST384 Lust and Disgust in Austrian Literature Since 1945
this course will examine both major and minor figures of  
austrian literature since 1945. special attention will be given to 
these writers’ tendency to disassociate themselves from a specifi-
cally German tradition and to pursue characteristic themes and 
concerns. these include the myth of  austria as the first victim 
of  Hitler, the musicality of  austrian prose, and the fetishization 
of  literary language. representative authors will include prose 
writers such as ingeborg Bachmann,thomas Bernhard, and Peter 
Handke, as well as experimental poets such as ernst Jandl and 
norbert Kaser.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.grSt217
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col384— Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.lenSing,.leo.a .—SEcT.:.01.

GRST385 Kafka: Literature, Law, and Power
elias Canetti claimed that among all writers Kafka was “the great-
est expert on power.” in this course we will focus on Kafka’s 
narratives of  power relations. We will read and discuss Kafka’s 
sometimes painfully precise descriptions of  how power is exerted 
in the family and in personal relationships, and how discipline is 
exercised over the body. We will also consider Kafka’s depictions 
of  physical violence and of  apparatuses and institutions of  power, 
and the ethical and political implications of  these depictions. the 
working hypothesis of  this course is that Kafka not only tells 
stories about power, but that his stories also contain an implicit 
theory of  how power works in modern society.
 all readings, papers, and discussions will be in German.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

GRST390 Weimar Modernism and the City of Berlin
one of  the most fascinating aspects of  Weimar modernism is the 
emergence of  new forms of  perception and consumption, reflect-
ed in a new urban consumer culture that generated an ever-chang-
ing array of  visual and aural stimulations. this changed reality was 
perhaps best captured by the young medium of  film, but older 
media like literature and painting also responded to this modern-
ist challenge. this course will examine not only exemplary works 
of  literary and visual culture from the Weimar period, but also 
other aspects of  Weimar modernism, such as the development of  
radio, design, fashion, advertising, and architecture, emphasizing 
analyses of  the new mass culture of  entertainment, distraction, 
and “pure exteriority” (Kracauer) in combination with left-wing 
cultural and political criticism. the city of  Berlin, then the third 
largest in the world and in many ways the international capital of  
modernism, will provide the main locus of  investigation.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.grSt217
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col390— Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.plaSS,.ulricH—SEcT.:.01.

GRST401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

GRST409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

GRST411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

GRST465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

GRST467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Government 
 PROFESSORS:  Marc eisner; John e. finn,	Chair; Giulio Gallarotti; James McGuire; J. donald Moon; russell 

d. Murphy; Peter rutland; nancy schwartz

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR:  douglas C. foyle

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS:  sonali Chakravarti; erica Chenoweth; erika fowler; Mary alice Haddad; elvin lim; Michael 
nelson; anne Peters; sarah Wiliarty

 ADJUnCT LECTURER:  louise Brown,	Dean	for	Academic	Advancement

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG 
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: sonali Chakravarti; erica Chenoweth; Marc eisner; John finn,	Chair; erika franklin fowler; 

douglas foyle; Giulio Gallarotti; elvin lim; J. donald Moon; russell Murphy; Michael B. 
nelson; anne Peters; Peter rutland (Fall); nancy l. schwartz; sarah Wiliarty (Spring)

the Government department offers courses in four different concentrations of  study within political science: american politics and 
public policy, comparative politics, international politics, and political theory. We offer a comprehensive introduction to Political science 
(GOvT101), introductory courses to each concentration (numbered 151–159), a range of  upper-division courses (200–368), and research 
seminars (369–399). in addition, we offer courses in research methods in political science, tutorials, and education in the field. Courses 
numbered 200–368 are ordered according to field of  study, not level of  difficulty.

if  a statement on the major in this catalog is inconsistent with a regulation on the Government department Web site, the Web site 
is authoritative. 
Major requirements. to complete the major requirements, a student must take a minimum of  nine approved government credits, 
of  which at least eight must be upper-division (courses numbered 201 or higher). at least five of  the eight upper-level credits for the 
major must be earned in courses numbered between 201 and 399 and taken in the Government department at Wesleyan. the remaining 
three credits can consist of  a combination of: (a) tutorials in the department of  Government —nonthesis tutorials (a limit of  two) or a 
thesis tutorial (a limit of  one); (b) course in a cognate discipline at Wesleyan (a limit of  one, with advisor’s approval); (c) nonintroduc-
tory courses taken at other institutions (a limit of  two); or (d) additional Wesleyan government courses in the range 201–399. teaching 
apprenticeships and student forum courses are not counted toward the fulfillment of  major requirements. Under certain circumstances 
and with advisor’s approval, all three of  the non-Wesleyan upper-division courses can be from a program abroad. see the Government 
department regulation on approvals of  Credits from study abroad Programs on the department Web site.
Concentration. Majors must also complete a concentration program. four courses are required within the concentration. each con-
centration has different requirements for the major. some courses may count toward more than one concentration. for a list, see the 
Government department Web site.
Admission to the major. admission to the major requires that students have completed at least one government course (preferably 
an introductory-level course, including GOvT101) with a grade of  B- or better and have completed, additionally, stage i of  the General 
education expectations. students who have not satisfied these requirements may apply for the government major, provided that, at 
the time they apply, they are enrolled in their first government course and/or in a course that satisfies stage i expectations. students 
will not be formally admitted to the major, however, unless they successfully complete the requisite course or courses by the end of  the 
semester in which they apply.
in addition to all of  the stipulations above, majors must also meet the following requirements:
1.	 Depth	in	and	breadth	across	the	concentrations.	the minimum number of  introductory and upper-division courses required to complete 

a concentration is four, with the stipulation that no fewer than three of  the four courses counting toward the concentration must be 
completed at Wesleyan. Majors must take at least one upper-division course in three of  the four concentrations. 

2.	 General	Education	Expectations.	satisfaction of  stage 1 of  the general education expectations is required for admission to the major. 
students who are currently enrolled in classes satisfying the expectations at the time of  application to the major may be admitted 
to the major provisionally. note that satisfaction of  both stages 1 and 2 of  the general education expectations is required to receive 
honors in government. 

3.	 Pacing	of 	courses	in	the	major.	students who have not completed at least four courses for government credit by the end of  their junior 
years must drop the major. 

4.	 Double	majors.	no student with a university GPa below B+ (88.33) may declare or maintain a government major if  he or she also 
has another major. this requirement will be enforced through the end of  the semester before the student is scheduled to graduate, 
i.e., normally through the end of  the fall semester of  the senior year.

American politics. GOvT151, 201-259, 366, 369-380. this concentration includes the introductory course, (GOvT151) and the following 
set of  upper-division courses: survey courses (GOvT201–209), advanced upper-division courses (GOvT210–259); and seminars and tutori-
als (369–380, 401–412). the concentration requires GOvT151. GOvT366, empirical Methods for Political science, may be credited toward 
the concentration. ideally, prospective majors in american politics and public policy should take GOvT151 in their first year. one or 
more of  the survey courses, GOvT201–209, should be taken next. the survey courses require either GOvT151 or sophomore standing. it 
is strongly recommended that concentrators take at least one course each in american history and in economics.
Comparative politics. GOvT157, 260–305, 381–385. the comparative politics concentration consists of  an introductory course (GOvT157), 
survey and intermediate courses (260–305), and seminars (381–385). a concentration in comparative politics requires GOvT157. students are 
encouraged to design a program that will provide depth in a particular subfield: modern liberal democracies, one-party socialist regimes 
with developed economies, or third World developing societies. Courses for the concentration should include one or two survey courses 
and two or more intermediate courses and seminars.
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International politics. GOvT155, 306–336, and 386-390. a concentration in international politics requires GOvT155. students are encour-
aged to distribute other department courses required for the major among the other concentrations. they should also consider the 
Certificate in international relations awarded by the Public affairs Center.
Political theory. GOvT159, 337-360, and 391–399. a concentration in political theory requires four upper-division political-theory cours-
es; two of  these should be drawn from the GOvT337, 338, 339 sequence, which provides a survey of  major political theorists in the 
Western tradition. GOvT159 is strongly recommended.
Honors program. departmental honors in government may be awarded through one of  two tracks: the thesis track or the exam track. 
this dual track system is effective beginning with the Class of  2011 and is described in more detail below and on the department’s 
Web site. 
I. Entry into the government Department honors program 
 early in the spring semester of  each year, the department of  Government’s Committee on Honors will identify and nominate ap-

proximately 20 students in their junior years as potential candidates for departmental honors. the nominations will be submitted to 
the entire department faculty for amendment and approval.   

 students designated as honors-eligible will be informed by the department and invited to apply to write an honors thesis. all honors-
eligible students may apply, but this track will only be open to a limited number of  students who submit a compelling research 
statement and have the support of  a faculty mentor. to apply, students must submit an application and a prospectus in late March 
that will be forwarded by the students’ thesis advisors to the department for its review and approval. 

 Honors-eligible students who do not apply to write theses and students whose theses proposals are not approved by the department 
remain eligible to pursue departmental honors via the examination track and will be thus informed. 

 the schedule for determining eligibility for the various honors tracks will be made in a timely fashion and in advance of  the spring 
semester preregistration period. 

 a second “late” entry into the exam track will occur after the fall semester of  the senior year. at that time, the department chair will 
identify students, if  any, who were not eligible for honors in the second semester of  the junior year. the late entry is designed to 
accommodate those students whose performance improves significantly during junior year (spring semester) and fall semester of  the 
senior year. late entrants are restricted, however, to the exam track.

II. The Thesis honors Track
 students approved for the thesis honors track will be required to enroll in the Capstone thesis seminar (GOvT358) during spring 

preregistration for the fall semester. the seminar will be a permission-of-instructor course to accommodate students other than those 
approved to write department theses (see below), should space be available. 

 Before departing for the summer, students will expand on the March prospectus in consultation with the students’ faculty mentors/
thesis advisors. as part of  this process, the students and mentors/advisors will develop a summer reading list/research activity 
schedule.  

 the Capstone thesis seminar	will meet weekly during the fall semester of  the senior year. successful completion of  this seminar 
will require one or two chapters of  high quality that at a minimum contain the following:

• an articulation of  the central question of  the thesis 
• a review of  the literature that addresses that question 
• a research design statement 
• an articulation of  the theory/argument of  the thesis 
• a detailed outline of  the thesis 

 students who fail to meet this minimum requirement, or who otherwise do not perform satisfactorily in the seminar, will no longer 
be eligible to pursue the thesis honors track. they would, however, be allowed to pursue the exam honors track. 

 during the fall semester, the usual function of  thesis advising will be divided between the instructor of  the Capstone thesis seminar	
and the actual thesis advisor. during this fall semester, the instructor will work closely with the student to develop the thesis literature 
review, methodology, and structure. the thesis advisor will act as a consultant during the fall semester, meeting as needed to advise 
the student on these matters (likely 3–4 times in the fall). in the spring semester, the instructor’s role in the thesis would end. all of  
the thesis advising duties would revert to the thesis advisor (who would enroll the thesis student in the 410 tutorial).  

 on a space-available basis (defined as a class size not exceeding 15), nongovernment students may, at the discretion of  the instructor, 
be allowed to enroll in the Capstone thesis seminar. Maximum thesis length will normally be 100 pages (plus the bibliography). 

III. The Exam Track  
 students wishing to take this option may enroll in a directed reading seminar, Capstone seminar in Political science (GOvT359),	dur-

ing the spring semester of  their senior year. only those students eligible for honors will be allowed into this course. 
 the Capstone seminar in Political science will focus on the exam readings for the general portion of  the exam, many of  which will 

overlap with works in the various subfields in which students concentrate. a list of  both general political science readings and more 
specialized readings in each of  the concentrations will be created and posted on the government Web site. the exam will consist 
of  five questions of  which the student will be required to answer two. the page limit is five double-spaced, typed pages for each 
part (10 pages total on the exam). the grade for the seminar would be a function of  the evaluation of  the exam taken at the end of  
the second semester. High honors, honors, and no honors will be granted separately from the grade in the course (i.e., two separate 
determinations by the reader). the task of  grading will be divided among the department in a manner to distribute the work load 
equally among active faculty. 
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Iv. class cancellation 
 if  a Capstone seminar does not have enough students to meet the academic affairs minimum requirements for the course to count 

as a class (5 students), that course will be cancelled and:  
• the thesis track would revert to the traditional process of  the student enrolling in 409 in the fall and 410 in the spring, provided that 

an advisor is available and willing to advise the student. failing that, the student remains eligible for the exam track. Maximum thesis 
length would remain approximately 100 pages.  

• the exam track would revert to a student-directed preparation effort to read and interpret the material on the reading list. the exam 
would take place as planned above.  

 the decision to cancel the thesis track seminar will be made at the end of  registration in the spring. the decision to cancel the exam 
track seminar will be made at the end of  registration in the fall.  

v. Review
 the department will evaluate this new system in its third year, after it has been in operation for two full years. 

Department activities. Please see the Government department Web site for more information, www.wesleyan.edu/gov

GOvT101 Introduction to Political Science
this course provides a general introduction to the concepts used 
in political science. the kind of  questions that political scientists 
ask about human society differs form those asked by economists, 
sociologists, anthropologists, or historians. People use politics not 
only to advance their interests but also to defend their identities, 
and, in pursuit of  these goals, they create institutions that take 
on a life of  their own. the most important such institution, the 
state, will be the focus of  this course. How and why did the state 
arise? Why do states go to war with each other, and why do they 
colonize other states? What are the different ways in which states 
are organized? What is the relationship between the state and eco-
nomic development? What exactly is liberal democracy, and why 
has it become the prevalent form of  state organization? is the 
system of  government in the United states a model for others 
to follow, or a special case? What happens when states collapse?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT105 Culture and Cuisine
in a broad sense, cuisine—the culture of  food—includes such 
things as the social institution of  the restaurant and social prac-
tices of  dining, the development of  home economics and culinary 
professionalism, cookbooks and food writers (including M. f. K. 
fisher, Calvin trillin, the sterns, Paula Wolfert, and John thorne) 
as a distinctive literary genre, attitudes and beliefs about health 
and diet, and many other things. its breadth and impact on daily 
life make cuisine an especially useful way of  understanding popu-
lar culture and society. food fashions and trends, for example, re-
flect larger social inclinations and changing understandings about 
such things as ethnic diversity, the role of  women in society and 
at home, and assorted philosophies about health, diet (witness fear 
of  food), and religion. our exploration will range across a wide 
variety of  materials, including scholarly books and articles, fiction 
good and bad, readings in popular journals and newspapers, films, 
and the internet.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT106 Politics and Ethics in Times of War
in this course, we will consider various political situations dur-
ing times of  war that raise ethical dilemmas for the participants 
and questions about the ethics of  actions taken. in particular, we 
will analyze individual and state-sponsored decisions and situa-
tions during World War ii and the vietnam War from a variety of  
ethical approaches to better understand the issues involved and 
values at stake. for example, we will examine, among other case 
studies, the Sonderkommandos at auschwitz in Poland, the Japanese-
american internment in the United states during World War ii, 
the My lai massacre, and Gi resistance, as well as the U.s. deci-
sion to use agent orange during the vietnam War. students will 
research and present on selected topics raised by the war in iraq.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT107 Law and Society
this course introduces students to the judicial process in the 
United states. it focuses upon the nature of  legal reasoning—or 
what i shall typically call “legal logic”—and the structure of  the 
legal process, both in federal and in state courts. We shall examine 
how the law works to resolve private disputes between citizens 
(especially through the law of  torts) and disputes between the 
state and citizens (especially through the criminal law). We shall 
also examine how the participants in the process understand their 
roles and how the logic of  the legal process influences not only 
the participants, but all of  us.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT151 American Government and Politics
an introduction to american national institutions and the policy 
process, the focus of  this course is on the institutions and actors 
who make, interpret, and enforce our laws: Congress, the presi-
dency, the courts, and the bureaucracy. the course will critically 
assess the perennial conflict over executive, legislative, and judi-
cial power and the implications of  the rise of  the administrative 
state for a democratic order. this course is designed specifically 
for first-year students.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.eiSner,.marc.a .—SEcT.:.02.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.lim,.elVin—SEcT.:.01.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.murpHy,.ruSSell.d .—SEcT.:.03.

GOvT155 International Politics
this introduction to international politics applies various theories 
of  state behavior to selected historical cases.  topics include the 
balance of  power, change in international systems, the causes of  
war and peace, and the role of  international law, institutions, and 
morality in the relations among nations.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Foyle,.douglaS.c .—SEcT.:.02-03.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.gallarotti,.giulio—SEcT.:.01.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.cHenoWetH,.erica—SEcT.:.02.
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.gallarotti,.giulio—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT157 Democracy and Dictatorship: Politics in the 
Contemporary World
in this introduction to politics in industrialized capitalist, state 
socialist, and developing countries, we explore the meaning of  
central concepts like democracy and socialism, the strengths and 
weaknesses of  different kinds of  political institutions (e.g., presi-
dentialism vs. parliamentarianism in liberal democratic countries), 
the causes and consequences of  shifts between types of  politi-
cal systems (e.g., the collapse of  state socialism), and the relations 
among social, economic, and political changes (e.g., among social 
justice, economic growth, and political democracy in developing 
countries).
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.peterS,.anne.mariel—SEcT.:.01.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Wiliarty,.SaraH.e .—SEcT.:.01.
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GOvT159 The Moral Basis of Politics
an introduction to upper-division courses in political theory, the 
course considers the basic moral issues that hedge government and 
politics: Under what, if  any, circumstances ought one to obey the 
laws and orders of  those in power? is there ever a duty to resist 
political authority? By what values and principles can we evaluate 
political arrangements? What are the meanings of  terms like free-
dom, justice, equality, law, community, interests, and rights? How 
is our vision of  the good society to be related to our strategies of  
political action? What is the role of  organization, leadership, com-
promise, and violence in bringing about social change? readings 
will include political philosophy, plays, contemporary social criti-
cism, and modern social science.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.cHaKraVarti,.Sonali—SEcT.:.01.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.ScHWartz,.nancy.l .—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT201 Applied Data Analysis
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Qac201.

GOvT202 The Administrative State
We live in a bureaucratic era, in a society in which the one-room 
schoolhouse, the volunteer night watch, and scribes hunched 
over accounts books are as anachronistic as the kerosene lamp, 
the horse and buggy, and the outdoor privy. these have been re-
placed by modern technology and modern management, and in 
the process, society has become increasingly dependent on bu-
reaucracies large and small—on complex organizations character-
ized by extensive internal specialization and staffed by all manner 
of  experts. the dependence is as marked in the private sector as 
in the public. But the public sector presents a special challenge, at 
least in a democratic society. in a democratic society, government 
is supposed to be dependent on and serve its citizens, but many 
claim the reverse is now the case. increasingly, it is said, govern-
ments are dominated by bureaucracies that have taken on a life of  
their own—as self-sustaining and self-directing forces that are far 
less subordinate to the electoral process than democratic theory 
would have it. this course will explore two broad questions with 
respect to bureaucracy in the United states. the first is whether 
people wish bureaucrats to be somehow subordinate to the elec-
toral process or whether they would prefer instead that politicians 
not interfere with the work of  the experts and professionals who 
run the bureaucracies. We will try to shed light on this question 
by examining a second, namely, past and present efforts to control 
the bureaucracy, focusing particularly on this country’s enduring 
faith in the efficacy of  institutional engineering.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT203 American Constitutional Law
this course is an examination of  the historical development and 
constitutional principles of  american government including in-
quiries into federalism, national and state powers, separation of  
powers, checks and balances, and due process. the primary fo-
cus will be on case law of  the supreme Court from the Marshall 
Court to the present.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Finn,.JoHn.e .—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT204 Quantitative Methods for Political and Policy 
Analysis
this course introduces students to logic of  social scientific analy-
sis and various quantitative research techniques used in the study 
of  politics and public policy. students will develop a competence 
in the use of  analytical skills essential for conducting original re-
search. the coverage of  quantitative methods includes descrpitive 
statistics, probability and sampling theory, and the deductive logic 
of  hypothesis testing and statistical inference, with a special em-
phasis on measurement, cross-tabulation, and regression. research 
problems and data sources are drawn primarily from the fields 

of  american politics and public policy. instruction in a statistical 
package, stata, is an integral feature of  the course. Knowledge 
of  calculus is not assumed or required.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.goVt151.

GOvT205 The Judicial Process
this course is an introduction to the judicial process in the United 
states. it introduces students to the nature of  legal reasoning and 
the structure of  the legal process, both at the federal and state 
level. We shall examine how the legal process works to resolve 
private disputes between citizens, how the participants in the pro-
cess understand their roles, and how the logic of  legal reasoning 
influences not only the participants, but the wider community as 
well. it is an introductory-level course.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT206 Public Policy
this course will provide a survey of  several public policies. it will 
begin with a discussion of  the logic of  public choice within the 
context of  political institutions, competing interests, and the im-
plications for institutional design and policy design. the remain-
der of  the course will be devoted to the examination of  several 
public policy areas including criminal justice, education, welfare, 
and regulation. By integrating theoretical literature with case stud-
ies of  different policies written from a variety of  perspectives, the 
course aims to develop analytical skills as well as an appreciation 
for the technical and political complexities of  policy making.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.goVt151
IDENTIcAL WITh:.enVS206.

GOvT214 Media and Politics
Mass media play a crucial role in american politics, as citizens 
do not get most of  their information about the workings of  gov-
ernment from direct experience, but rather from mediated stories. 
this course examines the evolving relationship between political 
elites, mass media, and the american public.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.FoWler,.eriKa.FranKlin—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT217 The American Presidency
this course has three aims: to survey the institutional development 
and current operation of  the presidency; to examine the politics 
of  presidential leadership, including the processes of  selection of  
governance; and to consider the interaction of  the two. topics 
to be addressed include the constitutional framework; federalist-
antifederalist debate, especially the american ambivalence toward 
executive power; historical development of  the office and its rela-
tion to party systems; the process of  nominating and electing the 
president; and the relationship of  the office to the other branches.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.goVt151
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.lim,.elVin—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT218 Congress and the Presidency
this course examines the interactions between two branches of  
our government and their impact on the politics of  legislation to 
better understand relations between presidents and Congress in 
the formulation and implementation of  public policy.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.goVt151.

GOvT219 Organizing for Popular Rule: State and Local 
Governments and the Future of the Democratic 
Experiment
no matter where you live, you are subject to some form of  public 
authority. in the United states, this includes a complex system of  
state and local governments—states, county, municipality, town-
ship, school district, and a host of  others, including some with 
exotic and unfamiliar names such as gores and surpluses. although 
at times overshadowed by the national government, state and local 
governments remain crucial actors in the nation’s system of  gover-
nance, raising and spending billions of  dollars annually and being 
responsible for such key functions as education, law enforcement, 
public health, and zoning. this course is about these govern-
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ments—what they are, how they are organized, what they do and 
how well they do it, and their place in a federal system that some 
insist is no longer truly federal. it is also a course about democracy 
and the ways state and local governments have given concrete ex-
pression to the ambitious but often ambiguous promises of  this 
political philosophy. democratic theory is not a comprehensive, 
detailed blueprint for action. it requires choices, and in the United 
states, these choices have been influenced by a persistent concern 
about the political competence of  ordinary citizens. this concern 
has been reflected over the years in the efforts by institutional 
engineers to distance policy making from politics and to replace 
parties and elections with professionalism. the result has been a 
wonderfully complex and often baffling system of  state and lo-
cal government that while at times seemingly nonsensical, in fact, 
makes a great deal of  sense.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT220 American Political Economy
Political economy addresses a wide range of  issues, including the 
ways in which public policies and institutions shape economic 
performance and the distribution of  economic power; the impact 
of  public policies on the evolution of  economic institutions and 
relationships over time; and the ways in which economic perfor-
mance impinges upon governmental decision making and political 
stability. this course examines the american political economy. 
We are thus concerned with examining the above-mentioned is-
sues to better understand how patterns of  state-economy relations 
have changed over the course of  the past century and the ways in 
which this evolutionary process has affected and reflected the de-
velopment and expansion of  the american state. the course will 
begin with an examination of  competing perspectives on prop-
erty rights, markets, the state, labor, and corporations. it will turn 
to an exploration of  the political economy as it evolved in the past 
century and end with a discussion of  contemporary challenges.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.goVt151
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.eiSner,.marc.a .—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT221 Environmental Policy
this course explores the history of  U.s. environmental regulation. 
We will examine the key features of  policy and administration in 
each major area of  environmental policy. Moreover, we will exam-
ine several alternatives to public regulation, including free-market 
environmentalism and association- and standards-based self-reg-
ulation. although the course focuses primarily on U.s. environ-
mental policy, at various points in the course, we will draw both 
on comparative examples and the challenges associated with coor-
dinating national policies and practices on an international level.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.enVS221.

GOvT222 Regulation and Governance
regulation describes an array of  public policies explicitly de-
signed to govern economic activity and its consequences at the 
level of  the industry or firm. this course will begin with an ex-
amination of  the history of  economic regulation and deregula-
tion. it will turn to explore the rise of  the new social regulation 
in environmental policy and occupational safety and health policy. 
the course will conclude with an examination of  regulation as 
governance. Understanding the limits of  traditional regulation 
and the need to address a host of  emerging problems, analysts 
have focused on various means of  integrating regulatory and 
nonregulatory policies, corporate practices, and the activities of  
nongovernmental organizations (e.g., trade associations, standard-
setting organizations, environmental groups). to what extent can 
changes in governance create a context for social learning and the 
generation of  solutions to problems that fall outside of  standard 

political jurisdictions (e.g., global climate change, occupational 
safety, and health in international markets)?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.enVS222
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.eiSner,.marc.a .—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT230 Political Communication
this course examines the evolving nature of  political and, in par-
ticular, presidential communication in american politics and the 
statement it makes on the nature and state of  american democracy.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.lim,.elVin—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT232 Campaigns and Elections
this course introduces students to the style and structure of  
american campaigns and how they have changed over time. We 
also consider academic theories and controversies surrounding 
campaign “effects” and whether or not parties, media, campaigns, 
and elections function as they are supposed to according to demo-
cratic theory. students will read, discuss, and debate classic and 
new scholarship in the field of  political and electoral behavior.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.goVt151
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.FoWler,.eriKa.FranKlin—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT249 The “Invention” of Free Speech
We tend to think of  freedom of  speech as a central element of  the 
american creed, an idea as old as the nation itself. But while the 
notion of  protecting speech appears in unusually direct language 
of  the first amendment (“Congress shall make no law...”), which 
was ratified in 1791, it wasn’t until the early and middle decades 
of  the 20th century that the supreme Court addressed what free-
dom of  speech meant in real terms. that era, defined roughly 
by cases emerging from the first World War and the landmark 
rulings of  the Warren Court in the 1960s, is the focus of  this 
course, a period of  enormous intellectual vitality in which some 
of  the nation’s greatest legal figures—oliver Wendell Holmes, 
learned Hand, felix frankfurter, louis Brandeis, Hugo Black, 
William Brennan, and Benjamin Cardozo—engaged in a crucial 
dialogue over the interplay between competing values: between 
speech and equality, speech and privacy, speech and security, and 
speech and community. their work, both speculative and experi-
mental, had the trial-and-error quality of  the laboratory at a time 
when so much of  modern life was being “invented”: not only the 
integration of  new machines like the automobile and the radio 
and the motion picture camera into the lives of  ordinary people, 
but new conceptions of  the relationship between government and 
citizen that led to the modern liberal states. We are living with 
the results of  that age of  invention that, for our purposes in the 
class, includes a society that values speech perhaps more than any 
in human history.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT250 Civil Liberties
this course, the politics of  civil liberties, introduces students to a 
uniquely american contribution (one that other Western democra-
cies have freely emulated) to the practice of  politics: the written 
specification of  individual liberties and rights that citizens possess 
against the state. Civil liberties is not, however, a course on law. 
it is instead a course in political science that has as its subject the 
relationship of  law to some of  the most fundamental questions 
of  politics. topics covered will include privacy, due process, equal 
protection, freedom of  expression, and freedom of  religion.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.goVt203
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Finn,.JoHn.e .—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT257 Everyday Forms of Resistance
Much of  the attention in contemporary american politics is given 
to mainstream forms of  political behavior in the form of  voting 
and electoral politics or to elite institutions such as the legislature 
and the presidency. the goal of  this class is to expose students to 
politics that often fall just below the lens of  american politics in 
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which ordinary citizens forge new ways to address the political 
system when for various reasons mainstream political participation 
is not available. these kinds of  activities include social movements 
and everyday forms of  resistance. to gain a better understanding 
of  why, how, and when ordinarily quiescent masses come together 
to impact the political process, we will analyze slave narratives, so-
cial movement theory, popular culture mediums such as music and 
films, as well as what has been called the hidden transcript. James 
scott defines the hidden transcript as those activities that happen 
just beyond public visibility that oppressed groups use to deflect, 
survive, and reject the demands of  the power. We will answer 
questions such as: How are social movements organized and what 
factors serve as catalysts for the birth of  social movements? When 
the political opportunity structure is not open to social movement 
behavior, how do oppressed groups find more hidden and subver-
sive ways to create a space for them in the political system? What 
role have music and art played in organizing political groups? 
What do members of  oppressed groups say about their treatment 
by the powerful in their private spaces such as journals, diaries, 
and folk tales? all of  these questions allow us study politics as 
it is, in the words of  Micheal Parenti, “viewed from the bottom.”
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam289.

GOvT258 Prejudice in Black and White
this course will explore the lengthy debate over the last two de-
cades surrounding the changing nature of  race prejudice. it will 
start with classic readings in the area and move to one of  the 
most important and contentious debates in the study of  american 
public opinion. We will explore both theories and methodological 
approaches to understand the way prejudice is defined and mea-
sured. Much of  this research will focus on black/white prejudice, 
but we will also attempt to generalize beyond this dichotomy. 
We will try to answer the following questions: is categorization 
based on race and other salient characterizations inherent to the 
american psyche? How is prejudice defined? How is race used 
both implicitly and explicitly in political decision making? How 
have race and race prejudice informed important american politi-
cal institutions and processes? How have innovations in the areas 
of  survey research and experimental methods allowed scholars to 
get around individual efforts to give only socially desirable an-
swers? these and other questions of  interests will be explored.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.goVt151
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam256.

GOvT259 Blacks in the American Political System
in this course students will examine the relationship between 
african americans and the american political system to gain a 
broader perspective of  the american political process. issues of  
leadership, representation, and strategies for empowerment will be 
addressed. We will consider both mainstream and nontraditional 
forms of  participation as we examine african america’s quest 
for political empowerment. We will also consider the behavior 
of  african americans within political institutional settings and at 
various levels of  government. it is hoped that this course will pro-
vide students with a structured opportunity to struggle with the 
issues challenging both scholars and interested citizens. What are 
some of  the historical dynamics shaping the relationship between 
african americans and the government? How much and in what 
situations have blacks been able to exert political influence? What 
are some of  the alternative forms of  participation that african 
americans have used when traditional channels have been closed? 
What are some of  the political psychological barriers to increased 
cooperation among blacks and other groups? How has the in-
creased presence of  african americans in traditional government 
institutions changed the face of  politics? last, can we generalize 

the african american case to emerging minority groups and their 
prospect for political incorporation? addressing these and other 
questions will be the foundation for this course.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam257.

GOvT265 Growth and Conflict in Asia
rapid economic growth in east and south asia is rearranging 
power structures in the region and in the world. this course will 
explore the causes of  economic growth and political evolution in 
east asian and south asian countries and assess the consequences 
of  such economic and political change for regional and global 
security. the course will address such questions as: Why has China 
achieved such rapid economic growth, and with what implications 
for regional and global security? What are the roots of  the conflict 
between india and Pakistan, and what are the prospects for recon-
ciliation? Why is poverty so widespread in south asia, and what 
might be done to alleviate it?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt265
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.toucHton,.micHael.ryan—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT269 The Politics of Minority Coalitions
this course will look at those factors that both encourage and 
hinder the formation of  coalitions among communities of  color 
around common interests. it will look at examples of  successful 
moments when coalition politics have led to political success for 
racial minorities in the american political process and when ani-
mosity among these groups has been effectively exploited to de-
crease their strength in the political process. We will look at histor-
ical and contemporary examples of  minority coalition building.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.goVt151
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam270.

GOvT270 Comparative Politics of the Middle East
this course will provide an overview of  Middle eastern politics 
since the fall of  the ottoman empire, analyzing the political, eco-
nomic, and social roots of  significant contemporary events. the 
primary focus of  the course will be to employ theoretical and 
historical accounts to explain domestic political phenomena, such 
as state power, regime type, social movements, and economic de-
velopment. the course does not substantially address the inter-
national relations of  the Middle east or the israeli-arab conflict.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.peterS,.anne.mariel—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT271 Political Economy of Developing Countries
this course explores the political economy of  development, with 
a special focus on poverty reduction. We discuss the meaning of  
development, compare latin american to east asian development 
strategies (focusing on argentina, Brazil, Mexico, south Korea, 
and taiwan), examine poverty-reduction initiatives in individual 
countries (including Bangladesh, Chile, and tanzania), and evalu-
ate approaches to famine prevention and relief. throughout the 
course, we pay close attention to the role of  procedural democ-
racy, gender relations, market forces, and public action in promot-
ing or inhibiting development.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[laSt271 or eaSt271].

GOvT272 International Relations of the Middle East
this course will consider the international relations of  the Middle 
east, including U.s. foreign policy in the region, inter-arab re-
lations, the arab-israeli conflict, and foreign economic policy. 
Course readings will include general international relations theory, 
region-specific/mid-range theories, and primary source/descrip-
tive accounts specific to the region.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.peterS,.anne.mariel—SEcT.:.01.
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GOvT274 Russian Politics
the course begins with a brief  review of  the dynamics of  the 
soviet system and the reasons for its collapse in 1991. the trau-
matic transition of  the 1990s raised profound questions about 
what conditions are necessary for the evolution of  effective politi-
cal and economic institutions. the chaos of  the yeltsin years was 
followed by a return to authoritarian rule under President Putin, 
although the long-run stability of  the Putin system is also open 
to question. While the focus of  the course is russia, students will 
also study the transition process in the other 14 states that came 
out of  the soviet Union. topics includes political institutions, so-
cial movements, economic reforms, and foreign policy strategies.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reeS280
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.rutland,.peter—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT275 Democracy in Developing Countries
during the last two decades, a trend toward increased democracy 
has swept through the developing world. this trend was late in 
coming, however, and has left many countries virtually untouched. 
in addition, the events of  recent years have often underscored the 
fragility and superficiality of  new democracies. this course will 
explore the challenges of  establishing, maintaining, and deepening 
democratic regimes in the developing world, with some emphasis 
on recent processes of  democratization. We will explore general 
conceptual and theoretical questions, as well as examine the experi-
ences of  three specific countries: argentina, egypt, and nigeria.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT278 Nationalism
nationalism is the desire of  an ethnic group, a nation, to have a 
state of  its own. it emerged as a powerful organizing principle for 
states and social movements in the 19th century and was integral 
to the wars and revolutions of  the 20th century. this course exam-
ines rival theories about the character of  nationalism and tries to 
explain its staying power as a political principle into the 21st cen-
tury. it looks at the role of  nationalism in countries like the United 
states, france, india, China, and Japan, and nationalist conflicts 
in northern ireland, Quebec, yugoslavia, the former U.s.s.r, and 
rwanda. the course is reading- and writing-intensive.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.rutland,.peter—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT284 Comparative Politics of Western Europe
the leading nations of  Western europe, Great Britain, france, 
Germany, and italy, have developed vibrant economies and sta-
ble democracies that differ in important ways from those of  the 
United states and from each other. this course explores the ability 
of  european economies to withstand pressures of  globalization 
and the capacity of  european democracies to integrate political 
newcomers such as women and immigrants. We address questions 
such as: does new labour provide a model for parties of  the left 
across the West, or is its success predicated on the foundations laid 
by thatcherism? With the limited ability of  the french people to 
influence politics, should we still consider that country a democra-
cy? Has Germany definitively overcome its nazi past, or does the 
strength of  German democracy rely on a strong Germany econ-
omy? How can we make sense of  the italian “second republic”?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Wiliarty,.SaraH.e .—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT286 Transitions to Democracy in Southern Europe and 
Latin America
this course will investigate the so-called third wave of  transitions 
to democracy as it played itself  out in southern europe and in a 
variety of  latin american countries. the course begins with an 
examination of  a general theoretical framework for transitions to 
democracy, with a special focus on the roles of  nondemocratic 
structures and legacies, of  the military, and social movements. the 
course continues by investigating several cases of  transition, in-

cluding spain, Portugal, Brazil, argentina, Chile, and nicaragua. 
it will assess and compare the motivations behind the different in-
stitutional choices in each country and their consequences for the 
consolidation of  democracy. finally, the course concludes with a 
discussion of  the role the United states plays in influencing the 
course of  latin american political developments.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt286.

GOvT294 Globalization and the Politics of the Middle East
the seminar explores major questions regarding the evolving role 
of  the state, the nature of  citizenship, opposition movements, and 
state-society relations in the Middle east within the theoretical 
framework of  globalization. the focus of  the course is on the 
inter-play of  external influences rooted in the global economy 
and domestic political systems. students will grapple with major 
theoretical debates about globalization as a structural, ideational, 
and technology-related phenomenon. they will be encouraged to 
move beyond the dominant Middle eastern exceptionalism nar-
rative by exploring the impact of  globalization at several levels. 
these include the prevailing development trajectories across the 
region, the reconfiguration of  state-society relations in light of  
the neoliberal model, social policy and welfare regimes, identity 
politics, trans-national social movements, as well as the new media 
and the emergence of  new forms of  political activism. students 
will draw theoretical inferences based on the regional literature 
and critically apply theoretical frameworks from the globalization 
literature to effectively analyze socioeconomic and political devel-
opments in the contemporary Middle east.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT295 Politics of East Asia
this course explores politics in east asia. We will investigate 
domestic political processes of  China, Japan, north and south 
Korea, and taiwan. We will compare political institutions, political 
cultures, and policy consequences in these political systems. issues 
related to regional economic cooperation, security, and their im-
plications for foreign policy of  the United states will be covered 
in GOvT326. east asia consists of  a diverse mix of  countries. By 
examining political systems of  east asia alone, we gain a lot of  
insights about functions of  political institutions around the world. 
We can observe a stable democracy, new democracies, and a to-
tal dictatorship. We can observe a parliamentary system as well 
as presidential systems. We can also trace historical processes of  
democratization and economic transition. the political leaders of  
China are not subject to the outright forces of  popular electoral 
competition. Japan is a relatively established and stable democracy, 
where a single dominant party has been in power for approxi-
mately 50 years. south Korea and taiwan are relatively new de-
mocracies that successfully underwent transitions from authoritar-
ian rule, where the partisan control of  the executive has begun to 
alternate. north Korea is a longtime military dictatorship. China 
has already begun to grow vibrantly, whereas Japan is at the stage 
of  economic maturity. in addition to building up familiarity with 
politics in east asia, students are expected to learn methods of  
comparative and social scientific reasoning.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt295.

GOvT296 Politics in Japan
this course is an introductory course in politics in Japan. it begins 
with an overview of  the Japanese political system: its historical 
origins, institutional structures, and main actors. the course then 
moves on to explore specific policy areas: industrial and finan-
cial policy, labor and social policy, and foreign policy. the course 
culminates in student research projects presented in an academic 
conference format of  themed panels.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt296.
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GOvT297 Politics and Political Development in the People’s 
Republic of China
despite the collapse of  the U.s.s.r. and eastern european 
Communist regimes since 1989, the People’s republic of  China 
(P.r.C.) has retained a one-party regime while it continues its eco-
nomic reforms begun in 1978, before reforms in other communist 
counties got under way. in contrast to former communist regimes, 
the P.r.C. is attempting socialist market reforms while retaining 
the people’s democratic dictatorship under the leadership of  the 
Chinese Communist Party. We shall examine the politics of  this 
anomaly, study several public policy areas, and evaluate the poten-
tial for China’s democratization.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt297.

GOvT300 Political Islam
this course will examine the origins, preferences, and organiza-
tion of  both non-violent and violent islamist groups, with a par-
ticular focus on the Middle east and Central asia. students will 
be exposed to case-specific material, doctrines of  political islam 
in translation, and broader theories of  social movements and state-
society relations from the field of  comparative politics.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.peterS,.anne.mariel—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT301 Comparative Political Parties
this course is an introduction to the study of  political parties and 
interest groups in democratic countries. the class examines both 
party systems (how the parties in a particular country interact) 
and internal party organization. after acquiring familiarity with 
the theoretical literature on political parties, we will assess this 
literature by looking at empirical examples.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT302 Latin American Politics
this course explores why some latin american countries have 
done better than others at promoting economic development 
and consolidating political democracy. during the 19th and 20th 
centuries volatile swings between democracy and dictatorship, 
growth and stagnation, and stasis and revolution were the norm 
in latin america. recently, however, countries such as Brazil, 
Chile, Costa rica, Mexico, and Uruguay have begun to enjoy the 
benefits of  stable economic development and democratic con-
solidation, wheras others such as Bolivia, ecuador, el salvador, 
Guatemala, and venezuela have remained mired in poverty and 
poor governance. in addition to addressing variation within latin 
america, the course explores why latin america as a whole dif-
fers from other world regions on various dimensions of  political 
evolution and economic development.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt302
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.toucHton,.micHael.ryan—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT303 The Evolution of War
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum303.

GOvT304 Environmental Politics and Democratization
this course explores the role that environmental movements and 
organizations play in the development and transformation of  
democratic politics. it examines the political role of  environmen-
tal movements in nondemocracies, transitioning democracies, and 
advanced democracies.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt304.

GOvT305 Middle Eastern States in Comparative Perspective
this course will draw upon theories of  state-building from the 
Middle east, early modern europe, latin america, and sub-saha-
ran africa to understand the development of  a variety of  Middle 
eastern states and their implications for social, political, and eco-
nomic organization. the course encourages students to question 
the boundaries of  “Middle eastern exceptionalism” relative to 

other developing areas while also explaining sources of  variation 
among the states of  the region.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT311 United States Foreign Policy
this course provides a survey of  the content and formulation 
of  american foreign policy with an emphasis on the period af-
ter World War ii. it evaluates the sources of  american foreign 
policy including the international system, societal factors, govern-
ment processes, and individual decision makers. the course begins 
with a consideration of  major trends in U.s. foreign policy after 
World War ii. With a historical base established, the focus turns 
to the major institutions and actors in american foreign policy. 
the course concludes with an examination of  the challenges and 
opportunities that face current U.s. decision makers. a significant 
component of  the course is the intensive discussion of  specific 
foreign policy decisions.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Foyle,.douglaS.c .—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT312 Technology and the International System
this course will focus on the impact of  technological advances on 
the historical evolution of  the international system. specifically, we 
will explore how technological changes and advances have affected 
the economic incentives and opportunities as well as the security 
concerns and power capabilities of  states over time. Major revolu-
tions in warfighting, communications/information, and transporta-
tion technology have not only changed the trade-offs states make 
between military and trading strategies, but have changed how 
power is actually defined in the international system. there will be 
a special emphasis on the relationship between a state’s size and the 
nature of  its foreign economic and security policies.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.goVt155.

GOvT314 Public Opinion and Foreign Policy
the relationship between leaders and the public remains a core 
concern of  democratic theorists and political observers. this 
course examines the nature of  public views on foreign policy, the 
ability of  the public to formulate reasoned and interconnected per-
spectives on the issues of  the day, and the public’s influence on 
foreign policy decisions. the main focus is on the United states, al-
though comparative examples are included. the role of  the media 
and international events in shaping public perspectives and public 
attitudes toward important issues such as internationalism and iso-
lationism, the use of  force, and economic issues will be considered. 
finally, the public’s influence will be examined across a range of  
specific decisions. this course provides an intensive examination of  
a very specific area of  research. as such, strong interest in learning 
about public opinion and foreign policy is recommended.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT315 Understanding Civil Wars: Internal Conflicts and 
International Responses
for the better part of  the 20th century, international security schol-
ars and practitioners focused on the causes and consequences of  
war and peace between countries, particularly the prospects for 
conflict among the great powers. nevertheless, since 1945 the 
vast majority of  conflicts have been within countries rather than 
between them. this course surveys competing theories about the 
causes, conduct, and conclusion of  the dominant brand of  conflict 
in the world today and examines how the international commu-
nity deals with these (enduring and often seemingly intractable) 
conflicts. topics examined include conflict prevention, conflict me-
diation, military intervention, peace implementation, peacekeeping 
and peace enforcement, and refugee crisis management. the course 
combines theories from international relations and conflict resolu-
tion with case studies of  recent and ongoing conflicts.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.goVt388 or goVt155
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.cHenoWetH,.erica—SEcT.:.01.
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GOvT322 Global Environmental Politics
this course examines different perspectives of  global envi-
ronmental politics.  issues covered vary but may include trade-
environmental conflicts, environmental justice, climate change, 
biodiversity, and management of  water resources. the course will 
consider the actors involved in these issues and the design and use 
of  international institutions for managing international coopera-
tion and conflict on these issues.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.nelSon,.micHael.B .—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT323 War in the 21st Century
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum323.

GOvT324 Africa in World Politics
this course examines africa’s role in world politics beginning 
with the continent’s first modern contacts with europeans and 
subsequent colonization. the dominant focus, however, will be on 
contemporary patterns of  international relations, considering how 
african political actors relate to each other and to the rest of  the 
world—especially China, europe, and the United states.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.nelSon,.micHael.B .—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT325 Solving the World’s Problems: Decision Making 
and Diplomacy
this course represents a hands-on approach to decision-making 
and diplomacy. it is designed to allow students to take part in dip-
lomatic and decision-making exercises in the context of  interna-
tional political issues and problems. important historical decisions 
will be evaluated and re-enacted. in addition, more current inter-
national problems that face nations today will be analyzed and 
decisions will be made on prospective solutions. finally, various 
modern day diplomatic initiatives will be scrutinized and renego-
tiated. the class will essentially function as a working committee, 
considering a different problem or issue each week.
 Preparations for decisions and diplomatic bargaining will 
rely both on assigned readings as well as additional outside ma-
terials collected by the students. a significant part of  the prepara-
tions and class activities will involve extensive team work.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.goVt155.

GOvT326 International Politics in East Asia
this course examines the nature of  international relations in east 
asia. topics will include the historical development of  interna-
tional relations in east asia since the mid-19th century, World 
War ii and its legacy, domestic institutions and foreign policy out-
comes, regional security issues, regional economic relations, and 
the implications of  these issues for the United states. in addition 
to building students’ familiarity with international relations of  
east asia, this course intends to expose the students to theoreti-
cal and empirical inquiry of  the international relations literature. 
through carefully reading and evaluating the course materials, 
students are expected to enhance their ability to make use of  
social-scientific reasoning and to present their own opinions in a 
logically consistent way.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt326.

GOvT327 Politics of Terrorism
this course analyzes terrorism as one form of  contemporary po-
litical violence. it will focus on the causes and consequences of  
terrorism against the state since the french revolution. it will also 
cover state policies. it employs an interdisciplinary, case-study-
oriented approach.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.goVt155 or goVt157 or goVt159
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.cHenoWetH,.erica—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT329 International Political Economy
in this study of  the politics of  international economic relations, 
emphasis will be placed on analyzing competing theories of  in-
ternational political economy. topics include trade, monetary re-

lations, foreign direct investment, north-south relations, techno-
logical innovation, and economic reform policies.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.goVt155
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.gallarotti,.giulio—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT330 The Causes of Modern War
the course explores the causes of  interstate war, with a focus on 
preventable causes. topics to be examined include the security 
dilemma, diversionary war, deterrence, power transition theory, 
misperceptions, the role of  regime type, and economic causes of  
war. these theories will be examined in the context of  some of  
the major wars of  the modern era, including the Crimean War, 
World War i, World War ii, Korea, vietnam, the six-day War, and 
the Gulf  Wars.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT331 International Law
international law plays an increasingly important role in global 
politics. this course will examine the interaction of  law and poli-
tics at the international level and how each influences the other. 
the course will examine the sources of  international law; the roles 
played by international organizations such as the United nations, 
the World trade organization, and the international Criminal 
Court; and the roles played by various participants in global gov-
ernance, including both state and nonstate actors. We will focus on 
several key issue areas, such as: human rights, economic governance, 
and the use of  force, war crimes, and terrorism. today it is impos-
sible to completely grasp global politics without an understanding 
of  international law. this course is offered to bridge that gap.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.nelSon,.micHael.B .—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT332 Politics of Arms Control
this course will investigate the roles of  military power and ar-
maments in international relations and explore states’ attempts to 
limit them to decrease the probability of  conflict and improve in-
ternational security. We will examine the concepts of  arms racing 
and arms control and evaluate various theoretical approaches for 
understanding these phenomena. specifically, we will also attempt 
to answer a number of  important questions. What, if  any, is the 
relationship between arms races and war? How do states approach 
innovation and technological change? How do they manage the 
crucial trade-off  between providing for one’s own security versus 
potentially improving the likelihood of  war by driving a rival to 
take similar actions? Can cooperative arms control initiatives sig-
nificantly reduce the likelihood of  conflict? Moreover, we will 
also attempt to discern practical lessons from past arms races and 
arms control initiatives to address current policy challenges such 
as the proliferation of  weapons of  mass destruction, regional arms 
races, and the activities of  rogue regimes.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.goVt155.

GOvT333 International Organization
nations have increasingly attempted to manage their interdepen-
dence through the use of  international organizations. this course 
represents a systematic study of  these organizations: their struc-
tures, impact, success, and failure. emphasis will be placed on 
analyzing competing theories of  international organization and 
evaluating current debates over the performance of  these organi-
zations in today’s most important international issue areas: secu-
rity, economic efficiency, economic redistribution, human rights, 
hunger, health, and the environment.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.goVt155
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.gallarotti,.giulio—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT334 International Security in a Changing World
the post-Cold War era has seen the end of  some threats to in-
ternational security and the rise of  others. this course considers 
how to define international security and how this process affects 
our conceptions of  international threats. the course considers 
the prospects for peace and conflict globally and regionally as 
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well as several vexing issues such as terrorism, disease, nuclear 
proliferation, nationalism and ethnic conflict, economics, and en-
vironmental issues.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT335 Game Theory and Political Theory
over the last two decades, game theory has become an increas-
ingly important, as well as a controversial, methodological tool for 
framing and understanding many problems in political science. 
it is indispensable for the rigorous understanding of  a number 
of  very general problems of  strategic interaction that span the 
entire field of  political science. examples of  such problems are 
collective action, commitment problems, moral hazard, signaling, 
etc. the principal aim of  the course is to introduce the students to 
the formal tools and concepts that underlie the analysis of  these 
problems in political science. the study of  the formal concepts 
will be combined with applications.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT336 International Relations of East Asia
this course will serve as an introduction to the international rela-
tions of  east asia. though the region has a much longer history, 
we will focus our investigation beginning in the mid-1800s to 
examine and understand the reactions of  the major powers (most 
notably China and Japan) to Western imperialism. from there we 
will follow their trajectories through the 20th century and con-
clude with an examination of  current political problems facing the 
region. the course readings will encompass a great deal of  histo-
ry, which we will review utilizing different analytical approaches 
and research traditions from the field of  international relations 
theory. in doing so, we seek to understand and unlock various 
“empirical puzzles,” to learn not just what happened at a given 
point in time, but why. do patterns emerge over time that would 
lead us to predict certain behaviors? How much do ideas matter 
versus material constraints? Can changes in identity fundamen-
tally alter our conceptions of  interest? By the end of  the class, we 
hope to answer some of  the questions with a deep appreciation 
of  the east asian experience and a confidence in applying various 
theoretical approaches.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.goVt155.

GOvT337 Virtue and Glory: Classical Political Theory
this course is a survey of  premodern political theories, with at-
tention to their major theoretical innovations, historical contexts, 
and contemporary relevance. Major themes will include the nature 
of  political community and its relation to the cultivation of  vir-
tue, the origins of  the ideas of  law and freedom, the relation be-
tween knowledge and power and between politics and salvation. 
readings will include Plato, aristotle, augustine, Maimonides, 
aquinas, and Machiavelli.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT338 Modern Political Theory
this course surveys major thinkers in political philosophy in 
europe from the 17th to 19th centuries. attention is given to the 
historical context of  these thinkers, their influence on one another, 
and the contemporary relevance of  their thought. topics addressed 
will include the relation among philosophy, language, and politics; 
the meaning and foundations of  rights; the notion of  property; 
the idea of  social contract; the ideas of  state sovereignty and indi-
vidual autonomy; the role of  reason in politics; the role of  nature 
and natural law in politics; the concepts of  liberty, equality, and 
justice; the idea of  representation; the meaning of  liberalism and 
the relationship between liberalism and democracy; the role of  tol-
eration; and the relation among identity, recognition, and politics.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.cHaKraVarti,.Sonali—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT339 Contemporary Political Theory
this course examines a number of  important 20th-century theo-
ries of  politics. Major issues include the role of  reason in ground-
ing the basic values and principles of  our moral and political lives, 
the moral and conceptual foundations of  liberal and civic repub-
lican democracy, and critiques of  liberalism from communitarian, 
critical theory, and postmodern perspectives. this course, together 
with GOvT337 and GOvT338, provides a survey of  major Western 
political theories; at least two of  these courses are recommended 
for students concentrating in political theory.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT340 Global Justice
this course examines the moral and political issues that arise in the 
context of  international politics. is the use of  violence by states 
limited by moral rules, and is there such a thing as a just war? are 
there human rights that all states must respect? should violation 
of  those rights be adjudicated in the international courts? are 
states justified in enforcing such rights beyond their own borders? 
is a system of  independent states morally legitimate? What, if  any, 
are the grounds on which states can claim freedom from interfer-
ence by other states and actors in their internal affairs? Must all le-
gitimate states be democracies? do states and/or individuals have 
an obligation to provide assistance to foreign states and citizens? 
are there any requirements of  international distributive justice?
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.moon,.J ..donald—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT341 Global Justice, International Pluralism, and War
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum341.

GOvT342 Forms of Freedom: Anarchism, Socialism, and 
Communitarianism
What is freedom, and what political forms might it take? We 
will examine 19th- to 21st-century anarchist, socialist, and com-
munitarian thought in europe and america: ideas of  communal 
freedom and individual liberty; the state and civil society; delib-
eration and emotion; and authority, technology, power, and pas-
sion.  also, how are theory and action joined in these theories and 
movements?
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT343 Political Representation
Why do we have political representation? is it inferior to direct 
democracy? is a representative supposed to stand and act for the 
people who elected him, or for the party platform, or the entire 
constituency, or his or her own conscience about what is right? 
We will read theoretical and empirical works on america and 
other countries and study social movements and political parties 
as key mediating institutions. We’ll ask how representation con-
nects the individual to governing and to sovereignty, citizenship, 
identity, and community.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT344 Religion and Politics
How has religion affected political institutions and ideologies, and, 
in turn, been affected by them? Which religious values and institu-
tions are compatible with democracy, and which ones go beyond 
democracy? do political movements based on religion change the 
moral basis of  a constitutional state? Can the concepts of  law in 
religion and politics be reconciled? We will explore the relation of  
three monotheisms—Judaism, Christianity, and islam—to political 
life in nation-states and empires through theoretical and empirical 
readings from ancient, medieval, and modern times.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.ScHWartz,.nancy.l .—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT347 Caring, Rights, and Welfare
this seminar examines the ambivalences and ambiguities of  a poli-
tics of  care as manifested by contemporary welfare states. ideally, 
the welfare state is supposed to guarantee the social rights of  citi-
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zenship, enabling everyone to attain a life of  autonomy and dig-
nity. yet, its core policies—in the areas of  income maintenance, 
education, medical care, and housing—often have the effect of  un-
dermining these values in certain ways while at the same time pro-
moting them in other ways. By focusing on specific problems and 
cases, we will examine the moral and political principles involved 
and the dilemmas of  policy we face. the types of  issues to be con-
sidered include the treatment of  the mentally ill and the homeless, 
family policy including child support and family law, education, 
welfare dependency, and modes of  provision of  medical care.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT349 Justice
in this course we will critically examine different ways in which 
justice figures in political theory and in politics. the course will 
focus on a critical examination of  different conceptions of  social 
justice, with a special emphasis on rawls’ theory and its critics. a 
section of  the course will examine issues pertaining to interna-
tional or global distributive justice. We will also take up related 
issues such as human rights, tolerance, moral pluralism, and the 
limits of  justice.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT352 Critical Theory
this course investigates the development of  a particular school of  
20th-century social theory known as critical theory. influenced by 
Hegel, Marx, nietzsche, and freud, the critical theorists sought to 
move beyond standard class-based approaches in social analysis 
to investigate the unique challenges posed by capitalism, modern 
bureaucracy, and mass politics. We will read the works of  theodor 
adorno, Max Horkheimer, Walter Benjamin, Herbert Marcuse, 
and Jurgen Habermas, among others. the course will consider the 
strengths and limitations of  critical theory by looking at feminist, 
postmodernist, and liberal critiques.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT354 Genocide in the 20th Century
this course will examine mass murder in the 20th century. through 
the careful analysis of  four modern genocides—armenia, the 
Holocaust, Cambodia, and rwanda—we will investigate defini-
tions and conceptions of  genocide and consider its place in his-
tory. We will also discuss different theories of  responsibility, guilt, 
justice, and evil; issues of  survivorship (among both victims and 
perpetrators); and gradations of  political violence. the final weeks 
of  the course will be devoted to considerations of  international 
criminal tribunals, truth commissions, and human rights.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT355 Political Theory and Transitional Justice
transitional justice refers to the variety of  legal, political, and 
social processes that occur as a society rebuilds after war and in-
cludes war crimes trials, truth commissions, and the creation of  
memorials. although the term “transitional justice” is a recent one, 
the philosophical issues contained within it are at the core of  po-
litical philosophy. What kind of  society is best? What is the rela-
tionship between political institutions and human nature? What 
does justice mean? the purpose of  this course is to understand the 
issues of  transitional justice from both practical and philosophical 
perspectives and will include the case studies of  World War ii, 
south african apartheid, and the genocide in rwanda.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.cHaKraVarti,.Sonali—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT358 Capstone Thesis Seminar
this course is for students approved for the thesis honors track. 
successful completion of  this seminar will require one or two 
chapters of  high quality.  further information about the govern-
ment honors thesis track is available on the department web site.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.nelSon,.micHael.B .—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT359 Capstone Seminar in Political Science
this discussion-based course considers core readings from each 
of  the four political science subfields: political theory, comparative 
politics, international politics, and american politics. Core ques-
tions that cut across each of  the subfields—What is the nature of  
good governance? How should conflict be managed? Who should 
rule?—will provide the course’s focus.
 the course is primarily designed as preparation for taking 
the honors exam at the end of  the spring semester. students who 
have not been admitted into the honors program will be admitted 
into the course on a space-available basis during drop/add.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Foyle,.douglaS.c .—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT360 Tocqueville Then and Now: Theories of Democracy 
and Revolution
We will consider the writings of  alexis de tocqueville, who par-
ticipated in french politics and wrote an illuminating analysis of  
american political culture. What did tocqueville think about the 
relationship of  aristocracy to democracy and of  social class to 
political institutions? How are equality, individualism, and politi-
cal and civil associations related, and what are the possibilities for 
greatness, revolution, and freedom? How have conditions changed 
since he wrote, and how might he analyze america today? We’ll 
also ask about being an intellectual in political life, starting with 
his personal recollections and involvements and moving on to ours.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT366 Empirical Methods for Political Science
this course is an introduction to the concepts, tools, and methods 
used in the study of  political phenomena, with an emphasis on 
both the practical and theoretical concerns involved in scientific 
research. it is designed to get students to think like social scien-
tists and covers topics in research design, hypotheses generation, 
concept/indicator development, data collection, quantitative and 
qualitative analysis, and interpretation.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.goVt151 or goVt155 or goVt157 or goVt159
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.FoWler,.eriKa.FranKlin—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT369 Black Power Movements in the 1970s
this course will examine the lasting cultural and political impact 
of  black power movements in the United states in the 1970s. it 
will examine its black nationalist ideological foundations, mem-
oirs and critical essays, cinematic and artistic texts, and recent 
scholarly works on the politics of  the era. students will have the 
opportunity to understand and explore the political importance of  
this era as well as consider the long-term impact of  this time on 
contemporary black politics.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam367.

GOvT370 Researching Race and Politics
this course is intended to be an extension of  GOvT258 that exam-
ines research methods and the study of  white racial attitudes. in 
GOvT258, we spend time discussing research design and analysis 
and students are required to create an in-depth research design. 
in this course, students will be given the opportunity to expand 
those research design papers into full-length research papers that 
analyze data and report findings.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.goVt151.

GOvT371 American Constitutional Theory
in the first few weeks of  the course, we shall read and discuss 
recent works on the subject of  constitutional interpretation gener-
ally, as well as highly detailed works in the subfield of  due process 
and equal protection. We shall experience the enterprise of  consti-
tutional interpretation in much the same fashion as the american 
supreme Court does: as an activity bounded by the constitutional 
document, legal logic, politics, and precedent.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.goVt250 or goVt203.
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GOvT372 Topics in Jurisprudence
this is an advanced seminar in which we shall explore classic trea-
tises and important new works in anglo-american jurisprudence. 
among the topics we will consider are the nature and origins of  
law, crime and punishment, law and morality, feminist legal theo-
ry, critical legal studies, and critical race theory.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.goVt203 or goVt250.

GOvT373 Comparative Constitutional Politics
this course examines constitutional interpretation, conceived as 
a broadly political, legal, and literary enterprise, in the United 
states, the federal republic of  Germany, Canada, Japan, australia, 
italy, ireland, and sometimes india. our purpose is to understand 
how a variety of  constitutional democracies have chosen to con-
ceptualize, and to resolve, a number of  basic problems inherent in 
the ideal and practice of  constitutional government.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT374 Seminar in American Political Economy and Public 
Policy
this seminar explores key theoretical debates in american political 
economy and public policy. the seminar will begin with an exami-
nation of  competing theoretical perspectives (public choice, insti-
tutionalism, and class theories). it will turn to a consideration of  
competing forms of  economic governance and the role of  the state 
and public policy in shaping the evolution of  governance regimes 
and the larger political economy.  We will then consider some of  
the unique features of  the U.s. political economy that have long-
term consequences for performance and regime stability. over the 
course of  the semester, we will have the opportunity to examine 
the role of  ideas in the economic policy process, the role of  tax 
expenditures in the U.s. welfare state, the long-term liability crisis, 
and the factors that shaped the recent financial collapse.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.eiSner,.marc.a .—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT375 American Political Development
this course introduces students to a scholarship and a method of  
analysis that melds the historical with the institutional, applied to 
understanding the evolving state/society relationship in american 
political life. We will examine the ways in which developing state 
institutions constrain and enable policy makers; the ways in which 
ideas and policy-relevant expertise have impacted the develop-
ment of  new policies; the ways in which societal interests have 
been organized and integrated into the policy process; and the 
forces that have shaped the evolution of  institutions and policies 
over time. this seminar will provide an opportunity to survey the 
literature drawn from several theoretical perspectives in the field 
and to consider competing arguments and hypotheses concerning 
the development of  the american state and its changing role in 
the economy and society.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.lim,.elVin—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT376 The Conservative Revolution in American Politics 
and Policy
the past three decades have witnessed a conservative revolution in 
american politics. republicans have gained control of  the presi-
dency for most of  this period and, in the decade following the 
1994 midterm elections, controlled the Congress and most of  
the statehouses. Moreover, a number of  conservative policy think 
tanks have been highly influential in shaping the debates over 
social and economic policy. this sea change in american politics 
has had profound implications for a host of  public policies (in-
cluding economic policy, educational reform, welfare reform, and 
foreign policy). to what extent have republican victories consti-
tuted victories for conservatism? in light of  the 2006 midterm 
elections and the 2008 presidential election, has  the conservative 
movement run its course? Can it accommodate broader changes 

in american society, culture, and public opinion? it is the core as-
sumption of  this course that one cannot understand contemporary 
politics and the prospects for a resurgent liberalism without under-
standing the rise of  conservatism and the principles underlying 
the arguments and reforms promoted by its key figures.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT378 Popular Sovereignty and Popular Ruler in the 
United States: An Exploration
this course will explore major ideological and institutional shifts 
in the ways political elites and citizens view government and the 
impact this thinking has had on popular rule in the United states. 
the seminar is intended to afford senior majors the opportunity to 
meet and discuss issues more fully than is possible in regular de-
partment courses, including the justification, in democratic theory, 
for the administrative state and strong executive leadership, as well 
as the ways in which a more centralized federal system promotes, 
or undermines, meaningful citizen participation.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT379 The Politics and Theory of the First Amendment: 
The Religion Clauses
this course will examine the historical origins, philosophical 
foundations, and case law of  the religion clauses of  the first 
amendment to the United states Constitution. among the issues 
we will consider shall be what types of  expression and religious 
belief  the amendment protects and what it does not protect. in 
each of  these areas, and in the other areas we will cover, our pur-
pose will be to explore the fundamental issues in democratic and 
constitutional theory that these subjects raise.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.goVt203 or goVt250.

GOvT380 Polls, Politics, and Public Opinion
ordinary american citizens know little about politics and often 
appear as if  they have few consistent opinions; yet elected of-
ficials, aspiring candidates, media, and organized interests spend 
considerable time scrutinizing political polls, which are increas-
ing in number. Can citizens be uninformed and public opinion 
informative at the same time?  if  so, what are the implications for 
democratic representation? and how important is it to differenti-
ate between polling methodologies? this course provides an in-
depth examination of  both the theoretical and practical issues in-
volved in the measurement, analysis, and solicitation of  american 
public opinion through survey research. in addition to providing 
a detailed look at developments in the field of  public opinion 
and the politics that shapes opinion change, the class will gain 
experience with designing, implementing, and analyzing opinion 
polls. students will not only become educated consumers of  pub-
lic opinion data, they will also get extensive practice analyzing 
and writing about quantitative information.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.FoWler,.eriKa.FranKlin—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT381 The Political Economy of Oil
this course examines the strategic, political, and economic aspects 
of  the global oil and gas industry. on one side is the U.s. as the 
dominant energy consumer, for whom securing oil supplies has 
been a major strategic priority since the 1930s. on the other side 
are a variety of  producer countries, for whom oil has brought 
wealth but also political instability and conflict. Political scientists 
actively debate the impact of  oil on the prospects for democracy 
and economic development. it is also important to understand the 
structure of  the industry and the goals of  the corporations that 
make it up. students will complete case studies of  individual pro-
ducer countries and oil companies. the cases selected will cover 
the whole range—the Middle east (saudi arabia, iran, etc.), russia 
and Central asia, and developing countries (venezuela, nigeria, 
etc.)—not to forget other cases such as norway and trinidad. We 
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will also examine the phenomenon of  peak oil and the rise of  
natural gas and other fuels.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT382 Civil Society in Comparative Perspectives
this course is an overview of  civil society around the world. the 
main theme of  the course is civil society’s role in mediating the 
dynamic interaction between the society and the state. We will ex-
amine the full range of  civil society from local volunteer associa-
tions to international nongovernmental organizations, exploring 
the ways that these organizations influence governmental policy 
as well as how they are affected by governmental authority. the 
course will examine civil society in the advanced democracies of  
north america, europe, and asia, and well as in several develop-
ing countries in different regions.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt382.

GOvT383 East Asian and Latin American Development
since 1960, east asian countries like south Korea and taiwan 
have done better than latin american countries like argentina, 
Brazil, and Mexico in achieving economic growth, equitable 
income distribution, and better living standards for their popu-
lations. to explain this development difference, scholars have 
focused alternatively on cultural values, market friendliness, in-
dustrial policy, human resource investment, natural resource en-
dowment, geopolitical situation, and other factors. this seminar 
will assess the strengths and weaknesses of  these alternative ex-
planations, explore the successes and deficiencies of  development 
in each region, and attempt to derive lessons from the east asian 
and latin american experiences that may be relevant to develop-
ment in other parts of  the world.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[eaSt383 or laSt383].

GOvT384 Gender and the Welfare State
this course introduces students to the welfare state and ex-
plores how welfare state policies shape gender relations in north 
america and Western europe. through a variety of  polices such 
as parental leave, state-subsidized childcare, equal pay legislation, 
and worker protection policy, the state influences the choices men 
and women make about whether and how to be active in both the 
public and private spheres. the course uses gender as a lens to ex-
amine the emergence and historical development of  welfare state 
regimes. We will investigate different types of  welfare regimes 
and their implications for gender relations and the construction 
of  gendered identities.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS385.

GOvT385 Women and Politics
in this course we will study a variety of  topics related to the 
theme of  women and politics: women’s political participation, 
the gender gap, women in political parties, female leadership, and 
women’s issues. Because women’s political engagement is affected 
by their position in society and in the economy, we will also study 
topics such as inequality, power, discrimination, and labor force 
participation. While we will consider these issues in the United 
states, our approach will be strongly cross-national.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT386 Political Geography and International Conflict
all politics are embedded in geographical space. the purpose of  
this course is to introduce students to the often underappreciated 
role of  geography—both natural and constructed—in historical 
and contemporary international conflicts (and in their aftermath). 
the course will begin with an introduction to the theories of  geo-
politics, economics, and the spatial distribution of  territory that 
have (both explicitly and implicitly) informed both the strategic 
calculations and operational behavior of  political and military 

leaders across the ages. thereafter we will move onto a deeper 
exploration of  these concepts by examining them through the 
lens of  a variety of  historical cases, from ancient Greece to the 
modern-day United states. in exploring the cases, we will utilize 
primary and secondary sources, as well as maps, charts, political 
cartoons, and an array of  other historical documents and graphi-
cal resources.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.goVt155 or goVt157.

GOvT387 Foreign Policy at the Movies
recent research on public opinion has suggested that public atti-
tudes about foreign affairs are informed by many nonnews sourc-
es. this course examines the messages and information provided 
by movies with significant foreign affairs content. the questions 
considered are: What are the messages about international politics 
sent by the movies? are these messages consistent with the under-
standing of  the events and processes within the political science 
literature? What are the implications of  movies and the informa-
tion they provide for democratic governance? students will watch 
the movies outside of  class. Class periods will be devoted equally 
to discussion of  the political science concepts and their portrayal 
in films.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Foyle,.douglaS.c .—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT388 Theory of World Politics
this course is an analysis of  theories of  international politics. it 
considers general theories such as realism and liberalism as well as 
explanations of  war and of  state strategies. it also covers incen-
tives and structures for international cooperation.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.cHenoWetH,.erica—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT389 The Global Village: Globalization in the Modern 
World
Globalization is considered by many to be the most powerful 
transformative force in the modern world system. Modernization 
and technology have effectively made the world a smaller place 
with respect to the interdependence and interpenetration among 
nations, which are greater today than at any time in history. But 
while most agree on the transformative power of  globalization, 
many disagree on its nature and its effects on modern society. 
liberals hail globalization as the ultimate means to world peace 
and prosperity. Marxists see it as a means of  reinforcing the in-
equality and unbalanced division of  labor created by modern 
capitalism. still others, such as mercantilists and nationalists, see it 
as a source of  political instability and cultural conflict. this course 
analyzes globalization principally through this tripartite theoreti-
cal lens. it traces its origins and its evolution across the 19th and 
20th centuries. it also tries to determine the impact of  globaliza-
tion on the most important issues of  international relations today: 
on domestic and international political systems, on social relations, 
on cultural, and on international economic relations. through an-
alytical, critical and theoretical approaches, the course attempts to 
ascertain the nature and impact of  globalization; and ultimately 
shed light on the fundamental question: to what extent is glo-
balization a force for good and evil in the modern world system?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.goVt155.

GOvT390 Presidential Foreign Policy Decision Making
in the realm of  foreign policy, good choices can avoid or win 
wars, while poor choices can lead to disaster. although analysts 
consistently evaluate the quality of  U.s. presidential foreign policy 
decision making, the fundamental aspects of  good and poor judg-
ment remain controversial. With a focus on the U.s. presidency 
since World War ii, this course starts with a consideration of  the 
effects of  both individual character and decision making process-
es in determining the quality of  foreign policy choices. the ma-
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jority of  the course focuses on these issues through the intensive 
discussion of  case studies written by the students in the course.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT391 Weber and Marx
this course presents a comparison of  two theorists, Karl Marx 
and Max Weber, who decisively influenced 20th-century social 
and political thought. topics will include their views of  history, 
society, religion, politics, and the state; methods of  social inquiry; 
the nature of  power, authority, and rationality; and the possibili-
ties of  political action. readings will include selections from the 
major works of  Marx and Weber as well as Georg lukacs, who 
was influenced by both.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT392 Gender in Political Thought
What is the relation of  gender to politics? is politics a sphere 
of  power, authority, and action that inevitably privileges certain 
men? or is it the sphere of  freedom? feminist theory questions 
women’s relative exclusion from politics and recently has problem-
atized the concept of  gender. is participation in politics predicated 
on certain gender identities? do different experiences of  gender 
lead to different conceptions of  justice? We will read classical and 
contemporary theorists on the embodiment of  desire, on the emo-
tions, and public reason; on conflict, coalitions, and leadership in 
forming justice.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT393 Freedom and Necessity
are freedom and necessity opposed or complementary? am i at 
liberty to choose to do what i wish? or does social life require 
“the freedom to bind oneself  in the pursuit of  one’s ultimate ends 
to the available means” (lowith)? does freedom require reason 
to understand freedom’s grounds and virtues? What is the rela-
tion of  freedom to reason, will, and emotion? are there necessary 
conditions to social life, such as nature, gender, recognition, war, 
and death? We will examine the idea of  necessity—natural, ex-
istential, military, and political—to see whether it affects political 
freedom.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT395 Democratic Theory
although democracy has become the only legitimate form of  
government for most of  the world, its meaning is sharply contest-
ed, and many are skeptical that its promise can be realized. What 
are the conditions necessary for, in lincoln’s words, “government 
of  the people by the people for the people”? Can these conditions 
be realized today, given the large numbers of  people in a mod-
ern polity, the complexity of  the issues that must be decided, the 
enormous concentrations of  economic and other forms of  power, 
the growing prevalence of  cultural and religious diversity, and 
the increasing importance of  international and global forces? the 
seminar will examine these questions, with a special focus on the 
work of  John rawls.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT396 Justice, Forgiveness, and Reconciliation
this course will investigate the possibilities and limitations of  
justice and forgiveness in societies emerging from a recent his-
tory of  mass political violence. What are the moral and practical 
tools available for reconciliation, and how should reconciliation be 
understood? We will look at the uses of  truth commissions and 
trials in transitional societies, as well as the roles of  civil society 
and political elites, and consider how transitional political con-
straints affect ethical demands for accountability, victim recogni-
tion, truth-telling, the establishment of  the rule of  law, and the 
fostering of  reciprocal norms of  respect and tolerance.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt396.

GOvT397 Plato and Socrates: Philosophy, Politics, and Desire
Plato writes political philosophy through dialogues, in which his 
teacher and friend socrates is a central figure. What can we learn 
about politics from these conversations? Who should rule, and 
how? What is the relation of  our desires to more abstract ideas 
by which we might live together? We will read short and long 
dialogues from different stages in Plato’s life.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

GOvT398 What Is the Good Life?
Work, political participation, friendship, art, and justice: these are 
the components that political philosophers have long thought to 
be components of  a life well lived. How do these practices shape 
our identity and relationships with others? How do they contrib-
ute to a thriving society? How have theorists changed our under-
standings of  these core concepts over time? What happens when 
they come into conflict? this course will use these five categories 
to understand what the “good life” means from ancient, modern, 
and postmodern perspectives.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.cHaKraVarti,.Sonali—SEcT.:.01.

GOvT401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

GOvT409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

GOvT411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

GOvT465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

GOvT467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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History 
 PROFESSORS:  Judith C. Brown; richard H. elphick; nathanael Greene; Patricia Hill,	American	Studies; 

oliver W. Holmes; William d. Johnston; Bruce Masters; laurie nussdorfer,	College	of 	
Letters; William Pinch,	Chair; Claire Potter,	American	Studies; ronald schatz; vera schwarcz; 
d. Gary shaw; ann M. Wightman

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS:  demetrius eudell; erik Grimmer-solem; ethan Kleinberg,	College	of 	Letters; Cecilia Miller; 
Magdalena teter; Jennifer tucker

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS:  Courtney fullilove; Javier Castro-ibaseta,	College	of 	Letters; Paul erickson; lorelle d. 
semley; Kirk davis swinehart; leah Wright,	African	American	Studies

 InSTRUCTOR:  victoria smolkin-rothrock

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG 
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: Claire Potter,	United	States; oliver W. Holmes,	Intellectual; Gary shaw,	Religion	and	History; 

Magdalena teter,	Europe; William Johnston,	Worlds,	Empires,	and	Encounters; Jennifer tucker,	
Gender	and	History

History is not a body of  facts to be transferred from the erudition of  a professor to the memory of  a student. it is a way of  understand-
ing the whole of  the human condition as it has unfolded in time. like the other social sciences, it has established methods of  investiga-
tion and proof, but it differs from them in that it encompasses, potentially, every area of  human culture from the beginning of  recorded 
time. like the other humanities, it uses ordinary language and established modes of  telling its stories, but it is constrained by evidence 
left us from the past. education in history aims to produce students who can identify and analyze historical problems, interpret difficult 
bodies of  evidence, and write clearly, even eloquently.

of  course, you have to know a lot about some area of  the past to be a historian at all. the History department has defined six areas 
(concentrations) in which you may acquire this knowledge. two are geographically defined: europe and the United states. the others are 
thematically conceived and cut across geographical boundaries: intellectual history, religion and history, gender and history, and world 
empires and encounters. in addition, a student may construct his or her own concentration with the advice and consent of  an advisor. the 
requirements of  a concentration are met by taking six history courses that fall under its purview. Breadth is encouraged by the requirement 
that everyone take at least two courses outside the concentration and one course in the history of  the world before the great transformation 
wrought by industrialization. More intensive work in short periods or special problems is done in at least three seminars, one of  which 
(HIST362) is devoted specifically to introducing the varieties of  contemporary historiography and the variety of  methods and concepts that 
historians have worked out to understand the past.

finally, and most important, the department asks everyone to try their hand at real historical research and writing. this may take 
the form of  a senior thesis (required to graduate with honors; typically at least 80 pages long, requiring a two-semester research tuto-
rial), a senior essay (roughly half  the length, in a one-semester research tutorial), or a research paper submitted as part of  the work of  
the course.
Getting started in history. first-year students have preference in the fyi courses that the department schedules every year. like all 
fyi courses, these require vigorous class participation in discussion and are writing-intensive. for 2010–2011 the History department’s 
fyi courses are:
FALL 2010
• HIST101 History and the Humanities (oliver Holmes)
• HIST116 education in society: Universities as agents of  Change, 

ivory towers, or Knowledge factories (Judith Brown)

• HIST135 american food (Courtney fullilove)
• HIST137 the time of  Caliphs: a Cultural History of  islam’s 

Golden age (Bruce Masters) 
SpRINg 2011
• HIST102 History and the Humanities ii (oliver Holmes)
• HIST103 travel narratives and african History (lorelle semley) 

• HIST107 laughter and Politics (Javier Castro-ibaseta)
• HIST119 Contemporary europe (Cecilia Miller)

first-year students also have preference in enrolling in the gateway courses in european history, which are offered as follows in 
2010–2011:
FALL 2010
• HIST201 Medieval europe (Gary shaw) • HIST203 Modern europe (nathanael Greene)

SpRINg 2011
• HIST202 early Modern europe (laurie nussdorfer)
a sophomore seminar is required for the completion of  the history major. these courses require roughly the same kind of  commitment 
as fyi courses, but sophomores are given preference and the courses are more oriented toward history as a discipline. in 2010–2011 
the sophomore seminars are
FALL 2010
• HIST153 enlightenment Concept of  the self  (oliver Holmes)
• HIST164 france at War, 1934–1944 (nathanael Greene) 

• HIST176 science in the Making: thinking Historically about 
science (Paul erickson) 

• HIST194 the end of  the Cold War, 1979–1991 (ronald schatz)

SpRINg 2011
• HIST158 appeasement and the origins of  the second World 

War (nathanael Greene) 
• HIST175 american Utopias in the 19th Century (Patricia Hill) 

• HIST181 Ghandi (William Pinch)
• HIST190 Public life in the age of  theater: Madrid and london, 

1580–1680 (Javier Castro-ibaseta)
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HIST101 History and the Humanities
this two-semester course offers first-year students an opportunity 
to explore the humanities from a variety of  different disciplinary 
perspectives, traditionally Western as well as global, and to make 
connections between humanistic learning and history. the course 
is a small discussion seminar in which primary source materials, or 
classic texts, are used exclusively. an effort will be made to exam-
ine the interrelationship of  ideas in the different disciplines and to 
compare history, literary analysis, philosophy, and theory as modes 
of  inquiry and as ways of  thinking about documents and texts. 
the course thereby aims to provide students with the critical tools 
by which to analyze texts produced in the remote or recent past. 
the course also serves a related purpose: to familiarize students 
with the heritage of  Western historical tradition and to impart 
knowledge of  the crucial role of  history and the humanities as a 
component in general education. students may take HIST101 with-
out having to take HIST102.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.HolmeS,.oliVer.W .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST102 History and the Humanities II
this two-semester course offers first-year students an opportunity 
to explore the humanities from a variety of  different disciplinary 
perspectives, traditionally Western as well as global, and to make 
connections between humanistic learning and history. the course 
is a small discussion seminar in which primary source materials, 
or classic texts, are used exclusively. an effort will be made to 
examine the interrelationship of  ideas in the different disciplines 
and to compare history, literary analysis, philosophy, and theory as 
modes of  inquiry and as ways of  thinking about documents and 
texts. the course thereby aims to provide students with the critical 
tools by which to analyze texts produced in the remote or recent 
past. the course also serves a related purpose: to familiarize stu-
dents with the heritage of  Western historical tradition and to im-
part knowledge of  the crucial role of  history and the humanities 
as a component in general education. students may take HIST102 
without having taken HIST101.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.HolmeS,.oliVer.W .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST103 Travel Narratives and African History
this first-year seminar examines arab, european, african, and 
american travel narratives of  africa. We will focus on five regions 

and/or nations of  the continent: Ghana, algeria, swahili Coast, 
southern africa, and Congo-Kinshasa. first, while remaining cog-
nizant of  the biases of  the authors, we will mine travel accounts 
for descriptions of  local historical contexts during precolonial, co-
lonial, and postcolonial eras. second, we will explore what travel 
writing says about the author’s perception of  self, home, and 
“other.” Ultimately, we will determine how the image of  travel in 
africa influences both our perceptions of  africa and the writing 
of  african history, in general.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Semley,.lorelle.d .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST105 Jewish Tradition, Its Texts and Contexts
this course will explore the historical development of  Jewish tra-
dition through its texts and contexts, theory and practice. What is 
this tradition based on? How has it been shaped? We will examine 
the values it represents and the mechanisms of  transmitting these 
values from generation to generation. is it permissible to touch 
a menstruating woman? or eat with gentiles? Who is allowed 
to study the torah? Why does the prayer Jewish men say in the 
morning include negative definitions of  their identity when they 
thank God for not making them a woman, or a gentile, or a slave? 
What is the attitude toward war? the above questions are hotly 
debated by rabbinic authorities. reading major primary sources 
on which the Jewish tradition is based—the Hebrew Bible, the 
talmud, rabbinic responsa, Jewish chronicles—will help us to 
explore questions of  identity, religion, and gender; questions of  
boundaries; and questions of  the role of  history and memory in 
fashioning collective identities. reading these texts, we will also 
explore the historical context in which they emerged, and how 
this historical context shaped them, and how the subsequent gen-
erations had to wrestle with these established traditions to under-
stand them in their own contexts.
cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST107 Laughter and Politics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col107.

HIST114 Text and Context: Readings in Modern Europe
this seminar is designed to familiarize students with the use of  
primary documents as historical sources. We will explore a wide 
variety of  texts (literature, philosophy, art, and film) from 20th-
century europe and then contextualize them by placing them in 

Planning a history major. there is no single path to historical knowledge, nor any prerequisite for admission to the history major. 
related and supplementary courses in other disciplines will enlarge and enrich the student’s historical understanding. during the first 
two years of  college, students should consider the preparation needed for advanced work, not only the first courses in history and re-
lated subjects, but also foreign languages (discussed below), training in theoretical approaches to social and political issues, and perhaps 
such technical skills of  social science as statistics or economic analysis. first- and second-year students are encouraged to discuss their 
programs with any of  the department’s major advisors. students interested in a particular period or area will find historically oriented 
courses offered in other departments and programs.

Prospective majors may obtain application forms from the history department Web site: www.Wesleyan.edu/history/
HistoryMajorapplicationform.html and apply on line. any history faculty member may serve as an advisor, by agreement with the 
student, or a new major may choose the advisor designated for his or her field of  concentration. the advising experts for 2010–2011 
are Claire Potter, United	States;	oliver W. Holmes, Intellectual; Gary shaw, Religion	and	History; Madgalena teter, Europe; William Johnston, 
Worlds,	Empires,	and	Encounters; Jennifer tucker, Gender	and	History. for admission to the history major, a student must satisfy a departmen-
tal advisor of  her or his ability to maintain at least a B- average in the major program.
Foreign languages. Knowledge of  foreign languages is essential to most kinds of  historical inquiry and is indispensable to anyone 
planning graduate study in history. the department strongly advises all history majors to learn at least one foreign language. students 
concentrating in european history normally should acquire a reading knowledge of  a european language (modern or ancient) by the 
end of  the junior year. Wesleyan sponsors semester-long study programs with language training in several european countries, in israel, 
and in Japan and China. there are programs under different auspices for other countries and other continents.

Wesleyan credit for work done away from Wesleyan is assured only when the arrangements for study are made through Wesleyan, 
for instance, through the office of  international studies for certain formal exchange programs. in all other cases, a student must petition 
for transfer of  credit before going away to take the course(s). transfer of  credits does not automatically mean the credits will be accepted 
toward the major; history majors must consult their advisors in advance to be safe.
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their specific milieu. Case studies could include texts such as a 
short story from ian fleming’s James	Bond series in the context of  
post-World War ii europe or Picasso’s Guernica in the context of  
the spanish Civil War. What can such artifacts tell us about the 
time and place in which they were produced? What can they tell 
us about the authors who produced them? do our readings of  
these texts say more about the time when they were produced or 
the times in which we read them?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col114.

HIST116 Education in Society: Universities as Agents of 
Change, Ivory Towers, or Knowledge Factories
Universities are among the greatest yet among the most contested 
human achievements. from their founding to the present, they 
have raised questions about the role of  free speech, the relation-
ship of  science to religion, and the role of  universities in the ap-
plication of  new knowledge to law, government policies, medical 
practices, and military uses, to name just a few. through discus-
sions of  readings, presentations by members of  the university 
community, and other sources, this seminar will explore the mul-
tiple and changing roles that universities play in society, how they 
are structured, the ways they reflect and alter the cultures around 
them, and the reasons why they often become the battlegrounds 
for new ideas about the purposes of  education, the uses of  knowl-
edge, and the future directions of  society.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt117
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.BroWn,.JuditH.c .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST118 Baroque Rome
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col104.

HIST119 Contemporary Europe
this fyi course will introduce students to european political and 
economic structures, examine contemporary society, and analyze 
intellectual and cultural trends in europe today. the focus will be 
on Britain, france, Germany, italy, and spain.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.miller,.cecilia—SEcT.:.01.

HIST120 Empire, Nationhood, and the Quest for German 
Unity, 1815–1990
Was Germany destined to launch two world wars in the 20th cen-
tury? Were the roots of  Germany’s deviance from the path of  lib-
eral democracy deep or shallow, culturally determined or shaped 
more by circumstance? this course analyzes these and other ques-
tions in the fascinating and turbulent history of  modern Germany. 
We will begin our study by examining the political, social, and 
economic upheavals ushered in by the napoleonic conquests, 
highlighting the territorial, religious, and class divisions pulling at 
the fabric of  German society in the context of  revolution, rapid 
industrialization, and urbanization. We will then analyze the pro-
cesses that resulted in Bismarck’s unification of  Germany in 1871 
and how Germany’s nationalism, growing industrial power, and 
deep internal divisions contributed to a policy of  aggressive impe-
rialism that would challenge both the european and international 
status quo. the course carefully analyses the role played by these 
processes in the outbreak of  the first World War and will ex-
plore the profound impact of  war and defeat on German society. 
situating both the Weimar republic and national socialism in this 
context, we will subsequently study the rise of  Hitler, the second 
World War, and the Holocaust. the course will conclude with the 
Cold War history of  the two German states until the collapse of  
the Berlin Wall and reunification in 1990. the aims of  the course 
are to provide a firm grounding in the historical processes that 
have shaped modern Germany, to develop and refine the critical 
skills of  historical analysis, and to familiarize students with the 

major historical debates over the continuities and discontinuities 
of  German history.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST121 The Italian Renaissance
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col106.

HIST124 The Enlightenment and the Birth of the Modern 
World
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col110.

HIST125 The Great Separation: Politics, Religion, and the 
Modern West
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col115.

HIST128 Religion and Society in Modern Europe
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col111.

HIST129 The Past on Film
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Film160.

HIST130 Ten Photographs That Shook the World: Visual 
Technologies of Historical Memory
“Great photographs do not answer our questions. they show 
us why the questions must be asked…” When photographer 
Matthew Brady urged the federal government to support the cre-
ation of  a visual record of  the american Civil War as a kind of  
commemorative act, he presented photography as “the eye of  his-
tory.” for Brady, and for others since the dawn of  photography, 
the photograph could seem to provide unproblematic, direct ac-
cess to historical events, such that the overriding question for them 
about its use was simply how well the photographer had captured 
the reality on film. today, the widespread use of  photographs 
for historical or actual effect, whether in works of  history, visual 
documentation, television, museum displays, or teaching materi-
als, renders this rather unreflective attitude no longer possible. this 
leads us today to ask new questions about photography and its 
role in historiography: in what ways can photographs tell us about 
the past? do photographs differ in character from other kinds of  
historical sources? What conventions guide historical observation 
in photography, and how do they compare to those governing 
written sources? What role does the intention of  photographers 
play? Why do some pictures, and not others, acquire iconic power 
and come to represent in condensed fashion a historical mo-
ment? this seminar is an introduction to the history and theory 
of  photography from its invention in 1839 to the image-hungry 
present day. no prior knowledge of  history of  photography is 
assumed. the course is organized around the theme of  histori-
cal memory. We will examine how photographs shape the way 
that people experience and remember historic events, and we will 
discuss a variety of  different ways of  interpreting photographs 
as historical documents. to analyze the impact that specific im-
ages have had in society, discussions will focus on 10 photographs 
that “shook the world” with their revelations. these images might 
include, for example, “iwo Jima “; “old Glory” (1945); “Children 
fleeing a napalm strike” (1972); lewis Hine, “Making Human 
Junk” (1915); “Migrant Mother” (dorothea lange, 1936); the 
“Moonshot” color photograph (nasa, 1968); photographic por-
trait of  emmet till (circa 1955); first “spirit” photograph (William 
H. Mumler, 1869); abu Ghraib prison photographs; death picture 
of  Che Guevara (1967); and galloping/trotting horses (edward 
Muybridge). Particular attention will be paid to questions of  audi-
ence and circulation, as well as contexts of  production and visual 
display. the core assignment of  the course will be a 15-page in-
dividual research paper exploring some aspects of  historical in-
terpretation raised by an individual photograph, perhaps selected 
from the photographic holdings of  the davison art Center or 
the archives or microfilm records of  photographically illustrated 
newspapers and magazines in olin library.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt130.
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HIST131 The History That Literature Makes
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam183.

HIST132 Writing Historical Biography
this first-year seminar offers students the chance to write serious 
historical biography. How does character-driven narrative nonfic-
tion differ from traditional, i.e., explanatory, history-writing? Can 
narrative life stories advance an argument in the same way that 
more theoretical books do? How does the biographer conduct 
research and use his or her subject to make larger claims about 
that subject’s time and place? in addition to reading a range of  
distinguished writers and conducting independent archival re-
search, students will share their writing with one another in ses-
sions designed to sharpen their skills as stylists, researchers, and 
narrators. some writing exercises will be traditional, others more 
experimental. the seminar will have readings in common, with 
longer biographies assigned to and purchased only by individual 
students, who will present on their chosen biographies to the 
seminar. the final assignment—a 30-page biography of  a grand-
parent—will be submitted in installments of  three. there will be 
guest speakers and several films, too.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt132.

HIST134 Magic and Witchcraft in Early Europe
this course will examine the development and diversity of  forms 
of  magic and witchcraft in europe before 1600. We shall ask what 
magic is and how it relates to Christian and “pagan” religion and 
science. We shall examine how attitudes toward the magical, in-
cluding the saintly and the miraculous, constantly shifted in a world 
consistently committed to the possibility of  supernatural and ex-
traordinary powers. the course will examine both documents from 
the past and some of  the fascinating scholarship that historians 
and others have produced on such things as magic, miracles, rel-
ics, witches and witch-hunting, astrology, ghosts and demonology.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt134.

HIST135 American Food
this course investigates topics in the history of  food production 
from the colonial period to the present, with a special emphasis 
on the american contribution to the development of  world food 
systems and cultures of  consumption. topics addressed include 
the production of  agricultural commodities, development of  na-
tional markets, mass production of  food, industrialization of  ag-
riculture, and the recent emergence of  organics, slow food, and 
local movements.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt135 or enVS135]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.FulliloVe,.courtney—SEcT.:.01.

HIST136 India at War
this seminar will explore india’s long experience of  and preoc-
cupation with violence and will investigate in particular the ways 
in which they have shaped indian religion and society.
 india is often regarded as a land of  ascetic nonviolence. yet 
war is central to indian history and culture. one of  the core texts 
of  Hindu religion and philosophy, for example, is the Bhagavad	
Gita, “the song Celestial,” that recounts a conversation between 
Krishna and arjuna as the latter prepares to enter into a fight to 
the death against his friends and relatives, an internecine conflict 
known to the world as the Mahabharata. another ancient work, 
the Arthashastra, on statecraft and warfare, was authored by the 
enigmatic Kautilya (a.k.a. Chanakya) in the centuries just after the 
Buddha walked the earth; moreover, Kautilya was roughly contem-
poraneous with the emperor ashoka, famous for his conversion to 
Buddhism and nonviolence. More recently, the rise of  islam in 
south asia is thought to have been occasioned by widespread 
looting and bloodshed, as “ghazis”—warriors of  the faith—forc-
ibly brought the Hindu subcontinent under the “sword of  islam”. 

yet this era produced akbar, the Mughal emperor best known for 
his policy of  tolerance or “sulh-i-kul,” or “peace toward all”.  and 
fewer episodes in south asia were more drenched in blood than 
the Mutiny-rebellion of  1857, as indians and Britons killed each 
other in droves to determine the fate of  Britain’s indian empire. 
nevertheless, a mere 11 years after the cessation of  that conflict, 
a boy nicknamed Moniya was born in Gujarat who would grow 
up to become Mohandas K. Gandhi. and his nonviolent revolu-
tion would likewise be scarred by widespread communal violence, 
mass murder and rape, and national vivisection.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST137 The Time of the Caliphs: A Cultural History of 
Islam’s Golden Age
this class will introduce students to works that are considered 
to be among the great classics of  literature produced in islam’s 
“Golden age” (750–1258). in that era, Baghdad served as one 
of  the world’s leading centers for both scientific exploration and 
artistic production. We will explore the historical and cultural con-
text of  some representative works produced by Muslims in that 
era and discuss to what degree they represent values that are both 
specific to that culture and universal. among the questions to be 
explored are what makes a work a “classic”. does the definition 
of  a classic work of  fiction vary over time and place? Besides the 
Qur’an,	The	Tales	of 	the	Arabian	Nights is perhaps the best known 
literary work of  islamic culture. But in the arabic-speaking world 
it is considered “trash literature”. What accounts for the difference 
in reception?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.maSterS,.Bruce.a .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST140 The Long Civil Rights Movement in 20th-Century 
America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam151.

HIST142 Poverty in the United States
this seminar will address the history of  poverty and of  poor peo-
ple, focusing primarily on the production, consumption, and avail-
ability of  food. We will take as our assumption that food, hunger, 
and nutrition are political issues that are vital to how states, cor-
porations, and citizens understand their ethical obligations to, and 
power over, others. Placing events in the United states (such as the 
the food stamp program developed in the 1960s) in a compara-
tive global context, we will think about how different states and 
societies interact over, negotiate about, and imagine solutions to 
the problem of  feeding their people.
cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt142
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.potter,.claire.B .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST143 Interpreting Life on Mars: Scientific Data and 
Popular Knowledge
IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp143.

HIST145 Science in the Making: Thinking Historically About 
Science
this course introduces students to a range of  perspectives—drawn 
from history, sociology, anthropology, geography, media studies, 
and literary studies, among others—on how to write about the 
history of  science. throughout, the emphasis is on understanding 
the relationship between the histories of  science we can tell and 
the materials that our histories draw upon, from publications and 
archival documents to oral histories, material culture, and film. in 
addition to reading academic literature, students will gain prac-
tical experience working with historical sources and conducting 
original research. topics covered include scientific instruments 
and technology; the significance of  the place where science is 
done (from laboratories to outer space); scientific popularization; 
science, visual culture, and cinema; and gender, race, and science.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.
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HIST153 Sophomore Seminar: Enlightenment Concept of 
the Self
this course explores several enlightenment thinkers who grap-
pled to understand the paradoxes of  the self  at a time when tradi-
tional religious and metaphysical systems were disintegrating. as 
we explore these issues, readings will be drawn from primary texts 
in philosophy and literature.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.HolmeS,.oliVer.W .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST155 Sophomore Seminar: The Intelligentsia and Power: 
The Struggle for Socialism in the Early Soviet Period
this course investigates the struggles among soviet leaders during 
the first major crises facing the Bolsheviks: civil war, economic 
collapse and revival, lenin’s death, the experiments of  the 1920s 
with cultural transformation and women’s liberation, the evolu-
tion of  the Communist international, and other soviet foreign 
and domestic challenges. the political machinations and ideologi-
cal manipulations surrounding stalin’s victory over trotsky and 
Bukharin will receive special attention.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reeS268.

HIST156 Sophomore Seminar: East European Jewish 
Experience
our concept of  the life of  east european Jews has been domi-
nated by the Hollywood and Broadway blockbuster Fiddler	On	The	
Roof. the shtetl has been the paradigm of  east european Jewish 
experience. But the powerful imagery of  the shtetl is largely a cre-
ation of  19th-century writers. this course will take us beyond the 
shtetl and will look at the history of  the Jews in eastern europe 
from the initial settlement of  the Jews there until the eve of  mo-
dernity. We will examine how historians and writers have shaped 
our understanding of  Jewish history in that region and the con-
text in which the persisting imagery of  eastern european Jews 
was created. Why were certain stories told? What can different 
historical sources show us about Jewish life in eastern europe? We 
will discuss how Jewish history in eastern europe was studied by 
historians and couple the narratives created by scholars with his-
torical sources: privilege charters, crime records, rabbinic response, 
anti-Jewish literature, and others. We will try to probe the relation 
between history, historical sources, and historical writings.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[reli234 or reeS156].

HIST158 Sophomore Seminar: Appeasement and the Origins 
of the Second World War
in this study of  europe’s crisis, 1933–1939, from Hitler’s ap-
pointment as chancellor of  Germany to the outbreak of  the 
second World War, attention will focus upon the reassertion of  
German power and its effects upon the diplomacy and politics 
of  Great Britain and france. specific topics will include Hitler’s 
aims and actions; critical events concerning the rhineland, spain, 
Czechoslovakia, and Poland; pacifism and the french left; neville 
Chamberlain and British conservatism; and the debate over the 
immediate origins of  the war in 1939. readings will include 
memoirs and contemporary diplomatic documents, newspapers, 
and journals.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.greene,.natHanael—SEcT.:.01.

HIST160 Sophomore Seminar: The Spanish Civil War, 1936–
1939
the spanish Civil War erupted during a decade in europe marked 
by ideological tensions, economic and social crises, the weakness 
of  democracies contrasted to the dynamism of  dictatorial regimes, 
and an international climate that culminated in the outbreak of  the 
second World War. the ideological character of  the civil war in 
spain, which appeared to pit left versus right, or democracy against 
fascism, or nation and religious faith against communism and revo-

lution, captured the imagination of  europeans and spurred their 
involvement in the war. all of  europe’s dangers seemed to have 
exploded in spain, whatever the specifically spanish factors that 
unleashed and defined the struggle. this seminar will examine the 
events in spain and europe’s response to them through contempo-
rary writings, such as journalistic and participants’ accounts, dip-
lomatic documents, memoirs, films, biographies, and general and 
specific studies from the 1930s to the present.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.iBSt303.

HIST163 Sophomore Seminar: The Origins of Global 
Capitalism—Economic History Since 1600
this sophomore seminar explores how the modern market econ-
omy came into being in europe and why this system expanded 
outward to bring the rest of  the world into its orbit. it seeks to 
provide answers for why China’s economy, perhaps the most so-
phisticated in the world before 1600, fell into relative stagnation 
and why Britain was the first country to develop mechanized in-
dustry and break out of  a poverty trap that had restricted prosper-
ity for millennia. likewise, it will explore how once “backward” 
economies in the 19th century (Germany, the United states, and 
Japan) were able to surge forward rapidly to become industrial 
leaders in the 20th century. We will begin by studying the pro-
found transformation of  europe’s overwhelmingly rural and agri-
cultural economy into the most dynamic urban industrial region 
in the world, looking closely at entrepreneurs, technology, and 
trade during various phases of  this process. following this, we 
will consider the economic impact of  technological transfer, great 
power rivalry, war, protectionism, and depression, highlighting 
the complex relationship between economic and political power. 
We will conclude by discussing reconstruction after the second 
World War, the rise of  high-technology industries, and global 
economic integration in the late 20th century. the course aims to 
be accessible, broad, and comparative; we will draw insights from 
many fields to consider the geographical, cultural, institutional, 
and political factors shaping the economic changes that have cre-
ated modern capitalism. in addition to providing a firm grounding 
in the processes that have shaped the world economy since the 
17th century, the seminar aims to develop and refine the critical 
and analytical skills needed for historical research.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST164 Sophomore Seminar: France at War, 1934–1944
Beginning with a Parisian riot widely understood to be a fascist 
insurrection in 1934, followed immediately by massive popular 
protests from the left, france entered a decade in which it was 
at war with itself, often characterized as a franco-french civil 
war. these were years of  uncommon political engagement, disap-
pointments, struggle, and multiple disasters. a divided france en-
countered the menace of  another european war, concluding with 
its astonishing defeat in 1940 by nazi Germany. this seminar 
explores the ideological antagonisms that shaped french life dur-
ing the Popular front, a broad alliance of  the left, 1934–1938, 
and during the German occupation, 1940–1944, when french 
authorities collaborated with the occupier. We will consider inter-
pretation and memory of  these dark years and draw upon docu-
ments, films, memoirs, and journalistic accounts.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.greene,.natHanael—SEcT.:.01.

HIST165 Sophomore Seminar: The United States and the 
Middle East: From the Shores of Tripoli to Baghdad
the United states has had a complicated relationship with the 
countries of  the Middle east over the last two centuries. one of  
the first nations to recognize the young american republic was 
the sultanate of  Morocco, and the first international crisis it faced 
was with the pirate states of  north africa. the 19th century wit-
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nessed the growth of  United states missionary and philanthropic 
enterprises in the region and the beginnings of  an american cul-
tural presence. With the 20th century, the relationship grew more 
complicated with a burgeoning United states dependence on mid-
east oil, popular support in the United states for Zionism and later 
the state of  israel, and Cold War concerns about nationalism in 
both iran and the arab world all jostling for attention from foreign 
policy planners. With the establishment of  the islamic revolution 
in iran, strategic interests changed once again, and political islam 
entered into the american consciousness. that was only height-
ened by the tragedy of  september 11th and the war on terrorism. 
this course will examine some of  the issues of  United states’ 
involvement in the region through primary historical sources from 
the birth of  the republic through the second iraq War.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST166 Sophomore Seminar: Kings, Queens, and the 
Foundations of European Society
this course examines the origins and development of  monarchy, 
one of  medieval europe’s most important institutional innovations 
and one of  the bases for the formation of  large-scale nations, gov-
ernment, and the state. the course will survey ideas of  monarchy, 
its ethical dimensions, and the role of  individual monarchs from 
the 5th century until the 17th century. While special attention 
will be paid to the monarchies of  Britain, the course will cover 
the entire european situation and comparison will be encouraged. 
issues to be examined will include the significance of  gender and 
the possibilities of  queenship, the relation of  monarchy to ideol-
ogy and religion and dissent, and the ethical and practical qualities 
that made a good or effective king or queen. as a history sopho-
more seminar, the course promises to introduce students to histori-
cal questions and the methods for historical research both in the 
library, online, and in archival and special collections. students 
will undertake a major research project into a monarch or a prob-
lem in monarchy’s history.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt166.

HIST167 Sophomore Seminar: The Reformation in Britain
this sophomore seminar will attempt to introduce students to the 
thinking about historical problems and historical documents by ex-
amining one of  the most intriguing and volatile of  developments, 
the Protestant reformation in england and scotland. attention 
will be paid to the relationship of  church and state, the struggle 
of  individual Christians in choosing and defending their religious 
practices and faith, and the way that religious crises developed na-
tional identities. Considerable attention will be paid to chronicle 
and documentary sources as well as biographical studies of  kings, 
queens, nobles, and commoners, whether reformers or Catholics.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST171 Exploring Middletown’s History: A Research and 
Writing Workshop
“an american town, large enough to contain a fairly complete 
representation of  the different classes and types of  people yet not 
so large that individualities are submerged in the general mass, or 
the line between the classes blurred and made indistinct, is the 
real epitome of  american life,” the socialist intellectual randolph 
Bourne declared in 1913. Middletown, Connecticut, is exactly 
that sort of  town and has been throughout its 350-year-long his-
tory. yet there is no in-depth history of  the city. in this seminar we 
will help fill up that void. rather than reading secondary works, as 
is the case in most history courses, students will work like histo-
rians themselves, developing their own specific topics, working in 
archives, discussing findings with each other, writing draft essays, 
reading and discussing each other’s drafts, and then revising and 
submitting the final project. in the process students will not only 

contribute to a greater understanding of  Middletown’s history but 
develop their abilities as researchers and writers. this seminar is 
ideal for sophomores considering history as their major, but other 
students are more than welcome.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST175 Sophomore Seminar: American Utopias in the 19th 
Century
this sophomore seminar will examine expressions, both reli-
gious and secular, of  the utopian impulse in american culture. 
Communitarian experiments launched by shakers, Mormons, 
transcendentalists, Perfectionists, and feminists will be studied as 
manifestations of  social and religious turmoil and will be com-
pared with their literary analogues.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt231
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Hill,.patricia.r .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST176 Science in the Making: Thinking Historically About 
Science
this course introduces students to a range of  perspectives—drawn 
from history, sociology, anthropology, geography, media studies, 
and literary studies, among others—on how to write about the 
history of  science. throughout, the emphasis is on understanding 
the relationship between the histories of  science we can tell and 
the materials that our histories draw upon, from publications and 
archival documents to oral histories, material culture, and film. in 
addition to reading academic literature, students will gain practical 
experience working with historical sources and conducting origi-
nal research. topics covered include scientific instruments and 
technology; the significance of  the place where science is done 
(from laboratories to outer space); scientific “popularization”; sci-
ence, visual culture, and cinema; and gender, race, and science.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp276
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.ericKSon,.paul.Hilding—SEcT.:.01.

HIST177 Sophomore Seminar: Life Science, Art, and Culture, 
Medieval to Present
this seminar introduces students to the study of  visual images 
and image production in the history of  the life sciences and medi-
cine. We will look at and discuss scientific and medical illustra-
tions made from the Middle ages to the present day, including 
topics such as the artistic activities of  leonardo da vinci; the 
drawings made by english renaissance naturalists; the impact of  
an expanding print culture on scientific illustration; early mod-
ern european anatomical drawings; images of  gender; the role of  
gardens, libraries, and museums as international centers for speci-
men collection and artistic production; art and european travel; 
mapping and imperialism; anatomical atlases; ethnographic film; 
photography and the american West; modern medical imaging 
(especially Pet and Cat scans); and scientific imaging in the age 
of  computer technologies. this seminar is especially keyed to stu-
dents interested in in-depth exploration of  the intersections of  
art and science.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp277.

HIST178 Sophomore Seminar: Early American Encounters: 
Colonists in the New World
this sophomore seminar explores the diverse ways in which 
europeans came together with native and african peoples be-
tween Jamestown’s founding in 1607 and the first decade of  
the 19th century. among the topics to be discussed: theories of  
colonialism, spiritual conversion, slavery, interracial sex, captivity, 
biological warfare, and historical writing more generally. Because 
so much of  the finest work about Britain’s empire concerns india, 
some of  that scholarship will take us far from north america’s 
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shores. We will examine objects and images, too, and take a field 
trip to the yale Center for British art.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt123.

HIST179 Sophomore Seminar: Gender and History (FGSS 
Gateway)
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS269.

HIST181 Sophomore Seminar: Gandhi
Mohandas K. Gandhi’s life has been the subject of  enormous 
scholarly, philosophical, and artistic reflection. in this sophomore 
seminar, we will seek to understand the man himself, his transi-
tion from Mohandas to Mahatma, and the history that surrounded 
him. We will learn in the process about the historian’s craft, in-
cluding how to find sources, use a library, and make an argument.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.pincH,.William.r .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST188 Sophomore Seminar: Subject Peoples
this course will discuss the techniques and sources used by histo-
rians in their studies of  subject peoples when the bulk of  written 
evidence consists of  reports, observations, and commentary by 
foreign conquerors or ruling elites. topics include the contribu-
tions of  archaeological and anthropological studies, the impor-
tance of  myth and oral tradition, the various types of  available 
documents, and the nature and reliability of  the written evidence. 
our goal is to develop the expertise that will allow us to recover 
the stories of  people who have been written out of  official histo-
ries and national narratives.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt188.

HIST189 Sophomore Seminar: Political Ideals and Social 
Realities in Renaissance Italy
renaissance italy was the birthplace of  some of  the most fun-
damental ideas in european political thought. these ideas would 
influence political thought in many parts of  the world in modern 
times. this course explores the relationship between the political 
ideals expressed in the italian renaissance and the social realities 
from which they came and that they affected.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[mdSt219 or col121].

HIST190 Public Life in the Age of Theater: Madrid and 
London, 1580–1680
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col223.

HIST192 Sophomore Seminar: Stalin and Stalinism
this seminar offers students the opportunity to explore in-depth 
the many problems associated with stalin and his era, among them, 
stalin’s methods as a political actor, the connections of  stalinism 
and leninism, stalinism in the context of  the dictatorships of  the 
1920s to 1940s, stalin’s role in formulating and implementing 
collectivization and the Great terror, stalin and soviet culture, 
stalin’s foreign policy and its impact on world Communism, stalin 
as wartime leader, stalin’s psychology, and the long-term impact 
of  his rule.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reeS192.

HIST193 20th-century Black Conservatism
this course examines the emergence and development of  modern 
black conservatism in 20th-century america. Within this seminar, 
we will explore the roots, ideologies, and constructions of  black 
conservative thought and action. What did it mean to be a black 
conservative in the post-reconstruction era? How and why did 
it emerge? did black conservatives consider themselves part of  
the larger black freedom struggle? How has black conservatism 
shifted, transformed, and evolved over the course of  american 
social and political development? What is the significance of  20th 
Century black conservatism in america?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam214.

HIST194 The End of the Cold War, 1979–1991
in the late 1970s and early 1980s, the relative stability that had 
prevailed between the United states and soviet Union since the 
end of  the Cuban missile crisis (and, more fundamentally, since 
the east and West German governments were formed in 1949) 
broke down. By 1983 well-informed figures in both Washington 
and Moscow feared nuclear war. 
 yet within six years the Cold War ended and a new mode of  
cooperation between the soviet and U.s. leaders emerged. How 
and why did this extraordinary change occur, and what is the 
significance for modern world history? this seminar will address 
those questions by exploring the changing personnel, thinking, 
and policies of  both the U.s. and soviet governments. in the pro-
cess we will also consider developments in Poland, other parts of  
eastern europe, afghanistan, nicaragua, angola, and other coun-
tries where the superpowers or their allies confronted each other.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reeS194
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.ScHatz,.ronald.W .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST201 Medieval Europe
this introductory lecture course is the first of  three that cover 
the history of  europe from the Middle ages to the contempo-
rary period. this course is a history of  european politics, culture, 
and institutions from roughly 300 through 1520, moving from 
the disintegration of  the roman empire to the disintegration of  
Catholic europe. Within this chronological framework we shall 
focus on the creation of  nations and government; the growth and 
crises of  papal-dominated Christianity, its crusades and its philos-
ophy; the rise and role of  the nobility and the knight; the devel-
opment of  law and the crises of  the later Middle ages, including 
the Black death, heresy, and mysticism, all of  which contributed 
to the beginnings of  the renaissance and the reformation, devel-
opments that ended the medieval period.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt204
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.SHaW,.gary—SEcT.:.01.

HIST202 Early Modern Europe
this introductory course surveys the history of  europe during the 
formative period of  the modern era from 1500 to 1800. it focuses 
on the crucial episodes of  religious and political conflict in these 
centuries, while also highlighting key intellectual, cultural, and 
economic developments: the Protestant reformation and Catholic 
reformation, the english civil war, the french revolution, court 
culture, the scientific revolution, the rise of  capitalism and planta-
tion slavery, and the enlightenment. required for the european 
history concentration, this course also provides essential historical 
grounding for any student interested in study abroad or in modern 
culture and politics.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.nuSSdorFer,.laurie—SEcT.:.01.

HIST203 Modern Europe
this course surveys the history of  europe in the 19th and 20th 
centuries, from the french revolutionary and napoleonic era to 
the present and is intended primarily for first-year students and 
sophomores. attention will be devoted to major political, social, 
economic, and cultural developments, beginning with the many 
dimensions of  the political and industrial revolutions of  the 19th 
century; continuing with the emergence of  nation-states and na-
tionalism, working-class movements, the consequences of  impe-
rialism and war, and Communism and fascism; and concluding 
with study of  the second World War, the reassertion of  europe, 
and the collapse of  the soviet system.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.greene,.natHanael—SEcT.:.01.

HIST204 Greek History
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV231.
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HIST205 Roman History
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV232.

HIST208 Rome Through the Ages
this course surveys the history of  europe’s most resonant ur-
ban symbol, the city of  rome, from antiquity to the baroque era 
(1600s). it focuses both on rome’s own urban, political, and cul-
tural history and on the city’s changing content as a symbol over 
2000 years. this is a lecture and discussion course that emphasizes 
reading and viewing primary sources, both literary texts and vi-
sual images.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[col208 or mdSt208].

HIST209 Europe in the Age of Violence, 1914–1945
this course studies the history of  europe during a period of  un-
precedented conflict and nearly uninterrupted turmoil. two world 
wars, revolutions, social and national antagonisms, ideological 
combat, racial hatreds, and extraordinary political leaders such 
as lenin, stalin, Mussolini, Hitler, Churchill, and de Gaulle de-
termined the lives and destinies of  europeans during these three 
intense and dangerous decades. very close attention will be given 
to the origins, conduct, and consequences of  both world wars; 
Communism, fascism and nazism; and the crises of  democracy 
in Britain, france, and spain.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST210 American Jewish History, 1492–2001
What has the United states meant for Jews? nearly all of  the Jews 
who came to these shores were impoverished, had poor prospects 
for advancement, and/or suffered persecution in their homelands. 
this was as true in the 17th century as it was in the 19th and 20th 
centuries. their circumstances in the english colonies and, later, 
the United states were quite different. although at certain times 
and places Jews were disdained and subject to discrimination, for 
the most part they enjoyed religious liberty, suffered no political 
restrictions, and had considerable economic opportunities. 
 Why were the Jews’ circumstances in the United states 
better than in europe? Why have gentiles in america tended to 
be more philo-semitic than their counterparts in other nations? 
What were the sources of  anti-semitism in america, and how did 
Jews react when bigotry intensified during the late 19th and early 
20th centuries? How did american Jews conceive of  their lives in 
america, the future there, and their former homelands? How did 
they respond when new, more traditional Jews from other parts 
of  europe arrived in the United states? How have Judaism and 
Jewish mores changed in america? How have Jewish marital and 
family practices changed in america? What was the role of  Jews 
in american politics in the 19th and 20th centuries? How did 
american Jewish immigrants’ lives and cultures compare to that 
of  other minorities? and how, in turn, has the United states been 
changed by the Jews?
 these are the kinds of  questions we will consider in this 
course. although British north america and the United states 
will be our principal concern, we will also discuss Jews elsewhere 
in the americas, in europe, in the Middle east, and in africa and 
asia.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt223
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.ScHatz,.ronald.W .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST211 The Making of Britain, 400–1763
this course of  lectures will focus on the emergence of  Britain by 
examining a series of  formative moments and crises that blended 
Britons into a political, religious, and ethnic community but also 
differentiated them from outsiders. the course is therefore as 
much about the cultural creation of  the english and the British 
as it is about the political events and military crises that occurred. 
the course begins in the 5th century at the moment that the 

romanized Celts in england and scotland first felt the effects of  
the Germanic english invaders and concludes in the 18th cen-
tury when england, Wales, scotland, and ireland had been united 
under one Protestant monarch. it is a story guided by conquest, 
religion, and ethnicity.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt205.

HIST212 African History Since 1870
european colonial rule came to most of  africa during the late 
19th century. africans engaged with colonial policies in com-
plex ways, sometimes rejecting european interventions outright, 
at other times taking advantage of  social and economic change. 
this course examines the colonial and postindependence eras 
from african and european perspectives, covering colonial admin-
istration, critiques of  imperialism, Pan-africanism, postcolonial 
conflicts, development, and democratization. We will use multiple 
source materials including primary documents, novels, and film.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam212.

HIST213 Politics and Sex After 1968: Queering the American 
State
this class will examine the history of  state formation in relation to 
the emergence of  new sexual identities, sexual communities, and 
campaigns to control sexuality that play an increasingly promi-
nent role in United states politics after 1968. in addition to exam-
ining the nature of  state regulation aimed at defining categories 
of  sexual citizenship, the course will emphasize the means of  at-
taining citizenship available to sexual minorities; among these are 
the production of  knowledge, litigation, electoral participation, 
and rights-based organizing.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt213 or FgSS215].

HIST214 The Modern and the Postmodern
in this course we shall examine how the idea of  “the modern” 
develops at the end of  the 18th century, and how being modern 
(or progressive, or hip) became one of  the crucial criteria for un-
derstanding and evaluating cultural change during the last two 
hundred years. our readings shall be drawn from a variety of  ar-
eas—philosophy, the novel, music, painting, and photography—
and we shall be concerned with the relations between culture and 
historical change. finally, we shall try to determine what it means 
to be modern today, and whether it makes sense to go beyond the 
modern to the postmodern.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[col214 or cHum214]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.rotH,.micHael.S .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST215 European Intellectual History to the Renaissance
this is the first of  a two-semester survey in european intellec-
tual history. the fall semester will examine some of  the major 
texts in Western thought from ancient Greece to the renaissance. 
emphasis will be placed on close analysis of  the texts.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt225.

HIST216 European Intellectual History Since the 
Renaissance
this is the second of  a two-semester survey in european intellec-
tual history. the spring semester will examine some of  the major 
texts in Western thought since the renaissance. emphasis will be 
placed on close reading and  analysis of  literary and philosophi-
cal texts.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col332
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.HolmeS,.oliVer.W .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST217 African History Before 1870
adaptation, exchange, and mobility characterized african history 
before the era of  formal european colonialism. this course ex-
amines these themes across all the regions of  the continent in-
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cluding ancient egypt, the West african sahel, the swahili coast, 
and southern africa. We also analyze how source materials shape 
our understanding of  key themes in african history including 
state-building, slave trades, gender, and the spread of  islam and 
Christianity.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam211
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Semley,.lorelle.d .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST218 Russian History to 1881
this course surveys russian history from the origins of  the 
Kievan state to the period of  the Great reforms of  alexander 
ii, ending with his assassination in 1881. We focus upon the fac-
tors that shaped russian culture (including its political culture) 
and gave modern russia a history punctuated by desperate but 
futile upheavals from below and costly changes forced from above. 
along the way we study the Mongol conquest, the rise of  a Great 
russian state under the Muscovite tsars; the reign of  ivan the 
terrible and the time of  troubles; the transition to a Western-
oriented imperial state under Peter the Great; the vast but futile 
social upheavals of  the early modern period; and the formation 
of  one of  the great imperial powers of  the modern era under 
Catherine the Great and her successors.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reeS218
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.langer,.laWrence—SEcT.:.01.

HIST219 Russian and Soviet History, 1881 to the Present
reversals of  fortune have defined russian history perhaps more so 
than for any other nation. though the russian empire began the 
19th century as an emerging european superpower that defeated 
napoleon, it ended that same century as a backward state plagued 
by political, economic, and social strife that ultimately brought 
the romanov dynasty to a revolutionary collapse. a similar trajec-
tory describes the “short” soviet 20th century, that began with the 
promise of  a qualitatively new political order that sought to trans-
form social relations and human nature and concluded with a spec-
tacular implosion that some heralded as the end of  history itself. 
 this course will follow the story of  how the soviet Union 
emerged from the ruins of  the russian imperial order to become 
the world’s first socialist society, the most serious challenge to im-
perialism, liberalism, and capitalism, and, arguably, modernity’s 
greatest political experiment. We will cover the following topics: 
the emergence and fate of  russian national identity; the origins 
and dynamics of  russia’s revolutions; the political, economic, and 
cultural challenges of  the soviet project; the role of  the Party and 
ideology in politics and everyday life; the nationalities question and 
the challenges of  governing a socialist empire; soviet victory in the 
Great Patriotic War and the rebirth of  the nation (and nationalism); 
the emergence of  the soviet Union as a Cold War superpower; the 
country’s historic attempts to reform (and the frequent failure of  
these attempts); and the dynamics of  the system’s collapse. Course 
readings will supplement the lecture narrative with maps; primary 
sources in political and intellectual history; fiction, memoir, and 
personal documents; music; and the visual arts and film.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reeS219
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SmolKin-rotHrocK,.Victoria—SEcT.:.01.

HIST220 France Since 1870
this course studies france under three republics and a dictator-
ship, beginning with defeat in war and revolutionary upheaval 
in 1870-1871 and concluding with apparent political and so-
cial stability and european partnership in the first years of  the 
21st century. it will survey the history of  140 years, emphasiz-
ing political forms, ideologies and movements, social change, the 
economy, and cultural developments. Particular consideration will 
be given to revolutionary ideas and activities, working-class orga-
nizations, conservative thought and action, the city of  Paris, rural 

life, the experiences of  three wars against Germany, imperialism 
and decolonization, and styles of  leadership. times of  emergen-
cy and crisis will also command attention, specifically the Paris 
Commune of  1871; the dreyfus affair of  the 1890s; the Great 
War of  1914-1918; the Popular front of  the 1930s; the military 
defeat of  1940; the drama of  collaboration or resistance, 1940–
1944; and the early years of  the fifth republic, 1958–1969.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FrSt212
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.greene,.natHanael—SEcT.:.01.

HIST221 History of Ecology
this course surveys the history of  the science of  ecology, from 
linnaeus’s natural history and darwin’s theory of  evolution to 
the origins of  ecosystems ecology and population ecology in the 
20th century. simultaneously, it touches on topics such as the role 
of  ecological knowledge in imperial expansion, the conservation 
movement, the establishment of  parks and nature preserves, con-
troversies over fallout and ddt, and the growth of  international 
environmental agreements. as a result, students will learn to inter-
pret ecology in light of  the social, cultural, and political contexts 
of  its development, from european imperialism to the Cold War, 
and from the rise of  the welfare state to the era of  free-market 
globalization.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none—IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp221.

HIST223 History of Traditional China
this survey course explores the origins and developments of  clas-
sical Chinese traditions from ancient times to the Ming dynasty 
(1368–1644). the goal is not comprehensive coverage of  the 
vast number of  events that shaped the evolution of  the imperial 
state. rather, students are exposed to key ideas and social practices 
that defined the historical consciousness of  the Chinese people 
and that continue to give Chinese culture its unique values today. 
Confucius (551–479 BC) was the first of  many Chinese think-
ers to place historical consciousness at the heart of  individual 
and cultural identity. speaking in the first person (a rare event), 
he said in the Analects: “i was not born knowing the past. i love 
the ancients and seek earnestly to know their way.” the humility 
and the ambition of  this statement will guide our inquiries in this 
survey class as we examine closely key texts and major thinkers 
who sought, quite literally, to live in the light of  the past. love 
of  ancients is not a common theme in progress-oriented Western 
historiography. students will, therefore, be challenged to exam-
ine their own cultural assumptions as we delve more deeply into 
Chinese history. Here, truth is not something to be scorned, theo-
rized away, or assumed to coincide with current social practice. 
Confucius’ aim of  seeking earnestly for historical truth is a goal 
for students in this class as well.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt223.

HIST224 Modern China: States, Transnations, Individuals, 
and Worlds
this course explores the forces that have shaped the meanings of   
“China” and “Chinese” in the 20th and early 21st centuries. our 
examination of  modern China will focus on state formation in 
its republican and communist forms, individual experience, popu-
lar culture, Chinese imperialism in tibet, the Chinese diaspora in 
southeast asia, China’s economic development, and the looming 
environmental crisis. We will read historical documents, memoirs, 
scholarly monographs, novels, and short stories, as well as watch 
documentaries (e.g., PBs “China from the inside”) and films di-
rected by Hou Hsiao Hsien and others.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt224
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.day,.tony—SEcT.:.01.

HIST226 Native American History: Pre-Columbian Era to 1890
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt248.
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HIST227 Confidence and Panic in 19th Century U.S. Economic 
Life
the american age of  go-ahead was also the age of  panics, hard 
times, and depression. in this course we will study seven major 
panics between 1797 and 1929 and consider the conditions that 
contributed to the pattern of  boom and bust in 19th century 
american economy and society. We will devote special attention 
to how boosters and critics of  american capitalism characterized 
its successes and failures, revisiting the popular tropes of  yankee 
entrepreneurialism, confidence games, and self-made men.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt250
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.FulliloVe,.courtney—SEcT.:.01.

HIST228 The Rise and Fall of the Ottoman Empire, 1280–1922
this course is a historical survey of  islam’s most successful empire. 
at its height in the 16th century, the empire stretched from 
Budapest to Baghdad and was one of  the world’s “super powers”. 
founded in the 14th century, it survived until World War i.
 the ottoman empire provides a model for a strong, central-
ized islamic state, and the role of  islam in its political, social, and 
economic institutions will be discussed. special emphasis will be 
placed on the empire’s final century and the rise of  nationalism in 
the region.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST229 African History and Art
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa299.

HIST230 History of Southern Africa
this introduction to the history of  southern africa examines pre-
colonial african societies, the growth of  white settlement, and 
the struggle for dominance in the region. the second half  of  the 
course covers industrialization, segregation, and apartheid and ex-
amines the ways blacks and whites, men and women, have shaped, 
and have been shaped by, these processes. Particular emphasis is 
placed on the role of  religion in shaping the social and political 
history of  the region.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST231 Islamic Civilization: The Classical Age
this course surveys the historical development of  islamic civiliza-
tion from the time of  the Prophet Muhammad to the rise of  the 
“gunpowder empires” of  the 16th century. special emphasis will 
be placed on the unique cultural forms this civilization developed 
and the emergence of  islam as a world religion. this course pri-
marily deals with the political, intellectual, and social history of  
the Muslim peoples of  the Middle east and only secondarily with 
islam as a system of  religious belief.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[reli253 or mdSt251].

HIST233 The Age of Augustus
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV227.

HIST234 The Middle East in the 20th Century
this course surveys the history, culture, and religion of  the contem-
porary Middle east. emphasis is on the historical roots of  current 
problems. these include the arab-israeli conflict, Westernization 
versus islam, U.s. involvement in the region, and the sunni-shia 
divide within islam. in addition, issues of  social change and cul-
tural production in times of  trouble will be discussed.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.maSterS,.Bruce.a .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST235 Topics in United States Intellectual History: 
Religion and National Culture
this lecture/discussion course offers sustained analysis of  a select-
ed topic central to an intellectual history of  the United states. this 
semester’s topic is the role of  religion in the intellectual life of  the 
nation. We will examine both the work of  american theologians 
and the ways that other american intellectuals have thought about 
religion and its function as a language of  authority in both state 
and society. We will explore the ramifications of  conceptions of  

the United states as a Protestant and millennial nation and the 
challenges to that conception posed by the growing diversity of  
religions in the country. the variety of  spiritual practices and the 
clashes between religion and science generated debates that con-
tinue to haunt the study of  religion. from participation in a trans-
atlantic evangelical culture to the rise of  the social Gospel and 
theological modernism through the fundamentalist response to 
liberal religion and darwinism, the course charts the influence of  
Protestant Christianity in american culture and evaluates claims 
about the development of  a distinctively american religious style. 
the replacement of  overt anti-Catholicism and anti-semitism 
with the notion of  a Judeo-Christian heritage that celebrated 
the incorporation of  Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish traditions 
into american civil religion figures as the central dynamic of  the 
20th century. the course concludes with a consideration of  the 
culture’s surprising resistance to the secularist tendencies of  most 
other Western powers and the continuing centrality of  religion(s) 
in the national culture.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt236 or reli285]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Hill,.patricia.r .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST237 Colonial America
this course surveys north american history from the founding of  
Jamestown in 1607 to the eve of  the revolution, with particular 
attention given to the struggle of  european colonizers for con-
trol of  the continent and its indigenous population, Puritanism 
and witchcraft, the atlantic slave trade, material culture, and the 
origins of  american political and cultural institutions. in addition 
to training students in the use of  primary sources—objects, im-
ages, and contemporary written documents—the course models a 
cultural approach to the study of  colonization and everyday life in 
colonial america. such an approach necessarily combines aspects 
of  social, political, intellectual, and economic history to provide 
the fullest picture possible of  america’s growth during two of  its 
most violent and discordant centuries.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt151
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SWineHart,.KirK.daViS—SEcT.:.01.

HIST238 Problems in Brazilian History
the history of  north americans studying race, class, and sexual-
ity in Brazil has often been contentious. to some Brazilians, those 
categories represent a north american “intellectual trinity” and an 
imperial imposition. this seminar provides an opportunity to learn 
about Brazilian history and also enter into past and current debates. 
as categories of  historical analysis, what can race, class, and sexual-
ity show us and what do they hide? is any one concept especially 
useful or problematic? What other concepts might we add to our 
tool box? in addressing these and other questions, our goal will be 
to gain a basic understanding of  recent Brazilian history and to 
establish new points of  reference for our own place in the world.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[laSt305 or aFam224 or amSt319].

HIST239 The Long 19th Century in the United States
this course will introduce students to important themes in the his-
tory of  the United states during the “long” 19th-century, from the 
early republic to the World War i. these include continental ex-
pansion and U.s. imperialism, the creation of  new markets, the de-
velopment of  agriculture and industry, the failure of  slavery, and 
new currents of  immigration. We will examine how enslaved and 
free people of  many geographic origins contested the scope and 
significance of  democracy, community, and nationhood through 
diverse expressions of  support and dissent, protest, and reform. 
the interpretation of  primary sources will form a significant part 
of  weekly assignments, discussion, and exams.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt152.
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HIST240 The 20th Century United States
this course addresses the changing shape of  american politi-
cal culture over the course of  the 20th century. Central to our 
discussions will be the values and convictions—social, political, 
religious—that have moved citizens, political parties, and policy 
agendas over time. Under what conditions can citizens and poli-
ticians alter history? Under what conditions does history itself  
seem to have a profound influence over political decision making? 
How do different political groups attempt to harness the state—or 
eliminate government participation in their lives—to solve press-
ing social problems?
 though this class will cover the entire scope of  american 
history since 1912, we’ll focus our attention on three vitally im-
portant periods of  change: the Great depression of  the 1930s, 
when the economic liberalism of  the new deal fundamentally 
transformed the nation; the social upheavals of  the 1960s, when 
americans became increasingly polarized over issues such as the 
civil rights movement, the vietnam War, and social changes; and 
the modern resurgence of  conservatism since the 1970s in a 
broad range of  american life.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt230
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.potter,.claire.B .—SEcT.:.02.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.WrigHt,.leaH.m .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST241 African American History, 1444–1877
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam203.

HIST242 Introduction to Modern African American History
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam204.

HIST243 Who Owns Culture? A History of Cultural and 
Intellectual Property in the United States and Latin 
America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt318.

HIST244 Women in U.S. History
this course explores major themes and competing theoretical 
paradigms in U.s. women’s history. Women’s familial, social, eco-
nomic, and political roles will be examined with comparative at-
tention to class, race, and ethnicity. special attention will be paid 
to ideas about female citizenship and to the distinctive relation-
ship of  women to social reform in american culture.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt292 or FgSS219].

HIST245 Survey of Latin American History
this course presents a broad survey of  latin american history in 
the post-independence period. after a brief  overview of  the co-
lonial era and the wars of  independence, the course explores the 
abolition era, neocolonialism, development of  social and cultural 
pluralism, and 20th-century political movements, and contem-
porary crises. the required readings introduce students to major 
theoretical approaches to the history of  the region; primary docu-
ments, maps, video clips, and drawings will be discussed in class.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt245
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.WigHtman,.ann.m .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST246 Culture and Society in Renaissance Italy
renaissance italy was the birthplace of  artists like leonardo da 
vinci and Michaelangelo, of  writers like Petrarch, political think-
ers like Machiavelli, and international bankers like the Medici. 
this extraordinary development occurred in a brief  time period 
and in cities barely larger than Middletown. How and why did 
this happen? What were its consequences? this course examines 
the astonishing transformation that took place in the culture and 
society of  renaissance italy from the 14th through the 16th cen-
turies. What were its roots, essential features, and importance for 
the history of  europe and beyond? the course will pay particular 
attention to the connections between social, economic, and politi-
cal structures to art, literature, and the history of  ideas.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[mdSt246 or col247].

HIST247 Jewish History: From Biblical Israel to Diaspora 
Jews
the course will explore the history of  Jews from biblical times 
to 16th century, a period during which Judaism, Christianity, and 
islam formed, shaping foundation of  attitudes among these groups 
for centuries to come. the course will examine transformations of  
identity from biblical israelites to Jews living among Christians 
and Muslims. We will discuss stereotypes and presuppositions of  
Jewish life and history, including what the historian salo W. Baron 
dubbed the “lachrymose concept of  Jewish history”—Jewish his-
tory as history of  suffering. the course will illuminate the experi-
ence of  Jews whose lives, and deaths, demonstrate that they were 
active actors rather than just passive victims of  historical events. 
the readings will consist mostly of  historical sources on Jewish 
culture, politics, economic activities, social and legal status, and 
the Jews’ relations with non-Jews: Christians and Muslims. it is a 
lecture course, but student participation is expected.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[reli261 or mdSt247]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.teter,.magda—SEcT.:.01.

HIST248 Jewish History: Out of the Ghetto
this course explores Jewish history from the 16th century 
through in the modern era, reaching toward modern american 
and israeli history and culture. the modern Jewish experience has 
often been characterized as an era of  increasing participation of  
Jews in the civil society and was juxtaposed to the premodern 
era of  the ghettos. this course will challenge these dichotomous 
stereotypes and introduce students to the complexity of  the Jews’ 
experience, their active involvement in the political and cultural 
processes that were taking place in the non-Jewish environment 
during the premodern and modern periods. as in HIST247, we will 
see Jews as a part of  the social and cultural fabric rather than an 
“alienated minority” whose history is separate from that of  their 
surroundings. We’ll explore the transformations from a traditional 
society defined by religious identities into a modern society of  
complex religious, ethnic, cultural, and political identities. We’ll 
look at the acceptance of  and resistance to the new ideas brought 
by the enlightenment and explore the consequences of  secular-
ization of  the society, including the rise of  modern anti-semitism; 
Jewish and non-Jewish nationalism; Zionism; questions of  wom-
en, gender, and sexuality; migrations; and Jewish-arab relations 
before and after the establishment of  the state of  israel.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli262.

HIST249 Roman Urban Life
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV328.

HIST250 Romans and Christians: The World of Late Antiquity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV275.

HIST251 World History: A Psychohistory of the Modern 
World
We will examine the often neglected psychological dimension of  
modern history. first, we will explore major works on the relation-
ship of  psyche, society, and culture and how they change in mod-
ern times. then, using a variety of  materials, including memoirs, 
fiction, and film, we will examine how peoples in widely differ-
ing cultures and with very different levels of  wealth and power 
adapted to modernization. several variants of  psychoanalysis will 
be critically examined and applied to a range of  topics, among 
them, the impact of  global economic change; the adoption of  
new cultural forms and accompanying changes of  psychology and 
identity; racism and anti-semitism; the impact of  european impe-
rialism and cultural exportation; the effects of  world wars, civil 
wars, and revolutions; nazism, stalinism, and Maoism; Gandhi 
and satyagraha; postcolonialism; the United states as a psycho-
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logical laboratory; the women’s movement, gender revolution, and 
the emergence of  postmodern, protean psyches.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pSyc298.

HIST252 Industrializations
industrialization is a global process with diverse consequences for 
the societies and environments it incorporates.  this course will 
investigate the development and application of  systematic knowl-
edge to agriculture and manufactures in 18th-21st century societ-
ies. although special attention will be devoted to the British and 
american examples, the course will be organized by commodity 
rather than nationality, focusing on traffic in materials used in pro-
duction of  food, clothing, and medicines: for example, cotton, 
rubber, guano, wheat, bananas, and quinine.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.enVS252
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.FulliloVe,.courtney—SEcT.:.01.

HIST253 History of Modern Mexico
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt243.

HIST254 Science in Western Culture, 1650–1900
Between the mid-17th century and the start of  the 20th cen-
tury, Western science and technology underwent dramatic change. 
Beginning as a rarefied activity carried out by cultural elites from 
largely agrarian societies, science by the end of  the 19th cen-
tury was rapidly becoming a massive, institutionalized undertak-
ing lying at the heart of  industrial, technological, and economic 
development. in sum, during this period, the scientific enterprise 
evolved from something that looks quite foreign to us today into a 
close approximation of  its modern and familiar form. this course 
traces this evolution, exploring in particular the shifting relation-
ships between science and technology, between scientific and re-
ligious authority, and between science and its social, economic, 
and political environment, from courtly life in the 17th and 18th 
centuries and imperial expansion to the industrial revolution.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp254
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.ericKSon,.paul.Hilding—SEcT.:.01.

HIST255 Spain and Portugal: History and Identities
this course is an introduction to the history of  spain and Portugal 
from the Middle ages to the 21st century. We will cover the 
islamic period, the Christian expansion, the imperial age, the lib-
eral and republican regimes, the 20th-century dictatorships, and 
the late democratic period. through the analysis of  historical 
sources, literature and poetry, art and film, students will learn not 
only about the past, but also about the way in which history has 
affected collective identities through the ages and therefore the 
way in which the past shapes the future.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[col250 or iBSt233]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.caStro-iBaSeta,.JaVier—SEcT.:.01.

HIST256 Genealogies of Reason: From Logos to Rational 
Choice Theory
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum254.

HIST258 Mughal India
this course examines the history of  south asia in the early mod-
ern era, from the origins of  Mughal (or “timurid”) rule in early 
16th-century Kabul to the final demise of  the empire in delhi 
in 1858. We will examine the life of  akbar (r. 1556–1605) in 
particular detail, as well as the development of  (and strains upon) 
the religiously hybrid Mughal political and military system under 
akbar’s successors in the 17th and 18th centuries. the causes of  
18th-century Mughal decentralization and decline will also be 
discussed, alongside the rising power of  european trading com-
panies. We will conclude with the trial of  the Mughal emperor by 
the British in 1858.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.pincH,.William.r .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST259 20th-Century Intellectual History
this is a course in the reading and analysis of  literary and philo-
sophical texts central to the understanding of  20th-century in-
tellectual and cultural experience. We will focus on several key 
thinkers and their relationship to the milieu in which they lived, 
as well as the migration of  their ideas across national borders. 
We will also explore the ramifications of  those ideas over time 
and space (for example, the relation between intellectual produc-
tion and european decolonization). the goal of  this course is thus 
to explore the cultural production of  specific individuals and to 
demonstrate how the ideas produced by those individuals in sci-
ence, literature, religion, art, philosophy, political theory, drama, or 
poetry interact with social realities over time.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col258.

HIST260 From Archipelago to Nation State: An Introduction 
to Japanese History and Culture
How did a string of  islands on the eastern edge of  the eurasian 
landmass become today’s Japan, an economic and cultural super-
power? starting with prehistoric times, this course looks as how 
the early cultures and peoples on the Japanese archipelago co-
alesce to become “Japan” for the first time in the late 7th century 
and how those cultures and peoples adopt new identities, systems 
of  power relations, and economies up to the present. this course 
reveals the big picture, but to understand it, the factual pixels that 
constitute it are examined in some detail. students are expected to 
think of  the course as comprehensive in the same way as a math-
ematics or language course.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt260
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.JoHnSton,.William.d .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST261 Protestantism: From the Reformation to the 
Religious Right
this course studies the impact Protestant theology and piety have 
had on society, culture, politics, and the economy of  Western na-
tions. after an introduction to the major strands of  the reformation 
in europe (lutheran, Calvinist, anabaptist, and anglican), the 
course will focus on the english-speaking world, the United states 
in particular. topics will include religion in Wesleyan’s history, 
african american Protestantism, liberal Protestantism in the early 
20th century, and the rise of  fundamentalism, evangelicalism, and 
Pentecostalism in the late 20th century. the last part of  the course 
will focus on the United states as a nation both highly secularized 
and highly religious. Particular emphasis will be given to  issues 
of  church-state relations, the culture wars, and the political influ-
ence of  the religious right.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[reli257 or amSt261]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.elpHicK,.ricHard.H .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST262 War in Greco-Roman Society
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV239.

HIST263 Inside Nazi Germany, 1933–1945
this survey course seeks to give a firm historical grounding in 
the processes that led to Hitler’s rise to power, the nature of  the 
national socialist regime, and the origins and implementation of  
policies of  aggression and genocide. the basic premise of  this 
course is that national socialism was from the outset driven by a 
belligerent and genocidal logic. the course will therefore critically 
analyze the racial, eugenic, and geopolitical ideology of  national 
socialism and the policies of  discrimination, conquest, economic 
exploitation, and extermination that followed from it. at the same 
time, the role of  structural factors in explaining these outcomes 
will also be explored in great depth. We will analyze how German 
society was shaped by nazism, considering conformity and op-
position in the lives of  ordinary people in both peacetime and 
war. the course seeks to impart an awareness of  the complex of  
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factors that produced a regime of  unprecedented destructiveness 
and horror, and it aims to develop a critical understanding of  the 
ongoing problems of  interpretation that accompany its history. as 
important, we will consider the continued relevance of  the legacy 
of  national socialism and the Holocaust to our evaluation of  na-
tional and international affairs in the 21st century.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST264 Waterways: Boats and Oceans in World History
in this survey course students will learn about the human past 
through the double lens of  boats and oceans. the approach will 
combine a focus on the long-term structures and conjunctures of  
world history with thematic inquiries around social and cultural 
problems—such as the rise of  agrarian civilizations, the changing 
nature of  warfare, long-distance trade and cultural change, indus-
trialization and global capitalism, problems of  transportation and 
technological innovation, the spread and evolution of  religion, 
and the changing nature of  empire. Particular attention will be 
given to the role of  the sea in the “expansion” of  europe and the 
history of  the global environment since 1500.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

HIST265 Global Christianity
Christianity is now the religion of  1.6 billion people, stronger 
in southern countries than in its long-time homeland of  europe. 
this course investigates the ways Christianity shaped, and was 
shaped by, contact with different world cultures and the ways the 
globalization of  Christianity interacted with other global phe-
nomena like imperialism, nationalism, and modernization. the 
focus will be on Catholicism and Protestantism in asia and africa, 
but students interested in other branches of  Christianity, or other 
areas of  the world, will be encouraged to write papers on the area 
of  their interest.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli333.

HIST266 American Labor History from 1776 to Recent Times
in this course we will explore wage and slave labor in the U.s. 
from the american revolution until recent times and put that 
subject in a world context. We will consider how the nature of  
work has changed during that era and the different kinds of  
people who have labored in this country, including native-born 
americans, slaves, and immigrants from around the globe. We will 
look for changes and continuities in the american labor move-
ment and discuss how employers, government, and middle-class 
reformers have viewed workers, unions, and strikes. We will ana-
lyze the influence of  ethnicity, religion, and gender in american 
labor history.
 We also will compare standards of  living between american 
workers and those in other countries over time. and we will con-
sider why socialist movements and labor parties have been much 
weaker in the U.s. than elsewhere, even though american work-
ers have often been more militant in confronting employers. in 
addition, we will see how intellectuals have interpreted american 
labor history.  
 the organizing theme will be an idea advanced by the po-
litical scientist aristide Zolberg a quarter century ago: that “the 
most distinctive feature” of  american labor history in the 19th 
century and even later was “the orientation of  workers qua citi-
zens overwhelmingly toward the political mainstream.”
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST267 Out of the Shtetl: Jews in Eastern Europe
this course offers a view of  Jewish history in eastern europe 
that takes us beyond the (legendary) shtetl and into a complex, 
more textured world of  Jews living among Christians from the 
beginnings of  Jewish settlement to the contemporary period and 
its small Jewish community that is trying to reinvent Jewish life in 
Poland in the aftermath of  the Holocaust.

 descendants of  east european Jews are now the largest 
demographic group among Jews in the United states. Until the 
second World War, Jews in eastern europe were the largest Jewish 
community in the world.  from the 16th century, their impact on 
Jewish culture and society has been tremendous, from shaping one 
of  the most important codes of  Jewish law, the shulhan arukh, in 
the 16th/17th centuries, to shaping the ideology of  the Zionist 
movement at the turn of  the 20th century. yet, the history of  
this important Jewish community has been vastly misunderstood, 
largely due to the devastating legacy of  the Holocaust and the 
persistence of  imagery of  “the shtetl” created by 19th-century 
writers of  yiddish fiction, later popularized through Broadway 
plays and films such as Fiddler	on	the	Roof.
 films will be shown in the class.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reeS267
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.teter,.magda—SEcT.:.01.

HIST268 The Origins of Global Capitalism: Economic History, 
1400–1800.
this lecture/discussion course explores how the modern market 
economy came into being in europe and why this system ex-
panded outward to bring the rest of  the world into its orbit by 
1800. among other things, it seeks to provide answers for why 
China’s economy—perhaps the most sophisticated in the world 
before 1500—fell into relative stagnation and why europe was 
the first region to develop mechanized industry and break out 
of  a poverty trap that had restricted prosperity for millennia. the 
course begins by exploring late medieval european agriculture, 
market systems, institutions, and technology to reveal how the 
paths of  economic development taken in europe began to diverge 
fundamentally from those taken by societies in africa, asia and 
the americas. it will explore the role of  the spice trade in the 
expansion of  european influence abroad, the significance of  new 
food and cash crops in the development of  plantation systems and 
long haul trade, the impact of  organized coercion in the develop-
ment of  monopolies and monopoly companies, and the role of  
proto-industrial methods of  production and colonial economies 
in the birth of  the industrial revolution. the course aims to be 
accessible, broad, and comparative, drawing insights from many 
fields to consider the environmental, geographical, cultural, insti-
tutional, and political factors shaping the economic changes that 
have created modern capitalism.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.grimmer-Solem,.eriK—SEcT.:.01.

HIST269 Modern Britain: 1688 to the Present
this course is designed to give students a deeper understanding 
of  the historical forces that shaped the development of  nations 
and cultures that today form the United Kingdom. it combines a 
discussion of  internal social and political developments with an 
examination of  Britain’s changing international and imperial role. 
topics include state structures and national identity, political and 
social reform, the rise of  london as a showcase for a socially di-
verse urban culture, industry and labor, immigration and empire, 
the international status of  Britain, the production of  feminist sex-
ual politics, world wars and the welfare state, decolonization and 
its consequences, americanization and mass consumerism, youth 
culture and fashion, racial strife and the politics of  “Britishness.” 
the course is especially appropriate as background for the study of  
european history, gender and history, modernity, colonialism and 
postcolonialism, and theory and history. it emphasizes doing histo-
ry by introducing students to primary sources, including speeches, 
letters, census records, novels, and films, that will be contextualized 
through lectures, debates, and supplementary texts. students learn 
how historians define historical questions and shape material into 
historical narratives and discover new approaches to using gender, 
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race, sexuality, and class as categories for historical analysis of  so-
cial phenomena such as power, agency, and experience.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST272 The Long Civil Rights Movement in 20th-Century 
America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam215.

HIST273 Engendering the African Diaspora (FGSS Gateway)
this course examines the history of  the african diaspora from 
about the 17th century to the present. We begin by reviewing def-
initions of  diaspora, in general, and the african diaspora specifi-
cally. second, we analyze the multidirectional nature of  travel be-
tween africa, europe, and the americas. african women and men 
(here, primarily West african) and their descendants have moved 
in an atlantic world by force and by choice over the centuries. 
finally, we examine the intellectual work of  activists, writers, and 
ordinary women and men of  african descent who have debated 
the politics, artistic expression, and identity(ies) of  african dias-
pora communities. Women as social actors and ideas about gen-
der, femininity, and masculinity are recurrent themes in the course. 
reading assignments include a range of  scholarly articles, novels, 
primary documents, electronic sources, and films. this course il-
lustrates that the idea of  an african diaspora did not form natu-
rally as a result of  the trans-atlantic slave trade. socioeconomic 
forces, individuals, community activism, and intellectual critique 
created and altered the meaning of  african diaspora over time.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[aFam272 or FgSS271 or amSt284].

HIST274 Myth, Memory, and History
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli371.

HIST275 Warfare in the Middle Ages: The Example of 
Flanders in 1127–1128
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum345.

HIST276 Constructing Hinduism and Islam
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli297.

HIST277 Duty, Power, Pleasure, Release: Key Themes in 
Classical Indian Thought
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa291.

HIST278 Like Lambs to the Slaughter: Improvising Murder in 
the 12th Century
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FrSt231.

HIST280 The Industrial Revolution in Global Context: 
Economic History Since 1800
With the development of  mechanized industry in the late 18th 
century, a productivity revolution was unleashed that would soon 
spread from Britain to continental europe, north america, and 
Japan. By the early 21st century, three successive industrial revolu-
tions had profoundly transformed these societies as well as the 
rapidly developing economies of  east and south asia. this lec-
ture/discussion course analyzes the historical forces driving this 
process. it begins by studying the transformation of  europe’s 
overwhelmingly rural and agricultural economy into a predomi-
nantly urban and industrial one, looking closely at entrepreneurs, 
technology, and changing trading patterns during various phases 
of  this process. focus will be on Britain, Germany, the United 
states, and Japan, considering not only industrial development 
but also its broader implications, including colonial empire, great 
power rivalry, protectionism, economic depressions, and warfare, 
to highlight the complex relationship between economic and po-
litical power. the course will also analyze how industrial capital-
ism survived the disasters of  the 20th century to drive a process 
of  regional and global economic integration in the late 20th cen-
tury. it will conclude by considering the opportunities and chal-
lenges posed to the mature industrial economies by the newly 
emerging industrial powers China and india.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.grimmer-Solem,.eriK—SEcT.:.01.

HIST281 French Existentialism and Marxism
this course is a study of  french thinkers of  the 20th century who 
challenged and reevaluated the principles upon which Western so-
ciety was based, with an emphasis on the problems and theories 
concerning the standards of  moral action, the nature of  political 
knowledge, ethical relativity, free will, and determination.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

HIST282 Medicine and Health in Antiquity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV225.

HIST284 Race State: Race, Public Policy, and the Making of 
the New Deal State Since 1930
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam240.

HIST285 India and the West: South Asia’s World History
this course will trace the history of  india’s long engagement 
with europe and the americas and will draw on a rich and di-
verse—and global—literary outpouring across centuries, as well 
as popular and “parallel” (or “art”) cinematic representation from 
the past six decades created in both south asia and the West. 
Contemporary literary accounts, including much period fiction, 
will be paired with scholarly investigations of  the social, military, 
economic, political, and religious themes that marked the five cen-
turies of  india’s world history.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST287 Saints and Sinners in Europe, ca. 1000–1550
this lecture-discussion course will help students to understand 
the dominant role of  religious ideas and institutions in forming 
the self  and society of  europeans in the Middle ages and 16th 
century as the ferment that led to the reformation developed. 
Much of  the focus will be on the relationship between individual 
Christians and surrounding community and church. this will en-
tail an examination of  saints, mystics, and philosophers on the 
one hand and those declared heretics or witches on the other. the 
relationship of  state power to religious organization and religious 
change will also be discussed in a comparative perspective, consid-
ering individuals and developments in england, spain, scotland, 
Germany, and france.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[mdSt298 or reli263].

HIST290 Law and Order in Ancient Rome
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV221.

HIST291 The American Revolution
this course surveys the events leading up to the american 
revolution of  1775–1783 and the tumultuous years that fol-
lowed, observing at close range members of  the so-called found-
ing generation as they fought among themselves, often savagely, 
and, in one case, murderously, over what was best for the fledgling 
United states. students will read a wide range of  primary sources 
(letters, diaries, propaganda) and so grasp the war’s impact not 
only on average men, women, and children, but also in the world 
of  ideas beyond these shores. above all, the course will treat the 
revolution as contemporaries understood it: as a violent civil war 
in which property was destroyed and people died badly—as per-
haps the most appalling human rights crisis of  the 18th century.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt290
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.SWineHart,.KirK.daViS—SEcT.:.01.

HIST293 Muslim Africa
this lecture/discussion course examines the historical, religious, 
and cultural aspects of  the expansion of  Muslim africa. trade 
networks extending from north of  the sahara and from across the 
indian ocean were an undeniable part of  the diffusion of  Muslim 
religious practices. However, this course also examines other fac-
tors that facilitated and hindered the spread of  islam in africa 
including indigenous religion, gender ideologies, the expansion 
of  Christianity, local politics, european colonialism, and the more 
recent development of  islamist political movements. to examine 
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Muslim africa from all of  these perspectives, this course uses pri-
mary sources, scholarly articles, novels, and films covering all re-
gions of  the continent. this course is useful for students looking 
for an overview of  african history. this course also is helpful for 
students intending to or returning from study abroad in africa.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST294 Political Fiction
attitudes toward politics, economics, society, and history will be 
examined from works of  fiction that directly criticize an existing 
society or that present an alternative, sometimes fantastic, reality. 
this will be a lecture/discussion class.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.miller,.cecilia—SEcT.:.01.

HIST296 Colonial Latin America
this lecture course begins with the history of  three major indig-
enous societies—the Maya, the aztecs, the incas—and contin-
ues through the formation of  the spanish and Portuguese em-
pires. topics include the initial contact in and conquest of  the 
Caribbean, Meso-america, and the andes; the imposition of  im-
perial rule and the survival of  precontact cultures; the transforma-
tion of  production; the impact of  and resistance to slavery; the 
structure of  colonial communities; the role of  gender, religion, 
ethnicity, and race in the creation of  colonial identities; and the 
independence movements and the end of  formal colonial rule. 
the required readings introduce students to major theoretical ap-
proaches to the history of  the region; primary documents, maps, 
drawings, and other texts will be discussed in class.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt296.

HIST297 Death and the Limits of Representation
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col232.

HIST298 The Sixties
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl237.

HIST299 Portuguese Expansion to Africa and the Atlantic 
World, 1440–1640
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam210.

HIST301 Jews Under Christianity and Islam: Borders, 
Boundaries, and Coexistence
this course will focus on the relationship between legal, religious, 
and real-life interaction among different religious groups. We will 
explore how mutual attitudes of  Jews, Christians, and Muslims 
have been shaped throughout centuries from the rise of  these re-
ligious groups through the premodern period. We will examine 
how each religious tradition constructed the “other” and sought 
to create boundaries to prevent intermixing and religious corrup-
tion while at the same time dealing with real-life issues of  daily 
contact. We will try to find answers to the following questions: 
What was the Jews’ attitude toward non-Jews? How did Jews fare 
in Christian and Muslim traditions? We will also discuss the rela-
tionship between religious ideals present in sacred texts and pre-
scriptive literature of  each tradition and historical reality of  every-
day life: Were all the laws applied to daily intercourse? students 
will be exposed to a wide range of  primary sources. secondary 
sources will be used to illustrate current scholarly debates on the 
topics relevant to the course. We will read considerable sections 
of  the Hebrew Bible, new testament, the Qur`an, the talmud, 
the Church fathers, and later works, including rabbinic responsa, 
polemical works, and legal documents.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[reli290 or mdSt301].

HIST302 Race Discourse in the Americas
this course investigates the belief  system of  race from its emer-
gence in the 15th century to manifestations in the contemporary 
society of  the americas and beyond. Beginning with the expan-
sion of  europe into africa and the americas, it will demonstrate 
that rather than viewing race as usually the case within the liberal 

paradigm of  race relations (as distinct from racial hierarchy), or 
within the Marxian schema as being an epiphenomenon of  os-
tensibly the more fundamental issue of  class, the course proposes 
analyzing race as a central mechanism instituting of  Western so-
cieties. to this end, the class will attempt to show how race is but 
one form of  how human societies have organized and reproduced 
their cultural models.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.[aFam202 or engl240 or amSt275] or [aFam203 or HiSt241] or 

[aFam204 or HiSt242 or amSt238]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt307 or aFam303 or laSt301].

HIST304 Disease and Epidemics in Historical Perspective
this seminar examines how concepts of  diseases have changed 
over time in both the West and in some non-Western cultures and 
how several diseases in particular have reached epidemic propor-
tions from ancient times to the present. these diseases will tenta-
tively include smallpox, plague, cholera, tuberculosis, syphilis, and 
aids, among others. it will provide students with the conceptual 
tools necessary for the study of  diseases and epidemics in history, 
drawing from modern medical science and epidemiology, as well 
as from a broad range of  historical sources.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp304
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.JoHnSton,.William.d .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST306 Reading and Writing About Military Conflict
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum306.

HIST307 Transcendence, Truth, and History in Modern Jewish 
Thought
the goal of  this course is to explore the rise of  counterhistori-
cism (the claim that certain truths transcend time and are always 
accessible) in the work of  several Jewish intellectuals in interwar 
and postwar europe. in the years between the wars, figures such as 
franz rosenzweig, Walter Benjamin, Gershom scholem, and leo 
strauss all moved away from traditional philosophical investiga-
tions into history and meaning and toward a revised investigation 
based on the Jewish religion and sacred texts. Central to their work 
was the assumption that truth was not to be found in historical dis-
course or the Western metaphysical tradition (it was not evolution-
ary, progressive, or scientific) but instead could be found through 
the individual’s engagement with sacred texts. this trend comes 
to a head with emanuel levinas’ talmudic lectures in Paris after 
World War ii. as a group we will attempt to place the counterhis-
torical movement within its historical context (the conflict between 
the Hegelian and Kierkegaardian understanding of  truth and 
meaning, the conflict between assimilationism and particularism 
in Jewish thought and identity, the relationship between fascist/
national socialist thinkers and the concept of  historicism, the rise 
of  anti-semitism), and in so doing, we will engage the conflicting 
yet complementary constructs of  religious and historical truth.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col308.

HIST309 Black Political Thought
this course examines the emergence and development of  various 
strains of  black political thought in 20th century america. Within 
this seminar, we will explore the roots, ideologies, and construc-
tions of  various forms of  black political thought and action in 
relation to notions of  black freedom and citizenship. students will 
cover topics such as black nationalism, Pan-africanism, black radi-
calism, black conservatism, black liberalism, black feminism, black 
theology, and critical race theory and legal studies.
 How and why did these various ideologies and ideas 
emerge? What did it mean to engage in black protest thought 
in the post-reconstruction era? How has black political ideology 
shifted, transformed, clashed, competed, and evolved over the 
course of  american social and political history? What is the sig-
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nificance and influence of  20th-century black political thought to 
modern african american and United states history?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam309
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.WrigHt,.leaH.m .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST311 Ethnicity, Religion, and Class in the Middle East and 
the Balkans
the dissolution of  empires, ottoman and soviet, produced dra-
matic changes in the economic and social structure of  the Middle 
east and the Balkans, leading to the emergence of  new, compet-
ing social identities. this course will examine issues of  national-
ism versus religious identities, class struggle versus anti-Western 
struggle, and the changing role of  the minorities, both religious 
and ethnic, in the larger society in the 19th- and 20th-century 
Middle east and Balkans.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.HiSt234 or HiSt228—IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli311.

HIST312 Islam and Revolution
islam has played an active role in Middle eastern history, not only 
as a system of  religious beliefs, but as an ideology espousing po-
litical action as well. this course will examine the various ways in 
which islam has functioned in revolutionary situations in the 20th 
century as well as its relationship to various social revolutions. in 
particular, we will examine the radicalization of  islam as a po-
litical movement and the emergence of  a political islam with the 
iranian revolution and the emergence of  groups such as islamic 
Jihad, Hamas, and the taliban.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli252.

HIST315 Tracing Transcendence: Emmanuel Levinas’s 
Talmudic Lectures
this advanced seminar will focus on the intellectual history of  
levinas’s “talmudic lectures” in Paris from roughly 1960 to 
1990.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[col315 or reli308].

HIST316 Advanced Seminar in African History
this advanced seminar considers controversial issues in the his-
tory of  africa. the syllabus for the first half  of  the course will 
be set by the instructor after determining prospective students’ 
interests during the preregistration period. the readings in the 
second half  will be set by the students in consultation with the 
professor. topics might include Bantu speakers’ expansion into 
southern africa, the assessment of  oral traditions, the material ba-
sis of  african empires, alleged african origins of  the slave trade, 
the origins of  independent african churches, the experiences of  
women under colonialism, the roots of  african poverty, africans 
and their ecology, the demographic history of  africa, and the in-
tellectual construction of  africa and of  african culture.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST317 Ireland: Colonialism and Decolonialization
although it is geographically situated in europe, ireland’s history 
has many themes in common with the histories of  the developing 
nations of  the world: colonial settlement, cultural imperialism, and 
economic dependency. these issues as well as those of  indepen-
dence and the formation of  a nation-state and a national culture in 
the aftermath of  colonialism will be discussed in this course. this 
course will also deal with the peace process in northern ireland 
and the irish republic’s emergence as a “Celtic tiger.”
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST318 Postmodern Theory with a Historical Intent
this seminar will examine the possibility of  employing recent ad-
vances in postmodern philosophy in the service of  rigorous his-
torical investigation. Can postmodern theory be used historically, 
or are these two terms antithetical? We will explore the origins of  
postmodernism and its various incarnations (in poststructuralism, 

postcolonialism, gender studies, and feminist theory) and then look 
to apply these methodologies in specific historical case studies.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col218.

HIST319 Crisis, Creativity, and Modernity in the Weimar 
Republic, 1918–1933
Born in defeat and national bankruptcy, beset by disastrous infla-
tion, unemployment, and frequent changes of  government, and 
nearly toppled by coup attempts, the Weimar republic (1918–33) 
produced some of  the most influential and enduring examples 
of  modernism. Whether in music, theater, film, painting, pho-
tography, design, or architecture, the Weimar years marked an 
extraordinary explosion of  artistic creativity. new approaches 
were likewise taken in the humanities, social sciences, psychology, 
medicine, science and technology, and new ideas about sexuality, 
the body, and the role of  women were introduced. nevertheless, 
Weimar modernism was controversial and generated a backlash 
that forces on the political right mobilized to ultimately bring 
down the republic. this advanced seminar explores these develop-
ments and seeks to understand them within their political, social, 
and economic contexts to allow for a deeper understanding of  
Weimar culture and its place within the longer-term historical tra-
jectory of  Germany and europe. this perspective allows for an 
appreciation of  the important links between Weimar modernism 
and imperial Germany, as well as an awareness of  some of  the 
important continuities between the Weimar and nazi years.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.grimmer-Solem,.eriK—SEcT.:.01.

HIST320 Power and Resistance in Latin America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt300.

HIST322 Reason Against Itself
Medieval thought and invention, encapsulated in writing, reading, 
and material creation, stand at the beginning of  most european 
developments. this course will expose students both to the variety 
and intensity of  medieval thinking and the institutions of  educa-
tion and technology that the Middle ages initiated and sustained. 
among the topics to be discussed are the nature of  medieval 
memory and literacy, the medieval university, and schools, but the 
focus will generally be on key texts and their contexts, preeminen-
lty their authors. thus we shall read augustine, abelard, anselm 
and aquinas, Hildegard, Catherine of  siena, and Christine de 
Pisan. stress will be given to the social and power aspects of  in-
tellectual life.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.SHaW,.gary—SEcT.:.01.

HIST323 Religion and History
the course will examine some ways that scholars have understood 
the role of  religion and history. readings will reflect a wide vari-
ety of  theoretical, theological, and disciplinary perspectives.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli298
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SHaW,.gary—SEcT.:.01.

HIST324 The Problem of Truth in Modern China
this seminar challenges students to wrestle with the old but ever 
urgent problem of  truth. in the past few decades, historians as 
well as the public at large moved away from a focused concern 
with this issue, assuming that varieties of  discourse account for 
varying versions of  reality. now, in the wake of  the momentous 
traumas and deceits of  the 20th century, it may be possible to 
return to the question of  truth with a new sense of  urgency and 
clarity. Chinese culture and historians are part of  this worldwide 
current of  concern with veracity. the seminar will use voices from 
the Chinese past to sharpen and contextualize the question we 
ask about the role of  truth seeking and the craft of  history. Zhu 
Guanqian (1897–1987), for example, was a philosopher and sur-
vivor of  the Cultural revolution who wrote passionately about 
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the importance of  historical truth: Water flows and history moves 
on. History brings the present into the past. the past is never fully 
gone; just like fruits that grow from seed, the future is embedded 
in previous times. the present moment is significant because it in-
cludes both past and future. Confucius said that he did not regret 
dying in the evening, provided he had come to know the truth 
in the morning. the most important thing is to know the truth.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt324.

HIST326 Intimacy Matters: The Reform Aesthetic in 
Victorian America
this seminar examines the ways in which popular literature mapped 
the terrain of  social reform in 19th-century america and explores 
the relationship between narratives grounded in a sentimental aes-
thetic—one frequently gendered feminine and often produced by 
women—and the transformation of  the radical politics of  the an-
tebellum era into the genteel reforms of  late victorianism. efforts 
by novelists to reshape popular attitudes and influence public policy 
toward disadvantaged groups will be juxtaposed to an analysis of  
the cultural empowerment that the production of  such narratives 
conferred upon both writers and readers.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[FgSS326 or amSt326].

HIST328 The Immigrant City in the United States, 1880–1924
the formation—in the wake of  massive immigration—of  ethnic 
cultural enclaves in U.s. cities played a decisive role in shaping 
both literal and figurative cityscapes in the years that american 
culture made the transition to modernity. this seminar examines 
both the adaptation of  traditional cultures to the urban context 
and the collision of  these cultures with the dominant WasP ide-
ology shared by reformers, politicians, literati, and nativists alike. 
Particular attention will be paid to the ways ethnic and religious 
differences modulated class and gender systems. Paintings, pho-
tographs, architecture, and film will supplement written sources.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt328 or FgSS328].

HIST329 Talking About the Other: Jewish-Christian-Muslim 
Religious Polemic
relations among Jews, Christians, and Muslims have been seen 
historically as adversary, with mutual attitudes of  animosity 
shaped by religious beliefs and polemic. this course will examine 
closely how Jews, Christians, and Muslims talked about each other 
in their religious and polemical works. though these works are 
evidence of  conflict, a close reading of  these works will reveal a 
level of  knowledge and understanding of  the culture and beliefs 
of  the other.
 We will read works written by Jews, Christians, and Muslims 
looking at their foundational texts, as well as explicit works of  
polemic. But the course will also examine other ways in which 
religious groups mark boundaries and engage in a dialogue: ritu-
als, poetry, and art.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli266.

HIST331 Life Science, Art, and Culture
the place of  visual images and image production in the history 
of  scientific and medical knowledge is a new area of  inquiry, 
reflecting growing interest in the changing relations between 
scientific practice and theory, pictures and truth claims, art and 
nonart, and science and the public. this course explores changing 
uses of  visual media (drawings, etchings, sketches, photographs, 
diagrams, x-ray images, computer-generated images, film) in the 
life sciences and medicine from the late renaissance to the present 
day. in each lecture we will look at and discuss selected images 
representing different objects of  knowledge: the human body, mi-
croscopic organisms, plants and animals, physiological processes, 

anthropological subjects, the brain, disease, and the environment. 
some of  the questions we will investigate are, Why do producers 
of  knowledge make and circulate visual images? in what sense 
are scientific visualizations gendered? How and why are graphi-
cal representations used to communicate scientific and medical 
knowledge among different individuals and social groups (e.g., 
physicians, researchers, lab technicians, students, judges, magazine 
editors, science journalists, children) through different channels 
(e.g., textbooks, slide lectures, newspapers and magazines, court-
rooms, books, television, film)?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[SiSp331 or FgSS331].

HIST332 Atlantic Africa
this seminar examines africa and africans as active participants 
of  the history of  the modern atlantic world, encompassing 
africa, the americas, and europe. africans shaped modern history 
not only as slaves, but as traders, revolutionaries, missionaries, and 
intellectuals. after looking at scholarly definitions of  the atlantic 
world, we will examine several case studies including revolution-
ary Haiti; late 18th-century london; 19th-century south africa 
and the U.s. south; 19th- and 20th-century Brazil and West 
africa; and interwar Paris. Many of  our examples involve move-
ment around an atlantic world and different source materials, 
sometimes in the words of  africans and people of  african descent 
themselves. How are african women and men and their descen-
dants represented in histories that incorporate multiple locations 
and nations? How do they identify themselves and how do their 
identities shift over time?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST333 Modernity and the Work of History
this course examines the origins and implications of  histori-
cism, the modern practice of  the writing of  history as that of  
recounting the actual past. We shall begin with an investigation 
of  the late-renaissance lay humanist revolution that made histori-
cal thinking possible with a shift from a purely theocentric inter-
pretation of  the social reality (where being was supernatural and 
timeless) to a secular (being within time) understanding of  reality 
(if  only partial). related to this new narrative of  history would 
be a representation of  european society existing in a direct line 
of  descent from troy, what richard Waswo has argued consti-
tutes the “founding myth of  Western civilization.” the course will 
examine the transformations of  the enlightenment in which our 
modern understanding of  history would be born, central to which 
would be the concept of  objectivity as its raison d’être. We shall 
also examine the transference of  historicism to the U.s. context in 
the 19th century, which remained an indispensable element in the 
nation-building process. Moreover, in this respect, the role of  the 
ideology of  race will also be investigated to further elucidate the 
intellectual foundations of  the historical enterprise.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none—IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam333.

HIST334 Latin American Labor History: Regional, 
Transnational, and Gendered Perspectives
Upper-level seminar studies of  workers and labor movements in 
the southern americas, from the late 19th to the early 21st cen-
tury. topics include the legacies of  late colonial and early inde-
pendence-era state formation, trans-atlantic migrations, european 
revolutions and ideologies, U.s. interventions, utopian experi-
ments, creole and indigenous protests, regional and national pat-
terns of  class formation, urban and rural modernization, welfare 
reform, and gendered patterns of  work and civic resistance.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt334.
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HIST335 United States Political History Since 1945: Citizens, 
Institutions, and the State
the postwar era in the Unites states introduced a period of  sig-
nificant challenge and change throughout the nation; this course 
will introduce students to some of  these major events, charting 
transformations, themes, and issues in american political history 
since 1945. over the course of  the semester, we will explore a 
wide range of  primary and secondary source materials while cov-
ering topics such as the Cold War, domestic disorder, the Great 
society, american liberalism and conservatism, vietnam, the im-
perial presidency, the reagan revolution, and the War on terror.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt335.

HIST336 Science and the State
over the past two centuries, states have been among the most pro-
digious producers and consumers of  scientific information. Broad 
areas of  scientific inquiry such as demography, economics, geog-
raphy, and ecology substantially developed in response to the need 
of  states to manage their populations, their economies, and their 
natural resources. state-directed scientific and technological inno-
vation has also played a critical role in the pursuit of  national se-
curity and infrastructural development, most notably through the 
development of  nuclear weapons, missiles, and an array of  mili-
tary technologies. finally, states have turned to scientific experts to 
enhance the credibility and legitimacy of  policy decisions. this 
course introduces students to literature in the history of  science 
that explores the connections between systems of  knowledge 
and state power. themes developed include the tensions among 
expertise and democracy, secrecy, and scientific openness; the rela-
tionship between political culture and scientific and technological 
development; and the role of  quantification, standardization, and 
classification in producing political order.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[SiSp336 or amSt347].

HIST337 Mystical Traditions in Islam
Muslim scholars in the 20th century often condemn the mysti-
cal traditions of   sufism as being un-islamic. But for almost a 
thousand years, mysticism provided an alternative voice to Muslim 
believers. this course will explore the origins and development of  
sufism and its extraordinary impact on the cultural life of  Muslims 
in art, music, poetry, and philosophy.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none—IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli355
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.maSterS,.Bruce.a .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST340 Crime and Violence in the 20th-Century United States
this course addresses the modern relationship among sex, desire, 
criminal activity, and the broader political consequences of  conser-
vative political interventions into sexual subcultures. topics include 
the marketing/censorship of  persons and images of  persons to a 
potentially desiring public; the historical emergence of  women and 
juveniles as potentially exploitable persons, or victims, particularly 
liable to injury through their own desire or the desire of  others; the 
transformation of  criminal perversion from private vice to public 
threat; and the postmodern paradox of  the family as a privatized 
realm that has the statutory protection of  the state but must be 
policed by it in the interests of  a national sex/gender system.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt340.

HIST342 The Rise of the Conservative Movement in the 
United States Since 1950
“so inevitable, yet so unexpected,” alexis detocquevile declared, 
referring to the french revolution of  1789. the same is true of  
the conservative movement that developed in the United states 
over the last half-century, a powerful movement with worldwide 
significance that caught the shrewdest intellectuals of  the mid-
20th century by surprise. What is the nature of  modern american 
conservatism? How and why did it emerge? How do latter-20th-

century american conservatives compare to modern american 
liberals and to conservatives in europe? How has conservativism 
evolved over time? What are its social bases? What is its historical 
significance? these are among the questions considered in this 
seminar. Many primary sources will be included.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt339.

HIST343 Law and Culture: The Elgin Marbles to Napster
this seminar introduces students to some of  the rapidly evolving 
legal debates about art and cultural property—display, repatria-
tion, theft, wartime destruction—as well as intellectual property: 
copyright, the internet, and so on. How have museums, interpol, 
and UnesCo navigated the murky (and often dangerous) waters 
of  art and cultural property law? How have legal scholars, pub-
lishers, newspapers, authors, and media empires such as Google 
struggled to define the terms by which “information” reaches audi-
ences? readings will include case studies, legal theory, and a wide 
range of  polemical treatises.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.SWineHart,.KirK.daViS—SEcT.:.01.

HIST344 Writing Historical Biography
this first-year seminar offers students the chance to write serious 
historical biography. How does character-driven narrative nonfiction 
differ from traditional, i.e., explanatory, history-writing? Can narra-
tive life stories advance an argument in the same way that more theo-
retical books do? How does the biographer conduct research and use 
his or her subject to make larger claims about that subject’s time and 
place? some writing exercises will be traditional, others more experi-
mental. the final assignment will be a biography of  a grandparent.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt305
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SWineHart,.KirK.daViS—SEcT.:.01.

HIST346 Early American Material Culture: Art, Buildings, and 
Things in a Colonial Place
this upper-level seminar offers an introduction to material cul-
ture theory and methodology, as well as deep immersion in early 
american architectural history and the history of  early american 
domestic life. readings will include prominent works of  histori-
cal and theoretical scholarship, together with a small handful of  
recent exhibition catalogs. foremost among our concerns in this 
seminar will be to study, at close range, the uses to which early 
american history has been put by those who sell objects that rou-
tinely bring tens of  millions of  dollars at auction. not only will 
students become acquainted with the agendas at work in the ac-
quisition and display of  early american things, they will explore 
how scholars and museum professionals use those things to eluci-
date the texture of  everyday life in early america.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt208.

HIST347 The Social Question and the Rise of the Welfare 
State in Germany, 1780–1914
Germany was one of  the first countries to define a “social question” 
and develop a modern welfare state. While German welfare provi-
sions later became models for similar programs in most industrial 
countries, many enduring attributes of  the welfare state owe much 
to the peculiar German context out of  which it arose and the un-
likely set of  forces that helped to shape it. this advanced seminar 
explores this history by analyzing the development of  the German 
social question, social research, and social policy from the late 18th 
century until the first World War. drawing on a wealth of  pri-
mary and secondary sources, the course begins by investigating the 
poor relief  and agricultural reform policies of  the old regime, the 
stein-Hardenberg reforms in Prussia, and the problem of  pauper-
ism before and during the 1848 revolution. Most of  the seminar 
analyzes the transformation of  the social question between 1850 
and 1900 through rapid agricultural change, industrial growth, ur-
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banization, and the rise of  social democracy, exploring the impact 
of  these processes on workers, the middle classes, public opinion, 
political parties, academics, and government officials. We will focus 
especially on the passage of  Bismarck’s social insurance legisla-
tion in the 1880s, allowing a critical assessment of  the conditions, 
opinions, and interests that enabled the creation of  the first welfare 
state. finally, we will assess the social question and welfare state 
as they are relevant to evaluating Germany’s “special path” of  his-
torical development in the 20th century by drawing the German 
welfare state into comparative perspective.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST349 Intimate Histories: Topics in the History of Sex, 
Gender, and the Body
Who is a man? Who is a woman? Why does it matter? this upper-
level seminar is intended to prepare students who are interested in 
historical research or in developing the historical tools that will 
support interdisciplinary research and writing in queer, trans, fem-
inist, and/or sexuality studies. Using a comparative perspective, 
we will situate the production of  embodied identities primarily 
in a 20th-century history of  race, politics, and ideas. themes we 
will address include the role of  formal and popular science in 
producing new gender identities, the political uses of  gender and 
sexuality, methods of  gender assignment, and the role of  culture 
and history in articulating similar bodies differently (or different 
bodies similarly) over space and time.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt345 or FgSS349]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.potter,.claire.B .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST350 Modern Social Thought
this course is a study of  the major european thinkers of  the 19th 
and 20th centuries who made attempts to apply their theories as 
systematic forms toward explaining and understanding the his-
torical process and the interrelationship of  individuals, theorists, 
and literary figures of  the period.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST351 Topics in the Philosophy of History
this research seminar will examine topics at the intersection of  
intellectual history and the theory of  history. areas of  inquiry to 
include history and memory; trauma and history; psychoanalysis 
and critical theory; postmodern critique of  history; photography, 
film, and historical representation. students can write either three 
short papers or a longer paper.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[pHil352 or col351].

HIST353 Slavery, Empire, and Sexuality: An African Research 
Seminar
students in this upper-level writing seminar will write an extensive, 
original research paper after examining four books that creatively 
use common source materials in african history: travel accounts, 
missionary documents, life histories, and novels. By reading pri-
mary documents and critiques alongside these works—a narrative 
history of  a slave ship voyage along the West african coast, a col-
lection of  life histories of  former women slaves in east africa, an 
ethnography of  missionaries in Botswana, and a “queer” biography 
of  a British palm oil trader and novelist in colonial nigeria—stu-
dents will gain insight into how to research and write their own 
papers while engaging major topics in modern african history. this 
is an excellent course for majors and nonmajors interested in con-
ducting semester-long research projects in african history.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS353.

HIST354 Rethinking the World: The Enlightenment Between 
Utopia and Reform
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col252.

HIST356 From Chinese Chan to Japanese Zen: Dôgen and 
Buddhism’s Place in the World
dôgen (1200–1253), the founder of  the Japanese sôtô sect of  
Zen Buddhism, has been recognized not only as a key figure in 
Japanese Zen, but as one of  the greatest thinkers of  all time. His 
ideas continue to influence the practice of  Zen Buddhism for mo-
nastic and lay practitioners alike. this course will give students a 
brief   background in Buddhism and then examine the evolution 
of  Chan Buddhism in China and how dôgen changed it to be-
come Japanese Zen. through a number of  secondary and primary 
sources, we will pay particular attention to the lines between mo-
nastic and lay practitioners and to issues of  domesticity for both. 
We also will examine the religious and philosophical implications 
of  his ideas in these respects.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[eaSt356 or reli356]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.JoHnSton,.William.d .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST357 Toward an Archaeology of the U. S. Prison System
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam349.

HIST359 Women’s and Gender History in Africa
this seminar course examines the study of  women and gender 
in african history. How should we discuss women and gender in 
african contexts? are Westerners forcing their ideas on africa? 
do writings and films by africans and africanist scholars chal-
lenge the methodologies and themes in women’s and gender stud-
ies? readings include theoretical pieces and case studies on four 
specific regions/countries of  africa: nigeria/Benin (West africa), 
Morocco (north africa), south africa, and Congo-Kinshasa 
(Central africa). We cover key themes in women’s and gender 
studies such as power, feminism, women’s voices, and sexuality. 
But the texts and videos also address broader matters such as reli-
gion, racism, and politics. specific topics in african history include 
the slave trade, colonialism, nationalism, apartheid, and military 
regimes. students generally interested in african history or in 
women’s and gender history will find this course useful.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS358.

HIST362 Issues in Contemporary Historiography
this course is designed to introduce history majors to a range of  
problems, debates, and critical practices in the discipline of  his-
tory. Part i will explore varieties of  evidence and problems of  in-
terpretation; Part ii will provide a close examination of  a historical 
problem using primary sources; and Part iii will consider methods 
of  and models in the construction of  historical explanation.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.BroWn,.JuditH.c .—SEcT.:.01-03.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.nuSSdorFer,.laurie—SEcT.:.01-03.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.tucKer,.JenniFer—SEcT.:.01-03.

HIST366 The Labor Boys: Mediation and Arbitration in 
America, 1942–1993
When Japan attacked Pearl Harbor and Germany declared war 
on the United states, victory over the axis powers depended on 
america’s industrial might. However, american unions and corpo-
rations were sharply divided. to address this problem, fdr ap-
pointed the national War labor Board that in turn hired a corps 
of  young economics professors and labor lawyers whom they 
trained as mediators. the “labor Board boys,” as this group of  
men (and one woman) was nicknamed, bonded together like sol-
diers at the front. like the armed forces, their work was essential 
for victory. Unlike soldiers, however, the group remained together 
after the war ended. for the next 50 years and more, they con-
tinued to try to resolve the most pressing issues confronting the 
nation—not only strikes and other industrial disputes, but also the 
the integration of  southern public schools, the 1960s student re-
volts, discrimination against minorities in industry, the stagflation 
of  the 1970s, modernization of  third World economies, and the 
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U.s.-soviet confrontation over nuclear weapons during the 1980s. 
the seminar will spotlight this group: their influence on unions, 
industry, the economy, education, and international relations.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST368 Violence and American Identity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum334.

HIST369 Reading About War
this course offers students the chance to read, and think, about 
war in various and often opposing ways, from the medical to the 
philosophical, the literary to the historical. some of  what we’ll 
read makes for very tough reading. at times, no doubt, the ques-
tions we ask of  certain books will seem outrageous, irrelevant, dis-
respectful. still, we should be prepared to ask some of  those “big” 
questions, if  only to keep us from succumbing totally to outrage 
and horror: How do people understand and write about war? do 
women, men, and children share identical experiences, or has war 
affected each differently over time? What, if  anything, do all wars 
share in common? What, if  anything, do the prosecutors of  war 
share with war’s victims? is there a difference between prosecu-
tors and victims, combatants and noncombatants? Can you study 
early modern wars, such as King Philip’s War and the american 
revolution, in the same way that you might study, say, World War 
i or vietnam? in ranging widely across time and somewhat widely 
across space, the course readings should provoke at least as many 
questions as they do answers. such a scattershot approach may 
seem unorthodox at best, perhaps moronic at worst. But there’s 
a point. too often scholars isolate themselves from one another; 
they divide themselves into specialties (and subspecialties within 
subspecialties). and when they do, they become purveyors of  a 
dangerous assumption: that nothing is consistent across time and 
space. We want, in 13-odd weeks, to wrestle with that assumption 
and to grapple with how war transforms lives. above all, we want 
to deepen our sense of  human frailty and to expand our empathic 
powers, even as we train a discerning eye on the very sources that 
provoke in us the most distressing emotions.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt369.

HIST371 Fascism
this course is a comparative analysis of  european fascist move-
ments and ideologies in the first half  of  the 20th century, with 
specific attention to italy, Germany, spain, and france. Materials 
for the seminar will include documentary sources, including films, 
interpretive studies, and biographies. four short papers and a ma-
jor research paper will be required. Priority to juniors and seniors; 
history majors may count this seminar toward fulfillment of  the 
department’s seminar requirement.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST372 Women and Gender in Renaissance Italy
this course examines renaissance notions of  woman in the con-
text of  new ideas about renaissance man and gender relations in 
renaissance italy. on the basis of  works written by modern histo-
rians as well as reading primary sources, students will explore such 
issues as whether women had a renaissance; how women, men, 
and gender relations were affected by new theories and practices 
of  marriage, by new conceptions of  science and sexuality, by the 
development of  premodern capitalism, and by the emergence of  
new forms of  learning and artistic expression.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS372.

HIST373 Patterns of the Chinese Past: Culture, Politics, and 
Ecology
this seminar explores the process by which historians re-imagine 
the past, from the minute details of  ecological devastatation to 
the structures of  imperial decision making. the goal will be to 
examine different ways in which historical evidence can be struc-

tured to create meaning and to craft a compelling narrative that 
brings the distant past into active converation with our concerns 
in the present.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt373.

HIST375 The End of the Cold War, 1981–1991
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum339.

HIST376 The Holocaust
is it possible to make sense of  the horror that was the Holocaust? 
Can this history ever be normalized or analyzed impartially, 
and if  so, is such objectivity desirable, given the poignant moral 
claims of  this history and its enmeshment with politics? this ad-
vanced seminar explores these and other questions in the ongo-
ing challenge of  coming to terms with national socialism and 
the Holocaust. the course is intended for history majors and 
advanced students in related fields who already possess a good 
working knowledge of  German, Jewish, and/or european his-
tory. rather than treating the Holocaust in isolation, this course 
will situate it within the history of  nazi Germany by making use 
of  the latest interpretive tools and methods and an extensive col-
lection of  primary sources from this field to explore the unique 
set of  problems Holocaust history poses and the means that his-
torians have developed to address them. Most of  the course will 
be devoted to the development of  a research project that will cul-
minate in a substantial research paper of  15–20 pages. the aims 
of  the seminar are to impart a good grasp of  the main outlines of  
the Holocaust, develop and refine the skills of  historical research, 
and cultivate a critical awareness of  the possibilities and limits of  
history as a tool of  analysis.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.HiSt203.

HIST377 Comparative French Revolutions
this course makes a systematic, comparative analysis of  the causes, 
patterns, and consequences of  revolutionary activities in france, 
examining the revolutions of  1789, 1830, 1848, and 1870. the 
course will emphasize revolutionary movement organizations, po-
litical and social goals, ideology, and industrialization.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FrSt297.

HIST378 Science and Technology Policy
science and technology intersect with myriad areas of  policy and 
politics. recall the regulatory failures behind patient deaths from 
vioxx; the emergence of  funding for embryonic stem cell research 
as a major political issue; high-profile instances of  scientific fraud; 
the debate over the reality and extent of  climate change; and the 
widespread public perception of  eroding american research and 
development competitiveness in a globalizing world. discussion 
of  these issues often revolves around a common set of  questions 
about the relationship between science and policy. is scientific and 
technological development a force beyond human control, or can 
it be governed? is more and better science necessary for better 
public decision making? Can only scientists judge the value of  
scientific research programs or the validity of  scientific results? 
is the furtherance of  scientific understanding always socially be-
nign, and who decides? this course examines such questions by 
surveying the variety of  interactions between science, technology, 
and policy, focusing primarily on the american context, but also 
including comparative perspectives. the approach is multidisci-
plinary, drawing upon literature in a wide range including history, 
law, and science and technology studies. a background in science 
is not required.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[SiSp378 or amSt370].

HIST380 Making History: Practices and Theory
this research seminar will examine historiography as a practice, 
an art, and, finally, as an object of  theoretical reflection. it hopes 
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to reveal history writing’s own history to reveal the values, moral 
aesthetic, and politics that have dominated the desire of  people 
around the world to commemorate events, repeat them, and con-
sciously build the present out of  renewed confrontation with or 
celebration of  their pasts. it will consider the relationship of  social 
status and virtues. it will analyze the power of  history to articulate 
political and moral options. throughout the course we will focus 
on the rhetorical means by which historians present their views, 
the philosophical premises that undergird them, and the passions 
and interests that might have motivated them. this will require 
due attention to both the context and the text’s production and to 
reading and to the text’s words themselves.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST381 Japan and the Atomic Bomb
the atomic bombings of  Hiroshima and nagasaki in 1945 are 
central to the history of  the 20th century. this course examines 
the scientific, cultural, and political origins of  the bombs; their use 
in the context of  aerial bombings and related issues in military 
history; the decisions to use them; the human cost to those on 
whom they were dropped; and their place in history, culture, and 
identity politics to the present. sources will include works on the 
history of  science; military, political, and cultural history; literary 
and other artistic interpretations; and a large number of  primary 
source documents, mostly regarding U.s. policy questions. this is 
an extremely demanding course.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[SiSp381 or eaSt384].

HIST382 The Treason of the Intellectuals: Power, Ethics, and 
Cultural Production
in his 1928 essay Julien Benda railed against the “treason” of  the 
european intellectual establishment who abandoned disinterested 
intellectual activity in favor of  political and nationalist engage-
ment. in this course we will explore the relation of  intellectuals to 
politics and the ethical ramifications thereof. Beginning with the 
dreyfus affair, the course will emphasize political involvement 
in france and Germany and focus on the relationship between 
political action and intellectual and cultural production. figures 
to be considered are emile Zola, Julien Benda, Maurice Blanchot, 
robert Brasillach, albert Camus, Jean-Paul sartre, simone de 
Beauvoir, Maurice Merlean-Ponty, and raymond aron.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col291.

HIST383 History of Human Rights in Africa and the African 
Diaspora
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum383.

HIST385 Romanticism and Political Fiction
to assess the problems and concepts that taken together are con-
sidered to demarcate romanticism, this seminar will focus on a 
small number of  novels from before, during, and after the tradi-
tional romantic period. this course will test the premise that the 
theory of  this time often lagged behind the literature in terms 
of  the development of  abstract political and economic ideas. in 
addition, the particular texts for consideration in this class, from 
six countries and five languages, offer intriguing test cases of  the 
frustrations and rewards of  studying texts and translations.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST386 Jews and Modernity: History and Historiography
this course will examine dilemmas and challenges Jews faced in 
modern times. We discuss the notions of  traditional societies and 
their transformations in the modern period. Was it really a rupture, 
as historian Jacob Katz has argued in his book, Tradition	and	Crisis? 
How did the broader social and political transformations influence 
Jews? Was their experience of  modernity different from that of  
their non-Jewish neighbors? We will read texts that focus on these 
challenges and Jewish responses to them. We will also explore the 

historical narratives of  the transformations created by historians. 
the readings will include both primary and secondary sources. 
We will also view some films that address issues pertaining to the 
topic of  the course.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli226.

HIST387 Plague, Rebellion, and Heresy: England,1290–1520
this seminar will examine england in the later Middle ages as 
the country moved through catastrophic epidemic disease, near 
perpetual warfare, and the rise of  popular piety and heresy. the 
course will examine famine and plague in the early 14th century 
and their effect on population, on standards of  living, gender 
relations and women’s possibilities, social identity, and social 
cohesion, including responses through law and crime. We shall 
consider the transformation of  the fundamental social structure 
under these strains, including the Great rebellion of  1381, and 
the subsequent disappearance of  serfdom. at the same time, we 
shall examine the rise of  popular politics and popular religion in 
the face of  political instability and a general crisis of  Catholicism.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt387.

HIST388 The Political Economy of Women in the Modern 
United States
this course in United states political history explores women’s 
theoretical and strategic interventions in political culture from the 
consolidation of  the industrial economy in 1918 to the postin-
dustrial 21st century. addressing historical questions of  critical 
importance to women as individual workers and citizens, and in 
their relationship to men and domesticity, we will discuss the con-
ditions under which race, gender norms, nationality, and class con-
sciousness affected the political and economic status of  women 
over the course of  the 20th century. topics will include gender 
equity and civil rights; the rise of  the welfare state; resistance to 
violence; contests over the meaning and content of  feminism; the 
relationship of  women to nationalism, internationalism, and colo-
nialism; separatism; and critiques of  patriarchy.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS388.

HIST389 Models of Imperialism and Globalization
this course investigates the ways in which scholars have at-
tempted to construct thematic understandings of  world history, 
with particular emphasis on accounts of  Western imperialism and 
Western domination of  the non-West. the course will focus first 
on Marxist writers and their critics but will move on to consider 
views of  neoconservatives, liberals, world historians, postmodern-
ists, postcolonialists, and globalization theorists.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.elpHicK,.ricHard.H .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST391 The Spanish Empire: Identity and Diversity in the 
Early Global Age
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col391.

HIST392 The Historical Evolution of Power and the Human 
Psyche
in this course we will study the evolution of  imperial power 
through several disciplinary lenses. the history texts examine 
the escalating arms races among mainly european powers and 
the United states. european and north american imperialism 
shaped the modern world. the arms races and mobilizations of  
vast armies eventually had several paradoxical consequences, as 
did the economic integration of  the globe under european and 
U.s. expansion. We will study how empires produced projects of  
liberation and, conversely, how revolutionary liberation projects 
turned into empires. on the psychohistorical side, we will explore 
theories about the psychological dynamics of  groups underlying 
various kinds of  human pseudospeciation. in connection with 
group dynamics and pseudospeciation, we will examine paranoid 
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political movements and their expression in different historical 
settings. students will select topics in fields of  their interest, pres-
ent their ongoing work to the seminar toward the end of  the 
semester, and produce a research paper.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HIST393 Materia Medica: Drugs and Medicines in America
this course investigates the identification, preparation, and ap-
plication of  drugs and medicines in the United states, empha-
sizing the period before the 20th-century institutionalization 
of  corporate research and development. topics include colonial 
bioprospecting for medicinal plants, the development of  the in-
ternational drug trade, and the formation of  national pharmaceu-
tical markets. Participants will explore the production of  medical 
knowledge through local practice, public and private institutions, 
trade and commerce, and regulation.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt393 or SiSp393]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.FulliloVe,.courtney—SEcT.:.01.

HIST395 Brain, Mind, Soul, and Self: Historical and Ethical 
Dimensions of Neurology and Neuroscience
this discussion course examines the historical roots of  several 
issues in the recent scientific work in the neurosciences. How 
have these fields explained human thought and behavior? What 
models, metaphors, and techniques do they use? How do they 
expain (or deny) human differences, health and illness, mind, con-
sciousness, rationality, and free will? How are current scientific 
views influenced by prevailing political norms? What are the con-
nections between how the brain is understood by neurology and 
neurosciences and how the mind is understood by other sciences 
and wider culture? if  people are irrational or products of  their en-
vironment and evolutionary history as some recent scientific work 
argues, what are the political and social implications? What ethical 
and political issues are at stake in research that finds neurological 
distinctions in people of  differing sex, gender, race, ethnicity, or 
political affiliation? We will seek answers to these by examining 
current cases and their historical precedents.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp395.

HIST396 Mapping Metropolis: The Urban Novel as Artifact
taking as its starting point an obscure detective novel published 
in 1874 and subtitled A	Tale	of 	Hartford	and	New	York, this semi-
nar will explore the many facets of  urban culture in Gilded age 
america. With a primary focus on new york City, students will 
reconstruct the social, commercial, institutional, and intellectual 
worlds that constituted the nation’s metropolis in the aftermath of  
the Civil War. Clues in the novel suggest ways of  mapping class, 
gender, and race in the city’s social geography. the novel com-
ments perceptively and acerbically on manners, mores, religion, 
politics, and publishing in the Gilded age. institutional structures 
to be investigated include fashionable churches, department stores, 
charity nurseries for working mothers, jails, and police courts. 
Kleptomania, epilepsy, and alcoholism figure prominently in the 
narrative. Popular entertainment in bourgeois parlors, saloons, and 
gaming halls enlivens the text. the novel also charts the begin-
nings of  the colonial revival movement with its emphasis on his-
toric preservation. the class will collectively construct an archive 
of  primary sources that reveal the understandings of  city life that 
prevailed among the novel’s original audience. the seminar offers 
students the opportunity to pursue original research as principal 
investigators on key topics in urban cultural history.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt386
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Hill,.patricia.r .—SEcT.:.01.

HIST397 Early Modern Masculinities
this history research seminar will explore theories and practices 
of  masculinity in early modern europe (1500–1800). We begin 

with prevailing theories of  sexuality, sexes, bodies, and genders. 
How did philosophers and theologians in the Western tradition 
define maleness, and what it meant to be a man? How were sexu-
ality and sexual difference understood, and how did notions of  
gender shape broader ideas about the nature of  human beings, 
their behavior, and their relationships? We then turn to practices. 
How were sex and gender identities negotiated in the actual lived 
experience of  early modern people? What happened to the men 
who did not “fit” into the norms of  patriarchy: priests, youths, her-
maphrodites, castrati? for their major paper students may research 
any aspect of  society and the sexes in early modern europe.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[FgSS397 or col397].

HIST401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

HIST409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

HIST411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

HIST465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

HIST467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Latin American Studies Program 
 PROFESSORS: James McGuire,	Government; ann M. Wightman,	History,	Chair

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: robert Conn,	Romance	Languages	and	Literatures; fernando degiovanni,	Romance	Languages	
and	Literatures

 DEpARTMENTAL ADvISINg
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: robert Conn; fernando degiovanni; ann Wightman

latin american studies (LAST) is an interdisciplinary program designed to provide an integrated view of  Mesoamerica, south america, 
and the Caribbean. this interdisciplinary approach is complemented by concentration in a specific discipline. a student who completes 
this program will receive a degree in latin american studies with concentration in a particular department. a double major in the depart-
ment of  concentration is an option for latin american studies majors.

Major program. twelve semester courses are required to complete the LAST major: either (a) six in latin american studies and at least 
six in a department of  concentration. the courses in latin american studies may be satisfied by a combination of  on-campus courses 
and tutorials and study in latin america; or (b) seven in LAST and five in a department concentration. the five or six courses in the con-
centration need not be cross-listed with LAST. acceptable departments of  concentration are those with an affiliated LAST faculty member, 
currently economics, earth and environmental sciences, government, history, music, religion, sociology, spanish, and theater. LAST majors 
may not concentrate in another program, (e.g., AMST) or in a college (e.g., CSS). 

of  the 12 courses required to complete the LAST major, three are required: LAST200 (Colonialism and its Consequences in the 
americas), LAST226 (spanish american literature and Civilization), and LAST245 (survey of  latin american History). one additional 
LAST cross-listed social science course is also required. all four of  these required courses must be taken at Wesleyan. Majors must also 
complete the LAST research requirement by writing a paper at least 20 pages in length that is centrally concerned with latin america, 
that is on a topic of  the major’s own choosing, and that receives a grade of  B- or better. Majors must also meet stage ii of  the general 
education expectations. departmental honors are awarded to majors who complete a senior thesis of  exceptional quality and who have 
a distinguish record of  course work in the program.

Study abroad. students may spend a semester or a year in a program in latin america approved by the University’s international 
studies Committee. additional regulations apply to latin american studies majors. Please note that at least eight of  the 12 mandatory 
courses required to complete the LAST major must be taken at Wesleyan.

Admission. application to the major should be made in the second semester of  the sophomore year. admission requires competence in 
either spanish or Portuguese and an academic record that shows ability both in latin american studies and in the intended depart-
ment of  concentration. all LAST majors are expected to complete stage ii of  the general education expectations and to maintain 
a grade point average of  B- or better in all LAST cross-listed courses taken at Wesleyan. to become a LAST major, a student 
submits an electronic major declaration, downloads from the LAST Web page a LAST Major application form and status sheet, 
and brings the two completed forms to the LAST chair’s mailbox in the Center for the americas. the core LAST faculty reviews 
these documents and the student’s academic record to make sure that the student is prepared to become a LAST major. if  so, 
the application is approved.

LAST188 Sophomore Seminar: Subject Peoples
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt188.

LAST200 Colonialism and Its Consequences in the Americas
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt200.

LAST219 Latin American Economic Development
IDENTIcAL WITh:.econ261.

LAST220 20th-Century Franco-Caribbean Literature and the 
Search for Identity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren225.

LAST226 Spanish American Literature and Civilization
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span226.

LAST227 Latin American Theater: Topics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.tHea315.

LAST238 Biculturalism, Border-Crossing, and Nonconformism 
in the Age of Conquest
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FiSt235.

LAST241 Exile and Immigration in Latino and Hispanic 
Literatures
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span285.

LAST243 History of Modern Mexico
this survey of  modern Mexican history (1810–2010) employs as 
its unifying theme Mexico’s bicentennial celebrations of  the Wars 
of  independence (1810) and the Mexican revolution (1910). 
focusing on the history, memory, myth, and popular celebration 
of  these upheavals and their major protagonists from the 19th 

century to the present day, students will survey modern Mexican 
history and cultural history approaches to its study.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt253
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Kiddle,.amelia.marie—SEcT.:.01.

LAST244 20th-Century Latin American Fiction
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span275.

LAST245 Survey of Latin American History
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt245.

LAST249 Migration and Cultural Politics: Immigrant 
Experiences in the United States
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc258.

LAST250 Globalization, Democracy, and Social Change in the 
Americas
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc260.

LAST254 Tales of Resistance: Modernity and the Latin 
American Short Story
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span284.

LAST256 Nomadic Islanders: Contemporary Caribbean 
Diasporas and Identities
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren304.

LAST258 Simon Bolivar: The Politics of Monument Building
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span286.

LAST260 The Uses of the Past: Literature and History in Latin 
America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span270.
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LAST261 Intellectuals and Cultural Politics in Latin America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span271.

LAST264 African Presences II: Music in the Americas
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc266.

LAST265 Imagining Latin America: Representations of the 
Other
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span272.

LAST267 Vulnerability, Development, and Social Protection 
in Latin America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.econ268.

LAST268 Anthropology of Black Religions in the Americas
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli268.

LAST269 Maya Peoples and Cultures: Ancient and 
Contemporary
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH266.

LAST271 Political Economy of Developing Countries
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt271.

LAST273 The Idea of Latin America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span273.

LAST275 Subject, Modernity, and Nation in Latin America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span274.

LAST277 Topics in Central American Literature: Myth and 
History in Central America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span277.

LAST278 Women and Revolution: Denunciation, Utopia, and 
Disenchantment in Central America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span278.

LAST279 Introduction to Latino/a Literatures and Cultures
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl279.

LAST280 Magic and Religion in Latin America
this course examines the use of  magic and religion in the for-
mation of  collective memory, historical consciousness, and po-
litical community in latin america and the spanish-speaking 
Caribbean. Using ethnographic studies and historical texts, this 
course will analyze the ways in which conquest, slavery and colo-
nization, evangelization, nation-state formation, modernization, 
and recent global economic trends are refracted through magi-
co-religious imagery and practices in various locales throughout 
latin america. a wide range of  beliefs, practices, and movements 
will be discussed, including indigenous religions and shamanisms, 
messianic and millennial movements, afro-Creole sorcery and reli-
gious formations, folk Catholicism, and liberation theology.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[antH280 or reli284].

LAST281 The Revolution of Literature: Writing the Cuban 
Revolution
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span279.

LAST282 History and Ideology in Latin American Poetry
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span280.

LAST283 Pathological Citizens: The Politics and Poetics of 
Disease in Latin American Literature
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span281.

LAST286 Transitions to Democracy in Southern Europe and 
Latin America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt286.

LAST287 Contemporary Latin American Fiction: Writing After 
the Boom
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span289.

LAST288 Cultures in Conflict: Latin American Novels of the 
20th and 21st Centuries
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span288.

LAST292 Sociology of Economic Change: Latin American 
Responses to Global Capitalism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc292.

LAST296 Colonial Latin America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt296.

LAST300 Power and Resistance in Latin America
this interdisciplinary seminar focuses on political structures and 
resistance movements and incorporates the discourses of  literature 
and history. Beginning with the Mexican revolution, the course 
will examine other moments in contemporary latin american his-
tory that have been characterized by overt and covert struggles 
over power: the Cuban revolution, the bureaucratic-authoritarian 
regimes in argentina and Peru during the civil war. in each unit, 
students will read an historical monograph, an essay or testimony, 
and a novel.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt320
pREREQ:.[HiSt245 or laSt245] or [amSt200 or laSt200]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.WigHtman,.ann.m .—SEcT.:.01.

LAST301 Race Discourse in the Americas
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt302.

LAST302 Latin American Politics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt302.

LAST305 Problems in Brazilian History
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt238.

LAST306 Liberation Theology and Pentecostalism in the 
Americas and Africa
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli279.

LAST307 Middle-Class Culture: Politics, Aesthetics, Morality
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH307.

LAST318 Who Owns Culture? A History of Cultural and 
Intellectual Property in the United States and Latin 
America
this course will examine the representation, appropriation, and 
consumption of  indigenous and african-descended peoples in 
the United states and latin america, using popular discussions, 
political debates, and legal battles surrounding cultural and intel-
lectual property. We will study how ownership can mean some-
thing palpable—legal property rights, for example—and also 
something less tangible and harder to define: the power to shape, 
own, market, and represent a group, region, national, or politi-
cal discourse. special attention will be given to museums, music, 
archaeology, copyright, tourism, land struggles, and testimonial 
literature (testimonio).
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt318 or aFam232 or HiSt243].

LAST320 Power and Performance in the Afro-Atlantic World
traditions of  witchcraft and sorcery in the afro-atlantic world 
have been dismissed as backward, superstitious practices incom-
patible with modernization. as the atavistic remnants of  an ar-
chaic past, so the argument goes, these practices were supposed 
to have faded away with modern advances in technology, educa-
tion, and economic development. yet, convincing evidence sug-
gests just the opposite that is, witchcraft and sorcery in the afro-
atlantic world have been more a response to modern exigencies 
than the lingering cultural vestiges of  a bygone era. this seminar 
will critically examine the modernity of  witchcraft and sorcery in 
the afro-atlantic world. We will look at how both the historical 
experience associated with slavery and colonialism are refracted 
through magical and ritual imagery and the ways in which these 
spectral, yet embodied histories continue to shape how these com-
munities interpret and react to global economic forces and the 
circulation of  hidden forms of  power-knowledge.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[antH320 or reli471 or aFam319].

LAST323 Cuba’s Afro-Creole Religions
this course will examine the way in which tumultuous events 
in Cuban history (transatlantic slavery, the witchcraft scares of  
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the republican period, prerevolutionary political instability) are 
re-imagined in the magical/spiritual imagery associated with 
the island’s afro-Creole religions. specifically, we will explore 
how memory and history interact in the constitution of  implicit 
knowledge and ritual practices belonging to Cuban Palo Monte, 
the abakua secret society, spiritism, and ocha-ifia (santeria).
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[aFam321 or reli323].

LAST324 Political Authority and Mystification in Latin 
America and the Caribbean
Why and how is it that power not only intoxicates but also exalts? 
How does the adoration of  political figures affect the political 
process and circulation of  power between citizens and the state? 
Why do some people not only consent to dictators but even revere 
and dedicate cults to them, whereas others risk their lives in defi-
ance? this seminar critically examines these questions and related 
themes such as political clientelism, cult of  personality, mystifi-
cation, and state fetishism in latin american and the Caribbean 
utilizing anthropological and historical studies, experimental eth-
nographies, and literary novels.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH326.

LAST326 Political Independence and Literary Dependence in 
19th-Century Franco-Caribbean Literatures
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren300.

LAST334 Latin American Labor History: Regional, 
Transnational, and Gendered Perspectives
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt334.

LAST336 Zombies as Other from Haiti to Hollywood
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum472.

LAST340 Contemporary Urban Social Movements
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH340.

LAST340 Performing Brazil: The Postdictatorship Generation
IDENTIcAL WITh:.tHea340.

LAST383 East Asian and Latin American Development
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt383.

LAST396 Justice, Forgiveness, and Reconciliation
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt396.

LAST401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

LAST409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

LAST411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

LAST465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

LAST467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Less Commonly Taught Languages
 LAnGUAGE ExPERTS: antonio González,	Portuguese; abderrahman aissa,	Arabic; William Pinch,	Hindi

instruction in the less commonly taught languages is offered at Wesleyan through coursework and through the self-instructional 
language Program (silP) that allows students to work independently with the assistance of  a native speaker and use of  texts and 
technological resources. 

Courses in languages such as american sign language, arabic, Korean, Portuguese, and Hindi are offered periodically when student 
academic interests and/or when courses in various departments support the study of  such languages. such courses are offered under 
the LAnG (language) designation, are usually yearlong courses, and may be used as preparation for focused study abroad, in support of  
academic interests, or to fulfill more personal goals. 

the self-instructional language Program permits students to petition for the opportunity to study a language not presently offered 
at Wesleyan. Petitions are evaluated on the basis of  the student’s academic needs or in conjunction with language study abroad. students 
whose petitions are approved study independently using a text and audio and visual materials. a native speaker of  the language acts as a 
weekly tutor, and a qualified faculty member from another institution advises on the appropriate level of  study and assesses the student’s 
progress with oral and written examinations. a student may complete four semesters of  language study through a silP; however, only 
two silP credits may be counted toward graduation. students may not use a silP to study a language already offered at Wesleyan unless 
it is at a level for which there are no courses. first-year students may not undertake silP study. Petition forms and further information 
about the program can be obtained from the director of  the language resource Center or online at www.wesleyan.edu/lctls.

LAnG158 Elementary Arabic II
this course is a first-year, elementary ii course in modern standard 
arabic (Msa) that will introduce students to the basic skills of  
reading, writing, speaking, and listening. in this level, class will 
continue to focus on speaking as an effective way of  learning 
(speak it to learn it). students will learn arabic basic grammar, 
write and create basic sentences, and be able to converse basic 
dialogues comfortably in the target language. students are ex-
pected to develop better listening, speaking, reading, and writing 
skills in arabic and to become familiar with arabic culture. in this 
course, students will learn how to read a story using an educa-
tional technique to help them reach proficiency through reading 
and storytelling. oral drills and speaking activities will be done 
in the classroom, and the class will be conducted fully in arabic. 
the class meets three times a week with a mandatory additional 
50-minute speaking drill session for all students.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.lang157— Spring.2011

LAnG165 Elementary Hindi I
With more than 330 million speakers in india alone, Hindi is one 
of  the most widely spoken languages in the world. the course 
will focus on the acquisition of  grammar and vocabulary with 
an emphasis on communication skills and cultural understanding.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.gupta,.radHa.rani—SEcT.:.01.

LAnG166 Elementary Hindi II
With more than 330 million speakers in india alone, Hindi is one 
of  the most widely spoken languages in the world. the course 
will focus on the acquisition of  grammar and vocabulary with 
an emphasis on communication skills and cultural understanding.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none— Spring.2011

LAnG190 American Sign Language I
this course introduces students to the fundamentals of  american 
sign language (asl), the principal system of  manual communica-
tion among the american deaf. not to be confused with signed 
english (to which a certain amount of  comparative attention is 
given) or with other artificially developed systems, asl is a con-
ceptual language and not merely encoded or fingerspelled english. 
as such, while to some extent influenced by english, depending 
on the individual signer, it presents its own grammar and structure, 
involving such elements as topicalization, spatial indexing, direc-
tionality, classification, syntactic body language, etc. By the end of  
the semester, students should have learned between 700 and 800 
conceptual signs and their use. they will also have been introduced 

to aspects of  american deaf  culture-sociology, psychology, educa-
tion, theater, etc., through a variety of  readings and discussions.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.mullen,.SHeila.m .—SEcT.:.01.

LAnG191 Beginning American Sign Language II
Beginning american sign language ii will provide a continuation 
of  the work done in LAnG190. the course will cover grammati-
cal and linguistic material in some depth, as well as teach addi-
tional vocabulary. there will also be a focus on students’ use of  
the language in class to improve their conversational abilities. the 
course will also introduce students to deaf  culture and the signing 
community and will include ethnographic and analytical readings 
related to culture, linguistics, and interpretation.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.lang190— Spring.2011

LAnG209 Advanced Arabic—Classical, SILP
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

LAnG253 Intermediate Korean I
this course offers students who have some knowledge of  Korean 
a chance to continue with the study of  the language at the inter-
mediate level. students must have a grasp of  elementary grammar, 
pronunciation, and the Korean writing system to enroll in this 
class, either by having taken LAnG153/LAnG154 elementary Korean 
at Wesleyan or through an equivalent experience.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[eaSt253 or alit253].

LAnG254 Intermediate Korean II
this course offers students who have some knowledge of  Korean 
a chance to continue with the study of  the language at the inter-
mediate level. students must have a grasp of  elementary grammar, 
pronunciation, and the Korean writing system to enroll in this 
class, either by having taken elementary Korean LAnG153/LAnG154 
and LAnG253 intermediate Korean at Wesleyan or through an 
equivalent experience.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.alit254.

LAnG257 Intermediate Arabic I
this course is a second-year, lower intermediate course in modern 
standard arabic (Msa) that will continue to focus on the four ba-
sic skills of  reading, writing, speaking, and listening. in this level, 
students will be able to speak enough arabic to communicate at 
a basic level with a native speaker on a variety of  topics. students 
should be able to write simple texts on everyday themes and read 
uncomplicated authentic texts, such as a newspaper article on a 
familiar topic and storybooks. students will also be introduced 
to aspects of  contemporary life and culture in the arab world 
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through films and cultural video clips. Class will focus on speak-
ing as an effective way of  learning (speak it to learn it). oral drills 
and speaking activities will be done in the classroom, and the class 
will be conducted fully in arabic. the class meets three times a 
week with a mandatory additional 50-minute speaking drill ses-
sion for all students.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.(lang157 and lang158)
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.aiSSa,.aBderraHman—SEcT.:.01.

LAnG258 Intermediate Arabic II
this course is a second-year, upper intermediate course in modern 
standard arabic (Msa) that will continue to focus on the four 
basic skills of  reading, writing, speaking, and listening. in this 
level, students will be able to speak arabic comfortably enough to 
communicate at a basic level with a native speaker on a variety of  
topics. students should be able to write simple texts on everyday 
themes and read uncomplicated authentic texts, such as a newspa-
per article on a familiar topic and storybooks. students will also be 
introduced to aspects of  contemporary life and culture in the arab 
world through films and cultural video clips. Class will focus on 
speaking as an effective way of  learning (speak it to learn it). oral 
drills and speaking activities will be done in the classroom, and 
the class will be conducted fully in arabic. the class meets three 
times a week with a mandatory additional 50-minute speaking 
drill session for all students.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.(lang157 and lang158) or lang257— Spring.2011

LAnG290 American Sign Language and Current Issues
during this third semester of  american sign language (asl) 
study, students will continue to focus on language acquisition, 
while also examining the related ethics and controversies sur-
rounding asl, deaf  culture, and disability issues in america. 
several key questions will be considered: How are advances in 
genetic testing impacting the deaf  community? What is the cause 
of  a recent emergence of  asl in popular culture and huge in-
crease in university course offerings and enrollments? What is the 
“least restrictive environment” according to the americans with 
disabilities act compared to day-to-day reality? is the deaf  com-
munity a cultural-linguistic minority group or a disabled popula-
tion? are cochlear implants a miracle cure, or are they a tool that 
is misrepresented in the media and/or an attempt at a form of  
cultural genocide? Why are many parents of  deaf  children forced 
to choose a faction of  the ongoing oral vs. signing debate, often 
made to feel guilty by the advocates of  the differing methods of  
education? Guest lectures and discussions will be conducted in a 
variety of  modalities, such as spoken english, asl, or simultane-
ous/total communication.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.lang191 or lang241 or lang242
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.mullen,.SHeila.m .—SEcT.:.01.

LAnG291 American Sign Language and Literacy Skills
through this service-learning course, students will continue their 
language training in american sign language (asl) while focus-
ing on research and applications primarily outside of  the deaf  
community. Combining the works of  oliver sacks (cognitive 
changes from sign language acquisition), Howard Gardner (multi-
ple intelligence theory), and Marilyn daniels (signing for hearing 
children’s literacy), students will participate in adding this visual 
and kinesthetic modality to elementary school language arts pro-
gramming. the use of  sign language for children with a variety 
of  learning disabilities will also be examined and applied through 
the course service component.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.lang290 or lang242— Spring.2011

LAnG357 Introduction to Colloquial Levantine Arabic I
this course offers students an introduction to the spoken arabic 
of  the levant (syria, lebanon, Jordan, israel, and the Palestinian 

territories). one of  the difficulties facing nonnative speakers try-
ing to master arabic is that very few arabs can carry on a con-
versation in modern standard arabic, so students must be familiar 
with a colloquial dialect as well as the standard literary language 
to communicate effectively in arabic. although levantine arabic 
is not as widely spoken as is the egyptian dialect, it provides a use-
ful entry for english-speakers into colloquial arabic, as it is about 
halfway between the egyptian dialect and that spoken in iraq and 
offers a useful bridge to mastering either dialect. the text for this 
course uses a phonetic latin transcription; the arabic alphabet will 
be used, however, in secondary materials. students need to have a 
thorough knowledge of  the arabic alphabet and writing conven-
tions to take this course.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.lang157 and lang158.

LAnG358 Introduction to Colloquial Levantine Arabic II
this course offers students an introduction to the spoken arabic 
of  the levant (syria, lebanon, Jordan, israel, and the Palestinian 
territories). one of  the difficulties facing nonnative speakers try-
ing to master arabic is that very few arabs can carry on a con-
versation in modern standard arabic, so students must be familiar 
with a colloquial dialect as well as the standard literary language 
to communicate effectively in arabic. although levantine arabic 
is not as widely spoken as is the egyptian dialect, it provides a use-
ful entry for english-speakers into colloquial arabic, as it is about 
halfway between the egyptian dialect and that spoken in iraq and 
offers a useful bridge to mastering either dialect. the text for this 
course uses a phonetic latin transcription; the arabic alphabet will 
be used, however, in secondary materials. students need to have a 
thorough knowledge of  the arabic alphabet and writing conven-
tions to take this course.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.lang357.

LAnG401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

LAnG409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

LAnG411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

LAnG465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

LAnG467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Mathematics and Computer Science
 PROFESSORS OF MATHEMATICS: Karen Collins; adam fieldsteel; Mark Hovey,	Chair; Michael s. Keane; Philip H. scowcroft; 

Carol Wood

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: Petra Bonfert-taylor; Wai Kiu Chan; david J. Pollack; edward taylor

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS:  Constance leidy; Christopher rasmussen

 PROFESSORS OF
 COMPUTER SCIEnCE:  daniel Krizanc; Michael rice

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS:  norman danner,	Vice-Chair; James lipton

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSOR:  eric aaron

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: tBd

Major programs. the department of  Mathematics and Computer science offers a major in mathematics and a major in computer 
science. With the department of  economics, we offer a mathematics-economics major and participate in the informatics and Modeling 
Certificate Program, described below.

each student’s course of  study is designed to provide an introduction to the basic areas of  mathematics or computer science and 
to provide the technical tools that will be useful later in the student’s career. the course of  study is planned in consultation with the 
department’s advisory committees or the student’s faculty advisor.
Graduate study. interested students should inquire about the combined Ba/Ma program. advanced undergraduates may enroll in 
graduate (500-level) courses.
Honors program. an undergraduate may achieve the Ba with honors in mathematics or honors in computer science via one of  several 
routes:
• the honors thesis, written under the supervision of  a faculty member under conditions monitored by the University Committee on 

Honors.
• a strong performance in a suitable sequence of  courses, normally including some graduate courses, selected in consultation with 

a member of  the department’s advisory committee. the candidate also is expected to prepare a public lecture on a topic chosen 
together with a faculty advisor.

• (Mathematics only) the comprehensive examination, offered by the department and/or by visiting consultants to select students 
nominated by the faculty.

Lectures. the departmental colloquium series presents lectures on recent research by invited mathematicians and computer scientists 
from other institutions. advanced undergraduates are encouraged to attend these colloquia and to participate in graduate seminars. the 
undergraduate Math Club hosts informal talks in mathematics; accessible to students at all levels.

MAThEMATIcS MAJOR pROgRAM
Requirements for the mathematics major:
• a year of  differential and integral calculus (typically MATH121 and MATH122)
• vectors and Matrices (MATH221) or linear algebra (MATH223)
• Multivariable Calculus (MATH222)
• an elementary knowledge of  mathematical algorithms and computer programming, as demonstrated by COMP112 or COMP211
• abstract algebra (MATH261) and fundamentals of  analysis (MATH225)
• a coherent selection of  at least four additional courses in advanced mathematics, 200-level or above, chosen in consultation with an 

advisor from the department.
Notes: students who have completed a year of  calculus in high school may place out of  one or both of  MATH121 and MATH122. an aP 
score of  4 or 5 on the calculus exam indicates the student should consider beginning in any of  MATH221, MATH222, or MATH223. students 
may not earn credit for both MATH221 and MATH223. students must complete either MATH228 or MATH261 by the end of  their junior year.

With advance approval from the departmental advisory Committee, mild adjustments are allowed. for example, a Wesleyan course 
with substantial mathematical content but that is not listed in MATH may be used toward the four-electives requirement. Please note, 
however, that both MATH225 and MATH261 must be taken at Wesleyan to complete the major, and substitutions for these courses will not 
be approved. 

Undergraduate majors in mathematics are encouraged to study languages while at Wesleyan; majors who are considering gradu-
ate study in mathematics should note that graduate programs often require a reading knowledge of  french, German, and/or russian.

cOMpuTER ScIENcE MAJOR
Requirements for the computer science major:
• Computer science (COMP): 211, 212, 231, 312, 301, one of  321 or 322, and two additional electives
• Mathematics (MATH): 221 or 223, and 228

notes: the mathematics courses and the computer science courses COMP211, 212, and 231 should be completed by the end of  the 
sophomore year. and COMP course at the 200/300+ level can be used as an elective for the major.
Informatics and Modeling Certificate. the department is an active participant in the informatics and Modeling Certificate (www.
wesleyan.edu/imcp). the certificate provides a framework to guide students in developing analytical skills based on the following 
two pathways:
• Computational science and Quantitative World Modeling (CsM—http://www.wesleyan.edu/imcp/csm.html)
• integrative Genomic sciences (iGs—www.wesleyan.edu/imcp/igs.html)
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the CsM pathway introduces students to modeling techniques and provides students with a foundation in the quantitative simulation, 
evaluation, and prediction of  natural and social phenomena. the iGs pathway introduces students to the interdisciplinary field of  
bioinformatics and its relationships to molecular genomics, evolution, structural biology, and bioethics. the department offers courses 
that support both pathways such as COMP211 and COMP212 and also offers special interdisciplinary courses for the iGs pathway such as 
COMP327 and COMP350. the certificate requirements are described in the links for the two pathways. 

Graduate Program
the department’s graduate programs include a Phd program in mathematics and Ma programs in mathematics and in computer science. 
the research emphasis at Wesleyan at the doctoral level is in pure mathematics and theoretical computer science. one of  the distinctive 
features of  our department is the close interaction between the computer science faculty and the mathematics faculty, particularly those 
in logic and discrete mathematics.

among possible fields of  specialization for Phd candidates are algebraic geometry, algebraic topology, analysis of  algorithms, 
arithmetic geometry, categorical algebra, combinatorics, complex analysis, computational logic, data mining, eliptic curves, fundamental 
groups, Galois theory, ergodic theory, geometric analysis, graph theory, homological algebra, Kleinian groups and discrete groups, knot 
theory, logic programming, mathematical physics, model theory, model-theoretic algebra, number theory, operator algebras, probability 
theory, proof  theory, topological dynamics, and topological groups.

Graduate students at Wesleyan enjoy small, friendly classes and close interactions with faculty and fellow graduate students. Graduate 
students normally register for three classes a semester and are expected to attend departmental colloquia and at least one regular seminar. 
the number of  graduate students ranges from 18 to 22, with an entering class of  three to six each year. there have always been both 
male and female students, graduates of  small colleges and large universities, and United states and international students, including, in 
recent years, students from Bulgaria, Chile, China, Germany, india, iran, and sri lanka. all of  the department’s recent Phd recipients 
have obtained faculty positions. some of  these have subsequently moved to mathematical careers in industry and government.

Requirements for the degree of doctor of philosophy. the doctor of  philosophy degree demands breadth of  knowledge, an 
intense specialization in one field, a substantial original contribution to the field of  specialization, and a high degree of  expository skill. 
the formal Phd requirements consist of  the following:
• courses. at least 16 one-semester courses are required for the Phd degree. several of  the courses are to be in the student’s field of  

specialization, but at least three one-semester courses are to be taken in each of  the three areas: algebra, analysis, and topology. first-year 
students are expected to take the three two-semester sequences in these areas. 

  However, students interested in computer science may replace course work in one of  these areas with course work in computer sci-
ence, with the permission of  the departmental Graduate education Committee. one of  the 16 courses must be in the area of  logic or 
discrete mathematics, as construed by the departmental Graduate education Committee.

• general preliminary examinations. the general preliminary examinations occur in the summer after the candidate’s first year of  
graduate study and cover algebra, analysis, and topology (or computer science, in the case of  students including this option among their 
three first-year subjects).

• Special preliminary examination. the special preliminary examination should occur during the candidate’s third year of  graduate 
work. the candidate is expected to exhibit sufficient mastery of  the chosen specialty to qualify to begin research leading to a doctoral 
dissertation under a faculty thesis advisor. the candidate demonstrates this mastery by giving a lecture on a topic, chosen in consultation 
with the advisor. a faculty committee evaluates the candidate’s knowledge performance.

• Language examinations. students must pass reading examinations in any two of  the languages french, German, or russian. it 
is strongly recommended that Phd candidates have or acquire a knowledge of  french, German, and russian sufficient for reading the 
mathematical literature in all three of  these languages. Knowledge of  two of  these three languages is required.

• Dissertation. the dissertation, to be written by the Phd candidate under the counsel and encouragement of  the thesis advisor, 
must contain a substantial original contribution to the field of  specialization of  the candidate and must meet standards of  quality as 
exemplified by the current research journals in mathematics.

• Defense of dissertation. the final examination is an oral presentation of  the dissertation in which the candidate is to exhibit an 
expert command of  the thesis and related topics and a high degree of  expository skill.

four to five years are usually needed to complete all requirements for the Phd degree, and two years of  residence are required. it is 
not necessary to obtain the Ma degree en route to the Phd degree. students may choose to obtain the Ma in computer science and 
the Phd in mathematics. any program leading to the Phd degree must be planned in consultation with the departmental Graduate 
education Committee.
Requirements for the degree master of arts. the requirements for the master of  arts degree are designed to ensure a basic knowledge 
and the capacity for sustained, independent, scholarly study. the formal Ma requirements consist of  the following:
• courses. six one-semester graduate courses in addition to the research units MATH591 and 592 or COMP591 and 592 are required for the 

Ma degree. the choice of  courses will be made in consultation with the departmental Graduate education Committee.
• Thesis. the thesis is a written report of  a topic requiring an independent search and study of  the mathematical literature. Performance 

is judged largely on scholarly organization of  existing knowledge and on expository skill, but some indications of  original insight are 
expected.

• Final examination. in the final examination, an oral presentation of  the Ma thesis, the candidate is to exhibit an expert command of  
the chosen specialty and a high degree of  expository skill. the oral presentation may include an oral exam on the material in the first-year 
courses. a faculty committee evaluates the candidate’s performance. three semesters of  full-time study beyond an undergraduate degree 
are usually needed to complete all requirements for the Ma degree. any program leading to the Ma degree must be planned in consulta-
tion with the departmental Graduate education Committee.
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cOMpuTER ScIENcE
COMP112 Introduction to Programming
the course will provide an introduction to a modern high-level pro-
gramming language including a discussion of  input/output, basic 
control structures, types, functions, and classes. the lectures will also 
discuss a variety of  algorithms as well as program design issues.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Krizanc,.daniel—SEcT.:.01-02
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.lipton,.JameS—SEcT.:.02
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.rice,.micHael.d .—SEcT.:.01

COMP131 Logic and Computation
this first-year initiative course introduces some of  the basic ideas 
in logic and computation and the connections between the two 
fields. the first part of  the course discusses the formalization of  
mathematical reasoning. the second part presents the elements 
of  computation motivated by the question: What is programming 
language? the final part of  the course integrates the preceding 
two lines of  thought.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.lipton,.JameS—SEcT.:.01

COMP132 Computing, Privacy, and Security
this course will discuss both technical and ethical issues related 
to computing. on the technical side, the material will cover topics 
such as networking and cryptography. the technical material will 
be learned in the service of  discussing social and ethical issues such 
as privacy, security, and intellectual property. neither list is exhaus-
tive, and each list is likely to be modified according to the interests 
of  the instructor, interests of  the students, and current events.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

COMP133 Cryptography
this course will discuss historical, mathematical, programming, 
and public policy issues related to codemaking and codebreaking. 
emphasis will vary according to the interests of  the instructor.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

COMP134 Human and Machine Inference
this course will explore how people and computers perform in-
ference—the process of  reaching conclusions based on premises 
with investigation of  computational, philosophical, and psycho-
logical perspectives. discussions of  puzzles and brainteasers will 
help expose and illuminate intricacies of  inference.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

COMP211 Computer Science I
this is the first course in a two-course sequence (COMP211–212) 
that is the gateway to the computer science major. it provides 
an introduction to the fundamental ideas of  programming and 
computer science, organized around the study of  information-
processing problems from various domains. sample problems in-
clude modeling predator-prey dynamics, image manipulation, and 
authorship identification, though the actual problems studied will 
vary. the course will focus on one particular programming lan-
guage as well as associated computing and mathematical concepts 
and formalisms.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.danner,.norman—SEcT.:.01

COMP212 Data Structures
this is a second course in a two-course sequence (COMP 211–212) 
that is the gateway to the computer science major. this course 
provides an introduction to fundamental algorithms and data 
structures; topics covered will include abstract data types, stacks, 
queues, trees, hashing, and sets, addressed from both program-
ming and mathematical standpoints.
grading:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.comp211
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.aaron,.eric—SEcT.:.01

COMP231 Computer Structure and Operation
the purpose of  the course is to introduce and discuss the structure 
and operation of  digital computers. topics will include the logic 

of  circuits, microarchitectures, microprogramming, conventional 
machine architectures, and an introduction to software/hardware 
interface issues. assembly language programming will be used to 
demonstrate some of  the basic concepts.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.comp211
IDENTIcAL WITh:.comp531
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.rice,.micHael.d .—SEcT.:.01

COMP252 Topics in Artificial Intelligence
artificial intelligence, or ai, is rapidly becoming part of  our ev-
eryday lives. Whether we are searching the Web, using online 
tools to plan a trip by airplane, or playing a video game, we can 
find ourselves working with ai technology, whether we know it 
or not. this course will introduce some of  the basic concepts and 
techniques that go into modern ai. While no programming expe-
rience is required or expected, by the end of  the course students 
will be able to write a simple ai program that can learn to play a 
video game.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

COMP260 Topics in Computer Science
this course will introduce students to the basic concepts in com-
puter science and computer programming in particular. students 
will get hands-on experience writing a number of  computer pro-
grams in the Java programming language and building some in-
teractive Web pages. themes taken from both artificial intelligence 
and from the modern skeptical movement will thread together the 
examples and assignments in this course.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

COMP265 Bioinformatics Programming
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol265

COMP301 Automata Theory and Formal Languages
this course is an introduction to formalisms studied in computer 
science and mathematical models of  computing machines. the 
language formalisms discussed will include regular, context-free, 
recursive, and recursively enumerable languages. the machine 
models discussed include finite-state automata, pushdown autom-
ata, and turing machines.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.comp211 and matH228
IDENTIcAL WITh:.comp500
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.aaron,.eric—SEcT.:.01

COMP312 Algorithms and Complexity
the course will cover the design and analysis of  efficient algo-
rithms. Basic topics will include greedy algorithms, divide-and-
conquer algorithms, dynamic programming, and graph algo-
rithms. some advanced topics in algorithms may be selected from 
other areas of  computer science.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.comp212 and matH228—IDENTIcAL WITh:.comp510
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Krizanc,.daniel—SEcT.:.01

COMP321 Design of Programming Languages
this course is an introduction to concepts in programming lan-
guages. topics include parameter passing, type checking and in-
ference, control mechanisms, data abstraction, module systems, 
and concurrency. Basic ideas in functional, object-oriented, and 
logic programming languages will be discussed.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.comp212—IDENTIcAL WITh:.comp521
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.danner,.norman—SEcT.:.01

COMP322 Compilers
this course provides an introduction to the basic ideas of  lan-
guage translation. topics will include context-free grammars, 
parsing, syntax-directed translation, optimization, and code gen-
eration. there will be a project involving the design and imple-
mentation of  a compiler for a simple imperative language.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00
pREREQ:.(comp211 and comp212 and [comp231 or comp531])
IDENTIcAL WITh:.comp522
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COMP327 Evolutionary and Ecological Bioinformatics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol327

COMP342 Programming Methods
this course provides an introduction to methods of  modern pro-
gramming. topics may include a survey of  current programming 
languages, advanced topics in a specific language, design patterns, 
code reorganization techniques, specification languages, verifica-
tion, tools for managing multiple-programmer software projects, 
and possibly others. the specific topics will vary according to the 
tastes of  the instructor, though the course may only be taken once 
for credit. the topics will be discussed in the context of  either 
several smaller programming projects or one large one.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.comp211 and comp212

COMP350 Bioinformatics and Functional Genomics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol350

COMP351 Cryptography and Network Security
soon after the development of  written communication came 
the need for secret writing, i.e., cryptography. With the advent 
of  electronic communication came the need for network security. 
this course examines the many ways in which people have tried 
to hide information and secure communication in the past and 
how security is achieved in today’s networks. the emphasis will 
be on the technical means of  achieving secrecy.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none

COMP352 Topics in Artificial Intelligence
this upper-level course in artificial intelligence for computer sci-
ence majors will focus on multiagent systems.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.matH228 and comp212
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.aaron,.eric—SEcT.:.01

COMP354 Principles of Databases
this course provides an introduction to the design and implemen-
tation of  relational databases. topics will include an introduction 
to relational algebra and sQl, relational database design, database 
management systems, and transaction processing.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.comp212 and matH228—IDENTIcAL WITh:.comp554

COMP356 Computer Graphics
this course covers fundamental algorithms in two- and three-di-
mensional graphics. the theory and application of  the algorithms 
will be studied, and implementation of  the algorithms or applica-
tions of  them will be an integral part of  the course. according to 
the tastes of  the instructor, additional topics such as elementary 
animation or more advanced techniques may be covered.
grading:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm. comp212
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.danner,.norman—SEcT.:.01

COMP360 Logic Programming and Computational Logic
this course will introduce students to some of  the most important 
applications of  logic to computing. the main topic is program-
ming in ProloG and related so-called declarative languages 
(including some functional programming), a key tool in artificial 
intelligence, automated deduction, security applications, and soft-
ware verification.
 the course assumes no background in logic (or in 
ProloG). all the necessary mathematical logic background will 
be covered in class. COMP212 is a prerequisite. (it would be useful 
to take COMP301 at the same time, but not at all required). there 
will be almost no overlap with the topics taught in COMP321.
 We will look at some applications of  logic programming to 
ai problems, such as natural language recognition, game-playing 
strategies, and automatic theorem proving.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.comp212
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.lipton,.JameS—SEcT.:.01

COMP500 Automata Theory and Formal Languages
IDENTIcAL WITh:.comp301

COMP510 Algorithms and Complexity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.comp312

COMP521 Design of Programming Languages
IDENTIcAL WITh:.comp321

COMP522 Compilers
IDENTIcAL WITh:.comp322

COMP527 Evolutionary and Ecological Bioinformatics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol327

COMP531 Computer Structure and Operation
IDENTIcAL WITh:.comp231

COMP550 Bioinformatics and Functional Genomics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol350

COMP554 Principles of Databases
IDENTIcAL WITh:.comp354

COMP571 Special Topics in Computer Science
supervised reading course of  varying length. this course may be 
repeated for credit.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.—pREREQ:.none

COMP572 Special Topics in Computer Science
supervised reading course of  varying length. this course may be 
repeated for credit.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.—pREREQ:.none

COMP401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

COMP409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

COMP411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

COMP465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

COMP467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

COMP501/502 Individual Tutorial, Graduate
gRADINg:.opt

COMP503/504 Selected Topics, Graduate Science
gRADINg:.opt

COMP589/590 Advanced Research, BA/MA
gRADINg:.a–F

COMP591/592 Advanced Research, Graduate
gRADINg:.opt

MAThEMATIcS
MATH107 Review of Algebra and Graphing and Precalculus
designed primarily for students interested in improving their pre-
calculus skills, this course begins with a review of  algebra and 
proceeds to a study of  elementary functions (including the trigo-
nometric functions) and techniques of  graphing.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010

MATH111 Introduction to Mathematical Thought: From the 
Discrete to the Continuous
in this course we seek to illustrate several major themes. one of  
the most important is the fact that mathematics is a living, coher-
ent discipline, a creation of  the human mind, with a beauty and 
integrity of  its own that transcends, but, of  course, includes, the 
applications to which it is put. We will try to provide a somewhat 
seamless fusion of  the discrete and the continuous through the 
investigation of  various natural questions as the course develops. 
We try to break down the basically artificial distinctions between 
such things as algebra, geometry, precalculus, calculus, etc. the 
topics will be elementary, particularly as they are taken up, but will 
be developed to the point of  some sophistication. one challenge 
to the students will be to assimilate their previous experience in 
mathematics into this context. in this way we hope and expect 
that some of  the beauty will show through.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.reid,.JameS.d .—SEcT.:.01.

MATH113 Mathematical Views: A Cultural Sampler
this course is designed to provide students with a sampling of  
mathematical delicacies, interesting and unusual thoughts that 
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have been developed over tens of  centuries. We will follow the 
work of  mathematicians, beginning with the ancient Greeks, who 
attempted to come to terms with the concept of  infinity. We will 
address mathematical questions about how large things are, how 
many, how fast, how often, as well as the amazing discovery that 
such questions do not always make sense. Paradoxes will be dis-
cussed, both in apparent forms and in irrefutable guises. We will 
play mathematical games that will require us to learn something 
of  probabilities and that, in turn, will require us to learn when to 
count and when not to count. We will also discuss the personali-
ties and motivations of  great mathematicians through their biog-
raphies and autobiographies. the course aims to sharpen students’ 
intellect by challenging them with problems in which the recogni-
tion of  ideas is central. students’ imagination will be stimulated, 
and they will be encouraged to ask questions in areas about which 
we know little or nothing. above all, students will marvel at the 
wonderfully surprising world of  mathematical thought.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none.

MATH117 Introductory Calculus
this course is designed to introduce basic ideas and techniques 
of  differential calculus. students should enter with sound pre-
calculus skills but with very limited or no prior study of  calculus. 
topics to be considered include differential calculus of  algebraic, 
exponential, and logarithmic functions. (integral calculus will be 
introduced in MATH118.)
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.cHe,.zHongyuan—SEcT.:.02.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.ScoWcroFt,.pHilip.H .—SEcT.:.04.

MATH118 Introductory Calculus II: Integration and Its 
Applications
this course continues MATH117. it is designed to introduce basic 
ideas and techniques of  calculus. students should enter MATH118 
with sound precalculus skills and with very limited or no prior 
study of  integral calculus. topics to be considered include dif-
ferential and integral calculus of  algebraic, exponential, and loga-
rithmic functions.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.reid,.JameS.d .—SEcT.:.03.

MATH121 Calculus I, Part I
MATH121 is designed for students who have completed a high 
school calculus course and who might pursue study in an area for 
which calculus is an essential tool but who are not prepared to 
place out of  calculus. this course is a deeper and broader study of  
calculus than MATH117; theoretical aspects are not the main focus 
but will not be avoided. the course will, together with MATH122, 
treat limits, derivatives, and integrals; the calculus of  exponential, 
logarithmic, trigonometric, and inverse trigonometric functions; 
techniques of  integration; plane analytic geometry; various ap-
plications of  calculus; and sequences and series, including power 
series and intervals of  convergence.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Frugale,.JameS.V .—SEcT.:.02.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.ScHneider,.Scott—SEcT.:.01.

MATH122 Calculus I, Part II
the continuation of  MATH121. topics covered include techniques 
and applications of  integration and an introduction to sequences 
and series.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.leidy,.conStance—SEcT.:.01.

MATH123 Calculus and Its Applications to Life Sciences
this course is aimed at emphasizing applications of  calculus in 
the life sciences while undertaking a rigorous study of  mathemat-
ics. Motivation for the study of  calculus will be centered on ex-
amples linked to life sciences. the goal is to provide life science 
students with a deepened understanding of  calculus and of  its 

uses. the course will be team taught by a molecular biophysicist 
and a mathematician.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none.

MATH132 Elementary Statistics
topics included in this course are organizing data, central mea-
sures, measures of  variation, distributions, sampling, estimation, 
conditional probability (Bayes’ theorem), hypothesis testing, sim-
ple regression and correlation, and analysis of  variation.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Kramer,.ricHard.allen—SEcT.:.01.

MATH163 An Invitation to Mathematics
this course is intended for students who enjoy both mathemat-
ics and reading. the student will be introduced to a sampling 
of  mathematical ideas and techniques, from such areas as number 
theory, logic, probability, statistics, and game theory. the class will 
move back and forth between between lectures/problem sets and 
reading/discussion. readings will include print media and mathe-
matical blogs, survey articles for the mathematically literate public, 
and fiction about mathematics and mathematicians. assignments 
will focus on two processes: doing mathematics and writing about 
mathematics. students will also give presentations and provide cri-
tiques of  others’ presentations. attendance will be required. 
 the level of  difficulty of  the mathematics will be compara-
ble to that of  standard first and second year courses in the calculus 
sequence. However, the subject matter is different. MATH163 does 
not satisfy any prerequisite for students planning to major in the 
physical sciences, and it does not meet the calculus expectations for 
students planning a career in medicine.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Wood,.carol.S .—SEcT.:.01.

MATH211 Problem Solving for the Putnam
this course will explore the problems and problem-solving tech-
niques of  the annual William lowell Putnam mathematical com-
petition. Particular emphasis will be placed on learning to write 
clear and complete solutions to problems. the competition is open 
to all undergraduate students. the course is recommended for any 
student interested in taking the Putnam exam on the first saturday 
in december.
cREDIT:.0 .25—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.pollacK,.daVid—SEcT.:.01.

MATH221 Vectors and Matrices
this is a course in the algebra of  matrices and euclidean spaces 
that emphasizes the concrete and geometric. topics to be devel-
oped include solving systems of  linear equations; matrix addition, 
scalar multiplication, and multiplication; properties of  invertible 
matrices; determinants; elements of  the theory of  abstract finite 
dimensional real vector spaces; dimension of  vector spaces; and 
the rank of  a matrix. these ideas are used to develop basic ideas 
of  euclidean geometry and to illustrate the behavior of  linear 
systems. We conclude with a discussion of  eigenvalues and the 
diagonalization of  matrices. for a more conceptual treatment of  
linear algebra, students should enroll in MATH223.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.pollacK,.daVid—SEcT.:.01-02.

MATH222 Multivariable Calculus
this course treats the basic aspects of  differential and integral 
calculus of  functions of  several real variables, with emphasis on 
the development of  calculational skills. the areas covered include 
scalar- and vector-valued functions of  several variables, their de-
rivatives, and their integrals; the nature of  extremal values of  such 
functions and methods for calculating these values; and the theo-
rems of  Green and stokes.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.HoVey,.marK.a .—SEcT.:.01.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.leidy,.conStance—SEcT.:.02.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.raSmuSSen,.cHriStopHer—SEcT.:.01.
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MATH223 Linear Algebra
an alternative to MATH221, this course will cover vector spaces, in-
ner-product spaces, dimension theory, linear transformations and 
matrices, determinants, eigenvalues and eigenvectors, Hermitian 
and unitary transformations, and elementary spectral theory. it will 
present applications to analytic geometry, quadratic forms, and 
differential equations as time permits. the approach here is more 
abstract than that in MATH221, though many topics appear in both.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.cHan,.Wai.Kiu—SEcT.:.02.
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.FieldSteel,.adam—SEcT.:.01.

MATH225 Fundamentals of Analysis: An Introduction to Real 
Analysis
in this rigorous treatment of  calculus, topics will include, but are 
not limited to, real numbers, limits, sequences and series, continu-
ity and uniform continuity, differentiation, the riemann integral, 
sequences and series of  functions, pointwise and uniform conver-
gence of  functions, and interchange of  limiting processes.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—

pREREQ:.(matH222 and matH221) or (matH222 and matH223)
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.pollacK,.daVid—SEcT.:.01.

MATH226 Complex Analysis
We will present the basic properties of  complex analytic func-
tions. We begin with the complex numbers themselves and el-
ementary functions and their mapping properties, then discuss 
Cauchy’s integral theorem and Cauchy’s integral formula and ap-
plications. then we discuss taylor and laurent series, zeros and 
poles and residue theorems, the argument principle, and rouche’s 
theorem. in addition to a rigorous introduction to complex analy-
sis, students will gain experience in communicating mathematical 
ideas and proofs effectively.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.raSmuSSen,.cHriStopHer—SEcT.:.01.

MATH228 Discrete Mathematics
in this introduction to discrete mathematical processes, topics 
may include mathematical induction, with applications; number 
theory; finite fields; elementary combinatorics; and graph theory. 
students entering this course should have mastery of  college-level 
mathematics, e.g., a full year of  calculus.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.FieldSteel,.adam—SEcT.:.01-02.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.collinS,.Karen.l .—SEcT.:.01.

MATH229 Differential Equations
this course is an introduction to the theory of  ordinary differen-
tial equations, emphasizing linear systems of  equations and their 
application. ideas and results from linear algebra will be used to 
provide a coherent theoretical framework for the subject. as time 
permits, we will include discussion of  nonlinear systems, series 
solutions, or the laplace transform.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none.

MATH231 An Introduction to Probability
in this course you will learn the basic theory of  probability. 
although the notions are simple and the mathematics involved 
only requires a basic knowledge of  the ideas of  differential and 
integral calculus, a certain degree of  mathematical maturity is 
necessary. the fundamental concepts to be studied are probabil-
ity spaces and random variables, the most important ideas being 
conditional probability and independence. the main theorems we 
shall study are the law of  large numbers and the central limit 
theorem. Understanding the ideas is emphasized, and computa-
tional proficiency will be less important, although correct answers 
to problems and clarity of  explanation are expected.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Keane,.micHael.S .—SEcT.:.01.

MATH232 An Introduction to Mathematical Statistics
after a brief  but intensive study of  the basic notions of  estima-
tion, hypothesis testing, regression, and analysis of  variance, the 
remainder of  this course will be devoted to the study of  stochastic 
processes. the discrete time processes studied will include inde-
pendent processes, Markov chains, and random walks; the con-
tinuous time processes that are important are Poisson processes 
and Brownian motion. emphasis will be placed on understanding 
of  the concepts and communicating that understanding to others, 
rather than on correctness of  answers and calculation.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.matH231.

MATH233 Linear Programming
linear programming develops practical techniques for optimizing 
linear functions on sets defined by systems of  linear inequalities. 
Because many mathematical models in the physical and social sci-
ences are expressed by such systems, the techniques developed 
in linear programming are very useful. this course will present 
the mathematics behind linear programming and related subjects. 
topics covered may include the following: the simplex method, 
duality in linear programming, interior-point methods, two-per-
son games, some integer-programming problems, Wolfe’s method 
in quadratic programming, the Kuhn-tucker conditions, and geo-
metric programming.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none.

MATH241 Set Theory
ordinal and cardinal numbers, cardinal arithmetic, theorems 
of  Cantor and schroeder-Bernstein, introduction to Zermelo-
fraenkel set theory, axiom of  Choice, and some infinitary 
combinatorics.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none.

MATH242 Topology
this course is an introduction to topology, the study of  space in 
a general sense. We will approach topology through knot theory, 
the study of  embeddings of  a circle in a 3-dimensional space.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none.

MATH243 Mathematical Logic
an introduction to mathematical logic, including first-order logic 
and model theory, axiomatic set theory, and Goedel’s incomplete-
ness theorem as time permits.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.ScHneider,.Scott—SEcT.:.01.

MATH244 Topology: Point Set
this is an introduction to general topology, the study of  topologi-
cal spaces. We will begin with the most natural examples, metric 
spaces, and then move on to more general spaces. this subject, 
fundamental to mathematics, enables us to discuss notions of  
continuity and approximation in their broadest sense. We will il-
lustrate its power by seeing important applications to other areas 
of  mathematics.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none.

MATH245 Intensional Logic and Metaphysics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil291.

MATH252 Differential Forms
this class will be an introduction to differential forms, a central 
tool in modern topology, geometry, and physics. the course begins 
where MATH222 ends, with Green’s theorem, the divergence theo-
rem, and stokes’ theorem. all of  these theorems are special cases 
of  one theorem, known as the general stokes’ theorem, about 
integration of  differential forms. the objective of  the first part of  
the course will be to understand and prove this theorem. We will 
then discuss manifolds and what can be learned about them using 
differential forms, concentrating on de rham cohomology.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.matH222 and (matH221 or matH223)
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.leidy,.conStance—SEcT.:.01.
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MATH261 Abstract Algebra: Groups, Rings, and Fields
an introduction to abstract algebra: groups, rings, and fields. 
development of  fundamental properties of  those algebraic struc-
tures that are important throughout mathematics.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.matH223 or matH228
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.cHan,.Wai.Kiu—SEcT.:.01.

MATH262 Abstract Algebra
in this continuation of  MATH261, the topics will be modules, vec-
tor spaces, linear transformations, and Galois theory. additional 
selected topics will be covered, as time permits.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.ScoWcroFt,.pHilip.H .—SEcT.:.01.

MATH271 Error-Correcting Codes
nowadays messages are sent electronically through different kinds 
of  communication channels. Most of  these channels are not per-
fect and errors are created during the transmission. the object of  
an error-correcting code is to encode the data so that the message 
can be recovered if  not too many errors have occurred. the goal 
of  this course is to introduce the basic mathematical ideas behind 
the design of  error-correcting codes. it makes use of  algebraic 
techniques involving vector spaces, finite fields, and polynomial 
rings. these techniques will be developed in this course so that 
prior knowledge is not necessary.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.matH221 or matH223
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.cHan,.Wai.Kiu—SEcT.:.01.

MATH272 Elementary Number Theory
this is a course in the elements of  the theory of  numbers. topics 
covered include divisibility, congruences, quadratic reciproc-
ity, diophantine equations, and a brief  introduction to algebraic 
numbers.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none.

MATH273 Combinatorics
this course will present a broad, comprehensive survey of  com-
binatorics. topics will include partitions, combinatorial sequences 
(fibonacci, Catalan, and stirling), the technique of  inclusion- 
exclusion, generating functions, recurrence relations, and combi-
natorial designs.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none.

MATH274 Graph Theory
a graph is a set v of  elements called vertices and a set e of  pairs 
of  elements of  v called edges. from this simple definition many 
elegant models have been developed. this course will be a survey 
course of  topics in graph theory with an emphasis on the role 
of  planar graphs. Graph connectivity, vertex and edge coloring, 
graph embedding, and descriptions of  snarks (2-edge-connected 
3-regular graphs that are not 3 colorable) will be covered.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none.

MATH283 Differential Geometry
this course is an introduction to the classical differential geometry 
of  curves and surfaces in euclidean 3-space.  topics from global 
differential geometry and extensions to higher dimensions will be 
considered as time and the background of  the students permit.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none.

MATH500 Graduate Pedagogy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol500.

MATH507 Topics in Combinatorics
each year the topic will change.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

MATH509 Model Theory
this course will emphasize model theoretic algebra. We will con-
sider the model theory of  fields, including algebraically closed, 
real-closed, and p-adically closed fields, algebraically closed val-
ued fields, and also general questions of  definability in fields. as 
time permits we will consider more recent applications of  model 
theory in number theory and arithmetic geometry. ideally the stu-

dent should understand what it means to be first-order definable 
and should have the equivalent of  a year’s study of  abstract alge-
bra. to study various applications it will be necessary to assume 
certain results from the areas of  application, i.e., without proving 
them ab	initio.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Wood,.carol.S .—SEcT.:.01.

MATH513 Analysis I
MATH513 and MATH514 constitute the first-year graduate course in 
real and complex analysis. one semester will be devoted to real 
analysis, covering such topics as lebesgue measure and integra-
tion on the line, abstract measure spaces and integrals, product 
measures, decomposition and differentiation of  measures, and 
elementary functional analysis. one semester will be devoted 
to complex analysis, covering such topics as analytic functions, 
power series, Mobius transformations, Cauchy’s integral theorem 
and formula in its general form, classification of  singularities, resi-
dues, argument principle, maximum modulus principle, schwarz’s 
lemma, and the riemann mapping theorem.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.FieldSteel,.adam—SEcT.:.01.

MATH514 Analysis I
MATH513 and MATH514 constitute the first-year graduate course in 
real and complex analysis. one semester will be devoted to real 
analysis, covering such topics as lebesgue measure and integra-
tion on the line, abstract measure spaces and integrals, product 
measures, decomposition and differentiation of  measures, and 
elementary functional analysis. one semester will be devoted 
to complex analysis, covering such topics as analytic functions, 
power series, Mobius transformations, Cauchy’s integral theorem 
and formula in its general form, classification of  singularities, resi-
dues, argument principle, maximum modulus principle, schwarz’s 
lemma, and the riemann mapping theorem.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Keane,.micHael.S .—SEcT.:.01.

MATH515 Analysis II
topics in analysis to be announced.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

MATH516 Analysis II (Topics from Analysis)
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.ScHneider,.Scott—SEcT.:.01.

MATH523 Topology I
introduction to topological spaces and the fundamental group: 
topological spaces, continuous maps, metric spaces; product and 
quotient spaces; compactness, connectedness, and separation axi-
oms. introduction to homotopy and the fundamental group.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.ScoWcroFt,.pHilip.H .—SEcT.:.01.

MATH524 Topology I
a continuation of  MATH523, this course will be an introduction to 
algebraic topology, concentrating on homotopy, the fundamental 
group, and homology.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.HoVey,.marK.a .—SEcT.:.01.

MATH525 Topology II—Topics in Topology
this course will involve topics in algebraic topology, possibly in-
cluding homology, cohomology, homotopy, and generalized co-
homology theories.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.leidy,.conStance—SEcT.:.01.

MATH526 Topology II
this course will be an introduction to homotopy theory. We will 
discuss higher homotopy groups, cofibrations and fibrations, 
obstruction theory, eilenberg-Mac lane spaces, and spectral se-
quences. We will assume some knowledge of  the fundamental 
group and homology.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.collinS,.Karen.l .—SEcT.:.01.
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MATH543 Algebra I
Group theory including sylow theorems, basic ring and module 
theory, including structure of  finitely generated modules over 
principal-ideal domains.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.raSmuSSen,.cHriStopHer—SEcT.:.01.

MATH544 Algebra I
this course studies Galois theory, finitely generated modules over 
principal-ideal domains, and other topics as time permits.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.cHan,.Wai.Kiu—SEcT.:.01.

MATH545 Algebra II: Topics in Algebra
this is a topics course in number theory.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.pollacK,.daVid—SEcT.:.01.

MATH546 Algebra II: Advanced Topics in Algebra
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.raSmuSSen,.cHriStopHer—SEcT.:.01.

MATH572 Special Topics in Mathematics
supervised reading course on advanced topics in algebraic topol-
ogy. this course may be repeated for credit.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

MATH401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

MATH409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

MATH411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

MATH465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

MATH467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

MATH501/502 Individual Tutorial, Graduate
gRADINg:.opt

MATH503/504 Selected Topics, Graduate Science
gRADINg:.opt

MATH589/590 Advanced Research, BA/MA
gRADINg:.a–F

MATH591/592 Advanced Research, Graduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Mathematics-Economics

 InTERDEPARTMEnTAL
 PROGRAM COMMITTEE (IPC): John Bonin,	Economics; Gary yohe,	Economics; david Pollack,	Mathematics		

Program description. the interdepartmental Mathematics-economics Program (MECO) provides interdisciplinary work for students 
whose interest may be in economics with a strong mathematical approach or in mathematics applied to business and economic topics. 
Majors are expected to comply with the general education expectations. students who complete this program will be well prepared for 
graduate study at quantitatively oriented business schools and graduate economics programs.

Entry Requirements.
• MATH121 and MATH122 or the equivalent, e.g., any 200-level mathematics course 
• Completion of  ECOn110 
• Completion of, or current enrollment in ECOn300 

Required courses. the Concentration Program requires at least twelve advanced (200-level or higher) courses selected from the offer-
ings of  the economics and mathematics departments. in addition to satisfying the entry requirements, students must complete

• MATH221 or 223, and MATH222 
• ECOn300, ECOn301 and ECOn302 
• ECOn380 and ECOn385
• two additional courses in economics numbered 201 or above, at least one of  which must be numbered 305 or above 
• three additional courses in mathematics or computer science. Mathematics courses must be numbered 200 or above. students 

may elect COMP301 and/or COMP312, and may elect other COMP courses subject to permission from their major advisor. 
a student cannot double major in MECO and Computer science, or MECO and Mathematics, or MECO and economics. students may, 

however, double major in economics and Mathematics.
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Medieval Studies Program
 PROFESSORS: Judith Brown,	History; Clark Maines,	Art	and	Art	History; Howard i. needler,	College	of 	Letters; 

laurie nussdorfer,	History	and	College	of 	Letters; Jeff  rider,	Romance	Languages	and	Literatures,	Chair; 
Michael J. roberts,	Classical	Studies;	D.	Gary	Shaw,	History

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS:  Jane alden,	Music; Michael armstrong-roche,	Romance	Languages	and	Literatures; ruth nisse,	
English; Magdalena teter,	History

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: Jane alden; Clark Maines; Jeff  rider; Michael roberts; Gary shaw

the Medieval studies Program provides an interdisciplinary context for students who wish to study the european Middle ages. students 
normally concentrate on one of  three fields: art history and archaeology, history and culture, or language and literature. they are also 
expected to do course work in the other fields. in certain cases the program may also provide a framework for students wishing to cross 
the somewhat arbitrary temporal, topical, and geographical boundaries of  medieval studies to consider such problems as the relationship 
between classical and medieval literature or art or the broader history of  the preindustrial european societies.

students have a number of  opportunities to experience medieval materials firsthand, including working with rare manuscripts in 
special Collections, singing in the Collegium Musicum, or participating on an archaeological dig. the Medieval studies department 
brings distinguished visitors to campus each year to give public talks and to work one-on-one with students. field trips to places such 
as the Cloisters Museum in new york City and to concerts in the nearby area foster a sense of  community as well as providing access 
to materials. 

of  Wesleyan’s 15 peer institutions, only five offer a medieval studies major. the skills typically acquired by medieval studies stu-
dents—knowledge of  european history, ability to analyze “foreign” texts, experience handling artifacts and manuscripts, and familiarity 
with latin—provide good preparation for advanced degrees, whether in the humanities, law, or other professional schools.
Major requirements. each student concentrating in medieval studies will be guided by a principal advisor within the field of  special-
ization and two other faculty members from other fields of  medieval studies. in some cases a consulting faculty member may be chosen 
from a field that is not an integral part of  medieval studies but that is closely related to the student’s main area of  interest (e.g., classics, 
linguistics). at the beginning of  the fifth semester, each student is expected to submit for approval by his or her advisor a tentative 
schedule of  courses to be taken to fulfill the requirements of  the major. subsequent changes in this schedule may be made only with 
the approval of  the advisor.
Courses. Medieval studies majors take classes in broad range of  fields, including art history, archaeology, history, languages and litera-
ture, music history, manuscript studies, and religious studies. they are required to take 10 upper-level courses that will normally conform 
to the following:
* four courses in the student’s chosen field of  specialization 
* two courses in a second field of  medieval studies
* one course in a third distinct field of  medieval studies
* three additional courses in any area of  medieval studies, or in an outside field deemed, in consultation with the advisor, to be closely 

related to the student’s work, in subject matter or method. for example, a student specializing in medieval history may count toward 
the major a course in ancient history or historical method, while a student specializing in medieval literature may include a course in 
classical literature or in the theory of  literary criticism.

a student may take more than four courses in his/her primary area of  specialization, but only four will be counted toward the major.
at least one of  the courses in the primary area of  specialization should be a seminar, as should at least one of  the courses in either 

the second or third fields.
Extended paper. students in the program are normally expected to complete at least one long paper that may be a senior thesis, a 
senior essay, or a seminar paper. 
Languages. all medieval studies majors are expected to have, at the latest by the beginning of  their senior year, reading knowledge 
of  at least one european foreign language. latin is also strongly recommended. Ways of  satisfying the language requirement can be 
determined by the advising committee of  each student.
Foreign study. students in the program are encouraged to spend at least one semester of  study abroad and will be provided with 
assistance in planning their work abroad and in securing financial support for foreign study. Programs of  study must be approved in 
advance by the student’s advising committee.
Program honors. Honors and high honors are awarded by vote of  the medieval studies faculty to students whose course work is judged 
to be of  sufficiently high quality and who have done outstanding work on one or more of  the following writing projects: a senior thesis, 
a senior essay, or a seminar paper nominated for honors or high honors by the instructor in the seminar. all writing projects will be 
evaluated by the individual advising committee before a recommendation for program honors is made. students must file a statement of  
intent with the Honors Program and with the program chair before october 15th of  the senior year. By vote of  the medieval studies 
faculty, those who have been recommended for high honors in the program may be nominated for University honors.
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MDST204 Medieval Europe
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt201.

MDST205 The Making of Britain, 400–1763
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt211.

MDST207 Chaucer: Major Poetry
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl207.

MDST208 Rome Through the Ages
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt208.

MDST209 The Art and Archaeology of Anglo-Saxon England, 
400–1100
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa215.

MDST212 Wesleyan University Collegium Musicum
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc438.

MDST214 Introduction to the New Testament
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli212.

MDST215 Politics and Piety in Early Christianities
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli215.

MDST219 Sophomore Seminar: Political Ideals and Social 
Realities in Renaissance Italy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt189.

MDST221 Medieval and Renaissance Music
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc241.

MDST222 Early Renaissance Art in Italy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa221.

MDST225 European Intellectual History to the Renaissance
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt215.

MDST228 Heroes, Lovers, and Swindlers: Medieval and 
Renaissance Spanish Literature and History
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span230.

MDST230 Lancelot, Guinevere, and Grail: Enigma in the 
Romances of Chretien de Troyes
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren330.

MDST231 Early Medieval Art: Judaism, Christianity, and 
Islam in the Mediterranean, 300–1000
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa211.

MDST232 Knights, Fools, and Lovers: An Introduction to 
Medieval and Renaissance French Culture
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren230.

MDST233 Monastic Utopias: Architecture and Monastic Life 
to the 13th Century
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa213.

MDST234 Days and Knights of the Round Table
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FiSt276.

MDST235 Like Lambs to the Slaughter: Improvising Murder 
in the 12th Century
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FrSt231.

MDST236 The Itinerary of Justice in Cervantes’s Prose, 
Poetry, and Theater
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span237.

MDST237 Tragicomedy in Renaissance Cavalaresque Epic
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ital237.

MDST238 Mystics and Militants: Medieval Women Writers
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl232.

MDST239 The Gothic Cathedral
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa216.

MDST240 Dissimulation, Truth, and Power: Making up 
Machiavelli
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FiSt238.

MDST241 The Stories of Medieval French Lyric Poetry
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Fren329.

MDST242 Medieval Drama
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl224.

MDST245 Dante and Medieval Culture I
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col234.

MDST246 Culture and Society in Renaissance Italy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt246.

MDST247 Jewish History: From Biblical Israel to Diaspora 
Jews
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt247.

MDST251 Islamic Civilization: The Classical Age
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt231.

MDST254 Cervantes
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span236.

MDST255 Dante and Medieval Culture II
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col236.

MDST261 Medieval Latin: Martyrs, Kings, Saints, and Lovers
IDENTIcAL WITh:.lat261.

MDST270 Medieval Lyric Poetry
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col270.

MDST275 Romans and Christians: The World of Late 
Antiquity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV275.

MDST280 Islamic Art and Architecture
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa280.

MDST292 History of the English Language
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl286.

MDST293 Medieval Legend and Myth in the British Isles
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl223.

MDST295 Introduction to Medieval Literature
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl293.

MDST298 Saints and Sinners in Europe, ca. 1000–1550
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt287.

MDST301 Jews Under Christianity and Islam: Borders, 
Boundaries, and Coexistence
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt301.

MDST304 Medieval Archaeology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa218.

MDST305 God After the Death of God: Postmodern Echoes 
of Premodern Thought
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli304.

MDST345 Warfare in the Middle Ages: The Example of 
Flanders in 1127–1128
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum345.

MDST353 Ideas of Ethnicity in Medieval Literature
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl353.

MDST373 Spirituality and Nature in the Late Middle Ages
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli473.

MDST387 Plague, Rebellion, and Heresy: England, 1290–1520
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt387.

MDST401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

MDST409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

MDST411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

MDST465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

MDST467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Molecular Biology and Biochemistry
 PROFESSORS:  ishita Mukerji; donald oliver

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS:  Manju Hingorani; scott Holmes; robert P. lane; Michael Mcalear,	Chair

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS:  amy MacQueen; rich olson

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG 
 ExPERTS 2010–2011 all departmental faculty

the disciplines of  biochemistry, molecular biology, and biophysics focus on the molecular mechanisms of  life processes using a variety 
of  genetic, biochemical, and spectroscopic approaches.

General education courses. the department offers several courses without prerequisites on a rotating basis for nonmajors, e.g., 
nutrition in Health and disease (MB&B101); the science of  Human Health (MB&B107); Biology and Chemistry in the Modern World: a 
survey of  drugs and disease (MB&B119); light, energy, and life (MB&B109); Making the science documentary (MB&B140); science and 
film: defining Human identity (MB&B202); Copernicus, darwin, and the Human Genome Project (MB&B203). the introductory courses 
for majors (MB&B181 or 195, 182, 191, 192) are also available for students with appropriate backgrounds (see below).

Major course of study. We recommend that students begin working toward the major in the first year to be able, in later years, to take 
advantage of  upper-level courses and research opportunities. We note, however, that the major can also be started successfully in the 
sophomore year. the following courses are required: Principles of  Biology i: Cell Biology and Molecular Basis of  Heredity (MB&B181) or 
Honors introductory Cell Biology and Molecular Genetics (MB&B195); Principles of  Biology ii (MB&B182); and the associated laboratories 
(MB&B191/192); Molecular Biology (MB&B208); either introductory chemistry (CHEM141 and 142 or, preferably, CHEM143 and 144), Principles 
of  organic Chemistry i and ii (CHEM251 and 252); the introductory Chemistry laboratory (CHEM152); Biochemistry (MB&B383); and two 
upper-level electives in molecular biology and biochemistry (see below for details). MB&B381, Physical Chemistry for life scientists, and 
one semester of  mathematics are also required. MB&B381 can be replaced with either one year of  physics or one year of  physical chemistry 
(CHEM337 and 338). students are also required to take one semester of  an advanced laboratory course (MB&B294 or MB&B395), generally 
recommended in either their junior or senior year. students who are considering medical school or graduate school should know that 
most programs require laboratories in organic chemistry (CHEM257 and 258), one year of  mathematics, and a course in physical chemistry.

a typical prospective major, as a first-year student, would probably take MB&B181 or 195; for students with stronger backgrounds, 
182, 191, and 192 and either CHEM141/142 or CHEM143/144 and the associated laboratory CHEM152. students with weak scientific back-
grounds are encouraged to take CHEM141/142 or 143/144 and 152 as first-year students and defer MB&B181 or 182, 191, 192, 195 until their 
sophomore year. students who prefer a smaller and more interactive classroom environment should consider registering for one of  the 
smaller sections of  MB&B181. in the second year, MB&B208 along with CHEM251/252 can be taken. students are also encouraged to take 
a seminar course (research frontiers in Molecular Biology and Biochemistry, MB&B209) in the spring of  the first or sophomore year. 
a typical major might then take Biochemistry (MB&B383) and an upper-level elective in the junior year and the second elective in the 
senior year. two electives are required. one of  the electives must be a 300-level MB&B course. the second may be an MB&B course or an 
approved course from the Biology or Chemistry departments. two consecutive semesters of  research for credit (in the same laboratory) 
(MB&B401/402) with an MB&B faculty member (or a preapproved faculty member in another department conducting research in molecular 
biology/biochemistry/biophysics) can also be substituted for the second elective. if  a 200-level elective or research for elective credit is 
taken, the second elective must be at the 300-level. approved courses outside MB&B that can be taken for elective credit include BIOL218 
and BIOL323 (if  BIOL323 is used for elective credit, then students must choose MB&B395 for their required advanced lab). Majors who are 
interested in a concentration in molecular biology should take MB&B294. MB&B294 is offered in the spring semester and can be taken 
either in the junior or senior year. students who are interested in a concentration or certificate (see below) in molecular biophysics should 
take MB&B395 in the fall semester in either their junior or senior year. Please note that if  you are interested in taking MB&B395, you must 
plan ahead because it is taught every other year. details regarding the molecular biophysics certificate program are given below and at 
the following Web site: www.wesleyan.edu/registrar/catalog/cmbt.htm.

students are strongly encouraged to pursue independent research. independent research is a highly valuable experience for proper 
scientific training, and it can enhance a student’s application to graduate, medical, or other professional schools. research provides a com-
pletely different dimension of  experience, enabling the student to interact with graduate students and faculty members on a professional 
level. the research interests of  the faculty include a wide variety of  topics in the areas of  molecular biology, biochemistry, and molecular 
biophysics, a description of  which can be found at www.wesleyan.edu/mbb/ and in the departmental office (room 205, Hall-atwater).

in conjunction with the Biology department, the department sponsors a seminar series—thursdays at noon —at which distin-
guished scientists from other institutions present their research. there is also a Wednesday evening seminar in Biological Chemistry 
(MB&B587/588) for which credit may be obtained.

Upper-level undergraduates are encouraged to take graduate-level courses and seminars. Undergraduates who choose to do research 
in a faculty member’s laboratory usually interact closely with the graduate students in that laboratory.

Honors in molecular biology and biochemistry. to be considered for departmental honors, a student must 
• Be a MB&B major and be recommended to the department by a faculty member. it is expected that the student will have a B average 

(grade-point average 85) in courses credited to the major.
• submit either a research thesis, based upon laboratory research, or a library thesis, based upon library research, carried out under the 

supervision of  a member of  the department.

Certificate program in molecular biophysics (wesleyan.edu/registrar/catalog/cmbt.htm). Molecular biophysics at Wesleyan is an 
interdisciplinary program supported by the departments of  Molecular Biology and Biochemistry, Chemistry, and Physics. to receive a 
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certificate in molecular biophysics, students should major in either the Chemistry or MB&B departments. interested students need to take 
MB&B395 structural Biology laboratory, MB&B381 or CHEM337 and 338, and two upper-level elective courses in molecular biophysics. 
students are also encouraged to join the weekly Molecular Biophysics Journal Club (MB&B307/308). students are also strongly encour-
aged to conduct independent research in the laboratory of  a faculty member in the molecular biophysics program. if  students are 
interested in a certificate in molecular biophysics, they should contact Professor i. Mukerji.

Certificate program in Integrative Genomic Sciences (IGS) (igs.wesleyan.edu/). an integrative program of  undergraduate and gradu-
ate offerings in bioinformatics, genomics, computational biology, and bioethics, the integrative genomic science program is intrinsically 
interdisciplinary, involving faculty and students in the life sciences, physical sciences, information sciences, and philosophy. Please see igs.
wesleyan.edu/ for current and planned courses. the iGs program is supported by grants from the W. M. Keck foundation, the Howard 
Hughes Medical institute, and the fund for innovation Grants from Wesleyan University.

gRADuATE pROgRAM
the MB&B department supports a graduate program with emphasis in molecular genetics, molecular biology, biochemistry, and mo-
lecular biophysics. the MB&B graduate program is designed to lead to the degree of  doctor of  philosophy. a master of  arts degree is 
awarded only under special circumstances. the department currently has 20 graduate students, and the graduate program is an integral 
part of  the departmental offerings. Graduate students serve as teaching assistants in undergraduate courses, generally during their first 
two years. the emphasis of  the program is on an intensive research experience culminating in a dissertation. the program of  study also 
includes a series of  courses covering the major areas of  molecular biology, biochemistry, and biophysics; journal clubs in which current 
research is discussed in an informal setting; practica designed to introduce first-year students to the research interests of  the faculty; 
and several seminar series in which either graduate students or distinguished outside speakers participate. the low student-faculty ratio 
(2.5:1) allows programs to be individually designed and ensures close contact between the student and the faculty. a certificate in mo-
lecular biophysics supported by a training grant from the national institutes of  Health is available for students with interest in both the 
physical and life sciences (www.wesleyan.edu/registrar/catalog/cmbt.htm).

Requirements for the degree of doctor of philosophy
Courses. ideally, incoming students will have completed courses in general biology, cell and molecular biology, genetics, biochemistry, 
general chemistry, organic chemistry, physical chemistry, and calculus. deficiencies in any of  these areas would normally be made up in 
the first year. a core curriculum of  graduate courses in the following areas is given on a two-year cycle: nucleic acid structure, biosyn-
thesis and its regulation, regulation of  gene expression, regulation of  chromosome dynamics, structural mechanisms and energetics of  
protein-nucleic-acid interactions, protein structure and folding, protein trafficking in cells, physical techniques, molecular genetics, the cell 
cycle, biological spectroscopy, bioinformatics and functional genomics, and molecular, biochemical, and cellular bases of  cancer and other 
human diseases. additional graduate course electives are also available. Within this general framework, an individual program of  study 
tailored to fit the student’s background and interests is designed in consultation with the graduate committee and the student’s advisor.
• Qualifying examinations. the criteria for admission to candidacy for the Phd will be performance in courses, aptitude for 

research, a written qualifying examination at the end of  the third semester, and the oral defense of  an original research proposal by 
the middle of  the fourth semester.

• Teaching. normally, three to four semesters of  teaching are required.
• Research interests of the department. Control of  dna replication; mechanism of  protein secretion; global regulation of  

ribosomal biogenesis in the yeast S.	cerevisiae; mechanisms of  dna replication and repair; protein-protein and protein-nucleic-acid 
interactions; the structural dynamics of  nucleic acids and proteins; chromosome structure and gene expression; Uv resonance raman 
spectroscopy of  biological macromolecules; biological assembly mechanisms; protein fiber formation in disease; enzyme mechanisms; 
the olfactory system; new frontiers in genome research; and elucidation of  membrane protein function by X-ray crystallography.

MB&B101 Nutrition in Health and Disease
the course will present an introduction to human physiology and 
nutrition. the goal is to gain general knowledge of  the chemistry 
and biology of  nutrients such as proteins, carbohydrates, fats, and 
vitamins and to understand how they fuel metabolic processes of  
life. the connections between disturbances in metabolism and hu-
man disease will be an important component of  the course.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none.

MB&B102 Real Science Versus Psuedoscience
this course is designed to inform interested individuals about 
how to decipher valid scientific fact from foolish and/or fraudu-
lent science that we are exposed to in contemporary society today. 
the role of  the media, courts, government, politicians, and scien-
tific and medical communities in determining what is accepted as 
fact will be explored. topics such as the media coverage of  sars 
and the avian flu virus, how to decipher basic medical statistics, 
unproven and unregulated therapies and remedies, cancer clusters, 
and urban legends and superstitions will be covered. sessions will 
consist of  an introductory lecture on a given topic followed by 
case studies exploring specific examples of  theoretical concepts.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none.

MB&B104 Molecules, Microbes, and Man
this course considers the relationship of  microorganisms to the 
world around us and their particular role in causing diseases, in-
cluding social diseases and their use as bioterror weapons. the 
structures and life cycles of  bacteria and viruses will be examined. 
Particular regard will be paid to the role of  viruses in the causa-
tion of  cancer. immunological phenomena—how the body resists 
attack from foreign organisms—will be discussed, as well as the 
use of  microorganisms in the study of  basic biological problems. 
these include genetic engineering, regulation of  cellular metabo-
lism, and evolution.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none.

MB&B106 Science for Life
this course will provide a broad overview of  cell biology, genet-
ics, evolution, ecology, animal structure and function, and plant 
biology for the non-science major
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.murolo,.micHelle.aaron—SEcT.:.01.

MB&B107 The Science of Human Health: Microbiology and 
Immunology
studying the molecular and cellular biology of  disease-causing vi-
ruses and bacteria, we will survey the basic mechanisms that they 
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deploy to colonize and harm our bodies. We will also learn about 
the cells and macromolecules that comprise our immune system, 
how they act in concert to detect and combat disease, or in certain 
instances, cause autoimmune disease. a case-study approach will 
be pursued to join these two subjects and to illustrate the complex 
interplay between pathogens and the immune system that allows 
us to successfully combat certain diseases, become persistently in-
fected by others, or succumb to debilitating or fatal illnesses.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.oliVer,.donald.B .—SEcT.:.01.

MB&B108 Body Languages: Choreographing Biology
this course will present an introduction to human biology from 
the cellular to organism level. this subject will be examined 
through scientific and choreographic perspectives. students will 
have the opportunity to practice movement awareness and learn 
basic principles of  choreography, and will apply these skills to 
exploration of  human biology. each class will involve lecture, dis-
cussion, and movement components.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.danc108.

MB&B109 Light, Energy, and Life
light is the basis for many important processes on earth, and this 
course is designed to introduce students to many of  these funda-
mental processes. the first third of  the course will focus on the 
nature of  light and its interaction with matter. We will then turn 
to the process of  vision and how light is detected by humans and 
animals. the second third will focus on light as an important en-
ergy source. We will discuss the natural process of  photosynthesis 
and the role that it plays in the global carbon cycle. the role that 
sunlight plays in the phenomenon of  global warming and the ef-
fects of  global warming will also be explored. We will also discuss 
the artificial capture and harnessing of  light energy, as in solar 
energy. the last part of  the course will explore how light interacts 
with humans directly. topics to be discussed include how light 
affects our moods and seasonal affective disorder and the role of  
light in the onset of  melanoma and other Uv- light-related health 
problems. this course provides an introduction to the importance 
of  light in the living world for basic biological processes. final 
project for the course will be the generation of  a podcast or a Web 
site on a topic or related topic from the class. appropriate instruc-
tion will be given in how to prepare these items.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.muKerJi,.iSHita—SEcT.:.01.

MB&B110 The Fundamental Biology of Wo/man and Its 
Implications in Health
in this course we will explore why the human body behaves as 
it does both in its normal and diseased states. We will start out 
the course with a generalized overview of  anatomy and physiol-
ogy of  the major organ systems of  the body to provide a solid 
foundation for our later studies. diseases (e.g., cancer, diabetes 
and obesity, cardiovascular disease, alzheimer’s, Crohn’s) as well 
as current topics of  interest (e.g., physical/mental stress, exercise 
benefits, caloric restriction, performance-enhancing drugs, posi-
tive and negative effects of  alcohol consumption, tobacco use 
and respiratory health) will then be explored in a case studies/
discussion-based format to elucidate key principles as well as dis-
ease mechanisms.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none.

MB&B119 Biology and Chemistry in the Modern World: A 
Survey of Drugs and Disease
this course will cover a wide range of  topics of  current interest 
that are at the intersection of  biology and chemistry. in particular, 
the molecular basis of  issues related to drugs and disease will form 
a focus of  the course. topics to be discussed will include psycho-

active and performance-enhancing drugs, mad cow, cancer, viral 
and bacterial diseases, and the chemistry of  foods.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem119.

MB&B140 Making the Science Documentary
this course is designed to introduce a core set of  scientific con-
cepts and the basics of  digital video production and documentary 
filmmaking to teach students the challenges of  communicating 
science-related issues through visual media. the science topics 
will center on research being conducted at Wesleyan University on 
the cellular and molecular basis of  diseases. through a series of  
lectures and short written assignments, students will learn about 
four research laboratories in the MB&B and Biology departments 
and get to know the scientists in the labs. in complementary ses-
sions, students will be taught (a) technical skills of  filmmaking, 
(b) fundamental differences between test-based and visual modes 
of  communication, and (c) functional models of  documentary 
filmmaking. students will work toward a final project—an eight-
minute documentary that could be centered on current research, 
historical perspectives, a scientist’s biography, and/or any other 
creative idea that engages viewers’ interest in science.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Film140.

MB&B160 Science and Modernism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem160.

MB&B170 Introductory Biology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol170.

MB&B180 Writing About Science
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem180.

MB&B181 Principles of Biology I: Cell Biology and Molecular 
Basis of Heredity
this course presents an entrance-level exploration of  the con-
temporary view of  the cell and an introduction to the molecules 
and mechanisms of  genetics. the course will begin with a gen-
eral introduction to the principles of  biology, cell theory, and the 
concept of  the gene. Cellular functions will be discussed in terms 
of  the structural organization of  cells, the cellular organelles, and 
the underlying molecular mechanisms of  cellular activities. topics 
will include membrane dynamics, energetics, the cytoskeleton, cell 
motility, the cell cycle, mitosis, meiosis, and nuclear and chromo-
some structure. the second part of  the course will focus in par-
ticular on the dna molecule as the genetic material and will de-
scribe the process of  information transfer from the genetic code to 
protein synthesis. Prokaryotic and eukaryotic systems will be used 
to demonstrate the concepts of  gene mutation and gene regula-
tion. to demonstrate the scientific process, lectures will stress the 
experimental basis for the conclusions presented.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol181
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.HolmeS,.Scott.g .—SEcT.:.01.

MB&B181 Principles of Biology I: Cell Biology and Molecular 
Basis of Heredity
this course presents an entrance-level exploration of  the con-
temporary view of  the cell and an introduction to the molecules 
and mechanisms of  genetics. the course will begin with a gen-
eral introduction to the principles of  biology, cell theory, and the 
concept of  the gene. Cellular functions will be discussed in terms 
of  the structural organization of  cells, the cellular organelles, and 
the underlying molecular mechanisms of  cellular activities. topics 
will include membrane dynamics, energetics, the cytoskeleton, cell 
motility, the cell cycle, mitosis, meiosis, and nuclear and chromo-
some structure. the second part of  the course will focus in par-
ticular on the dna molecule as the genetic material and will de-
scribe the process of  information transfer from the genetic code to 
protein synthesis. Prokaryotic and eukaryotic systems will be used 
to demonstrate the concepts of  gene mutation and gene regula-
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tion. to demonstrate the scientific process, lectures will stress the 
experimental basis for the conclusions presented.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol181
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.lane,.roBert.p .—SEcT.:.01.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.murolo,.micHelle.aaron—SEcT.:.04-05.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.Weir,.micHael.p .—SEcT.:.02-03.

MB&B182 Principles of Biology II
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol182.

MB&B191 Principles of Biology I—Laboratory
this laboratory course, to be taken concurrently with MB&B181 or 
BIOL181, provides direct experience with techniques used in cell 
biology and molecular biology. these include polymerase chain 
reaction (PCr), electrophoresis, enzyme assays, microscopy, and  
spectrophotometry.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol191
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.murolo,.micHelle.aaron—SEcT.:.01-04.

MB&B192 Principles of Biology II—Laboratory
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol192.

MB&B195 Honors Introductory Cell Biology and Molecular 
Genetics
this introductory course in cell biology and molecular genetics is 
designed for students with a substantial background in biology. 
all of  the material and lectures of  BIOL/MB&B181 will be includ-
ed, and an additional one and one-half  hour meeting per week 
will cover related specific topics in considerably greater depth. 
examples of  such topics include the dynamics of  protein fold-
ing; mechanisms of  intracellular transport; gene therapy; and the 
genetic and molecular basis of  certain diseases such as cystic fibro-
sis, muscular dystrophy, and cancer, with emphasis on free-radical 
production and damage to cellular membranes and to dna; and 
defects in dna repair and cell-cycle regulation.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .25—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol195
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.HolmeS,.Scott.g .—SEcT.:.01.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.lane,.roBert.p .—SEcT.:.01.

MB&B196 Honors Principles of Biology II
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol196.

MB&B202 Science and Film: Defining Human Identity
Much science and art have been spurred by the question: What 
does it mean to be human? as rational, scientific explanations of  
human identity have been popularized in the past century, popu-
lar art has become one arena for working through the cultural 
implications. science fiction cinema, one of  the few popular film 
genres that can function as allegory, offers a window into our cul-
ture’s struggle with science’s evolving perspective on our identity. 
this course asks how science has contributed to our understand-
ing of  the human species (by considering explanations of  evolu-
tion, perceptions, genetics, and genomics) and how science fiction 
articulates our culture’s reactions to those understandings. does 
the project of  science threaten our ideology of  the emotional in-
dividual? one of  our major goals is to present students with a 
detailed understanding of  the way our culture responds to/nego-
tiates scientific inquiry.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Film202.

MB&B203 Copernicus, Darwin, and the Human Genome 
Project
Much of  art and philosophy is inspired by the question: What 
does it mean to be human? the project of  science has provided 
rational explanations of  human identity that threaten our self-per-
ception as special beings—beginning with the Copernican revo-
lution and discoveries about our unspecial place in the universe. 
in this course, we will discuss two other major paradigm shifts in 
human self-understanding arising from modern biological science. 
the first is the theory of  evolution and the implications on our 
perception of  the line between human and animal. the second is 

the Human Genome Project and the implications on our percep-
tion of  the line between human and machine. as part of  both dis-
cussions, we will consider how society negotiates with science, as 
depicted in politics and popular art, ethical issues pertaining to the 
advancement of  scientific (e.g., reproductive, genetic) technolo-
gies and plausible resolutions to the tension between science and 
society that arise from a detailed understanding of  the scientific 
method. little or no background knowledge in science/biology 
will be assumed; however, this course will be conceptually chal-
lenging and cover a diverse set of  complex topics.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none.

MB&B208 Molecular Biology
this course is a comprehensive survey of  the molecules and mo-
lecular mechanisms underlying biological processes. it will focus 
on the cornerstone biological processes of  genome replication, 
gene expression, and protein function. the major biomacromol-
ecules—dna, rna, and proteins—will be analyzed to empha-
size the principles that define their structure and function. We will 
also consider how these components interact in larger networks 
within cells to permit processing of  external and internal informa-
tion during development and discuss how these processes become 
perturbed in disease states.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.([mB&B181 or Biol181] and [Biol182 or mB&B182]) or ([mB&B195 or 

Biol195] and [Biol182 or mB&B182])
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Hingorani,.manJu—SEcT.:.01.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.macQueen,.amy—SEcT.:.01.

MB&B209 Research Frontiers in Molecular Biology and 

Biochemistry
this course of  weekly discussions of  current research is for stu-
dents who have completed the MB&B or BIOL introductory series. 
discussions will be informal in nature and cover topics of  current 
interest in molecular biology and biochemistry, emphasizing pos-
sibilities for future research areas for the students.
cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—

pREREQ:.([mB&B181.or.Biol181] and [Biol182.or.mB&B182]).or.([mB&B195.or.
Biol195] and [Biol182.or.mB&B182])

Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.macQueen,.amy—SEcT.:.01.

MB&B210 Genomics: Modern Genetics, Bioinformatics, and 
the Human Genome Project
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol210.

MB&B212 Principles and Mechanisms of Cell Biology
the cell is the fundamental unit of  life. Understanding cell be-
havior and function at the cellular level is critical for further-
ing understanding of  biological function from the molecular to 
organismic levels. the goals of  this course are to introduce the 
student to basic concepts of  cellular function. initial classes will 
introduce the student to gene expression, cell structure, cell motil-
ity, cell proliferation, and signal transduction. subsequent classes 
will be devoted to introducing the student to current research in 
cancer, neuroscience, immunology, and stem cells to demonstrate 
how basic biological processes combine to form a coherent whole, 
as well as go awry.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.[mB&B181 or Biol181] or [mB&B195 or Biol195]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol212
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.macQueen,.amy—SEcT.:.01.

MB&B227 Microscopic Cell Anatomy and Physiology
this course is designed for majors interested in further examining 
the cellular structure and function of  mammalian organ systems. 
the focus for this course is the study of  the cell as the fundamen-
tal structural and functional unit of  which all living organisms are 
constructed. each week’s session will be divided into a lecture and 
laboratory component. students will receive a 50-minute lecture 
on the cell biology and physiology of  a particular tissue/system, 
followed by a two-hour laboratory to further examine the lecture 
topic microscopically. during the first part of  the course, emphasis 
will be placed upon basic structure and function of  the cell and its 
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organelles. during the second part, organization of  the cells into 
tissues and organs will be covered. one will gain from this course 
an understanding of  the structure and function of  the normal cell 
as it behaves in a particular system. this knowledge is essential for 
understanding the basic cellular mechanisms underlying disease.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—

pREREQ:.([mB&B181 or Biol181] and [Biol182 or mB&B182] and [mB&B191 or 
Biol191] and [Biol192 or mB&B192])

IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol227.

MB&B231 Microbiology
this course will study microorganisms in action, as agents of  dis-
ease, in ecological situations, and as tools for research in molecular 
biology, genetics, and biochemistry. Particular emphasis will be 
placed on new ideas in the field.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.[mB&B181 or Biol181] or [mB&B195 or Biol195] or mB&B208
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol231
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.oliVer,.donald.B .—SEcT.:.01.

MB&B232 Immunology
in this introduction to basic concepts in immunology, particular 
emphasis will be given to the molecular basis of  specificity and 
diversity of  the antibody and cellular immune responses. Cellular 
and antibody responses in health and disease will be addressed, 
along with mechanisms of  immune evasion by pathogens, auto-
immune disease, and cancer.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.([mB&B181 or Biol181] and [Biol182 or mB&B182]) or mB&B208
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol232.

MB&B237 Signal Transduction
Cells contain elaborate systems for sensing their environment and 
for communicating with neighbors across the membrane barrier. 
this class will explore molecular aspects of  signal transduction in 
prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. topics will include membrane re-
ceptors, GPCrs, kinases, phosphorylation, ubiquitination, calcium 
signaling, nuclear receptors, quorum sensing, and human sensory 
systems. We will integrate biochemical functional approaches with 
structural and biophysical techniques.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol237
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.olSon,.ricH—SEcT.:.01.

MB&B265 Bioinformatics Programming
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol265.

MB&B285 Seminar in Molecular Biology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B585.

MB&B286 Seminar in Molecular Biology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B586.

MB&B294 Advanced Laboratory in Molecular Biology and 
Genetics
this course is designed to familiarize students with current re-
search techniques in molecular biology, biochemistry, and genet-
ics. a variety of  methods and approaches will be applied in a 
series of  short projects, primarily using E.	coli and Saccharomyces	
cerevisiae (budding yeast) as model systems. students will gain 
hands-on experience employing recombinant dna, microbiology, 
protein biochemistry, and other methods to answer basic research 
questions. this course provides excellent preparation for students 
planning to conduct independent research at the undergraduate 
level (MB&B401/402) and beyond.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.mB&B208
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.HolmeS,.Scott.g .—SEcT.:.01.

MB&B301 Foundations of Molecular Biophysics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem301.

MB&B303 Receptors, Channels, and Pumps: Advanced Topics 
in Membrane Protein Structure and Function
Membrane proteins constitute a third of  all cellular proteins and 
half  of  current drug targets, but our understanding of  their struc-
ture and function has been limited in the past by technological 
obstacles. in spite of  this, the past 10 years have yielded a wealth 
of  new membrane protein structures that have helped to uncover 

the mechanistic underpinnings of  many important cellular pro-
cesses. this class will examine some of  the new insights gained 
through the various techniques of  modern structural biology. We 
will start with a general review of  membrane properties, structural 
techniques (x-ray crystallography, eM, nMr, etc.), and protein 
structure analysis. We will then look at common structural motifs 
and functional concepts illustrated by different classes of  mem-
brane proteins. students will read primary literature sources and 
learn how to gauge the quality and limitations of  published mem-
brane protein structures. these tools will be generally applicable 
to evaluating soluble protein structures as well.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.cHem251 and cHem252 and mB&B208
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem303— Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.olSon,.ricH—SEcT.:.01.

MB&B304 Virology
this half-semester course will focus on the molecular biology of  
viruses. We will specifically examine the mechanisms by which 
viruses evade host defenses and subvert control of  cellular ma-
chinery for their own replication. viruses of  particular impact to 
human health, such as dna tumor viruses and Hiv, will be used 
as primary examples. the use of  viruses in gene therapy and the 
prospects for molecular approaches to antiviral therapies and vac-
cines will also be discussed.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—

pREREQ:.[Biol182 or mB&B182].

MB&B305 Mechanisms of DNA Damage and Repair
students taking this course will learn about the sources and con-
sequences of  dna damage and about the biochemical processes 
dedicated to dna repair in prokaryotes and eukaryotes, including 
humans. Presentation and discussion of  current research on dna 
damage, repair, and mutagenesis with emphasis on protein struc-
ture-function and enzyme kinetics, as well as diseases associated 
with defective-dna repair, will be an important part of  the course.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B505.

MB&B306 Self-Perpetuating Structural States in Biology, 
Genetics, and Disease
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B506.

MB&B307 Molecular Biophysics Journal Club I
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem307.

MB&B308 Molecular Biophysics Journal Club II
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem308.

MB&B310 Mechanisms of Protein Trafficking Within 
Eukaryotes
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B510.

MB&B313 Molecular, Proteomic, and Cell Biological Analysis 
of Telomere Composition and Function
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B513.

MB&B314 Mechanisms of Chromosome Segregation
this course will focus on various aspects of  eukaryotic chromo-
some segregation and genome stability, with particular focus on 
the centrosome/spindle pole body, the mitotic spindle apparatus, 
and the telomeric ends of  linear chromosomes. We will discuss the 
physical architecture of  these structures, the core molecular com-
ponents comprising them, and the remarkable degree of  functional 
conservation between these structures from organisms as diverse 
as yeast and humans. We will explore how the physical structure 
of  these cellular structures undergoes extensive, dynamic alteration 
to facilitate different functions in various biological contexts. an 
emphasis will be placed on current experimental strategies used for 
identification of  critical proteins associated with these structures 
and the powerful set of  molecular and cellular methods available 
for characterizing their functions in both normal and diseased cells.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none—IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B514.

MB&B315 The Regulation of Ribosome Biosynthesis
ribosomes are the large and highly conserved organelles charged 
with the task of  converting the nucleotide-based messages of  
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mrnas into the polypeptide sequence of  proteins. this act of  
translation is remarkable, not only for its efficiency and fidelity, 
but also for shear complexity of  the reaction, including the wide 
variety of  molecules (mrnas, trnas, rrnas, proteins, amino 
acids, etc.) that need to be harnessed for its execution. in this 
course we will investigate the mechanism of  translation as well 
as the biosynthetic pathways that are involved in the synthesis of  
ribosomes themselves. Both prokaryotic and eukaryotic systems 
will be considered, including the question of  how ribosome bio-
synthesis, which constitutes a major fraction of  the total cellular 
economy, is regulated in response to changing cellular conditions.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.mB&B208
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B515
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.mcalear,.micHael.a .—SEcT.:.01.

MB&B318 The Molecular Biology of Ribosome Biogenesis 
and Function
ribosomes are large, complex, rrna- and protein-containing 
cellular machines that translate the information of  nucleic acids 
(mrnas) into the amino acid language of  polypeptides. the 
biosynthesis of  ribosomes constitutes a major fraction of  the 
total cellular economy, and this process is regulated in response 
to many different cellular stimuli. in this course we will consider 
how the hundreds of  required gene products combine to effect ri-
bosome biosynthesis, as well as how the structure of  the ribosome 
contributes to its function. We will also consider how perturba-
tions in ribosome function relate to aspects of  molecular medicine 
including antibiotics and cellular toxins.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none—IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B518.

MB&B321 Biomedicinal Chemistry
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem321.

MB&B322 Mechanisms of Protein Trafficking Within 
Prokaryotes
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B522.

MB&B325 Introduction to Biomolecular Structure
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem325.

MB&B326 Molecular Microbiology
Microbes are all around us and play significant role in our lives.  
this course will provide a strong foundation in the fundamental 
principles of  microbiology. a particular emphasis will be placed 
on the molecular genetics of  bacteria. the exchange of  genetic 
material between bacterial species, the genetics of  bacterial cell 
division, and the mechanisms of  bacterial antibiotic resistance will 
be examined. the molecular mechanisms that underlie the patho-
genesis of  several bacteria will also be explored. throughout the 
semester, the methodology used in modern microbiology labs will 
be integrated into the course material.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.mB&B208.

MB&B328 Topics in Eukaryotic Genetics: Transcription
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B528.

MB&B330 Molecular and Cellular Basis of Human Diseases
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B530.

MB&B333 Gene Regulation
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B533.

MB&B340 Practical Methods in Biochemistry
the course will center on currently used techniques for protein 
separation and purification, such as ultracentrifugation, gel elec-
trophoresis, and chromatography.
 Particular attention will be given to the thermodynamic and 
kinetic principles underlying these separation techniques for iso-
lating and characterizing an unknown protein. Both theory and 
examples of  current applications will be presented.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.(cHem144 and matH122) or (pHyS111 and pHyS112) or cHem338
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem390
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.muKerJi,.iSHita—SEcT.:.01.

MB&B350 Bioinformatics and Functional Genomics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol350.

MB&B357 Bio-Organic Chemistry
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem357.

MB&B375 The Cell-Division Cycle and Cancer
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B575.

MB&B381 Physical Chemistry for the Life Sciences
this course is designed to provide students of  biology, neurosci-
ences, molecular biology, biochemistry, and biological chemistry 
with the foundations of  physical chemistry relevant to the life sci-
ences. the course is driven by consideration of  a series of  biologi-
cal processes for which the concepts of  physical chemistry pro-
vide a framework for explanation and understanding. the course 
will consist of  three parts: thermodynamics, kinetics or rate pro-
cesses, and quantum mechanics and spectroscopy. each part of  the 
course is based on topics drawn from physiology, molecular biol-
ogy, and biochemistry, the treatment of  which motivates the intro-
duction of  physicochemical concepts and reasoning. examples of  
topics include respiration, photosynthesis, atP hydrolysis, active 
transport, vision, growth and decay processes, enzyme structure, 
and function and prebiotic evolution. the course is specifically 
designed to accommodate students with diverse scientific back-
grounds and levels of  mathematical preparation. an elementary 
review of  all mathematical and computational methods required 
for the course will be provided. this course may also readily serve 
students of  mathematics, physics, and chemistry as an introduc-
tion to applications of  their subject area in the life sciences.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.(cHem141 and cHem142 and matH117 and cHem251) or (cHem143 and 

cHem144 and matH121 and cHem251)
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[cHem381 or mB&B581 or cHem581].

MB&B382 Practical NMR
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem382.

MB&B383 Biochemistry
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem383.

MB&B385 Advanced Biochemistry: Enzyme Kinetics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem385.

MB&B386 Biological Thermodynamics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem386.

MB&B387 Enzyme Mechanisms
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem387.

MB&B395 Structural Biology Laboratory
one of  the major catalysts of  the revolution in biology that is 
now under way is our current ability to determine the physical 
properties and three-dimensional structures of  biological mol-
ecules by x-ray diffraction, nuclear magnetic resonance (nMr) 
spectroscopy, and other spectroscopic methods. this course is 
designed to familiarize students with current research techniques 
in biochemistry and molecular biophysics. students will perform 
spectroscopic investigations on a protein that they have isolated 
and characterized using typical biochemical techniques, such as 
electrophoresis, enzyme extraction, and column chromatography. 
it will provide hands-on experience with spectroscopic methods 
such as nMr, fluorescence, Uv-vis absorption, and raman as 
well as bioinformatic computational methods. all of  these meth-
ods will be applied to the study of  biomolecular structure and 
energetics. this course provides a broad knowledge of  laboratory 
techniques valuable for independent research at the undergraduate 
level and beyond. this course can be taken in lieu of  MB&B294 to 
satisfy the MB&B major upper-level laboratory requirement. for 
biological chemistry majors, MB&B395 may also be taken in lieu of  
one (1) semester of  integrated Chemistry laboratory (CHEM375 
or CHEM376).
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.(mB&B208 and cHem141 and cHem142) or (mB&B208 and cHem143 and 

cHem144)
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[cHem395 or pHyS395].

MB&B500 Graduate Pedagogy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol500.
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MB&B505 Mechanisms of DNA Damage and Repair
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B305.

MB&B506 Self-Perpetuating Structural States in Biology, 
Genetics, and Disease
Using a variety of  examples from cell biology, genetics, and 
biochemistry, this course will examine the template-dependent 
processes governing the perpetuation of  genotypes, phenotypes, 
and cellular organelles. topics covered in detail will include the 
molecular biology of  prions (infectious proteins), the mechanisms 
underlying epigenetic inheritance of  gene expression states, and 
the reproduction of  cellular structures required for chromosome 
segregation. We will also examine the goals and progress of  the 
emerging field of  synthetic biology, contemplating the prospects 
of  building complex biological systems from the ground up.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.mB&B208
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B306.

MB&B507 Molecular Biophysics Journal Club I
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem307.

MB&B508 Molecular Biophysics Journal Club II
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem308.

MB&B509 Foundations of Molecular Biophysics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem301.

MB&B510 Mechanisms of Protein Trafficking Within 
Eukaryotes
this course surveys the mechanisms of  protein trafficking and 
sorting within eukaryotic cells with an emphasis on the major 
protein exocytosis pathway.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B310.

MB&B513 Molecular, Proteomic, and Cell Biological Analysis 
of Telomere Composition and Function
this course will focus on a critical feature of  the eukaryotic cell 
known as the telomere, or linear chromosome end. We will discuss 
the diverse set of  critical molecular mechanisms affected by and 
involving telomeres including chromosome segregation, cellular 
aging, meiotic gamete production, and cancer progression. We will 
also focus on the physical architecture of  the telomere, how this 
architecture dynamically alters in different biological contexts, and 
the types of  molecules known to associate with telomeres in mul-
tiple model organisms including yeast and human cells. an empha-
sis will be placed on experimental strategies used for identifying 
new components of  the telomere complex and for understanding 
telomere function during normal and diseased cellular states.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B313.

MB&B514 Mechanisms of Chromosome Segregation
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B314.

MB&B515 The Regulation of Ribosome Biosynthesis
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B315.

MB&B518 The Molecular Biology of Ribosome Biogenesis 
and Function
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B318.

MB&B519 Structural Mechanisms of Protein-Nucleic Acid 
Interactions
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem519.

MB&B520 Topics in Nucleic Acid Structure
this course focuses on the principles of  nucleic acid structure. the 
scope of  this course is to go beyond the common dna structures 
such as B-dna and a-dna helical structures. the course will 
concentrate on other dna structural motifs like branched dna, 
supercoiled dna, triplex dna, and quadruplex dna. Physical 
characterization of  these structures as well as the functional impli-
cation of  these structures (in terms of  dna replication, transcrip-
tion, telomeres, etc.) will be discussed extensively. discussion will 
also center on the forces that stabilize these structures, such as 
H-bonding and stacking interactions. the course will also cover 
other important dna structural motifs such as curved or bent 

dna as found in a-tracts and the relevance of  these structures in 
promoter recognition and gene expression. important rna struc-
tures, such as ribozymes and pseudoknots, will also be discussed. 
We will also discuss the significance of  dna structural motifs in 
eukaryotic genomes and the application of  bioinformatic tools to 
search for these motifs.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.none.

MB&B522 Mechanisms of Protein Trafficking Within 
Prokaryotes
this course surveys the mechanisms of  membrane protein topo-
genesis and protein secretion within E.	 coli, the quintessential 
prokaryote, where sophisticated genetic and biochemical analysis 
has been possible. the course surveys the primary literature with 
student presentations and a written final examination.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.none—IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B322.

MB&B528 Topics in Eukaryotic Genetics: Transcription
this half-semester course will follow two principal themes: We 
will examine the use of  genetic methods in current biological re-
search and apply these methods to address questions about the 
regulation of  gene expression in eukaryotes. our examination of  
transcriptional regulation will lead us into the related topics of  
gene organization, chromosome structure, and signal transduction.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.none—IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B328.

MB&B530 Molecular and Cellular Basis of Human Diseases
this course shall cover the molecular, genetic, cellular, and bio-
chemical aspects of  selected human ailments.  topics will in-
clude aging, atherosclerosis, osteoporosis, diabetes, obesity, and 
alzheimer’s disease.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.mB&B208 or [cHem383 or mB&B383]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B330.

MB&B533 Gene Regulation
this course aims to develop a genome perspective on transcrip-
tional gene regulation. the genome sequence, now completed in 
a number of  organisms, is described as a blueprint for develop-
ment. More than simply a parts list (i.e., genes), this blueprint is 
an instruction manual as well (i.e., regulatory code). a next critical 
phase of  the genome project is understanding the genetic and 
epigenetic regulatory codes that operate during development. 
through a combination of  lectures and discussion of  primary lit-
erature, this course will explore current topics on promoters and 
transcription factors, chromatin structure, regulatory rna, chro-
mosomal regulatory domains, and genetic regulatory networks. 
an overarching theme is how genomes encode and execute regu-
latory programs as revealed by a global systems biology approach 
in modern genomics research.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.[Biol182 or mB&B182]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[mB&B333 or Biol533 or Biol333].

MB&B550 Bioinformatics and Functional Genomics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol350.

MB&B557 Research Seminars in Molecular Biology
Weekly formal presentations by graduate students about their re-
search projects. this includes description of  experimental outline, 
technical details, problems that are encountered, and possible solu-
tions. the active discussion among the participants is designed to 
generate communication skills, new ideas, and interpretations and 
to introduce novel techniques that would aid the graduate stu-
dent. a summary of  the work accomplished during the practicum 
(MB&B501, 502) will be expected of  first-year students. a 60-min-
ute meeting every week is planned.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.lane,.roBert.p .—SEcT.:.01.

MB&B558 Research Seminars in Molecular Biology
the course involves weekly formal presentations by graduate stu-
dents on their research projects. the presentations include descrip-
tion of  experimental design, approaches and methods, analysis, 
conclusions, and future directions, as well as details of  problems 
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encountered and potential solutions. active discussion among 
the participants is encouraged to develop science communica-
tion skills, to share new ideas and interpretations, and to intro-
duce novel approaches that facilitate progress. first-year graduate 
students are expected to present a summary of  the work accom-
plished during the rotation period. students working on advanced 
research projects are expected to present more formal seminars to 
practice public-speaking skills and prepare to defend their disser-
tation research. the class meets for a 60-minute period once every 
week. this course is required of  all graduate students.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.mcalear,.micHael.a .—SEcT.:.01.

MB&B575 The Cell-Division Cycle and Cancer
this course will cover a broad range of  topics that are related to 
the process of  cell division. We will discuss how the cell cycle is 
executed and regulated in a variety of  eukaryotic systems. Major 
consideration will be applied to discussions of  cancer and the de-
fects in cell-division regulation that underlie this disease. some of  
the topics include growth factors, signaling pathways, apoptosis, 
cyclin-dependent kinases as cell-cycle regulators, transcriptional 
and posttranscriptional control of  cell-cycle genes, dna replica-
tion, dna damage checkpoints, and tumor suppressors.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B375.

MB&B581 Physical Chemistry for the Life Sciences
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B381.

MB&B585 Seminar in Molecular Biology
this course includes the presentation and discussion of  recent 
findings in the field of  molecular and cellular biology.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B285
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.oliVer,.donald.B .—SEcT.:.01.

MB&B586 Seminar in Molecular Biology
this course includes the presentation and discussion of  recent 
findings in the field of  molecular biology.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B286
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.mcalear,.micHael.a .—SEcT.:.01.

MB&B587 Seminar in Biological Chemistry
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem587.

MB&B588 Seminar in Biological Chemistry
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem588.

MB&B589 Advanced Research, BA/MA
intensive investigation of  special research problems leading to a 
Ba/Ma thesis.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

MB&B401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

MB&B409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

MB&B411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

MB&B465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

MB&B467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

MB&B501/502 Individual Tutorial, Graduate
gRADINg:.opt

MB&B503/504 Selected Topics, Graduate Science
gRADINg:.opt

MB&B589/590 Advanced Research, BA/MA
gRADINg:.a–F

MB&B591/592 Advanced Research, Graduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Music
 PROFESSORS: anthony Braxton; neely Bruce; alvin a. lucier; Mark slobin

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: Jane alden; eric Charry; su Zheng,	Chair

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSOR: yonatan Malin

 ADJUnCT PROFESSORS: abraham adzenyah; angel Gil-ordóñez; ronald Kuivila; sumarsam

 ADJUnCT ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR: Jay Hoggard

 ADJUnCT ASSISTAnT PROFESSOR: B. Balasubrahmaniyan

 ARTISTS-In-RESIDEnCE: i. Harjito; david nelson

 PRIvATE-LESSOnS TEACHERS: Pheeroan aklaff,	Drums; John Banker,	Tuba/Trombone; Garrett Bennett,	Bassoon/Saxophone; 
Carver Blanchard,	Guitar/Lute; eugene Bozzi,	Percussion/Drums; nancy Brown,	Classical	
Trumpet;	Susan	Burkhart,	Guitar;	Taylor	Ho	Bynum,	Jazz	Trumpet;	Edwin	Cedeno,	Conga	Drum;	
Susan	Cheng,	Chinese	Instruments;	Cem	Duruoz,	Guitar;	Craig	Edwards,	Fiddle;	Perry	Elliot,	Violin;	
Priscilla	Gale,	Voice;	Giacomo	Gates,	Jazz	Vocals;	Peter	Hadley,	Didjeridu;	Robert	Hoyle,	French	Horn;	
Masayo	Ishigure	Tokue,	Koto;	Kyunghee	Kang,	Korean	Drumming;	Larry	Lipnik,	Viol,	Recorder,	and	
Early	Music	Performance;	Qi	Liu,	Piano;	Tony	Lombardozzi,	Jazz/Blues	Guitar;	Sarah	Meneely-
Kyder,	Piano;	Lisa	Moore,	Piano;	Julie	Ribchinsky,	Cello;	Wayne	Rivera,	Voice;	Erika	Schroth,	Piano;	
Stan	Scott,	Banjo/Mandolin/Hindustani	Vocal;	Megan	Sesma,	Harp;	Fred	Simmons,	Jazz	Piano;	Peter	
Standaart,	Flute;	Libby	Van	Cleve,	Oboe;	Wang	Guowei,	Erhu;	Marvin	Warshaw,	Viola;	Roy	Wiseman,	
Bass;	Chai-Lun	Yueh,	Voice

 UnDERGRADUATE 
 DEPARTMEnTAL
 ADvISInG ExPERTS 2010–2011: neely Bruce; yonatan Malin
the Music department offers course work and performing opportunities in music from around the world at undergraduate and graduate 
levels. students considering a music major should come to the department office where they will be given an in-house concentration 
form and assigned a major advisor. students design their own individualized program of  study and complete the concentration form in 
consultation with their advisor, listing all music courses previously taken and those planned for the future. Because the program proposal 
must be approved by the director of  undergraduate studies and ratified by the entire music faculty, prospective majors are urged to com-
plete this form two weeks before the deadline for declaration to allow for music faculty action.

Music majors take four courses in each of  three capabilities: theory/composition, history/culture, and performance. two additional 
courses from the 300-level seminars for Music Majors bring the total number of  music credits to 14. the required senior project or 
senior honor’s project (thesis) may increase the allowable Music department credits applied toward graduation to 15 or 16, respectively. 
Prerequisites to the major are one year of  music theory (MUSC103, MUSC201) or passing the equivalent by exam, one course in the his-
tory/culture capability, and one performance course. Private lessons taken before the junior year (MUSC405) will satisfy the prerequisite 
but will not count toward the course requirements for the major. diversity of  musical experience is a core value of  the Music department 
and is expected of  all music majors. to move toward this goal, at least two of  the 14 music credits must be outside the student’s main 
area of  interest.

the Music department expects its majors to continue to refine and extend their performance skills throughout their undergraduate 
careers, which may mean accumulating more than 32 courses for the Ba. 

all music majors are required to complete a senior project by the end of  their final year. the purpose of  the project is to give focus 
to the major by means of  independent creative work and to encourage independent study with the close advice and support of  a faculty 
member. students who choose to undertake an honors thesis may count this as their senior project.
Special activities. the department supports a number of  unusual activities, many of  which are available to the student body in general 
as well as to music majors. among them are ensembles in various asian, african, american, and european traditions, as well as a variety 
of  chamber ensembles.

the possible foci of  study include Western classical music; new music with an emphasis on acoustical explorations; african 
american, indonesian, indian, and african musics; and european and american music outside the art tradition. these and other possibili-
ties are not mutually exclusive but can be studied in combinations that reflect the interests of  individual students. the music profession 
is international. in many areas of  music study, at least one foreign language is essential.
Private-lessons program. Private lessons are available for all instruments and voice in Western art music, african american music, and 
a variety of  other musics from around the world. lessons are considered one-credit-per-semester courses. an additional fee, $735.00 
per semester, is charged for these private lessons (financial aid is available to students eligible for University financial aid). approved 
music majors in their junior and senior years are eligible for partial subsidy when taking one (1) private lesson, per semester, with a 
private-lessons teacher.
Departmental colloquium. an ongoing departmental colloquium is intended for the entire music community. it includes presentations 
by Wesleyan faculty, students, and outside speakers and encourages general discussion of  broad issues in the world of  music.

the study facilities include a working collection of  musical instruments from many different cultures; a music-instrument manufactur-
ing workshop; a 45-piece Javanese gamelan orchestra; a large formal concert hall and a small, multipurpose concert hall; an electronic 
music studio coupled to a professional recording studio; a computer-arts studio capable of  producing electronic music, video art, and 
environmental simulations; a music and record library; an electronic keyboards lab; and an archive of  world music.
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the following is a listing according to capabilities of  courses offered by the department: 

THEORy PREREQUISITES
• MUSC103 Materials and design
• MUSC201 tonal Harmony

HISTORy/CULTURE GATEWAyS
• MUSC106 History of  european art Music
• MUSC107 History of  african american Music
• MUSC108 History of  rock and r&B
• MUSC109 introduction to experimental Music
• MUSC110 introduction to south indian Music
• MUSC111 Music and theater of  indonesia
• MUSC112 introduction to east asian Music
• MUSC113 the study of  film Music

FyI COURSES
• MUSC120 orpheus and eurydice: the Power of  Music
• MUSC121 Haydn and Mozart as Cultural Constructs 
• MUSC122 introduction to folk Music studies
• MUSC123 escaping Purgatory: Music and devotion in Medieval 

europe
• MUSC124 Music, Math, and language
• MUSC125 Music and downtown new york, 1950–1970
• MUSC126 Poetry and song

THEORy/COMPOSITIOn
• MUSC202 theory and analysis
• MUSC203 Chromatic Harmony
• MUSC204 20th-Century Compositional techniques
• MUSC206 18th-Century Counterpoint
• MUSC210 theory of  Jazz improvisation 
• MUSC211 language of  Jazz orchestra
• MUSC212 south indian Music—Solkattu
• MUSC220 Composing, Performing, and listening to experimental 

Music
• MUSC221 electroacoustic Music
• MUSC222 Computers in Music
• MUSC223 Music, recording, and sound design
• MUSC224 Computer arts

HISTORy/CULTURE
• MUSC241 Medieval and renaissance Music
• MUSC242 Baroque and Classical Music
• MUSC243 Music of  the 19th Century 
• MUSC244 Music of  the 20th Century
• MUSC246 opera
• MUSC250 film and folk Music of  india
• MUSC261 Music and Modernity in China, Japan, and Korea
• MUSC265 african Presences i: Music in africa
• MUSC266 african Presences ii: Music in the americas 
• MUSC269 sacred and secular african american Musics
• MUSC270 Music of  Coltrane, Mingus, and Coleman 
• MUSC271 Music of  lennie tristano, Miles davis, and Max roach 
• MUSC272 Women in Creative Music
• MUSC273 Music of  duke ellington
• MUSC274 Hymnody in the United states Before the Civil War 
• MUSC280x sociology of  Music in social Movements
• MUSC285x Wagner and Modernism
• MUSC290 How ethnomusicology Works 
• MUSC291 the Gendering of  Music in Cross-Cultural Perspective
• MUSC293 Music of  sun ra and Karleinz stockhausen
• MUSC294 recording Culture
• MUSC297 yiddish Cultural expression: Music, theater,  literature, 

film
• MUSC298 Jewish Musical Worlds 

MAJOR SEMInARS
• MUSC300 seminar for Music Majors
• MUSC304 arranging and Composing for Jazz orchestra
• MUSC312 tala: rhythmic form and Procession
• MUSC316 special topic in Contemporary Pop Music

PERFORMAnCE/STUDy GROUPS
• MUSC405 Private Music lessons (nonmajors)
• MUSC406 Private Music lessons (majors)
• MUSC424 Taiko drumming—Beginning
• MUSC425 Taiko drumming—advanced
• MUSC426 Korean drumming ensemble—Beginning
• MUSC427 yiddish Music/Klezmer Band 
• MUSC428 Chinese Music ensemble 
• MUSC429 Korean drumming ensemble—advanced
• MUSC430 south indian voice—Beginning 
• MUSC431 south indian voice—intermediate
• MUSC432 south indian voice—advanced 
• MUSC433 south indian Music—Percussion 
• MUSC434 improvisational techniques in south indian Music
• MUSC435 Wesleyan ensemble singers
• MUSC437 singing to your instruments
• MUSC438 Wesleyan University Collegium Musicum 
• MUSC439 Wesleyan University orchestra
• MUSC440 Conducting: instrumental and vocal 
• MUSC441 Pipe organ in theory and Practice
• MUSC442 Chamber Music ensemble
• MUSC443 Wesleyan Wind ensemble
• MUSC444 opera and oratorio ensembles
• MUSC445 West african Music and Culture—Beginners
• MUSC446 West african Music and Culture—intermediate
• MUSC447 West african Music and Culture—advanced
• MUSC448 ebony singers: Gospel Music
• MUSC449 Mande Music ensemble
• MUSC450 steel Band
• MUSC451 Javanese Gamelan—Beginners
• MUSC452 Javanese Gamelan—advanced
• MUSC453 Cello ensemble
• MUSC454 Classical Guitar ensemble

PERFORMAnCE/STUDy GROUPS
• MUSC455 Jazz ensemble
• MUSC456 Jazz improvisation Performance 
• MUSC457 Jazz orchestra i
• MUSC458 Jazz orchestra ii
• MUSC459 Materials and Principles of  Jazz improvisation i
• MUSC460 Materials and Principles of  Jazz improvisation ii

GRADUATE COURSES
• MUSC500 Graduate Pedagogy
• MUSC505 Graduate seminar in Music
• MUSC506 reading ethnomusicology
• MUSC507 Practicing ethnomusicology
• MUSC508 Graduate seminar in Composition
• MUSC509 special studies in Contemporary Music
• MUSC510 Graduate Proseminar in World Music studies
• MUSC513 improvisation in Cross-Cultural Perspective
• MUSC514 Graduate seminar in south indian Music
• MUSC516 seminar in indonesian Music
• MUSC519 Current issues in ethnomusicology
• MUSC520 explorations in Musicology
• MUSC521 seminar in interdisciplinary studies
• MUSC522 seminar in Comparative Music theory
• MUSC530 Colloquium
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Graduate Program in World Music
 DIRECTOR OF GRADUATE 
 STUDIES In MUSIC: eric Charry

the World Music Program offers degrees at both the master’s and doctoral levels. the Ma in music has concentrations in scholarship (eth-
nomusicology/musicology), experimental music/composition, and performance. the Phd is in ethnomusicology only. Many musics are 
represented by faculty members through teaching and performing african american, indonesian, West african, Caribbean, east asian, south 
indian (Karnatak), euro-american, and experimental music, and there are many opportunities for individual and ensemble study/performance.
Requirements for the degree of master of arts:
• courses. a total of  11 credits of  course work. students are required to take the Graduate Proseminar in World Music studies 

(MUSC510); four graduate seminars other than 510 (two in the area of  concentration); two performance courses; a course outside the 
department; a two-semester thesis tutorial (MUSC591/592); and four semesters of  MUSC530, the Music department Colloquium.

• Language. one foreign language is required for the Ma. all incoming students are required to take the language examination 
administered by the department at the beginning of  their first term.

• Thesis and defense. the thesis must constitute an archivable product displaying mastery of—and an original contribution to—
the understanding of  an aspect of  world music. the Ma thesis may follow various formats and modes of  musical investigation, but 
performance per se does not constitute a thesis without substantial written ancillary materials. Work such as bibliographies, translations, 
and journals do not normally constitute theses. after completing all department requirements and acceptance of  the thesis by the 
committee, the candidate is scheduled for an oral thesis defense administered by the committee.

Requirements for the degree of doctor of philosophy:
• courses. satisfactory completion of  courses totaling at least 14 credits. students are required to take three core seminars (MUSC519, 

521, 522), five graduate-level seminars other than the core seminars (two of  which may be satisfied with appropriate courses already 
taken at the master’s level), two credits of  performance (in different musics), one course outside the department, two credits of  thesis 
tutorial (MUSC591/592), and four semesters of  MUSC530, the Music department Colloquium.

• Language. two foreign languages are required for the Phd: one field language and one research language. all incoming 
students are required to take the language examination administered by the department at the beginning of  their first term.

• Qualification. at the conclusion of  the second year in residence, students take a qualifying examination consisting of  a set of  
essays and a follow-up oral examination.

• Dissertation and defense. the dissertation must constitute an archivable product displaying mastery of—and an original con-
tribution to—the understanding of  an aspect of  world music. after completing all department requirements and acceptance of  the 
dissertation by the committee, the candidate is scheduled for an oral dissertation defense administered by the committee.

MUSC103 Materials and Design
this introductory course in theory and practice prepares students 
for further work in music history, theory, composition, ethnomusi-
cology, and performance. the goals of  the course are to develop a 
thorough working knowledge of  basic musical structures, includ-
ing scales and modes, keys, intervals, motives, chords, rhythmic 
patterns, and types of  musical motion; to experiment with musi-
cal materials and design through exercises in improvisation and 
composition; to learn to transcribe tunes and harmonize them; 
to gain basic keyboard and sight-singing skills, or to improve on 
these skills; and to recognize and interpret musical structures in 
a variety of  repertoires including classical, folk, rock, jazz, and 
world music traditions.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.malin,.yonatan—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC106 History of European Art Music
this course will offer a history of  Western music from the early 
Middle ages to the present day. students will be introduced to 
musical elements, terminology, major musical style periods, their 
composers, and representative works. they will relate course con-
tent to art, architecture, and literature of  the periods, as well as to 
major economic and historical events. Concentrated listening will 
be required to increase music perception and enjoyment.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

MUSC107 History of African American Music
this course is a historical analysis of  cultural, aesthetic, and spiri-
tual perceptions of  african american music. a multidisciplinary 
approach to the subject matter is focused through theoretical, liter-
ary, and social commentaries. live and recorded performances of  
the many forms of  the african american musical idiom are the 
primary source.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam341.

MUSC108 History of Rock and R&B
this course will survey the history of  rock and r&B (broadly 
defined as a conglomeration of  loosely connected popular musi-
cal genres) from their origins in the 1940s and ‘50s through the 
mid-1990s. three parallel goals will be pursued: to become liter-
ate in the full range of  their constituent traditions; to experience 
the workings of  the music industry by producing group projects; 
and to become familiar with a variety of  theoretical approaches to 
the music, confronting issues such as economics of  the industry, 
race relations and identities, youth culture and its relationship to 
american popular culture, and popular music as a creative, cul-
tural, and social force. for the midterm and final projects, the class 
will form a music industry in microcosm (musicians, journalists, 
producers, video and sound engineers, visual artists), resulting in 
Cd and video releases and a magazine.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.cHarry,.eric.S .—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC109 Introduction to Experimental Music
this course is a survey of  recent electronic and instrumental 
works, with emphasis on the works of  american composers. 
starting with early experimentalists John Cage and Henry Cowell, 
germinal works of  earl Brown, Christian Wolff, and Morton 
feldman will be studied followed by more recent electronic and 
minimal works of  la Monte young, terry riley, david Behrman, 
Gordon Mumma, robert ashley, steve reich, Philip Glass, and 
Meredith Monk; finishing with younger crossover composers, in-
cluding laurie anderson, Glenn Branca, John Zorn, and others. 
the course includes lectures, demonstrations, and performances, 
occasionally by guest lecturers.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.lucier,.alVin.a .—SEcT.:.01.
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MUSC110 Introduction to South Indian Music
this course will introduce students to one of  the world’s great 
musical traditions, one that has been part of  Wesleyan’s renowned 
World Music program for more than 40 years. students will learn 
beginning performance techniques in melody (raga) and rhythm 
(tala), the cornerstones of  south indian music. through a listen-
ing component, they will also learn to identify important ragas 
(melodic modes). lectures will cover a wide range of  topics, in-
cluding karnatak (classical) music, temple and folk traditions, mu-
sic in south indian film, and pop music. readings and lectures 
will also provide the historical and cultural context for this rich 
and diverse musical world and will prepare students for the fullest 
possible enjoyment of  the annual navaratri festival in october.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.BalaSuBraHmaniyan,.B .—SEcT.:.01.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.nelSon,.daVid.paul—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC111 Music and Theater of Indonesia
since the early history of  indonesia, the indonesian people have 
continually been in contact with a number of  foreign cultures. 
Particularly, Hinduism, islam, and the West have had significant 
impact on the development of  indonesian arts and culture. this 
course is designed as an introduction to the rich performing arts 
and culture of  indonesia. a principal theme will be the differing 
experiences of  historical development, colonization, decoloniza-
tion, and modernization in the two neighboring and related tra-
ditional cultures of  Java and Bali. a portion of  the course is de-
voted to demonstrations and workshops, including instruction on 
the performance of  terbangan (a frame drum ensemble), gamelan 
(percussion ensembles of  Java and Bali), and kechak (a Balinese 
musical drama, employing complex rhythmic play, chanting, and 
story telling).
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.tHea348.

MUSC113 The Study of Film Music
the course extends Wesleyan’s film studies offerings by focusing 
on music, an often neglected yet crucial component of  movies. 
after starting with the Hollywood approach (from the early sound 
period on), we look at film music globally, including places like 
india and China, introducing ethnomusicological perspectives.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

MUSC120 Orpheus and Eurydice: The Power of Music
the touching story of  the inventor of  music who reclaims his 
beloved eurydice from death, then loses her again, has inspired 
poets and musicians for centuries. during this course we will scan 
history for outcroppings of  this myth, reading literary texts from 
the ancient world, including virgil and ovid, as well as the mod-
ern poetry of  rilke and ashbery, and delving into more than 30 
operas and musical works devoted to this subject. We will pay 
particular attention to Claudio Monteverdi’s opera, Orfeo; igor 
stravinsky’s ballet, Orpheus; and Philip Glass’s chamber opera, 
Orphée, that uses as its text the actual screenplay of  a Jean Cocteau 
film. in addition to occasional quizzes and a paper, the class will 
also compose a short theater work with music based on some as-
pect of  this classical Greek myth.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

MUSC122 Introduction to Folk Music Studies
the course moves out from accepted ideas of  folk music as a 
contemporary genre to its roots and offshoots, including materi-
als from anglo american, european, and afghan sources, among 
others. live, recorded, and filmed versions will be included, with 
work ranging from creative writing through miniresearch projects 
and a final paper.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SloBin,.marK—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC123 Escaping Purgatory: Music and Devotion in 
Medieval Europe
this course will explore the creative expression of  religious belief  
in the music, poetry, literature, art, and architecture of  Medieval 
europe. We will begin with the everyday experience of  monks, 
nuns, poets, and street musicians. What role did music play in their 
lives? Was it limited to religious practice and secular festivals? We 
may sense that music and the other arts held a variety of  pos-
sible meanings beyond functional purposes; practitioners used 
artworks not only as vehicles for devotion, but also to construct 
monuments of  themselves and their beliefs. Comparisons will be 
drawn between rituals and social practices of  this society relative 
to our own. although the focus of  the course will be located 
in Christian and Judaic practices, the implications of  our inquiry 
will inform any comparative study of  music and religious culture. 
accordingly, students will be invited, throughout the seminar, to 
present materials drawn from other traditions.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt123.

MUSC124 Music, Math, and Language
this course offers students an opportunity to explore music the-
ory, composition, improvisation, and practical musicianship skills 
in a seminar setting. Under the rubric of  music as language, stu-
dents will learn about common chord structures, harmonic syn-
tax, phrase structures, style, expression, and music-text relations 
in song. Under the rubric of  music and math, students will be 
introduced to new models for understanding tonality, rhythm, and 
meter. some prior experience with music is recommended.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

MUSC125 Music and Downtown New York, 1950–1970
this course will explore the history, interconnections, and simul-
taneous flourishing of  four distinct music communities that in-
habited and shaped downtown new york during two particularly 
rich decades in american culture: euro-american experimental-
ists, an african american jazz-based avant-garde, blues and folk 
revivalists, and lower east side rock groups. Much of  the course 
will be devoted to understanding their points of  convergence and 
divergence, especially in conversation with broader currents of  
the time (e.g., the civil rights movement and related notions of  
freedom, shifting youth subcultures, and avant-garde aesthetics). 
We will read about and listen to recordings of  a wide variety of  
musicians, identify aesthetic and cultural trends, and study the lo-
cal industry that supported them.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.cHarry,.eric.S .—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC126 Poetry and Song
students will read poems by major poets in english (including 
yeats, shelley, shakespeare, many living poets) and study settings 
of  these poets by composers (ives, Barber, Britten, etc.). some 
work with poetry in German and french. students will analyze 
poems and songs and do some creative writing/composing.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

MUSC127 History of Electronic Sound
this course surveys the cultural history of  electronic sound pro-
duction, storage, amplification, and transmission in the 20th cen-
tury. We will examine the contributions of  artists, scientists, and 
designers to modern cultures of  listening and sound making. in 
addition to readings, recordings, and films, students will perform 
selected works for electronic instruments by John Cage and other 
composers.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.St ..clair,.daniel—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC201 Tonal Harmony
this course begins a more focused investigation of  the materials and 
expressive possibilities of  Western music from the common practice 
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era (circa 1700–1900). there are also forays into jazz theory, theo-
ries of  world musics, and freer styles of  composition. topics include 
modes, the use of  seventh chords, nonharmonic tones, tonicizations, 
modulation, and musical form. Work on sight singing and dictation 
continues. students also learn to play scales, harmonic progressions, 
and to harmonize melodies at the keyboard.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.muSc103
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.malin,.yonatan—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC202 Theory and Analysis
this course continues the investigation of  common-practice har-
mony and voice leading begun in MUSC201 and extends it to stan-
dard chromatic harmonies (including augmented sixth chords and 
the neapolitan), exploring these topics through model composi-
tion and analysis. the course also covers the analysis of  standard 
tonal forms, including sonata form. skills labs continue to develop 
sight singing, dictation, and keyboard skills.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.muSc201
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Bruce,.neely—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC203 Chromatic Harmony
this course is an investigation of  the tonal system as it functions 
in extreme situations: selected highly chromatic passages in Bach, 
Mozart, and Beethoven; the more adventurous compositions of  
Chopin and liszt; late 19th-century works in which the tonal 
system seems approaching collapse (Max reger, Hugo Wolf, 
early schoenberg); etc. theoretical constructs of  schoenberg and 
schenker will be explored in an effort to make sense of  the music. 
the last quarter of  the class will be devoted to the analysis of  a 
complete scene of  a Wagner opera.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.muSc201.

MUSC204 20th-Century Compositional Techniques
students will write short pieces in various 20th-century styles, 
using atonal, polytonal, model, serial, minimal, repetitive, and 
chance techniques.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Bruce,.neely—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC205 Sonata Form
this course explores in-depth selected sonata allegro movements 
of  Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and schubert.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

MUSC206 18th-Century Counterpoint
a study of  the  contrapuntal practice of  J. s. Bach and other 18th-
century composers, with emphasis on writing in the style of  the 
period.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Bruce,.neely—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC210 Theory of Jazz Improvisation
this course concentrates on the vocabulary of  improvisation in 
the african american classical tradition. rhythmic, melodic, and 
harmonic knowledge will be approached through the study of  
scales, chords, modes, ear training, and transcription. theoretical 
information will be applied to instruments in a workshop setting. 
audition and permission of  instructor are required at the first 
class. intensive practice and listening are required. this course may 
not be repeated for credit.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam386
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Hoggard,.Jay.clinton—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC211 Language of the Jazz Orchestra
this is an advanced theory course built upon materials covered in 
MUSC210 (theory of  Jazz improvization) and MUSC304 (arranging 
and Composing for Jazz orchestra). Works by major composers 
of  the genre (ellington, Henderson, Morton, Monk, Mingus, 
Jones, nelson, et al.) will be analyzed from both theoretical and 
cultural perspectives. the final projects will be fully developed ar-
rangements playable by the Wesleyan Jazz orchestra.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

MUSC212 South Indian Music—Solkattu
Solkattu is a sytem of  spoken syllables and hand gestures used to 
teach and communicate rhythmic ideas in all of  south india’s per-
forming arts. it has been part of  Wesleyan’s program in karnatak 
music for more than 40 years. students of  many different musical 
traditions have found solkattu valuable for building and sharpen-
ing rhythmic skills and for understanding the intricacies of  kar-
natak tala (meter). Building on the fundamental skills acquired in 
MUSC110, students will learn increasingly advanced and challeng-
ing material in a variety of  talas. an extended composition, devel-
oped for the group, will be performed in an end-of-semester recital.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.muSc110
Spring.2011

MUSC220 Composing, Performing, and Listening to 
Experimental Music
this course in experimental music composition with a focus on 
computer music techniques. in spring 2010, the course will be 
linked to COMP112(02), introduction to Programming. students 
who enroll in MUSC220 must also enroll in COMP112(02) to be re-
tained in the course. Both courses will use superCollider 3, an 
open-source computer music software environment, as their fun-
damental tool.
 MUSC220 will introduce how superCollider is used to pro-
duce and modify sound, providing the necessary background in 
acoustics and psychoacoustics. as a first course in composition, it 
will also discuss how composers have used the physical and psy-
chological understanding of  sound to augment traditional musical 
structures and compositional techniques. COMP112 will introduce 
superCollider’s programming language, emphasizing the basic 
approach of  object-oriented programming and the abstractions 
needed to model graphics, sound, and music.
 the larger goal of  this initiative is to introduce those aspects 
of  computational thinking that involve passages between aural, 
visual, temporal, and mathematical structure. Many contemporary 
artists and composers ranging from sol lewitt to tom Johnson 
have navigated these passages. ethnomathematics, the study of  
the interrelation of  mathematics and culture, has provided an 
increasingly rich collection of  examples of  such passages from 
throughout the world, ranging from the asymmetric rhythms of  
central african music to theories of  meter in sanskrit poetry. the 
course will draw on freely from this literature for motivating ex-
amples, rudimentary assignments in programming and sound de-
sign, and the creative term projects that are our ultimate goal.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.muSc103 or muSc109.

MUSC222 Computers in Music
a survey of  varying approaches to the use of  computers in mu-
sic composition and analysis, this course will include hands-on 
work with a digital sound-editing workstation and various soft-
ware packages for synthesis, sequencing, and realtime perfor-
mance. Class work includes the realization of  weekly one-minute 
projects and three major projects that may either be papers or 
compositions.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.muSc220.

MUSC223 Music, Recording, and Sound Design
this technical and historical introduction to sound recording is 
designed for upper-level students in music, film, theater, dance, 
and art. the course covers the use of  microphones, mixers, equal-
ization, multitrack recording, and digital sequencing. additional 
readings will examine the impact of  recording on musical and 
filmic practice. Participation in the course provides students with 
access to the Music department recording studio.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.muSc103 or muSc201
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.KuiVila,.ronald.J .—SEcT.:.01.
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MUSC241 Medieval and Renaissance Music
the course examines the history of  music in europe from antiq-
uity to the end of  the renaissance (531 BCe to ca.1600 Ce). in 
the process of  studying the many changes in musical styles that 
occurred during these centuries, several broader topics will be ad-
dressed. among these are the social and historical contexts of  
musicians and musical performance, the relation between words 
and music in different historical periods, and historically-informed 
approaches to musical analysis. the material will be presented 
through lectures and discussion, listening assignments, singing, 
and readings.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt221— Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.alden,.Jane—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC242 Baroque and Classical Music
this course is a survey of  Western art music from the baroque 
and classical periods, circa 1600–1800. this is a remarkable time 
in the history of  Western music. Composers around 1600 sug-
gested for the first time that the “rules” of  musical composition be 
overthrown to express the meaning of  the words. it is a time of  
transition and experimentation, inspired by Greek writings (musi-
cal humanism) and the idea of  the power of  music. Gradually, the 
modal system of  the renaissance gave way to modern tonality, 
and composers began to work with chords, related to each other 
within the gravitational topography of  a key. the culmination of  
the baroque and beginning of  the classical periods (1720–1750) 
marks another period of  transition. on the one hand, music con-
nects deeply with both religious and personal expression in the 
works of  J. s. Bach. on the other hand, new italian compos-
ers favored simpler and more “natural” melodies. Battle lines are 
drawn in the french press, and the “enlightened” Prussian despot 
frederick the Great puts Bach through his paces. out of  all this 
a new style emerges, one that forms musical structure as drama. 
Haydn (a Hungarian court composer, then British star) and Mozart 
(a child prodigy and then one of  the early musical freelancers) 
hit the scene. in the last decade of  the 18th century, Beethoven 
arrives in vienna, outduels all other pianists with his passionate 
improvisations, and we arrive at the cusp of  musical romanticism.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.malin,.yonatan—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC243 Music of the 19th Century
this course is a survey of  european music from the romantic pe-
riod, circa 1800–1900. Works from this period extend the bound-
aries of  musical expression. instrumental forms enact monumental 
dramas in works by Beethoven. lyricism, longing, alienation, and 
madness find voice in songs by schubert and schumann. lyricism 
joins with dance in piano pieces by schumann and Chopin. the 
singing voice itself  is fetishized in operas by rossini. Music is 
linked with nationalist mythology in Wagner’s music dramas 
and with nationalist politics in verdi’s operas. Music by Brahms 
is nostalgic, melancholic, and transcendent. Music tells stories in 
the programmatic tone poems of  liszt and strauss. the founda-
tions of  tonality disintegrate at the end of  the century as music 
reaches for ever-more-intense forms of  expression. this course 
will explore both the what and the how of  musical expression 
in the 19th century. We will get to know representative works by 
the major composers of  the century and works from each of  the 
most significant genres. We will explore the notion of  musical 
narrative and how musical meaning combines with that of  words. 
We will develop our own interpretations and find out how other 
listeners, from the 19th century and beyond, have interpreted and 
understood this vibrant repertoire.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

MUSC244 Music of the 20th Century
this course will investigate the music of  major composers 
(stravinsky, schoenberg, ives, Cage, et al.) and major trends (seri-
alism, neoclassicsism, minimalism, etc.) from approximately 1901 
to 2000.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

MUSC246 Opera
operas from Monteverdi to the 20th century will be studied from 
vocal scores, orchestral scores, recordings, and live performances. 
special attention will be given to those properties that make op-
era viable on the stage. Particular operas studied will include The	
Magic	Flute by Mozart, Carmen by Bizet, Four	Saints	in	Three	Acts by 
virgil thomson, Don	Carlo by verdi, and The	Ring	of 	the	Niebelung 
by Wagner.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

MUSC250 Film and Folk Music of India
What is film music culture in india? What is folk music in india 
today? How do these genres interact and influence one another? 
Most research on the music of  india has focused on the classical 
systems. However, for many people the most important musical 
expressions found in their personal and social lives are film and 
folk musics. even though film music is considered to be entertain-
ment, it reflects almost all aspects of  indian music and culture. 
students will be introduced to the culture and heritage of  india. 
film and folk music will be analyzed with reference to ancient and 
modern musical treatises. topics covered will include the diverse 
cultures within india and its global diaspora.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

MUSC261 Music and Modernity in China, Japan, and Korea
this course examines the relationships between music and moder-
nity in China, Japan, and Korea and the interactions between the 
impact of  Western music and nationalism and contemporary cul-
tural identities. in particular, it explores the historical significance 
of  the Meiji restoration on Japanese music tradition; the Japanese 
influence on Chinese school songs; the origins of  contemporary 
music in China, Japan, and Korea; the adaptation and preservation 
of  traditional music genres; and the rise of  popular music and the 
music industry. We will focus on the cultural conflicts encountered 
by east asian musicians and composers and their musical explo-
rations and experiments in searching for national and individual 
identities in the processes of  nation-building and moderniza-
tion. the course aims to provide knowledge on east asian music 
genres, insight on the issues of  global/local cultural contacts, and 
a better understanding of  music’s central role in political and so-
cial movements in 20th-century east asia.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt268.

MUSC265 African Presences I: Music in Africa
this course will explore the diversity and full range of  musical ex-
pression throughout the african continent by immersing ourselves 
in a combination of  extensive reading, listening to recordings, 
viewing videos, discussion, and in-class performances. the conti-
nent as a whole will be briefly surveyed, regional traits will be ex-
plored, and specific pieces, genres, and countries will be discussed 
in-depth. students are encouraged to work on preparing pieces in 
traditional and more innovative formats for a performance work-
shop at the end of  the semester.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

MUSC266 African Presences II: Music in the Americas
this course will explore the diversity and full range of  musical 
expression in the americas—with a focus on musics with a strong 
african historical or cultural presence—by immersing ourselves in 
a combination of  extensive reading, listening to recordings, view-
ing videos, discussion, and in-class performances. the hemisphere 
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as a whole will be briefly surveyed and regional traits will be ex-
plored, but emphasis will be placed on specific pieces, genres, and 
countries.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[aFam251 or amSt214 or laSt264].

MUSC269 Sacred and Secular African American Musics
a fluid, multiconceptual approach to musicology will be in-
troduced to view african american sacred and secular music 
traditions.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam249
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Hoggard,.Jay.clinton—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC270 Music of Coltrane, Mingus, and Coleman
the goal of  this course is to introduce students of  music to three 
restructural masters whose creativity and decisions have shaped 
creative music evolution since the second World War. instruction 
for this course will seek to provide a historical, scientific, and 
synthesis perspective that gives insight into the work of  each 
musician.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam385.

MUSC271 Music of Lennie Tristano, Miles Davis, and Max 
Roach
this course is conceived as an examination of  restructural musics 
from the ’50s/’60s time cycle and the role of  three major artists 
in helping to influence and set the aesthetic agenda (and concep-
tual focus) of  postmodern music evolution after the second World 
War. the course will use each artist as both a study in itself  as 
well as a point of  definition that relates to the broader subject of  
improvised music and related artists (and/or musics).
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam392
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Braxton,.antHony.delano—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC274 Hymnody in the United States Before the Civil War
this course is a historical introduction to psalmody in the 17th 
century, lining out, anglo-american 18th-century sacred music, 
the cultivated tradition in the early 19th century, and the various 
styles that contribute to the Sacred	Harp and other shaped-note 
hymnals. Composers studied will include thomas ravenscroft, 
William Billings, lowell Mason, and B. f. White. Collections ex-
amined will include the Bay Psalm Book, tansur’s Royal	Melody	
Compleat, lyon’s Urania, and Walker’s Southern	Harmony.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt229.

MUSC280 Sociology of Music in Social Movements
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc239.

MUSC285 Wagner and Modernism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa339.

MUSC290 How Ethnomusicology Works
the course provides an introduction to the discipline of  ethno-
musicology, offering an overview of  its development and con-
centrating on methods, from fieldwork and interviewing through 
researching and writing. Weekly focused projects, a short midterm 
paper, and a substantial final project will offer orientation to a field 
that has been central to Wesleyan’s approach to music for 40 years 
and to the development of  global music studies.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.muSc103
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.zHeng,.Su—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC291 The Gendering of Music in Cross-Cultural 
Perspective
this course presents a critical examination of  issues explored and 
debated in recent studies of  gender, power, identity, and music 
from diversified music traditions, including the Western art mu-
sic, popular music, and the world musics. drawing upon the in-
terdisciplinary discourse on theories of  feminism and gender, as 
well as the new gay and lesbian musicology, through case stud-
ies and analysis of  various musical examples, we will investigate 

the following topics: women’s multiple roles in the historical and 
contemporary practices of  music; desire, sexuality, and women’s 
images in music; and how gender ideology, contextualized by so-
ciocultural conditions, both constructs and is constructed by musi-
cal aesthetics, performance practice, creative processes, as well as 
the reception of  music.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS240.

MUSC293 Music of Sun Ra and Karleinz Stockhausen
this course will seek to introduce a unified perspective on the 
body of  music produced by two of  the great music masters of  
this century. the focus of  the course will seek to establish both 
a historical perspective and structural survey of  their work using 
composers’ scores, recordings, and related material/documents. 
lots of  listening and listening assignments as well as score exami-
nation (when possible).
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam393.

MUSC297 Yiddish Cultural Expression: Music, Theater, 
Literature, Film
the course will ground modern yiddish expressive culture in its 
19th-century eastern european homeland, then follow its disper-
sion to north america, through the 1960s.  students will work 
with musical, theatrical, literary, and film texts and take part in 
performance of  songs and informal staging of  musical theater.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HeSt215
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SloBin,.marK—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC298 Jewish Musical Worlds
the course surveys the full range of  historical and contemporary 
Jewish musics in europe, the United states, and israel. the main 
instructor will provide continuity, while guest faculty will present 
mini-units on focused topics, with live performance events and 
workshops.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HeSt215.

MUSC300 Seminar for Music Majors
the seminar will provide music majors an opportunity to under-
stand one or more of  the world’s musical traditions by studying 
them in-depth. the topic of  the seminar will vary from one se-
mester to the next.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Bruce,.neely—SEcT.:.01.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.malin,.yonatan—SEcT.:.02.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.BalaSuBraHmaniyan,.B .—SEcT.:.01.
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.lucier,.alVin.a .—SEcT.:.02.

MUSC304 Arranging and Composing for Jazz Orchestra
an examination of  techniques of  arranging, composing, and or-
chestration for the jazz orchestra. the language of  the jazz or-
chestra will be analyzed from all relevant perspectives.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

MUSC308 Composition in the Arts
Composition, the manner in which elements are combined or re-
lated to form a whole in space and time, is a basic practice in all 
the arts. in this seminar, we will explore the compositional process 
through a series of  problems that address the concept of  site—by 
site, we mean either a physical location or semantic field within 
which the artist acts. Participants will compose individual and 
collaborative interventions with a wide range of  sites—public, 
private, corporeal, and electronic—in response to the problems 
posed.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

MUSC316 Special Topics in Contemporary Pop Music
in this seminar we will study major issues and developments of  
the past two decades in popular music in the United states and 
around the world. We will critically examine specific genres, espe-
cially hip hop (and its globalization) and contemporary world mu-
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sic; innovative and controversial artists; changes in the corporate 
music industry; new, do-it-yourself  distribution networks, tech-
nologies, and virtual communities; and issues concerning identity, 
authenticity, and youth culture. student interest and expertise will 
help to determine the direction of  the seminar. a foundational 
knowledge of  music after 1950 is assumed, and students must 
have already taken MUSC108 or have equivalent experience.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.muSc108.

MUSC405 Private Music Lessons for Nonmusic Majors
Private instrumental and vocal lessons meet for one hour, on a 
weekly basis, at a regularly scheduled time. students contract to 
take 12 lessons. each instructor sets his or her criteria for accept-
ing students. returning students register during the drop/add 
period.  students new to the Private lessons program must audi-
tion during the first week of  classes and register during the drop/
add period.  audition information and schedules will be posted in 
the Music studios lobby and on the Music department website 
www.wesleyan.edu/music prior to the start of  the semester.
 students will be billed $735 for 12 one-hour lessons 
through the student accounts office. When students are accepted 
into the Private lessons Program they become liable for the addi-
tional cost of  lessons. if  this course is not dropped 24 hours prior 
to the third lesson, students will be charged the full course fee. 
 financial support, for qualified students, may be available 
for lessons after the student completes one semester of  lessons. 
financial support applications may be obtained in the Music 
department office. all applications must be returned to the Music 
department by the deadline indicated on the application. no ap-
plications will be accepted after 12 noon on that date.
 Permission of  the instructor is required.
 students registered for MUSC405 will receive credit for 4 se-
mesters of  private lessons, whether it be in the same instrument/
voice or a variety of  instruments/voice. students registering for 
more than 4 sets of  private lessons will receive an aU designation 
on their transcript once drop/add closes.
cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.multiple—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC406 Private Music Lessons for Declared Music Majors
this course is open only to declared junior and senior music ma-
jors. each instructor sets his or her criteria for accepting students. 
Private instrumental and vocal lessons meet for one hour, on a 
weekly basis, at a regularly scheduled time. students contract to 
take 12 lessons. returning students who have previously taken 
Private lessons should register during the drop/add period. all 
students new to the Private lessons Program must audition during 
the first week of  classes and register during the drop/add period. 
audition information will be posted in the Music studios lobby 
and on the Music department website www.wesleyan.edu/music 
prior to the start of  the semester.
 the current private lesson fee is $735 per semester.  if  the 
course is not dropped 24 hours prior to the third lesson, students 
will be charged the full course fee. a waiver for a portion of  the 
Private lessons fee is available for Junior and senior Music Majors. 
details regarding the Music Major Waiver can be found on the 
Music department website or in Music studios room 109.
cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.multiple—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC419 Student Forum
cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Bruce,.neely—SEcT.:.01.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.nelSon,.daVid.paul—SEcT.:.02.

MUSC424 Introduction to Taiko (Japanese Drumming)
this course will introduce students to the fundamentals of  taiko, 
the Japanese style of  drumming. emphasis will be placed on the 
impact of  kumidaiko (ensemble drumming). students will study the 

basic form and technique for this style of  drumming as well as 
the philosophies behind it and the cultural context (focusing on 
diasporic contexts, especially asian america), via course readings, 
audiovisual materials, and the students’ experience of  the tech-
nique in an eight-page journal to be turned in immediately after 
the final recital at the end of  the semester. the course is highly 
hands-on; students will undergo physical training and should ex-
pect a workout at every class.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt424
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.rooney,.marK.H .—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC425 Advanced Taiko (Japanese Drumming)
this class offers advanced techniques on taiko drumming. the 
class will meet once a week for two hours. the ensemble will 
present a concert at the end of  each semester. attendance for the 
class is mandatory.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha— IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt425
pREREQ:.[muSc424 or eaSt424] or [muSc425 or eaSt425]
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.rooney,.marK.H .—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC426 Korean Drumming Ensemble—Beginning
this class will meet once a week for two hours. We will learn 
p’ungmulnori—Korean traditional drum music and dance move-
ment. attendance for the class is mandatory.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt426
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Kang,.KyungHee—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC427 Yiddish Music/Klezmer Band
Group and individual performance projects in eastern european 
Jewish music.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

MUSC428 Chinese Music Ensemble
the class will meet once a week for two hours. We will learn both 
traditional and contemporary instrumental pieces of  Chinese mu-
sic, as well as different regional styles. the ensemble will present 
a concert at the end of  each semester. attendance for the class is 
mandatory.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt428
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Weng,.po-Wei—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC428 Chinese Music Ensemble
the class will meet once a week for two hours. We will learn both 
traditional and contemporary instrumental pieces of  Chinese mu-
sic, as well as different regional styles. the ensemble will present 
a concert at the end of  each semester. attendance for the class is 
mandatory.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011— IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt428

MUSC429 Korean Drumming Ensemble—Advanced
this class offers advanced techniques on Korean traditional per-
cussion music. the class will meet once a week for two hours. 
the ensemble will present a concert at the end of  each semester 
in conjunction with the beginners class. attendance for the class 
is mandatory.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt429
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Kang,.KyungHee—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC430 South Indian Voice—Beginning
Building on the fundamental exercises they learned in MUSC110, 
students will be taught songs, beginning with simple forms and 
increasing in complexity. there will also be exercises to develop 
the necessary skills for progress into the more complex forms. 
students will be expected to perform in the annual south indian 
music student recital at the end of  the semester.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.BalaSuBraHmaniyan,.B .—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC431 South Indian Voice—Intermediate
a continued exploration of  the song forms begun in MUSC430, 
with emphasis on the forms varnam and kriti, the cornerstones of  
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the south indian concert repertoire. specific exercises will also be 
given to prepare students for the improvisational forms they will 
encounter in the advanced class to follow.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.muSc110 and muSc430
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.BalaSuBraHmaniyan,.B .—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC432 South Indian Voice—Advanced
development of  a repertoire of  compositions appropriate for per-
formance, along with an introduction to raga	alapana, and svara	
kalpana, the principal types of  improvisation.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.muSc430 and muSc431.

MUSC433 South Indian Music—Percussion
students may learn mridangam, the barrel-shaped drum; kanjira, the 
frame drum; or konakkol, spoken rhythm. all are used in the per-
formance of  classical south indian music and dance. Beginning 
students will learn the fundamentals of  technique and will study 
the formation of  phrases with stroke combinations. advanced 
classes will be a continuation of  lessons in a variety of  talas. 
individual classes supplemented by a weekly group section.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.nelSon,.daVid.paul—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC434 Improvisational Techniques in South Indian Music
this course will introduce advanced students of  karnatak vo-
cal music to raga	alapana and svara	kalpana, the most important 
forms of  melodic improvisation. students will begin by learning 
precomposed examples of  these forms. as they become com-
fortable with idiom, they will progress to designing their own 
improvisations.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

MUSC435 Wesleyan Ensemble Singers
this select choral ensemble integrated by members of  the 
Wesleyan community is devoted to the performance of  choral 
music of  all eras.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.gil-ordóñez,.angel—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC436 Choral Singing: Wesleyan Singers
this select choral ensemble of  32 to 48 members of  the Wesleyan 
and Middletown communities is devoted to the performance of  
choral music of  all eras.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

MUSC437 Singing to your Instruments
students will learn south indian classical music by learning to 
sing and then applying this knowledge to non-indian instruments 
they already play. they can then use their own instruments in 
recitals of  south indian music and dance. Beginners will be in-
troduced to basic exercises and simple compositions. advanced 
students will be introduced to improvisation in addition to differ-
ent types of  compositions in various ragas and talas. students will 
form an ensemble that will be encouraged to participate in on- and 
off-campus performances.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.BalaSuBraHmaniyan,.B .—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC438 Wesleyan University Collegium Musicum
the Collegium Musicum is a performance ensemble dedicated 
to exploring and performing the diverse vocal and instrumental 
repertories of  the medieval, renaissance, and baroque periods of  
european music history. emphasis is given to the study of  musi-
cal style, performance practice, singing and playing one-on-a-part, 
and excellence in performance. various cultural aspects of  the so-
cieties that produced the music under study are simultaneously 
explored; participants will work with primary source materials, 
such as facsimiles of  musical manuscripts, as well as literary and 
historical writings.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt212
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.alden,.Jane—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC439 Wesleyan University Orchestra
rehearsals will combine intensive concert preparation with oc-
casional readings of  works not scheduled for performance. open 
to all members of  the Wesleyan community, this course may be 
taken for credit or noncredit. it may also be repeated for credit.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.gil-ordóñez,.angel—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC440 Conducting: Instrumental and Vocal
a practical study of  the techniques and skills involved in the con-
ducting of  selected instrumental and vocal scores. analysis, inter-
pretation, and performance will be stressed.
cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

MUSC441 Pipe Organ in Theory and Practice, from Sanctuary 
to Stage: A Performance-Based Examination of Music
Weekly group and individual meetings to prepare for public per-
formances at least once per semester. those employed at area insti-
tutions are encouraged to bring and discuss their music.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.eBrecHt,.ronald—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC442 Chamber Music Ensemble
a variety of  chamber music ensembles will be coached by instru-
mental teachers.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.KreSton,.antHea.S—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC443 Wesleyan Wind Ensemble (WesWinds)
rehearsals will combine intensive concert preparation with occa-
sional readings of  works not scheduled for performance. open to 
all members of  the Wesleyan/Connecticut community.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Hadley,.peter.d .—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC444 Opera and Oratorio Ensembles
this course will concentrate on small operatic chorus, duets, trios, 
quartets, oratoric ensembles, and art songs.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.gale,.priScilla.e .—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC445 West African Music and Culture—Beginners
this course is designed to provide a practical and theoretical intro-
duction to traditional West african music and culture. students ex-
perience the rhythms, songs, movements, and languages of  Ghana 
and its neighboring countries through oral transmission, assigned 
readings, film viewing, and guided listening to commercial and/
or field recordings. this interdisciplinary approach to learning is in 
keeping with the integrated nature of  drumming, dancing, singing, 
and hand clapping in West africa. students learn to play a range of  
instruments including drums, metal bells, and gourd rattles.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.adzenyaH,.aBraHam.c .—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC446 West African Music and Culture—Intermediate
this course is designed to build on the skills developed in MUSC445. 
the beginner repertoire is reviewed, more demanding call-and-
response patterns are learned, along with new, more challenging 
repertoire. students may be asked to perform on and off  campus.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.muSc445
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.adzenyaH,.aBraHam.c .—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC447 West African Music and Culture—Advanced
this course is designed to build on the skills developed in MUSC445 
and MUSC446. the repertoire is brought to a performing standard, 
and more complex repertoire is learned. students experience the 
intricacies of  dance accompaniment while drumming and singing 
with the advanced West african dance class. the student ensemble 
will be asked to perform on (and possibly off ) campus.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.muSc445 and muSc446
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.adzenyaH,.aBraHam.c .—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC448 Ebony Singers: Gospel Music
the ebony singers will be a study of  black religious music 
through the medium of  performance. the areas of  study will 
consist of  traditional gospel, contemporary gospel, spirituals, and 
hymns in the black tradition. the members of  the group will be 
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chosen through a rigorous audition (with certain voice qualities 
and characteristics.)
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam241
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.montS,.maricHal.Bryan—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC449 Mande Music Ensemble
this one-semester course in the musical traditions of  Mande 
(Maninka and Mandinka) peoples of  western africa consists of  
three separate ensembles: jembe and dundun drums, balafons (xy-
lophones), and guitars. Kora (harp) will be taught on a limited 
basis. students will also learn about the culture in which the music 
lives through readings, recordings, and video viewings. audition 
and permission of  instructor are required at the first class. the 
ensemble will present public performances.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

MUSC450 Steel Band
an ensemble course in the musical arts of  the trinidadian steel-
band. students learn to perform on steelband instruments and 
study the social, historical, and cultural context of  the ensemble. 
We also address issues of  theory, acoustics, arranging, and com-
posing. readings, recordings, and video viewings supplement in-
class instruction. the ensemble will present public performances.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.cHarry,.eric.S .—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC451 Javanese Gamelan—Beginners
instruction in the performance of  orchestral music of  Central 
Java. various levels of  difficulty are represented in the playing 
techniques of  different instruments, mainly tuned gongs and me-
tallophones. Previous formal music instruction is not necessary. 
students should not preregister for this course. interested students 
should attend the first class for audition and interview.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.HarJito,.i .—SEcT.:.01.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SumarSam,.proF .—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC452 Javanese Gamelan—Advanced
advanced-level performance of  Central Javanese gamelan. 
emphasis on the music of  wayang (shadow puppet performance) 
and dance. students may arrange to take private instruction in sev-
eral instruments, such as rebab,	kendhang,	gender, and, also, Javanese 
singing.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.muSc451
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.HarJito,.i .—SEcT.:.01.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SumarSam,.proF .—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC453 Cello Ensemble
Classical music for multiple cellos. students will learn group re-
hearsal techniques. Performance at the end of  the semester.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.riBcHinSKy,.Julie.ann—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC454 Classical Guitar Ensemble
this performance course is designed for students who can already 
play the guitar and read music to some extent. the lectures will 
involve finger style, guitar technique studies, and repertoire rang-
ing from classical to traditional music from around the world. in 
a final concert, the students will perform works matching their 
technical level. auditions for enrollment will take place during the 
first week of  classes. a classical guitar for each student is required.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.BlancHard,.carVer—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC455 Jazz Ensemble
small-group performance skills including improvisation, accom-
paniment, pacing, interaction, repertoire, and arrangements.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Baerman,.noaH—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC456 Jazz Improvisation Performance
in this extension of  MUSC210, all materials previously explored 
will be applied to instruments in a workshop setting. intensive 
practice and listening are required.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam390.

MUSC457 Jazz Orchestra I
this course is an intensive study of  large-ensemble repertoire com-
posed by duke ellington, Charles Mingus, thad Jones, fletcher 
Henderson, and others. a yearlong commitment to rehearsal of  
the compositions as well as listening and reading assignments will 
culminate in a second-semester public concert. interested students 
should audition at the first class.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam396
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Hoggard,.Jay.clinton—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC458 Jazz Orchestra II
this course continues the work begun in MUSC457. an intensive 
study of  large-ensemble repertoire composed by duke ellington, 
Charles Mingus, thad Jones, fletcher Henderson, and others. a 
yearlong commitment to rehearsal of  the compositions as well 
as listening and reading assignments will culminate in a second-
semester public concert. interested students should audition at the 
first class.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam397
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Hoggard,.Jay.clinton—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC459 Materials and Principles of Jazz Improvisation I
this course offers an introduction to improvisation/articulation/
composition in the jazz idiom and an opportunity for musical self-
inventory within the context of  a 20th-century world music en-
vironment. the course develops the cognitive, sensorimotor, and 
creative skills by stressing structure articulation, kinetic efficiency, 
and sensitive imagining. the aesthetic balance of  performance 
and musical literacy is vital to the task. all instruments (including, 
of  course, the human voice) are invited.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam388
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Braxton,.antHony.delano—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC460 Materials and Principles of Jazz Improvisation II
this course extends the materials used in MUSC459 involving vo-
cabulary as well as notated material to be used in improvising and 
composition. the class will seek to emphasize the interrelations 
between improvisational and structural devices from the post-
ayler continuum of  african american music.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam389
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Braxton,.antHony.delano—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC500 Graduate Pedagogy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol500.

MUSC506 Reading Ethnomusicology
as one of  the two core introductory courses to ethnomusicology, 
this course lays a general intellectual groundwork for Ma students 
with a concentration in ethnomusicology through in-depth read-
ing of  some of  the most important writings in ethnomusicology. 
focusing on both intellectual history and current issues, the course 
evolves around the key concepts and themes that have defined, ex-
panded, or challenged the field. students will critically and com-
paratively discuss the approaches and contributions of  each work 
they study. at another level, this course also aims at broadening 
students’ knowledge of  world musics through studying a wide 
range of  music ethnographies.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.zHeng,.Su—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC507 Practicing Ethnomusicology
the nature of  the skills and approaches associated with the field 
known as ethnomusicology. limitations of  traditional methodolo-
gy and sources are stressed. students build up skills in observation, 
field methods (interviewing, taping, etc.); preliminary introduction 
to hardware, transcription, analysis, and writing up of  research 
findings in the form of  reviews; and a final research paper deliv-
ered as an oral convention paper.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.
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MUSC508 Graduate Seminar in Composition
this course is designed for first-year composition students in the 
Graduate Program. We will discuss and analyze works covering 
a broad range of  compositional styles and focusing on recent 
european, asian, and american composers. in addition, student 
works will be discussed and, when possible, performed.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Braxton,.antHony.delano—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC509 Special Studies in Contemporary Music
this course will closely examine specific topics in 20th-century 
music, including serialism, indeterminacy, minimalism, improvisa-
tion, and the exploration of  acoustic phenomena. special atten-
tion will be given to issues raised in the Boulez-Cage correspon-
dence of  the 1950s.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.lucier,.alVin.a .—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC510 Graduate Proseminar in World Music Studies
this course is offered every fall as a required course for all first-
year music Ma students. it stresses broader integration and inter-
action between the students and music faculty members through 
the participation of  a number of  faculty guest speakers, coordi-
nated by the instructor of  the course. the course exposes the stu-
dents to our extraordinarily diversified music faculty’s specialties 
at the outset of  their graduate study at Wesleyan, providing op-
portunities for students to learn about the faculty’s performance, 
composition, or research projects and ideas, as well as problems/
issues they encounter. it also includes sessions on writing and ad-
vanced library and online research skills. Hence, this proseminar 
prepares music graduate students with both knowledge of  the 
rich intellectual resources in the department and the necessary 
research skills for initiating their Ma thesis projects. When it is 
possible, the course will be organized in conjunction with the de-
partmental colloquium sessions.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.SloBin,.marK—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC513 Improvisation in Cross-Cultural Perspective
this course will explore musical improvisation around the world 
from a variety of  theoretical and practical perspectives. readings 
on theories of  improvisational processes, as well as on specific mu-
sical traditions in the United states, india, indonesia, africa, and 
elsewhere, will combine with practical transcription and analysis 
projects.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.cHarry,.eric.S .—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC516 Seminar in Indonesian Music
the seminar examines the theory and performance contexts of  
indonesian music as they are precipitated by historical events, such 
as proselytization, colonialism, and nationalism. We will focus on 
specific regions. topics of  the discussion will include music as an 
accompaniment of  dance and theater.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

MUSC519 Current Issues in Ethnomusicology
this course concentrates on current scholarships, intellectual is-
sues, and music ethnographies in ethnomusicology. it challenges 
the students with contemporary theoretical debates among ethno-
musicologists, such as music and identity, music and gender, race 
and power, music and technology, and music and globalization. 
the course will closely examine the impact of  interdisciplinary 
approaches on music ethnography through critical analysis of  the 
readings.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

MUSC520 Explorations in Musicology
What is musicology? How and why do scholars write about mu-
sic? this course will address the issues involved in making music 
a scholarly object of  enquiry and will examine the methods by 
which its history has been constructed. our approach to these 

issues will take as a central point of  reference one main topic-
the idea of  the musical work. this topic will serve as a prism 
through which musicological debate can be understood. students 
will be introduced to various contemporary and historical issues 
in musicology and the theoretical background behind research 
methodologies. topics covered will include musical analysis, con-
trasting approaches to the history of  music and musicians, archival 
research, manuscript study, editing, canonicity, reception history, 
historiography, and performance studies.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.alden,.Jane—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC521 Seminar in Interdisciplinary Studies
the course, one of  the four core Phd seminars in ethnomusicol-
ogy, examines a number of  disciplines as they relate to general 
current theoretical issues and the interests of  ethnomusicology. 
visitors from other departments will present their disciplinary 
perspectives.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.SloBin,.marK—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC522 Seminar in Comparative Music Theory
this course will explore working methods and methodological 
assumptions of  the fields of  music theory, analysis, and music-
theory pedagogy. topics will include schenkerian analysis, set 
theory, theories of  rhythm and meter, neo-riemannian theory, 
metaphor and embodied meaning, popular music studies, song 
analysis, and music perception. readings will include scholarship 
that interrogates and crosses the disciplinary boundaries between 
music theory, music history, and ethnomusicology.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

MUSC530 Music Department Colloquium
nationally and internationally acclaimed artists and scholars are 
invited to the Music department to speak about their work. the 
class meets bi-weekly. typically, a one-hour talk is followed by 30 
minutes of  questions and discussions.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SloBin,.marK—SEcT.:.01.

MUSC401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

MUSC409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

MUSC411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

MUSC465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

MUSC467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

MUSC501/502 Individual Tutorial, Graduate
gRADINg:.opt

MUSC503/504 Selected Topics, Graduate
gRADINg:.opt

MUSC589/590 Advanced Research, BA/MA
gRADINg:.a–F

MUSC591/592 Advanced Research, Graduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Neuroscience and Behavior
 PROFESSORS: david Bodznick,	Biology; John Kirn,	Biology,	Chair; Janice naegele,	Biology; John G. seamon,	

Psychology

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: stephen devoto,	Biology; Matthew Kurtz,	Psychology; andrea l. Patalano,	Psychology

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS: Gloster B. aaron, Jr.,	Biology; Hilary Barth,	Psychology; Barbara Juhasz,	Psychology

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERT 2010–2011: John Kirn

neuroscience is a discipline that probes one of  the last biological frontiers in understanding ourselves. it asks fundamental questions 
about how the brain and nervous system work in the expression of  behavior. as such, the field takes on a clear interdisciplinary charac-
ter: all scientific levels of  organization (behavioral, developmental, molecular, cellular, and systems) contribute to our understanding of  
the nervous system. neuroscience has been a field of  particularly active growth and progress for the past two decades, and it is certain 
to be an area where important and exciting developments will continue to occur. at Wesleyan, the neurosciences are represented by the 
teaching and research activities of  faculty members in the Biology and Psychology departments. the nS&B curriculum is both com-
prehensive and provides diverse approaches to learning. through lecture/seminars, lab-based methods courses, and hands-on research 
experience, students are afforded a rich educational experience. Unique among schools of  comparative size, Wesleyan has small but 
active graduate programs leading to Ma and Phd degrees. this attribute, together with the high success rate of  faculty in obtaining 
research grant support, further enhances the education of  undergraduates by providing models, more research opportunities, and access 
to state-of-the-art laboratories. the mission of  the nS&B program is to provide the foundation for a variety of  career options in science, 
medicine, and private industry. for more information, see www.wesleyan.edu/nsb/.

I. Requirements for the major

Foundation courses
• BIOL181 Principles of  Biology i
• BIOL191 Principles of  Biology i: laboratory (0.5 credit)
• BIOL182 Principles of  Biology ii
• BIOL192 Principles of  Biology ii: laboratory (0.5 credit)

• CHEM141/142 introductory Chemistry i/ii or 
CHEM143/144 Principles of  Chemistry i/ii

• CHEM251/252 Principles of  organic Chemistry i/ii
• PHyS111/112 introductory Physics i/ii or PHyS113/116 

General Physics i/ii

core course 
• nS&B213 Behavioral neurobiology 

Advanced courses. five advanced courses from the following list are required for students: two must be cross-listed with biology 
(a); two cross-listed with psychology (B); and one, a research tutorial or methodological course (C).

A. cross-listed with biology 
• nS&B224 Hormones, Brain, and Behavior 
• nS&B239 functional anatomy of  the Human Brain
• nS&B245 Cellular neurophysiology
• nS&B249 neuroethology
• nS&B254 Comparative animal Behavior

• nS&B299 Waves, Brain and Music
• nS&B345 developmental neurobiology
• nS&B347 Mammalian Cortical Circuits
• nS&B351 neurobiology of  learning and Memory 
• nS&B543/343 Muscle and nerve development
• nS&B575 Cell death in development and disease

b. cross-listed with psychology
• nS&B220 Cognitive Psychology 
• nS&B221 Human Memory
• nS&B222 sensation and Perception

• nS&B225 Cognitive neuroscience (previously 335)
• nS&B228 Clinical neuropsychology (PSyC228)
• nS&B311 Behavioral and neural Basis of  attention
• nS&B348 origins of  Knowledge

c. Research methods and practica
• BIOL320/520 Quantitative Methods for the Biological and 

environmental sciences
• nS&B247 laboratory in neurophysiology
• nS&B250 laboratory in Cell and Molecular neurobiology
• PSyC200 statistics: an activity-Based approach
• nS&B381 seminar in Memory theory and research

• nS&B382 research seminar in reasoning 
• nS&B390 experimental investigations into reading 
• nS&B392 Behavioral Methods in affective neuroscience
• nS&B393 advanced research in Cognition and 

neuropsychiatric illness
• nS&B409/410 or 421/422 research tutorial for two semes-

ters, both in the lab of  the same faculty member

note: Methodological courses cannot be credited toward the requirements of  categories a or B. Because of  the very limited number of  
spaces, students may not enroll in more than one laboratory course (247 or 250).

II. courses of relevance outside the program
though not requirements of  the major, students should be aware that a number of  courses in computer science, statistics, organic 
chemistry, and molecular biology, as well as courses in nonneuroscience areas of  biology and psychology, complement the nS&B major 
and should be considered, in consultation with your advisor, when planning your program of  study. a relatively new course, designed 
for sophomores, may be of  special interest, BIOL131-01 service-learning Clinical experience at Ct valley Hospital, as well as the more 
advanced course BIOL223-01 integration of  Clinical experience and life science learning.
III. Substituting outside courses for credit to the major
A. Foundation courses: a student who has taken foundation courses outside of  Wesleyan may be able to apply them to the major. 

as a general rule, courses acceptable to the Biology, Chemistry, and Physics departments for University credit are acceptable to the 
nS&B program for substitution for foundation courses.
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b. Advanced courses: advanced courses, inside or outside of  the University, might be acceptable as substitutes for the advanced 
courses of  the nS&B major. in general, only one such course can be substituted, and approval must be obtained in advance from the 
program director.

Iv. undergraduate research
nS&B majors are encouraged to become involved in the research of  the faculty. research tutorials and senior thesis tutorials are taken 
with mode of  grading and amount of  credit to be arranged with the research supervisor. research tutorials are numbered 401/402 
(individual tutorial), 421/422 (Undergraduate research), 411/412 (Group tutorial), and 409/410 (senior thesis tutorial). these courses 
can fulfill the Category C requirement or can receive graduation credit. see the pamphlet “research in the neuroscience Behavior 
Program” available in room 257 Hall-atwater for descriptions of  the ongoing research programs in the laboratories of  the nS&B faculty, 
or visit our Web site, www.wesleyan.edu/nsb/.

v. Seminars
the program periodically invites neuroscientists from outside Wesleyan to come here and describe their research. these seminars fre-
quently complement course material and give students the opportunity to interact with noted researchers. the talks are usually scheduled 
for noon on thursdays. students are encouraged to attend.

vI. honors in neuroscience and behavior
to be considered for honors, a student must be an nS&B major and have a B average (grade average 85) in the courses credited to the 
major. the student must submit a laboratory research thesis that was supervised by a member of  the nS&B faculty and be recommended 
for honors by the nS&B faculty.

vII. petitioning for exemptions
a student may request a variance from the requirements of  the major or for honors by submitting a written petition to the chair of  the 
program. the petition should indicate why the requirement cannot be met and the educational justification for the alternative. the petition 
will be considered by the nS&B faculty, and the student will receive a statement of  the decision by letter.

vIII. Teaching apprentice program
students may be appointed teaching apprentices with the approval of  the participating faculty member and the office of  academic 
affairs. the apprenticeship position involves assisting a faculty member in the teaching of  a course. Concurrently, the apprentice enrolls 
in an apprenticeship tutorial (nS&B491/492), that is usually a one-credit course and operates in either the graded or credit/no credit mode.

Ix. Steps in becoming an NS&b major
one or more of  the foundation courses in biology (BIOL181, 182) are prerequisites for the advanced nS&B courses offered by the Biology 
department. although not legislated as prerequisites, nS&B213 (Behavioral neurobiology) and nS&B laboratory courses provide impor-
tant conceptual and practical background for independent research in the junior and senior years. the ideal course sequence would in-
clude BIOL181 and 182 along with chemistry in the first year. in the sophomore year, one would take Behavioral neurobiology (nS&B213). 
the other required courses and research tutorials would be spread out over the last two years. BIOL181 should be taken no later than fall 
of  the sophomore year by students considering an nS&B major.

x. Admission to the major
to be admitted to the major during March of  the sophomore year, a student must have completed, with grades of  C- or better, at least 
two of  the full-credit courses listed in part i, above. at least one of  these credits must be either nS&B213 or BIOL181.

nS&B213 Behavioral Neurobiology
this course will introduce the concepts and contemporary re-
search in the field of  neuroscience and behavior. the course is 
intended for prospective neuroscience and behavior majors (for 
whom it is required) and for biology and psychology majors 
who wish a broad introduction to neuroscience. the initial few 
weeks will be devoted to fundamental concepts of  neuroanatomy 
and neurophysiology. subsequent classes will deal in-depth with 
fundamental problems of  nervous system function and the neu-
ral basis of  behavior, including neurotransmitter systems; orga-
nization of  the visual system and visual perception; the control 
of  movement; neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders; the 
neuroendocrine system; control of  autonomic behaviors such as 
feeding, sleep, and temperature regulation; the stress response; 
and language, learning, and memory. experimental results from 
a variety of  species, including humans, will be considered. all 
students must attend an additional weekly fourth hour to learn 
neuroanatomy using human brain models, work on problem sets, 
and discuss outside readings related to lecture topics.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[Biol213 or pSyc240]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.aaron,.gloSter.B .—SEcT.:.01.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.naegele,.Janice.r—SEcT.:.01.

nS&B220 Cognitive Psychology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pSyc220.

nS&B221 Human Memory
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pSyc221.

nS&B222 Sensation and Perception
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pSyc222.

nS&B224 Hormones, Brain, and Behavior
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol224.

nS&B225 Cognitive Neuroscience
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pSyc225.

nS&B228 Clinical Neuropsychology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pSyc228.

nS&B239 Functional Anatomy of the Human Brain
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol239.

nS&B245 Cellular Neurophysiology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol245.

nS&B247 Laboratory in Neurophysiology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol247.

nS&B249 Neuroethology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol249.

nS&B250 Laboratory in Cell and Molecular Neurobiology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol250.

nS&B254 Comparative Animal Behavior
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol254.

nS&B280 Applied Data Analysis
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Qac201.

nS&B299 Waves, Brain and Music
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol299.
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nS&B311 The Behavioral and Neural Basis of Attention
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pSyc311.

nS&B324 Neuropharmacology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol324.

nS&B343 Muscle and Nerve Development
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol343.

nS&B345 Developmental Neurobiology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol345.

nS&B347 Mammalian Cortical Circuits
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol347.

nS&B348 Origins of Knowledge
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pSyc348.

nS&B351 Neurobiology of Learning and Memory
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol351.

nS&B360 Senior Capstone Experience in Neuroscience and 
Behavior
this seniors-only seminar is designed for neuroscience and behav-
ior majors who have either completed their major requirements or 
will complete them concurrently with this course. the structure is 
designed to serve as a capstone experience for the major and the 
topic will change, depending on timely and cutting edge research 
in the field and availability of  speakers. this offering will focus 
on three contemporary issues in the field of  neuroscience and be-
havior, including: 

1) brain: machine interface
2) gene and stem cell therapy
3) epigenetics and neuroscience. 

 the first topic will cover the neural control of  replacement 
limbs and sensory devices. the second topic will focus on devel-
opmental disorders, epilepsy, and alzheimer’s disease. the final 
topic will link individual habits and life styles with heritable traits 
passed on through epigenetic modifications to dna. speakers 
from each of  the three areas of  research will give guest lectures. in 
the classes leading up to the guest lecture, students and faculty will 
review journal articles related to the topic and prepare questions 
for the speakers. in the meetings after the speaker, nS&B faculty 
and students will discuss the presentation and the research, includ-
ing future directions for the research. evaluation will be based on 
class participation, written reviews of  the readings for each topic, 
and student presentations.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.naegele,.Janice.r—SEcT.:.01.

nS&B381 Seminar in Memory Theory and Research
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pSyc381.

nS&B382 Research Seminar in Reasoning
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pSyc382.

nS&B390 Experimental Investigations into Reading
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pSyc390.

nS&B392 Behavioral Methods in Affective Neuroscience
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pSyc392.

nS&B393 Advanced Research in Cognition and 
Neuropsychiatric Illness
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pSyc393.

nS&B524 Neuropharmacology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol324.

nS&B543 Muscle and Nerve Development
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol343.

nS&B545 Developmental Neurobiology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol345.

nS&B401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

nS&B409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

nS&B411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

nS&B465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

nS&B467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

nS&B501/502 Individual Tutorial, Graduate
gRADINg:.opt

nS&B503/504 Selected Topics, Graduate Science
gRADINg:.opt

nS&B589/590 Advanced Research, BA/MA
gRADINg:.a–F

nS&B591/592 Advanced Research, Graduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Philosophy
 PROFESSORS: stephen angle; Brian C. fay; steven Horst; Joseph t. rouse Jr.

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: lori Gruen,	Chair; sanford shieh

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS: ludmila Guenova; tushar irani,	College	of 	Letters; elise springer

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: all department faculty
doing philosophy means reasoning about questions that are of  basic importance to the human experience—questions like: What is a 
good life? What is reality? How can we know anything? What should we believe? How should our societies be organized? Philosophers 
typically approach these questions from within one or more traditions of  inquiry, and the Philosophy department therefore offers a 
wide variety of  perspectives on the deep and perplexing questions that make up its subject matter.

We divide our courses into three levels (introductory, intermediate, and advanced) and three broad subject areas (historical, value, 
and mind and reality). introductory classes are suitable for all students, including prospective majors. intermediate classes tend to have 
prerequisites or in other ways may be unsuitable for first-year students. advanced classes are typically aimed at majors in philosophy 
and other relevant disciplines.

Historical courses focus primarily on classical philosophical texts, whether within a period, across periods or traditions, or by a 
single philosopher. Courses in the value area primarily address ethical, political, aesthetic, cultural, or religious practices and norms. Mind 
and reality courses look at issues related to language, mind, reasoning, knowledge, and the nature of  reality. the three subject areas are 
by no means mutually exclusive. often, courses will fall into more than one area but are intended to facilitate the department’s desire 
that serious students of  philosophy be exposed to a range of  issues and approaches.
Introductory courses. introductory courses are numbered from 101 to 249; courses numbered 201 and above count toward major re-
quirements. Most of  our introductory courses are intended both for students interested in philosophy as part of  their general education 
and for prospective majors. Unless noted otherwise in an individual course’s description, all introductory courses fulfill the department’s 
informal reasoning requirement. no more than four introductory courses (from 201-249) can count toward the major for a given student. 

introductory historical courses are numbered between 201 and 210. these courses introduce the texts and traditions of  reasoning 
from major periods in the history of  philosophy. 
• PHIL201 Philosophical Classics i: ancient Western Philosophy introduces students to fundamental philosophical questions about self  

and knowledge, truth, and justice. 
• PHIL202 Philosophical Classics ii: early Modern Philosophy from descartes through Kant is an introduction to major themes of  

early modern european philosophy: knowledge, freedom, the nature of  the self, and of  physical reality.
• PHIL205 Classical Chinese Philosophy introduces students to the major texts and themes of  early Confucianism, daoism, and their 

philosophical rivals.
introductory value courses are numbered between 211 and 229. these courses introduce students to reasoning about values in a variety 
of  realms.
• PHIL212 introduction to ethics is an introduction to Western ethical thinking that draws on classic and contemporary readings to 

explore major traditions of  ethical theorizing as well as topics of  current social relevance.
• PHIL215 Humans, animals, and nature explores the scope, strength, and nature of  moral and political obligations to nonhumans and 

to other humans.
• PHIL217 Moral Psychology: Care of  the soul examines the intersections of  ethical theory, theoretical psychology, and forms of  therapy.
introductory mind and reality courses are numbered between 230 and 249. these courses introduce students to issues related to language, 
mind, and formal reasoning. 
• PHIL231 reason and Paradox is an introduction to philosophical issues of  mind, language, and reality by the study of  conceptual 

paradoxes and the clarification and evaluation of  reasoning. 
introductory courses that do not count for major courses are numbered between 101 and 199. in addition to the courses listed above, all 
of  which count toward the major, the department periodically will offer introductory courses that do not fulfill any major requirements, 
and, thus, are intended solely for general education. 
Intermediate classes. intermediate classes are numbered between 250 and 299 and fall into all three of  the subject areas. often, these 
courses are not appropriate for first-year students; some have explicit prerequisites. intermediate-level classes tend to introduce students to a 
particular area of  philosophy or to the discipline’s historical development at a higher level and in more depth than will introductory classes. 
• intermediate historical courses are numbered between 250 and 265.
• intermediate value courses are numbered between 266 and 285.
• intermediate mind and reality courses are numbered between 286 and 299.
Advanced classes. advanced classes, those numbered 300 and above, are typically organized as seminars. in many cases, students par-
ticipate with a professor in exploring an area of  particular relevance to that professor’s research program. other advanced classes will 
focus on a particular figure in the history of  philosophy or on a topic of  contemporary importance. 
• advanced historical courses are numbered between 301 and 330.
• advanced value courses are numbered between 331 and 360.
• advanced mind and reality courses are numbered between 361 and 399.
Major program. Majors in philosophy must take at least 10 courses in philosophy. of  these 10, at least eight must be offered by the 
Philosophy department; as many as two may be given in other departments or programs (e.g., College of  letters, religion) that are 
relevant to the student’s program of  studies in philosophy and are approved as such by the philosophy faculty. 
in addition, students must satisfy the following: 
• Philosophical reasoning requirement. all introductory courses, except where explicitly noted, fulfill this requirement; completion of  

any such course with a grade of  B- or above fulfills the requirement. 
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• History of  philosophy requirement. all students must complete two courses from among the introductory historical courses (201, 
202, and 205 ).

• value requirement. all students must complete at least one introductory or intermediate value course.
• Mind and reality requirement. all students must complete at least one introductory or intermediate mind and reality course.
• advanced course requirement. all students must complete at least two advanced courses, in any area, during their junior or senior years.
Prospective majors should pay particular attention to the prerequisites for intermediate and advanced courses when planning their sched-
ules. among other courses, PHIL201, 202, 205, and 231 are required for a variety of  subsequent courses.

Because philosophy ranges over subjects in other disciplines, such as economics, government, mathematics, physics, psychology, and 
religion, students considering philosophy as a major field are strongly advised to choose a balanced combination of  solid liberal arts 
courses conforming to Wesleyan expectations for generalization. Knowledge of  foreign languages is particularly useful for the study of  
philosophy and indispensable for serious study of  the history of  philosophy. it is therefore strongly recommended that students achieve 
reading fluency in at least one foreign language. 
Philosophy colloquia. Under this title a series of  public presentations of  papers by visiting philosophers, and, occasionally, Wesleyan 
faculty or students, is arranged each year. 
Departmental honors. to qualify for departmental honors in philosophy, a student must achieve an honors level of  performance in 
courses in the department; must declare the intention to work for departmental honors at the beginning of  the senior year; must register 
for senior thesis tutorials in each semester of  the senior year; and must write a thesis at an honors level. theses must be submitted in 
accordance with Honors College procedures and will be judged by a committee made up of  members of  the department. 
Majors Committee and Philosophy Club. the department encourages its majors and other interested students to participate actively 
in the life of  the department by attending departmental talks and social events for majors. students are also encouraged to organize 
student-led events and discussions, whether occasionally or in the form of  an ongoing Philosophy Club.

PHIL112 Ecology of Perception
this course is an interdisciplinary fusion of  visual studies and en-
vironmental philosophy and offers an introduction to ecological 
thinking and concepts of  sustainable living. Beginning with a read-
ing of  descartes—an architect of  the modern world—we explore 
the basic philosophical problems involved with understanding per-
ception, media, and concepts of  mind, concluding with architectural 
theory and approaches to eco-design and postindustrial aesthetics.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

PHIL114 Philosophy of Love
a philosophical introduction into the classic humanist topic of  
love and eros begins with Greek political philosophy and goes on 
to encompass Western theology and romanticism, freudian and 
Buddhist psychology, the social history of  marriage, the evolu-
tionary biology of  sex, literary explorations of  gender, and eco-
feminist love ethics.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

PHIL118 Reproduction in the 21st Century
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol118.

PHIL160 The Past on Film
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Film160.

PHIL201 Philosophical Classics I: Ancient Western Philosophy
this course aims to offer an overview of  the development of  
ancient Greek and roman philosophy, from its inception with 
thales to Plato, aristotle, and the Hellenistic philosophers. in ex-
ploring this material, we will touch on all or nearly all of  the cen-
tral concerns of  the Western philosophical tradition: metaphysics, 
epistemology, ethics, politics, aesthetics, religion, and logic. the 
focus will be on close analysis of  primary texts. students must 
be willing to engage with readings that are fascinating but at the 
same time dense, difficult, and often perplexing.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[col359 or cciV217]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.irani,.tuSHar—SEcT.:.01.

PHIL202 Philosophical Classics II: Early Modern Philosophy 
from Descartes Through Kant
this course is a study of  major texts representing the principal theo-
ries concerning knowledge, reality, and value developed in the 17th 
and 18th centuries from the standpoints of  rationalism (descartes, 
spinoza, leibniz) and empiricism (locke, Berkeley, Hume), con-
cluding with Kant’s Copernican revolution in philosophy.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col360— Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.HorSt,.SteVen.W .—SEcT.:.01.

PHIL205 Classical Chinese Philosophy
topics in this critical examination of  issues debated by the early 
Confucian, daoist, and Mohist philosophers will include the na-
ture of  normative authority and value, the importance of  ritual, 
and the relation between personal and social goods.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt261.

PHIL212 Introduction to Ethics
We will begin with some ancient questions about values. We find 
that two ancient approaches to right living (Platonic-stoic and 
aristotelian) differ radically over how much experience or society 
can teach us about what is good. yet both insist that moral life is 
essentially connected to individual happiness. turning to modern 
ideas of  moral action (Kantian and utilitarian), we find that they 
both emphasize a potential gulf  between individual happiness and 
moral rightness. yet like the ancients, they disagree over whether 
morality’s basic insights derive from experience. the last third of  the 
course explores more recent preoccupations with ideas about moral 
difference and moral change. especially since Marx and nietzsche, 
moral theory faces a sustained challenge from social theorists who 
allege moral norms and judgments serve hidden ideological purpos-
es. some have sought to repair universal ethics by giving an account 
of  progress or the overcoming of  bias, while others have argued 
for plural or relative ethics. our challenge will be to understand the 
arguments behind all of  these positions and to respond to them by 
developing a more nuanced appreciation of  moral wisdom. one 
goal of  all introductory philosophy courses at Wesleyan is to famil-
iarize students with vocabulary and skills that characterize philoso-
phy as a methodical discipline. in this course, central concepts of  
philosophical reasoning will be discussed and used frequently, and 
these will need to be handled confidently on exam and essay work. 
for practice, participants will write one microessay per unit, where 
the basic task is (1) to interpret an important concern in our read-
ing, (2) reconstruct key inferences connecting the author’s premises 
and conclusion(s), (3) articulate a potential objection to the result-
ing argument, and (4) anticipate likely replies. the fine-grained re-
construction of  premises and conclusions will be modeled in detail 
during class on several occasions, and much of  our class discussion 
will be devoted to objections and potential responses. More specific 
reasoning concepts and patterns will be introduced alongside spe-
cific readings. see the course Web site for an overview of  concepts 
and some examples of  argument reconstruction.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL:.enVS212— Fall.2010/Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Springer,.eliSe—SEcT.:.01.
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PHIL214 Justice and Reason
this course introduces students to the disciplined study of  philoso-
phy through sustained reflection upon the nature of  justice and the 
grounding and authority of  claims invoking justice. the central 
theme of  the course is that conceptions of  justice and authority 
cannot be understood on their own. the meaning and author-
ity of  claims about justice and injustice can only be established 
through inferential relations to other philosophical issues, for ex-
ample, concerning reason, knowledge, reality, agency, and identity. 
these issues will be explored through reflective engagement with 
classic treatments of  these issues by Plato, Hobbes, and Kant and 
more contemporary philosophical work. the contemporary read-
ings include discussions of  distributive justice (concerning access 
to resources and opportunities), the interplay between gender and 
conceptions of  justice, relations between justice and conceptions 
of  identity, and whether justice and injustice can be assessed com-
paratively without reference to a comprehensive ideal social order.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.rouSe.Jr .,.JoSepH.t .—SEcT.:.01-02.

PHIL215 Humans, Animals, and Nature
due to unprecedented ecological degradation and enormous in-
equalities in the distribution of  the means of  flourishing, human 
beings all over the world are being forced to reconsider their re-
lationships to each other and the nonhuman world. in this course 
we will explore the character, conditions, and concerns that shape 
these troubled relationships. By reading philosophical, literary, 
rhetorical, and popular writings, we will attempt to get a clearer 
understanding of  why we are where we are and how we might 
go about altering our relations to the nonhuman world. the goals 
of  the course are to help you to think critically, to read carefully, 
to argue well, and to defend your own reasoned views about the 
moral relations between humans, animals, and nature.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.enVS215.

PHIL217 Moral Psychology: Care of the Soul
Moral psychology is the study of  our minds that is aimed at an un-
derstanding of  how we develop, grow, and flourish as moral be-
ings. in this course we will examine historical and contemporary 
texts from philosophy, psychology, and spiritual writings that deal 
with the nature of  the good life for human beings, the develop-
ment of  virtues, and the cultivation of  ethical understanding and 
moral sensibilities. emphasis will be both on careful understand-
ing of  the texts and on the attempt to relate the theories discussed 
to our own moral lives.
cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

PHIL218 Personal Identity and Choice
We will explore philosophical reflections on the problem of  
personal identity and its relationship to matters of  choice and 
freedom. How do certain experiences and thoughts and physi-
cal materials compose oneself ? am i the same person over time 
even through complete transformations of  experience, thought, 
and material? Can i choose which elements of  my existence to 
count as essential? some argue the concept of  a unified and en-
during self  partakes of  illusion; at the other extreme, some argue 
for the permanent integrity of  individual souls. regarding choice 
and freedom, we find a related debate, ranging from those who 
deny freewill altogether to those who define humanity’s essence 
in terms of  choice and agency. Might we coherently say that some 
human selves can have more integrity and others, less? What gives 
a measure of  meaningful coherence to a person’s life? similarly, 
can we distinguish some choices as more free than others? What 
makes for meaningful choice? Besides serving as an introduction 
to philosophical reasoning, the course will draw interdisciplinary 

connections on themes such as social identities, religious experi-
ence, political freedom, and legal responsibility.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

PHIL219 Theories of Human Nature
analysis of  the evidence, assumptions, and conclusions of  theo-
ries of  human nature. authors studied include aristotle, Hobbes, 
nietzsche, freud, de Beauvoir, and dawkins.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col283.

PHIL220 Existentialism, Platonism, and Pragmatism
the class will explore three different, classic theories of  reality 
and human beings’ place in it, one from ancient Greece (that of  
Plato), one from modern america (that of  John dewey), and one 
from modern europe (sartre and Camus). each of  these theories 
provides a broad metaphysics, an ethics, and a conception of  poli-
tics, art, and religion. each is mind-opening, and when read in 
conjunction, provide the basis for discussions of  some of  the most 
important questions about what it means to be human.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Fay,.Brian.c .—SEcT.:.01.

PHIL230 Elements of Logic
the basic principles of  deductive reasoning.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none.

PHIL231 Reason and Paradox
this course is an introduction to philosophy, logic, and conceptual 
issues underlying the foundations of  the natural and social scienc-
es. We will examine and analyze a range of  patterns of  reasoning 
that lead to surprising, even alarming, conclusions. these go from 
fallacious arguments whose mistakes can be clearly pinpointed, 
to conceptual puzzles whose resolution leads to insights about 
reasoning, to four genuine paradoxes for which there are no clear 
solutions at all. Most of  these paradoxes have been known since 
antiquity: Zeno’s Paradox, about the concepts of  space, time, and 
motion; the liar Paradox, about the notions of  truth and refer-
ence; the sorites Paradox, about the notion of  vagueness; and a 
surprise paradox to be announced in class. the analysis of  fallacies 
and puzzles leads to the study of  deductive logic. on the basis of  
a working knowledge of  logic, we will be in a position to see how 
the paradoxes challenge both the fundamental assumptions that 
we make in thinking about the world and the very assumptions 
that underlie rational thought itself.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.SHieH,.SanFord—SEcT.:.01.

PHIL232 Beginning Philosophy
this introduction to philosophy for first-year students will include 
close study and discussion of  some major classical texts, as well as 
some contemporary works.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SHieH,.SanFord—SEcT.:.01.

PHIL233 Riddles of Existence: An Introduction to 
Metaphysics and Epistemology
Philosophy, according to one of  the earliest philosophers, 
aristotle, begins in wonder. this course is an introduction to some 
central aspects of  the world and of  our lives that give rise to 
wonder. specifically, we will begin a rigorous examination of  the 
natures of  reasoning, knowledge, identity, mind, body, time, free-
dom, morality, and beauty.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

PHIL250 History of Political Philosophy: From Individual 
Rights to Group Rights
this course is a critical historical introduction to some of  the cen-
tral questions in political philosophy concerning the different con-
cepts of  natural, human, and legal rights as these apply, on the one 
hand, to individuals and, on the other hand, to groups or corporate 
bodies. We will begin the course by examining various arguments 
for the legitimacy of  the state. While most of  the reading will be 
based on the classical texts in political philosophy, we will seek 
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to determine how the historical arguments fare today. Central to 
all of  the arguments we will study are the concepts of  equality, 
freedom, and justice. We will see that how these concepts are inter-
preted varies considerably among political philosophers. different 
interpretations of  equality, freedom, and justice lead to different 
arguments about the appropriate role of  state authority. although 
the bulk of  the course will be devoted to analyzing classical and 
contemporary philosophical positions, we will spend some time 
discussing how such positions inform current public policy debates.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col287.

PHIL251 The Athenian Enlightenment: The Birth of 
Philosophy in 5th-Century Athens
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col295.

PHIL252 19th-Century European Philosophy
a comprehensive survey of  the major landmarks in modern 
european philosophy in the 19th century, from the German 
idealists to nietzsche. Beginning with the problems generated by 
Kant’s doctrine of  transcendental idealism, this course charts the 
flourishing of  German idealism (fichte, Hegel) and its eventual 
dissolution when it was confronted with rival conceptions of  indi-
vidual religious experience (Kierkegaard) and social emancipation 
(Marx), culminating in a radically anti-foundationalist challenge to 
both epistemology and ethics (nietzsche).
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.any.pHiloSopHy.courSe
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.guenoVa,.ludmila.ludmiloVa—SEcT.:.01.

PHIL253 Love and Emotion in Ancient Greek Philosophy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col267.

PHIL254 Genealogies of Reason: From Logos to Rational 
Choice Theory
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum254.

PHIL258 Post-Kantian European Philosophy
in this study of  19th- and 20th-century philosophy in europe 
(primarily france and Germany), special attention will be devoted 
to the interpretation of  science and its significance for under-
standing the world as distinctly modern and ourselves and the 
world as natural (or as transcending nature). related topics in-
clude the scope and limits of  reason, the role of  subjectivity in the 
constitution of  meaning, the conception of  ethics and politics in 
a science-centered culture, and the problems of  comprehending 
historical change. Philosophers to be read include Kant, Hegel, 
Marx, nietzsche, Husserl, Heidegger, Weber, Habermas, and 
foucault. the course is designed to introduce students to a very 
difficult but widely influential philosophical tradition and will 
emphasize close reading and comparative interpretation of  texts.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp281.

PHIL259 Neo-Confucian Chinese Philosophy
this course will present critical discussion of  issues central to neo-
Confucian (11th–19th centuries Ce) philosophers that in many 
cases are still central in Chinese thought today. topics will include 
the relation between knowledge and action, neo-Confucian con-
ceptions of  idealism and materialism, and the connection between 
neo-Confucian philosophy and spirituality.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[eaSt262 or reli206].

PHIL261 Christianity and Philosophy
in this course we will examine a number of  different ways in 
which Christianity and philosophy have crossed paths. after intro-
ductions to Christianity and philosophy in late antiquity, we will 
look at early Christian discussions of  whether Christians could 
also practice philosophy and both early and recent apologetics 
and anti-apologetics, in which the merits of  the Christian faith are 
disputed. We will then spend a substantial portion of  the semes-
ter looking at ways that Christian doctrine was synthesized, first 
with Platonic philosophy and then with aristotelian philosophy. 
finally, we will look at the role religious belief  played in the emer-

gence of  early modern science and at the dialogue between faith 
and science that has resulted.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.HorSt,.SteVen.W .—SEcT.:.01.

PHIL262 Phenomenology, Existentialism, and 
Poststructuralism
this course critically examines the philosophical treatment of  
meaning, interpretation, subjectivity, language, and history within 
the tradition that extends from Husserl’s program of  phenomenol-
ogy, through Heidegger’s and Merleau-Ponty’s criticisms and exis-
tential revisions of  phenomenology, to the antiphenomenological 
projects of  foucault and derrida.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.any.pHiloSopHy.courSe.

PHIL263 Modern Chinese Philosophy
We will critically examine Chinese philosophical discourse 
from the late-19th century to the present, including liberalism, 
Marxism, and new Confucianism. topics will include interaction 
with the West, human rights, the roles of  traditions and traditional 
values, and the modern relevance of  the ideal of  sagehood.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.[pHil205 or eaSt261] or [pHil259 or eaSt262 or reli206]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt264.

PHIL265 Postanalytic Philosophy: Science and Metaphysics
the analytic movement in early 20th-century philosophy dis-
tinguished the domain of  philosophy from that of  empirical 
science:  the sciences were empirical disciplines seeking facts, 
whereas philosophy primarily involved the analysis of  linguis-
tic meaning, often using the resources provided by formal logic. 
Criticisms of  this conception of  philosophy and its relation to 
the sciences have shaped much of  the subsequent development 
of  anglophone philosophy. this course will examine closely 
some of  the most influential later criticisms of  the early analytic 
movement and the resulting reconception of  philosophy as a 
discipline. the central themes of  the course cut across the fields 
of  epistemology, metaphysics, and the philosophy of  language 
and mind. special attention will be given to philosophy’s relation 
to the empirical sciences, since this has been a prominent issue 
raised by the criticisms of  the early analytic movement. among 
the philosophers most prominently considered are Quine, sellars, 
davidson, Putnam, dennett, Kripke, Brandom and Haugeland. 
this course parallels PHIL262 (Phenomenology, existentialism, and 
Post-structuralism); 262 explores how european philosophy de-
veloped in response to Husserlian phenomenology, whereas 265 
explores how anglophone philosophy developed in response to 
linguistic analysis, but many of  the issues overlap despite differ-
ences in idiom, style, and philosophical influences.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.rouSe.Jr .,.JoSepH.t .—SEcT.:.01.

PHIL266 Primate Encounters
What does it mean to see ourselves as primates, as close evolu-
tionary relatives to other great apes and distant kin to old world 
and new world monkeys? in this course we will explore the wide-
ranging philosophical implications of  answers to this question by 
examining the evolution and behaviors of  other primates, the ideas 
and assumptions (often gendered) of  primatologists watching pri-
mates, and the thoughts of  observers of  the primatologists watch-
ing primates. We will pursue topics in the philosophy of  science, 
philosophy of  mind, and ethics. We will adopt a largely compara-
tive perspective and examine philosophical, scientific, psychologi-
cal and popular writing (as well as films). We will end the course 
exploring how seeing ourselves as pimates might have implications 
for the survival of  our primate kin, and ultimately our own survival.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.gruen,.lori—SEcT.:.01.

PHIL271 Moral Responsibility
this intermediate philosophy course will examine several philo-
sophical accounts of  moral responsibility, with attention to several 
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recurring themes: (1) for what do we hold people responsible: 
for their intentions? for consequences of  their actions? for their 
character? for their response to others’ deeds? (2) What do we 
presuppose about people or groups when we hold them respon-
sible? (3) is moral responsibility for something a static thing we 
discover, or does it emerge and shift with time and social context? 
(4) What is our aim and purpose in holding ourselves and others 
responsible, and how is that purpose best achieved?
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.[pHil212 or enVS212] or pHil214 or [pHil215 or enVS215] or pHil217 or 
pHil218 or [pHil219 or col283]

Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Springer,.eliSe—SEcT.:.01.

PHIL272 Philosophy of Art
this course offers analysis and discussion of  major figures and is-
sues in the philosophy of  art. the authors considered will include 
Plato, aristotle, Kant, Hegel, and Marx. issues discussed will include 
the evolution of  the concept of  art; the relation between art and 
ethics and the relation between art and knowledge; the roles of  
art criticism and art interpretation; and the nature of  art evaluation.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col257.

PHIL273 Philosophy of Law
Historically, there have been two dominant yet conflicting traditions 
regarding the appropriate role of  the law in protecting liberty and 
privacy and promoting equality. one tradition maintains that the 
state is only justified in interfering with the choices and conduct of  
individuals when they result in harm to others. the other tradition 
suggests that there are additional reasons, such as the preservation 
of  public morality, that can justify legal restrictions on individual 
choice and conduct. the conflict between these two enduring tradi-
tions is nowhere more apparent than in case law on sexual conduct. 
in this course we will read, discuss, and argue about some of  the 
most notable cases on abortion, lesbian and gay sex, pornography, 
and sexual harassment. students will be expected to engage in both 
legal and philosophical research and argumentation.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS284.

PHIL274 Philosophy and Literature
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col289.

PHIL274 Sex, Morality, and the Law (FGSS Gateway)
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS221.

PHIL275 Philosophy of Race
this course is designed to introduce and analyze the predomi-
nant philosophical and scientific views on race over the past 400 
years. We will focus on race as a classification of  humans. first, 
we will cover the historical roots of  the idea of  race. second, we 
will cover the contemporary philosophical debate concerning the 
status of  race. in examining the readings we will ask: How do 
these writers understand race and the difference it makes? third, 
we will look at race in the context of  a number of  contemporary 
pragmatic problems such as the use of  race in preferential affirma-
tive action in higher education.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam275.

PHIL276 Kierkegaard and Nietzsche: Living Philosophy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col288.

PHIL277 Feminist Philosophy and Moral Theory
this course explores the dialogue between feminist concerns and 
moral theory, revisiting along the way what might count as a femi-
nist concern. it will cover not only how moral theory might ex-
press certain central feminist insights and aims, but also why some 
feminists subject the very aims of  moral theory to radical critique. 
after a brief  review of  existing philosophical moral theories, we 
will ask whether their language (reason, fairness, equality, utility, hu-
man nature, and rights) sufficiently allows articulation of  feminist 
problems. if  gender categories and intersecting deep social identi-
ties have resiliently resisted moral scrutiny, can distinctively feminist 
contributions to moral theory provide better critical tools? on one 

hand, we will evaluate Gilligan’s and noddings’ care-based ap-
proaches to moral interaction, as well as attempts to synthesize femi-
nist criticism with canonical moral ideas from aristotle, Confucius, 
Hume, Kant, and Mill. on the other hand, some feminists question 
the role and function of  moral theorizing in response to oppres-
sion: does the very idea of  moral judgment involve arrogance or 
objectification? We will examine how critical inquiry about gen-
der inspires deep questions about moral theory for authors such as 
Bell Hooks, Marilyn frye, Maria lugones, sarah lucia Hoagland, 
Margaret Walker, and susan Babbitt, among others.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS277.

PHIL278 Political Philosophy
this course will deal with the problems basically liberal societies 
face when confronted with illiberal societies.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

PHIL282 Reason and Revelation: An Introduction to the 
Philosophy of Religion
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli292.

PHIL285 The Holocaust: Historical, Philosophical, and 
Literary Aspects
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col286.

PHIL286 Philosophy of Mind
this course will examine several questions about the nature of  the 
mind, such as the relationship between mind and body, the onto-
logical status of  the mind, and the nature of  our access to mental 
states. twentieth-century approaches to the mind, including be-
haviorism, reductive and eliminative materialism, functionalism, 
artificial intelligence, and cognitive science, will be examined 
against a backdrop of  Cartesian assumptions about the nature of  
the mind and our ways of  knowing it.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none—IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp286
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.HorSt,.SteVen.W .—SEcT.:.01.

PHIL287 Philosophy of Science
IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp202.

PHIL288 Sciences as Social and Cultural Practices
IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp205.

PHIL289 Philosophy of Language
this course is a study of  recent attempts by philosophers to ex-
plain the nature of  language and thought. the focus of  the course 
will be on one or more of  the following topics: reference, sense, 
analyticity, necessity, and a priori truth.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.[pHil201 or col359 or cciV217] or [pHil202 or col360] or pHil231.

PHIL290 Philosophical Logic
this course will study the philosophical and conceptual founda-
tions of  deductive reasoning, developing into an exact theory of  
the fundamental principles of  such reasoning. a subsidiary aim is 
to equip the student with the necessary background for reading 
contemporary philosophical texts.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.pHil231 or matH243 or pHil230.

PHIL291 Intensional Logic and Metaphysics
introduction to basic principles of  reasoning concerning necessity, 
time, obligation, proof, and computation. Basic metalogical re-
sults: soundness, completeness, and decidability of  sentential for-
mal systems. extension to quantificational systems if  time permits. 
discussion of  philosophical issues and historical development.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.pHil290 or matH243 or pHil230—IDENTIcAL WITh:.matH245.

PHIL293 Metaphysics
an advanced introduction to some central topics in traditional 
and contemporary metaphysics. topics may include some of  the 
following: time, universals, causation, freedom of  will, modality, 
realism, and idealism.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.SHieH,.SanFord—SEcT.:.01.
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PHIL294 Theory of Knowledge
this course is divided into four sections: knowledge of  the world 
around us; self-knowledge; our knowledge of  others; and our 
knowledge from others, or testimony-based knowledge. We will 
focus on the problems that arise in trying to give a philosophical 
account of  the possibility of  knowledge in each of  these areas. 
topics to be considered include skepticism, subjectivism and ob-
jectivity, transcendental arguments, the scheme-content distinc-
tion, the naturalization of  epistemology, the place of  intersub-
jecivity in knowledge, and whether there is such a thing as practi-
cal, as distinct from theoretical, knowledge.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

PHIL302 Plato’s Middle Dialogues
in this seminar we will conduct an intensive study of  several key 
works by Plato and thereby attempt to gain a better understanding 
of  some of  his main ideas, ideals, and lines of  argument. We will 
study Plato as both philosopher and poet, private citizen and pub-
lic intellectual. We will begin by examining the figure of  socrates, 
as well as the so-called socratic method. We will then spend the 
bulk of  the semester engaging in a close reading of  several key 
dialogues from Plato’s middle period, paying particular attention 
to the Gorgias,	Phaedo,	Phaedrus, and central books of  the Republic. 
(the Meno and Symposium are also likely to be the focus of  our at-
tention.) topics to be covered include metaphysics, epistemology, 
psychology, ethics, rhetoric, religion, myth, dialectic, eros (love), 
politics, writing, and philosophy itself. finally (time permitting), 
in the last few weeks of  the semester, we will discuss some of  
the hermeneutical problems, debates, and issues that arise in the 
study of  Plato that have become a major concern of  contempo-
rary Plato scholarship. our focus here—as well as throughout the 
seminar as a whole—will be to try to understand why Plato wrote 
dialogues and how he conceived of  his writing.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV302.

PHIL303 Plato’s Republic
this course is a close reading of  Plato’s Republic, one of  the most 
influential and controversial texts in the Western philosophical 
tradition. the Republic’s concerns are extremely broad—ethics, 
politics, metaphysics, education, rhetoric, and the nature of  phi-
losophy itself. We will explore how each of  these topics is under-
stood in the dialogue, but also how they relate to one another. it is 
always with an eye to this larger question of  what it is that unites 
the Republic that we shall work our way through this complex text.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.[pHil201 or col359 or cciV217]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV257.

PHIL309 Philosophy, Theology, and the Origins of Modern Science
in this seminar, we will examine the interplay of  philosophical, 
theological, and scientific ideas during the time of  the scientific 
revolution of  the 17th and 18th centuries. Many of  the founding 
figures of  early modern science also wrote about philosophy, the-
ology, and Biblical interpretation. scholars have argued that some 
of  them, like newton and Boyle, were guided in their scientific 
work by their own particular views in philosophy and theology. 
for others, like Hobbes and laplace, the emergence of  modern 
science seemed to marginalize theology and much of  traditional 
philosophy. Using primary and secondary sources, we will exam-
ine the rich interplay of  philosophical, theological, and scientific 
ideas in this period.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli269.

PHIL311 Spinoza’s Ethics
this course is devoted to close reading of  one of  the philosophi-
cal masterpieces of  the Western tradition. the Ethics is of  genuine 
contemporary interest, with its metaphysics that combine materi-
alism with theism, its philosophical psychology that anticipates 
freud, and its attempt to reconcile human freedom with a belief  in 

scientific explanation. this is a difficult, vast, profound work that 
requires and will repay close study.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col311— Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Fay,.Brian.c .—SEcT.:.01.

PHIL312 Kant and Kantianism
a close examination of  the Transcendental	 Aesthetic and the 
Transcendental	Analytic	of 	 the	Critique	of 	Pure	Reason, with special 
attention to the Transcendental	Deduction	of 	the	Categories. there will 
also be some consideration of  Kantian philosophers whose views 
emerged out of  attempts to develop a Kantian position that is 
safe from the criticisms that are sometimes thought to be fatal to 
Kant’s own view. the latter include the logical positivists (Carnap, 
schlick), some self-styled Hegelians (sellars, Brandom), and some 
who have recently tried to marry transcendental arguments and 
naturalism (strawson, Mcdowell).
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.[pHil202 or col360] or [pHil212 or enVS212].

PHIL315 Plato’s Triad: Theaetetus, Sophist, and Statesman
this seminar will focus on a group of  three Platonic dialogues 
linked dramatically and thematically—the Theaetetus,	Sophist, and 
Statesman—that together present some of  Plato’s most sophisti-
cated views in epistemology, metaphysics, and politics. often as-
signed to the latter part of  his career, these are works in which 
Plato seems to enter a more self-critical phase in his writing, where 
we find a return to some of  the topics that occupy him in the 
Republic, such as the nature of  knowledge and reality, as well as 
further reflections on issues of  philosophical method.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col296.

PHIL320 The Later Philosophy of Wittgenstein
the later writings of  ludwig Wittgenstein are obscure and fas-
cinating. His philosophy has generated conversion of  an almost 
religious order. the converted find Wittgenstein to have over-
turned traditional philosophy, if  not philosophy altogether. yet 
no Wittgensteinian has provided an argument that is both clear 
and compelling for this claim. it is not surprising, then, that 
Wittgensteinianism is considered esoteric and exclusive. this 
seminar will investigate the sense in which Wittgenstein’s work 
constitutes a criticism of  traditional philosophy. By examining a 
range of  themes in Tractatus	Logico-Philosophicus, we will assess the 
temptation to discover in Wittgenstein’s texts an esoteric doctrine.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.[pHil202 or col360] and pHil289.

PHIL321 American Pragmatist Philosophy: Purposes, 
Meanings, and Truths
the course sketches and evaluates an american tradition of  
more or less overtly pragmatist thinkers in philosophy and the 
human sciences, stretching roughly from emerson and Peirce at 
the beginning, through William James, George Herbert Mead, 
and John dewey in the heyday of  the pragmatist public intel-
lectual, to recent and current writers as diverse as Cornell West, 
robert Brandom, richard rorty, ian Hacking, and ruth Millikan. 
these thinkers offer variations on the premise that all meanings 
gesture not only backward to facts and things, but also forward 
to the practical circumstances and purposes of  interpreters. as 
purposes shift, so do meanings, and as meanings shift, so does 
truth—for whether we accept a claim as true depends above all 
else on its meaning. Pragmatist theories have been subjected to 
frequent caricature as implying that ideas can mean whatever we 
take them to mean or that what is true varies according to what 
each individual finds convenient and expedient to believe. What 
does it mean, then, to retain a sense of  respect for truth? While 
some pragmatist accounts do explicitly deflate the importance of  
the concept of  truth, others claim not only to respect truth, but 
to offer an account of  truth that allows us to inquire more clearly 
into the evolving but real meaning of  moral judgments, religious 
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and aesthetic claims, psychological attributions, and other deeply 
contested candidates for human belief.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt329.

PHIL331 Philosophical Foundations of Economic Justice
this course examines philosophical foundations of  three funda-
mentally different economic systems—capitalism, socialism, and 
the welfare state. through the selection of  readings, we will think 
critically about the prospects for economic justice introduced by 
each system. the main questions will focus on what features an 
economic system and a society ought to have to be economically 
just, and what sorts of  claims the different classical economic sys-
tems advance in the name of  economic justice. in addition, we 
will critically examine opportunities for, and obstacles to, econom-
ic justice in the current global economy—conditions that did not 
exist for any of  the three classical economic systems. We will at all 
times reflect upon requirements of  a good life, the grounding of  
claims for a good life, and the ways in which economic systems 
materially and culturally set conditions for a productive, fair, and 
just life for all members of  the global community.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

PHIL332 Transcendence and Immanence
is our human existence in need of, or does it call for, something be-
yond it to make it fulfilling or worthwhile—something that tran-
scends the material-temporal world? if  the answer to this question 
is yes, what is this something and how does it relate to the world 
of  ordinary experience? is achieving it something we can realisti-
cally do in our lives? is it something to which we should devote 
our energies? if  the answer to the question is no, how should we 
understand the many calls for transcendence throughout human 
history? and how, then, should we live? answers to these ques-
tions involve such concepts as spirit and its relation to body, the 
temporal and the eternal, the sacred and the profane, humanism 
and spirituality, natural and the supernatural, and a host of  oth-
ers. Moreover, these answers are not merely of  academic interest 
but are profoundly personal guides about how we should live. 
the course will examine these questions and answers to them by 
studying some classic works in philosophy that address them from 
a variety of  perspectives.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

PHIL334 Biomedical Ethics Seminar
in the contemporary developed world, medicine has evolved from 
a hands-on, low-technology, high-touch profession to a high-
technology, high-intervention, low-touch one. this transition has 
created ethical challenges in both the clinical and philosophical set-
tings and has encouraged the development of  the new profession 
of  bioethics. in a seminar format with readings, cases, and student 
presentations, this course first explores the philosophical underpin-
nings for health, disease, and medicine. it then takes up some of  
the tough contemporary, practical biomedical ethics issues in detail, 
including (among other topics) euthanasia, abortion, human ex-
perimentation, genetic screening, public health ethics, just alloca-
tion of  resources, duty to care, war and conflict, and withdrawal 
of  care in end-of-life circumstances. Policy and legal concerns may 
be touched upon for certain topics, such as capacity and consent, 
but the emphasis will focus on philosophical ethics of  the issues.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp334.

PHIL335 Art and Truth in the History of Aesthetics
this course is an intensive consideration of  some primary classi-
cal and modern texts on issues of  truth and cognition in relation 
to art. Questions considered include the differences between aes-
thetic knowledge, on the one hand, and scientific and historical 
knowledge, on the other; the relationships between artistic inten-
tion and artistic meaning and between artistic truth and the evalu-

ation of  works of  art; and the roles of  style and genre in artistic 
representation—and what the limits of  artistic representation are.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col335.

PHIL336 Photography and Representation
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa365.

PHIL337 Styles of Philosophical Discourse
in addition to the general discussion of  philosophical style and 
the role of  writing in philosophical thought, the more specific 
focus of  the course will be on philosophical aphorisms and 
meditations. authors discussed include roland Barthes, theodor 
adorno, Pascal, Montaigne, descartes, nietzsche, Marcus aurelius, 
and Bonaventure.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col282.

PHIL341 Confucianism and Virtue Ethics
in recent Western moral philosophy, virtue ethics has been under-
going a renaissance; many philosophers have been attracted to this 
approach to ethics that emphasizes a person’s character and culti-
vated dispositions rather than a rule-centured approach to right and 
wrong. since the virtue ethics approach was more popular prior to 
the 20th century, philosophers have looked back to a variety of  
historical thinkers for inspiration, including aristotle, Hume, and 
nietzsche. in this course, we will explore the merits of  drawing on 
thinkers from the Confucian tradition to develop virtue ethics. in 
what ways do Confucian thinkers lend themselves to being under-
stood as virtue ethicists? What new stimulae might Confucianism 
offer to contemporary philosophers who so far have only drawn on 
Western sources? is it fruitful to talk about a contemporary version 
of  Confucianism that can enter into dialogue with both contem-
porary Western virtue ethicists and their critics?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.any.tWo.pHiloSopHy.courSeS—IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt341.

PHIL343 Concepts of Evil, Blame, and Moral Understanding
the question, What is evil, is awkward to answer except by pos-
ing the roundabout question: What are we doing when we call 
something evil? to speak of  evil is often to posit a motive that 
is beyond moral understanding. does this mean that there really 
are actions motivated by a morally opaque force of  evil, or does it 
simply show that we wish to justify certain failures of  understand-
ing? While we represent evildoers as ideal targets for blame, they 
are simultaneously depicted as practically impervious to blame. 
thus, we must examine the nature and point of  blame. While 
some argue that the concept of  radical evil can be abandoned, 
they risk charges of  optimistic blindness and moral spinelessness. 
are these charges justified? Given all of  its function and connota-
tions, does the wise moral critic employ the concept of  evil?
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

PHIL344 Moral Motivation
in this seminar, students will explore the systematic philosophical 
problem surrounding moral motivation, and cultivate their own in-
formed stance toward it. the problem is this: Moral expectations 
and ideals must be in some sense realistic or realizable; otherwise, 
they threaten to become irrelevant to ordinary lives. yet morality al-
ways implicitly challenges our actual inclinations and habits. taking 
morality seriously means holding myself  and others to normative 
ideals and constraints even when we do not in any sense “feel like 
it”. so, how can it be realistic to expect or demand that people do 
what they are in fact not motivated to do? is it helpful—or misguid-
ed?—to insist that morality has something like reason on its side?
 in the first half  of  the semester we’ll read Michael smith’s 
The	Moral	Problem, which lays this problem out clearly, using clas-
sic reference points. the classic reference points include—at a 
minimum—Plato (who elaborated on socrates’ claim that genuine 
knowledge is just an inspired love of  what is good), Hume (who 
claimed that knowledge and reason by themselves motivate noth-
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ing), and Kant (who posited two separate levels of  motivation to 
account for moral and immoral choices). alongside classic sources, 
we may read some brief  recent elaborations of  those positions, 
such as iris Murdoch, annette Baier, and Christine Korsgaard.
 in the second half  of  the semester, we will ask whether 
and how long-term efforts of  moral education provide any resolu-
tion. for this portion of  the class, we will draw on aristotle, the 
Confucian tradition, pragmatists such as John dewey, and recent 
work in the ethics of  care. depending on student interest, we may 
make brief  interdisciplinary forays into psychology, social theory, 
religious studies, and/or evolutionary theory.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Springer,.eliSe—SEcT.:.01.

PHIL352 Topics in the Philosophy of History
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt351.

PHIL357 Animal Minds
Can animals, particularly great apes, reason? do they form inten-
tions, do they have beliefs, might they act ethically? What can 
other animals tell us about our minds? Perhaps thought and the 
capacity to deliberate are unique to our own species. in this course 
we will adopt a largely comparative perspective and examine 
philosophical, scientific, psychological, and popular writing about 
the relation of  humans to the other animals. We will examine 
evidence for mindedness and reasoning in social species with an 
emphasis on primates (human and non). We will also explore the 
ethical implications of  this research.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

PHIL361 Unifying Life Sciences: Biological Cultures and 
Meanings of Life
IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp361.

PHIL381 Topics in Philosophy of Mind
this course will explore recent discussions in philosophy of  
mind. topics will change from year to year. this year, the course 
will explore recent developments in cognitive science of  religion: 
studies of  religious concepts, beliefs, and experience that have 
arisen in cognitive psychology, neuroscience, and anthropology, 
such as, why are human beings inclined to believe in spirits and 
life after death? is religion something that could have evolved 
as an adaptation? do scientific explanations of  religion contrib-
ute anything to philosophical and theological discussions of  the 
truth of  religious claims?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.[pHil286 or SiSp286] or pHil289
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.HorSt,.SteVen.W .—SEcT.:.01.

PHIL382 Naturalism and Its Discontents
since the 17th century, the natural sciences have played a key role 
in our view of  the world and our place within it. early modernity 
saw a reconceptualization of  nature in the form of  a great world-
machine operating in accordance with inexorable laws. But this 
view of  the world presented grave problems for how to under-
stand our own nature as human beings within such a framework, 
and disciplines like ethics, philosophy of  mind, and theology 
were required to address a new view of  the physical world. this 
course will examine naturalistic views in philosophy of  science, 
philosophy of  mind, ethics, and theology from the renaissance 
to the present. We will begin with the transition from scholastic 
to modern notions of  nature and matter and variations among the 
early moderns on the question of  what this means for human be-
ings. in the second half  of  the course, we will read 20th-century 
debates leading up to the present day.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

PHIL383 Mind, Body, and World: Conceptual Spontaneity 
and Worldly Constraint
this advanced seminar critically assesses some influential con-
temporary treatments of  a perennial philosophical question: 
How is the spontaneity of  thought and talk accountable to and/

or constrained by perceptual and practical interaction with the 
world? With a brief  introduction to Quine’s and davidson’s criti-
cisms of  semantic empiricism as background, we will examine 
John Mcdowell’s attempt to develop a post-davidsonian empiri-
cism, robert Brandom’s social inferentialism, Hubert dreyfus/
samuel todes’ phenomenological dualism of  bodily coping and 
linguistic articulation, and John Haugeland’s account of  embod-
ied “existential commitment.” the course will conclude with 
some reflections on how language use might itself  be understood 
as practical and perceptual.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

PHIL384 The Metaphysics of Objectivity: Science, Meaning, 
and Mattering
objectivity is often understood epistemically, as a stance, attitude, 
methodology, or relation to the world that is conducive to or even 
necessary for adequate knowledge. such epistemic conceptions 
of  objectivity have been widely criticized. yet some philosophers 
now argue that these very criticisms uncover a more basic commit-
ment to objective accountability as the condition for meaningful 
thought and understanding. this advanced seminar in philosophy 
and science studies will explore three attempts to reconceive ob-
jectivity as a condition of  intelligibility rather than of  knowledge: 
robert Brandom’s neopragmatist conception of  objectivity as so-
cially constituted, John Haugeland’s understanding of  objectivity 
as an “existential commitment” constitutive of  scientific under-
standing, and Karen Barad’s poststructuralist feminist conception 
of  objectivity as constituted “intra-actively” in ways that invoke 
ethical as well as epistemic responsibilities. We shall be especially 
attentive to how these approaches might change how we think 
about the sciences.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp384
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.rouSe.Jr .,.JoSepH.t .—SEcT.:.01.

PHIL388 Topics in Philosophy of Language
advanced topics in philosophy of  language.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.pHil289 and pHil231.

PHIL390 Topics in Metaphysics
this year our topics are antimetaphysics and meta-metaphysics, 
that is to say, some varieties of  criticisms of  metaphysics and ac-
counts of  the nature of  metaphysics. We’ll begin with a brief  look 
at Hume’s and Kant’s critiques of  rationalist metaphysics. next, 
we turn to an influential set of  views of  the nature and rejection 
of  metaphysics in the analytic tradition: the early logical positiv-
ism of  rudolf  Carnap and a. J. ayer. We turn next to Michael 
dummett’s interpretation of  metaphysical disputes in linguistic 
terms and his critique of  a linguistic conception of  realism. We 
then come back to the later work of  Carnap and his debate with 
W. v. Quine over analyticity and modality. finally, we’ll discuss a 
spectrum of  replies to antimetaphysical views in contemporary 
analytic philosophy.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SHieH,.SanFord—SEcT.:.01.

PHIL401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

PHIL409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

PHIL411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

PHIL465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

PHIL467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Physical Education
 ADJUnCT PROFESSORS: John s. Biddiscombe,	Chair; Mary Bolich; Philip Carney; Patricia Klecha-Porter; Gale a. 

lackey; Kate Mullen; Michael Whaler

 ADJUnCT ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: Kenneth alrutz; eva Bergsten-Meredith; drew Black; John Crooke; Walter Curry; shona Kerr; 
Jodi McKenna; Christopher Potter; John raba; Joseph reilly; Jennifer shea lane; Geoffrey 
Wheeler; Holly Wheeler; Mark a. Woodworth

 ADJUnCT ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS: Patrick tynan

Wesleyan does not offer a major program in physical education. a for-credit program emphasizes courses in fitness, aquatics, lifetime 
sport, and outdoor education activities.

no more than one credit in physical education may be used toward the graduation requirement. Physical education (0.25 credit) 
courses may be repeated once only. PHED125 (first-year students’ introduction to squash) can be taken only once.
Limited-enrollment courses. students taking a class for the first time are given preference over students wishing to take a class a 
second time, and upper-class students have preference over lower-class students. Performance tests may be required to qualify for inter-
mediate and advanced classes.

Physical Education at Wesleyan—a Statement of Philosophy
“i have always thought that sports are an integral part of  liberal education…the reason has to do with the difference between being 
active and remaining passive. sports provide the occasion for being intensely active at the height of  one’s powers. the feeling of  con-
centrated and coordinated exertion against opposing force is one of  the primary ways in which we know what it is like to take charge 
of  our own actions.”—louis Mink

Professor Mink, in Thinking	About	Liberal	Education, said that liberal education is an intensive quest for fulfillment of  human po-
tential. it challenges the whole person—mind, body, emotions, and spirit—to pursue mastery of  skills, broad and focused knowledge, 
coherent understanding of  human experience, and a passionate desire to exploit one’s capacity in the service of  human freedom and 
dignity. as Mink suggests, structured physical activity is a key part of  that pursuit. When it is in harmony with the broader educational 
purposes of  an institution, it contributes to them, draws significance from them, and enhances the educational result.

the department of  Physical education and athletics provides the Wesleyan University community with a spectrum of  activities 
that will be of  benefit in developing healthy, energetic, and well-balanced lives. the objective is to meet the needs of  students and to 
engage other campus constituencies in physical activity. Physical education and athletics at Wesleyan also reflect a commitment to equal 
opportunity for men and women at all levels of  achievement.

intercollegiate athletics provides the student with the advantage and privilege to achieve a more sophisticated mastery of  skills 
through practice and contests. the pursuit of  excellence can be realized through elite nCaa division iii competition with a focus on 
regular season and nesCaC conference play.

Programmatic balance is a key criterion of  physical education. the program is internally balanced to ensure equal opportunity for the 
pursuit of  its several objectives. Moreover, physical education at Wesleyan is designed within the controlling context of  liberal education.

PHED101 Tennis, Beginning
this course is designed for those who have had no formal instruc-
tion in tennis. Basic grips and stroke technique will be taught for 
the forehand, backhand, serve, and volley. also covered will be 
equipment selection, court etiquette, and proper scoring of  games, 
sets, and matches. the introduction of  basic doubles formation 
will also be included. the first class will meet in the lobby of  the 
freeman athletic Center.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.WHeeler,.Holly.guteliuS—SEcT.:.01-02.

PHED102 Tennis, Intermediate
this course is designed for those who have taken beginning ten-
nis and have learned the basic grips and strokes. the intermedi-
ate group will have a more detailed analysis of  stroke technique. 
ladder match play will give students the opportunity to learn sin-
gles and doubles strategy. the first class will meet in the freeman 
athletic Center lobby.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.alrutz,.KennetH—SEcT.:.01.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.alrutz,.KennetH—SEcT.:.01-02.

PHED104 Golf
the course is designed to teach the basic information necessary to 
play and enjoy the game of  golf. each classroom period is spent 
teaching beginning golfers to play the game correctly from the 
start: mastering the preswing, fundamentals of  grip and aim, ad-
dressing the ball, and swing technique. the first class will meet in 
the lobby of  the freeman athletic Center.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.potter,.cHriStopHer.J .—SEcT.:.01.— Spring.2011

PHED105 Fencing
activity will include introduction to foil fencing. included will be 
footwork and simple parries and attacks. an introduction to com-
pound attacks and bouting will conclude the course. videotaping 
of  individual skills will be conducted. rules and scoring will also 
be covered. all fencing equipment will be provided. the first class 
will meet in the lobby of  the freeman athletic Center.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none— Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.lacKey,.gale—SEcT.:.01.

PHED106 Fitness, Beginning
this course is designed to meet the needs of  the individual in-
terested in establishing a self-paced exercise program. the em-
phasis of  this course is on the development of  cardiovascular 
endurance. individuals are instructed how to determine personal 
work-load levels and pace themselves during various classroom 
aerobic activities. Participants also receive additional instruction 
in strength training. Cardiovascular activities include fast walk-
ing, jogging, aerobic exercise, rope jumping, interval training, and 
rowing ergometer work. the first class will meet in the lobby of  
the freeman athletic Center.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.mcKenna,.Jodi.ann—SEcT.:.01.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.curry,.Walter.Jr .—SEcT.:.01.

PHED107 Inner Game of Golf
Golf  is traditionally taught with verbal instruction from the 
teacher to the student. the students in this class will be taught 
with learning by feel. through this unique approach, students will 
learn that their natural swing is already present within themselves 
and they simply need to allow it to come out. through various 
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drills and learning techniques, students will also discover that en-
joyment of  golf  comes first, success comes second. the first class 
will meet in the lobby of  the freeman athletic Center.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.WoodWortH,.marK.a .—SEcT.:.01.

PHED116 Step Aerobics
step aerobics is a high-intensity, low-impact program that involves 
stepping onto a platform while simultaneously performing upper-
torso movements. the class is designed to improve various com-
ponents of  fitness using a series of  specific exercises that adapt to 
all ability levels. Previous experience in aerobics is required. the 
first class will meet in the lobby of  the freeman athletic Center.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.KlecHa-porter,.patricia—SEcT.:.01.

PHED118 Strength Training, Introduction
this course is designed for the individual who is unfamiliar with 
or has had no experience in programs focusing on building body 
strength. this course includes an introduction to the new strength 
training facilities at Wesleyan, proper strength training techniques, 
and various elementary training programs. the first class will meet 
in the lobby of  the freeman athletic Center.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.raBa,.JoHn.g .—SEcT.:.03.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.reilly,.JoSepH.p .—SEcT.:.01-02.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.BlacK,.dreW—SEcT.:.04.
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.curry,.Walter.Jr .—SEcT.:.03.
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.mereditH,.eVa.BergSten—SEcT.:.02.

PHED119 Strength Training, Advanced
the course will be designed to meet the needs of  students who 
are sincerely involved in strength training, body building, and/
or competitive lifting. the course will include the use of  four 
weight-lifting machines and instruction in competitive lifting 
techniques. there will also be discussion and demonstration 
of  various progressive resistance modes that develop muscular 
strength and endurance. the first class meets in the lobby of  the 
freeman athletic Center.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.mullen,.Kate—SEcT.:.01.

PHED120 Swimming, Beginning
the course objective is to equip individuals with basic water safety 
skills and knowledge to make them reasonably safe while in, on, or 
about the water. We will introduce skills designed to improve stamina 
and basic coordination and to increase individual aquatic abilities. 
the first class meets in the lobby of  the freeman athletic Center.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.BolicH,.mary—SEcT.:.01.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.tynan,.patricK—SEcT.:.01.

PHED121 Swimming, Advanced Beginner
the course is designed to build upon the skills learned in begin-
ning swimming. emphasis is placed on improving the overhand 
crawl stroke with rotary breathing. students will be introduced to 
the basic skills needed to learn the backstroke and breaststroke. 
the first class of  each quarter meets in the lobby of  the freeman 
athletic Center.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.BolicH,.mary—SEcT.:.01.

PHED122 Swimming for Fitness
this program is designed for the lap swimmer who is interested in 
learning and applying cardiovascular conditioning and training to 
swimming. instruction is given in breathing exercises and pacing 
techniques. individual work-load levels are determined, and self-
paced programs are centered around those levels. various training 
techniques are discussed and utilized in the program. a course 
prerequisite is the ability to swim four lengths (any stroke) con-
tinuously and comfortably. the first class in each quarter meets in 
the lobby of  the freeman athletic Center.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010.—INSTRucTOR:.lane,.JenniFer.SHea—SEcT.:.01.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.lane,.JenniFer.SHea—SEcT.:.01.
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.mereditH,.eVa.BergSten—SEcT.:.02.

PHED124 Squash
this course is geared toward the beginner but may be taken by 
those who have played some before. Basic grips and strike tech-
nique will be taught for the forehand, backhand, serve, and volley. 
also covered will be safety precautions, court etiquette, and proper 
scoring of  games and matches. the intermediate player may not 
get much attention the first two weeks while the beginners learn 
the basics. the first class in each quarter will meet in the lobby of  
the freeman athletic Center.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Kerr,.SHona—SEcT.:.01.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.WHeeler,.geoFFrey.H .—SEcT.:.01.

PHED125 First-Year Students’ Introduction to Squash
first-year students should take advantage of  this opportunity to 
be introduced to the game of  softball squash. in the past few 
years, first-year students who do well have been able to go on 
to play for men’s and women’s squash teams. anyone with any 
racket experience, i.e., tennis, badminton, etc., should consider this 
class. the first class in each quarter will meet in the lobby of  the 
freeman athletic Center.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Kerr,.SHona—SEcT.:.01.

PHED130 Skating, Beginning
this introduction course to ice skating will include lectures as well 
as work on ice and covers all basics of  skating. Progress is self-
paced. the first class in each quarter will meet in the lobby of  the 
freeman athletic Center.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.mcKenna,.Jodi.ann—SEcT.:.01.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.potter,.cHriStopHer.J .—SEcT.:.01.

PHED134 Tai Chi
tai chi is the most widely practiced Chinese martial art. it is 
extremely effective as a moving mediation. By focusing on cor-
rect posture, controlled breathing, and graceful movements, the 
student will learn to achieve mind/body harmony. during the 
quarter the student will be introduced to short forms, martial art 
applications of  the movements, and qi	gong exercises, which are 
useful for mental relaxation and warm-up. the first class will meet 
in the lobby of  the freeman athletic Center.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none.

PHED137 Rowing for Fitness
this course is designed to introduce individuals to the use and 
benefit of  rowing as a lifetime fitness activity. through the use of  
the Concept ii rowing ergometer, students will be taught proper 
rowing technique, conditioning, injury prevention, and ways to 
include rowing as a part of  an overall exercise program. no previ-
ous rowing experience is necessary. the first class in each quar-
ter meets in the lobby of  the freeman athletic Center. this class 
meets in the second quarter.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.carney,.pHilip.d .—SEcT.:.01.

PHED139 Running for Fitness
this course is an introduction to the basic principles of  a fitness 
running program. the training program will be individualized 
for each student based on his or her particular goals. topics will 
include proper training techniques, running gear, injury preven-
tion, and stretching. all levels of  running welcome. the first class 
meets in the lobby of  the freeman athletic Center.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.crooKe,.JoHn.t .—SEcT.:.01.

PHED149 Self-Defense
this class is designed for both men and women. it will cover 
stretching, conditioning, role playing, and various physical 
techniques, including striking, kicking, falling, yelling, escapes, 
ground defenses, and weapon responses. the first class of  each 
quarter will meet in the lobby of  the freeman athletic Center.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none.
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PHED150 Social Partner Dancing
this course will introduce the fundamentals of  social partner 
dancing from a variety of  ballroom and latin dance styles. social 
dancing helps to reduce stress, increase energy, and improve 
strength, muscle tone, and coordination. students will experience 
an increased sense of  balance and a more fluid movement in walk-
ing and running. no experience or partner required.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none.

PHED152 Outdoor Hiking
Hiking is merely walking on a footpath, whether on a neighbor-
hood path or a more adventurous trail that involves some climb-
ing. Hiking is a moderate cardiovascular activity. Common ben-
efits include weight loss, prevention of  osteoporosis, decreased 
blood pressure, and relief  of  back pain.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.crooKe,.JoHn.t .—SEcT.:.01.

PHED169 Indoor Technical Climbing
this is an introductory course that will feature instruction pro-
viding the basic skills necessary for technical rock climbing. the 
climbing wall in the freeman athletic Center will be the site for 
the course, with some outdoor climbing possible when weather 
permits. all equipment provided. the first class in each quarter 
meets in the lobby of  the freeman athletic Center.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.BiddiScomBe,.JoHn.S .—SEcT.:.01.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.BlacK,.dreW—SEcT.:.02.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.BiddiScomBe,.JoHn.S .—SEcT.:.01.

PHED170 Sculling
this course is designed to give those students that have complet-
ed the introductory rowing for fitness course (PHED137). it gives 
them the opportunity to take these skills to the water and learn a 
fitness activity that can last a lifetime. the first class of  each quar-
ter meets in the lobby of  the freeman athletic Center.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.pHed137
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.carney,.pHilip.d .—SEcT.:.01.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.tynan,.patricK—SEcT.:.02.
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Physics
 PROFESSORS: reinhold Blümel; fred M. ellis; lutz Hüwel; thomas J. Morgan

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: francis starr; Brian stewart,	Chair; Greg a. voth

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSOR: tsampikos Kottos; Christina othon

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: fred M. ellis,	Class	of 	2012; tsampikos Kottos,	Class	of 	2011

Undergraduate Program 
 “four decades ago, a liberal arts education was thought to prepare one well for any professional endeavor; the specific course 

work may have been irrelevant, but the education process instilled intellectual discipline and sobriety. these days, a physics 
education serves the purpose much better, because it offers the discipline and important tools for tackling new issues. Physics 
is the liberal arts education for a technological society.” (Physics	Today, January 1997, p. 46)

Participation in research and proficiency in the main subject areas of  physics are the twin goals of  the physics program. the major pro-
gram is designed to develop competency in quantum theory, electromagnetism and optics, thermodynamics and statistical mechanics, clas-
sical dynamics, and condensed-matter physics. Preparation in mathematical and computational methods is an integral part of  the program.

interested and qualified students may pursue several opportunities for advanced work, including graduate courses and participation 
with graduate students and faculty in research. the department encourages its students to “do physics” at the earliest opportunity by 
making arrangements to work with one of  the research groups or by arranging an independent research tutorial. research may be ex-
perimental or theoretical and may, but need not, result in a senior honors thesis. Most majors who intend to write a thesis begin research 
no later than the junior year and continue it through the summer into the senior year. Current research interests include chaos theory, 
theoretical soft-condensed-matter physics, granular flow, third sound in superfluid films, laser plasmas, spectroscopy and collision studies 
involving excited atoms and molecules, and physics at the gas-solid interface.

the science machine shop, located on the ground floor of  the exley science tower, maintains a well-equipped student shop. it 
is open to all students who have satisfied the shop foreman of  their competence in handling machine tools. Many students also take 
advantage of  Wesleyan’s computing facilities in their research or course work. in addition to the usual workstations, the department has 
two state-of-the-art computer clusters that are available for students working in one of  the condensed-matter theory groups.

each semester, opportunities exist to serve as a teaching apprentice, course assistant, or department assistant in one of  the introduc-
tory or intermediate-level courses. Many physics majors have found that this is a stimulating way to learn more about the fundamentals 
of  the discipline and how to teach them. the Cady lounge in the department serves as a focus for the major by providing a place where 
students can study and talk physics. there is also a study room where students in the introductory courses can come to get help and to 
work together. students are encouraged to attend the weekly colloquium series and to participate in the weekly research seminars in 
atomic and molecular physics, chemical physics, condensed-matter physics, and theory.
Pathways to the major. the appropriate course for students considering a physics major depends primarily on their preparation. there 
are three common tracks beginning in the fall semester.
• PHyS113 General Physics i is a calculus-based introductory mechanics course requiring one semester of  calculus, taken in either 

secondary school or in college, at about the level of  MATH121. a student who has had no calculus is advised to take calculus during 
the first year, then PHyS113 in the first semester of  the sophomore year.

• students who have had a strong preparation in physics and calculus may take PHyS215 special relativity and PHyS217 Chaos. these 
two half-credit courses are offered sequentially in two halves of  the fall semester but are not sequential in content. they are intended 
for majors but are available to first-year or other students who have had both integral and differential calculus at about the level of  
MATH121/122 and a solid course in mechanics with calculus at the level of  PHyS113.

• students from both of  the above tracks merge into the electricity and magnetism course of  PHyS116 General Physics ii in the spring. 
students intending to major in physics should complete either track no later than the end of  their sophomore year, preferably by the 
end of  their first year.

• exceptionally well-prepared students may begin with PHyS213 Waves and oscillations. students who feel that they fall into this 
category should consult with a member of  the physics faculty.

Laboratory courses. the PHyS113/PHyS116 General Physics i/ii sequence has associated laboratory courses, PHyS121 in the fall, and 
PHyS122 in the spring. these laboratory sections are half-credit courses associated with the lecture courses but are not required. We 
encourage students to take the laboratory courses for a firsthand opportunity to observe, both qualitatively and quantitatively, some of  
the physical phenomena discussed in the lectures.
Major program. to major in physics, you must complete PHyS116 no later than the end of  your sophomore year; if  you can complete it 
by the end of  your first year, it will give you more flexibility to construct your major. you should also have completed MATH121, 122, and 
221 by the end of  the sophomore year. it is desirable for those who are considering graduate work in physics, or who wish to pursue an 
intensive major, also to complete PHyS213, and 214 by the end of  the sophomore year. you should note that a few of  the advanced courses 
may not be offered every year, and you should plan your program of  study accordingly.
To fulfill the major in physics, a student must complete the following: 

• eight lecture courses, including: (a) four core physics courses, PHyS213, 214, 316 and 324 (note that PHyS324 requires MATH222); and 
(b) at least four other physics course credits at the 200, 300, or 500 level, not including the laboratory courses or MATH221 or 222. for 
most majors, the department strongly recommends PHyS315, followed in importance by 313, and 358.
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• two laboratory courses: PHyS342 experimental optics and PHyS345 electronics lab. an experimental research or thesis tutorial with 
a physics faculty may be substituted for one of  these.

• students planning graduate study in physics should take a minimum of  14 credits, at the 200 level or higher, in physics, mathemat-
ics, and computer science. PHyS215, 313, 315 and 358 are essential. in addition, the department strongly recommends MATH222, 
MATH226, PHyS565, and MATH229. Graduate physics courses may be elected with permission, and experience in computer program-
ming is also extremely valuable.

• students not planning graduate study in physics and who are interested in applying their knowledge of  physics to other areas of  the 
curriculum may choose up to four courses from other departments to satisfy requirement 1(b) above. this must be done in consulta-
tion with the physics major advisor, and the selections must constitute a coherent, coordinated program of  study.

Honors in physics. to be a candidate for departmental honors in physics, a major must submit a thesis describing the investigation 
of  a special problem carried out by the candidate under the direction of  a member of  the department. in addition, the candidate must 
have attained a minimum average in the eight lecture courses applied to the major, except those taken in the final semester of  the senior 
year, of  B (85.0) for honors and B+ (88.3) for high honors. Honors status is voted by the faculty on the basis of  students’ thesis work.
Combined 3-2 programs in science and engineering. Wesleyan maintains a 3-2 program with Columbia and the California institute 
of  technology for students wishing to combine the study of  engineering with a broad background in liberal arts. a student par-
ticipating in this program spends three years at Wesleyan followed by two at the engineering school. after completing all degree 
requirements from both schools, he or she receives two degrees, a Ba in physics from Wesleyan and a Bs in engineering from the 
participating school. during the three years at Wesleyan, a prospective 3-2 student enters a normal major program and completes the 
minimal requirements for the major and, in addition, fulfills the science and mathematics requirements for the first two years of  the 
engineering school he or she plans to enter. during the final two years at the engineering school, the student follows its regular third- 
and fourth-year program in whatever field of  engineering is selected and, in addition, may need to take other specific courses to satisfy 
its degree requirements. (this is more likely to be the case at Columbia, which has a core curriculum required of  all students.) Contact 
the department’s 3-2 advisor for further information.
Certificate Program in Informatics and Modeling. the Certificate Program in informatics and Modeling enhances student choices and 
options. the certificate program provides students with a coherent set of  courses and practical instruction in two pathways: (1) integrative 
genomics and (2) computational science and quantitative world modeling.
Study abroad for physics majors. the Physics department encourages study abroad for majors since it allows our physics majors to 
play an active part as citizens of  the world scientific community. as with any major, careful planning is needed to be sure that require-
ments for the major are fulfilled, and sophomores intending to declare a physics major are strongly urged to study these requirements 
for the major so that they can determine the optimum semester to study abroad. at Wesleyan we believe that the best study-abroad 
experience will include work done in the major, since this provides the student with a natural community of  fellow students with shared 
interests and background and greatly facilitates the process of  cultural integration. Physics majors are thus urged to consider direct 
enrollment in a university abroad where they can take courses related to their major interests.

the Physics department cooperates with dublin City University in ireland to offer a preferred exchange program for physics ma-
jors. the spring semester opportunity allows students to study in a fully integrated environment under the guidance of  members of  the 
dublin City physics faculty who engage in collaborative research work with members of  the Wesleyan Physics department. students 
will be placed in a laboratory and will participate actively in current research activities, working closely with dublin City physics faculty.
BA/MA program in physics. this is a curricular option for those students who feel the need for the intensive research experience that a 
fifth year of  study can afford. during the fifth year, the student will do additional course work and write an Ma thesis based on original 
research. tuition is not charged for the fifth year. students interested in this possibility should consult their physics major advisors as 
early as possible, since it takes some planning to complete the requirements for both the Ba and Ma degrees in five years. 
Program for nonmajors. the Physics department offers two two-semester survey courses covering many of  the main subject areas 
of  physics (mechanics, electromagnetism and optics, thermodynamics, and kinetic theory), PHyS111/112 (no calculus) and PHyS113/116 
(calculus). laboratory courses PHyS121/122/123/124 are also offered. either of  these two-semester course sequences (with the lab) should 
satisfy the physics requirement for admission to most schools of  medicine, dentistry, or architecture, but occasionally schools require the 
calculus-based series, so attention to these details is necessary.
General education courses. While the above courses are all excellent for general education, the Physics department offers two topical 
general education courses.: Physics for future Presidents (PHyS102) and newton to einstein (PHyS104). designed for a general audience, 
these courses explore in greater depth particular areas of  physics. the courses offered differ from year to year and they are listed in the 
course catalog.
Advanced Placement credit. students may receive a maximum of  two physics aP credits, one with a score of  5 on the aP physics 
C mechanics exam and one with a score of  5 on the aP physics C electricity and magnetism exam. However, special regulations apply. 
Please check with the registrar or a departmental advisor. students may also receive aP credit with a score of  5 on the aP physics B 
exam. again, special regulations apply.

Graduate Program
the Physics department offers graduate work leading to the Phd and Ma. the small size of  the program (nine full-time faculty and about 
15 graduate students) permits the design of  individual programs of  study and allows the development of  a close working colleagueship 
among students and faculty. the department wants its students to “do physics” right from the start rather than spend one or two years solely 
on course work before getting into research. to this end, graduate students are expected to join in the research activities of  the department 
upon arrival and must have done some work in at least two research areas before embarking on a thesis project. an interdisciplinary program 
in chemical physics is available to interested students. for more details, see the listing for chemical physics in the Chemistry department.

for the Phd degree, in addition, students must have taken (or placed out of ) five Phd-level graduate core courses and five advanced 
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topics courses. students must have demonstrated proficiency in the main subject areas of  physics by the time they have completed the 
program. each student, during the first year of  graduate study, selects an advisory committee of  three faculty members. the committee 
assists the student to design a program of  study, monitors, and makes annual recommendations to the department regarding the student’s 
continuation in the program. the advisory committee also administers the examinations as described below.

although the emphasis in the program is on independent research and scholarly achievement, graduate students are expected to 
improve their skills at teaching and other forms of  oral communication. each student is given the opportunity for some undergraduate 
teaching under direct faculty supervision. While this usually consists of  participation in the teaching of  undergraduate laboratories, direct 
classroom teaching experience is also possible for more advanced and qualified students. in addition, each student who has passed the can-
didacy examination (described below) is required to present an annual informal talk on his or her thesis work in a departmental seminar.

experimental research areas are concentrated in atomic-molecular physics and condensed-matter physics. Current interests include 
rydberg states in strong fields, molecular collisions, photo-ionization, laser-produced plasmas, quantum fluids, and granular and fluid 
flows. Current theoretical and computational research areas include nonlinear dynamics, quantum chaos, properties of  nanostructures, 
and soft condensed matter.
Requirements for the degree of doctor of philosophy
•	 Courses: in consultation with the advisory committee (or, for incoming students, with the graduate advisor), each student plans a 

program of  study that will ensure an adequate grasp of  the main subject areas of  physics, e.g., quantum theory, including atomic and 
condensed-matter physics; electromagnetism and optics; classical dynamics; and thermal and statistical physics. While these would 
normally be a graduate-level (500) physics courses, under special circumstances a lower-level physics course, a course in a related 
discipline, or a tutorial may be chosen.

•	 Research: during the first year, each student should associate with at least two different research groups by spending a semester 
with each group. during the second year, research with one of  these groups may be continued or still another research area may be 
explored. this second-year research activity will normally form the basis for the Phd candidacy examination and may develop into 
the subject matter of  the thesis.

•	 Examinations: three formal examinations serve to define the various stages of  the student’s progress to the degree. the first, usually 
taken at the beginning of  the second year, is a written examination on material at an advanced undergraduate level. advancement to 
the second stage of  candidacy depends on passing this examination as well as on course work and demonstrated research potential. 
Usually during the second semester of  the second year, each student takes the Phd candidacy examination. this consists of  an oral 
presentation before the student’s advisory committee, describing and defending a specific research proposal. (the proposal might—
but need not—grow out of  previous research, nor need the proposal be adopted by the student as a thesis topic.) the committee 
then recommends to the department whether to admit the student to the final stage of  Phd candidacy or whether to advise the 
student to seek an Ma degree. the final oral examination, taken when the dissertation is completed, is described below.

•	 Dissertation: each candidate is required to write a dissertation on original and significant research, either experimental or theoretical, 
supervised by a member of  the faculty. the work must be defended in a final oral examination administered by the advisory com-
mittee. this oral examination covers the dissertation and related topics and is open to all members of  the Wesleyan community. it is 
expected that the candidate will submit the results of  his or her work to a scholarly journal for publication.

Requirements for the degree of master of arts
• a minimum of  eight credits with grades of  B- or better is required for the Ma degree. these may include three in research leading 

to the thesis, which is also required. Course selection is flexible and is done in consultation with the faculty advisor and with the 
members of  the student’s committee.

PHyS102 Physics for Future Presidents
Physics of  terrorism, energy, nukes, global warming, and space 
travel. this course offers the opportunity to students who previ-
ously have not studied physics to learn about the physics of  timely 
topics that influence our lives. students who are interested in hav-
ing a working knowledge of  physics to assist their decisions as 
citizens on the above topics are encouraged to enroll. students who 
have already taken a high school physics course or other introduc-
tory physics courses may be too overqualified to enjoy this course.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.WeStling,.lynn.adrea—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS104 Newton to Einstein: The Trail of Light
the course will follow the trail of  light from newton’s corpuscles 
to einstein’s relativity. the major theoretical landmarks are the 
wave-particle duality and the special theory of  relativity.  along 
the way, we will examine the properties of  light and our per-
ceptions of  light, including topics on color, vision, and art. the 
emphasis will be on principles, not problem solving (although 
there will be weekly problems). no previous course in physics 
is presupposed. of  mathematics, only high school algebra and a 
willingness to apply it are needed. if  you have taken a high school 
physics course and did well in it, then you are overqualified for 
this course, risk being bored, and should not enroll.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.WeStling,.lynn.adrea—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS105 The Physics of Sustainability
this course explores the physical constraints imposed upon hu-
man activity from a point of  view that expands as the semester 
progresses. We first examine the determining role played by en-
ergy, exploring its various forms and working out the limits on 
its use imposed by the second law of  thermodynamics. We will 
then get particular and inventory the various resources available 
to humanity. We will attempt to assess likely future availability 
of  these resources in both the near and far term, developing a 
Web-based compendium of  information. experts from a variety 
of  fields will be brought in throughout the semester to add depth 
and different perspectives to our studies. to keep our work from 
being a sterile exercise, we will arrive at recommendations and call 
them to the attention of  appropriate audiences. to facilitate this, 
we will be joined by actors from artfarm, who will coach students 
in performance skills so that we can become effective advocates of  
informed policies of  sustainability. no particular science experi-
ence is required, but students need to be prepared for and unafraid 
of  algebraic manipulations, large volumes of  factual information, 
public action, and hard work.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none.
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PHyS106 Sound, Light, and Electrons: The Rudiments of 
Telecommunication
Communication is the process by which information is exchanged. 
it involves the creation, transmission, and reception of  content. 
this course explores the physical and technical aspects of  long-
distance communication, usually referred to as telecommunication. 
the course emphasizes both scientific fundamentals and recent 
technological advances. Part of  the course will develop the basic 
physical principles and ideas behind electrons, light, and sound 
and their uses as participants in carrying information. the other 
part of  the course will interlink with the technology of  telecom-
munication, with a focus on the connections between theory and 
application. an apparent simple question captures much of  the 
aim of  the course: How does information such as data, sound, and 
image (a person speaking) travel significant distances from its loca-
tion (a tv station) to a faraway place (a living room)? this course 
consists of  classroom lectures, discussion, outside experts, its me-
dia specialists, demonstrations, and field trips. field trips are aimed 
at engaging technology in our society by visiting communication 
broadcasting centers and companies involved in communication 
equipment design and development. fieldwork to produce tv 
programs will serve to provide laboratory experience with the 
course content as well as hands-on exposure to technology.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none.

PHyS111 Introductory Physics I
this is the first of  two noncalculus courses covering the funda-
mental principles of  physics and is targeted specifically toward 
life-science majors and students planning to enter the health 
professions. note that PHyS111 and PHyS112 may be taken in any 
order. By drawing on examples from everyday life, such as car 
crashes, basketball, and dance, as well as drawing from examples 
of  interest to life scientists, the physics of  mechanics, atoms, and 
nuclei will be covered in the first semester. the emphasis will 
be on developing a conceptual understanding of  the physical 
processes as well as problem-solving skills. the lab  PHyS121 is 
recommended.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.WeStling,.lynn.adrea—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS112 Introductory Physics II
this is the second in the series of  two noncalculus courses cover-
ing fundamental principles of  physics and is targeted specifically 
toward nonscience majors. note that PHyS111 and PHyS112 may 
be taken in any order. By drawing on examples from everyday 
life, such as tasers, defibrillators, household electrical power, and 
cameras, PHyS112 covers the physics of  electricity and magnetism, 
waves, sound, light, and optics, as well as buoyancy and flight. 
the emphasis will be on developing a conceptual understanding 
of  the physical processes as well as problem-solving skills. the 
associated lab PHyS122 is recommended.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.WeStling,.lynn.adrea—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS113 General Physics I
this course is the first term of  a general physics course with calcu-
lus. the focus is on newtonian dynamics and its ramifications for 
mechanics and heat. this course seeks to develop both conceptual 
understanding and the ability to use this understanding to obtain 
precise, quantitative predictions of  how the universe works. the 
associated lab PHyS123 is recommended.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.SteWart,.Brian.a .—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS116 General Physics II
all matter is made up of  charged particles. this second semester of  
the general physics course, following PHyS113, focuses on the phys-
ics of  charged particles that gives rise to both electricity and magne-
tism. through lectures and demonstrations, this course develops our 
understanding of  the forces charged particles exert on each other 

and develops the concepts of  electric and magnetic fields. Calculus 
is used extensively. the associated lab PHyS124 is recommended.
grading:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.pHyS113
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.KottoS,.tSampiKoS—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS121 Physics Laboratory I
this laboratory course provides experience with phenomena dis-
cussed in PHyS111 lectures. video cameras and computer analysis of  
captured video clips will be the primary tools for data acquisition 
and investigation. While this course is not required by the Physics 
department students planning to enter the health professions should 
be aware that a year of  physics with	laboratory is usually required for 
admission. Consult your major advisor if  you are in doubt about 
similar requirements in your field. each laboratory is limited to 12.
cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.HüWel,.lutz—SEcT.:.01-07.

PHyS122 Physics Laboratory II
this course provides laboratory experiences for students taking 
PHyS112.
cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.elliS,.Fred.m .—SEcT.:.01-06.

PHyS123 General Physics Laboratory I
this laboratory course provides experience with phenomena dis-
cussed in PHyS113 lecture. video cameras and computer analysis 
of  captured video clips will be the primary observational tools. 
While this course is not required by the Physics department, stu-
dents planning to enter the health professions should be aware 
that a year of  physics with	laboratory is usually required for admis-
sion. Consult your major advisor if  you are in doubt about similar 
requirements in your field.
cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.VotH,.greg.a .—SEcT.:.01-04.

PHyS124 General Physics Laboratory II
this laboratory course is designed to be taken in conjunction with 
PHyS116 or PHyS224. students will get hands-on experience with 
physical systems that demonstrate the principles being studied in 
the lecture courses. Hands-on experience helps in developing a 
physical intuition and in understanding the material.
cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.KottoS,.tSampiKoS—SEcT.:.01-03.

PHyS125 Honors Physics Laboratory I
this laboratory is designed to provide experience in physics 
through the observation and analysis of  physical and technologi-
cal phenomena. it will concentrate on experiments in mechanics 
and thermal physics.
cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.none.

PHyS126 Honors Physics Laboratory II
this laboratory is designed to provide experience in physics 
through observation and analysis of  physical phenomena. it will 
focus on detection and analysis of  electromagnetic phenomena.
cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.none.

PHyS162 It’s About Time
Measurement of  time has been accomplished by careful observa-
tion of  stars, sun, and moon and with devices as varied as the 
hour glass and the atomic clock. a thorough observation of  these 
and other methods and tools will illuminate old and new views 
of  time. We will investigate concepts including, but not limited to, 
the direction of  time’s arrow, the smoothness of  time, time dila-
tion, and the relativity of  simultaneity.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none.

PHyS213 Waves and Oscillations
the properties of  periodic motion recur in many areas of  phys-
ics, including mechanics, quantum physics, and electricity and 
magnetism. We will explore the physical principles and funda-
mental mathematics related to periodic motions. focus topics will 
include damped and forced harmonic motion, normal modes, the 
wave equation, fourier series and integrals, and complex analysis. 
the principles and techniques developed in this course are cen-
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tral to many subsequent courses, particularly quantum mechanics 
(PHyS214, 315), classical dynamics (PHyS313), and electricity and 
magnetism (PHyS324). an important component of  this course is 
to develop the ability to use mathematical software packages to 
graph expressions, solve equations, and obtain numerical solutions 
to differential equations.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—

pREREQ:.(pHyS113 and pHyS116)
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.KottoS,.tSampiKoS—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS214 Quantum Mechanics I
this course provides an introduction to wave and matrix mechan-
ics, including wave-particle duality, probability amplitudes and 
state vectors, eigenvalue problems, and the operator formulation 
of  quantum mechanics.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.pHyS213
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.elliS,.Fred.m .—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS215 Special Relativity
this calculus-based half-credit, half-semester introduction to 
einstein’s theory of  special relativity promotes both a qualitative 
understanding of  the subject and a quantitative problem-solving 
approach.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.elliS,.Fred.m .—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS217 Chaos
this calculus-based course provides an introduction to the physics 
of  chaos. Chaos is everywhere, in economics, biology, political 
science, chemistry, and physics.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.elliS,.Fred.m .—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS219 Introduction to General Relativity
this course introduces students to einstein’s general relativity.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.pHyS215.

PHyS313 Classical Dynamics
this course will present classical dynamics, with emphasis on one- 
and two-particle systems of  continued importance in physics and 
astrophysics. lagrangian and Hamiltonian methods and nonlinear 
dynamics are among the topics that will be discussed.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00— IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHyS513
pREREQ:.(pHyS213 and matH221 and matH222 and matH122)
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Blümel,.reinHold—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS315 Quantum Mechanics II
this course will begin with the development of  the formalism of  
quantum mechanics in three dimensions to include spin and an-
gular momentum. the quantum theory of  identical particles will 
be developed and applied to multi-electron atoms. the remainder 
of  the course will explore approximation methods for applying 
quantum mechanics to more complex systems.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.(pHyS214 and matH221)
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHyS515— Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.HüWel,.lutz—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS316 Thermal and Statistical Physics
an introductory course in classical thermodynamics, statistical me-
chanics, and kinetic theory. focus areas will include phase transi-
tions, critical phenomena, and statistical properties of  fermions 
and bosons.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.pHyS214—IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHyS516
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.otHon,.cHriStina.marie—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS324 Electricity and Magnetism
the principles of  electricity and magnetism will be studied. the 
point form of  Maxwell’s equations will be developed.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.(pHyS116 and matH222)—IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHyS524
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SteWart,.Brian.a .—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS325 Radiation and Optics
applications of  Maxwell’s equations to radiation theory, electron 
theory, and physical optics are made.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.[pHyS324 or pHyS524]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHyS525.

PHyS340 Computational Physics: Algorithms and Clusters
the aim of  this course is to introduce students to both numerical 
techniques and the computer hardware and software used in mod-

ern computational physics. in the first part of  the course, we will 
learn how to work with computers running the linux operating 
system and how they can be linked together to make a Beowulf  
cluster. the majority of  material in the course will focus on the 
most important numerical techniques that we will implement in 
weekly exercises. a functional knowledge of  linux/Unix is pre-
ferred but not required. this course is also a part of  the Certificate 
in informatics and Modeling program.
cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.(matH222 and pHyS213)
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Starr,.FranciS.W .—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS342 Experimental Optics
an experimental course in optics, including lenses, lens com-
binations, interference and diffraction, interferometry, and 
spectrometry.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.(pHyS116 and pHyS213)
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHyS542
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.otHon,.cHriStina.marie—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS345 Electronics Lab
this laboratory course will cover the fundamentals of  analog and 

digital electronics: passive dC and aC circuits, linear transistor and 

integrated circuits, and digital integrated circuits. the format will 
be one weekly three-hour laboratory session.
cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.pHyS112.or.pHyS116.or.[pHyS324.or.pHyS524]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHyS545
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.VotH,.greg.a .—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS347 Digital Electronics
this laboratory course covers combinational and sequential logic, 
analog-digital conversion, and the use of  microprocessors. six 
hours of  laboratory per week are required for half  the semester.
cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.pHyS112.or.pHyS116.or.[pHyS324.or.pHyS524]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHyS547.

PHyS356 Atoms and Molecules
fundamental properties of  one- and many-electron atoms and 
small molecules will be discussed.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.[pHyS315 or pHyS515]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHyS556.

PHyS358 Condensed Matter
this course is an introduction to condensed-matter physics with 
emphasis on fundamental properties of  solids. We will explore 
crystal structure, phonons and electrons in solids as a basis for 
understanding the thermal, electronic, and magnetic properties of  
materials. in addition to lectures and problem sets, there will be 
several numerical experiments in which computer simulation and 
visualization tools will be used to explore microscopic properties 
of  materials.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none—IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHyS558
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.VotH,.greg.a .—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS395 Structural Biology Laboratory
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mB&B395.

PHyS500 Graduate Pedagogy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol500.

PHyS505 Condensed Matter Physics Seminar I
Presentations and discussions of  material at the forefront of  the 
discipline emphasizing emerging novel physics topics.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.VotH,.greg.a .—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS506 Condensed Matter Physics Seminar II
Presentation and discussion of  material at the forefront of  the 
discipline emphasizing emerging novel physics topics.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.elliS,.Fred.m .—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS507 Atomic and Molecular Physics Seminar I
Presentations and discussions of  material at the forefront of  the 
discipline emphasizing current research at Wesleyan.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.SteWart,.Brian.a .—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS508 Atomic and Molecular Physics Seminar II
Presentations and discussions of  material at the forefront of  the 
discipline emphasizing current research at Wesleyan.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
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Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.HüWel,.lutz—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS509 Theoretical Physics Seminar I
Presentations and  discussions of  material at the forefront of  the 
discipline emphasizing emerging, novel physics topics.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.([pHyS313.or.pHyS513] and pHyS214 and [pHyS315.or.

pHyS515] and [pHyS316.or.pHyS516])
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.KottoS,.tSampiKoS—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS510 Theoretical Physics Seminar II
Presentations and discussions of  material at the forefront of  the 
discipline, emphasizing emerging, novel physic topics.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.([pHyS315.or.pHyS515] and [pHyS324.or.pHyS524] and 

[pHyS316.or.pHyS516])
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Starr,.FranciS.W .—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS513 Classical Dynamics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHyS313.

PHyS515 Quantum Mechanics II
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHyS315.

PHyS516 Thermal and Statistical Physics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHyS316.

PHyS521 Physics Colloquium I
Presentations by outside experts and discussion of  material at the 
forefront of  the discipline emphasizing emerging, novel physics 
topics.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Blümel,.reinHold—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS522 Physics Colloquium II
Presentations by outside experts and discussion of  material at the 
forefront of  the discipline emphasizing emerging, novel physics 
topics.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.([pHyS315.or.pHyS515] and [pHyS313.or.pHyS513])
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SteWart,.Brian.a .—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS524 Electricity and Magnetism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHyS324.

PHyS525 Radiation and Optics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHyS325.

PHyS542 Experimental Optics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHyS342.

PHyS545 Electronics Lab
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHyS345.

PHyS547 Digital Electronics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHyS347.

PHyS556 Atoms and Molecules
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHyS356.

PHyS558 Condensed Matter
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHyS358.

PHyS563 Analytical Mechanics
advanced classical mechanics and mathematical physics, descrip-
tion of  multidimensional motion, vibrations, perturbation theory, 
and chaos.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.(pHyS213 and pHyS217 and [pHyS313 or 

pHyS513] and [pHyS316 or pHyS516]).

PHyS565 Mathematical Physics
Much of  mathematical physics has grown from the need to solve 
ordinary and partial differential equations. the course will empha-
size certain techniques that are employed for this purpose, includ-
ing complex analysis and fourier and laplace transforms. We will 
also introduce the notion of  Green’s function and apply them for 
the solution of  differential equations.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.matH222 and (matH221 or matH223)
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.VotH,.greg.a .—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS566 Electrodynamics
Boundary value problems, Green’s functions, multipoles, fields 
in dielectric and magnetic media, electromagnetic radiation, and 
wave guides.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

PHyS567 Statistical Mechanics
this course will develop important concepts in statistical phys-
ics by examining several applications in detail. the areas covered 
will include the classical and quantum gases, critical behavior and 
phase transitions, and elementary transport phenomena.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.[pHyS316 or pHyS516].

PHyS568 Quantum Mechanics
this course will develop advanced aspects of  theory and applica-
tion of  quantum mechanics.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.[pHyS315 or pHyS515]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.HüWel,.lutz—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS571 Advanced Topics in Atomic and Molecular Physics
discussion of  aspects of  atomic and molecular structure and dy-
namics with application to current research topics.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.none.

PHyS572 Advanced Topics in Atomic and Molecular Physics
the course will treat advanced topics in structure, spectroscopy, 
and dynamics of  atoms and molecules.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.0 .50. —pREREQ:.none.

PHyS573 Advanced Topics in Condensed Matter
the course will treat advanced topics in condensed-matter 
physics with emphasis on current research problems within the 
department.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .50—
pREREQ:.([pHyS358 or pHyS558] and [pHyS315 or pHyS515])
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.otHon,.cHriStina.marie—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS574 Advanced Topics in Atomic, Molecular, and Optical 
Physics
the course will treat advanced topics in condensed-matter 
physics with emphasis on current research problems within the 
department.
cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.none.

PHyS575 Advanced Topics in Theoretical Physics
this introduction to quantum computing formulates physical 
models that provide the basis for understanding how our world 
works at its most fundamental level.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.(pHyS214 and [pHyS315 or pHyS515]).

PHyS576 Advanced Topics in Theory
this graduate course will present advanced topics in theory of  
relevance for current research in the department.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Starr,.FranciS.W .—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS577 Lab Pedagogy
Course taken by graduate students teaching PHyS121
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none.

PHyS578 Lab Pedagogy
Course taken by graduate students teaching PHyS122
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.0 .50. —pREREQ:.none.

PHyS587 Seminar in Chemical Physics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem547.

PHyS588 Seminar in Chemical Physics
Weekly seminars presented jointly with the Chemistry department 
under the auspices of  the Chemical Physics Program. these in-
formal seminars will be presented by students, faculty, and outside 
visitors on current research and other topics of  interest.
cREDIT:.0 .25—pREREQ:.none—IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHem548
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.HüWel,.lutz—SEcT.:.01.

PHyS401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

PHyS409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

PHyS411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

PHyS465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

PHyS467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

PHyS501/502 Individual Tutorial, Graduate
gRADINg:.opt

PHyS503/504 Selected Topics, Graduate Science
gRADINg:.opt

PHyS589/590 Advanced Research, BA/MA
gRADINg:.a–F

PHyS591/592 Advanced Research, Graduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Psychology
 PROFESSORS: lisa dierker,	Chair; Jill G. Morawski; scott Plous; John G. seamon; robert s. steele; 

ruth striegel-Moore

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR: andrea l. Patalano

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS: Hilary Barth; Barbara Juhasz; Matthew Kurtz; Patricia rodriguez Mosquera; 
Charles sanislow; anna shusterman; steven stemler

 ADJUnCT PROFESSOR:  Philippa Coughlan,	Director,	Office	of 	Behavioral	Health	for	Students

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: scott Plows; Charles sanislow

Undergraduate Program
the Psychology department offers introductory courses to provide a general overview of  the entire field. statistics and research methods 
courses familiarize students with research tools and techniques. the breadth requirement courses assure that students take an array of  
medium-level courses that provide an intensive exposure to the theories, practices, and results associated with important investigative areas. 

starting with the class of  2013, three new components have been added to the psychology major: (1) a cultural immersion 
experience in a culture other than one’s own, (2) a foreign language requirement, and (3) satisfaction of  stage 2 general education 
requirements. additionally, the number of  transfer courses that can be counted toward the major has been increased so that students 
are able to fulfill major course requirements while abroad. all of  these are explained below in more detail.

Admission. Prospective majors are required to earn a B or better in two psychology courses taken at Wesleyan and declare psychology 
as their major not later than first week of  classes in their junior year. (transfer students are exempted from the requirement that the 
psychology courses have to have been taken at Wesleyan.) starting with the class of  2013, satisfaction of  the stage 1 general education 
expectation is required for admission to the major. Please refer to the department’s Web site (www.wesleyan.edu/psyc/ugrad/psychman.
pdf ) for more detail.

Major requirements. ten psychology credits are required to fulfill the major. nine of  the 10 credits needed for the major must be 
graded. (introductory and statistic courses must be taken graded.) starting with the class of  2013, an additional 2 foreign language 
credits and completion of  stage 2 general education expectation are also required.

Introductory psychology. these courses provide a broad overview of  psychology. either Psychological science (PSyC101) or 
foundations of  Contemporary Psychology (PSyC105) is required. an aP course plus a breadth requirement course will also fulfill the 
introductory requirement.

Psychological statistics. these courses provide an introduction to data analysis in psychology. either statistics: an activity-Based 
approach (PSyC200), Psychological statistics (PSyC201), or applied data analysis (QAC201) is required. alternatively, this requirement can 
be fulfilled with one of  the following approved courses from outside the department: MATH132, MATH232, ECOn300, SOC256/GOvT366, 
or BIOL320/E&ES320.

Research methods. these courses provide specific skills with which to evaluate and perform research. one course in methods of  
research is required. these courses are numbered PSyC202-219. alternatively, this requirement can be fulfilled by taking one of  the 
advanced research courses (PSyC380-399), but seats are more limited in these advanced courses.

Breadth requirement. students must choose a minimum of  one course from each of  the three columns:
cOLuMN 1
PSyC220 Cognitive Psychology  
PSyC221 Human Memory 
PSyC222 sensation and Perception
PSyC 223 Psycholinguistics
PSyC225 Cognitive neuroscience
PSyC228 Clinical neuropsychology
PSyC240 Behavioral neurobiology

cOLuMN 2
PSyC230 developmental Psychology
PSyC233 adolescent Psychology
PSyC245 Psychological Measurement
PSyC251 Psychopathology
PSyC259 discovering the Person
PSyC 271 life-span development

cOLuMN 3
PSyC260 social Psychology
PSyC261 Cultural Psychology
PSyC263 exploring social Psychology
PSyC 265 Culture in Psychology: 
an introduction to theory and research
PSyC277 Psychology and the law
PSyC290 Psychology of  Gender

Specialized. these courses (PSyC300-398) aim to ensure that students study at least one subfield of  psychology in-depth. a student must 
take one specialized course that deepens the knowledge she or he gained in a breadth requirement course. 

Electives. any other courses, tutorials, or teaching apprenticeships offered by the department, or any courses approved by the chair, 
may also be counted toward completion of  the requirements. 

Foreign language requirement (starting with Class of 2013). learning a language other than one’s own enhances an understand-
ing of  and engagement with persons from cultures not one’s own. Psychology majors are required to work toward achieving language 
proficiency in a second language. specifically, two semesters of  intermediate level (or, if  the student chooses an “uncommonly taught 
language,” two semesters at any of  the levels) of  language study in a language of  the student’s choice are required for completion of  the 
major. students for whom english is a second language or students who can demonstrate mastery of  a foreign language at the intermediate 
level (by language placement test) may opt out of  the language requirement. 

Cultural immersion experience (starting with Class of 2013). direct interaction with other cultures through study abroad facilitates an 
understanding of  cultures not one’s own and of  global issues. Psychology majors need to spend at least one semester engaged in a cultural 
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immersion experience. study abroad automatically fulfills the requirement. students may petition to fulfill the requirement with a cultural 
immersion experience within the United states, with a summer program, or with other equivalent experience. 

Honors thesis in psychology. By the beginning of  their spring semester junior year, psychology majors who have earned at least a B+ 
average in all psychology courses and who have earned at least a B average in all nonpsychology courses may pursue honors in psychology 
by writing a thesis. Honors will be awarded only if  both readers evaluate the thesis worthy of  honors. 

High honors thesis in psychology. in addition to the above, psychology majors must also have met the University’s general education 
requirements to pursue high honors in psychology by writing a thesis. High honors will be awarded only if  both readers evaluate the 
thesis as truly exceptional, i.e., worthy of  high honors.

to evaluate eligibility, grades are needed for all courses, including transfer courses. Please refer to the department’s web site (www.
wesleyan.edu/psyc/ugrad/gpa.html) for the formula to calculate GPas.

Transfer credits. students may transfer up to three psychology credits from other departments or institutions (including aP Psychology) 
or, if  from study abroad, three psychology credits plus one credit from within the United states. these courses must be approved by the 
chair. even though a transfer credit may have been approved toward a university credit, it must also be specifically approved toward the 
psychology major. transfer credits cannot be counted toward admission to the program unless you are a transfer student.

Teaching apprentice credits. no more than two teaching apprentice credits can be counted toward the major.

Tutorial credits. no more than four tutorial credits can be counted toward the major, or six including the senior thesis tutorials. 

Advanced Placement credit. students who receive a score of  5 or 4 and complete a full-credit breadth requirement course may receive 
1.00 credit. this credit may fulfill the introductory requirement. an aP credit may not be counted toward admission to the major. an aP 
credit will count as a transfer credit as well as the nongraded course (refer to the section Major requirements).

Concentration in cognitive science. interested students have the opportunity to specialize in cognitive science within the major. 
to earn recognition for this specialization, the following conditions must be met. first, three of  the following courses must be in-
cluded among breadth requirements and electives: Cognitive Psychology (PSyC220), sensation and Perception (PSyC222), developmental 
Psychology (PSyC230), Cognitive neuroscience (PSyC225), Behavioral neurobiology (PSyC240), and Psycholinguistics (PSyC223). second, 
the specialized course requirement should build on at least one of  these three courses. third, two additional courses are required from 
outside the department that are closely related to cognitive science (see Psychology department for list of  approved courses). fourth, a 
semester-long research tutorial must be completed in an area of  cognitive science (the research tutor must approve the tutorial for this 
purpose prior to its commencement). fifth, students are expected to enroll in a yearlong (1 credit per year) Cognitive science Capstone 
seminar (PSyC345). in light of  these requirements, students undertaking this concentration have the option to petition to be exempted 
from the major’s new cultural immersion requirement. 

BA/MA degree program. the Psychology department offers the Ba/Ma degree program. it is available only to Wesleyan students 
in their junior year. Please contact the department or visit the office of  Graduate student services’ web site, www.wesleyan.edu/grad.

PSyC104 Understanding Prejudice and Discrimination
this first-year initiative seminar will involve a psychological anal-
ysis of  different forms of  prejudice and discrimination, including 
racism, sexism, anti-semitism, homophobia, and less recognized 
forms of  bias, such as the exploitation and domination of  indig-
enous peoples, animals, and the natural environment. during the 
first part of  the term, students will read about and discuss specific 
forms of  prejudice and discrimination. in the second half  of  the 
course, they will write a final paper and present a brief  “address to 
humanity” on a prejudice-related topic.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

PSyC105 Foundations of Contemporary Psychology
this course will include an introductory-level presentation of  
ideas and research findings in the major areas of  psychology. it 
will serve as both preparation for upper-level courses in psychol-
ogy and as a valuable contribution to students’ liberal arts educa-
tion. this course will help to discover what psychology is and 
what psychologists do. not only will students learn the basic 
content of  psychology, but the course should help them to think 
critically about such everyday issues as: in what ways are we like 
other humans, and how do we differ? What do babies perceive 
and think? Why do we dream? Content areas include history of  
psychology, methods of  psychological research, biological basis 
of  human behavior, motivation and emotions, learning and mem-
ory, sensation and perception, cognitive and social development, 
personality, intelligence, and psychopathology.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Stemler,.SteVen.e .—SEcT.:.01.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.carney,.SaraH.KriStin—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC110 Issues in Contemporary Psychology: What Makes 
Us Human?
this seminar-style course serves as an intensive introduction to 
psychology as an empirical science. as a group, we will read and 
discuss primary journal articles, focusing on the questions: What 
makes us human? What is it about us that make us who we are? 
We will explore psychological research on three possible answers 
to this question: symbols, culture, and morality. in our journey 
through possible answers to this question, we will study multiple 
areas of  psychology, looking at brains, individuals, and groups. 
individually, students will select a research question of  their own 
choosing and work steadily on a review of  the relevant psycho-
logical literature.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

PSyC111 Myth, Magic, and Movies
We will examine how the mythic is made and what purposes myth 
and magic serve in modern culture. Guided by classic psychoana-
lytic ideas, we will seek to understand both the conscious and un-
conscious power of  myths. the seven volumes in J. K. rowling’s 
Harry	Potter series will be the core texts for the course, and we 
will explore how these texts were transformed by the six Potter 
movies.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Steele,.roBert.S .—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC131 Service-learning Clinical Experience at CT Valley 
Hospital
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol131.

PSyC200 Statistics: An Activity-Based Approach
this course will introduce the concepts and methods used in the 
analysis of  quantitative data in the behavioral and life sciences. 
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the approach will emphasize activity-based learning. lectures 
will be used for the initial presentation and wrap-up of  topics, 
but most class time will be devoted to activities in which students 
perform analyses. the topics covered will include descriptive 
statistics, sampling distributions, estimation, hypothesis testing, 
analysis of  variance, and regression. students who are considering 
psychology or neuroscience and behavior as a major must take this 
course graded. all sections of  this course will satisfy the statistics 
requirement for the psychology major and the methodological re-
quirement for the neuroscience and behavior major.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.patalano,.andrea.l .—SEcT.:.01.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Kurtz,.mattHeW.m .—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC202 Qualitative Research Methods in Psychology
students in the course will learn about the topic of  qualitative re-
search methods through the process of  designing and conducting 
an interview study. students will work together in small groups 
and be introduced to other methods of  collecting qualitative data 
throughout the term, but the focus of  this course is on semistruc-
tured interviewing. students gain firsthand experience with entry 
issues, data collection, and analysis (e.g., thick description, theme 
interpretation, and grounded theory), and writing up ethnograph-
ic research. throughout the course we will discuss the theoretical 
paradigms and tensions regarding the role of  qualitative methods 
in the field of  psychology.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.pSyc101 or pSyc105—IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt241 or FgSS203].

PSyC204 Methods of Interpretation
Projects incorporating issues of  race, gender, and class will be the 
focus of  this methods course. feminist, phenomenological, expe-
riential, textual, and ecological methods of  interpreting gender, 
race, and class in multimedia formats will be explored.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.pSyc261
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Steele,.roBert.S .—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC205 Introduction to Cultural Phenomenology
Phenomenology is the study of  situatedness. We will explore how 
we are situated in culture and how enduring inequalities (gender, 
race, and class) determine our positions.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

PSyC206 Research Methods in Cognitive Development and 
Education
this course introduces students to translational research in psy-
chology: research that draws on psychological science to inform 
practice. the course is built around a central case study, the ac-
quisition of  numerical concepts in deaf  children. We will cover 
existing research on cognitive and language development, deaf  
education, and teaching strategies as a means to learn about re-
search methods and practices in these areas.
 the service-learning component of  the course, in which 
students will spend two hours per week in a preschool, pro-
vides a hands-on opportunity to interact with preschool children 
and learn firsthand about their learning environment and styles. 
although the service-learning component will generally entail 
work in hearing preschools, opportunities will be available for ob-
servation and volunteering in schools for deaf  children. 
 this year (2010–11), students will complete a final project 
of  creating a single mathematics activity for a deaf  preschool, 
drawing on research and on models of  curricular design. (in sub-
sequent years, students will pilot test and refine these activities at 
an actual school.)
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .25—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS
pREREQ:.pSyc101 or pSyc105 or pSyc110 or lang190
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.SHuSterman,.anna—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC207 Research Methods in Developmental Psychology: 
General
the goal of  this course is to introduce students to basic research 
strategies and methods, with a focus on quantitative methods in 

developmental psychology. Course materials will focus on the con-
ceptual, design, and analytic issues to research across development. 
this course is designed to provide students with the knowledge, 
skills, and understanding to both conduct and evaluate research. 
in the service of  these goals, students will participate in lectures, 
readings, and discussion as well as hands-on research experience.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.pSyc105 or pSyc110
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.BartH,.Hilary.c .—SEcT.:.01.
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.ScHug,.mariaH.gaBrielle—SEcT.:.02.

PSyC208 Research Methods on Emotion
this course will focus on methods and techniques to study emo-
tions in their social context, including emotional narratives, in-
terviews, experiments with emotional stimuli (e.g., mood induc-
tion), surveys, and daily diaries. We will study which methods and 
techniques are best suited to study different positive and negative 
emotions. the course will give special attention to ethical issues 
in emotion research.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.pSyc200 or [pSyc265 or nS&B265]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.rodriguez.moSQuera,.patricia.maria—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC211 Research Methods in Clinical Psychology
this course will introduce various concepts and strategies relevant 
for empirical research of  clinical phenomena. Particular emphasis 
will be placed on structured clinical interviews and questionnaires. 
as part of  the course, students will develop their own research 
projects based on available psychiatric data and conduct them un-
der the supervision of  the instructor.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.(pSyc101 and pSyc200) or (pSyc101 and pSyc201) or (pSyc105 and 

pSyc200) or (pSyc105 and pSyc201).

PSyC213 Research Methods in Social Psychology
the course examines research methods and techniques used in 
social psychology, including observation and experimentation, as 
well as correlational, archival, discourse, and interview techniques. 
each method is analyzed in terms of  underlying theory assump-
tions and practical implications. the course emphasizes ethical 
reasoning throughout the design, conduct, and reporting of  re-
search. students are expected to undertake a research project.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.pSyc101 or pSyc105
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.carney,.SaraH.KriStin—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC217 Research Methods and Design in the Behavioral 
Sciences
this course will provide students with an overview of  the scien-
tific methods used in the behavioral sciences, with an emphasis on 
design and analysis. the course combines lecture and discussion 
to critically evaluate basic and applied research. students will also 
design and implement an observational study, collect and analyze 
data, and report the results of  their study using guidelines set 
forth by the american Psychological association.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none.

PSyC220 Cognitive Psychology
this course offers a broad introduction to scientific theory and 
research in the study of  human mental processes. topics include 
perception, attention, memory, language, decision making, and 
reasoning. the course draws on both behavioral and cognitive 
neuroscience approaches, and emphasizes the relationship be-
tween mind and brain. Class activities include lectures, short dis-
cussions, and demonstrations. the course is intended for prospec-
tive psychology majors (Column 1 breadth course), neuroscience 
and behavior majors (advanced course), and students with related 
interests (e.g., artificial intelligence, philosophy of  mind).
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.pSyc105 or [nS&B213 or Biol213 or pSyc240]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.nS&B220
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.munro,.mileS.natHan—SEcT.:.02.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.patalano,.andrea.l .—SEcT.:.01.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.patalano,.andrea.l .—SEcT.:.01.
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PSyC221 Human Memory
this course is designed to provide students with an in-depth over-
view of  the different human memory systems revealed by empiri-
cal research in the fields of  cognitive psychology and cognitive 
neuroscience. the different systems include procedural memory, 
working memory, perceptual memory, semantic memory, and epi-
sodic memory. in this course, students read the primary literature 
in the field and make oral presentations of  relevant journal articles 
in weekly class meetings.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.pSyc105 or [pSyc220 or nS&B220] or [nS&B213 or Biol213 or pSyc240] 

or [pSyc222 or nS&B222]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.nS&B221
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Seamon,.JoHn.g .—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC222 Sensation and Perception
this course explores our perceptual systems and how they create 
and shape our experience of  the world around us. We will consid-
er the neurophysiology of  perceptual systems as well as psycho-
logical approaches to the study of  perception, covering all of  the 
human senses with a special emphasis on vision. Class demonstra-
tions will introduce students to interesting perceptual phenomena.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.pSyc105 or [nS&B213 or Biol213 or pSyc240]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.nS&B222
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.munro,.mileS.natHan—SEcT.:.01.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.BartH,.Hilary.c .—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC223 Psycholinguistics
How do our minds create the capacity for human language? What 
are the components of  human language? How do we study them 
using the tools of  experimental psychology? this course offers a 
broad introduction to the central empirical and theoretical foun-
dations in the study of  language. topics covered include pho-
nology, orthography, morphology, syntax, sentence processing, 
semantics, discourse, metaphor, acquired and congenital language 
disorders, language and the brain, language acquisition, bilingual-
ism, and the effects of  language on thought.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

PSyC225 Cognitive Neuroscience
Cognitive neuroscience is an emerging discipline that uses a broad 
range of  techniques, including behavioral and brain-imaging 
methods, to investigate the relations between cognitive processes 
and neural systems. the course will introduce methods and ap-
proaches in cognitive neuroscience and go on to cover visual ob-
ject recognition, spatial processing, attention, and other higher-
level cognitive functions. students will become familiar with cur-
rent debates and active research in the field through discussion of  
research articles from the primary literature.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.pSyc101 or pSyc105
IDENTIcAL WITh:.nS&B225.

PSyC228 Clinical Neuropsychology
this introductory course will examine the relationship between 
brain functioning and cognition, behavior and emotion through 
the study of  human brain disorders. the course will begin with a 
brief  overview of  basic human regional neuroanatomy, followed 
by an exploration of  neuropsychological assessment and interven-
tion (its history, rationale, goals, and procedures). these topics will 
provide a foundation for the discussion of  more specific topics in 
neuropsychology (e.g., traumatic brain injury, dementia, psychiatric 
disorders, cerebrovascular disorders, seizure disorders, learning dis-
abilities, autism, etc.) and the role that neuropsychologists play in 
the evaluation and treatment of  individuals with these disorders.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.[nS&B213 or Biol213 or pSyc240]—IDENTIcAL WITh:.nS&B228.

PSyC230 Developmental Psychology
this course is an introduction to human behavior and psycho-
logical development focusing on infancy and childhood. We will 

examine theory and research pertaining to physical, social, and 
cognitive development, with emphasis on cognitive development.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.pSyc101 or pSyc105 or pSyc110
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.ScHug,.mariaH.gaBrielle—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC233 Adolescent Psychology
adolescence is marked by major changes in youths’ physical, cog-
nitive, emotional, and social development. this course examines 
these changes, taking an applied perspective to examine theory 
and current research.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

PSyC235 Health Psychology
this course will introduce the major theories of  health behavior 
(e.g., health belief  model, transtheoretical model, theory of  rea-
soned action/planned behavior, social learning theory, and public 
health models). the course will also cover the influence and ap-
plication of  these theories to current efforts to promote change 
in specific health behaviors, including substance use and abuse; 
cigarette smoking; exercise, diet, and other health-related behav-
iors and disorders. students will develop a working knowledge 
of  the history, major research theories, and constructs and will be 
exposed to a variety of  practical applications within the field of  
health psychology.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.pSyc101 or pSyc105.

PSyC240 Behavioral Neurobiology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.nS&B213.

PSyC245 Psychological Measurement
this course will discuss various approaches to the measurement 
of  psychological constructs such as intelligence and personality. 
topics covered will include ability tests (e.g., iQ tests), achieve-
ment tests (e.g., classroom assessments), and diagnostic clini-
cal assessments (e.g., the draw-a-person test). the strengths and 
weaknesses associated with different methods of  measurement 
(e.g., self-report vs. performance measures) will also be discussed. 
special attention will be given to the criteria used to critically 
evaluate the psychometric quality of  measurement instruments. 
students will learn the steps necessary to develop psychometri-
cally sound, practically useful, and legally defensible tests.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Stemler,.SteVen.e .—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC251 Psychopathology
this course is designed to explore what we know and what we 
don’t know about psychopathology. Historical and contemporary 
views will be examined in such a way to promote the consider-
ation of  potential approaches for the future. all conceptualizations 
will be theoretically and empirically grounded, and problems with 
diagnosing “abnormal” behavior will be considered.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.pSyc105
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.SaniSloW,.cHarleS.andreW—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC259 Discovering the Person
this course surveys major developments in psychology and psy-
chiatry from 1860 to 1980. through readings and lectures, the 
course introduces the major schools, theories, and systems in the 
american “psy” sciences. We examine the kinds of  persons who 
were “discovered,” the techniques of  discovery, the extensions of  
psychological ideas to institutions and policy formulations, and 
the consequences of  these discoveries for public as well as private 
life. We examine characteristics of  the new persons who were lo-
cated, catalogued, and explained by these sciences including irra-
tionality, sexuality, cognitive powers (and fallibilities), personality 
types, emotional processes, neurotic behaviors, intelligence, addic-
tive tendencies, and a receding if  not nonexistent will. attention is 
given, too, to the scientific grounds for investigating persons (from 
realist to dynamic nominalist and social constructionist), the evi-
dence sought in the century-long process of  finding and naming 
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psychological kinds, and the modes of  producing this knowledge 
(aggregate methods, case study, and theories). readings include 
primary source documents, histories of  the disciplines, and philo-
sophical analyses.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.pSyc105
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt259 or SiSp259]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.moraWSKi,.Jill.g .—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC260 Social Psychology
How does prejudice develop, and how can it be reduced? What 
leads us to become attracted to one person rather than another? 
Can psychology help avert climate change, and if  so, how? this 
course offers an overview of  classic and contemporary social 
psychology, covering topics such as stereotyping, romantic at-
traction, conformity, obedience, and conflict resolution. lectures 
focus largely on the results of  research and are supplemented with 
dvds, class demonstrations, readings, and assignments intended 
to explore psychology in daily life.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.plouS,.Scott.l .—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC261 Cultural Psychology
through essays, novels, videos, and film, we will explore the in-
tersection of  culture, ideology, and psychology. We will examine 
how gender, ethnicity, and class are interwoven in the social fabric 
and individual identity. employing feminist, psychoanalytic, and 
deconstructive interpretive methods, we will try to decipher the 
many ways we inscribe ourselves in culture.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Steele,.roBert.S .—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC262 Cultural Psychology Discussion
We will talk with each other about race/ethnicity, gender/sexual-
ity, and social class.
cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

PSyC263 Exploring Social Psychology
this course introduces students to the theories, methods, findings, 
and problems encountered in the study of  people as social be-
ings. emphasis will be placed on discussion of  experimental and 
correlational research, conducted both in the laboratory and in 
the field. through lectures and discussions students will become 
familiar with content areas in social psychology, such as attitudes 
and social cognition, conformity and obedience to authority, so-
cial conflict and aggression, stereotypes and prejudice, and appli-
cations of  social psychology.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.pSyc101 or pSyc105.

PSyC265 Culture in Psychology: An Introduction to Theory 
and Research
Culture is central to the study of  mind and behavior. this course 
will provide students with an introduction to theory and research 
on culture in psychology. We will discuss what culture is, the 
methods that psychologists use to study culture, and how much 
of  our behavior is universal or culture-specific. We will explore 
how culture influences how we think, feel, and behave. studies 
and examples from cultures around the world (e.g., africa, latin 
america, and north america) will be presented.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.pSyc105
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.rodriguez.moSQuera,.patricia.maria—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC266 Community Psychology
this course serves as an introduction to community psychology, a 
discipline that blends elements of  sociology, anthropology, social 
psychology, clinical psychology, developmental psychology, and 
urban planning (to name a few). Class topics include levels of  
analysis, ecologies, prevention and intervention, feminism, and 
community psychology, empowerment, self-help, sense of  com-
munity, coalition building, and social justice and action.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.litoVicH,.marianna.leonor—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC268 Organizational Psychology
the course is designed to expose students to key theory and re-
search in organizational psychology and the application of  key 
concepts to real-world settings. individual, group, and organiza-
tionwide perspectives will be considered. topics considered are 
individual differences, motivation, attitudes, leadership, groups 
and teams, and organizational climate and culture. Course objec-
tives include becoming familiar with topic areas and methods used 
in organizational psychology; understanding major concepts and 
theories; applying concepts and theory to real-world situations; 
and evaluating and developing solutions to organizational prob-
lems by integrating key concepts and theory.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.pSyc101 or pSyc105.

PSyC271 Life-Span Development
this course summarizes classic and current theory and research 
on human development, highlighting the life-span perspective on 
development and the interacting contributions of  biology and en-
vironment. Commonalities and differences among ethnic groups 
and cultures are considered, as are the broader social contexts 
within which individuals develop. implications for educational 
practices and social policy are also discussed.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm
pREREQ:.pSyc105 or pSyc101.

PSyC272 Childhood Psychopathology
this course provides an overview of  the various mental distur-
bances in childhood, including attention deficit disorder, conduct 
disorder, autism, anxiety, substance-use disorders, and depression. 
the contributions of  psychological, biological, family, and socio-
cultural factors to the development of  childhood psychopathol-
ogy will be discussed. recent research in the areas of  assessment 
and diagnosis, prevention, and treatment will be presented.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

PSyC277 Psychology and the Law
this course will offer an introduction to the range of  topics that 
are of  concern both to psychologists and to members of  the legal 
profession. We will investigate how psychologists may enter the 
legal arena as social scientists, consultants, and expert witnesses, 
as well as how the theory, data, and methods of  the social sci-
ences can enhance and contribute to our understanding of  the 
judicial system. We will focus on what social psychology can offer 
the legal system in terms of  its research and expertise with an 
examination of  the state of  the social science research on topics 
such as juries and decision making, eyewitness testimony, mental 
illness, the nature of  voluntary confession, competency/insanity, 
child testimony, repressed memory, and sentencing guidelines. in 
addition, this course will look at the new and exciting ways legal 
scholars and psychologists/social scientists are now collaborating 
on research that looks at topics such as the role of  education in 
prison, cultural definitions of  responsibility, media accounts and 
social representations of  crime and criminals, death penalty miti-
gation, and gender/race discrimination within the criminal justice 
system. this course will introduce students to this field, especially 
to the growing body of  applied and theoretical work and resourc-
es available for study and review. students will be encouraged to 
explore the connections between issues of  social science and the 
law, translating legal issues into social scientific research questions 
that can then be examined more closely in the literature.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.pSyc101 or pSyc105
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.carney,.SaraH.KriStin—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC280 Applied Data Analysis
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Qac201.
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PSyC290 The Psychology of Gender
this course will examine gender as a construct with biological, 
social, and psychological dimensions. theories of  gender and 
gender differences will be reviewed and critiqued. We will also 
take an empirical look at gender differences across a variety of  
psychological and social phenomena and look at varying ways in 
which gender can be conceptualized and measured for the pur-
pose of  psychological inquiry. a major focus of  the course will 
be on diverse experiences of  gender identity, our ever-expanding 
terminology of  gender (e.g., “gender queer”), and the pyschologi-
cal and social implications of  those identities.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS290
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.litoVicH,.marianna.leonor—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC295 Cultures and Histories of the Mind
from the invention of  psychoanalysis and the creation of  experi-
mental psychology as a scientific discipline to recent developments 
in evolutionary psychology, psychopharmacology, and cognitive 
neuroscience, the sciences of  mind have given us a variety of  
ways to understand ourselves, other people, and human nature. 
these ways of  thinking about mind have been powerful tools for 
classifying people and for understanding the differences between 
them. We have come to use the sciences of  mind to understand, 
explain, measure, and manage intelligence, merit, illness, and devi-
ance. this course examines how the mind sciences have developed 
their conceptual frameworks and methodological tools, how they 
consolidated as disciplines, and how they have drawn inspiration 
from and contributed to cultures in which they formed.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.pSyc101 or pSyc105.

PSyC298 World History: A Psychohistory of the Modern 
World
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt251.

PSyC307 Applied Quantitative Methods in Survey Research
this hands-on seminar provides advanced and applied experience 
in survey research. students will have the opportunity to develop 
skills in conducting an in-depth literature review; evaluating the 
content of  scientific literature; generating testable hypotheses that 
add substantially to their chosen area of  psychological research; 
locating and gaining access to publicly available data; preparing 
data for analysis; selecting and conducting descriptive and infer-
ential analyses that address their chosen hypotheses; presenting 
research findings; and evaluating implications. students will also 
learn computer software packages utilized throughout the research 
process including sas, endnote, and PowerPoint.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm.
pREREQ:.(pSyc101 and pSyc201) or (pSyc105 and pSyc201).

PSyC310 Discovering the Person: History of the 
Psychological Sciences
this course surveys major developments in psychology and psy-
chiatry from 1880–1980 with the aim of  deciphering the kinds 
of  persons who were “discovered,” the techniques of  discovery, 
and the consequences of  these discoveries for public as well as pri-
vate life. We examine characteristics of  the new persons who were 
located, catalogued, and explained by these sciences including ir-
rationality, sexuality, cognitive powers and fallibilities, emotional 
processes, neurotic behaviors, intelligence, addictive tendencies, 
and a receding if  not nonexistent will. Considered, too, are the 
various scientific grounds for investigating persons (from realist 
to dynamic nominalist and social constructionist), the evidence 
sought in the century-long process of  finding and naming psy-
chological kinds, and the modes of  producing this knowledge 
(aggregate methods, case study, and theories). readings include 
primary source documents, histories of  the disciplines, and chal-
lenges to these scientific classifications. students undertake class 

presentations as well as a historical project on a topic in the history 
of  modern psychology.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.pSyc105 or pSyc101 or [HiSt253 or mdSt253 or SiSp253]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp312.

PSyC311 The Behavioral and Neural Basis of Attention
attention is a topic of  growing research interest that still pro-
vides many opportunities for further investigation. this course 
will provide an introduction to the field as students gain insight 
about both the behavioral and neural basis of  attention. topics 
that will be covered include, but are not limited to, discussion of  
the research methods specific to the field, the interaction between 
memory and attention, auditory and crossmodal attention, the role 
of  attention on task performance (multitasking), inhibition of  at-
tention, and attentional disorders like the various forms of  visual 
neglect and adHd. in addition, there will be a module specifi-
cally dedicated to the cognitive neuroscience of  attention.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.nS&B311.

PSyC321 Memory in the Movies
this course is designed to show how memory works, and it serves 
as a complement and is conceptually linked to PSyC/nS&B221 
Human Memory in terms of  topics covered, but it is an indepen-
dent course. students may take either course alone or both courses 
(concurrently or sequentially). Whereas PSyC/nS&B221 provides 
an in-depth overview of  memory by examining psychology and 
neuroscience research, PSyC321 covers memory through major 
films and documentaries. topics include amnesia, person recogni-
tion, savant memory, altered memories in science fiction, autobio-
graphical memory, false memory, troubled memory, and memory 
changes in old age. two films per week will be used to illustrate 
aspects of  memory. this is not a course about film; it is a course 
about memory that uses film to inform viewers about memory.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

PSyC322 Psychology of Decision Making
this course will focus on the psychology of  judgment and de-
cision making. the aims of  this course are to explore theories 
of  judgment and decision making and to compare these theories 
with descriptive data drawn from experiments in cognitive psy-
chology, social psychology, neuroscience, and behavioral econom-
ics. in the process, we will think about decision making in a va-
riety of  domains, as well as ways of  improving decision making.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

PSyC329 The Neural Costs of War
the sequelae of  psychological and physical trauma of  war will be 
covered, and the neurobiological systems involved in stress reac-
tions taught. students will learn about resilience factors (genetic, 
biological, and psychological) to extreme stress, the diagnosis of  
posttraumatic stress disorder, including the neural and psycho-
logical mechanisms that underlie the diagnosis. social and inter-
personal effects of  war will be considered, reasons behind the 
burgeoning suicide rates will be examined, and recent scientific 
initiatives to address these problems of  war will be examined.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SaniSloW,.cHarleS.andreW—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC337 Mathematical Cognition and Children’s Learning
students will be introduced to the psychological study of  chil-
dren’s mathematical thinking and learning through a variety 
of  theoretical and experimental readings from laboratory- and 
school-based studies. students will also review selected sections 
of  grade-school mathematics textbooks from commonly used 
curricula to identify connections between particular theoretical 
viewpoints and their curricular implementations. the course will 
be presented in a combination lecture/discussion/service-learning 
format. students will be required to observe mathematics instruc-
tion sessions for kindergarten and elementary school children and 
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to assist children during their in-class work for two hours per 
week. Course work includes an integrative project in which stu-
dents will draw connections among a specific theoretical position 
in research on mathematical cognition, its curricular implementa-
tion, and its application in practice.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.BartH,.Hilary.c .—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC338 Masculinity
Masculinity and the broader subject of  the psychology of  men 
often stand as unmarked categories in psychology and the human 
sciences generally. the course surveys psychologies of  masculini-
ty, including psychoanalysis, evolutionary notions, cognitive mod-
els, and queer theory. Consideration will be given to historical and 
cultural dynamics of  masculinity. We ask how the psychological 
attributes associated with the masculine relate to private life and 
public spaces, notably commerce, science, and political affairs. We 
consider, too, the claims of  the masculine epistemic grounding 
of  the science and the “natural” status of  masculine human kinds.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.[pSyc290 or FgSS290] or [Biol148 or FgSS148] or FgSS209 or [Soc228 

or FgSS231] or [antH312 or SiSp313 or FgSS312] or [SiSp202 or pHil287] or 
[SiSp205 or pHil288 or enVS205]

IDENTIcAL WITh:.[FgSS338 or SiSp338]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.moraWSKi,.Jill.g .—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC339 Cross-Cultural Childhoods
the course will begin by examining different attitudes and prac-
tices during prenatal development and continue through early 
adulthood. We will consider the perspectives of  the child, parents, 
other family members, and larger society. developmental expe-
riences will be examined in traditional societies and developing 
nations, as well as in modern industrialized societies. a wide range 
of  developmental topics will be considered. examples of  topics 
in child development include weaning practices, sleep patterns, 
paternal contribution, education, sibling relationships, and child-
care practices. examples of  topics in adolescence and early adult-
hood include anxiety in adolescence and the age of  economic 
independence, sexual activity, and marriage. some disturbing and 
controversial material will be discussed in a respectful atmosphere 
(e.g., cultural relativism and severe neglect). students will have the 
opportunity to opt out of  potentially disturbing discussions. the 
strengths and weaknesses of  multiple theoretical approaches to 
development will be addressed and debated. a few examples of  
these theories include cultural relativism, universal learning mech-
anisms, evolutionary ecology, and evolutionary psychology.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH239
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.ScHug,.mariaH.gaBrielle—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC340 Psychology of the Self
this course will examine current issues on the self  from both 
personality and social psychological perspectives. We will discuss 
how particular conceptions of  the self  affect cognition and moti-
vation. examples of  topics to be covered are development of  the 
self, culture and the self, self-evaluation maintenance, self-presen-
tation, self-discrepancy, and self-verification.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

PSyC345 Cognitive Science Capstone Seminar
Broadly defined, cognitive science is an interdisciplinary field that 
seeks to examine the nature of  the human mind. the new cogni-
tive science concentration in the Wesleyan Psychology department 
was created by a committee of  cognitive and developmental psy-
chologists who study issues regarding numerical representation, 
categorization, decision making, reading, spatial representation, 
memory, social cognition, and how language can shape thought. 
this seminar is an opportunity for advanced students to come to-
gether and discuss their research with a community of  research-
ers who are interested in questions regarding cognition and its 
development. it is meant for students who are currently involved 

in the cognitive science concentration and/or who are currently 
conducting research in an approved laboratory.
cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.patalano,.andrea.l .—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC346 Cognitive Science Capstone Seminar
Broadly defined, cognitive science is an interdisciplinary field that 
seeks to examine the nature of  the human mind. the new cogni-
tive science concentration in the Wesleyan Psychology department 
was created by a committee of  cognitive and developmental psy-
chologists who study issues regarding numerical representation, 
categorization, decision making, reading, spatial representation, 
memory, social cognition, and how language can shape thought. 
this seminar is an opportunity for advanced students to come to-
gether and discuss their research with a community of  research-
ers who are interested in questions regarding cognition and its 
development. it is meant for students who are currently involved 
in the cognitive science concentration and/or who are currently 
conducting research in an approved laboratory.
cREDIT:.0 .50—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.patalano,.andrea.l .—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC348 Origins of Knowledge
in this course we will discuss in-depth a selection of  current topics 
in cognitive development, centering on questions concerning the 
origins of  knowledge.—What kinds of  knowledge do we possess 
even very early in life? How does that knowledge change over 
time?—We will examine these questions within specific subject 
areas such as object perception, space perception, number under-
standing, and understanding of  other minds, surveying evidence 
from different stages of  human individual development, as well as 
evidence from different nonhuman species.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none—IDENTIcAL WITh:.nS&B348.

PSyC350 Seminar in Eating Disorders
this advanced seminar will explore contemporary psychologi-
cal theories and multidisciplinary empirical research of  anorexia 
nervosa, bulimia nervosa, and binge eating disorder. Using eat-
ing disorders as an example, we will study how culture, familial 
factors, and personal vulnerability contribute to risk for psychiat-
ric disorders. this course emphasizes research skills and requires 
completion of  multiple continuing assignments. the course is de-
signed for students with an interest in medical school or graduate 
programs in clinical psychology, public health, or related fields. 
students will conduct group research projects.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

PSyC355 Psychology of Reading
the study of  the psychology of  reading encompasses many as-
pects of  human cognition: from sensation and perception to com-
prehension and reasoning. this class will provide an overview of  
research in the psychology of  reading. topics such as word recog-
nition, eye movements during reading, comprehension, learning 
to read, methods of  teaching reading, the brain and reading, read-
ing in different languages, and reading impairments in children 
and adults will be covered. this course is a service-learning course. 
students will be required to volunteer as reading tutors for two 
hours per week during the semester.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none.

PSyC357 Seminar on Language and Thought
this course is an advanced seminar on the relationship between 
language and thought, a central question in cognitive science and 
a very active area of  research and theory in recent years. students 
will be exposed to theoretical and empirical work evaluating the 
hypothesis that the language you speak influences or even deter-
mines the thoughts you can think. the case studies to be evaluated 
will include object kinds, number, spatial relations, time, gender, 
theory of  mind, and causality.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.
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PSyC361 The Psychology of Prejudice and Discrimination
this seminar offers a social psychological analysis of  different 
forms of  prejudice and discrimination, including racism, sexism, 
anti-semitism, heterosexism, and less recognized forms of  bias, 
such as the exploitation and domination of  indigenous peoples, 
animals, and the natural environment. during the first part of  
the course, students will read about and discuss specific forms of  
prejudice. in the second half, they will write a final paper and give 
a brief  presentation on a prejudice-related topic.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.pSyc260
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam361
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.plouS,.Scott.l .—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC363 The Dramaturgical Approach to Psychology
the objective of  this course is to explore the use of  the language 
of  theater in the illumination of  psychological questions. Material 
for the course will be about half  drama, half  readings from social 
psychology. among the issues to be explored are politics as theater, 
audience effects, role-playing as a teaching and therapeutic tech-
nique, the actor’s identity problems, and general theory of  the mask.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.pSyc105 or pSyc101
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.ScHeiBe,.Karl.e .—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC365 Seminar on Emotion
this seminar aims to provide an intensive introduction to what 
emotions are and how they influence our relations with other 
people. the seminar will cover general theory on emotion as well 
as theory on specific emotions (e.g., anger, shame, envy, and hu-
miliation). as emotions are multicomponential processes, we will 
examine how the social context shapes different components of  
the emotion process, e.g., phenomenological experience, regula-
tion, and expression of  emotion. Moreover, we will explore how 
emotions operate at the individual, interpersonal, intergroup, and 
cultural levels of  analysis.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.pSyc105
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.rodriguez.moSQuera,.patricia.maria—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC377 Cultural Phenomenology
Phenomenology is the study of  our embeddedness in the world 
and an attempt to understand that seamless engagement while re-
flecting upon it. Cultural phenomenology asks us to see the frames 
that define our everyday being and, by analyzing these givens, 
to come to a better understanding of  how our participation is 
essential to the continuous expression of  the archetypes of  the 
social: gender, race, and class. Multimedia format will be explored.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.pSyc261 or pSyc204.

PSyC380 Advanced Research Seminar in Ethnic Minority 
Psychology
the course will focus on psychological processes that are espe-
cially relevant to ethnic minorities and to the intergroup relations 
between majority and minority groups, for example, prejudice 
and discrimination, integration, immigration, and acculturation. 
small teams of  students will design a research project related to 
the topic of  the seminar and will carry out these research projects 
during the semester. they will also learn how to properly analyze 
and interpret both qualitative and quantitative data.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.(pSyc265 and pSyc200)
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.rodriguez.moSQuera,.patricia.maria—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC381 Seminar in Memory Theory and Research
this course is designed to allow students to conduct supervised 
research in the area of  memory and cognition. Working as a team 
with the instructor and other members of  the research group, stu-
dents will undertake a semester-long project on a topic in memory 
research. the research group will meet weekly in seminar fashion 
to read and discuss research articles, formulate plans, and provide 
updates on experiments being conducted by members of  the re-
search group.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none—IDENTIcAL WITh:.nS&B381
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Seamon,.JoHn.g .—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC382 Research Seminar in Reasoning
this course is designed to allow students to conduct supervised 
research in the area of  the cognitive psychology of  reasoning and 
decision making. Working as a team with the instructor and other 
members of  the research group, students will undertake a semes-
ter-long experimental research project on a topic in reasoning and 
decision making. the class will meet in a weekly seminar to read 
and discuss research articles, to formulate plans for studies, and to 
provide updates on experiments being conducted by members of  
the group.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.nS&B382.

PSyC383 Psychology of Conflict Resolution
this course will focus on the psychological causes and conse-
quences of  interpersonal, intergroup, and international conflict. 
topics discussed will include such issues as the role of  power, 
status, trust, and social identity. students will learn about various 
theories related to the causes of  conflict, as well as practical tech-
niques for navigating conflict, including negotiation, mediation, 
and facilitation. educational programs that teach conflict-resolu-
tion skills will also be examined. this course will be conducted as 
a seminar. as such, students will be responsible for both the pre-
sentation of  material and for leading discussions of  various topics.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

PSyC384 Advanced Research in Cognitive Development
this course is designed to allow advanced students to conduct 
a supervised group research project in cognitive development. 
Working with the instructor, students will conduct an experiment 
that seeks to answer a current question in the field of  cognitive de-
velopment. the class will meet weekly to discuss relevant articles, 
make research plans, and share progress reports; the results of  the 
study will be compiled in a research report at the end of  the term.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

PSyC385 Advanced Research on Attitudes
this advanced undergraduate research course is designed to help 
students conduct a group research project on immigration atti-
tudes. students will work in close collaboration with the instructor 
to design, plan, and conduct an original study on the role of  sym-
bolic and realistic threats in immigration attitudes. it will include 
weekly meetings to discuss relevant literature, plan the study, and 
evaluate progress on the project that is expected to culminate in a 
publication-style write-up of  the results.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

PSyC386 Advanced Research in Developmental Psychology
students in this course work on new and on-going research proj-
ects in the Cognitive development laboratory. students will be 
individually matched to a research project and participate in all 
aspects of  research including background literature review and 
designing, running, and analyzing experiments.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

PSyC388 Advanced Research in Measurement
in this advanced seminar on psychological measurement, students 
will receive individualized mentoring from the instructor on each 
aspect of  the course, including conducting an in-depth literature 
review on a topic, developing a new measurement instrument, 
gathering and analyzing pilot data using a variety of  advanced 
statistical methods (e.g., factor analysis, rasch measurement, item 
response theory), and writing up a professional paper reporting on 
the results and future directions.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Stemler,.SteVen.e .—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC390 Experimental Investigations into Reading
experienced readers can easily recognize thousands of  words. 
the mental dictionaries of  these readers are efficiently organized 
to allow rapid and seemingly effortless word recognition. there 
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are still many unanswered questions about the processes involved 
in visual word recognition. in this class, students will work to-
gether with the instructor to design and carry out an experimental 
investigation relating to reading and word recognition. the se-
mester will provide students with a chance to integrate all aspects 
of  the experimental process: idea formation, experimental design, 
data collection and analysis, interpretation, write-up, and presenta-
tion. We will meet once a week to discuss readings related to the 
projects and hear progress reports.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.nS&B390.

PSyC391 Culture and Denial
intensive research on cultural illusion using interpretive methods 
will be done. Books and movies about women escaping patriarchy 
will be our primary focus.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.pSyc261
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Steele,.roBert.S .—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC392 Behavioral Methods in Affective Neuroscience
this research methods course will teach skills in experimental de-
sign and provide students with the tools to conduct behavioral 
research in cognitive-affective neuroscience. students will evalu-
ate studies from the contemporary research literature pertaining to 
cognition and emotion interactions and consider implications for 
psychopathological disorders of  affect. Methods will include the 
use of  repeated measures anova and computer programming 
stimuli presentation for behavioral studies. student will particpate 
in data collection by running subjects during the semester and 
will be exposed to the ways these methods can be integrated with 
neuroimaging studies.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.nS&B392
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.SaniSloW,.cHarleS.andreW—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC393 Advanced Research in Cognition and 
Neuropsychiatric Illness
students in this advanced undergraduate research course will 
work in teams on novel and on-going research studies focused 
on understanding neurocognitive dysfunction and its treatment in 
neuropsychiatric illness. students will be matched to a research 
project and will participate in different aspects of  this research in-
cluding background literature review, acquiring elementary skills 
in neurocognitive and symptom assessment, and collecting and/
or analyzing extant data using sPss. students may also be in-
volved in learning cognitive training procedures. Class meetings 
will be devoted to a review of  contemporary empirical research, 
supervised training on research assessment instruments, student 
oral presentations of  proposed research studies, and results of  
subsequent data analyses. results of  student studies are expected 
to culminate in a peer-reviewed publication-style presentation of  
research findings.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.nS&B393
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Kurtz,.mattHeW.m .—SEcT.:.01.

PSyC469 Education in the Field, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.2 .00—pREREQ:.none.

PSyC500 Graduate Pedagogy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol500.

PSyC520 Advanced Research Seminar
We will examine the substantive and practical issues inherent in 
psychological research and inquiry.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

PSyC401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

PSyC409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

PSyC411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

PSyC465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

PSyC467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

PSyC501/502 Individual Tutorial, Graduate
gRADINg:.opt

PSyC503/504 Selected Topics, Graduate Science
gRADINg:.opt

PSyC589/590 Advanced Research, BA/MA
gRADINg:.a–F

PSyC591/592 Advanced Research, Graduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Quantitative Analysis Center
 ADvISORy BOARD 2010–2011: 
 CHAIR: lisa C. dierker,	Professor	of 	Psychology

 MEMBERS: Mark a. eisner,	Professor	of 	Government; daniel long,	Assistant	Professor	of 	Sociology; J. donald 
Moon,	Professor	of 	Government; Wendy rayack,	Associate	Professor	of 	Economics; Jolee West,	
Director	of 	Academic	Computing	Services	and	Digital	Library	Projects

 DIRECTOR: emmanuel i. Kaparakis,	Director	of 	Advanced	Computing	Centers

the Quantitative analysis Center (QAC) is a collaborative effort of  academic and administrative departments. it coordinates support for 
quantitative analysis across the curriculum, and provides an institutional framework for collaboration across departments and disciplines 
in the area of  data analysis. through its programs it facilitates the integration of  quantitative teaching and research activities, and the 
further implementation of  the “logical reasoning” and “Quantitative reasoning” key capabilities as outlined in the March 1, 2005 
faculty legislation.

QAC201 Applied Data Analysis
this course allows you to ask and answer questions that you feel 
most passionately about. the focus is on helping you develop and 
complete your own research project. in keeping with the first 
year Matters topic: feast or famine, just one of  the many studies 
that you will have the opportunity to explore is Welfare, Children 
and families, a national study initiated to assess the well-being 
of  low-income children and families in the post-welfare reform 
era. the project investigates the strategies families have used to 
respond to reform, in terms of  employment, schooling or other 
forms of  training, residential mobility, and fertility. Central to this 
project is a focus on how these strategies affect children’s lives, 
with an emphasis on their health and development as well as their 
need for, and use of, social services. 
 the course offers: Unlimited one-on-one support; ample op-
portunities to work with other students who share your interests; 
training in numerous skills that prepare you to work in many dif-
ferent research labs across the university that collect empirical data; 
and, a final project that can be submitted for possible publication 
in one of  Wesleyan’s student run journals. it is also an opportu-
nity to fulfill an important requirement in several different majors 
that you may be considering: neuroscience and Behavior (fulfills 
the research Methods and Practica requirement); Psychology (ful-
fills the statistics requirement); Government (fulfills one of  the 9 
courses needed for the major); sociology (fulfills one of  the 10 
course credits needed for the major).
gRADINg:.a–F. 1 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.nSm—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[Soc257 or goVt201 or pSyc280 or nS&B280]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.dierKer,.liSa.c .—SEcT.:.01-04.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.KaparaKiS,.emmanuel.i .—SEcT.:.03.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.roSe,.JenniFer.S .—SEcT.:.04.
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Religion
 PROFESSORS: ronald Cameron; Peter s. Gottschalk,	Chair; Janice d. Willis

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: elizabeth Mcalister

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS: Henry Goldschmidt; Mary-Jane rubenstein

 ADJUnCT ASSISTAnT PROFESSOR: dalit Katz,	Hebrew

 DEPARTMEnT ADvISInG
 ExPERT 2010–2011: Peter Gottschalk

the department offers a cross-cultural, interdisciplinary, and critical program that explores the variety of  religious experiences and 
expressions. in addition to courses that demonstrate the power and limits of  various critical disciplines in the study of  religion, the de-
partment provides opportunities to analyze systems of  belief  and patterns of  religious behavior; the history of  religious traditions; the 
effects of  religion in society; the ways religions can form collective identity through race, nationalism, gender and sexuality, class, caste, 
language, and migration; and various forms of  religious expressions such as myth, ritual, sacred story, scripture, liturgy, and theological 
and philosophical reflection. 

a range of  courses is available to students interested in taking one or two courses. Clusters of  courses can be devised in consulta-
tion with members of  the staff  for those who wish to develop a modest program in religion in support of  another major. a student 
who chooses a double major must fulfill all requirements except when representatives of  the two departments approve alterations in the 
student’s program. 

the department offers four categories of  courses through which students organize their curriculum of  studies. 
• Access courses. the department encourages the beginning student to take these courses, for they assume no background in 
religious studies and serve as a useful foundation. for those who wish to take more advanced courses on the 200-level, the department 
recommends courses designated as General education, as well as survey courses in the major religious traditions of  the world and in 
archaic religions. in particular, the department recommends introduction to the study of  religion (RELI151) as the most effective way to 
acquire broad knowledge about religion and the methods employed by scholars in the field of  religious studies.
• historical traditions courses. Many offerings in the department deal with the historical content of  the major religious tradi-
tions such as Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, islam, and Judaism, as well as Confucianism and the religions of  Caribbean peoples. 
these courses examine the texts, histories, institutions, and rituals of  these religions. in this category are both survey courses (generally 
numbered at the 200-level) and seminars (generally numbered at the 300-level). in the main, these courses have no prerequisites, though 
in some seminars, some background knowledge is assumed. to gain entry to these seminars, students are advised to check with the 
instructor with regard to what is expected. Most access courses, except RELI151, are also considered historical traditions courses. and, in 
general, courses that are not thematic approach or method and theory courses are considered historical traditions courses.
• Thematic approach courses (RELI270–290 and 380–390). these courses are designed to focus on the encounter of  religious 
groups and their contemporaneous cultural settings within a defined social space past or present. they concentrate on the relationships 
between a particular religious formation and its larger social context, aiming to understand that formation’s reflective, critical, and deci-
sive interaction within, for, and/or against its context.
• Method and theory courses (RELI291–310 and 391–400). these courses review and critically analyze methods, theories, and 
strategies employed by scholars of  religion.

the department’s Majors Colloquium in religious studies (RELI398) is required of  all majors and is to be taken in junior year. the 
task of  this course is to reflect upon the methodological pluralism in the field of  religious studies with the opportunity to apply these 
methods to specific texts, concrete issues, or other cultural formations. 

Program for Majors
• all majors are required to take introduction to the study of  religion (RELI151), in which they must earn a grade of  B- or better. this 

introductory course is taught every semester. Majors are required to take it before the end of  their junior year. it is strongly encour-
aged that students take RELI151 in their first two years at Wesleyan.

• to complete a major in religion, students are required to take a minimum of  nine courses (with a maximum of  14, including thesis 
credits) numbered 200 or above. 

The minimum of nine courses will be distributed as follows: 
• four courses in two areas of  historical traditions 
• two courses in thematic approaches
• two courses in method and theory, one of  which must be the Majors Colloquium in religious studies (RELI398)
• the additional course may be taken in any of  these areas at the student’s option.
religion majors are strongly encouraged to develop knowledge in an ancient and/or modern foreign language. 
Honors program. religion majors with a B+ (88.3) average in the department may choose to write a senior honors thesis or do an 
equivalent (two-semester) project. Candidates for honors must submit to the department chair a 2-3 page proposal abstract and bibliog-
raphy by the last friday of  april. the proposal should be a description of  the intellectual problem of  the thesis and the method to be 
used (whether it will be historical, ethnographic, etc.). students should list three faculty members who would make good thesis tutors, in 
order of  preference. the department will determine which theses will move forward with which faculty and may reject some proposals. 
students will be notified of  the department’s decision before classes end in May. High honors may be awarded after a student’s work 
has been submitted for a departmental colloquium.
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RELI125 Unthinkable Suffering: The Problem of “the 
Problem of Evil”
this course will explore the difficulties of  reconciling the exis-
tence of  evil and suffering in the world with the existence of  an 
omnipotent and benevolent God. How have Christian philoso-
phers and theologians sought to justify God by redefining, relativ-
izing, or even explaining away evil? We will explore traditional ef-
forts to set forth “theodicies,” or justifications of  God’s goodness, 
as well as the inadequacy of  these schemes in the face of  the hor-
rors of  the 20th century. How is it possible to account for evil that 
surpasses all understanding or suffering that is too great to explain 
away? How, in other words, can thinking think the unthinkable?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

RELI151 Introduction to the Study of Religion
this course will examine the many ways in which religion is un-
derstood and practiced by a variety of  communities as well as 
the ways it is critically engaged and understood by scholars in 
the field of  religious studies. the three divisions of  the curricu-
lum of  the department of  religion (religious traditions, thematic 
approaches, and method and theory) will be represented in the 
course’s examples and approaches. topics covered in this course 
include religious violence and conflict, the significance of  myth 
and narrative in providing schemes of  meaning, the production of  
community solidarity and difference through rituals, the construc-
tion and transmission of  traditions through texts, and objects, and 
religious conflict.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.WilliS,.Janice.d .—SEcT.:.01.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.gottScHalK,.peter.S .—SEcT.:.01.

RELI201 Old Testament/Hebrew Bible
this course introduces students to the contents of  the Hebrew 
Bible, known in some Christian traditions as the old testament. it 
examines its major themes, structures, and genres and investigates 
the various sources and traditions of  the ancient near east that 
shaped the Bible over the long period of  its production. By survey-
ing a range of  modern methodologies, including source criticism, 
genre criticism, the historical-critical school, and redaction criti-
cism, this course is aimed toward providing students with tools for 
reading the Hebrew Bible critically and interpreting its contents.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt203
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.glauz-todranK,.annaliSe.elizaBetH—SEcT.:.01.

RELI203 Judaism and Story
from the classical Biblical and rabbinic periods and down to 
modern times, Jewish culture has preferred the genre of  story to 
conjure its sacred and secular realities. the composing of  imagi-
native narratives has evoked and inscribed a number of  discreet 
Judaisms, while storytelling and ritualized study have served to 
forge distinct and competing Jewish identities. this course will 
focus on the inventions of  Judaisms and Jewish identities in foun-
dational Biblical tales, interpretive rabbinic legends, mystical 
Hasidic fantasies, yiddish satires, as well as in Kafka parables and 
other secular transformations of  the Jewish tradition in contempo-
rary american and israeli fiction.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

RELI205 Hindu Lives
through fiction, autobiography, biography, art, a comic book, a 
city, and a village, this course explores some of  the myriad under-
standings of  what it is to be Hindu. in an effort to introduce stu-
dents to Hindu culture and religion, a number of  approaches shall 
engage the questions, What is Hindu dharma? and What is it to 
be Hindu?  the class will also investigate the issue of  “Hinduism,” 
a term created in the 19th century to identify a Hindu “religion” 
rejected by many 21st-century Hindus. this issue expresses just 
one of  many arising from the indian experience of  contact with 
the West. overall, the course immerses students in the lives of  

Hindu individuals and communities so that we, as a class, can draw 
our conclusions about Hindu practices and meanings in different 
political, mythic, social, and cultural contexts.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.gottScHalK,.peter.S .—SEcT.:.01.

RELI206 Neo-Confucian Chinese Philosophy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil259.

RELI212 Introduction to the New Testament
the purpose of  this course is to provide an introduction to those 
writings of  the earliest Christians that came to be included in 
the new testament. these writings will be examined critically 
with respect to their social-historical origin, religious content, and 
place within the development of  early Christianities. interpreting 
early Christian texts constitutes the most important task in the 
study of  the new testament. We will, therefore, focus on a close 
reading of  the new testament in light of  historical situations and 
social contexts in the Greco-roman world, having as one of  the 
chief  aims of  the course the acquisition of  critical skills in reading 
and understanding the new testament.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt214
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.ullucci,.daniel.cHarleS—SEcT.:.01.

RELI215 Politics and Piety in Early Christianities
this course is an introduction to the political, social, and reli-
gious world of  Christianities during the first three centuries of  
the Common era. through discussion sessions, it will explore 
the controversy between emerging orthodoxy and heresy and its 
propagandistic impact upon the development of  church organiza-
tions, interpretations of  sexuality and the roles of  women, the rise 
of  gnosticism, and the formation of  the Christian Bible.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[mdSt215 or cciV212].

RELI219 Jewish Attitudes Toward Leisure and Entertainment 
in the Ancient World
this course will examine how Jews adapted, exploited, or rejected 
the leisure activities and entertainments that were common in the 
ancient world. By examining theories of  social play, students will 
develop an understanding of  how Jews used games and leisure 
activities to strengthen communal bonds, transmit ethical values, 
and map the boundaries of  Jewish identity.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

RELI220 Modern Christian Thought
this course will provide an introduction to the field of  Christian 
thought by exploring the relationship between conceptions of  
God and conceptions of  selfhood, from st. augustine through 
liberation, feminist, process, and neo-orthodox theologies. How 
do the ways people think about God reflect, support, or even in-
terrupt the ways they think about the human subject? and what 
are the politics of  thinking in different ways about the relation-
ship between God and humanity?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col220
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.ruBenStein,.mary-Jane.Victoria—SEcT.:.01.

RELI221 Islam and Muslim Cultures
this course provides an introduction to islam and Muslim societ-
ies. it familiarizes students with the basic teachings and practices 
of  islam and examines commonalties and diversity in how islam 
has been and continues to be practiced by Muslims, paying partic-
ular attention to peoples and places in south asia and the Middle 
east. We further examine colonial and postcolonial relations 
through which the West and islamic world have come to be un-
derstood as mutually distinct and antithetical to one another and 
as historical and contemporary forms of  global and transnational 
interrelatedness that belie simplistic binaries and oppositions.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.aHmad,.attiya—SEcT.:.01.
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RELI222 Religion in the United States
this course is an introduction to religion in the United states with 
an emphasis on the diverse cultural influences that have informed 
religious life for americans. the course materials acquaint the stu-
dent with some of  the major themes in american religious history, 
moving into an extended consideration of  changes in the post-
1965 era. We will highlight themes of  migration, race, gender, 
american civil religion, and popular religion. We will pay specific 
attention to ongoing public debates about the role of  religion in 
american civic life, politics, and popular culture, especially in light 
of  september 11th and its aftermath.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt220.

RELI226 Jews and Modernity: History and Historiography
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt386.

RELI234 Sophomore Seminar: East European Jewish 
Experience
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt156.

RELI236 Duty, Power, Pleasure, Release: Key Themes in 
Classical Indian Thought
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa291.

RELI242 Buddhism: An Introduction
this course will survey the origin, philosophies, and practices of  
Buddhism in the cultural contexts of  india, tibet, and southeast 
asia. readings and lectures will be grounded on an ongoing ex-
ploration of  the dynamic links between philosophy and practice, 
including the relationship between Buddhist thought and social 
responsibility. in so doing, we will look closely at the transforma-
tion of  Buddhist thought and practice as it moves through differ-
ent historical and cultural contexts—including your own.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt242
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.WilliS,.Janice.d .—SEcT.:.01.

RELI245 Constructing the Other in Jewish and Christian 
Scriptures
in telling its story, the Bible creates an image of  the other, the out-
sider who opposes the people of  God, whether it is the Canaanites 
in the Hebrew Bible or the Jews in the new testament. yet in 
both cases the construction of  the other is much more varied and 
complex than at first appears and also functions as a mirror to 
construct notions of  the insiders’ community. Corresponding to 
this construction of  the external other is also a construction of  
internal others based on race, class, gender, and ability. various 
theoretical approaches are introduced to illuminate this process.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

RELI252 Islam and Revolution
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt312.

RELI253 Islamic Civilization: The Classical Age
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt231.

RELI257 Protestantism: From the Reformation to the 
Religious Right
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt261.

RELI259 Islam and/in the West
is there a “clash of  civilizations” between islam and the West? 
What distinguishes the two and why the conflict? this course, 
which assumes no familiarity with islam, explores these questions 
and the assumptions underlying them. through a historical and 
thematic exploration, we will delve into the notions of  difference 
and the interests these have served, as well as the cultural, reli-
gious, and political dimentions of  interaction at specific historical 
moments. these will include arab imperialism, the Crusades, the 
spanish reconquista, european imperialism, Zionism, islamist re-
vivalism, Western Muslims, and the War against terror.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.gottScHalK,.peter.S .—SEcT.:.01.

RELI261 Jewish History: From Biblical Israel to Diaspora 
Jews
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt247.

RELI262 Jewish History: Out of the Ghetto
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt248.

RELI263 Saints and Sinners in Europe, ca. 1000–1550
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt287.

RELI266 Talking About the Other: Jewish-Christian-Muslim 
Religious Polemic
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt329.

RELI268 Anthropology of Black Religions in the Americas
this course examines afro-Creole religions and cultural expres-
sions in selected communities throughout the atlantic world. 
How were religious communities created under colonial domi-
nation? Under what conditions were religions shaped, and what 
shapes did they take? How are african-based religions produced 
through aesthetics and the ritual arts of  spiritual talk and sermons, 
song, dance, drumming, and medicine-making? How do these re-
ligions continue to survive, thrive, and, in some cases, grow in 
the current historical period? this course will pay special atten-
tion to the yearly ritual cycle and its attendant festivals: Christmas, 
Carnivals, lent, easter, saints’ days, feasts, and pilgrimages, as well 
as the emergent spiritual and aesthetic traditions such as Capoeira 
and rara. We will study orisha religions like la regla de ocha, 
or lukumi, in Cuba and the latino United states; Candomble in 
Brazil; vodou in Haiti; and Garifuna traditions and spiritism in 
Puerto rico.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[aFam387 or laSt268].

RELI269 Philosophy, Theology, and the Origins of Modern 
Science
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil309.

RELI271 The Enlightenment and the Birth of the Modern World
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col110.

RELI272 Religious Worlds of New York
this course will explore the religious diversity of  new york 
City—the promised city for many new americans from through-
out the world. it will focus, in large part, on the role of  religion in 
defining the identities of  new york’s immigrant and transnational 
communities by examining how religion shapes the incorpora-
tion of  immigrants into american society while also helping some 
maintain enduring connections to their homelands. By focusing 
on the bewildering diversity of  a single city, the course will also 
raise a fundamental theoretical and political question: How can a 
number of  different communities living in their own sociocultural 
worlds negotiate a shared urban space and shared public sphere?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[antH255 or amSt297].

RELI273 Vodou in Haiti—Vodou in Hollywood
the afro-Creole religion of  the Haitian majority is a complex 
system of  inherited roles and rituals that afro-Creole people re-
membered and created during and after plantation slavery. Called 
“serving the spirits,” or “vodou,” this religion and cultural sys-
tem continues as a spiritual method and family obligation in 
Haiti and its diaspora and draws constantly on new symbols and 
ideas. vodou has also captured the imagination of  Hollywood 
and television, and the entertainment industry has produced nu-
merous films and television episodes, and now computer games, 
with “voodoo” themes. this course explores the anthropology of  
vodou as a religious practice and relates it to the cultural studies 
of  north american representations of  voodoo. We will ask: What 
constitutes the thought and practice of  Haitian vodou? How is 
vodou represented in american media? How can we analyze the 
patterns and tropes that operate in images of  voodoo? We will ex-
plore questions of  religious ritual, political resistance and orality, 
secrecy and spectacle, authenticity and commodification, racism, 
media studies, and the ethics of  representation.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[aFam273 or amSt276].
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RELI274 Romans and Christians: The World of Late Antiquity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV275.

RELI275 Chosen Peoples, Chosen Nation
this course will examine a range of  social, political, and philo-
sophical issues surrounding the concept of  chosenness—the 
belief  that a particular community (usually one’s own) has been 
singled out by God for some special favor or purpose. We will 
trace the roots of  this concept in the Hebrew Bible and examine 
a number of  religious communities (including orthodox Jews, 
Black Hebrew israelites, Puritans, and rastafarians) who have 
claimed divine chosenness through narratives of  israelite descent. 
above all, however, we will examine the role of  chosenness in 
popular understandings of  american national identity, tracing the 
history of  United states’ claims to be a chosen nation.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt216.

RELI276 The Gospels and Jesus
in this examination of  the history and literature of  the earliest 
writings about Jesus, attention will be given to the literary forms 
used in the composition of  gospel literature, the social and reli-
gious functions of  the traditions within believing communities, 
the role of  imagination in the production of  gospel texts, and the 
diversity of  interpretations of  Jesus in the early church. readings 
will focus on the gospels of  Matthew, Mark, luke, John, Peter, 
thomas, and “Q.”
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

RELI277 Religion and Society in Modern Europe
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col111.

RELI278 Religion and Film
this course exams how films, like religious texts and practices, 
carry and shape political ideologies and forge and express cultural 
mythologies. it investigates how films, like religion itself, con-
struct and perpetuate social structures, gender and social identities, 
religious beliefs, and cultural values. the range of  films considered 
includes popular and independent productions, some of  which 
consciously depict religious cultures, while others implicitly com-
municate religious themes.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

RELI279 Liberation Theology and Pentecostalism in the 
Americas and Africa
this course tackles the question: if  liberation theology advocates a 
preferential option for the poor, why do the poor in the americas 
often choose a preferential option for evangelical Protestantism? 
We will examine how liberation theology offers those concerned 
with human rights a moral compass for future action. for liberation 
theology, “the poverty of  the poor is not a call to generous relief  
action, but a demand that we go and build a different social order” 
(Guiterrez, 1983). indeed, liberation theology has been a powerful 
influence in many human rights movements in the americas, from 
the sandinista revolution to social movements in grassroots Brazil 
and Haiti. in contrast, for evangelical Christianity, the largest-
growing religious movement in the americans today, the common 
good is a by-product of  the righteous lives of  believers as they en-
act the outward signs of  personal salvation. this course examines 
both religious thought and analysis of  various Christianities of  the 
americas, with particular attention to the ways religious thinkers 
and communities grapple with and resolve questions of  human 
rights, evangelizing, and structural inequalities that arise in the 
recent era of  globalization and neoliberal capitalism. other top-
ics will include the prosperity gospel, gender and machismo, and 
spiritual warfare. Case studies will include readings on Colorado 
springs, U.s.; Colombia; Brazil; Haiti; and nigeria.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt306
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.mcaliSter,.elizaBetH—SEcT.:.01.

RELI280 Mixed in America: Race, Religion, and Memoir
this course examines the history of  mixed-race and interfaith 
identities in america. Using the genre of  the memoir as a focusing 
lens, we will look at the various ways that americans of  mixed 
heritage have found a place, crafted an identity, and made mean-
ing out of  being considered mixed. How has being multiracial or 
bireligious changed in the course of  history in the United states? 
What has occasioned these changes, and what patterns can we ob-
serve? We will explore questions of  racial construction, religious 
boundary-making, rites of  passage, gender, sexuality and marriage, 
and literary and media representations of  mixed-heritage people.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam282.

RELI281 The Sociology of Religious Movements
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc286.

RELI283 Three Generals in the Lord’s Army
this course will investigate the specific ways in which religion was 
used by slaves as a political and revolutionary tool to combat their 
enslavement. focus will be placed on the african slave trade phe-
nomenon, the heritage of  new World slaves, the historical roots 
of  slavery in north america, and the justifications advanced for 
its legalized institution. special emphasis will be placed upon the 
lives and times of  three black men—Gabriel Prosser, denmark 
vesey, and nat turner—as key examples of  the slaves’ continued 
resistance to enslavement and of  the ways the slaves’ religion was 
incorporated into their liberation struggles.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam239.

RELI284 Magic and Religion in Latin America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt280.

RELI285 Topics in United States Intellectual History: Religion 
and National Culture
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt235.

RELI287 The End of the World: The Millennium and the End 
Times in American Thought
eschatology [Gk, eschatos last, farthest]: a branch of  theology 
concerned with the final events in the history of  the world or 
of  mankind. this course examines how some religious groups 
in the United states herald the hastening of  the end times, 
when a Messiah will appear to cleanse the earth of  all unrigh-
teousness. the course examines various american eschatologies 
and the religious communities that imagine them. included are 
Puritans, Messianic Jews, Christian evangelicals and fundamen-
talists, Branch davidians, rastafari, the nation of  islam, and 
Christian identity in genres of  representation including fiction, 
film, and popular music. among the themes we will discuss will 
be americanism, or the ways groups imagine the United states 
to be favored by God, religious politics, and the ways american 
eschatologies are gendered and racialized.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt288.

RELI288 Buddhism in America
Buddhism has been in america for slightly more than 100 years. 
although this is a comparatively short period of  time, already 
there appear to be new directions as well as distinctive concerns 
that warrant the claim that an american Buddhism has begun to 
emerge. issues such as purity, equality, and authority, for example, 
have all come to the fore as the various traditions of  Buddhism 
make their way onto american soil. this seminar will be a philo-
sophical and sociohistorical examination of  some of  these issues 
and themes in contemporary Buddhism in america.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.[reli242 or eaSt242]—IDENTIcAL WTh:.eaSt286
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.WilliS,.Janice.d .—SEcT.:.01.

RELI290 Jews Under Christianity and Islam: Borders, 
Boundaries, and Coexistence
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt301.
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RELI291 Political Theologies: Contemporary Christian 
Engagement in the Public Sphere
this course will explore 20th- and 21st-century efforts to bring 
Christian theology and practice into critical conversation with the 
political sphere. What roles have Christian discourse—both lib-
eral and conservative—played or tried to play in shaping and criti-
cizing public policy? What role should they play? Major themes 
to be explored include poverty, war, race, gender, and the putative 
separation of  church and state.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

RELI292 Reason and Revelation: An Introduction to the 
Philosophy of Religion
With the dawning of  the age of  reason, Western societies began 
to witness the gradual erosion—or in some cases, the violent up-
heaval—of  nearly every traditional source of  religious and politi-
cal authority. events like the Protestant and english reformations; 
the invention of  the printing press; the emergence of  modern sci-
ence; and the revolutions in france, america, and Haiti prompted 
the opening of  a profound rift between the claims of  reason and 
the claims of  revelation. this course will examine some major 
texts that evaluate the claims of  religion in the light of  philoso-
phy, or vice versa, to navigate the modern distinction between the 
sacred and the secular.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil282.

RELI293 Psychology and Religion
this course will introduce a variety of  religious psychologies 
(augustine, teresa of  avila, ramakrishna, shamanism) as well as 
some fictional case studies (salinger’s Franny	and	Zooey, Hansen’s 
Mariette	 in	Ecstasy) and reflect on them by making use of  some 
classical (freud, James, Jung, erikson) and contemporary psychol-
ogies of  religion.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

RELI297 Constructing Hinduism and Islam
What is Hinduism? What is not? is islam a religion or a way of  
life? What is the difference? the meanings of  few words are as 
greatly contested as that of  “religion.” for Western (primarily 
Christian) observers, Hinduism and islam have acted as foils for 
their self-perceptions of  faith, practice, modernity, and culture. 
More significantly, Western scholars of  religion, in the course of  
their studies, have influenced the self-understanding of  those who 
identify themselves as Hindu and Muslim. the concept of  religion 
continues to play a significant role in both nation formation and 
international affairs. Using theory critiquing the category of  reli-
gion, we will explore the application of  this term by Westerners 
in south asia and the Middle east and investigate the continuing 
debate regarding the identities of  these religions both by those 
within and outside these traditions.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt276.

RELI298 Religion and History
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt323.

RELI301 History of Religion
a study of  the history of  the academic study of  religion, us-
ing critical themes (e.g., myth, ritual) as points of  entrée into the 
discipline.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

RELI302 Parable and Paradox: Kierkegaard’s Pseudonymous 
Works
in addition to the works written under his own name, the quasi-phi-
losopher/quasi-theologian soren Kierkegaard attributed a number 
of  “his” texts to characters he had created. each of  these pseud-
onymous authors has a distinct personality and set of  concerns, but 
the texts all attempt in various ways to express the inexpressible. in 
this class, we will read five of  these works, exploring their struc-

tures (dialectical, narrative, epistolary, etc.), major philo-literary de-
vices (repetitions, disavowals, digressions, parables, and paradoxes), 
and means of  authorial erasure. above all, we will ask why this 
body of  work appears under names other than Kierkegaard’s and 
what they had to say that couldn’t be said directly.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

RELI303 Ordering Nature, Humanity, and Deities
in the period between the 12th and 21st centuries, an epistemo-
logical revolution occurred that has resulted in a set of  global-
ized, european-born epistemologies that have displaced most 
of  the myriad forms of  knowledge among indigenous peoples. 
the pervasiveness of  these epistemologies testifies not just to the 
projected power of  european imperialism but, also, to the per-
suasiveness of  Western hegemony. Just as profoundly, the shift 
included efforts to categorize humans racially, religiously, and 
ethnically using systems of  classification developed to categorize 
nature. this course considers this shift with an exploration of  the 
epistemologies by which south asian and europeans knew their 
respective worlds in the premodern and modern periods. the ana-
lytic foundation of  the course will rest on the examination of  the 
categories by which cultures classified those worlds. Categories 
such as nature, humanity, and religion will be critically examined. 
the course will consider the preimperial forms of  knowledge in 
europe and south asia, the development of  Western empirical 
science, the influence of  theology, and the evolution of  contem-
porary academic disciplines through the imperial encounter with 
the peoples, land, and religions of  the subcontinent, among other 
dominions. Because of  the focus on the multiplicity of  episte-
mologies, a variety of  forms of  expression—verbal and nonver-
bal—will be considered, including literature, historiography, art, 
museums, maps, and religious texts.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

RELI304 God After the Death of God: Postmodern Echoes of 
Premodern Thought
the proclamation is well known: nietzsche’s madman cries 
throughout the marketplace that “God himself  is dead, and we 
have killed him.” this message has appeared on magazine covers, 
t-shirts, and coffee mugs, but what, exactly, does it mean? Which 
“God” is it that “we” have killed, and how? even more puzzlingly, 
how is it that Christian thought is not entirely disabled by this 
claim? this advanced seminar will explore various post-nietzsche-
an attempts to come to terms with the eclipse of  the very source 
of  traditional Christian thinking and will track the ways in which 
these strategies resonate with premodern, mystical theologies.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt305.

RELI308 Tracing Transcendence: Emmanuel Levinas’s 
Talmudic Lectures
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt315.

RELI311 Ethnicity, Religion, and Class in the Middle East and 
the Balkans
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt311.

RELI323 Cuba’s Afro-Creole Religions
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt323.

RELI333 Global Christianity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt265.

RELI343 Tibetan Buddhism
for centuries tibet and tibetan Buddhism have held an allure 
and mystique for Westerners that is akin to the magical kingdom 
of  shangri-la. this course will explore the realities as well as 
the myths of  tibet and tibetan Buddhism. We shall survey the 
geographical, cultural, and religious landscape of  tibet prior to 
the advent of  Buddhism and, thereafter, focus upon the intro-
duction of  Buddhism and its subsequent development there. We 
shall attempt to plumb the complex interface of  religion, culture, 
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and politics as practiced within the tibetan context as well as to 
glean an appreciation of  the distinctly tibetan flavor of  Buddhist 
tantric theory and practice. to do the latter, we shall draw both 
upon a number of  tibetan biographies as well as specific tibetan 
Buddhist rituals. finally, we shall look at the contemporary situa-
tion of  tibetans today.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.[reli242 or eaSt242]—IDENTIcAL WITh:.eaSt343.

RELI350 Women and Buddhism
this seminar will seek to investigate the complex and changing 
status of  women in relationship to Buddhist doctrine and practice. 
Using Buddhist texts that present traditional views of  women as 
well as a variety of  contemporary materials that reveal aspects of  
the lives of  Buddhist women in ancient and contemporary times, 
we shall attempt to understand the values and concerns that drive, 
restrain, and/or empower such women.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.[reli242 or eaSt242] or reli151
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[FgSS264 or eaSt350].

RELI355 Mystical Traditions in Islam
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt337.

RELI356 From Chinese Chan to Japanese Zen: Dôgen and 
Buddhism’s Place in the World
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt356.

RELI371 Myth, Memory, and History
this course will explore contemporary theories of  myth and 
myth-making in religious studies and related fields, placing these 
analyses of  myth in conversation with analyses of  collective 
memory and historical consciousness. How, we will ask, do re-
ligious myths differ from other modes of  writing—and living—
history? and how, to the contrary, are ostensibly secular historical 
narratives imbued with the symbolic power of  myth? How do 
present-day politics shape our perceptions of  the past? and how, 
at the same time, do our perceptions of  the past shape our views 
of  the present and visions of  the future? We will address these 
questions by reading theoretical texts in religious studies, history, 
and related fields, as well as by examining a range of  mythico-
historical narratives.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt274.

RELI373 Religion, Science, and Empire: Crucible of a 
Globalized World
the development of  modern science—and of  modernity itself—
not only coincided with the rise of  european imperialism, it was 
abetted by it. Meanwhile, religion was integral to both the roots of  
european science and Western encounters with others. this class 
will explore how the intersections of  religion, science, and em-
pire have formed a globalized world with examples of  european 
engagement with the americas, Middle east, and, particularly, 
india from the age of  Columbus through to the space race. We 
will examine how the disciplines we know today as biology, an-
thropology, archaeology, folklore, and the history of  religions all 
crystallized in the crucible of  imperial encounter and how non-
Westerners have embraced, engaged, and resisted these epistemes.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

RELI374 Scribes, Seers, and Sages: The Cultures of Early 
Judaism
this seminar will trace the roots of  Jewish society in the 
Mediterranean during the first thousand years of  Jewish history. 
these Jewish communities produced a variety of  literatures, in-
cluding the dead sea scrolls, apocalyptic and apocryphal texts, 
Greco-Jewish philosophy, drama, and poetry, as well as the classics 
of  the rabbinic tradition. By investigating this literature along 
with ancient archives, inscriptions, and Jewish art and architec-
ture, this course demonstrates the richness and diversity of  the 
Jewish experience and explores the institutions and experiences 

that bound Jews scattered throughout the Mediterranean together 
as a collective. special attention will be paid to the formation of  
Jewish identity in the context of  imperial cultures, the efflores-
cence of  Jewish literary and cultural expression in the Hellenistic 
diaspora, the boundaries of  Jewish sectarianism, the birth of  the 
ancient synagogue, and the evolution of  rabbinic Judaism.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

RELI376 The Peoples of the Books: Sacred Texts in Social 
Contexts
this course will explore the diverse roles of  sacred texts in the 
everyday lives of  religious communiites. it will focus, in large part, 
on differing understandings of  scripture in the Jewish, Christian, 
and Muslim traditions, but it will pose a set of  theoretical ques-
tions about textual interpretation and authority that are relevant 
to a wide range of  religious (and secular) traditions. How, we will 
ask, do individuals and communities engage with religious texts 
and narratives? How do social structures and institutions shape the 
process of  textual interpretation? How is the immense authority 
of  sacred texts negotiated in the context of  everyday social life? 
How are ancient texts reimagined in contemporary literary works 
and artistic productions? How, in short, do texts and communi-
ties—peoples and their books—work to construct each other in 
religious life?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

RELI377 Worlding the World: Myths from Ancient Greece to 
the Multiverse
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum377.

RELI379 Christianity and Sexuality
this course will explore a range of  Christian teachings on atti-
tudes toward, and technologies of, sex and sexuality. We will read 
medieval and modern theologies of  sexuality, as well as contem-
porary historical, sociological, and cultural studies. Points of  focus 
will include confession, mysticism, marriage, celibacy, queer and 
transgendered practices and identities, and reproductive rights.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[FgSS309 or amSt379].

RELI381 Religions Resist Modernity
Why did the taliban forbid television? Why do creationists reject 
evolution? Why did Gandhi insist that indian nationalists spin 
their own thread? throughout the last century, resistance has risen 
to modernity, and religion has played an increasingly important 
role in challenging the globalization of  modern Western values. 
this seminar will explore how europe transformed itself  into a 
modern society with worldwide influence. then it will investigate 
how the lakota sioux, Christian creationists, Mohandas Gandhi, 
Malcolm X, the Branch davidians, and the taliban each have used 
religion in an attempt to resist some aspect of  modernity either 
outside the Western world and within it.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.gottScHalK,.peter.S .—SEcT.:.01.

RELI384 The Making of American Jewish Identities: Blood, 
Bris, Bagels, and Beyond
Jewish identities in the United states, and perhaps elsewhere, have 
been difficult to define in categorical terms.  Jewishness is often 
seen, and lived, as an amorphous peoplehood—on the bound-
aries of  such categories as religion, race, ethnicity, nation, class, 
and culture. this course will examine some of  the conceptual and 
political categories that have been used, since the 19th century, to 
construct american Jewish identities. By examining the ties and 
tensions among these categories of  identity, students will gain a 
new understanding of  american Jewishness, as well as a critical 
perspective on the process of  collective identity formation. What, 
we will ask, does the proliferation of  conceptual categories around 
Jewishness tell us about the nature of  collective identity, as such? 
is Jewishness somehow unique, or distinctive, in this categorical 
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multiplicity? or does the ambiguity of  american Jewishness give 
us insight into the ambiguities of  other identities?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt383.

RELI385 Performance Studies
IDENTIcAL WITh:.tHea316.

RELI388 Socially Engaged Buddhism—East and West
for the past several decades, a new movement within Buddhist 
communities has been emerging that aims at joining the tenets 
and practices of  the tradition with various forms of  activism—
involving social, political, economic, and ecological concerns. 
termed “socially engaged Buddhism,” this phenomenon and 
perspective can be seen throughout asia—in examples such as 
the work of  thich nhat Hanh in vietnam, sulak sivaraksa in 
thailand, the dalai lama on behalf  of  tibetans, and aung san 
suu Kyi in Burma—as well as, more recently, in various forms and 
locations throughout the West. this course will explore in some 
depth the history and contours of  this emerging religious and 
social phenomenon.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.[reli242 or eaSt242]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.WilliS,.Janice.d .—SEcT.:.01.

RELI391 Religion and the Social Construction of Race
in this course we examine aspects of  the intersections between 
“race” and “religion” in a number of  historical and social contexts. 
We place at the center of  our discussions the question of  how race 
and religion are co-constructed categories that function as a prism 
through which people come to understand and experience their 
own identities and those of  others. We will privilege interpreta-
tions that emphasize: a) the intersections of  “race” and “religion” 
as a process in which power plays a pivotal role; and b) means 
through which communities form collective identities.
 We will read a range of  historical analysis and primary 
source materials from the U.s. and the Caribbean. after a theory 
module, we will examine a colonial-era captivity narrative, an ante-
bellum pro-slavery document, missionary works, analyses of  anti-
semitism, works on father divine, the nation of  islam, rastafari, 
Haitian vodou, Jonestown, the Christian White supremacy move-
ment, as well as the contemporary U.s. relationship to the Middle 
east.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[aFam280 or amSt297]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.mcaliSter,.elizaBetH—SEcT.:.01.

RELI395 The Anthropology of Religion
this course will introduce students to a cross-cultural, compara-
tive perspective on religious practice and belief. the course will 
examine a number of  religious traditions and anthropological 
debates while posing an underlying conceptual question: How 
have anthropologists used the concept of  religion to explain—
or perhaps, to explain away—seemingly radical forms of  cultural 
difference? How, in other words, have the wildly diverse practices 
and beliefs of  communities throughout the world been subsumed 
within the category of  religion? What is gained and lost in this act 
of  comparison and generalization?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH395.

RELI396 Performing Jewish Studies: Theory, Method, and 
Models
Jewish studies is broad in terms of  disciplinary approaches and 
diverse in the ways it conceives its subject matter. this course will 
focus on the historical roots of  the discipline, models that advance 
theory and method of  Jewish studies, and on how such studies 
are being differently forged and performed in different disciplines, 
including Jewish history, Jewish literary studies, anthropology, so-
ciology, and religious studies. for each of  these areas of  study, the 
seminar will examine a classic seminal work as well as outstanding 

recent ones that are on the frontiers of  knowledge. talks by a num-
ber of  invited guest speakers will be a required part of  the seminar.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

RELI398 Majors Colloquium in Religious Studies
this course is designed to teach us how to reflect critically upon 
the theories, methods, and discourses that constitute the academic 
study of  religion. We will be concerned with current studies in 
history and the history of  religions; the interpretation of  texts, 
including the Bible; philosophy of  religion and theology; anthro-
pology; cultural studies; and feminist theory. our task is to under-
stand and assess how scholars of  religion make critical judgments. 
and so, since the building blocks of  argumentation remain con-
stant—definitions, classifications, data, and explanations—we will 
seek to identify and evaluate each scholar’s principles of  selection, 
means of  description, stipulation of  evidence, use of  comparative 
categories, and methods and models of  argumentation.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.ruBenStein,.mary-Jane.Victoria—SEcT.:.01.

RELI471 Power and Performance in the Afro-Atlantic World
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt320.

RELI472 Zombies as Other from Haiti to Hollywood
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum472.

RELI473 Spirituality and Nature in the Late Middle Ages
in premodern europe, the Book of  nature was believed to be a 
supplement to God’s Book of  scripture, a supplement available to 
everyone, even the underprivileged and illiterate. this course will 
examine a variety of  medieval constructions of  nature as reflec-
tive of  the word of  God, of  landscape as a sacred language. We 
will begin in the 5th century with augustine’s first articulation of  
nature as God’s book and end in the 15th century with european 
encounters with the new World, which catalyzed a schism be-
tween nature and God’s word. this course is situated within con-
temporary developments in ecocriticism, the theoretical movement 
examining cultural constructions of  nature in their social, religious, 
and political contexts. as such, we will juxtapose primary source 
readings from the Middle ages with modern formulations of  the 
experiential and spiritual aspects of  nature. the medieval Book of  
nature and its modern resonances will allow us to explore a variety 
of  themes, including analogies between natural and social order, 
whether one can know an objective nature apart from human val-
ues, the relationship between nature and nation, and nature’s au-
thority as a standard of  goodness, beauty, and justice.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt373.

RELI475 War, Gender, and Mysticisms in the Modern Era
in this course, we will not attempt to define mysticism or identify 
who is or is not, was or was not, a “mystic.” rather, we’ll explore 
modern discussions about the nature of  mysticism and the social, 
cultural, and political circumstances in which such modern ideas 
made sense. in so doing, we will seek to understand how Jean Paul 
sartre could equate mysticism with fascism in postwar france, 
even while, in america, Huston smith and thomas Merton could 
connect it to perpetual peace. Whatever “mysticism” may be, mod-
ern debates about it have never been short on racial, gender, and 
political distinctions. nor, as we shall see, have they been far from 
debates about culture, civilization, community, and conflict.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

RELI483 American Religions Through Children’s Media
Children’s literature, a genre whose history in america dates back 
to The	New	England	Primer, has often been intertwined with religious 
practice in the United states. in this course we will study the his-
tory of  american religions through the lens of  children’s media. in 
so doing, we will examine the issue of  how americans remember 
and mediate their religious pasts. How do the stories told by his-
torians of  american religion compare with the stories told in chil-
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dren’s books and graphic novels? How do biblical adaptations for 
children vary across time and space? What are the ethical stakes at 
play in representing religion? We will keep these questions in mind 
through a variety of  thematic units, including the consumer culture 
of  holidays, Jewish nostalgia, the telling of  slave religions, the in-
tersection of  fantasy and religion in children’s literature, and evan-
gelical children’s media, among other topics. the course readings 
juxtapose children’s literature selections with essays and books from 
the fields of  religious history, american studies, and cultural studies.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt304.

RELI488 Jewish and Christian Identity in a Greek and Roman 
World
When alexander the Great created one expansive world order in 
the West that we call Hellenism, Jews found themselves a minor-
ity in this brave new world. Jewish literature and archaeological 
remains reveal a vibrant diaspora consciousness that reflects on a 
sense of  Jewish identity in a world ruled by others. When rome 
arose and came to rule the formerly Greek-controlled lands, the 
early Christian movement was also beginning to spread and chal-
lenge its relation to Judaism. at the same time that many Jewish 
and Christian texts reflect a strong sense of  identity and distinc-
tion, others betray ambiguity, ambivalence, and a gray area of  
identity. this course will examine how Jews and Christians nego-
tiated their existence in Greek and roman cultures and came to 
separate into different communities.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

RELI490 Spirituality and Ethics: Transformative Christian 
Practices from Confession to Meditation
this course explores historic and contemporary spiritual prac-
tices—meditation, prayer, fasting—and their role in shaping 
ideas, attitudes, and values of  individuals and communities, from 
a philosophical background (stoics, epicureans), from the early 
and medieval Christian forms (augustine, ignatius), and from con-
temporary philosophic and Christian forms (iris Murdoch, annie 
dillard, simone Weil) of  spirituality as they relate to ethical un-
derstanding. feminist, african american, and evangelical forms of  
religious piety will also be covered.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

RELI494 Gender, Identity, and Art
this art workshop will bring together history of  art, concepts of  
gender and gender roles, religion and gender, and the practice of  
arts. israeli art from the 1970s until today will serve as an example 
of  treatment of  these topics in art. as in an art workshop, students 
will be expected to explore their own gender identities through 
everyday objects and then transform these objects into art.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.0 .25—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS494.

RELI497 Religious and Philosophical Readings in Kafka
this course attempts to analyze Kafka as a religious thinker and 
philosophical writer. Consideration will be given to readings of  
Kafka as a proto-existentialist (Camus, sartre), as a Holocaust 
prophet (lawrence langer), as a disciple of  Jewish mysticism 
and Hasidic thought (Buber, scholem), as a spiritual and practical 
Zionist, and also as a proponent of  a negative theology (Walter 
Benjamin). required readings include a broad selection of  Kafka’s 
shorts stories, novels, his parables and aphorisms, and portions of  
his diary.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[grSt274 or gelt274].

RELI401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

RELI409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

RELI411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

RELI465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

RELI467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

hEbREW
HEBR101 Elementary Hebrew I
this first part of  a two-semester course is designed to develop 
the basic language skills: reading, writing, speaking, and listen-
ing comprehension, and basic Hebrew grammar. emphasis is on 
modern israeli Hebrew. no previous knowledge of  Hebrew is 
required. Multimedia and authentic resources will be incorporated 
into class work. independent lab work, as well as participation 
in cultural and literary enrichment activities by israeli scholars, 
is required.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Katz,.dalit—SEcT.:.01.

HEBR102 Elementary Hebrew II
this course is a continuation of  HEBR101 with emphasis on en-
larging vocabulary, grammar, composition, and further developing 
language skills. videotapes and computer programs will be used to 
enhance listening and comprehension. exposure to cultural mate-
rial will also be included. independent lab work, as well as partici-
pation in the israeli film festival, is required.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.HeBr101
Spring.2011

HEBR201 Intermediate Hebrew I
this course follows HEBR101 and 102. emphasis is divided among 
the four basic language skills: reading, writing, speaking, and lis-
tening comprehension. instruction of  Hebrew grammar will be 
enhanced. Multimedia resources as well as computer programs 
will be used in the appropriate cultural context. lab work with 
digitized film is required, and israeli scholars’ visits will be inte-
grated into course curriculum.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.HeBr102
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Katz,.dalit—SEcT.:.01.

HEBR202 Intermediate Hebrew II
this course is a continuation of  HEBR201 with more advanced 
grammar and increased emphasis on speaking as well as reading 
more complicated texts, including literary texts. audiotapes, com-
puter programs, and the internet will be used to enhance listening, 
composition, and comprehension skills. exposure to appropriate 
cultural material such as israeli films and newspapers will also be 
included. lab work with digitized film is required, as well as par-
ticipation in the israeli film festival.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.HeBr201
Spring.2011

HEBR211 Hebrew Literature
this seminar will survey contemporary Hebrew poetry, prose, 
plays, and films with emphasis on aspects of  sociohistorical issues 
and the ways in which modern Hebrew literature enriches and 
brings deeper understanding of  collective Jewish experiences and 
detects and shapes the reality of  modern israel. this course will 
seek to increase the fluency and complexity of  the students’ ex-
pression and comprehension and generate a greater appreciation 
of  the uniqueness of  the language. literary scholars’ visits will be 
incorporated into the curriculum.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.HeBr202
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Katz,.dalit—SEcT.:.01.

HEBR401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

HEBR409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

HEBR411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

HEBR465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt
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HEBR467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

HEST215 Jewish Musical Worlds
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc298.

HEST215 Yiddish Cultural Expression: Music, Theater, 
Literature, Film
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc297.

HEST225 Iconoclastic Fictions: Imagination and Idolatry in 
Recent Jewish American Writing
this course will explore the connection, in self-consciously Jewish 
contemporary fiction, between the Judaic ban on idolatry and the 
intersections of  ethics, power, and representation. the texts we 
will read pursue such an exploration in relation to questions of  
art and ethics, rationalism and faith, mimesis and technological 
reproduction, celebrity and identity, myth-making and cybernetic 
capabilities, among others. they all connect the Judaic critique of  
idolatry to the varied Jewish responses to fundamental issues of  
contemporary Jewish existence, such as the Holocaust, Zionism, 
and assimilation. they all thereby suggest that Jewishness, rather 
than simply an ethnic identity, might provide ways of  reading the 
dominant enlightenment discourses and of  enhancing some of  
those discourses’ liberating possibilities.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

HEST230 Contemporary Israeli Fiction in Translation: Israeli 
Identity Between Past and Future
literary constructions of  israeli identity can project onto a par-
ticular narrative national allegory; they can use the fracturing 
of  narrative form to deconstruct or pluralize such allegories; or 
they can, by resorting to more privatized explorations of  Jewish 
histories excluded from the Zionist landscape, protest against or 
even ignore the demand to situate themselves within or adjacent 
to that allegorical space altogether. this course will examine yet 
another possibility that we might see as synthesizing and tran-
scending those just enumerated: the construction of  diverse and 
shared israeli pasts through the constitution, even self-reflexive 
enactment, of  a thoroughly individualized israeli present. We 
will focus, that is, on novels that find their literary activity to be 
nothing more than the generation of  a possible future out of  the 
present’s participation in the representation of  the past. such a 
project resumes the process of  enriching, critiquing, exhausting, 
and renewing the originary Zionist narrative of  the exceptional 
form taken by the normalization of  Jewish life. We could sug-
gest that the project of  normalizing the Jewish people inevitably 
had the paradoxical effect of  emphasizing everything exceptional 
about Jewish history, society, and destiny, but, even more, that, in 
a postmodern era predicated upon decentering norms, in a further 
paradox, this discovery would, in fact, be the normalization in 
question. the Zionist narrative, in that case, needs less to be con-
tested, dismantled, or deconstructed than to have its own found-
ing paradox made generative. the question contemporary israeli 
fiction would then raise is not, Which narrative? or even, Whose 
narrative? but, Which other possible narratives?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

HEST232 Identity, History, and Culture in Israeli Cinema
the course illuminates trends and processes in israeli cultural his-
tory as articulated in israeli films from the 1960s to present-day 
israel. topics include diverse aspects of  israeli society and cul-
ture: history and collective memory; nationality; ethnicity; gender; 
cult films and israeli mythologies; war, peace, and their impact on 
israeli culture. screenings of  israeli films are a very central part 
of  the course. films from present-day israel, including the most 
recent, as well as from earlier decades, create the ideological and 
cultural universe that the course illuminates.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

HEST234 Israel in Therapy: Society Under the Influence of 
TV Series
this course will explore the new israeli character. Characters in 
dramatic tv series not only reflect the time and space they act 
in, they help form the face and nature of  the collective identity 
of  the society. this course will examine leading roles in israeli 
tv series since the mid-’90s. In	Treatment,	Saturdays	and	Holidays, 
and Florentine are some of  the series that will be analyzed in the 
course as examples that both reflect and influence the identity of  
the new israel. students in class will do personal research on the 
many identitites and faces of  the israeli characters, and together 
we will draw a profile of  israel today.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

HEST401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

HEST409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

HEST411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

HEST465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

HEST467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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 PROFESSORS: andrew Curran,	French; Bernardo antonio González,	Spanish; ellen nerenberg,	Italian,	
Chair; Jeffrey rider,	French; norman r. shapiro,	French

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: Michael armstrong-roche,	Spanish; robert Conn,	Spanish; fernando degiovanni,	Spanish; 
typhaine leservot,	French,	College	of 	Letters; Carmen Moreno-nuno,	Spanish; Catherine 
Poisson,	French

 ADJUnCT PROFESSOR: ana Pérez-Gironés,	Spanish

 ADJUnCT ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR: octavio flores,	Spanish	

 ADJUnCT ASSISTAnT PROFESSOR:  louise neary,	Spanish

 ADJUnCT InSTRUCTOR:  daniela viale,	Italian

 ADJUnCT LECTURER: Catherine ostrow,	French

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: andrew Curran,	French	Studies; louise neary,	Spanish	and	Iberian	Studies; ellen nerenberg,	

Romance	Studies; daniela viale,	Italian	Studies

Majors offered: French studies, Italian studies, Spanish, Iberian studies, Romance studies  
students interested in enrolling in french, italian, or spanish at the elementary or intermediate levels are urged to do so during 

their first and sophomore years.
department policy gives priority to first-year and sophomore students in our language classes (numbered 101–112) to allow students 

to study abroad and to meet the requirements of  those programs requiring language study. Juniors and seniors who wish to take elemen-
tary and intermediate language courses should submit an online enrollment request and attend the first class. they may be accepted dur-
ing the drop/add period if  seats become available. should a junior or senior enroll in the first course of  an ampersand sequence (such as 
101–102), he or she will have priority for the second course, just like first-year and sophomore students.

FRENch STuDIES
the french studies major provides students with a command of  the french language sufficient to live and work successfully in a french-
speaking environment. it enables them to develop an in-depth knowledge of  french-language literatures and critical approaches, and, 
through it, an awareness of  french and francophone modes of  thought and expression. it also offers them the opportunity to develop 
simultaneously a broad knowledge of  french and francophone cultures through a flexible, interdisciplinary program combining course 
work in a number of  fields that may serve as the basis for future work or further academic or professional studies. the major consists 
of  a minimum of  eight courses: 

* Four FREn courses numbered 220-399. 
 FREn215 or the equivalent is the prerequisite for all FREn courses numbered 220 or higher.
 Courses numbered 220-299 are introductory courses intended for students who have completed FREn215 or have taken an equivalent 

course elsewhere or have placed out of  FREn215 through the placement test. in general, these courses are designed for students who 
have not yet studied abroad in a french-speaking country.

 300-level courses are upper-level courses intended for students who have already completed two courses in french beyond FREn215 
or who have studied abroad in a french-speaking country for at least a semester. 

* Four other courses whose content is devoted substantially to the study of French or Francophone literature, history, culture, 
or society.  
these courses may be in french or english and may include

• Courses from the french section’s normal offering of  200- or 300-level courses. 
• Courses listed as FRST (french studies) or FIST (french, italian, spanish in translation). 
• Courses taken through approved study-abroad programs. 
• Courses offered by other departments and programs on campus that treat french or francophone culture, politics, or his-

tory. these courses must be approved by the student’s major advisor. 

starting with the Class of  2010, a minimum grade of  B- is required for courses taken on campus to count towards the FRST or the RMST 
major where the student is combining french with one or two other romance cultures.

all majors are strongly encouraged to spend at least one semester studying abroad in a french-speaking country. in addition to 
Wesleyan’s program in Paris (the vassar-Wesleyan Program), Wesleyan-approved study-abroad programs currently exist in Cameroon, 
france (aix-en-Provence, Grenoble), Madagascar, and senegal. Wesleyan also sends one exchange student a year to the institut d’etudes 
Politiques in Paris. students who have strong academic reasons for wishing to participate in other french-based programs may also peti-
tion the international studies Committee for permission to do so. for information on the approved programs and the petition process, 
contact the office of  international studies, 105 fisk Hall (gwinter@wesleyan.edu).

ITALIAN STuDIES
the italian studies major consists of  nine courses above the level of  basic language. ITAL221, ITAL222, or an equivalent course taken else-
where are the prerequisites for all ITAL courses numbered 222 or higher. the department has devised two tracks to provide guidelines for 
completing the major. Both require nine courses above ITAL112. students may complete either track. recommendations are included below.

Romance Languages and Literatures
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Track A consists of  five courses conducted in italian to be taken in the italian section of  the department of  romance languages and 
literatures. two of  these five courses may be fulfilled by courses taken at the eastern College Consortium program in Bologna (eCCo). 
additionally, students in track a must take four related courses. these four courses may be taken in either english or italian. related 
courses could include, for example, FIST courses on italian topics, courses in various disciplines throughout the University, or courses 
taken on Wesleyan’s study-abroad program in Bologna. of  the courses taken in italian, students are encouraged to cover the following 
chronological areas: medieval, renaissance, 19th and 20th centuries. 

track a may be appropriate for students with an interest in literary and cultural studies and/or art history.
SAMpLE OF A gRADuATINg SENIOR IN ITALIAN STuDIES, TRAcK A: (assumes student spent one semester [spring, junior 
year] on the eCCo program—these courses are designated as vWWB: the vassar-Wellesley-Wesleyan conorstial program, also known 
as eCCo):

I. courses in Wesleyan Italian Section 
Courses	given	in	Italian

II. Related courses 
Courses	may	be	in	English

• ITAL221 (jun yr) FIST246 (s first yr)
• vWWB231 Cultural studies vWWB206 leonardo to Caravaggio
• vWWB208 Modern italian literature ARHA128 Michelangelo (soph yr)
• ITAL241 (f sen yr) COL234 dante and Medieval Culture i
• ITAL249 (s sen yr)

 
Track b consists of  three courses in italian to be taken in the italian section of  the department of  romance languages and literatures 
plus an additional six related courses. one of  these courses may be fulfilled by a course taken at the eastern College Consortium pro-
gram in Bologna (eCCo). of  the remaining six related courses for track B, a maximum of  three may be taken in english. Courses 
taken in english may include FIST courses on italian topics and courses in various disciplines throughout the University. as in track a, 
related courses may include FIST courses on italian topics, courses in various disciplines throughout the University, or courses taken on 
Wesleyan’s study-abroad program in Bologna. of  the courses taken in italian, students are encouraged to cover the following chrono-
logical areas: medieval, renaissance, 19th and 20th centuries.

track B may be appropriate for students with an interest (or another major in) social sciences or natural sciences and mathematics.

SAMpLE OF A gRADuATINg SENIOR IN ITALIAN STuDIES, TRAcK b: (assumes student spent one semester [spring, junior 
year] on the eCCo program)

I. courses in Wesleyan Italian Section 
Courses	given	in	Italian

II. Related courses 
Courses	given	in	Italian

III. Related courses 
Courses	may	be	in	English	or	Italian

• ITAL221 (f jun yr) vWWB230 Government/Politics italy FIST246 (s first yr)
• ITAL241 (f sen yr) vWWB268 Politics/institutions of  the eU ARHA207 survey of  roman 

archaeology and art
• ITAL250 (s sen yr)  vWWB227 Contemporary History ARHA224 italian art and architecture 

of  the 16th Century
 Study Overseas
Wesleyan Program in Bologna

With vassar and Wellesley Colleges, Wesleyan sponsors the eCCo in Bologna program for all students regardless of  their choice of  ma-
jor. students are required to take a year of  italian language (through ITAL102 or its equivalent), but two years (through ITAL112) is highly 
recommended. the fall semester begins in august with an orientation program in lecce. (for students with fewer than three semesters 
of  italian, the lecce program is mandatory.) the lecce program is optional for students who have completed ITAL112 or a more advanced 
course, but the italian program highly encourages participation. in september, the program moves to Bologna, where it is housed for the 
remainder of  the academic year. all students will take courses offered by the program, and qualified students will have the opportunity 
to take courses at the Università di Bologna. since course offerings at the Università vary from year to year, students work closely with 
the resident director to devise a program of  study.

there are other approved programs in italy, but the department strongly endorses and supports the eCCo program. students 
interested in learning about these other programs should consult the list compiled by the office of  international studies. 
Concerning Courses Taken Overseas
• Whether they are abroad for one or two semesters, track a majors may count only two courses toward completion of  the five-course 

requirement illustrated by Column i. similarly, track B majors may count only two courses toward the completion of  courses taken 
in italian (either Column i or ii). 

• in rare cases, one additional course, for a maximum of  three, will be accepted on a petition-only basis. the program reserves the 
right to privilege the eCCo program; if  the petitioner has studied at a center other than the Wesleyan program in Bologna, it is very 
possible that the petition will not be granted.

• there is no upper limit imposed on related course work, either at Wesleyan or abroad, for either track of  the major.
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• Please note: Courses taken overseas, and particularly courses taken at an italian university (at the Universtiy of  Bologna or elsewhere) 
must plainly and explicitly concern subject matter pertinent to italian culture and society in order to be applicable toward the italian 
studies Major. Courses treating, for example, the art and architecture of  ancient syria, or economics of  sub-saharan africa, will not 
be viable for the Major, even though they were taken at an italian university and through the medium of  italian. on the other hand, 
a course in earth and environmental sciences concerning the maritime science of  the venice lagoon would make an excellent related 
course for the italian studies major. When in doubt, students should check with the Major advisor before enrolling.

• it is expected that following study overseas, majors will take one course in the medium of  italian each semester after their return.

Concerning Honors in Italian and Course Requirements for the Major

students meeting requirements for admission to the honors program in romance languages and engaged in writing a thesis may petition 
to use either ITAL409 or ITAL410 as one of  the nine required courses. this option is not available to students writing essays.

Course Assistantships in Italian
Majors and other accomplished students returning from overseas may apply to serve as a course assistant for elementary italian. students 
may not receive academic credit for this exercise; rather, they will receive a stipend for their work. students should express their interest 
to the faculty advisor in the spring for the following fall semester and in the early fall for consideration for the spring semester. Please 
note that students may serve as course assistant for only one course in the University per semester.

SpANISh
the spanish section seeks to teach such essential skills as textual analysis, critical thinking, and writing. to illuminate our reading of  the 
texts and our understanding of  spanish-language cultures, we often draw on other fields within the humanities such as the visual and 
performing arts as well as the social sciences. these skills and kinds of  knowledge are the basis of  a liberal arts education and keys to 
success in graduate study and the professions. a skill developed uniquely in these majors is fluency in spanish, the first language of  a 
linguistic community that is one of  the largest, most diverse, and complex in the world, with more than 400 million spanish speakers 
worldwide and 40 million in the United states. students in the spanish section have the option of  majoring in either spanish (SPAn) 
or iberian studies (IBST). Both majors require nine courses, at least five of  which must be taken in the Wesleyan spanish section at the 
SPAn221 level or higher.

the two spanish-section majors are organized as follows:

1. SpANISh
the spanish major is designed to provide students with a broad knowledge of  the spanish-language literatures (and related arts, such as 
film) of  spain and latin america. it also enables them to develop a command of  spanish sufficient to pursue further study or work in a 
spanish-speaking country. all course work in the major is taken in spanish. the major recognizes some related course work that contributes 
substantially to the students’ interest in mastering the language and in exploring the inherently interdisciplinary range of  reference that 
characterizes literary (and other artistic) works. students qualify for the major with a grade of  B- or better in SPAn221 or the equivalent. 
SPAn221 is not required but may be counted toward the major. students will be expected to maintain at least a B- average in the major 
program. the major consists of  a minimum of  nine courses distributed as follows:
• at least four courses primarily on latin american literature. 
• at least three courses primarily on peninsular spanish literature. 
• at least one course on early modern literature (to 1700, normally SPAn230–249 or the equivalent), one on modern spanish lit-

erature (from 1700, normally SPAn250–269 or the equivalent), and one on modern latin american literature (from 1800, nor-
mally SPAn270–299 or the equivalent). students are also strongly encouraged to take a course on Cervantes (e.g., SPAn236 or the 
equivalent).

• at least five credits must be SPAn courses numbered 221 or above taken with the Wesleyan spanish faculty, one during the senior year. 
• students are highly encouraged to study abroad and may receive up to four credits toward the major for literature courses taken in 

spanish on approved programs in spain, latin america, and other spanish-speaking countries.
• although language courses taken on study-abroad programs receive University credit, they do not count toward the major. 

However, a course taken in spanish on the history of  the spanish language or spanish linguistics can be counted toward the major.
• With their advisors’ approval, students may apply literature courses taken in spanish on Hispanophone writers from countries outside 

of  iberia or latin america, such as equatorial Guinea, Morocco, the Philippines, the United states, etc.
• to encourage students to explore the kinds of  interdisciplinary connections to literary texts promoted in different ways within our 

courses, students may apply one course taken in spanish in a field other than literature with their advisors’ approval.
• students may—with their advisors’ approval—apply a second course taught in spanish in a field other than literature so long as it 

bears primarily on spain. this additional condition is meant to avoid overlap with the latin american studies major. 
• tutorials (for theses, essays, and independent projects) do not count toward the major but may be taken in addition to the nine 

courses.
• all courses applied toward the spanish major must be taken for a letter grade (i.e., not credit/unsatisfactory). 

2.  IbERIAN STuDIES
the iberian studies major offers Wesleyan students the opportunity to broaden their knowledge of  the literature and culture of  the 
iberian peninsula through a flexible, interdisciplinary program of  study. students qualify for the major with a grade of  B- or better in 
SPAn221 or the equivalent. SPAn221 is not required but may be counted toward the major. students will be expected to maintain at least 
a B- average in the major program. the major consists of  a minimum of  nine courses distributed as follows:
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• a minimum of  five (and up to nine) SPAn courses primarily devoted to spain must be taken from the Wesleyan spanish faculty (nor-
mally, SPAn223 and SPAn230–269), at least one of  them in the senior year. these courses should include at least one course in early 
modern literature (to 1700, normally SPAn230–249 or the equivalent) and one in modern spanish literature (from 1700, normally 
SPAn223 and SPAn250–269 or the equivalent). students are also strongly encouraged to take a course on Cervantes (e.g., SPAn236). 
SPAn221 may be counted toward this major. 

• Up to four other courses whose content is devoted substantially to the study of  iberian literature, history, art history, culture, or society. 
Courses for the major may be taken here on campus (for instance, from the spanish section’s normal curricular offerings), on approved 
study-abroad programs in the iberian peninsula (including programs in the Basque Country, Catalonia, Galicia, and Portugal), on 
approved study-abroad programs in latin america, or on approved study-abroad programs elsewhere if  the courses bear substantially 
on iberia. Courses taken at Wesleyan may include FIST (french, italian, spanish in translation) courses, courses cross-listed with IBST 
(iberian studies), or other on-campus courses that are focused substantially on iberian literature, history, art history, culture, or society.

 Courses may be taken in any of  the languages of  the iberian peninsula or in english. We expect that students will mainly take their 
courses for the major in spanish, Portuguese, and english, since they are languages of  instruction at Wesleyan. in regularly offered 
spanish-section courses, Basque, Catalan, and Galician authors and topics are addressed. We also encourage students with interests 
related specifically to the Basque Country, Catalonia, or Galicia to take courses on Basque, Catalan, and Galician language, literature, 
culture, and society here or on approved study-abroad programs. We recognize these languages and cultures not only owing to their 
intrinsic interest (and renewed political and cultural vitality), but also because of  their fundamental contribution to the development 
of  spanish-language literatures and cultures on the peninsula and elsewhere. it should be remembered, however, that—as is true for 
spanish (i.e., Castillian) in the spanish major—University credit will be granted for approved-program language work in any of  the 
peninsular languages, but major credit will only be granted for courses pitched at the fifth-semester level or higher (the equivalent 
of  SPAn221). students interested in the co-official languages of  spain other than spanish (i.e., Castillian) will normally need to study 
them by direct enrollment in universities through approved spanish-language programs in spain.

• students are highly encouraged to study abroad and may receive up to four credits toward the major for courses on iberian literature, 
history, art history, culture, or society taken on approved programs.

• although language courses taken on study-abroad programs receive University credit, they do not count toward the major. However, 
a history or linguistics course taken on any one (or more) of  the iberian languages can be counted toward the major.

• in recognition of  latin america’s crucial (historical and ongoing) role in the shaping of  modern spain and Portugal, one course on 
latin america may be applied to the major, especially if  it bears in some direct way on iberia (e.g., courses on the colonial period, 
modern immigration in either direction, and other forms of  social, economic, or cultural exchange between latin america and 
iberia); for example, courses from the spanish section’s latin american offerings (normally, SPAn226 and SPAn270–299) and the latin 
american studies Program’s (LAST) regular curriculum.

• to encourage students to explore the deep historical and intense on-going relations among spanish- and Portuguese-speaking 
countries and other former iberian colonies in europe, africa, and asia, majors may apply one course on Hispanophone africa 
(equatorial Guinea, Morocco, or the Western sahara), lusophone africa (angola, Cape verde, Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, or sao 
tome e Principe), other former spanish colonies (such as the Philippines), or other former Portuguese colonies (such as Goa, Macao, 
and timor) if  the course is approved by the student’s major advisor.

• one course offered by other departments and programs on campus that does not bear primarily on iberian culture, society, or history 
but that clearly pertains to the student’s specific (disciplinary, period, or thematic) interests in iberia may be applied if  approved by 
the student’s major advisor.

• tutorials (for theses, essays, and independent projects) do not count toward the major but may be taken in addition to the nine courses.
• all courses applied toward the iberian studies major must be taken for a letter grade (i.e., not credit/unsatisfactory).
students in spanish and iberian studies majors are strongly encouraged to spend at least one semester studying abroad. as a rule, study-
abroad programs require students to take a language course selected according to the program’s evaluation of  the student’s proficiency. 
students receive University credit for such courses, but they do not count toward the spanish or iberian studies majors. students studying 
abroad are also expected to take at least one course through direct enrollment. Majors should consult in advance with their spanish-section 
advisors and advisors in other majors (if  pertinent) about the courses they will take while studying abroad, especially if  they have any 
doubts about which courses will count toward their major(s). for more information on study abroad and the spanish-section majors, see 
the study-abroad links for spanish and iberian studies on the department of  romance languages and literatures Web site. Wesleyan 
runs programs in Madrid, spain (the vassar-Wesleyan program). for more information on study-abroad programs run or approved by 
Wesleyan, consult the office of  international studies (ois) Web site at www.wesleyan.edu/ois or visit the ois at fisk Hall 105. you may 
also call the ois or write gwinter@wesleyan.edu. a detailed Web site on the vassar-Wesleyan Madrid program can be found at www.
wesleyan.edu/madrid. 

ROMANcE STuDIES MAJOR
the romance studies major provides students the opportunity to develop a broad knowledge of  two or more of  the romance cultures 
taught at Wesleyan (french, italian, spanish/spanish american) through a flexible, interdisciplinary program combining course work in 
a number of  fields that may serve as the basis for future work or further academic or professional studies. students who are interested 
in this major should contact the chair of  the department.

the major consists of  a minimum of  12 courses, six in each of  two romance cultures (option a), or four in each of  three cultures 
(option B), as defined below. students writing an honors essay or thesis may substitute one semester of  their honors essay or thesis 
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tutorial for one of  these 12 courses.
all majors are strongly encouraged to spend at least one semester studying abroad in a romance-language-speaking country. in 

addition to Wesleyan’s own programs in Bologna, Madrid, and Paris, there are currently Wesleyan-approved study-abroad programs 
in argentina, Brazil, Cameroon, Chile, Costa rica, ecuador, france (internships in francophone europe in Paris, aix-en-Provence, 
Grenoble), italy (florence, Padua, rome) Madagascar, Mexico, and senegal. Wesleyan also sends one exchange student a year to the 
institut d’etudes Politiques in Paris. students who have strong academic reasons for wishing to participate in other programs may also 
petition the international studies Committee for permission to do so. for information on the approved programs and the petition pro-
cess, contact the office of  international studies, 105 fisk Hall (gwinter@wesleyan.edu).

Majors with a minimum grade point average of  92 in courses taken for the major may choose to complete a one- or two-semester 
project for departmental honors. students who are interested in this opportunity should read the description of  the departmental honors 
program (www.wesleyan.edu/romance/rllhonors.html).

FRENch
Option A. students planning to pursue a romance studies major combining french with one other romance culture should take

* Three FREn courses numbered 220-399. 
• FREn215 or the equivalent is the prerequisite for all FREn courses numbered 220 or higher.
• Courses numbered 220-299 are introductory courses intended for students who have completed FREn215, have taken an equivalent 

course elsewhere, or who have placed out of  FREn215 through the placement test. in general, these courses are designed for stu-
dents who have not yet studied abroad in a french-speaking country.

• 300-level courses are upper-level courses intended for students who have already completed two courses in french beyond 
FREn215 or who have studied abroad in a french-speaking country for at least a semester: 

* Three other courses whose content is devoted substantially to the study of French or Francophone lit-
erature, history, culture, or society. students writing an honors essay or thesis may substitute one semester of  their honors 
essay or thesis tutorial for one of  these courses. 

 one of  these courses must be in french; the other two may be in french or english. these courses may include
• Courses from the french section’s normal offering of  200- or 300-level courses. 
• Courses listed as FRST (french studies) or FIST (french, italian, spanish in translation). 
• Courses taken through approved study-abroad programs. 
• Courses offered by other departments and programs on campus that treat french or francophone culture, politics, or history.  

these courses must be approved by the student’s major advisor.  

Option B.  students planning to pursue a romance studies major combining french with two other romance cultures should take
* two FREn courses numbered 220-399. 

• FREn215 or the equivalent is the prerequisite for all FREn courses numbered 220 or higher.
• Courses numbered 220-299 are introductory courses intended for students who have completed FREn215 or who have taken an 

equivalent course elsewhere, or who have placed out of  FREn215 through the placement test. in general, these courses are designed 
for students who have not yet studied abroad in a french-speaking country.

• 300-level courses are upper-level courses intended for students who have already completed two courses in french beyond 
FREn215 or who have studied abroad in a french-speaking country for at least a semester 

* Two other courses whose content is devoted substantially to the study of French or Francophone litera-
ture, history, culture, or society. students writing an honors essay or thesis may substitute one semester of  their honors essay 
or thesis tutorial for one of  these courses.  

 one of  these courses must be in french; the other may be in french or english. these courses may include
• Courses from the french section’s normal offering of  200- or 300-level courses. 
• Courses listed as FRST (french studies) or FIST (french, italian, spanish in translation). 
• Courses taken through approved study-abroad programs. 
• Courses offered by other departments and programs on campus that treat french or francophone culture, politics, or his-

tory. these courses must be approved by the student’s major advisor. 

ITALIAN
Option A. students planning to pursue a romance studies major combining italian with one other romance culture should take
* three ITAL courses numbered 221 and higher, taught in the medium of  italian. ITAL221, ITAL222, or an equivalent course taken else-

where are the prerequisites for all ITAL courses numbered 222 and higher. in general, these courses are designed for students who have 
studied in italy for at least a semester.

* Three other courses whose content is devoted substantially to the study of Italian literature, history, art 
history, culture, or society, taught either in the medium of Italian and/or English. students writing an honors 
essay or thesis may substitute one semester of  their honors essay or thesis tutorial for one of  these three courses.

 these courses may include
• Courses from the italian section’s normal offering of  upper-level courses. 
• Courses listed as ITST (italian studies) or FIST (french, italian, spanish in translation). 
• Courses taken through approved study-abroad programs. 
• Courses offered by other departments and programs on campus that treat italian culture, politics, or history. these courses must 

be approved by the student’s major advisor. 
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Option B. students planning to pursue a romance studies major combining italian with two other romance cultures should take
* two ITAL courses numbered 221 or higher, taught in the medium of  italian. ITALL221, ITAL222, or an equivalent course taken elsewhere 

are the prerequisites for all ITAL courses numbered 222 and higher. in general, these courses are designed for students who have 
studied in italy for at least a semester.

* Two other courses whose content is devoted substantially to the study of Italian literature, history, art 
history, culture, or society, taught either in the medium of Italian and/or English. students writing an honors 
essay or thesis may substitute one semester of  their honors essay or thesis tutorial for one of  these courses.

 these courses may include
• Courses from the italian section’s normal offering of  upper-level courses. 
• Courses listed as ITST (italian studies) or FIST (french, italian, spanish in translation). 
• Courses taken through approved study-abroad programs. 
• Courses offered by other departments and programs on campus that treat italian culture, politics, or history. these courses must 

be approved by the student’s major advisor. 

SpANISh
Option A. students planning to pursue a romance studies major combining spanish with one other romance culture should take
 EIThER six literature courses in Spanish. four of  these six courses must be SPAn courses numbered 223-299 taken with 

Wesleyan faculty in the spanish section. 
• these courses are upper-level courses intended for students who have already completed SPAn221 or who have placed out of  

SPAn221 by taking the language exam.

 OR five literature courses in Spanish and one 
nonliterature course related to the student’s pro-
gram of study in Spanish or English. four of  these 
six courses must be SPAn courses numbered 223-299 taken with 
Wesleyan faculty in the spanish section. students writing an 
honors essay or thesis may substitute one semester of  their 
honors essay or thesis tutorial for the nonliterature course.

Option B.  students planning to pursue a romance studies major 
combining spanish with two other romance cultures should take
 EIThER four literature courses in Spanish. three of  

these four courses must be SPAn courses numbered 223-299 
taken with Wesleyan faculty in the spanish section.
• these courses are upper-level courses intended for stu-

dents who have already completed SPAn221 or who have 
placed out of  SPAn221 by taking the language exam.

 OR three literature courses in Spanish and one 
nonliterature course related to the student’s 
program of study also in Spanish. all three literature 
courses must be SPAn courses numbered 223-299 taken with 
Wesleyan faculty in the spanish section. students writing an 
honors essay or thesis may substitute one semester of  their 
honors essay or thesis tutorial for the nonliterature course.

FRENch STuDIES
FRST212 France Since 1870
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt220.

FRST226 Francophone Uses of America in Literature and 
Film
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col226.

FRST231 Like Lambs to the Slaughter: Improvising Murder 
in the 12th Century
this course will study three assassinations of  the 12th century: 
that of  Bishop Gaudry of  laon in 1112, that of  Count Charles 
of  flanders in 1127, and that of  archbishop thomas Becket of  
Canterbury in 1170. We will study these assassinations and the 
manifold issues they raise through the various contemporary his-
torical accounts of  the murders and their consequences. another 
of  our goals will thus be to recognize and investigate the ways in 
which historical works render actions intelligible and meaningful.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

IDENTIcAL WITh:.[mdSt235 or FiSt231 or HiSt278].

FRST232 Days and Knights of the Round Table
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FiSt276.

FRST254 French Feminisms: Texts, Pretexts, and Contexts
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col269.

FRST276 The Black African in the Early Modern Imagination
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FiSt273.

FRST280 French Cinema, French Society
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FiSt277.

FRST290 Modernism and Modernity in 19th-Century French 
Painting
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa240.

FRST292 European Architecture and Urbanism, 1750–1910
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa244.

FRST297 Comparative French Revolutions
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt377.

FRST299 African History and Art
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa299.

FRST339 Wagner and Modernism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.arHa339.

FRST355 Translation: Theory and Practice
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum355.

FRST401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

FRST409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

FRST411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

FRST465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

FRST467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

FRENch
FREn101 French in Action I
this multimedia course combines video, audio, and print to teach 
french language and culture as complementary facets of  a sin-
gle reality. it puts you in the presence of  authentic, unsimplified 
french and trains you to use it in the dynamic context of  ac-
tual communication. a complete, carefully sequenced course, it 
involves you actively in your own learning and emphasizes com-
municative proficiency—not the study of  rules and regulations, 
but the development of  skills, self-expression, and cultural insight. 
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FREn101 is the first semester of  the four-semester introductory and 
intermediate french language sequence.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.oStroW,.catHerine.r .—SEcT.:.01-02.

FREn102 French in Action II
this multimedia course combines video, audio, and print to teach 
french language and culture as complementary facets of  a sin-
gle reality. it puts you in the presence of  authentic, unsimplified 
french and trains you to use it in the dynamic context of  ac-
tual communication. a complete, carefully sequenced course, it 
involves you actively in your own learning and emphasizes com-
municative proficiency—not the study of  rules and regulations, 
but the development of  skills, self-expression, and cultural insight. 
FREn102 is the second semester of  the four-semester introductory 
and intermediate french language sequence.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.oStroW,.catHerine.r .—SEcT.:.01.
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.rider,.JeFF—SEcT.:.02.

FREn111 Intermediate French I
this multimedia course combines film and print to teach french 
language and culture as complementary facets of  a single real-
ity. it puts you in the presence of  authentic, unsimplified french 
and trains you to use it in the dynamic context of  actual commu-
nication. a complete, carefully sequenced course, it involves you 
actively in your own learning and emphasizes communicative pro-
ficiency—not the study of  rules and regulations, but the develop-
ment of  skills, self-expression, and cultural insight. FREn111 is the 
third semester of  the four-semester introductory and intermediate 
french language sequence.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.oStroW,.catHerine.r .—SEcT.:.03.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.lane,.VeroniQue—SEcT.:.01-02.

FREn112 Intermediate French
the fourth semester of  our language program features an inten-
sive review of  basic grammar points that frequently cause prob-
lems. a variety of  readings will introduce contemporary literature 
and serves as a springboard to conversation. Movies will be used 
to develop students’ listening skills.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010./.Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.lalande,.cHriStine—SEcT.:.01-02.

FREn215 Composition and Conversation
this course prepares students for upper-level french courses and 
for study abroad. it offers students the opportunity to review and 
strengthen their speaking, writing, and reading abilities in french. 
Class time is devoted to discussing short reading assignments (lit-
erary and nonliterary) from the french-speaking world (france, 
africa, and the Caribbean). the semester ends with students read-
ing an entire novel in french. daily class discussions, oral presen-
tations, weekly discussions with french teaching assistants, labora-
tory practice, outside-of-class grammar review, and compositions 
are to be expected.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.rider,.JeFF—SEcT.:.01-02.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.SHapiro,.norman.r .—SEcT.:.03.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.lane,.VeroniQue—SEcT.:.01.
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.poiSSon,.catHerine—SEcT.:.02.

FREn223 French Way(s)
What are french ways? do the french still wear berets? How 
do they really speak? What is important to them? How do they 
view themselves? What do they think about issues facing their 
country? What do they think of  americans? students will ex-
plore these questions by examining the french press, comic strips, 
television and radio broadcasts, as well as other selected readings. 
this course is designed for highly motivated students with a firm 
foundation in french who wish to refine their skills in listening, 

speaking, reading, and writing while gaining more insight into 
french life and culture.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.oStroW,.catHerine.r .—SEcT.:.01.

FREn224 Cultural and Literary Mo(ve)ments: A Survey of 
19th- and 20th-Century France
the purpose of  this course is to familiarize students with move-
ments such as romanticism, realism, surrealism, and the nouveau	
roman to name a few. some of  these movements stem directly from 
the political context, when others seem to have grown almost or-
ganically. though the course will primarily rely on literary texts, 
it will also examine the passerelles between literature, music, and 
painting
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

FREn225 20th-Century Franco-Caribbean Literature and the 
Search for Identity
this course investigates how 20th-century francophone litera-
ture from the Caribbean defines Caribbean identity. through a 
study of  literary texts, films, and paintings from Guadeloupe, 
Martinique, Haiti, Guyana, and louisiana, we will explore the 
evolution of  Caribbean self-definition, focusing on the major 
concepts of  negritude, antillanite, Creolite, and louisianitude.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[aFam223 or amSt226 or col225 or laSt220 or FgSS222].

FREn227 From Theater to Cinema in the French Avant-
gardes
at the beginning of  the 20th century, actors, directors, and play-
wrights were confronted with two significant upheavals: a shift 
from theater to silent films and then from silent films to “talking 
pictures.” this transition was greeted by the french avant-gardes 
alternately with enthusiasm and reservations, especially by the au-
thors we will study: antonin artaud and Jean Genet. We will read 
both their literary and theoretical texts, focusing on the questions 
they raise within the avant-garde movement: How does one avoid 
the pitfalls of  representation? How can one use, or, indeed, mix, 
theater and film to change, enlarge, or upset our perception of  
the world? We will study two silent films by artaud and Genet, 
paying particular attention to their technical, aesthetic, political, 
and legal implications. throughout the semester, we will likewise 
study some 20th-century film adaptations made from the works 
of  these two major playwrights.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.lane,.VeroniQue—SEcT.:.01.

FREn230 Knights, Fools, and Lovers: An Introduction to 
Medieval and Renaissance French Culture
this course will help students acquire a basic awareness of  the 
history of  french culture from the 12th through the 16th centu-
ries and develop their ability to imagine other—past and fiction-
al—worlds through a study of  medieval chivalry, the renaissance 
carnival, and medieval and renaissance lyric poetry.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[mdSt232 or col235].

FREn231 Paris and Its Representations: Realities and 
Fantasies
this course investigates some of  the myths and realities of  Paris. 
starting from an analysis of  Paris in late 19th-century novels and 
paintings, we will explore the shifting perceptions of  the city dur-
ing the 20th century in fiction, poetry, photography, painting, 
and film. We will focus on such themes as the role of  history in 
the structuring of  the city, the importance of  architecture in the 
ever-changing social fabric, and the recurrent opposition between 
the city and its suburbs. students will be asked to attend various 
screenings and slide presentations.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col256
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.poiSSon,.catHerine—SEcT.:.01.
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FREn245 L’Amour et l’Obstacle
this course will study a variety of  plays, poetry, and novels span-
ning the centuries, in each of  which, and each in its particular 
way, love, faced with an obstacle to its realization, either proves 
or refutes the proverbial dictum, amor	omnia	vincit, and the poetic 
assertion of  emily dickinson: “that love is all there is/is all we 
know of  love…”
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

FREn250 Makeup and Mirrors: Facing the Face
When french surgeons succeeded, in 2005, in transplanting a 
woman’s face, ethical debate flared. the human face is considered 
not just the representation but the very incarnation of  individual 
identity, and yet we know that appearances should not be trusted, 
or that beauty is only skin deep. in this course, we will read liter-
ary and theoretical works that ponder (among other things) the 
meaning of  the face, its truth, and its disguises. We will also study 
an example from the world of  cinema, the classic french horror 
film Les	Yeux	sans	Visage (franju, 1959). topics include narcissism, 
the portrait and self-portrait, physiognomy, beauty, aging, makeup, 
and mirror-scenes. emphasis will be placed on questions of  gen-
der identity and the masquerade, as well as race and stereotyping.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

FREn251 Gender and Genre in 19th- and 20th-Century Short 
Fiction
this course will explore the genre of  the short story in modern 
france through close reading of  a selection of  tales. the represen-
tation and playing out of  gender guides the choice of  texts and 
their analysis. a variety of  approaches (feminist, thematic, psycho-
analytic, cultural, and narratological) will be used to shed light on 
the ways in which these stories construct and deconstruct ideas of  
gender, construct a world, and tie and untie their narrative knots.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.Fren215.

FREn256 From the Diary to the Stage: Women Writers and 
Literary Genres from the 17th to the 20th Centuries
While women in france were not welcomed in the literary sphere, 
they have nonetheless participated in the various movements that 
have radically affected literature from the 17th century on. the 
purpose of  this course is to discuss women’s space within the lit-
erary field. through the study of  various texts, this course will 
examine women’s compliance and defiance toward literary trends. 
it will also investigate the roles of  literary categories (letters, plays, 
fairy tales, poems, novels, and essays) in women’s production.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS260.

FREn260 The Novel and Its Masks
in the late ’50s, the death of  the novel seemed as imminent as the 
death of  its author. However, the novel is not only still alive but 
also quite invigorated. the purpose of  this course is to examine 
the major transformations of  the novel in france in the 20th cen-
tury and the beginning of  the new century. from Marcel Proust to 
Michel Houellebecq (the latest, Romancier	à	Scandale), the authors 
of  novels have sought to achieve various purposes. narrative tech-
niques have changed, new themes have appeared. Particular atten-
tion will be paid to the role of  women writers, readers’ response, 
and the growing interplay between autobiography and fiction.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

FREn272 Exoticism: Imaginary Geographies in 18th- and 
19th-Century French Literature
this course will consider the fascination with the exotic—with 
foreign landscapes, customs, and culture—in 18th- and 19th-
century french fiction and poetry. discussions will focus on the 
representation of  foreignness and the construction of  the exotic 
woman, as well as on the status of  the european gaze. Major 

authors may include Bernardin de saint-Pierre, Chateaubriand, 
Balzac, Merimée, loti, flaubert, Hugo, Baudelaire, and Gautier.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col272
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.curran,.andreW—SEcT.:.01.

FREn273 Special Delivery: The French Epistolary Novel
Before the 18th century, the first-person narrative was generally 
perceived as self-indulgent, not to mention distasteful. eighteenth-
century readers, however, became fascinated with the looking 
glass of  the first person, with the intimacy, immediacy, and con-
fessional aspect of  the je narrator. it comes as no surprise, then, 
that the 18th century was the golden age of  the roman	epistolaire, 
the novel composed entirely of  letters. in this class we will read 
epistolary novels that vary widely in both form and content: from 
Madame de Graffigny’s critique of  european society (Lettres	d’une	
Peruvienne), to Mme de Charriere’s praise of  female independence 
(Lettres	de	Mistriss	Henley), to laclos’ portrait of  aristocratic liberti-
nage (Les	Liaisons	Dangereuses). We will also read two examples of  
the epistolary novel’s stylistic counterpart, the roman-memoire.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col301.

FREn283 Marginality in Francophone Cinema
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col298.

FREn284 Poets and Playwrights of Negritude
this course studies the works of  the major black poets and 
playwrights of  the french-speaking world—africa and the 
Caribbean—from the mid-’20s to the present.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam229.

FREn300 Political Independence and Literary Dependence in 
19th-Century Franco-Caribbean Literatures
as Haiti and louisiana became politically independent from 
france in the early 19th century, franco-Caribbean literature 
emerged as resolutely ambivalent toward the (former) motherland. 
in particular, we will explore the ways in which francophone 
Caribbean authors remained loyal to france yet began to criticize 
its (post)colonial policies.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[aFam290 or col303 or laSt326].

FREn301 The French Enlightenment and Its Discontents
to what extent was the enlightenment universal? Who were the 
dissenting voices in 18th-century french literature and thought? 
What is the anti-enlightenment? during the first half  of  the se-
mester, we will identify the basic tenets of  les	lumières: the belief  in 
humankind’s perfectibility, the certitude that knowledge leads to 
progress, and the conviction that the human condition was some-
how universal. in the second half  of  this course, we will catalog 
the fissures in such an all-encompassing program, e.g., discourses 
on race, class, and the status of  women in 18th-century france. 
this survey will ultimately lead us to the study of  a series of  
writers who disavowed enlightenment philosophy by preaching 
debauchery and/or nihilistic views of  the human condition.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

FREn302 Workshop in Literary Translation
the aim of  this course is to develop the art and craft of  literary 
translation among those students who have both a good knowl-
edge of  french and an already exhibited stylistic sensitivity in 
english. a wide chronological range of  works—short narrative, 
theater, and verse, both traditional and free—from a diverse body 
of  authors will provide the material for semiweekly sessions devot-
ed to mutual criticism and discussion. each student will also work 
throughout the semester on an individual translation project of  
his or her choice. a number of  relevant critical texts will be read.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.
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FREn303 Fables, Foibles, Messages, and Morals: Varieties of 
French Moralistic Literature
the course will attempt to acquaint the student with the broad 
range of  works—poetry, fiction, theater, etc.—from the Middle 
ages to the present, whose didactic intent—sometimes primary, 
sometimes a thin pretext for artistic expression—serves as a unify-
ing theme. Works studied will be as diverse as medieval aesopica 
and courtesy-books on the one hand and dramatic proverbes of  
Musset on the other. among the other authors studied will be la 
fontaine, voltaire, vigny, dumas fils, and Gide.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.SHapiro,.norman.r .—SEcT.:.01.

FREn304 Nomadic Islanders: Contemporary Caribbean 
Diasporas and Identities
diasporas from europe, asia, and africa have long been a part 
of  Caribbean identities. since the ’60s, however, many Caribbean 
citizens have left the Caribbean and moved to north american 
and european cities (Miami, new york, Montreal, Paris), creating 
a new diaspora and reshaping Caribbean identities. this course 
will focus on the representations of  contemporary Caribbean 
migrants to north america and europe in franco-Caribbean lit-
erature. How does this literature represent these new Caribbean 
migrants? does it redefine Caribbean identity? does it offer alter-
natives to the ’80s and ’90s notions of  antillanité and Creoleness? 
Class discussions and papers in french.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[laSt256 or col305]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.leSerVot,.typHaine—SEcT.:.01.

FREn305 Negotiating French Identity II: Migration and 
Identity in Contemporary France
With the largest minority in france being of  Maghrebi origin, 
islam has become the second largest religion in france today. 
What are the repercussions of  this phenomenon for french iden-
tity? How did french society understand its identity and regard 
foreigners in the past? What do members of  the growing franco-
Maghrebi community add to the on-going dialogue surrounding 
france’s republican and secular identity? this course will analyze 
the recent attempts at redefining french identity through a study 
of  literary texts, films, and media coverage of  important societal 
debates (the scarf  affair, french immigration laws, the algerian 
war). readings, discussions, and papers in french.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col307.

FREn308 Politics and the French Novel, 1850–1945
While examples of  committed writing may be found throughout 
literary history, this course will focus on the period from 1885 to 
1945, during which the idea of  the writer as intellectual took root 
in france. in his 1885 novel Germinal, Zola denounced the violent 
repression of  a coal-miner’s strike. in 1898, during the dreyfus 
affair, he was brought to trial for publishing an open letter to 
the president, “J’Accuse.” Céline’s Voyage	au	Bout	de	la	Nuit (1932) 
brings to light the inhumanity of  the first World War, and in the 
1920s, of  colonial africa, industrial america, and urban france. 
Malraux’s La	Condition	Humaine (1933) is set in a cell of  revo-
lutionaries in 1927 China. sartre, the best-known theorist and 
apologist of  committed literature in the ’30s and ’40s, deals, in Le	
Sursis	(1945), with the Munich accords of  1938 during the build-
up to the second World War. from the excesses of  the industrial 
revolution to the nihilism and new conflicts of  post-World-War 
europe, the authors we will study this semester were all aware of  
the direct relationship between individual destinies and the larger 
movements of  history. their works challenged their audiences to 
confront the political and moral debates of  their eras. if  the his-

torical and social contexts are different for these four major novels, 
each provides a different response to the question faut-il	s’engager?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

FREn310 Proust and the Play of Time
arguably the most important work in 20th-century french litera-
ture, Marcel Proust’s À	la	Recherche	du	Temps	Perdu provides a rich 
and often satiric picture of  french society in the late 19th and 
early 20th century. it broke new ground in terms of  its philo-
sophical, aesthetic, and psychological insights, as well as its narra-
tive form, influencing the great majority of  writers in france (and 
many elsewhere) since its publication. We will study three aspects 
of  time in La	Recherche: historical time, Proust’s thinking about our 
experience of  time, and the play of  time in the form of  the novel 
itself. We will discuss his ideas about memory, mortality, art, and 
literature, as well as his trenchant analysis of  love and jealousy. We 
will study Du	Côté	de	Chez	Swann and approximately half  of  both 
À	l’Ombre	des	Jeunes	Filles	en	Fleurs and Le	Temps	Retrouvé. attempts 
to translate Proust into other media—bande	dessinée, and film—will 
also be brought into play.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col310.

FREn325 The French Enlightenment’s Africa, 1650–1800
With a few notable exceptions, european missionaries, soldiers, 
slavers, and natural historians rarely penetrated into the interior 
of  sub-saharan africa until the 19th century. nonetheless, travel 
accounts by those who did venture to the continent during the 
early modern era provided an abundance of  raw material for a sus-
tained and complex discussion of  the black african in europe. not 
surprisingly, whatever the context within which the african was 
evoked, be it in discussions of  cultural relativism, the state of  na-
ture, or comparative anatomy, the ethiopian, Hottentot, or Guinean 
functioned as a yardstick against which european civilization mea-
sured its presumed technical, cultural, and, increasingly, biological 
superiority. this was, of  course, most acutely true after the later 
part of  the 18th century when pseudoscientific racial theories were 
used to justify the continued existence of  the slave trade. in this 
seminar we will examine both the genres of  representation and the 
ideology behind european views of  the black african in french 
thought. While this class will begin with an overview of  the histo-
ry of  cultural contacts existing between north africa, europe, and 
sub-saharan africa, this seminar is anything but a class on african 
history.  rather, the members of  this seminar will become famil-
iar with the european representation of  africa and africans by 
reading selections from travel accounts and natural history treatises 
as well as novels featuring european perceptions of  the african. 
Works to be studied include Buffon’s Histoire	 naturelle, raynal’s 
Histoire	des	deux	Indes, Montesquieu’s De	l’esprit	des	lois, Bernardin de 
saint-Pierre’s Paul	et	Virginie, and voltaire’s Candide and Essai	sur	les	
moeurs	et	l’esprit	des	nations.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none—IDENTIcAL WITh:.col325.

FREn326 19th-Century Fictions of Desire
from romantic passion to decadent perversion, 19th-century fic-
tions place desire at the core of  identity, even and especially if  it is 
unsatisfied. But is desire ours? do we really know what we want? 
in this course, we will read a range of  short stories and longer 
fictions about love and desire, asking where desire is located, how 
it may be gendered, how it is affected by time, how its objects 
are found, and how literary forms are structured by desire’s many 
manifestations. authors may include Constant, Balzac, sand, 
flaubert, and Maupassant. all readings and discussion in french.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col326— Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Weil,.Kari—SEcT.:.01.
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FREn328 Women and Literature in France, 1945-2002: A 
Complete Revolution?
this course investigates the writings of  women in france since 
the publication of  simone de Beauvoir’s Le	Deuxieme	Sexe in 1949. 
through a study of  novels and other texts by women writers such 
as Beauvoir, Mansour, duras, Cardinal, redonnet, we will explore 
the role of  politics, psychoanalysis, and the question of  memory 
in women’s writing, as well as the themes of  maternity, sexuality, 
the relationship between the public and the private. in a more 
sociological perspective, we will also determine the influence of  
feminism on literature.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS228.

FREn329 The Stories of Medieval French Lyric Poetry
this is a course about the ways in which lyric poetry tells stories 
and about the kinds of  stories medieval french lyric poetry tells.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[mdSt241 or col319].

FREn330 Lancelot, Guinevere, and Grail: Enigma in the 
Romances of Chretien de Troyes
Chretien de troyes, the greatest writer of  medieval france, was 
the first to tell the stories of  lancelot and Guinevere’s fatal passion 
and of  the quest for the Holy Grail. Written at the height of  the 
renaissance of  the 12th century, his arthurian tales became the 
basis for all future retellings of  the legend. We will read these tales 
in-depth, paying particular attention to their enigmatic quality.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt230.

FREn357 Autobiography and Photography
over the last decades the question of  autobiography as a genre 
has been thoroughly analyzed. the issue is further complicated 
by the use of  photography within autobiographical texts, whether 
they are included in the text or merely described. in this course, 
we will examine the various roles of  photography in autobiogra-
phy. is photography a way to trigger memory? is it more refer-
ential than the word? How is the reader to read the coexistence 
of  word and image? such are some of  the questions that will be 
discussed.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

FREn358 Confession in French 20th-Century Literature
since the Confessions	of 	St.	Augustine, the subject and function of  
confession has gone through considerable change. after exploring 
the notion of  secret and the distinctions between autobiography 
and confession, this course will discuss the main developments 
that have occurred in the literature of  confession. We will focus 
on the shift from confession of  vice to confession seemingly lack-
ing an object. among other topics, we will discuss the conditions 
that appear to make confession a masculine rather than a feminine 
undertaking.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

FREn379 Literature and Crisis
this seminar focuses on the following question: How do writers 
in 20th-century france address historical crisis in their works? We 
investigate the various ways in which writing deals with war and 
its aftermath, with immigration and women’s issues, and, more 
recently, with the aids crisis. denial, indifference, violence, and 
political commitment are among the possible responses.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col396.

FREn387 Power Plays
the course will consist of  the detailed reading of  a dozen french 
plays from the 17th through 20th centuries from the perspective 
of  the relation between the dominant(e) and the domine(e), in 

both its obvious and more subtle manifestations: physical, govern-
mental, social (feminist, et al.), metaphysical, and linguistic.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

FREn390 Libertines and Libertinage
While the term “libertin” is now generally associated with a lapse in 
sexual mores, its 17th-century connotation derived more specifi-
cally from the latin word “libertinus,” which meant freed slave. in 
this seminar we will examine the evolution of  the notion of  the 
libertin as well as the larger question of  “libertinage” during the 
early-modern era. Beginning with those thinkers whose method 
and ideas inevitably came into conflict with more traditionally 
orthodox notions, this class will also look more thematically at 
the various forms of  libertinage that came into existence during 
the 17th and 18th centuries, e.g., religious libertinage and sexual 
libertinage. readings, discussions, and papers in french.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col392.

FREn391 Diderot
this course provides a survey of  the works of  the french 
enlightenment thinker denis diderot. although this philosophy 
is generally associated with the realization of  the massive encyclo-
pédie project, diderot was an enlightenment polymath who, among 
other things, revolutionized the novel, contributed to the rise of  
a new theatrical genre, pioneered art criticism, produced violent 
anticolonial texts, all of  which were done against the backdrop of  
his dynamic materialist worldview. in reading a range of  his works, 
members of  this seminar will seek to position diderot within the 
larger conceptual framework of  french enlightenment thought.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

FREn401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

FREn409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

FREn411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

FREn465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

FREn467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

FRENch, ITALIAN, AND SpANISh IN 
TRANSLATION
FIST227 Migration and Identity in Contemporary France
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col227.

FIST231 Like Lambs to the Slaughter: Improvising Murder in 
the 12th Century
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FrSt231.

FIST235 Biculturalism, Border-Crossing, and Nonconformism 
in the Age of Conquest
this course explores the diversity within spanish (european, 
Christian) as well as amerindian cultures at the time of  the 
Conquest. Many old and new World texts can be read as com-
plex examinations of  national, religious, ethnic, and personal 
identity understood as both destiny and choice and as an ongoing 
quest or adventure. identity assumes many forms here: multiple 
and sometimes divided allegiances, border-crossing, passing and 
disguise, conformist and nonconformist assimilation. We will fo-
cus on four prominent themes: biological and cultural mestizaje as 
ideal, as curse, and as amoral reality (the cases of  dona Marina/la 
Malinche/Malintzin; Gonzalo Guerrero, nuñez Cabeza de vaca, 
and the inca Garcilaso); the discourse of  barbarism and civiliza-
tion, or what it means to be fully human (the debate between 
las Casas and sepulveda, vitoria’s launching of  international law, 
and the ethnographic achievements of  sahagun and acosta); the 
struggle over the soul of  the Church: is Christianity inherited 
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or acquired? in particular, is it compatible with racist blood-pu-
rity statutes aimed at converted Jews and Muslims (the cases of  
ignacio de loyola, fray luis de león, santa teresa, and the moris-
cos)? and, finally, the unstable boundary between the masculine 
and the feminine: is anatomy destiny (the cases of  santa teresa, 
the novelist Maria de Zayas, and sor Juana inés de la Cruz)?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[laSt238 or Span235 or iBSt318].

FIST238 Dissimulation, Truth, and Power: Making up 
Machiavelli
Politics is the realm of  appearances, the place for making up ideas 
and identities, the theater of  dissimulation, where truth is sub-
jected to power and power is mingled with lies. Machiavelli is the 
mastermind of  the political game. the famous maxim “the end 
justifies the means” is attributed to him, even though he never 
put it on paper. at a closer look, Messer niccolo appears to be 
less ruthless than he is usually portrayed. His life raises the is-
sue of  morality in politics. after serving as a chancellor for the 
republican government, he tried to gain favor under the princely 
Medici returned from exile to florence. on a comparative level, 
this course will also take a glimpse at the works of  his more suc-
cessful friends francesco Guicciardini and francesco vettori.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[ital232 or mdSt240].

FIST241 Dante and Medieval Culture I
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col234.

FIST242 Dante and Medieval Culture II
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col236.

FIST246 Primo Levi: Memory of the Offense
a subtitle of  this course could be italians, Jews, and the Holocaust. 
the course begins with an overview of  the historical situation of  
Jews in italian history and letters and then turns to specifically ex-
amine the works of  Primo levi, one of  the most noted survivors 
of  the concentration camps and one of  the best custodians of  the 
memory of  the Holocaust. the course works its way from his land-
mark memoir of  survival in auschwitz, If 	This	Be	a	Man (sometimes 
published under the title Survival	in	Auschwitz), through the prose 
writings of  the middle period (fiction and nonfiction), including 
his writings on science, to the dark remembrance of  Holocaust 40 
years after the fact, The	Drowned	and	the	Saved, his last work.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ital246.

FIST273 The Black African in the Early Modern Imagination
With a few notable exceptions, european missionaries, soldiers, 
slavers, and natural historians rarely penetrated into the interior 
of  sub-saharan africa until the late 18th century. nonetheless, 
travel accounts by those who did venture to the continent during 
the early modern era provided an abundance of  raw material for a 
sustained and complex discussion of  the black african in europe. 
not surprisingly, whatever the context within which the african 
was evoked—be it in discussions of  cultural relativism, the state 
of  nature, or comparative anatomy—the ethiopian, Hottentot, or 
Guinean functioned as yardsticks against which european civiliza-
tion measured its presumed technical, cultural, and, increasingly, 
biological superiority. this was, of  course, most acutely true after 
the latter part of  the 18th century when pseudoscientific racial 
theories were used to justify the continued existence of  the slave 
trade. Members of  this seminar will become familiar with the 
european discourse on africa by reading selections from travel 
accounts and natural history treatises as well as novels featuring 
european perceptions of  the african. While we begin our exami-
nation of  this topic with an overview of  the history of  cultural 
contacts between europe, north africa, and sub-saharan africa, 
this course is anything but african history. indeed, the objective 

of  this seminar will be to examine the evolution of  the portrayal 
of  africans against a backdrop of  shifting european concerns.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FrSt276.

FIST275 Murder and Adultery: The French and Russian Novel
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS254.

FIST276 Days and Knights of the Round Table
this course will study the evolution of  the arthurian legend from 
its origins in 6th-century Britain to its fullest development in the 
13th-century french lancelot-Grail cycle. the course will look at 
the way the various developments of  the legend were rooted in 
specific historical circumstances and yet contributed to the elabo-
ration of  a rich and complex narrative that has been appropriated 
in different ways by each succeeding period of  Western european 
culture.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[mdSt234 or FrSt232].

FIST277 French Cinema, French Society
this introductory course, taught in english, focuses on key mo-
ments in 20th-century france and their reflection in films of  the 
period. the films to be studied comment on the first and second 
World Wars, class conflicts in french society, and cultural move-
ments that can be seen as reactions to historical and sociopoliti-
cal developments. in the first part of  the course, entitled “History 
with a capital H,” films and readings will focus on the two world 
wars, the alegian war, and the uprisings of  May 1968. the sec-
ond part, entitled “freedom and fantasy,” looks at the struggle for 
liberty in the face of  social and cultural institutions and uses of  
the imagination, fantasy, and humor in reaction to these restric-
tions. filmmakers include renoir, Carné, vigo, Cocteau, Clément, 
tati, Bresson, truffaut, varda, and Kassovitz.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FrSt280.

FIST279 Postmodern Metafictional Narratives in 
Contemporary Spain
this course focuses on narratives that are essentially metafiction-
al, that flaunt the mechanics of  narration, that problematize the 
means and objectives of  representation in and of  itself, and that 
thereby posit serious questions regarding truth, meaning, and the 
limits of  knowledge. our goal will be to see how metafiction, 
more than a mere literary posture, may be taken as a guise for 
concerns that are of  a historical or cultural nature. the course 
also works as an introduction to the controversial but key concept 
of  postmodernism, given its intrinsic relationship with historio-
graphic metafiction, this being one of  the essential traits of  post-
modern narratives. the course will try to build a bridge between 
different theoretical constructions and the sociopolitical reality of  
a country, spain, that was considered by many “the most post-
modern country in europe” in the ’80s.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span258.

FIST286 Francophone Uses of America in Literature and Film
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col226.

FIST290 Reading Theories
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl295.

FIST401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

FIST409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

FIST411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

FIST465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

FIST467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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IbERIAN STuDIES
IBST233 Spain and Portugal: History and Identities
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt255.

IBST262 The New Spain: A Magnet for Immigrants
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span262.

IBST303 Sophomore Seminar: The Spanish Civil War, 1936–1939
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt160.

IBST306 Orientalism: Spain and Africa
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span250.

IBST307 Urban Fantasies: The City, Sexuality, and National 
Identity in the Modern Spanish Novel
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span251.

IBST308 Spain and Its Cinema: A Different Mode of 
Representation
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span252.

IBST309 Families on Stage: Individual, Society, and the 
Nation in Spanish Theater from 1600 to the Present
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span253.

IBST310 Garcia Lorca and His World
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span254.

IBST311 Representations of the Spanish Civil War in 
Narrative and Film
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span257.

IBST313 Feminist Literature in Spain: From the Dictatorship 
to the Democratic Era
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span259.

IBST314 Between Word and World: Major Spanish Poets of 
the 20th Century
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span260.

IBST315 Sex, Violence, and (Poetic) Justice: Spanish and New 
World Classical Theater
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span231.

IBST316 Dialogue of Poets: Classical and 20th-Century 
Poetry in Spain and Latin America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span232.

IBST318 Biculturalism, Border-Crossing, and Nonconformism 
in the Age of Conquest
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FiSt235.

IBST319 Cervantes
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span236.

IBST322 Heroes, Lovers, and Swindlers: Medieval and 
Renaissance Spanish Literature and History
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span230.

IBST323 Introduction to Hispanic Literature and Advanced 
Practice in Spanish
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span221.

IBST325 Sites of Resistance & Memory: Theater, Performance, 
& Political Consciousness in Contemporary Spain
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span261.

IBST326 Public Life in the Age of Theater: Madrid and 
London, 1580–1680
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col223.

IBST355 Translation: Theory and Practice
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum355.

IBST391 The Spanish Empire: Identity and Diversity in the 
Early Global Age
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col391.

IBST401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

IBST409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

IBST411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

IBST465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

IBST467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

ITALIAN STuDIES
ITAL101 Elementary Italian I
this gateway course is the first half  of  a two-semester elementary 
sequence and an ampersand (&) course. our emphasis is on the de-
velopment of  basic oral and written competence, and reading and 
aural comprehension skills. in this course you will master the lin-
guistic skills necessary to function in day-to-day circumstances in 
italian, as you begin to explore similarities and differences between 
your native culture and italian culture and society. specifically, you 
will learn to describe people and things in your own immediate en-
vironment, such as family, friends, daily routine, likes, and dislikes, 
and you will learn how to handle basic social interactions such as 
meeting people, planning events, eating out, inquiring about other 
people’s lives, and expressing your point of  view. Grammar un-
dergirds everything we do and say in this course: Whether or not 
we are engaged in an explicit grammar exercise, you are always 
learning grammar that enables you to communicate effectively. We 
will explore roughly five units of  the textbook; additionally, your 
linguistic experience will be broadened by reading authentic texts 
and by viewing, listening to, and discussing cultural artifacts such 
as films, songs, and commercials. the class is conducted entirely in 
italian. Because you will work collaboratively with your classmates 
and your instructor, your attendance, participation, and preparation 
are of  the utmost importance.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Viale,.daniela—SEcT.:.01.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.Vito,.maurizio—SEcT.:.02-03.

ITAL102 Elementary Italian II
this course is the second half  of  a two-semester elementary 
sequence. our emphasis is on the continuing development and 
strengthening of  oral and written competence, and reading and 
comprehension skills. specifically, you will master the linguistic 
skills necessary to describe and narrate simple events in the past 
and in the future, make comparisons, express possibility, express 
your point of  view, and agree and disagree with the opinions of  
others. you will also reach a better understanding of  culture, so-
ciety, and everyday life in italy. By the end of  this course you can 
expect to be able to function quite ably and with assurance in day-
to-day circumstances in italian. Grammar undergirds everything 
we do and say in this course: Whether or not we are engaged in an 
explicit grammar exercise, you are always learning grammar that 
enables you to communicate effectively. We will explore roughly 
five units of  the textbook; additionally, your linguistic experience 
will be broadened by reading authentic texts and by viewing, lis-
tening to, and discussing cultural artifacts such as films, songs, and 
commercials.
 the class is conducted entirely in italian. Because you will 
work collaboratively with your classmates and your instructor, 
your attendance, participation, and preparation are of  the utmost 
importance.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.ital101
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Viale,.daniela—SEcT.:.02.
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.Vito,.maurizio—SEcT.:.01,03.

ITAL111 Intermediate Italian I
this is the first half  of  a two-semester intermediate sequence and 
an ampersand (&) course. the course seeks to increase students’ 
confidence and ability to read, write, speak, and understand the 
language as it builds on previously learned grammatical structures 
and introduces more complex ones. Grammar undergirds every-
thing we do and say in this course: Whether or not we are en-
gaged in an explicit grammar exercise, you are always learning 
grammar that enables you to communicate effectively. authentic 
artifacts such as literary excerpts, films, newspaper articles, and 
songs constitute the starting points (spunti) of  this course. each 
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spunto helps students develop an understanding of  culture and 
society in contemporary italy, offers opportunities to explore 
similarities and differences between the students’ native culture 
and italian culture and society, and provides varied activities for 
the improvement of  linguistic competence. specifically, you will 
explore and learn to discuss issues that pertain to family and stu-
dent life, employment, environmental awareness, and trends that 
inform contemporary italy. Class is conducted entirely in italian. 
Because you will work collaboratively with your classmates and 
your instructor, your attendance, participation, and preparation are 
of  the utmost importance.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.ital102
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Viale,.daniela—SEcT.:.01-02.

ITAL112 Intermediate Italian II
this course is the second half  of  a two-semester intermediate 
sequence and a gateway to more advanced courses. authentic ar-
tifacts such as literary excerpts, films, newspaper articles, and an 
entire novel constitute the starting points (spunti) of  this course. 
these spunti, which include topics ranging from the italian ex-
perience in the second World War to the problem of  organized 
crime and issues raised by recent immigration, shed light on the 
rich diversity within italy and help you develop an understand-
ing of  the history, society, and culture of  contemporary italy. 
each spunto provides varied activities for the improvement and 
refinement of  your linguistic competence. Grammar undergirds 
everything we do and say in this course: Whether or not we are 
engaged in an explicit grammar exercise, you are always learning 
grammar that enables you to communicate effectively. specifically, 
you will acquire more complex language structures that will al-
low you to refine your ability to relate information, narrate stories, 
express your opinions, and debate the opinions of  others, both in 
writing and in conversation. By the end of  the course, you can 
expect to be able to express yourself  articulately and feel comfort-
able in an italian setting, linguistically and culturally.
 the class is conducted entirely in italian. Because you will 
work collaboratively with your classmates and your instructor, 
your attendance, participation, and preparation are of  the utmost 
importance.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.ital111
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Viale,.daniela—SEcT.:.02.

ITAL221 Advanced Italian Practice in Context I
this course is designed for students who have completed at least 
two years of  college-level italian or who have achieved equivalent 
competency through study in italy. our primary objective is to 
enhance students’ speaking abilities and italian cultural literacy 
through exposure to a variety of  italian texts and contexts. the 
course will be organized both thematically and chronologically. 
some groups of  themes that might organize the course include 
the following groupings: l’amore,	la	morte,	e	l’altro;	la	città,	la	cam-
pagna,	i	sogni;	il	passato	il	presente,	il	futuro. We examine these themes 
in literary texts, paying attention to the different genres, and in 
opera, and film. students are expected to participate actively in 
this seminar setting. Class is conducted entirely in italian.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.ital112
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.nerenBerg,.ellen—SEcT.:.01.

ITAL222 Advanced Italian Practice in Context II
this course is a continuation of  ITAL221. Whereas that course ad-
dresses specific themes in italian texts, from dante until the end of  
the 20th century, this course focuses instead on several key events 
of  the 20th century from World War ii onward. each event nar-
rates a particular moment in italian history of  the last century. We 
will examine each of  the events from a variety of  perspectives and 
in a variety of  genres, including prose fiction, prose nonfiction, 

poetry, cinema, and history. Combinations of  events will change 
from one academic year to the next. 
 some possibilities include the deportation of  the Jews begin-
ning in 1943, the ratification of  the divorce law in 1974, the 1977 
killing of  francesco lo russo by the Bologna police, the 1978 
assassination of  aldo Moro by the left-wing terrorist group the 
red Brigades, the 1992 Mafia assassinations of  Judges Giovanni 
falcone and Paolo Borsellino, the tangentopoli corruption scan-
dals of  the 1990s, the economic phenomenon of  “Made in italy” 
in the 1990s, Berlusconi’s terms as Prime Minister in 1994–95 
and again in the 2000s. How does each event resonate through the 
varied genres? How do the fictional representations treat the facts 
of  the events and the themes that emerge from them? these are 
two of  the questions we will reflect on as we go along.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.ital112— Spring.2011

ITAL225 Make It Short: The Italian Novella
this course will trace the development of  the novella, or short 
story, from its origins in the 13th century through the early mod-
ern period. although the emphasis will be on recurrent themes 
(love, marriage, sexual and political intrigue) and characters (espe-
cially women, priests, and princes), some attention will be given to 
stylistic development and to the social and historical contexts that 
affected individual writers.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.ital112.

ITAL226 Dante and Medieval Culture I
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col234.

ITAL230 Dante and Medieval Culture II
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col236.

ITAL232 Dissimulation, Truth, and Power: Making up 
Machiavelli
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FiSt238.

ITAL233 Poets and Politics in Early Modern Italy: In Search 
of the State
this course, taught in italian, focuses on how poetry, literature, 
and film represent political italy (or lack thereof ) in early mod-
ern age. through the works presented, the course investigates 
concepts such as republic, monarchy, fortune, virtue, exile, and 
utopia. authors and directors include dante, Petrarca, alberti, 
Pontano, ariosto, Castiglione, Machiavelli, Campanella, olmi, 
and Montaldo.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.ital221.

ITAL236 The Power and the Mask: Unveiling the Renaissance 
Italian Court
a great deal of  recent critical attention has focused on the per-
formative aspects of  renaissance courtly culture as represented 
through both textual and visual means. this course will examine 
enactments of  power games in the courts of  16th-century italy 
and, in particular, the papal courts of  Julius ii and leo X, through 
reading texts written about or dealing with courts: ariosto’s 
Cassaria, Machiavelli’s Mandragola, Bibbiena’s Calandria, aretino’s 
Cortigiana that were actually written for and performed in them. 
We will study the ways in which public spectacles and proces-
sions both enacted and affected the ideological programs of  their 
authors/performers. all texts will be read in italian. We will also 
screen the movie “Il	viaggio	di	Capitan	Fracassa,” directed by ettore 
scola.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.ital221 or ital222
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Vito,.maurizio—SEcT.:.01.

ITAL237 Tragicomedy in Renaissance Cavalaresque Epic
Women and knights, loves and battles, either treated with supreme 
irony or with lofty seriousness: this is the matter of  cavaleresque 
epic. the aim of  this course is to look at it through the tragi-
comic component peculiar to italian culture. We will read care-
fully selected episodes from the four major epic works, namely 
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Pulci’s Morgante	Maggiore, Boiardo’s Orlando	Innamorato, ariosto’s 
Orlando	Furioso, tasso’s Gerusalemme	Liberata. We will also take a 
glimpse at later theatrical treatment, like the melodramatic music 
by Monteverdi (Il	Combattimento	di	Tancredi	e	Clorinda) or the mod-
ern version of  ariosto’s by director luca ronconi.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.mdSt237.

ITAL239 The Courtier and the Courtesan in Renaissance Italy
this course aims at analyzing the process of  creation of  the male 
courtier through the close reading of  Baldassarre Castiglione’s Il	
Cortegiano that was by far one of  the best-selling books in the 
Western world up to the 1600s. Courtly culture was developed 
and formalized at the highest levels in renaissance italy in the late 
15th and early 16th centuries to become a model for all europe in 
subsequent centuries. on the other hand, the figure of  the female 
courtesan, poet and whore, literata and entertainer, grew to be a 
fascinating and repulsive subject of  many dialogic and dramatic 
treatments, especially by the powerful “pen-prince” Pietro aretino. 
the interaction of  style and culture that courtier and courtesan 
are two characters, at once idealized and all too real, played with 
each other will be studied with the aid of  contemporary paintings 
and prints (from high-brow to popular, early erotic productions).
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

ITAL240 Fascism, Futurism, Feminism: Forces of Change in 
20th-Century Italy
this course investigates three forces at work in italy in the first 
half  of  the 20th century. We explore italian fascism, futurism, 
and feminism through a variety of  media, including literary, cin-
ematic, and artistic expressions, and will consider each movement 
in its sociohistorical context. How does the radical annihilation 
of  standard mores and culture proposed by the futurists help pave 
the way for italian fascism? How does feminism in the first half  
of  the century offer examples of  resistance to both fascism and 
futurism? the texts we will consider include the paintings, sculp-
ture, manifestoes, and poetry of  futurism; sibilla aleramo’s early 
feminist novel Una	donna as well as the writings of  other italian 
feminists resistant to the ultraviolence and misogyny of  futurism 
and the instrumentalization of  gender under italian fascism. We 
explore similarly varied texts representative of  the fascist era: 
examples of  rationalist architecture and urban planning; alberto 
Moravia’s novel of  social mores during fascism, Gli	indifferenti;	se-
lections	from	Antonio	Gramsci,	political	prisoner	of 	the	regime,	Quaderni	
del	carcere	and	Lettere	dal	carcere; and at least one film made under 
the conditions (economic, industrial, and propagandistic) of  fas-
cism. our goal is an understanding of  the ideological dis/con-
nections between fascism, futurism, and feminism in the italian 
collective unconscious in a historical juncture of  profound social, 
economic, and political transformations. By focusing on the inter-
connections of  these forces, we strive for a panoramic understand-
ing of  italy as it moved to embrace modernity in the first half  of  
the last century
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.ital112.

ITAL241 Nation Formation: Italy in the 19th Century
in this class we will examine closely italy’s slow advance to-
ward unification and nationhood in the 19th century. the de-
sire, both stated and implicit, for a unified italian state is a topic 
we will explore in a variety of  texts, some of  which are fictional 
and literary, while others are more historical in nature. We will 
read these texts with an eye toward their social, historical, po-
litical, and aesthetic contexts. some texts include Le	Ultime	Lettere	
di	 Lacopo	 Ortis,	 I	 Promessi	 Sposi, Garibaldi’s Memoirs, and poems 
by Giacomo leopardi, among others. additionally, we examine 
several 20th-century works, like Blasetti’s fascist-era film 1860 

and lampedusa’s Il	 Gattopardo, that review the legacy of  the 
risorgimento. Conducted in italian.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

ITAL246 Primo Levi: Memory of the Offense
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FiSt246.

ITAL247 Plays and Spectacles: 20-Century Italian Theater
Plays, playwrights, and playmaking in italy during the 20th cen-
tury are the subject of  this course. We will consider the work of  
such playwrights as luigi Pirandello, edoardo de filippo, natalia 
Ginzburg, dacia Maraini, dario fo, franca rame, and produc-
tions deriving from the fo-rame collaboration. as well, we will 
investigate the futurist Serate and fascist spectacles and parades of  
the 1930s. When scripted plays are the object of  inquiry, close 
readings will inform their position in literary history; an examina-
tion of  the plays’ reception, both at premier and subsequently, will 
provide a cultural and historical framework in which they may be 
considered in italian.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.ital112.

ITAL249 Contemporary Italian Culture
this course, taught in italian, investigates the intersection between 
contemporary culture and society in italy since 1990. We will 
explore the literary and cinematic expression of  themes includ-
ing, but not limited to, the following: immigration and racism, 
sexuality, the commodification of  culture, human rights, and war. 
featured writers and directors include amelio, ammaniti, Campo, 
Celati, Mazzantini, Martone, nove, tabucchi, tondelli, vallorani, 
and vassalli.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.ital221.

ITAL250 Italian Cinema After 1968
this course, conducted in italian, takes as its subject italian cinema 
after the watershed year of  1968. the first half  assesses italian 
cinema in the light of  the social upheaval beginning in the ’60s, 
examining films with an eye on such themes as power and re-
sistance, corruption and politics, eros and politics, feminism and 
the women’s movement, and terrorism. the second half  of  the 
course focuses on several auteurs. some of  the filmmakers we will 
explore include elio Petri, Bernardo Bertolucci, Marco ferreri, 
Mario Martone, Marco Bellocchio, Gabriele salvatores, francesca 
archibugi, and nanni Moretti. How do the works of  these film-
makers both reflect social change and engender it? How do the di-
rectors’ formal choices inform their ideological positions? We end 
the course by examining films made since 2000 set in the late ’60s 
and 1970s that  reflect on the social turmoil that 1968 gave rise to.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.ital221
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.nerenBerg,.ellen—SEcT.:.01.

ITAL401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

ITAL409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

ITAL411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

ITAL465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

ITAL467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

SpANISh STuDIES
SPAn101 Elementary Spanish I
this introductory course is designed for students without prior 
spanish language study and focuses on the development of  recep-
tive and productive language skills (reading, listening, writing, and 
speaking) within a strong cultural frame.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.neary,.louiSe.c .—SEcT.:.01.
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SPAn102 Elementary Spanish II
this course, the continuation of  SPAn101, further develops ba-
sic language skills (reading, listening, writing, and speaking). 
the course incorporates readings and media from a variety of  
sources, allowing students to explore the cultures of  the spanish-
speaking world.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.Span101
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.neary,.louiSe.c .—SEcT.:.01.

SPAn103 Elementary Spanish for High Beginners
this course provides an intense review of  elementary spanish to 
allow students to advance to the intermediate level. emphasis is 
placed on the four basic skills: speaking, listening, reading, and 
writing. attention is also given to cultural issues concerning the 
spanish-speaking world. Conversational fluency is practiced and 
highly expected.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.FloreS-cuadra,.octaVio—SEcT.:.01.

SPAn111 Intermediate Spanish I
this intermediate language course places continued emphasis 
on the development of  receptive and productive language skills 
(reading, listening, writing, and speaking), with a strong cultural 
component. the sequence SPAn111 and SPAn112 seeks to expand 
students’ active and passive knowledge of  vocabulary and gram-
mar while developing more fully their writing and speaking skills. 
students gain experience in using different registers of  spanish, 
from informal to formal.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.Span102 or Span103
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.FloreS-cuadra,.octaVio—SEcT.:.02.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.neary,.louiSe.c .—SEcT.:.03-04.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.pérez-gironéS,.ana.m .—SEcT.:.01.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.FloreS-cuadra,.octaVio—SEcT.:.01.

SPAn112 Intermediate Spanish II
With cultural issues continuing to serve as a backdrop, this course, 
a continuation of  SPAn111, leads students through a review and 
in-depth examination of  spanish grammar and vocabulary while 
providing the experience of  working with written texts and other 
media materials. students will explore an array of  cultural topics 
relevant to the spanish-speaking world. assignments will be both 
written and oral.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.Span111
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.pérez-gironéS,.ana.m .—SEcT.:.01-02.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.FloreS-cuadra,.octaVio—SEcT.:.01-02.
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.neary,.louiSe.c .—SEcT.:.03.

SPAn203 Spanish for Heritage Speakers
this course is designed to meet the specific needs of  students who 
are heritage speakers of  spanish, so that they are able to perform 
well in the postlanguage sequence courses offered in our depart-
ment. students who take this course must have placed into SPAn112 
or above and have a limited ability (and/or confidence) in their 
language skills in spanish. emphasis is placed on the following: 
development of  linguistic strategies that advance students’ written 
and oral expression beyond the colloquial level; grammatical and 
orthographic norms of  spanish; critical reading (reading for under-
standing and analyzing what is read); and expansion of  vocabulary. 
the linguistic work will be conducted through course materials 
that explore, through a variety of  literary and nonliterary texts, the 
use of  spanish in the United states. Materials include a textbook or 
manual, and topics related to the acquisition of  spanish, as well as 
the experience of  spanish speakers in the United states.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

SPAn221 Introduction to Hispanic Literature and Advanced 
Practice in Spanish
Poems, plays, essays, and short stories representative of  various 
spanish-speaking countries and different periods of  literary his-
tory are used to stimulate conversation, improve writing skills, and 

introduce students to the fundamentals of  literary analysis. the 
course is conducted exclusively in spanish. some laboratory work 
may be assigned. Besides the three hours of  class sessions with 
the professor, all students are required to attend a weekly one-hour 
conversation section.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.iBSt323
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.degioVanni,.Fernando—SEcT.:.02.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.gonzález,.Bernardo.antonio—SEcT.:.03.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.armStrong.rocHe,.micHael—SEcT.:.02.

SPAn223 Modern Spain: Literature, Painting, and the Arts in 
Their Historical Context
in this course we study the so-called masterpieces of  modern and 
contemporary spanish literature, painting, and film (18th century 
to the present), works, that is, that have achieved canonical status 
by means of  either the influence they have come to exercise over 
successive generations or their popular reception at the time of  
their production. our objective is to interrogate the very processes 
and conditions that have led to their canonization. in doing so, we 
intend to emphasize the relationship between cultural production 
and historical context, seeking to draw analogies at all times be-
tween the short stories, novels, poems, plays, paintings, and mov-
ies under consideration and the social, political, and economic 
milieu from which they emerge.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

SPAn226 Spanish American Literature and Civilization
a close study of  texts from the colonial period to the present will 
serve as the basis for a discussion of  some of  the major writers 
and intellectuals in latin america: las Casas, sor Juana, Bolívar, 
sarmiento, Martí, rodó, Mariátegui, vallejo, neruda, Borges, 
García Márquez, Castellanos, Paz, the subcomandante Marcos, and 
Bolaño. special emphasis will be placed on issues related to culture 
and politics. for purposes of  understanding context, students will 
also read selected chapters from works by historians and cultural 
critics and will see several films, including Yo,	La	 	Peor	de	Todas,	
Camila,	Rojo	Amanecer,	A	Place	Called	Chiapas, and La	Batalla	de	Chile.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt226
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.conn,.roBert.t .—SEcT.:.01.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.degioVanni,.Fernando—SEcT.:.01.

SPAn230 Heroes, Lovers, and Swindlers: Medieval and 
Renaissance Spanish Literature and History
this course is designed to develop students’ ability to make in-
formed and creative sense of  four fascinating, complex, and in-
fluential medieval and renaissance spanish texts in their multiple 
(literary, historical) contexts: the “national” epic El	Cid (12th-13th 
century); the bawdy and highly theatrical prose dialogue known 
as La	Celestina (1499); the anonymous Lazarillo (1554), the first 
picaresque novel; and María de Zayas’s proto-feminist novella The	
Wages	of 	Vice (1647). through these and selected historical read-
ings, the course is also intended to provide students with a ba-
sic knowledge of  spanish culture (in its plurality) from the 11th 
through the 17th centuries, the texture of  everyday life as well 
as the larger movements of  long-term historical change. We will 
draw on literature and history to imagine the world of  chivalry 
and crusade in the medieval spain of  “the three religions of  the 
book” (Judaism, Christianity, and islam); of  mercantile values, 
courtly love, and prostitution in the renaissance city; of  social 
injustice and religious hypocrisy in imperial spain; and of  the 
exacerbated gender and caste tensions that followed from the po-
litical crises of  the 1640s. We will reflect on the interplay of  lit-
erature and history in our efforts to come to grips with a past both 
familiar and strange; address the crossing of  linguistic, artistic, 
ethnic, religious, caste, and gender boundaries that has long been 
a conspicuous feature of  spanish society; and consider what texts 
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and lives of  the past might still have to say to us today. no prior 
historical or literary preparation is required, only a willingness to 
engage the readings closely (textually and historically).
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[col229 or mdSt228 or iBSt322]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.armStrong.rocHe,.micHael—SEcT.:.01.

SPAn231 Sex, Violence, and (Poetic) Justice: Spanish and 
New World Classical Theater
from 1580 to 1660 spanish-language playwrights in spain and 
the new World created a repertory comparable for inventive-
ness, variety, and influence to the classical Greek and elizabethan 
english traditions and unmatched by any for the sheer magnitude 
of  the outpouring. through it a collective identity is shaped and 
projected and conflicts, often violent, between freedom and au-
thority, desire and conformity, acted out. designed to please pay-
ing popular as well as learned courtly audiences and distinguished 
for its innovative exploration of  hybrid forms such as tragicom-
edy, spanish Golden age theater is typically vital, surprising, and 
refined all at once. two fascinating plays by women playwrights 
are included. attention will be given to performance: stagecraft, 
women on the stage, and theater as ritual. scenes from the plays 
will be performed informally in class.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[col313 or iBSt315 or tHea231].

SPAn232 Dialogue of Poets: Classical and 20th-Century 
Poetry in Spain and Latin America
this course samples the rich tradition of  spanish-language verse 
from its beginnings to the 20th century. it is structured by three 
principal dialogues: the creative reception of  classical poets (saint 
John of  the Cross, Góngora, Quevedo, and sor Juana inés de la 
Cruz, among others); by leading 20th-century poets from spain 
and latin america (Pablo neruda, García lorca, Jorge Guillén, 
Gabriela Mistral, Jorge luis Borges, octavio Paz, and lezama lima, 
among others); the interplay of  poetry and essayistic reflection on 
poems, poets, and poetry by many of  those same writers; and the 
crossing of  linguistic, ethnic, religious, and gender boundaries that 
has been a hallmark of  spanish-language verse from its beginnings 
as love lyrics embedded in Hebrew and arabic poems (jarchas) to 
20th-century latin american poets open to diverse amerindian 
and african influences and contemporary Hispanic american poets 
exploring bilingualism. We will read examples from epic, lyric, and 
burlesque verse on a wide variety of  themes; reflect on how po-
etry can best be enjoyed and understood; and consider how poetry 
has been produced, heard, read, and used in its original contexts 
(oral performance by medieval minstrels and popular transmission 
of  ballads, courtly patronage, renaissance literary academies and 
manuscript circulation, private reading of  printed texts and com-
modification, 20th-century singer-songwriter musical settings, and 
politics). although no prior expertise in poetry is expected, a will-
ingness to engage it closely (textually and historically) is essential.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.iBSt316
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.armStrong.rocHe,.micHael—SEcT.:.01.

SPAn235 Biculturalism, Border-Crossing, and 
Nonconformism in the Age of Conquest
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FiSt235.

SPAn236 Cervantes
Cervantes is known chiefly for Don	Quixote, often described as the 
first modern novel and fountainhead of  one of  the great modern 
myths of  individualism. in fact, besides the chivalric novel, he 
reimagined virtually every fashionable genre of  his time: verse, 
theater, novella, the pastoral, and the Greek adventure novels. 
Cervantes’s art remains fresh and unsettling, distinguished as it is 
by its revaluation of  humor, invention, make-believe, and play; se-
riousness in his textual world is not to be confused with solemnity, 

the typical ploy of  political, religious, and intellectual orthodoxies 
then as now. Characteristic themes: social reality as artifact or fic-
tion, the counterintuitive or paradoxical character of  truths, the 
irreducible diversity of  taste and perception, the call for consent 
in politics and love, and personal identity (including gender) as a 
heroic quest. We will read, discuss, and write about Don	Quixote, 
along with a sampling of  critical, philosophical, literary, and artis-
tic responses it has inspired.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[col327 or mdSt254 or iBSt319]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.armStrong.rocHe,.micHael—SEcT.:.01.

SPAn237 The Itinerary of Justice in Cervantes’s Prose, 
Poetry, and Theater
starting with don Quixote’s famous discourse on arms and letters, 
we will examine Cervantes’s ideas on justice, with special attention 
to the topics of  violence, law, love, and war. We will be interested 
in how Cervantes represents justice in different contexts, be these 
conflicts of  war, captivity, literary duels, or love affairs. We will 
also be interested in the rhetorical mechanisms he uses to carry out 
his reflections (allegory, dialogism, double coding, and intertextual 
irony). our case studies will reveal that Cervantes portrays justice 
in several ways and that in each case he establishes a dialogue with 
both the “literary community” contemporary to him and the liter-
ary tradition (Parnaso) that he inherited and sought to continue. 
therefore, throughout the course we will refer to the works of  
other spanish and romance-language writers (tasso, Montaigne, 
et al.), as well as to the visual art and the sociopolitical situation 
of  spain during the early modern period. finally, the course aims 
to provide the tools necessary to understand how behind any rep-
resentation (visual, textual, oral, etc.), a set of  ideas or values is 
assumed that belong not only to the writer but also to her/his 
community and the period of  time in which she/he writes.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[col240 or mdSt236].

SPAn238 Undressing the Self and Disguising the Other(s): 
Representations of Cruelty in Calderón’s Plays
in this course, we will explore the notion of  cruelty in the plays of  
the 17th-century spanish dramatist Pedro Calderón de la Barca. 
as we study his works, we will pay special attention to the way in 
which cruelty defines identity and the self, particularly with re-
gard to figures who represent power. this will lead us to consider 
the connections between gender and authority both in the pri-
vate sphere (home, love affairs, etc.) and in the public (the palace, 
the battlefield, etc.). the manner in which cruelty is represented 
on and for the stage will also be considered. Critical readings 
will include writings by eric fromm, alasdair Mcintyre, Martha 
nussbaum, and Charles taylor.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

SPAn250 Orientalism: Spain and Africa
over the past several decades, north african and Middle eastern 
cultures have become conspicuously important within the spanish 
cultural arena. translations of  writers from lebanon to Morocco 
abound in spanish bookstores. spanish writers have begun ad-
dressing north african and Middle eastern issues with greater fre-
quency, especially in their novels. the dramatic rise in the african 
immigrant population in spain during the 1980s and 1990s, 
meanwhile, has been matched by a rise in press coverage of  issues 
pertaining to africa and the Middle east. these factors constitute 
the point of  departure for our historical overview of  the treatment 
of  islamic cultures in modern spain, from early 19th century to 
the present. Guided by edward said’s seminal essay, Orientalism, 
we will assess the extent to which (and the process by which) 
spain passes from the orientalized subject of  european roman-
ticism (painting, literature, music) to an orientalizing european 
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power in the late 20th century. in doing so, we will seek to relate 
the representation of  islamic cultures in spanish literature and 
painting to social, political, and economic factors, most impor-
tant of  which was spain’s military invasion into Morocco in the 
late 19th and early 20th century. We will also survey changing 
attitudes among spanish intellectuals with regard to the islamic 
world and toward spain’s islamic heritage, the result perhaps of  
20th-century modernization and, most recently, of  spain’s full 
integration, after franco’s death, into europe’s military and politi-
cal structures. the tools for this study include works of  literature 
primarily, but we will also focus on painting, historical essays, 
newspaper articles, and film.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[col231 or iBSt306]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.gonzález,.Bernardo.antonio—SEcT.:.01.

SPAn251 Urban Fantasies: The City, Sexuality, and National 
Identity in the Modern Spanish Novel
the novel as we know it today reached maturity in europe in the 
19th century against the backdrop of  a rapidly changing social 
and economic context and the emergence of  the metropolis as 
a “capital” coordinate (literally and figuratively) on the map of  
national cultures. the rapid growth of  a powerful bourgeoisie is 
equally important within this cultural dynamic, manifesting itself  
as it does through demographic changes, urban expansion, and 
the predominance of  a bourgeois aesthetic in art and literature. 
in spain these phenomena are acutely reflected by two novelists, 
Benito Pérez Galdós and leopoldo alas, alias Clarín. through a 
close reading of  what are widely regarded as masterpieces of  the 
modern spanish novel, Fortunada	y	Jacinta (Galdós) and La	Regenta 
(Clarín), we will seek to evaluate how narrative and the cityscape 
form interlocking textualities within each of  which the family is 
protagonist, sexuality a central theme.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[col248 or iBSt307]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.gonzález,.Bernardo.antonio—SEcT.:.01.

SPAn252 Spain and Its Cinema: A Different Mode of 
Representation
in this course we will study some of  the most important spanish 
movies from the 1950s to the present. special emphasis will be 
placed on such key directors as Buñuel, saura, erice, or almodovar. 
in some instances we will study a film in its entirety; in others, 
we will focus on segments or scenes from different movies, al-
ways with the intention of  understanding how spanish modes 
of  representing reality through cinema differ from Hollywood’s. 
theoretical readings will be assigned to provide students the con-
ceptual tools necessary to analyze cinematic texts.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[col242 or iBSt308].

SPAn253 Families on Stage: Individual, Society, and the 
Nation in Spanish Theater from 1600 to the Present
theater showcases conflict, and conflict tends to be experienced 
most acutely within the intimate confines of  the family. this is 
why the family and its spatial correlate, the home, have been treat-
ed as the privileged scenario for dramatic literature since the days 
of  oedipus and Hamlet. the parallel between the stage and the 
family and the allegorical implications that derive therefrom are a 
key incentive for much of  the writing for the stage in spain, from 
the Golden age (1600s) to the present. in this course we will eval-
uate these implications at different stages of  spanish history to see 
how the portrayal on stage of  family conflict evolves over time 
and is adapted to highlight social trends and questions of  nation-
hood and collective identity within an evolving national domain.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[iBSt309 or col263]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.gonzález,.Bernardo.antonio—SEcT.:.01.

SPAn254 Garcia Lorca and His World
our focus will be the spanish avant-garde as mirrored in the po-
etry and plays of  federico García lorca, one of  europe’s most 
celebrated authors. students should note that a substantial portion 
of  the syllabus includes the poetry and plays of  writers who rep-
resent the literary traditions (classical, medieval, Golden age) and 
contemporary intellectual context (1900–1936) that influenced 
lorca. these readings will help us to understand how the modern 
and the popular interact in the literature and visual arts (Picasso, 
dalí, Buñuel) of  this period of  intense intellectual ferment. since 
intellectual and ideological ferment run parallel during these 
years, we will also study the relationship between the arts and 
ideology, concentrating on the portrayal of  lorca as a modern 
bard—his theories of  the “people’s playwright” and the activities 
of  his wandering theater troupe La	Barraca—in the context of  
the second republic (1931–1939), spain’s first important experi-
ment with a progressive democracy.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[col237 or iBSt310].

SPAn256 Images of Women in Spanish Film
this course provides a panoramic exploration of  cultural and cin-
ematic constructions of  femininity in spanish film of  the 20th 
century. the course starts with cinema of  the early part of  the 
century, looks at films from before the Civil War (1936–1939) 
and during the franco era (1939–1975), and concludes with a 
close examination of  films of  the post-franco period. special at-
tention will be given to the social roles assigned to women by 
partiarchal society and the manner in which those roles are repre-
sented in film, the use of  cinema stars as vehicles of  mystification 
and idealization, and the new agency and visibility that women 
achieve for themselves both as social subjects and, more particu-
larly, as filmmakers in the 1980s and ’90s. finally, the course seeks 
to bridge spanish cultural perspectives and feminist film theories.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS245.

SPAn257 Representations of the Spanish Civil War in 
Narrative and Film
this course will study the spanish Civil War through some of  
its representations in narrative and film. if  the spanish Civil War 
pitted spaniard against spaniard in the fight over fascism, it was 
also international, serving Hitler as a battleground on which to 
experiment with new military weaponry as well as a site on which 
to confront and defeat him. the course will focus on the represen-
tation of  this historical event through novels and short stories dat-
ing from the end of  the war to the present. some in-class time will 
be devoted to the depiction of  the war in a number of  famous 
films and documentaries. special attention will be given to the 
many different approaches taken by writers and artists over time 
and, in particular, to changes in perception that have occurred as a 
result of  spain’s transition to democracy in 1975.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.iBSt311.

SPAn258 Postmodern Metafictional Narratives in 
Contemporary Spain
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FiSt279.

SPAn259 Feminist Literature in Spain: From the Dictatorship 
to the Democratic Era
the emergence of  the feminine voice in literature is one of  the 
key signs of  the democratization that spanish culture underwent 
during the last few decades of  the 20th century. We will seek to 
gain a better understanding of  this process by studying a selection 
of  the best known narratives written by spanish women during 
these last decades. in doing so, we will focus especially on such 
matters as the narratological strategies adopted by women writers, 
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the sociopolitical context as it relates to female literary production 
in spain, and the historical origins of  spanish feminism. We will 
also explore some of  the key concepts of  feminist theory.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[FgSS249 or col259 or iBSt313].

SPAn260 Between Word and World: Major Spanish Poets of 
the 20th Century
our goal in this course is to study how the leading poets in 20th-
century spain use the lyric mode to negotiate the relationship 
between themselves and their community at key junctures in the 
nation’s history. in doing so, we will also identify and assess the 
various notions of  community that arise in modern spanish poet-
ry, attempting to evaluate how those notions evolve or are affected 
by such events or movements as (1) the avant-garde and the 2nd 
republic (1920–1936), (2) the Civil War and the franco regime 
(1939–1975), and (3) sweeping political and social transforma-
tions of  the past 30 years as signaled by the country’s democrati-
zation, integration into the european Union, economic develop-
ment, and by the massive influx of  immigrants from africa, latin 
america, and eastern europe (1977–present). Key essays (critical 
and theoretical), some by the poets themselves, are included in the 
syllabus to provide critical tools for discussing how the public ex-
perience is lyricized through the intimate filter of  the poet’s own 
sensitivity. We will seek to understand the role played by context 
in conditioning the decisions poets make in adopting the epic, 
elegiac, didactic, or testimonial mode of  expression, to name just 
a few. the image of  the poet standing at the crossroads of  lyrical 
creativity—word—and historical circumstance—world—will be 
central to our critical inquiry.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[col260 or iBSt314].

SPAn261 Sites of Resistance & Memory: Theater, Performance, 
& Political Consciousness in Contemporary Spain
Compared to other literary genres and given its essentially so-
cial (public) format, the theater is an especially vulnerable mode 
of  cultural expression and therefore becomes the natural prey 
of  both overt (institutionalized) and covert (social) systems of  
censorship. the tendency for authoritarian regimes to scrutinize 
stage practices is exemplified by the official (state) censorship that 
prevailed under franco (1939–1975) and that prompted spanish 
playwrights to develop subtle strategies for resisting authority in 
the name of  democracy and for dialoguing with their society, 
as playwrights are wont to do, regarding the crucial social and 
political concerns of  the day. the parliamentary regime born in 
aftermath of  the dictator’s death ushered in an era of  fervor and 
experimentation unprecedented in recent spanish cultural his-
tory, one in which playwrights have increasingly embraced the 
struggle against more covert (social) forms of  censorship in at-
tempting to craft a new social order for a new political context: 
a democratic mindset that will serve to solidify the foundations 
of  the young democratic state. our goal in this course is to trace 
these trends through a close reading of  key works by the major 
spanish playwrights active since 1939. We will focus on context, 
on how the theater, society, and politics are intertwined, through 
evaluating both works of  dramatic literature and the place and 
meaning of  the public, commercial, and alternative theater circuits 
where many of  these plays were premiered. our aim, broadly, is 
to understand the extent to which collective memory and national 
identity, as staged over the past half  century, have become a battle-
ground where spaniards either seek or resist reconciliation with 
their shared history.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.iBSt325.

SPAn262 The New Spain: A Magnet for Immigrants
although the movement of  peoples has continually reshaped 
spanish identity for millenia, since the 1990s spain has undergone 
a particularly marked transformation as a result of  the massive in-
flux of  immigrants. indeed, spain now has (proportionally) the 
largest immigrant population in the world after the United states 
this large-scale (and growing) presence of  immigrants and the 
profound social changes that follow from it are the demographic 
and social face of  the most salient national and international ten-
sions affecting spanish society today. if  the spain of  the Civil 
War and the franco regmine is the spain of  the past, the spain 
of  immigration is the spain of  the future. this course studies the 
phenomenon of  immigration through diverse cultural representa-
tions (narrative, film, comics, and journalism), emphasizing such 
aspects as the social and political discourse about immigration, 
exclusion, difference, racism, gender, spatial segregation, agency, 
power, and national identity.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.iBSt262.

SPAn270 The Uses of the Past: Literature and History in 
Latin America
this course aims to examine literary representations of  major 
latin american political and social events. By focusing on wa-
tershed developments such as the Wars of  independence, the 
Mexican revolution, and the establishment of  dictatorial regimes 
from 1930s on, we will analyze the ways in which these key 
events have informed a series of  20th-century texts. We will also 
study the role played by fiction in recreating, counteracting, and 
questioning official historical narrations. By doing so, this class 
will explore the complex interactions between language and re-
ality, the place of  fiction in the construction of  truth, and the 
symbolic strategies developed by canonical intellectuals to resist 
self-legitimating historical discourses and present alternative ver-
sions of  the past.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt260.

SPAn271 Intellectuals and Cultural Politics in Latin America
this course will focus on the development of  the most interna-
tionally celebrated latin american literary currents of  the 20th 
century: regionalism, the fantastic, and magic realism. With the 
purpose of  analyzing how these literary tendencies became repre-
sentative of  latin american literature for the world, we will exam-
ine the way in which several intellectuals promoted and negotiated 
a continental cultural identity vis-à-vis european and american 
literary movements and editorial markets. We will also discuss 
the manner in which these literary currents confronted previous 
cultural tendencies to define their own cultural agendas and the 
critical consequences that their politics of  literary representation 
have had for understanding the extremely diverse cultural mani-
festations of  the continent. special attention will be given to the 
study of  programmatic essays, polemical texts, and contemporary 
reviews of  major works.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt261.

SPAn272 Imagining Latin America: Representations of the Other
since the early 19th century, “gauchos,” “mestizos,” “indios,” and 
“negros” have been repeatedly used to create and establish sym-
bols of  cultural identity in latin america. By analyzing narra-
tions concerning ethnic difference, cultural heritage, and political 
integration, this course will examine the opposing ways in which 
intellectual discourses have constructed literary versions of  sub-
altern and minority groups to address specific issues: european 
immigration, state formation, capitalist expansion, and radical 
political transformations. this exploration will eventually lead us 
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to a reflection on how representations of  particular groups have 
contributed to forge, endorse, or challenge political and cultural 
traditions in several countries of  the subcontinent.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt265
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.degioVanni,.Fernando—SEcT.:.01.

SPAn273 The Idea of Latin America
since the end of  the 19th century, writers and artists involved 
in the dissemination of  revolutionary discourses of  political and 
symbolic identity have reflected upon the possibility of  represent-
ing latin america as a single cultural entity. the emergence of  
some of  the most enduring images of  the region is indeed inter-
twined with the outbreak of  political conflicts that transformed 
the continent’s history (the spanish-american war, the Mexican 
revolution, the Cuban revolution), as well as with the activity 
of  numerous intellectuals who played leading roles in the public 
arena as cultural and social organizers. this course will analyze 
popular images of  latin america with the purpose of  understand-
ing their historical and ideological meaning; it will also explore 
how these images were circulated and appropriated in different 
political and cultural circumstances to convey alternative ideo-
logical tenets. in particular, we will discuss how some intellectuals 
have used them to endorse or challenge official projects of  politi-
cal reform, community change, and cultural agency. in assessing 
these issues, we will raise questions of  hegemony-building and 
cultural resistance, ideological legitimization, and social control 
in latin america.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt273
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.degioVanni,.Fernando—SEcT.:.01.

SPAn274 Subject, Modernity, and Nation in Latin America
this course explores how latin american writers dealt with the 
ideas of  subject formation, modern development, and national 
identity between 1880 and 1930. through analyses of  narrations 
and plays, we will examine the relationship between capitalist ex-
pansion, social practices, and cultural heritage in several countries of  
the subcontinent. special emphasis will be placed on questions of  
race, the role of  women, and the impact of  alternative political ide-
ologies as they relate to the concept of  progress in latin america.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt275.

SPAn275 20th-Century Latin American Fiction
this course will focus on the literary production of  some lead-
ing latin american writers of  the 20th century. through a close 
reading of  selected texts, we will examine the relationship be-
tween history and fiction, representations and otherness, politics 
and violence, and cities and cultures in several spanish-speaking 
authors. By contrasting historical events and literary versions, this 
class intends to highlight ideological and aesthetic strategies of  
textual construction in latin america, as well as the role of  the 
intellectual and the uses of  fiction in the formation of  a modern 
culture and society.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt244.

SPAn277 Topics in Central American Literature: Myth and 
History in Central America
in this course we study the relationship between myth and his-
tory in Central america since its origins in the popol	 vuh until 
the period of  the postcivil-war era. the course is organized in 
a chronological manner. We will study, in addition to the popol	
vuh, the chronicles of  alvarado, some poems by rubén darío and 
francisco Gavidia, and some of  the writings of  Miguel Ángel 
asturias and salarrué. the course will end with a study of  critical 
visions of  the mythical presented by more contemporary authors 
such as roque dalton and Horacio Castellanos Moya. We will 

also read some critical readings about the relationship of  myth, 
literature, and history by Jacques leGoff, Hans Blumenberg, 
lionel Gossman, and Claude lévi-strauss.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt277.

SPAn278 Women and Revolution: Denunciation, Utopia, and 
Disenchantment in Central America
in this course we will study works by some of  the most prominent 
female voices from Central america: Gioconda Belli, rigoberta 
Menchú, Claribel alegría, ana Guadalupe Martínez, and Jacinta 
escudos. We will examine the central role that these women 
played in the Central american struggles of  liberation, civil war, 
and revolution. Whether they served as the spokesperson for 
an oppressed minority as was the case of  Menchú in her native 
Guatemala, participated in the armed sandinista revolution like 
Belli, or wrote to express the disenchantment after the civil war 
like escudos, these women present an important, often silenced, 
voice in the utopian revolutionary projects that gripped the at-
tention of  the world during the 1970s and ‘80s. We will put the 
work of  these women in dialogue with other female thinkers who 
were involved in different revolutionary projects such as rosa 
luxemburg, simone de Beauvoir, and angela davis.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt278.

SPAn279 The Revolution of Literature: Writing the Cuban 
Revolution
the Cuban revolution symbolizes a moment of  tremendous po-
litical, social, and cultural transformation in latin america. out 
of  this political upheaval arose a cultural renovation that resulted 
in various forms of  artistic experimentation as well as different 
narratives about the revolution. We will focus on several practices 
and discourses (literature, literary and cultural criticism, film and 
art) that were central to the debates fostered during this period. 
We will read some latin american writers who wrote about the 
concept of  revolution, as well as authors who wrote about the 
Cuban revolution.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt281.

SPAn280 History and Ideology in Latin American Poetry
in this course we will examine poetic experimentation in rela-
tion to the major political and ideological trends that have shaped 
spanish american societies and cultures in the 20th century. We 
will focus on the avant-garde poetry of  the 1920s and the resur-
gence of  the avant-garde in the 1960s. of  particular interest to 
us in our study will be the rise of  popular song movements like 
the Nueva	Canción	Latinoamericana, its various authors, and their 
relationship to the new poetry of  the 1960s.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt282.

SPAn281 Pathological Citizens: The Politics and Poetics of 
Disease in Latin American Literature
in this course we will examine canonical and marginal texts—
both fictional and testimonial, essays and film—that present 
disease as the main metaphor for latin american political crises 
since the end of  the 19th century. the presence of  diseases such 
as tuberculosis, cancer, and aids in these texts will allow us to 
explore artistic, cultural, and political debates in different socio-
political contexts. special emphasis will be given to the strategies 
through which the diseased portray themselves and are portrayed 
by others in relation to the nation and the various phenomena 
known as globalization.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt283.
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SPAn284 Tales of Resistance: Modernity and the Latin 
American Short Story
latin american writers from the early 20th century forward have 
regarded the short story as a vehicle through which to make their 
mark and engage the great cultural issues of  the day. Jorge luis 
Borges and Julio Cortázar, two of  latin america’s most well-
known literary figures, dedicated their careers almost exclusively 
to the genre. in this course, as we consider the privileged status of  
the short story in latin american letters, we will examine the ways 
in which writers have used the genre to comment on important 
aspects of  modernization both within and outside their respec-
tive countries. some of  those aspects will concern the Mexican 
revolution, bourgeois and mass culture, nationalism, globaliza-
tion, as well as immigration to europe and the United states.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt254
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.conn,.roBert.t .—SEcT.:.01.

SPAn285 Exile and Immigration in Latino and Hispanic 
Literatures
during the past two centuries, latin american writers and intel-
lectuals have produced important works while living outside their 
countries of  birth, whether in latin america, europe, or in the 
United states. recently, particularly in the United states, a good 
deal of  writing has been produced by Hispanic subjects both from 
the temporary position of  exile and from the more stable position 
of  belonging. this course will examine these issues, paying spe-
cial attention to the ways in which exile, immigration, and shift-
ing national borders have informed, both as reality and discourse, 
spanish american and latino writings.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt241.

SPAn286 Simón Bolívar: The Politics of Monument Building
no figure has been seized upon more as a symbol of  cultural and 
political unity in latin america than the liberator simón Bolívar. 
in this course, we will examine not only the case of  contempo-
rary venezuela with its cult-like tradition but also several of  the 
countless appropriations of  Bolívar that have occurred across the 
americas and in europe in the 180 years since his death. from 
the Cuban José Martí to the Colombian García Márquez, from the 
spaniard Miguel de Unamuno to the U.s. socialist Waldo frank, 
from, to be sure, the powerful tradition of  the latin america es-
say with its identity politics to the U.s.-led Pan americanism of  
the 1920s, 1930s, and 1940s, Bolívar has been made to serve 
complex and important functions in discourse about national and 
continental identity. to consider all this, we will study a number 
of  rewritings of  Bolívar’s life and works, focusing on the dy-
namic process in which literary, cultural, and political traditions 
have been formed around him, while giving special attention to 
issues bearing on race, gender, and modernization. a wide range 
of  texts will be examined, including letters, essays, poems, novels, 
screenplays, and films.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.[Span226 or laSt226] or [Span221 or iBSt323] or Span223
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt258.

SPAn288 Cultures in Conflict: Latin American Novels of the 
20th and 21st Centuries
in this course we will examine several important novels that deal 
with social and cultural dislocation in the context of  revolution, 
civil war, and globalization. in addition to the crucial issue of  
innovation in literary form, we will ask ourselves how the novel 
represents local and national culture, as well as how it portrays the 
interconnection of  power, gender and desire, cultures in conflict, 
marginalization, and violence. Works of  essayists, historians, and 
theorists will assist us in defining context, as will films.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none

IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt288.

SPAn289 Contemporary Latin American Fiction: Writing 
After the Boom
one of  the characteristics of  recent latin american fiction is the 
interest in more open, relaxed forms of  narration that focus on 
individual lives against the backdrop of  specific social issues. in 
this course we examine this new experimentation with novelistic 
form as we look at several matters, including social and political 
violence, gay and heterosexual subjectivity, literary tradition, as 
well as artistic production. several films will also be discussed.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt287
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.conn,.roBert.t .—SEcT.:.01.

SPAn355 Translation: Theory and Practice
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum355.

SPAn401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

SPAn409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

SPAn411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

SPAn465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

SPAn467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Russian Language and Literature
 PROFESSORS: susanne fusso,	Chair; Priscilla Meyer

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR:  duffield White

 ADJUnCT PROFESSOR: irina aleshkovsky

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: susanne fusso; Priscilla Meyer; duffield White

Major program. the major is designed to provide students with an advanced level of  fluency in the russian language, a knowledge of  
russian literature (with emphasis on the 19th and 20th centuries), and a basic understanding of  the historical and cultural context in 
which it developed. to be accepted into the major, the student must have an average of  B in russian-related courses.

russian-language classes are conducted in small groups that meet from four to five times per week with required work in the 
language lab. survey courses in russian prose (RUSS205, 206, 251, 252, etc.) are offered in translation. students in advanced seminars con-
ducted in russian do close readings of  poetry and prose. 
Requirements. seven courses in russian language and literature are required beyond the third-year level of  language study. these 
must include RUSS205 and 206 and one seminar on russian prose, poetry, or drama (conducted in russian). students may receive credit 
toward the major for some course work done in the former soviet Union (fsU) to be determined in consultation with the major advisor.
Russian House. students may choose to live in the russian House, which organizes department events, cooperative dining, and russian 
conversation hours, with the participation of  native speakers.
Intensive summer study. students are encouraged to accelerate their learning of  russian by attending intensive summer programs, 
including an intensive course in intermediate russian that Wesleyan offers in mid-May to June.
Study in the FSU. russian majors are encouraged to spend a summer and/or a semester studying in the fsU after completing at 
least two years of  language study or the equivalent. some scholarship money is available for summer study. academic credit (under 
RUSS465/466) will be given for successful completion of  Wesleyan-approved programs.
Departmental honors. to qualify to receive honors or high honors in the russian department, a student must write a senior thesis to 
be submitted for evaluation to a committee consisting of  the tutor, a second reader with expertise in russian literature or history, and 
one additional faculty reader. this committee makes the final decision on departmental honors.

Language and Literature

RLIT355 Translation: Theory and Practice
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum355.

RULE205 The 19th-Century Russian Novel
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS205.

RULE207 Russia’s Art of Empire, 18th–21st Centuries
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS207.

RULE240 Reading Stories
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS240.

RULE251 Dostoevsky
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS251.

RULE263 Nabokov and Cultural Synthesis
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS263.

RULE279 Theater of Anton Chekhov: Research, Analysis, and 
Performance
IDENTIcAL WITh:.tHea214.

RUSS101 Elementary Russian I
this beginning course in russian language teaches basic grammar 
while providing extensive practice in speaking and listening to 
contemporary russian.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.WHite,.duFField—SEcT.:.01.

RUSS102 Elementary Russian II
this beginning course in russian language teaches basic grammar 
while providing extensive practice in speaking and listening to 
contemporary russian.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.ruSS101
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.aleSHKoVSKy,.irene—SEcT.:.01.

RUSS201 Intermediate Russian
this course presents a continued study of  russian grammar with 
an emphasis on a complete analysis of  the verb system. exercises 
in class and in the language lab develop fluency in speaking and 
understanding spoken russian while teaching the rules of  russian 

• RUSS101/102 elementary russian
• RUSS201/202 intermediate russian
• RUSS301/302 third-year russian
• RUSS205 the 19th-Century russian novel
• RUSS206 a Matter of  life and death: fiction in the soviet era
• RUSS207 russia’s art of  empire, 18th–21st Centuries
• RUSS209 the Poor Clerk: origins of  the Petersburg tale
• RUSS220 speak, Memory: autobiography and Memoir in  

 russian literature
• RUSS222 doubles in literature
• RUSS240 reading stories
• RUSS250 Pushkin
• RUSS251 dostoevsky
• RUSS252 tolstoy

• RUSS253 Gogol and the short story
• RUSS254 Murder and adultery: the french and russian  

 novel
• RUSS255 the Central and east european novel
• RUSS256 tolstoy’s Anna	Karenina
• RUSS260  dostoevsky’s Brat’ia	Karamazovy
• RUSS263 nabokov and Cultural synthesis
• RUSS265 Kino: russia at the Movies
• RUSS266 architects and inventors of  the Word: russian  

 Modernist Poetry
• RUSS277 Gogol and His legacy: Witches, Con Men, and  

 runaway noses
• RUSS285 short Prose of  the 20th Century
• RUSS303 advanced russian: stylistics
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grammar. the readings used for analysis of  the verb system are 
classic short stories by Chekhov, tolstoy, Zoschenko, and others.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.(ruSS101 and ruSS102)
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.aleSHKoVSKy,.irene—SEcT.:.01.

RUSS202 Intermediate Russian II
exercises in class and in the language lab develop fluency in 
speaking and understanding spoken russian while teaching the 
rules of  russian grammar. readings for the course (short works 
of  russian prose and poetry) will be listened to as well as read.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.(ruSS101 and ruSS102)
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.FuSSo,.SuSanne.grace—SEcT.:.01.

RUSS205 The 19th-Century Russian Novel
the 19th-century novel is widely regarded as the supreme achieve-
ment of  russian literature. this course will trace its development 
from Pushkin’s elegant, witty novel in verse, Eugene	Onegin, through 
the grotesque comedies of  Gogol, to the realist masterpieces of  
dostoevsky and tolstoy, with their complex depiction of  human 
psychology and the philosophical struggles of  late 19th-century 
society. We will consider the historical background in which the 
novels were produced and the tools developed by russian critical 
theory, especially the russian formalists and Mikhail Bakhtin, for 
understanding 19th-century russian prose.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[reeS205 or rule205]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.WHite,.duFField—SEcT.:.01.

RUSS206 A Matter of Life and Death: Fiction in the Soviet Era
the great russian writers of  the 20th century risked their lives in 
insisting on moral absolutes to counter soviet doctrine. Zamyatin’s 
We inspired Brave	 New	 World and 1984; Bulgakov’s Master	 and	
Margarita remained hidden for 27 years; solzhenitsyn risked sub-
mitting Ivan	Denisovich during Khrushchev’s thaw—each decade 
has its characteristic masterpiece. students who wish to read ex-
cerpts from the course offerings in the original russian should see 
the instructor to enroll in a half-credit tutorial.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reeS206.

RUSS207 Russia’s Art of Empire, 18th–21st Centuries
the course will consider how russia’s imperial ambitions and con-
quests are reflected and debated in russian culture from the 18th-
century odic tradition, through the 19th-century novel, to recent 
film. the focus will be on russia’s involvement with the Caucasus 
(including Chechnya), iran (historically Persia), the ottoman 
empire, and afghanistan. We will discuss recent interpretations, 
some that excoriate russian culture for serving the imperialist proj-
ect (susan layton, ewa thompson), and others that take a more 
nuanced attitude toward the place of  the russian artist vis-à-vis 
empire (Harsha ram, alexander etkind).
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[reeS207 or rule207]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.FuSSo,.SuSanne.grace—SEcT.:.01.

RUSS209 The Poor Clerk: Origins of the Petersburg Tale
We will follow the evolution of  realism in the first half  of  the 
19th century from e. t. a. Hoffmann’s effect on Pushkin’s and 
Gogol’s Petersburg stories to dostoevsky’s first tales of  the poor 
clerk. through close reading, we will see how russian authors of  
the naturalist school reworked the devices of  German literature 
to create their own tradition. taught in russian, the course is de-
signed for both advanced students of  russian and native speakers.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.ruSS302
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reeS209.

RUSS220 Speak, Memory: Autobiography and Memoir in 
Russian Literature
Memoirs and autobiographical prose have been a major genre of  
russian literature, particularly for women, since the 18th century. 
they offer a chance for the individual to make sense of  his or her 
relationship to larger historical forces and allow writers of  fiction 

and poetry to reflect on the tensions between biography and the 
creative process. We will read major works from the 18th century 
to the present, including nadezhda durova’s account of  her life 
on the front lines in the napoleonic Wars; dostoevsky’s prison 
memoirs; the poet Mandelstam’s reminiscences of  a prerevolu-
tionary childhood and his wife’s account of  stalin’s terror; and 
intense memories of  childhood by Marina tsvetaeva and vladimir 
nabokov. attention will be paid throughout the course to related 
theoretical problems (narratology, feminism, and historiography, 
etc.). all works will be read in english translation.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reeS220.

RUSS222 Doubles in Literature
We will trace the evolution of  the idea of  the literary double from 
its origins in German romanticism, observing the degradation of  
the opposition between ideal and real into the struggle of  good 
versus evil. the entire process is parodied in nabokov’s Lolita.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reeS222.

RUSS232 The Real McCoy: Constructing Identity
We are what we read: the critical reader has the ability to form 
his/her identity consciously, while literary characters are de-
stroyed by failing to recognize the forces and assumptions shaping 
them. active interpretation of  texts allows the reader to become 
an author instead of  a character.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reeS232.

RUSS240 Reading Stories
How does narrative form create meaning? Many of  the best works 
of  19th-century russian literature reflect upon the nature of  sto-
rytelling and the capacity of  stories to represent truth. in the 20th 
century, russian literary theoreticians like eikhenbaum, Bakhtin, 
Jakobson, and lotman joined fiction writers in developing a pow-
erful and useful critical vocabulary for describing and understand-
ing narrative. their work led them and writers of  their generation 
into innovative experiments in short fiction. this course looks at the 
creative interplay between story writing and thinking about stories 
in modern russian literature. We will read short stories and short 
novels by Pushkin, Gogol, turgenev, tolstoy, dostoevsky, Chekhov, 
Zoshchenko, Platonov, and Petrushevskaia. We will also read ar-
ticles and selected chapters on theory by iser, Hirsch, Chatman, 
Booth, Culler, White, Caws, Bakhtin, lotman, frye, and Jakobson.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[reeS240 or rule240]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.WHite,.duFField—SEcT.:.01.

RUSS250 Pushkin
reading Pushkin in russian is a rich reward for the hard work of  
studying the russian language. this seminar is for students who 
are at or above the third year of  language study. the main focus 
will be on Evgeny	Onegin, but we will also read Pushkin’s lyric 
poems, Skazki,	Kapitanskaia	Dochka,	Malenkie	Tragedii, and Mednyi	
Vsadnik. all Pushkin readings will be in russian; class discussions 
will be in russian and in english; some biographical and historical 
background reading will be in english.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.ruSS202
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reeS284.

RUSS251 Dostoevsky
this course is a reading of  dostoevsky’s major works in the con-
text of  19th-century russian cultural and social history.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[reeS251 or rule251]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.WHite,.duFField—SEcT.:.01.

RUSS252 Tolstoy
during the19th century when tolstoy wrote his novels and sto-
ries, literature was viewed in russia as the intelligentsia’s primary 
medium for debating its big questions (such as how to resolve 
the inequalities that had been institutionalized under serfdom, or 
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how to choose between new and old values as russia experienced 
modernization). Writers like tolstoy and dostoevsky willingly as-
sumed the responsibility to address a broad range of  political, his-
torical, and philosophical-religious questions in their fiction, and 
they wrote novels with radical formulations as well as solutions to 
these questions. However, they also viewed literature, particularly 
the novel, as a medium with rich potential for innovative formal 
experimentation, and so they resisted the call for conventional ide-
ological novels. each of  tolstoy’s best works is an innovative for-
mal experiment that creates an unprecedented, new type of  novel. 
Who in russia could have expected a novel like War	and	Peace in 
the 1860s, Anna	Karenina in the 1870s, The	Kreutzer	Sonata in the 
1880s, Resurrection in the 1890s, or Hadzhi	Murad on the eve of  
russia’s 1905 revolution? this course will study how tolstoy’s 
writings both responded to and transcended their times by creating 
new novelistic forms and new truths within those forms.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[reeS252 or col262].

RUSS253 Gogol and the Short Story
We will read Gogol’s best known stories in the context of  his 
German sources and russian contemporaries.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.ruSS302.

RUSS254 Murder and Adultery: The French and Russian Novel
What did the russians learn from reading french novels? How 
did they respond to them in writing their own? We will examine 
how themes taken from one national literature are self-consciously 
transformed by another while learning to read from the author’s 
point of  view.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[col261 or FiSt275 or reeS254].

RUSS255 The Central and East European Novel
this course presents a survey of  20th-century prose fiction of  
eastern and Central europe, with an emphasis on the Czech 
novel. some of  the questions we will explore are the impact of  
World War ii and its displacement and devastation on eastern and 
Central european literature; the relation of  eastern and Central 
european writers to Communism and soviet domination; the idea 
of  Central europe as a shaping force in literary identity; and the 
relation of  eastern and Central european literature to the Western 
and russian literary traditions, especially the avant-garde.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reeS255.

RUSS256 Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina
a seminar conducted in russian on tolstoy’s 1875–77 novel Anna	
Karenina, students will read and discuss the text in russian. Critical 
texts will be read in english. students will write analytical papers 
in russian and give oral reports in russian on critical articles.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reeS256.

RUSS260 Dostoevsky’s Brat’ia Karamazovy
a seminar devoted to close reading of  the original text of  
dostoevsky’s 1879–80 novel. all students will be required to 
read the entire text in english, and each week specific passages 
will be read in russian. in class we will analyze and discuss the 
text in russian. students will give presentations about critical 
works related to the novel and to dostoevsky’s work in general. 
Conducted in russian.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.ruSS301
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reeS260
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.aleSHKoVSKy,.irene—SEcT.:.01.

RUSS263 Nabokov and Cultural Synthesis
this course will trace the development of  nabokov’s art from its 
origins in russian literature by close readings of  the motifs that 
spiral outward through his (principally english-language) novels.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[col265 or reeS263 or rule263]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.meyer,.priScilla—SEcT.:.01.

RUSS265 Kino: Russia at the Movies
soon after the cinemas first opened in russia in 1910, moviegoing 
became the primary entertainment for people of  all social classes. 
in the 1920s avant-garde writers, theater directors, and musicians 
fell in love with the movies, encouraging the brilliant formalist 
experiments of  directors like eisenstein. By the end of  the 1920s, 
soviet leaders had realized the power of  movies to communicate 
their beliefs to the citizens of  the soviet Union. they had already 
nationalized studios and theaters, so it was easy for them to im-
pose tight control over the political-ideological content of  movies. 
nevertheless, throughout the soviet period, russian movies cre-
ated a vision of  continuity and change that was broader and richer 
than the ideological formulae of  Communist politics. they also 
provided a venue for cultural media such as popular songs that, in 
other countries, might lead a more independent existence outside 
the movies. this course will look at the culture-building role of  
russian movies from its beginnings in tsarist times through the 
soviet period and into the post-soviet present.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[reeS265 or Film365]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.aleSHKoVSKy,.irene—SEcT.:.01.

RUSS266 Architects and Inventors of the Word: Russian 
Modernist Poetry
one of  the treasures of  the russian literary tradition is its poetry, 
which had two remarkable flowerings: in the first decades of  the 
19th century (the Golden age) and in the first half  of  the 20th 
century (russian modernism). Created against the background 
of  war, revolution, and stalin’s repressions, the latter poetry of-
fers exciting experimentation with language, a new discourse of  
love, and a rich and complex understanding of  the poet’s rela-
tionship to history. We will read the works of  alexander Blok, 
anna akhmatova, osip Mandelstam, Boris Pasternak, Marina 
tsvetaeva, velemir Khlebnikov, and vladimir Mayakovsky. special 
attention will be paid to learning to read poetry aloud; the under-
standing of  metrics and verse language; the relationship between 
a poet’s theorizing about verse and his or her actual verse; the 
poets’ relationship to each other and to the tradition that preceded 
them; and the historical background. Conducted in russian.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.ruSS202
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reeS266.

RUSS277 Gogol and His Legacy: Witches, Con Men, and 
Runaway Noses
this course will include close reading and analysis of  the works 
of  nikolai Gogol (1809–1852), who created a phantasmagorical 
world of  devils and witches coexisting with the gritty details of  
life in st. Petersburg and the russian provinces. We will also read 
works by later writers who either explicitly or implicitly placed 
themselves in the Gogolian tradition: fyodor dostoevsky, fyodor 
sologub, andrei Bely, Mikhail Bulgakov, and vladimir nabokov. 
Gogol’s satirical observations delighted socially-conscious con-
temporary critics, while his linguistic experimentation and subver-
sion of  the rules of  logic inspired modernist writers of  the 20th 
century. We will consider Gogol’s response to romantic aesthet-
ics, his interest in the demonic, the influence of  his formal and 
linguistic experimentation on later writers, and the history of  his 
reception by russian and Western writers and critics.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reeS277.

RUSS279 Theater of Anton Chekhov: Research, Analysis, and 
Performance
IDENTIcAL WITh:.tHea214.

RUSS285 Short Prose of the 20th Century
at the beginning of  the 20th century, many russian writers 
turned away from the monumentality of  the realist novel to min-
iature forms such as lyric poems and short stories. this course 
will investigate one of  the period’s most interesting genres, the 
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collection of  short prose pieces that often mixed fiction, nonfic-
tion, and literary criticism, “held together not only by the interest 
of  the separate parts, but by the interest of  their linkages as well” 
(shklovsky). russian examples of  the genre will be compared to 
similar works by european and latin american writers. all work 
will be done in english.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reeS285.

RUSS301 Third-Year Russian I
this course reviews and reinforces grammar and develops speak-
ing and writing skills while reading russian literary texts.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.ruSS202
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.meyer,.priScilla—SEcT.:.01.

RUSS302 Third-Year Russian II
Conducted in russian, this course will focus on reading and com-
position and on such topics as verbal aspect, functional word or-
der, and word formation. it requires language lab work.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.ruSS301
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.aleSHKoVSKy,.irene—SEcT.:.01.

RUSS303 Advanced Russian: Stylistics
the course is designed to effect the leap into more natural use of  
language both by intensive and extensive reading of  texts, some 
literary, some journalistic. We will read a novel, write weekly com-
positions, and record segments in the language lab. there will be 
several translation projects: from russian into english and back 
again, as well as from english into russian and back. We will also 
compare several translations of  one text into and out of  russian 
and english.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.ruSS302.

RUSS340 Reading Theories
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl295.

RUSS355 Translation: Theory and Practice
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum355.

RUSS401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

RUSS409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

RUSS411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

RUSS465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

RUSS467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Russian and East European Studies Program
 PROFESSORS: susanne fusso,	Russian	Language	and	Literature,	Chair (Spring); Priscilla Meyer,	Russian	Language	

and	Literature,	Chair (Fall); Peter rutland,	Government

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS:  duffield White,	Russian	Language	and	Literature

 InSTRUCTOR: victoria smolkin-rothrock

 ADJUnCT PROFESSOR: irina aleshkovsky,	Russian	Language	and	Literature

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: susanne fusso; Priscilla Meyer; Peter rutland; victoria smolkin-rothrock; duffield White

the major in russian and east european studies is designed to provide a broad background in russian, soviet, and east european his-
tory, politics, economics, and literature. to be accepted into the program, students must have a minimum overall average of  B in courses 
related to the major.

Major program requirements. Majors must complete three years of  college-level russian or the equivalent. each student, in consultation 
with an advisor, will work out an individual program consisting of  at least one course from each of  the fields listed below (politics and 
economics, history, and literature) and four more courses in the three fields (distributed as agreed with the advisor).

Study abroad. Majors are strongly encouraged to participate in either a summer or a semester program of  study in the former soviet 
Union (fsU), for which academic credit will be given.

Departmental honors. to qualify to receive honors or high honors in russian and east european studies, a student must write a senior 
thesis that will be evaluated by a committee consisting of  the tutor, a second reader from the russian and east european studies faculty, 
and one additional reader from the faculty at large. this committee makes the final decision on departmental honors.

politics and Economics 
• ECOn265 economies in transition
• GOvT274 russian Politics

history 

• HIST155 sophomore seminar: the intelligentsia and Power: 
the struggle for socialism in the early soviet Period

• HIST156 sophomore seminar: east european Jewish experience

• HIST218 russian History to 1881
• HIST219 russian and soviet History, 1881 to Present

Language and Literature
• RUSS101/102 elementary russian
• RUSS201/202 intermediate russian
• RUSS301/302 third-year russian
• RUSS205 the 19th-Century russian novel
• RUSS206 a Matter of  life and death: fiction in the soviet era
• RUSS207 russia’s art of  empire, 18th–21st Centuries
• RUSS209 the Poor Clerk: origins of  the Petersburg tale
• RUSS220 speak, Memory: autobiography and Memoir  

 in russian literature
• RUSS222 doubles in literature
• RUSS240 reading stories
• RUSS250 Pushkin
• RUSS251 dostoevsky

• RUSS252 tolstoy
• RUSS253 Gogol and the short story
• RUSS254 Murder and adultery: the french and russian novel
• RUSS255 the Central and east european novel
• RUSS256 tolstoy’s Anna	Karenina
• RUSS260  dostoevsky’s Brat’ia	Karamazovy
• RUSS263 nabokov and Cultural synthesis
• RUSS265 Kino: russia at the Movies
• RUSS266 architects and inventors of  the Word: russian 

Modernist Poetry
• RUSS277 Gogol and His legacy: Witches, Con Men, and 

runaway noses
• RUSS285 short Prose of  the 20th Century
• RUSS303 advanced russian: stylistics

REES156 Sophomore Seminar: East European Jewish 
Experience
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt156.

REES192 Sophomore Seminar: Stalin and Stalinism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt192.

REES194 The End of the Cold War, 1979–1991
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt194.

REES205 The 19th-Century Russian Novel
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS205.

REES206 A Matter of Life and Death: Fiction in the Soviet Era
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS206.

REES207 Russia’s Art of Empire, 18th–21st Centuries
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS207.

REES209 The Poor Clerk: Origins of the Petersburg Tale
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS209.

REES218 Russian History to 1881
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt218.

REES219 Russian and Soviet History, 1881 to the Present
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt219.

REES220 Speak, Memory: Autobiography and Memoir in 
Russian Literature
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS220.

REES222 Doubles in Literature
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS222.

REES232 The Real McCoy: Constructing Identity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS232.

REES235 Economies in Transition
IDENTIcAL WITh:.econ265.

REES240 Reading Stories
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS240.

REES251 Dostoevsky
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS251.

REES252 Tolstoy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS252.
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REES254 Murder and Adultery: The French and Russian Novel
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS254.

REES255 The Central and East European Novel
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS255.

REES256 Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS256.

REES260 Dostoevsky’s Brat’ia Karamazovy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS260.

REES263 Nabokov and Cultural Synthesis
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS263.

REES265 Kino: Russia at the Movies
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS265.

REES266 Architects and Inventors of the Word: Russian 
Modernist Poetry
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS266.

REES267 Out of the Shtetl: Jews in Eastern Europe
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt267.

REES268 Sophomore Seminar: The Intelligentsia and Power: 
The Struggle for Socialism in the Early Soviet Period
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt155.

REES277 Gogol and His Legacy: Witches, Con Men, and 
Runaway Noses
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS277.

REES279 Theater of Anton Chekhov: Research, Analysis, and 
Performance
IDENTIcAL WITh:.tHea214.

REES280 Russian Politics
IDENTIcAL WITh:.goVt274.

REES284 Pushkin
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS250.

REES285 Short Prose of the 20th Century
IDENTIcAL WITh:.ruSS285.

REES401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

REES409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

REES411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

REES465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

REES467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Science in Society Program
 PROFESSORS: William Johnston,	History; Jill G. Morawski,	Psychology; Joseph t. rouse Jr.,	Philosophy,	Chair

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR: Jennifer tucker,	History

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS: Paul erickson,	History; Gillian Goslinga,	Anthropology; laura stark,	Sociology

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG 
 ExPERTS 2009–2010: Paul erickson; Jill Morawski; Joseph t. rouse Jr.; Jennifer tucker

the sciences and scientifically sophisticated medicine and technology are among the most important and far-reaching human achieve-
ments. scientific work has affected people’s intellectual standards, cultural meanings, political possibilities, economic capacities, and 
physical surroundings. scientific research has also acquired significance, direction, authority, and application within various cultural 
contexts. to understand the sciences as human achievements is, in significant part, to understand the world in which we live.

the science in society Program is an interdisciplinary major that encourages the study of  the sciences and medicine as institutions, 
practices, intellectual achievements, and constituents of  culture. students in the program should gain a better understanding of  the rich-
ness and complexity of  scientific practice and of  the cultural and political significance of  science, technology, and medicine. the major 
is well suited for students interested in a variety of  professional and academic pursuits after graduation, since it encourages students 
to integrate technical scientific knowledge with a grasp of  the historical and cultural setting within which it is understood and used.

students may enroll in the program either as their only major or as a joint major with one of  the science departments (astronomy, 
Biology, Chemistry, earth and environmental sciences, Molecular Biology and Biochemistry, neuroscience and Behavior, Physics, or 
Psychology). all students must take one course each in history of  science, philosophy of  science, and sociocultural studies of  science. 
students who undertake the joint major with a science must take two additional courses in the program and complete all requirements 
for a science major. students for whom the program is their only major must take three additional courses in the program, plus a 
minimum of  four major-track courses in one of  the science departments and a structured three-course area of  concentration in either 
anthropology, history, philosophy, sociology, or feminist, gender, and sexuality studies. further information about program requirements 
and policies can be found on the program’s Web site.

to be eligible for departmental honors, a student must meet two criteria. first, all work done in the core courses of  the science in 
society Program including electives must be considered, on average, to be very good (equivalent to a B+ or better). second, a senior 
thesis deemed excellent by its readers is necessary for honors, and a genuinely distinguished thesis is needed for high honors. 

SISP143 Interpreting Life on Mars: Scientific Data and 
Popular Knowledge
few objects of  scientific importance can match Mars for sustained 
public interest on an international scale. from 1609, when Galileo 
first viewed Mars, to the present day viewer interest in nasa Mars 
image data on the web, a significant part of  the public’s fascination 
with Mars has related to its potential as an abode for intelligent 
life. But why and where did the idea of  life on Mars originate? 
What scientific evidence has been advanced in favor and against 
the idea of  life on Mars? How is Mars evidence used by scientific 
communities, funding bodies, and creators of  popular literature 
and cinema? instructors will use selected case studies from the 
history of  observations and interpretations of  Mars as a starting 
point for exploring the definition of  scientific method, the na-
ture of  scientific practice, and the relations between science and 
the public. laboratory work will include mapmaking exercises, 
telescopic observations, and the examination of  rocks and soils 
that give students a practical understanding of  the work done in 
planetary observation. students will read and discuss primary his-
torical documents to gain knowledge of  the varying themes and 
economic contexts of  Mars research, from 1600 to today. life on 
Mars has been the subject of  popularization efforts and mass me-
dia, from H. G. Wells’ popular War	of 	the	Worlds	(1898); Percival 
lowell’s Mars	as	the	Abode	of 	Life (1908); to films, including A	Trip	
to	Mars (1910) produced by thomas edison, to Aelita:	The	Queen	
of 	 Mars (1924) and the many science fiction films during the 
space age. We will explore the nature and significance of  these 
and other cultural representations of  Mars in order to understand 
better how public perceptions of  science are integral to scientific 
practice, and how scientists are transforming our understanding 
of  the planet’s history and habitability.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[e&eS143 or HiSt143]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.gilmore,.martHa.S .—SEcT.:.01.
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.tucKer,.JenniFer—SEcT.:.01.

SISP202 Philosophy of Science
this course is a fast-moving introduction to the philosophy of  
science. topics include the relation between finished theories or 
explanations and ongoing research; the recognition and dissemi-
nation of  discoveries; the justification of  scientific claims; con-
ceptual and technical (revolutionary) change in the science; the 
significance of  instrumentation, experiment, and artifice in sci-
ence; the places of  laws, models, and causal relations in scientific 
understanding; and whether various sciences differ fundamentally 
in their aims, methods, and achievements. Considerable attention 
will be given to examples of  scientific practice, both historical 
and contemporary.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil287
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.rouSe,.JoSepH.t .—SEcT.:.01.

SISP205 Sciences as Social and Cultural Practices
Philosophers have traditionally construed scientific knowledge as 
achieved and assessed by individual knowers. some recent the-
orists have instead placed greater emphasis upon the epistemic 
significance of  scientific communities, disciplines, or practices 
and taken seriously the social and cultural context of  scientific 
research. this course looks closely at some of  the issues that have 
been most important for scholars studying scientific work, includ-
ing differences between experimental, field, and theoretical sci-
ence; career trajectories in science; connections between science 
and its various publics; the politics of  scientific expertise; the glo-
balization of  science; and conceptual exchange between sciences 
and other discursive practices. the concept of  the social will also 
receive critical attention in its purported contrasts to what is indi-
vidual, natural, rational, or cultural.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[pHil288 or enVS205].

SISP206 Theorizing Science and Medicine
How is scientific knowledge created? this course explores 
“knowledge production” as a social process, and introduces stu-
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dents to the puzzles that animate social studies of  science and 
medicine. students will consider, for example, how technologies, 
training, laws, demographics, and work practices affect what we 
take to be matters of  fact. this course sets the groundwork for 
upper-level courses in SISP.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc206
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.StarK,.laura—SEcT.:.01.

SISP207 Social and Cultural Practices of Science
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS200.

SISP213 Machines and Modernity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl212.

SISP221 History of Ecology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt221.

SISP225 Medicine and Health in Antiquity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV225.

SISP228 Health and Disease in Human Population—An 
Introduction to Epidemiology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Biol128.

SISP242 All Our Relations? Kinship and the Politics of 
Knowledge
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH242.

SISP247 Environmental Sociology
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc247.

SISP254 Science in Western Culture, 1650–1900
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt254.

SISP255 Genealogies of Reason: From Logos to Rational 
Choice Theory
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum254.

SISP259 Discovering the Person
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pSyc259.

SISP262 The Sociology of Medicine
Why do we trust our doctors? is it because of  the knowledge 
they possess, the demeanor they cultivate, the places in which they 
work, or the institutions they represent? this course is an intro-
duction to social studies of  health and illness. We will explore 
how different forms of  medical authority are encouraged or un-
dermined through the efforts of  big organizations (such as drug 
companies, insurance providers, governments, and professional as-
sociations) and the routines of  everyday life (such as visits to the 
doctor’s office and health advocacy efforts). We will also consider 
how inequalities and biases might be built into medical knowl-
edge and institutions, and examine what happens when citizens 
question medical authority through social movements. the read-
ings will focus on modern Western medicine, but we will also read 
several historical and cross-national studies for comparison. the 
course does not require science training.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152—IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc259
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.StarK,.laura—SEcT.:.01.

SISP263 Regulating Health
WarninG: the government is concerned with your health. this 
course examines how the law has been used as a tool for promot-
ing good health and preventing harm. We will explore questions 
such as: Why do governmens try to keep citizens healthy? Why do 
they guide some behaviors and not others? What happens when 
diseases breach national boundaries, and when public health is at 
odds with individuals’ rights? We will focus on debates surround-
ing food, the environment, drugs, and disease, as we explore how 
health regulations affect our daily lives at school, work, and home.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152—IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc261.

SISP276 Science in the Making: Thinking Historically About 
Science
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt176.

SISP277 Sophomore Seminar: Life Science, Art, and Culture, 
Medieval to Present
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt177.

SISP281 Post-Kantian European Philosophy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil258.

SISP286 Philosophy of Mind
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil286.

SISP300 Reading Medical Ethnography
this seminar examines foundational books in medical ethnog-
raphy. students will compare different ways of  approaching the 
study of  health and illness through observations, interviews, and 
personal reflections. the course will look at the main issues that 
have motivated ethnographers to study medicine through field-
work. We will use these texts as springboards to consider how 
authors’ research methods, research questions, and writing styles 
reflect the politics of  science and the state. We will explore, for 
example, the changing ways in which ethnographers have viewed 
their own place within the social worlds they study. the course 
will prepare students to research and write their own medical eth-
nographies in future semesters.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc318
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.StarK,.laura—SEcT.:.01.

SISP304 Disease and Epidemics in Historical Perspective
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt304.

SISP312 Discovering the Person: History of the 
Psychological Sciences
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pSyc310.

SISP313 Bodies of Science, Bodies of Knowledge
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH312.

SISP315 The Health of Communities
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Soc315.

SISP331 Life Science, Art, and Culture
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt331.

SISP334 Biomedical Ethics Seminar
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil334.

SISP336 Science and the State
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt336.

SISP338 Masculinity
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pSyc338.

SISP361 Unifying Life Sciences: Biological Cultures and 
Meanings of Life
What does it mean to integrate or unify sciences? scientists and 
philosophers have often advocated the unity of  science, but for 
much of  the 20th century, unification has been contested within 
the life sciences. none of  the multiple programs for the unifica-
tion of  biology have comfortably integrated all of  the life sci-
ence disciplines, and they have differed substantially over the 
autonomy of  the life sciences from chemistry and physics. this 
course will briefly address philosophical conceptions of  the unity 
or disunity of  science and then will examine four programs for 
unifying biology: the neo-darwinian synthesis, molecular biology, 
artificial life, and developmental systems theory. the focus of  this 
examination will be the relation between scientific practice (the 
concrete research activities undertaken on behalf  of  the program) 
and the cultural meanings of  life associated with it. the course is 
an upper-level seminar in the science in society Program and the 
Philosophy department and is also intended to provide philo-
sophical, historical, and cultural background for the integrated 
Genomic sciences initiative.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.[SiSp202 or pHil287] or [SiSp205 or pHil288 or enVS205] or [Biol182 or 

mB&B182]
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil361.

SISP377 Worlding the World: Myths from Ancient Greece to 
the Multiverse
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum377.

SISP378 Science and Technology Policy
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt378.

SISP381 Japan and the Atomic Bomb
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt381.
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SISP384 The Metaphysics of Objectivity: Science, Meaning, 
and Mattering
IDENTIcAL WITh:.pHil384.

SISP393 Materia Medica: Drugs and Medicines in America
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt393.

SISP395 Brain, Mind, Soul, and Self: Historical and Ethical 
Dimensions of Neurology and Neuroscience
IDENTIcAL WITh:.HiSt395.

SISP397 The Politics of Nature: Modernity and Its Others
IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH397.

SISP401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

SISP409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

SISP411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

SISP465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

SISP467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Sociology
 PROFESSORS: Mary ann Clawson; alex dupuy; Charles C. lemert; robert rosenthal

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR: Jonathan Cutler,	Chair

 ASSISTAnT PROFESSORS:  robyn autry; daniel long; Paromita sanyal; laura stark,	Science	in	Sociology	Program

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: Mary ann Clawson; Jonathan Cutler; alex dupuy

Major Requirements. the program is designed to help students attain both broad knowledge and confident skill in sociological rea-
soning and argumentation.

introductory sociology (SOC151 or, in certain cases, SOC152) is required for admission to the major. each major is assigned a faculty 
advisor with whom the student works out a program of  study. Majors must complete a total of  10 courses (including SOC151) in fulfill-
ment of  the major requirements.

the department of  sociology offers three types of  courses: 
• foundation courses (SOC151 and 152, introductory sociology; SOC202, sociological analysis; SOC212, sociology and social 

theory). these courses provide an introduction to sociological reasoning. 
• topical courses (all sociology courses 221 and above). Courses in this category examine many of  the topical areas in which 

sociology makes a contribution to our knowledge of  society and social processes. nonmajors may have a special interest in 
courses in this category that correspond to the intellectual concerns of  departments and programs with which the department of  
sociology maintains formal or informal ties: Psychology; african american studies; the science in society Program; the feminist, 
Gender, and sexuality studies Program; and the College of  social studies. similarly, students should note the applicability of  
many of  these courses to work in anthropology, art, economics, government, history, linguistics, philosophy, psychology, reli-
gion, theater, and other disciplines. 

• research courses (listed below). these are topical courses that culminate in a research paper. as research-oriented courses, they 
guide students in the application of  sociological reasoning to specific empirical and theoretical problems. they may also serve to 
fulfill the topical course requirements. 

students may apply as many as three electives taken outside the department of  sociology toward the topical course requirement.
ordinarily, education in the field, independent study, or a tutorial may count toward the major; students may take an additional 

tutorial to prepare a senior essay and two additional tutorials to prepare an honors thesis. However, teaching apprentice credits may not 
count toward the major and must be taken Credit/Unsatisfactory.

all sociology majors must enter their senior year having taken a minimum of  three courses within the Wesleyan sociology 
department. this includes at least one of  the two required courses (SOC202, sociological analysis or SOC212, social theory). 

the 10-credit sociology major courses must be distributed as shown in the following table:
number of Courses Type of Course

3  FOUnDATIOn COURSES 

 (1) SOC151 introductory sociology
 (1) SOC202 sociological analysis (methods)
 (1) SOC212  sociology and social theory (theory)
6  TOPICAL COURSES 

 (6) all courses 221 and above (includes research courses)
1  RESEARCH COURSES (COnSIDERED TOPICAL COURSES)

 (1) SOC239, 246, 258, 260, 263, 265, 270, 271, 286, 291, 302, 312, 316, 399  
TOTAL = 10

normally, the foundation course requirements are fulfilled at the beginning of  the program. at least one research course is taken toward 
the end of  major studies and is to be integrated with the student’s plans for a senior essay or thesis.

Transfer students. exceptions to the requirements for the major may occasionally be made but only insofar as they suit the purposes 
of  a coherently integrated program of  study. transfer students are encouraged to evaluate their transfer credit with the department chair 
at their earliest convenience. 

transfer students may petition the chair to import a credit from an introductory sociology course offered outside and may count the 
credit toward fulfillment of  the sociology major requirements. other foundational courses must be taken in the Wesleyan department 
of  sociology.

Senior research project: Essay or thesis. this process culminates in the completion of  a senior research project, either essay or 
thesis, required for all majors. the senior essay consists of  a major research paper (normally at least 25 pages). SOC305 and SOC324 offer 
structured opportunities for the development of  the essay, but it may also be written in a research course or a tutorial; in every case, the 
essay goes through substantial revision before its approval.

Qualifying for honors. students are invited to explore with their faculty advisor the possibility of  qualifying for honors.  discussion 
should be initiated in the fall of  the junior year.  students interested in the sociology honors program should obtain a copy of  the 
department guidelines elaborating all of  the steps in the process of  qualifying for honors. these guidelines are available online and in 
the sociology department office.

to qualify for honors via either route, students must have taken at least six courses by the end of  the seventh semester.  students 
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must have an a- (91.7) average in those six courses, but an a- average in five courses is sufficient to register as a candidate. Preferably, 
SOC202 sociological analysis will have been taken by the end of  the sixth semester, but SOC212 sociology and social theory may be 
substituted as long as the student is enrolled for SOC202 in the seventh semester.

all honors candidates must meet the course and sociology GPa requirements but fulfillment of  these requirements are not sufficient 
to guarantee qualification to register as an honors candidate. sociology majors who wish to be registered as honors candidates will 
be considered only after winning the support of  an essay or thesis advisor. essay and thesis advisors will bring before the sociology 
department faculty a request to register as an honors candidate. Members of  the faculty will consider, in light of  prior coursework, the 
promise of  each applicant and will determine whether the applicant will be authorized to register as an honors candidate.

sociology majors with only one major may not have nonsociology faculty advise the required senior essay or thesis. sociology 
majors with more than one major may—upon consultation with sociology major advisor—petition to have nonsociology faculty advise 
a senior essay or thesis, but the essay will not be considered for honors by the department of  sociology.

those selected to write a senior thesis will be excused from the research essay requirement, though not from the research course 
requirement. senior thesis tutorials (SOC409–410) may count toward the topical course requirement if  the integrity of  the overall program 
is thus enhanced.

Departmental prizes. the department periodically awards the robert s. lynd award for outstanding senior essays written in sociol-
ogy courses, the Herbert H. Hyman Prize for outstanding senior theses on a sociological topic, and the anna Julia Cooper Prize to a 
student of  overall excellence.

Study abroad. study abroad is fully compatible with completing the major, but students who plan to go abroad for a semester are 
expected to discuss with their major advisors how such studies will fit into their overall academic plans before finalizing their plans.

Double majors. students also may have double majors, for example, history and biology or anthropology and english. all the require-
ments of  the two majors must be met, except when faculty representatives of  the two departments approve alterations in a student’s 
program. Please consult with the department chair or a department advisor.

Education-in-the-field credit. students, whether majors or nonmajors, seeking education-in-the-field credit must provide the depart-
ment, in advance, with an acceptable prospectus of  their work and assurance of  professional guidance during the field experience. 
students must submit research papers based on this experience. these papers should refer substantially to sociological literature pertinent 
to their field experience.

Sociology Department resources and course offerings. Majors and nonmajors alike are advised that the Public affairs Center data 
laboratory is readily available to all sociology students. the department maintains a comprehensive archive of  sociological data for 
use in student research projects. and in addition to the extensive sociological holdings in olin library, the department has a library of  
important reference works. occasionally, financial assistance is available for students engaged in research.

in planning their programs, students should examine the department’s memorandum of  courses to be offered in future years or 
omitted in a given year. students in urgent need of  courses omitted in a given year should consult members of  the department about 
the possibility of  tutorials. other information about the sociology major is available in the department office, Public affairs Center 122.

SOC151 Introductory Sociology
this course is an introduction to the systematic study of  the social 
sources and social consequences of  human behavior, with empha-
sis upon culture, social structure, socialization, institutions, group 
membership, social conformity, and social deviance. sections may 
have variable content. students are urged to consult instructors or 
the departmental office.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.autry,.roByn.KimBerley—SEcT.:.02.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.long,.daniel.a .—SEcT.:.03.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.roSentHal,.roB—SEcT.:.01.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.claWSon,.mary.ann—SEcT.:.01.
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.Sanyal,.paromita—SEcT.:.02.

SOC152 America as a Global Thing: An Introduction to 
Sociology for Those Not Likely to Major
the difference between this course and SOC151 is that it takes a 
specific set of  social structures as its topic. though some of  the 
basic literature appropriate to the sociological study of  societies 
will be discussed, the focus will be on america, the nation-state: 
its history, culture, political economy, social geography, and global 
position. the course will introduce the field’s basic concepts—so-
cial structure, globalization, the social self, social measurement of  
differences, the modes of  economic production, inequality, cul-
ture, crime, and deviance, alongside the more familiar theories of  
class, race, gender, and sexuality—among others to be selected. 
Concepts and theories will be presented in relation to specific 
problems of  american social structures, with special attention to 
the formation of  the United states as a global power in the capi-
talist world-system. the course will introduce the basic methods 

of  social research—with special attention to observation in public 
places, survey research, archival research (these being representa-
tive of  the three generic methods in use in sociology: the ethnog-
raphy of  local places, the analytic study of  global structures, and 
the narrative interpretation of  social power). the course concludes 
with the presentation of  group research on global regions affected 
by america’s global power.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.lemert,.cHarleS.c .—SEcT.:.01.

SOC160 Difficult Dialogues: Change Theories, Identity 
Development, and Leadership
this course uses dialectical theories to investigate the connections 
among social-change theories, frameworks for understanding the 
construction and development of  societal organizations (e.g., hi-
erarchal institution and collaborative networks), principles of  par-
ticipatory leadership and empowerment in organizational change 
strategies, and concepts of  social-identity group development. 
the intersection of  these research fields provides a theoretical 
foundation to understand dialectical and participatory democracy 
strategies for advancing social justice within societal institutions 
populated with diverse individuals. as a learning laboratory for 
social-change theory, the campus context will be used to explore 
and/or test theories and hypotheses for advancing social justice 
within a societal institution.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

SOC202 Sociological Analysis
this course is an introduction to the major components of  so-
ciological analysis: the language of  sociological inquiry, research 
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techniques and methodology, types of  explanation, and the rela-
tionship between theory and research.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.cutler,.JonatHan—SEcT.:.01.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.long,.daniel.a .—SEcT.:.01.

SOC206 Theorizing Science and Medicine
IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp206.

SOC212 Sociology and Social Theory
through close reading, discussion, and active interpretation, the 
course will critically examine the basic writings of  classical and 
contemporary social theorists who have influenced the practice 
of  sociology.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152—
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.StarK,.laura—SEcT.:.01.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.cutler,.JonatHan—SEcT.:.01.

SOC223 Gender and Social Movements (FGSS Gateway)
the principal focus of  this course is on U.s. feminist and gen-
der activism from the post-World War ii era to the present, with 
a special emphasis on understanding the origins and legacies of  
second-wave feminisms in all their varieties. We may also con-
sider other kinds of  gender mobilization, for example, tradition-
alist and materialist movements, and look as well at gendered as-
sumptions and dynamics within nongender-based activism in the 
broader social movement universe. topics may include 1950-60s 
labor feminism; gender and race in the civil rights and black pow-
er movements; black, white, and Chicana feminist movements; 
liberal, radical, and socialist feminism; gender in sexuality move-
ments; and the changing politics of  gender in the late 20th and 
early 21st centuries.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS254
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.claWSon,.mary.ann—SEcT.:.01.

SOC228 The Family
this course explores issues in contemporary U.s. family life, as 
illuminated by historical experience. Guiding questions include: 
What different forms do family arrangements take? How and on 
what basis are families produced? How are gender, racial, eth-
nic, and class differences reflected in and produced by family life? 
What is and what should be the relationship between family and 
state, as expressed in law and public policy (e.g., divorce, welfare, 
and access to legal marriage)?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152—IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS231.

SOC230 Race and Ethnicity
the purpose of  this course is to provide a sociological examina-
tion of  race and ethnicity in american society. race and ethnicity 
continue to have significance in modern american society both as 
sources of  social organization and social conflict. this course will 
examine the structural and social psychological components of  
race and ethnic relations in the United states. We will examine the 
contributions of  race and ethnicity to modern economic, political, 
and social arrangements. We will also discuss the impact of  social 
psychological variables such as prejudice, discrimination, and ste-
reotypes on these arrangements. finally, social policy analyses will 
assess contributions of  ideas such as multiculturalism, affirmative 
action, and educational reform to social change.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152—IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam227.

SOC232 Introduction to Economic Sociology
this course explores the social processes underlying production, 
consumption, distribution, and transfer of  assets. it examines a 
vast range of  institutions from corporations to households and 
highlights the social relationships that underpin transactions in 
these institutions.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Sanyal,.paromita—SEcT.:.01.

SOC233 Power and Domination
this course draws on classical and contemporary sociological 
thought to explore the following questions: What are power and 
domination, and what forms do they take? What is the relationship 
between those who have power and those who are subject to it? 
How does power affect those who wield it, and what circumstanc-
es encourage complicity or resistance among those who are con-
trolled? What does it mean for one social actor to control another?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152.

SOC235 Gender and Development
this course is intended to highlight the role of  women in eco-
nomic development and the globalization of  world economies. 
the course spans historical and contemporary research on the 
topic conducted by sociologists, anthropologists, and economists 
and provides an interdisciplinary perspective on women’s labor in 
the context of  globalization.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152—IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS234
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.Sanyal,.paromita—SEcT.:.01.

SOC236 Gender, Work, and the Family
this course explores key issues and perspectives in the study of  
gender inequality. it focuses on the relationship between gender 
and the type of  work men and women do and how these patterns 
change as countries progress on the path of  economic develop-
ment. this course focuses mainly on the United states with some 
comparisons with postindustrial countries.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152—IDENTIcAL WITh:.FgSS236
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.Sanyal,.paromita—SEcT.:.01.

SOC239 Sociology of Music in Social Movements
it has long been noted that social movements typically create 
movement cultures, but the actual use of  music, as one cultural 
form, is only beginning to receive attention. is it used for recruit-
ing new members or maintaining the loyalty of  those already 
committed, for internal critique within the movement itself  or to 
educate those who know nothing of  a group’s discontent? When, 
where, and why do each of  these, and other functions, develop? 
We will look at a number of  theoretical and activist approaches 
and then apply these to movements in the United states (including 
the labor, civil rights, new left, women’s, and current inner city 
movements) and elsewhere.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152 or muSc103—IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc280.

SOC240 Comparative Race and Ethnicity
this course is an introduction to the sociological study of  race 
and ethnicity in comparative and historical perspective. this is 
not a course about the experiences of  particular “races” or ethnic 
groups in any particular part of  the world. rather, this course 
explores how ideas about racial difference take hold in different 
parts of  the world in different ways and with very different con-
sequences. through comparisons of  Western and non-Western 
societies, we will investigate how race and ethnicity operate as 
markers of  social exclusion in distinctive ways.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152—IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt244
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.autry,.roByn.KimBerley—SEcT.:.01.

SOC245 The Sociology of Conflict Resolution
this course will examine the recent rise of  alternative dispute 
resolution (adr) techniques for managing a wide variety of  
conflicts—including personal feuds, tensions at workplaces and 
schools, public planning and policy disputes, ethnic conflict, and 
full-scale war. these strategies—including dialogue facilitation 
and different forms of  mediation—seek to replace the one-winner, 
one-loser mode of  resolving conflict with nonviolent, consensus-
based solutions. Proponents argue that doing so will not only yield 
better results while avoiding violence, but may possibly help posi-
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tively transform the cultures of  hierarchy and domination that em-
brace violence to begin with. Critics, meanwhile, have seen them as 
insidious forms of  co-optation and silencing that simply reproduce 
preexisting relations of  power while wasting much time and (of-
ten) costing much money. With these tensions in mind, we will ex-
amine theories of  democratic communication and collaborative so-
cial change and connect them to specific adr approaches. along 
the way, we will focus on a range of  case studies from a variety of  
contexts, and, from time to time, experiment with dialogue facilita-
tion and conflict resolution inside the classroom.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152.

SOC246 Social Movements
How, when, and why do social movements emerge? What moti-
vates individuals to participate? What transforms problems into 
grievances and grievances to action? How should movements be 
organized, and what tactics should they use? What factors ex-
plain movement success and failure (and how should success and 
failure be defined)? What is a social movement, anyway? this 
course seeks to introduce you to some of  the major ways scholars 
have approached such questions, and, at the same time, to give a 
sense of  both the high drama and the everyday details of  social 
movement activism, using historical and sociological case studies. 
Course readings concentrate on U.s. movements, including civil 
rights, feminist, gay rights, and labor movements.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152—IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt246 or FgSS256].

SOC247 Environmental Sociology
this course is an examination of  the intersection between the 
environment and society analyzed along two planes: the realm 
of  ideas and the realm of  power. the former asks how nature 
and the environment have been conceptualized in the modern era 
and how dominant interpretations have been challenged by subse-
quent ethical writings and social movements. the latter asks how 
control over the environment was established in the modern era 
(especially in the United states). Whose interests have been served 
along the way? and how have different movements succeeded (or 
failed) to force social, political, and cultural change? finally, we 
will examine the recent debates on the death of  environmentalism 
in the United states.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152—IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp247.

SOC248 Gentrification and Urban Development
Under the general heading of  urban renewal, american cities 
have undergone a wave of  efforts to promote new investment into 
previously poor downtowns. this has resulted in extraordinary 
changes to the urban economic, cultural, and physical landscape, 
usually leading to what is commonly called gentrification. in this 
course, we will examine the phenomenon of  gentrification as one 
of  the fundamental social changes currently affecting american 
society. We will begin with a brief  historical sociology of  ur-
ban development and planning in the United states leading up 
to the redevelopment and renewal movement in the late ‘80s and 
early ‘90s. from then, the course will examine case studies of  the 
effects of  redevelopment over the past two decades and critical 
arguments about the alleged benefits and evils of  the gentrifica-
tion that tend to come with it. finally, we will examine a variety 
of  movements made in the name of  economic justice and urban 
ecology to stop, change, or reimagine the redevelopment process. 
although the primary focus will be on the United states, we may 
also consider similar impacts in global cities that have resulted 
from globalization.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

SOC250 Political Sociology, or What Does Democracy Look 
Like?
in this course, we will attempt to understand democracy as a social 
practice and lived experience rather than as a series of  representa-
tive political institutions. focusing on the spirit of  democracy as a 
way of  life, we will look at different views on bridging this spirit 
with reality. asking what constitutes a richly democratic society, 
we will examine the classical liberal and republican traditions, 
neoliberal, neoconservative, neo-Marxist, and anarchist theory. 
throughout, we will connect these theoretical views with efforts 
to achieve them (self-consciously or not) in practice, looking at 
contemporary political issues that surround gender and race poli-
tics, the environment, and economic development.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152.

SOC255 Race and Social Structure
IDENTIcAL WITh:.aFam253.

SOC257 Applied Data Analysis
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Qac201.

SOC258 Migration and Cultural Politics: Immigrant 
Experiences in the United States
this course will examine the experiences of  contemporary im-
migrants in the United states, especially since 1965 and primarily 
from the Caribbean. after considering several theories of  inter-
national migration and the causes of   migration to the United 
states, the course will focus on the on the ways in which first- 
and second-generation immigrants, primarily from the Caribbean, 
confront and negotiate the meaning of  race and ethnicity and 
how these forms of  cultural politics affect their modes of  incor-
poration in the economy.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt258 or aFam258 or laSt249].

SOC259 The Sociology of Medicine
IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp262.

SOC260 Globalization, Democracy, and Social Change in the 
Americas
this course will examine various perspectives on the relationship 
between globalization and democracy in latin america and the 
Caribbean. among the central questions we will try to answer 
are: What is the meaning of  democracy when, in the context of  a 
hierarchical global economic system, the ability of  citizens of  less 
developed or less powerful nation-states to determine the agenda 
of  their nation-states is usurped by social actors (governments, 
international organizations, or multinational corporations) who 
are neither citizens nor accountable to the demos of  those nation-
states? and what are the limits of  such practices on the ability of  
the citizens of  the regional countries to effect social change to 
deal with social injustices and the inequalities between rich and 
poor countries, and rich and poor classes? We will consider these 
issues by looking at several case studies.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152—IDENTIcAL WITh:.[amSt263 or laSt250].

SOC261 Regulating Health
IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp263.

SOC263 Education and Inequality
this course will focus on educational institutions as mechanisms 
of  cultural transmission, socialization, and legitimation. How do 
social characteristics such as ethnicity, gender, and social class in-
fluence classroom interactions and performance? in what ways are 
school experiences related to occupational aspirations and attain-
ment? We will examine how schools produce inequality through 
peer-group cultures, tracking, measures of  achievement, and the 
distribution of  knowledge. schools and universities often become 
arenas of  cultural and political conflict; we will assess the pos-
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sibilities and limits of  educational organizations as vehicles for 
social change.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.long,.daniel.a .—SEcT.:.01.

SOC264 Public Culture
this course explores major approaches to the study of  public cul-
ture. We will focus on sociological themes including the analysis 
of  the public sphere, urban culture, cultural institutions and policy, 
urban history, and cultural tourism. Public culture is studied as a 
contested site at both the national and local levels, as well as an 
agent for and reflection of  social change in the United states and 
across the globe. this course includes a required three- to four-
week community service-learning project.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.autry,.roByn.KimBerley—SEcT.:.01.

SOC265 Work and Leisure: The Sociology of Everyday Life
Work and leisure represent two of  the central coordinates of  life 
experience and personal identity. How do work and leisure differ 
and what is the relationship between them? How do they vary 
by gender and class? How are relations of  domination and resis-
tance enacted in work and free time? topics may include men’s 
and women’s work, historical transformations in work and leisure, 
workplace subcultures and workplace resistance, popular culture 
and the construction of  gender, class and race, sports, the mass 
media, and the sociology of  taste and consumption.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152—IDENTIcAL WITh:.[FgSS265 or amSt271]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.claWSon,.mary.ann—SEcT.:.01.

SOC267 Sociology of Tourism
travel has always been central to human history, but mass tourism 
and the leisure industry are a more recent development. Global 
tourism is on the rise: tourists and tourist spaces abound, and the 
tourist industry has become the world’s largest. the rapid growth 
of  tourism has been a mixed bag; while it has been an economic 
boon and encouraged certain types of  cultural preservation, it has 
also brought negative effects, promoting dependency, environ-
mental degradation, and commodification of  cultures. tourism is 
key to the process of  globalization and therefore offers a forceful 
entry point to exploring where globalization is taking us. this 
course will explore tourism not only as an important human activ-
ity and industry, but also as a means to understand of  the complex 
relationship between globalization and culture.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152—IDENTIcAL WITh:.antH267.

SOC268 Civic Engagement
this class examines civic engagement as both a theoretical per-
spective on citizen participation and an active practice. What is the 
relationship of  the individual to the surrounding society? What 
does it mean to have a truly democratic society? What is the role 
of  citizen participation, both within formal political activity and 
in civic society generally? through case studies we examine the 
challenges and dilemmas of  civic engagement.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

SOC270 Urban Societies
this course surveys the development of  cities in Western and non-
Western countries. emphasis is placed on urban culture, migration, 
the global economy, gentrification, transnationalism, and xeno-
phobia. this course highlights the intersections of  race/ethnicity, 
class, gender, and nationality at the local, national, and global lev-
els. a central objective is to think critically about the significance 
of  american cities through comparisons with urban life in other 
times and places.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.autry,.roByn.KimBerley—SEcT.:.01.

SOC271 Housing and Public Policy
since World War ii, housing has undergone a series of  radical 
transformations in the United states, including the rise of  the sub-
urbs in the 1950s, the beginning of  mass homelessness in the late 
1970s, and the mortgage and financial crisis of  the past few years. 
this course explores the role of  government and public policy in 
this transformation and considers various models for what public 
policy concerning housing should be in the 21st century.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.Soc151
IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt283.

SOC273 Sociology of Education
this course will address the role of  power, culture, race/ethnic-
ity, gender, and class on the development of  schools as a social 
institution and within school dynamics and pedagogy. We will 
cover the following topics: philosophical debates about pedagogy 
with readings from dewey, Piaget, skinner, Bruner, and friere; the 
origins of  schools as an institution; the organization of  schools 
with readings about tracking, charter schools, private schools, 
and school vouchers; the influence of  power and political move-
ments on both the explicit and hidden curriculum; educational 
reforms such as progressive education, the back-to-basics move-
ment, the whole-language movement, the standards movement, 
and high-stakes testing; and the influence of  language, labeling, 
cultural capital, and social capital on student learning. We also will 
examine international differences in schools and schooling. this 
class will have a service-learning component where students will 
observe and tutor in two different schools: either a high- and low-
income school or a traditional and a charter school.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.long,.daniel.a .—SEcT.:.01.

SOC275 Tornados, Tsunamis, and Terrorism: Sociology of 
Disaster
our world seems to always be on the brink of  disaster. Public 
discourse and private fears are inundated with talk of  disaster, 
from the difficulties of  recovering from recent catastrophes to the 
striking need to better plan for impending future ones. But what 
is a disaster? While many disasters can certainly be classified natu-
ral, nature only plays a part—a disaster is better understood in 
terms of  its social effects. taking a sociological perspective will 
allow us to examine what constitutes a disaster, how communities 
and individuals typically prepare (or don’t prepare) for them, how 
survivors respond, how these response patterns differ from what 
is commonly perceived to occur, the media’s role, organizational 
response patterns, and the role of  planning and mitigation. We 
will examine actual disaster events, both natural, as in Hurricane 
Katrina, and human-made, like the attacks of  september 11.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152.

SOC286 The Sociology of Religious Movements
Contrary to the expectations (and hopes) of  some, religion per-
sists and even thrives. How does sociology account for the death 
and resurrection of  religious fervor in the age of  global capital-
ism? What accounts for the rise of  contemporary fundamentalist 
movements around the globe? in this age of  cults, charisma, and 
eschatological ecstasy, what can be said of  the traditional relation-
ship between religion, social transformation, and movements of  
political liberation? How do contemporary religious movements 
confront the challenges posed by feminism and queer theory? 
How does religion intersect with racial and caste hierarchies? 
drawing on cases from various religious traditions and move-
ments, this course will use the tools of  sociological analysis to 
investigate the soul and form of  contemporary religious life.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152—IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli281.
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SOC290 Globalization: An Introduction
this is a basic introduction to globalization and global studies. 
the course will cover instances of  global or world systems from 
the ancient Chinese, Macedonia, and Persian, among other, civi-
lizations, through the history of  technologies that made the rise 
of  the modern world system possible, down to the most recent 
debates of  the nature and future course a global realities. the 
course is meant equally to prepare students for or to supplement 
other offerings in the university in the study of  global history 
and structures.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.lemert,.cHarleS.c .—SEcT.:.01.

SOC291 Postcolonialism and Globalization
the emancipatory uprisings and postcolonial challenges of  the 
20th century have irrevocably unsettled the old eurocentric co-
lonial order. the potent anticolonial insurrections of  the last 50 
years have posed serious questions for our global future: What 
does postcolonialism mean for the colonizer and the colonized? 
Under what circumstances, if  any, can the colonial relation be 
transcended in ways that do not merely reproduce structures of  
domination (racism, sexism, and homophobia, etc.) within the 
third World? does the term globalization signify a simple return 
to a neocolonial form of  capitalist imperialism? or does it signify 
first World anxiety about its own decentered status? to examine 
these and other questions, this course will take an interdisciplinary 
approach, examining cases and ideas presented in works of  sociol-
ogy, political economy, and cultural studies.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152—IDENTIcAL WITh:.amSt289.

SOC292 Sociology of Economic Change: Latin American 
Responses to Global Capitalism
Global markets, imperialism, and global capital have shaped the 
relative wealth of  the americas for centuries. latin america today 
has the highest levels of  income inequality in the world and a 
great diversity of  economic structures, from Cuba, one of  the last 
socialist states, to Chile, a model of  free-market export-led devel-
opment. latin america is an ideal case to study the influence of  
imperialism, state vs. market control of  the economy, and current 
trends such as neoliberalism, free trade, and fair trade on economic 
development. this class examines the rise and fall of  economies 
in latin america since the conquest with a focus on developments 
from World War ii to the present. We will explore conflicting 
theoretical perspectives such as world-systems theory, dependency 
theory, and neoclassical economics. We will read about the influ-
ence of  class, culture, local elites, labor movements, multinational 
development institutions, and global capital. We will critically ex-
amine the influences of  colonialism, import substitution, industri-
alization, the shifts between democracy and dictatorship, austerity 
measures, and the current left turn in latin american politics. We 
will end this class with an in-depth look at the debates around 
free trade, fair trade, international solidarity movements, worker 
cooperatives, and traditional labor movements.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152—IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt292.

SOC294 Diasporas, Transnationalism, and Globalization
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col294.

SOC302 Paternalism and Social Power
this course will consider the construction of  caring and help-
ing in the structuring of  social relations. What does helping en-
tail? How does power operate in the velvet glove? What, if  any-
thing, lies beyond paternalism? How does social change occur? 
Competing perspectives on paternalism from within social and 
political theory will be considered as vehicles for tracing power 
dynamics in a survey of  U.s. social formations related to family, 

gender, sexuality, race, labor, class, medicine, criminal justice, reli-
gion, environmentalism, and international relations.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.cutler,.JonatHan—SEcT.:.01.

SOC303 From Adam Smith to Immanuel Wallerstein: 
Theories of World Capitalism
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum302.

SOC304 Sociology and Social Justice
this course will consider different theories on the relationship 
between modern capitalism and social justice. among the central 
questions we will investigate are: Why does capitalism generate 
economic, political, and social injustices—such as those based on 
class, ethnic, racial, gender, environmental, and geographic divi-
sions—and can these injustices be remedied within capitalism, 
or would they  require the creation of  a different social system, 
such as socialism? some of  the theorists we will consider include, 
among others, Karl Marx, emile durkheim, immanuel Wallerstein, 
david Harvey, John rawls, nancy fraser, Glenn loury, Martha 
nussbaum, ronald dworkin, G. a. Cohen, amartya sen, Brian 
Barry, thomas Pogge, and Jon Mandle.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.dupuy,.alex—SEcT.:.01.

SOC305 Sociology Senior Research Seminar
the purpose of  the seminar is to help senior sociology majors 
develop their senior essay projects by introducing them to the 
conceptual challenges and practical problems of  sociological re-
search. the seminar meetings will be devoted primarily to helping 
students advance their own research projects.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—
pREREQ:.(Soc151 and Soc202) or (Soc152 and Soc202)
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.claWSon,.mary.ann—SEcT.:.01.

SOC310 Theories of Capitalism and Globalization
Globalization has become a common term used widely by gov-
ernment officials, business, the media, and scholars in the social 
sciences and area cultural studies. However, there is no common 
meaning associated with this term or agreement on its origins and 
consequences for the societies and peoples of  the world. the aim 
of  this course is to examine different theories of  globalization and 
the relationship between globalization and modern capitalism. is 
globalization to be seen as a late 20th-century phenomenon, or 
is it synonymous with the rise and expansion of  the capitalist 
world-system since the 16th century? What consequences does 
globalization have for the nation-state and the ability of  citizens 
to determine the agenda of  their nation-state and address issues 
of  social justice and the inequalities between rich and poor coun-
tries and rich and poor peoples?
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—
pREREQ:.Soc151 or Soc152.

SOC312 Selected Topics: Nietzsche, Simmel, Foucault, 
Deleuze, and Agamben—Still, But Why?
this is a variable subject course. the topic for fall 2010 allows 
participants to study more closely than they may have before the 
basic texts of  nietzsche, simmel, foucault, deleuze, and agamben 
to the end of  developing familiarity with classical challenges to 
modern ideals of  the good and the truth; early studies of  the exile 
and the stranger; the general question of  populations, security, 
and territories; issues of  control and the dissolution of  the vector 
theory of  modernity; and, finally, the theory of  assemblages as the 
global social form of  life and death.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.lemert,.cHarleS.c .—SEcT.:.01.

SOC315 The Health of Communities
our focus will be on understanding the role of  social factors (such 
as income, work environment, social cohesion, food, and trans-
portation systems) in determining the health risks of  individuals; 
considering the efficacy, appropriateness, and ethical ramifications 
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of  various public health interventions; and learning about the his-
torical antecedents of  the contemporary community health center 
model of  care in response to the needs of  vulnerable populations. 
We will explore the concept of  social medicine, the importance 
of  vocabulary and the complexity of  any categorization of  per-
sons in discussions of  health and illness, ethical issues related to 
in the generation and utilization of  community-based research, 
the role of  place in the variability of  health risk, and the idea 
of  just health care. enrolled students will serve as volunteer re-
search assistants (three-four hours/week), participating in the de-
sign and implementation of  research projects developed by the 
Community Health Center of  Middletown (CHC) that document 
and/or support their efforts to improve the health of  our local 
community. Previous class projects have addressed topics such as 
youth empowerment efforts to reduce the risk of  obesity, the use 
of  tele-ophthalmology in primary care; the effectiveness of  phar-
macist intervention in reducing/eliminating health disparities in 
outcomes for african american patients, evaluation of  early be-
havioral health intervention in school settings for children, assess-
ment of  treating opioid addiction in primary care settings; and 
assessment of  the effectiveness of  a model of  group prenatal care.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .25—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp315
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.carey.BeSt,.peggy—SEcT.:.01.

SOC316 Community Research Seminar
small teams of  students will carry out research projects submit-
ted by local community groups and agencies. these may involve 
social science, natural science, or arts and humanities themes. the 
first two weeks of  the course will be spent studying the theory 
and practice of  community research. Working with the commu-
nity groups themselves, the teams will then move to design and 
implementation of  the research projects. throughout the semes-
ter, the course will convene twice weekly to allow for discussion 
of  research methodology and to track problems and progress in 
the individual projects. research projects will be completed by the 
end of  the semester.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none.

SOC318 Reading Medical Ethnography
IDENTIcAL WITh:.SiSp300.

SOC324 Seminar in Sociology
this seminar offers seniors in the major an occasion to draw 
together their studies in sociology by research and work to the 
end of  writing the required senior research essays. the seminar 
is a joint enterprise that involves weekly presentation of  research 
questions, problems, and progress, culminating in a final major 
oral presentation of  the work. the course is not for those who 
are unwilling to work cooperatively with others, helping them 
and receiving their help. admission to the seminar is contingent 
upon presenting an acceptable written research plan before the be-
ginning of  the semester. the course requires generosity, patience, 
continuous hard work, and sociological imagination.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.dupuy,.alex—SEcT.:.01.

SOC341 Sixties Politics: From Port Huron to Porto Alegra
in many ways the political actions of  the 1960s, worldwide, were 
as much a failure as a success. Most agree that social and global 
structures changed then. few agree whether the changes were for 
the better or the worse. still, there are lessons to be learned from 
an era that has been called revolutionary. this seminar will study 
the history of  the 1960s in global perspective with special atten-
tion to changes that may have occurred since. the purpose of  the 
seminar is to rethink the theory and practice of  political action 
directed toward progressive social change in the 2000s.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.Soc152 or Soc151.

SOC356 The Globe and the World: Representations and 
Theorizations of New Transnational Formations
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum356.

SOC399 Selected Topics in Sociology: Death, Waste, and 
Time: Political Traction in the New Global Spaces
“all that is solid melts into air.” thus it was in the modern age; 
thus it remains in the new worlds. the class will explore both 
classic and subsequent social theories of  global capitalism. the 
organizing question will be: What will become of  the social and 
personal structures that, since the world revolutions of  1968, 
can be understood as inclined toward the wastage of  human life 
and institutions? Modernity’s prevailing assumption that time 
inclines toward justice, if  not progress, will be examined with 
respect to the prospects of  political traction in the new global 
spaces. the historic ideals of  liberal reform and social revolution 
will be subjected to the evidence that global spaces since 1989 
have increasingly drifted apart in economic terms while present-
ing themselves, in cultural terms, as flowing together. readings 
will include agamben, Marx, nietzsche, Weber, simmel, Braudel, 
Canguilheim, Bachelard, levinas, derrida, deleuze, Prigogine, 
Wallerstein, dienst, Clough, virilio, delanda, Han, lemert, ong, 
lowe, and Bauman, among others, as well as primary historical 
and analytic texts on global history since 1867, with emphasis on 
the late modern period and new millennium.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.SBS—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.lemert,.cHarleS.c .—SEcT.:.01.

SOC401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

SOC409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

SOC411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

SOC419 Student Forum
cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.cutler,.JonatHan—SEcT.:.01.

SOC465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

SOC467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Theater
 PROFESSORS: John f. Carr; ronald Jenkins

 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS:  yuriy Kordonskiy; Claudia tatinge nascimento,	Chair

 InSTRUCTOR: rashida shaw

 ADJUnCT ASSISTAnT PROFESSOR: Marcela oteiza

 ARTIST-In-RESIDEnCE, THEATER: leslie Weinberg

 DEPARTMEnTAL ADvISInG 
 ExPERTS 2010–2011: John f. Carr; david Jaffe; Claudia tatinge nascimento

Wesleyan University’s theater department explores theater from both a scholarly and practical viewpoint, emphasizing a world view 
of  performance in a liberal arts context. Classes are offered in theory; history and literature of  drama and theater; playwriting; criti-
cism; costume, set, and lighting design; and directing and acting. our sponsored productions reflect the diverse interests of  the faculty 
and students, offering direct participation in creative endeavor where process, performance, and understanding are equally stressed. the 
department produces contemporary adaptations of  classical theater texts, adaptations of  literary works for the stage, latin american 
theater, collaborations with the Music department on contemporary and classical operatic works, puppet-theater, and the use of  multi-
media, solo performance, and performance art.

Recommended course sequences. students interested in dramatic art are advised to enroll in Basic Production techniques (THEA105) 
in either semester of  their first year. in addition, students interested in double majoring in theater and film are advised to enroll in Basic 
Production techniques (THEA105) the first semester of  their first year. fyi courses are also recommended and are open to only first-year 
students during both semesters. acting i (THEA245) is open to first-year students in the spring term, when two sections are usually offered. 
admission is by audition. first-year students may enroll spring semester in History of  drama and theater ii (THEA204). some places are 
usually available for interested first-year students in directed experiences in acting (THEA183). this is a half-credit course and is only of-
fered credit/unsatisfactory. enrollment will be signed during the first class.

each year the department sponsors play productions and other events in a variety of  theatrical forms; some are directed by faculty 
members or guest artists, while others are directed by advanced undergraduates. the department makes regular use of  two theater facili-
ties: the theater in the Center for the arts, a modern, highly sophisticated 400-seat space, and the Patricelli ’92 theater, a flexible and 
recently renovated studio space. second stage, an extracurricular student theater group, has its headquarters and also sponsors productions 
in the Patricelli ’92 theater, in cooperation with the theater department. Performances are also given in many alternative spaces on 
campus by members of  the lively and diverse Wesleyan theater community.

Many students participate in some aspect of  theater during their years at Wesleyan. the most seriously interested become theater 
majors, while others take only a few courses or work solely on an extracurricular basis. all types of  involvement are desired and wel-
comed. it is not necessary to become a theater major to take many courses in the department or to participate in its productions.

Major program. declaration to become a major is usually made in the second semester of  the sophomore year. students must normally 
take Basic Production techniques (THEA105) and script analysis (THEA280) before acceptance into the major; those declaring late must 
take them in their first semester as majors.

the theater major is an integrated program of  study, and each student develops an acquaintance with the art that is both broad and 
deep. the major, then, would not be appropriate for a student who wants to focus entirely on only one aspect of  theater. students with 
strong interest in both theater and other fields of  study may find it worth while to plan a double major; in the past, theater majors have 
completed double majors in combination with many other departments and programs. such an option requires careful planning but 
offers attractive possibilities for maximizing the benefits of  Wesleyan’s broad curriculum.

each theater major will be assigned an advisor from among the department faculty.

Requirements. the departmental requirements for the major are designed to ensure that students will have (1) a broad overview of  the 
field; (2) a knowledge of  many of  its important traditions, basic literatures, and theoretical principles; (3) an orientation to production 
practices in a variety of  technical areas; (4) experience in performing; and (5) a more advanced level of  expertise in a least one of  the 
theater subdisciplines. the following courses, or their direct equivalents, are required 
• THEA105 Basic Production techniques
• THEA280 script analysis
• one course in theater design
• two courses in theater history (normally THEA203 and THEA204; they do not need to be taken in sequence)
• one course in acting (normally THEA245)
• two courses in dramatic literature, theory, criticism, and ethnography in addition to the two courses of  theater history
• one credit of  intermediate technical theater practice (earned in 0.25- and 0.50-credit increments)
• advanced practice or project (at least one credit total, earned after declaring major)
• a total of  seven credits over the 200 level are required, at least five of  which must be earned within the theater department. no 

more than two credits earned in any single other program may be counted.

Honors in theater. Preliminary honors proposals with a bibliography are due one week after the end of  spring break in the junior year. 
students can submit proposals for either critical or creative honors theses.

Preliminary proposals will be judged based on clearly expressed objectives and evidence of  research and preparation. Judgments 
will be based equally on preliminary research, clarity of  the objectives of  the process, and rationale for staging a given production.

students whose preliminary proposals are accepted will be given the opportunity to submit more fully documented proposals and 
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papers/essays in the fall of  their senior year. the fully documented proposals and papers/essays are due by the beginning of  the third 
week of  classes in september.

students proposing a critical honors thesis should then submit a fully developed thesis, rationale, and outline of  their papers, as 
well as an expanded bibliography.

students proposing a creative honors thesis should then submit a clear statement of  the artistic objectives of  the project accompa-
nied by an essay. essays accompanying practical theater projects will consist of  a fully documented discussion of  the theatrical traditions 
and artists that provide a historic context for the project being proposed.

By the Monday before fall break, students will be informed whether or not their honors proposals have been accepted. Productions 
will be assigned spaces for performance according to availability and need.

final deadlines for papers and productions in the spring are determined by the Honors College.
Beyond completing the major requirements, prerequisites to apply for honors theses are

Actors
• at least two acting courses with an a- average 
• Performing in a faculty-directed production
• solo Performance (THEA286) if  the project is a solo performance involving the development of  an original script
Designers
• two courses in design with an a- average 
• assistant designing/tutorial with a faculty member
Directors
• an a- average in directing i (THEA281) and directing ii (THEA381) 
• stage-managing or assistant directing with a faculty member
Dramaturgy
• an a- average in History of  drama and theater i (THEA203) and History of  drama and theater ii (THEA204) and three courses in 

dramatic literature, theory, criticism, and ethnography
playwrights
• an a- in a playwriting class and an a- average in theater history and dramatic literature courses.

All honors candidates must have at least a B+ average overall in the major.

THEA170 The American Playwright Performed
this course examines the development of  the uniquely american 
theatrical voice, from the early american plays of  the late 18th/
early 19th centuries through the 20th and into the 21st. the 
course examines both social and cultural context as well as dra-
matic structure and use of  language. Playwrights may include 
anna Cora Mowatt, James nelson Barker, early o’neill, sophie 
treadwell, susan Glaspell, elmer rice, Hellman, late o’neill, 
Miller, Williams, odets, Wilder, Hansberry, shepard, adrienne 
Kennedy, Mamet, Kushner, vogel, Parks, rivera, and others.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

THEA183 Directed Experiences in Acting
Class members perform in a series of  exercises, monologues, 
and scenes or short plays directed by members of  the direct-
ing class (THEA281 or THEA381). rehearsals take place outside the 
class. approximately 60 hours rehearsal and performance time 
are required.
cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.KordonSKiy,.yuriy—SEcT.:.01.

THEA185 Text and the Visual Imagination
in this course, we will explore, deconstruct, and reinvent text by 
utilizing tools from design and visual arts. through practical as-
signments, we will train our visual imagination, as well as develop 
an aesthetic literacy and knowledge of  different performance 
elements. this class focuses on the creative process, as well as 
provides new tools that will enable students to realize their own 
creative projects.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.oteíza,.marcela—SEcT.:.01.

THEA202 Greek Drama
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cciV202.

THEA203 History of Drama and Theater I
this course uses historical examples of  drama and performance 
in europe, from the Greeks to the early 17th century, to con-
sider the ways in which theater historians reconstruct and analyze 
theatrical events of  the past. our investigation is chronically and 

thematically designed to pinpoint major epochs in the develop-
ment of  Western theater as well as to comparatively approach the 
ways in which scholars uncover evidence regarding such issues as 
character, criticism, gender, nationalism, race, religion, sexuality, 
spectatorship, and spectacle in performance.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.SHaW,.raSHida—SEcT.:.01.

THEA204 History of Drama and Theater II
this course examines the dramatic texts and performances of  the 
late 19th and 20th centuries across europe, the americas, africa, 
Canada, and the Caribbean. similar to our previous investigation 
of  pre-19th-century european theatrical practices, we once again 
consider the relationship between a text, its performance, its spec-
tators, and its representative culture(s) within our analyses. We also 
explore the objectives of  various playwrights and consider the 
ways in which they have used theater as a platform to stage their 
realities, concerns, and ideologies.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SHaW,.raSHida—SEcT.:.01.

THEA205 Prison Outreach Through Theater
students will have the opportunity to put social activism into prac-
tice through working on theater projects in community settings. 
one of  the course’s projects will include teaching shakespeare 
and other plays to incarcerated women using methods described 
in Jean trounstine’s Shakespeare	Behind	Bars. students will also have 
the opportunity to create “invisible theater” events on themes of  
social justice inspired by the work of  agosto Boal, the Brazilian 
actor/politician/activist whose book (Theater	 of 	 the	 Oppressed) 
proposes ways in which theater can be used to achieve social 
change. students need no theatrical experience but can use what-
ever artistic interests they possess (acting, puppetry, drawing, writ-
ing, storytelling, vocal and instrumental music) in collective work 
with other students.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.JenKinS,.ronald.S .—SEcT.:.01-02.
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THEA214 Theater of Anton Chekhov: Research, Analysis, and 
Performance
the course will take a journey into the theatrical world of  one 
of  the most famous playwrights of  all times, anton Chekhov. 
students will read, research, analyze, and perform scenes from 
all Chekhov’s plays including dramas, comedies, and vaudevilles. 
videos of  world’s best performances and movies adapted from his 
dramas will illustrate different artistic approaches to well-known 
texts. the course will also examine in detail the historical and cul-
tural context of  Chekhov’s writing, as well as issues of  translation 
and adaptation of  his plays for the contemporary theater.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[col215 or reeS279 or ruSS279 or rule279]
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.KordonSKiy,.yuriy—SEcT.:.01.

THEA231 Sex, Violence, and (Poetic) Justice: Spanish and 
New World Classical Theater
IDENTIcAL WITh:.Span231.

THEA237 Seeing Performance Art: From Futurism to the 
Present
this is a hands-on class where students will explore performance 
art history, aesthetics, and its collision with theater from a project-
based studio course. students will conduct performance assign-
ments and conceptual research between art forms in a guided 
studio setting.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

THEA245 Acting I
admission is by audition/interview. admission to studio courses 
in theater is at the discretion of  the individual faculty instructors, 
who take into account estimated talent, experience, and the need 
to form balanced and effective working ensembles.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011

THEA251 Theories and Practices of Improvisation
through a series of  exercises, games, scene work, and readings, 
students will explore the theories and practices of  improvisational 
theater and acting. the course will enhance the student-actors’ 
spontaneity, range, imagination, physical and sensory awareness, 
and use of  language. the course work will challenge students 
to trust their creative impulses and increase their attention to 
the partner. improvisation is a foundational element in the de-
velopment of  complex character and in-the-moment acting. the 
improvisational skills developed in the course will be applied to 
original character creation, group projects, and scripted material. 
the course will begin with a focus on impulse work, physical and 
vocal exploration, and environmental and given-circumstances ex-
ercises, helping the actor find spontaneous ways of  creating the 
who-what-where-and-when of  a scene. Week to week, exercises 
and assignments will grow in complexity, exploring such things 
as narrative structure, group dynamics, status, proximity, persona, 
and conflict. the course may culminate in the creation of  an en-
semble-created performance project.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

THEA280 Script Analysis
this course’s goal is to help students understand the role of  in-
tellectual investigation and analysis in the creative process, thus 
preparing them to apply this knowledge to their work as actors, 
dramaturges, designers, and directors. for that, the course will an-
alytically look at a range of  playscripts and introduce some pos-
sible ways one can benefit from research. in short, students will 
be asked to think analytically, critically, and contextually about 
dramatic texts.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.SHaW,.raSHida—SEcT.:.01.

THEA281 Directing I
in this basic and general practical introduction to the work of  the 
director, topics to be considered will include the director’s analysis 

of  text, research, working with actors, blocking, rehearsal proce-
dures, and directorial style.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.KordonSKiy,.yuriy—SEcT.:.01.

THEA285 Acting II
this course, the continuation of  THEA245, presents a further inves-
tigation of  the elements of  acting through intense work on one 
or two chosen characters, developing three-dimensionality of  the 
part, and performing in an ensemble. this is an advanced acting 
course in studio format.
grading:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.tHea245
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.JaFFe,.daVid.B .—SEcT.:.01.

THEA286 Solo Performance
this course introduces students to the work of  solo performers 
that include richard Pryor, lenny Bruce, dario fo, anna deavere 
smith, franca rame, roger Guenever smith, lily tomlin, John 
leguizamo, Bill irwin, Whoopi Goldberg, and others. Using the 
writing and performance techniques of  these artists as a model, 
students will have the opportunity to write and/or perform a solo 
performance. Much of  the work will involve fieldwork in a local 
women’s prison where students will collaborate with inmates on 
the creation of  solo performances that give voice to their experi-
ences. Wesleyan students can choose to work as writers, drama-
turges, actors, or directors of  these solo pieces. in addition, stu-
dents might choose to create a solo piece that brings to life a 
single character from history, fiction, or current events (Huey P. 
newton, Walt Whitman, Mary todd lincoln, frida Kahlo, etc.).
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

THEA299 A Playwright’s Workshop
this intensive course in playwriting emphasizes the student’s 
work. Writing exercises, discussion, and, most important, writing 
and reading student work constitute the major portion of  this 
course.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl174— Spring.2011

THEA303 Irish Plays and Politics
the tumultuous relations between ireland and england are reflect-
ed in irish plays and performances from the past three centuries. 
those relations worsened as native irish lost freedoms, rights, and 
lands to english colonizers, provoking rebellion and revolution 
in irish politics and subversive wit and humor in irish plays. this 
course tracks those historical events and play productions to reveal 
how irish writers and performers used words, song, and buffoon-
ery to combat repression.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.engl301.

THEA305 Lighting Design for the Theater
this course explores both the design and technical aspects of  
lighting design, as well as the role of  the lighting designer in a 
production. Practical experience is an important part of  the course 
work.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.tHea105 or danc105.

THEA306 The Avant-Garde Theater
twentieth-century avant-garde theater was shaped by multiple 
artistic voices seeking to respond and/or resist rapidly changing 
historical and political circumstances. each one of  these move-
ments represents a dynamic, diverse, but cumulative rupture with 
the mainstream. in addition to a broader understanding of  20th-
century avant-garde history, this course will expose the ways in 
which theoretical frames and theatrical practice dialogued. such 
knowledge will lead to a clearer insight of  how the transforma-
tions desired by each movement/artist took place both theoreti-
cally and practically, provoked the audience to change its percep-
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tion of  the world and of  art, and, ultimately, affects how we see 
and produce art today.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.tHea203 or tHea280.

THEA307 Acting Theories
this advanced seminar and studio course explores key 20th-cen-
tury theories about the actor’s role on the production of  meaning 
on the stage. While the academic component of  the course exam-
ines seminal texts about the nature of  acting, for its studio portion 
students will engage in the in-depth study of  a given scene and 
re/create it in different acting styles with the same partner.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.naScimento,.claudia.tatinge—SEcT.:.01.

THEA308 Digital Performance: The Virtual Representation of 
Body, Space, and Time
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum308.

THEA310 Public Life in the Age of Theater: Madrid and 
London, 1580–1680
IDENTIcAL WITh:.col223.

THEA311 Performing Shakespeare: Voice and Text
this course will be an intensive investigation of  shakespeare’s lan-
guage and characters through sonnet, soliloquy, and scene study 
and may culminate in a group performance. students will conduct 
research into shakespeare’s sources and the context in which his 
plays have been performed. they will engage in the challenges of  
acting shakespeare and the vocal work and text analysis necessary 
for bringing his heightened use of  language to life.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.tHea245.

THEA312 Documentary Performance: Prison Fieldwork for 
Playwrights, Actors, and Directors
students will work in a local prison to create performances in 
collaborations with inmates that are based on dante’s “divine 
Comedy.” students can participate in the class as playwrights, dra-
maturges, actors, or directors.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

THEA314 Masks, Physical Comedy, and Commedia Dell’Arte: 
Advanced Acting
this course gives student actors the opportunity to investigate 
the traditions of  masked performance and physical comedy 
techniques that can be applied to stylized genres of  theater from 
ancient Greek drama and Molière to Commedia	Dell’Arte and the 
contemporary avant-garde. archetypal characters will be explored 
through the use of  both eastern and Western masks, with spe-
cial emphasis on the masks of  Bali that have inspired artists from 
antonin artaud and Peter Brook to arianne Mnouchkine and 
Julie taymour.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

THEA315 Latin American Theater: Topics
this course will combine theory and performance to examine dif-
ferent latin american plays.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt227.

THEA316 Performance Studies
Within the frame of  performance studies, this seminar focuses 
on how particular uses of  the body, space, and narrative inform 
the limits and intersections between ritual and theater. ritual and 
theater are broadly defined to include cultural events and nontra-
ditional performances. We will look at a number of  theoretical 
texts as well as case studies, performances, and rituals to examine 
the differences and points of  contact between ritual and theater’s 
modes of  action and presence, spatial relationships, and narrative 
frames. students are invited to bring additional readings on their 
research projects to class discussions.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.reli385
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.naScimento,.claudia.tatinge—SEcT.:.01.

THEA317 Performing the War Within: Race, Nation, and War
IDENTIcAL WITh:.cHum315.

THEA319 Performing Heightened Text
this course will be an intensive and active investigation of  a va-
riety of  plays that call for a heightened, nonnaturalistic acting 
approach. Beginning with monologues and scene studies and 
culminating in a group performance, students will examine the 
physical, vocal, and analytical demands of  performing the works 
of  writers who have explored and expanded form and language. 
the working texts will be drawn from a range of  modern and 
contemporary playwrights, including sophie treadwell, samuel 
Beckett, Harold Pinter, sarah Kane, suzan-lori Parks, Charles 
Mee, and others.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.tHea245 and tHea285— Spring.2011

THEA321 Translation/Adaptation
this is a writing course for students interested in the study and 
practice of  translating and adapting texts for performance from 
a variety of  source materials. students will initially analyze the-
atrical adaptations of  asian epic sources (Ramayana,	Mahabhrata,	
Siwaratrikalpa) into a variety of  indonesian theatrical forms (shad-
ow puppets, masked drama, etc.). these indonesian translation/
adaptations incorporate current events like terrorism and political 
issues into the classic texts. (other modern writers of  adaptations 
like the political satirist and nobel laureate dario fo will also be 
studied as masters of  the art of  adaptation.) students will then 
write their own translation/adaptations of  these and other texts 
of  their choice.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

THEA323 Survey of African American Theater
this course surveys the dynamism and scope of  african american 
dramatic and performance traditions. Zora neale Hurston’s 1925 
play Color	Struck and august Wilson’s 2002 play Gem	of 	the	Ocean 
serve as bookends to our exploration of  the ways in which african 
american playwrights interweave various customs, practices, expe-
riences, critiques, and ideologies within their work.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.[FgSS323 or aFam323 or amSt299]
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.SHaW,.raSHida—SEcT.:.01.

THEA329 Intermediate Technical Theater Practice A
the course will involve assignment to a responsible position in 
one of  the various areas of  technical theater, as crew head, stage 
manager, etc. THEA329-THEA331 may be repeated to a total of  1.50 
credits.
cREDIT:.0 .25—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.tHea105
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.oteíza,.marcela—SEcT.:.01.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.carr,.JoHn.F .—SEcT.:.01.

THEA331 Intermediate Technical Theater Practice B
the course will involve assignment to a responsible position in 
one of  the various areas of  technical theater, such as crew head, 
stage manager, etc. THEA329-THEA331 may be repeated to a total 
of  1.50 credits.
cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.tHea105
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.oteíza,.marcela—SEcT.:.01-02.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.carr,.JoHn.F .—SEcT.:.01-02.

THEA337 Sound for the Theater
this course will examine principles and techniques of  sound re-
cording, editing, and reproduction as applied to theater produc-
tion. Hands-on experience with Cfa theater and ‘92 theater 
audio equipment will be emphasized.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

THEA340 Performing Brazil: The Postdictatorship Generation
dedicated to the artistic works of  the Brazilian post-dictatorship 
generation, the course takes as its point of  departure a close read-
ing of  the modernist oswald de andrade’s Cannibalist	Manifesto 
(1928) and the writings of  artists working during the dictatorship 
years. as the semester progresses, the course will examine post-
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dictatorship works in literature, the fine arts, dance, and theatre. 
students will have access to examples in the form of  texts in trans-
lation, images, and performance recordings. discussions will focus 
on the relationship between Brazil’s post-colonial condition and 
political history, including the country’s current artistic production 
and sense of  national identity.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
IDENTIcAL WITh:.laSt340
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.naScimento,.claudia.tatinge—SEcT.:.01.

THEA348 Music and Theater of Indonesia
IDENTIcAL WITh:.muSc111.

THEA359 Scenic Design for the Theater
in this course, we will explore, construct, and deconstruct the 
performative space, whether theatrical, site-specific, or virtual. We 
will analyze the space as a context to be activated by the body of  
the performer and witnessed by an audience. through theoretical 
and practical assignments, we will study the aesthetical history of  
the theatrical event, while developing your own creative design 
process. you will be guided through each step of  this process: 
concept development, visual research, renderings or drawings, 
model making, and drafting.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.tHea105 or arSt131.

THEA360 Media for Performance
the course examines the history of  technology in performance 
from the creation of  mechanical moving scenery to 3d scenog-
raphy. We will follow the development of  theatrical technology 
from the renaissance to today’s conception of  the digital theater, 
virtual reality, and online performances. the class format will be 
divided into lectures and studio class, where students will develop 
practical work creating mechanical objects and digital media piec-
es, utilizing interactive media software.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.oteíza,.marcela—SEcT.:.01.

THEA381 Directing II
this course, the continuation of  THEA281, presents a further in-
vestigation of  the elements of  directing, dealing with the produc-
tion concept and the orchestration of  that concept in terms of  re-
search, work with actors, ground plan, set, lights, costumes, props, 
music, etc. this is an advanced directing course in performance 
format. students will go through all stages of  directing: selecting 
the script, its analysis, adaptation, set design, casting, rehearsing, 
lighting, and performing.
gRADINg:.a–F—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—

pREREQ:.(tHea245 and tHea281).

THEA383 Costume Design for Theater and Dance
an intensive exploration of  the interaction of  materials, the hu-
man form, and text in performance (whether dramatic, psychologi-
cal, social, historical, hidden, religious, et al.). the topics covered 
will include draping the human form, basic design, costume re-
search, fabrics, project realizations, and text analysis. the course 
will proceed from design of  the torso or bodice to design for a 
solo performer to multiple related designs (e.g., a shakespearean 
text, a Mozart opera, a parade, a ceremony, a series of  solo per-
formances, et al.).
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.WeinBerg,.leSlie.a .—SEcT.:.01.

THEA384 Introduction to Puppetry: Design, Construction, 
and Performance
this study of  puppet design, creation, and manipulation explores 
the expression of  character and concept through the manipulation 
of  objects. a survey of  the performance of  puppets in world and 
contemporary american theater.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—pREREQ:.none.

THEA398 Theater Criticism
the course will involve writing criticism of  live performances. 
the group will discuss selected readings in dramatic theory and 
criticism. student-written reviews and the performances that in-
spired them will be discussed. each student will prepare a portfo-
lio of  pieces for final evaluation.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none.

THEA427 Advanced Practice in Acting and Directing A
assigned advanced work done under faculty supervision in the de-
partmental production program. entails 60 hours of  participation.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.0 .25—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.JaFFe,.daVid.B .—SEcT.:.01.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.JenKinS,.ronald.S .—SEcT.:.02.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.tBd

THEA431 Advanced Practice in Acting and Directing B
assigned advanced work done under faculty supervision in the de-
partment production program. entails 60 hours of  participation.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.JaFFe,.daVid.B .—SEcT.:.01.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.JenKinS,.ronald.S .—SEcT.:.02.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.tBd

THEA433 Advanced Practice in Acting and Directing C
assigned advanced work done under faculty supervision in the de-
partment production program. entails 120 hours of  participation.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.JaFFe,.daVid.B .—SEcT.:.01.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.WeinBerg,.leSlie.a .—SEcT.:.02.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.tBd

THEA435 Advanced Design and Technical Practice A
assigned advanced work in technical theater. Program a entails 
commitment of  60 hours of  time.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.0 .50—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.oteíza,.marcela—SEcT.:.01.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.WeinBerg,.leSlie.a .—SEcT.:.02.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.carr,.JoHn.F .—SEcT.:.01.
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.oteíza,.marcela—SEcT.:.03.
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.WeinBerg,.leSlie.a .—SEcT.:.02.

THEA437 Advanced Design and Technical Practice B
assigned advanced work in technical theater. Program B entails a 
commitment of  120 hours of  time.
gRADINg:.opt—cREDIT:.1 .00—gEN. ED. AREA:.Ha—pREREQ:.none
Fall.2010—INSTRucTOR:.oteíza,.marcela—SEcT.:.01.
FALL 2010—INSTRucTOR:.WeinBerg,.leSlie.a .—SEcT.:.02.
Spring.2011—INSTRucTOR:.carr,.JoHn.F .—SEcT.:.01.
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.oteíza,.marcela—SEcT.:.03.
SpRINg 2011—INSTRucTOR:.WeinBerg,.leSlie.a .—SEcT.:.02.

THEA401/402 Individual Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

THEA409/410 Senior Thesis Tutorial
gRADINg:.opt

THEA411/412 Group Tutorial, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt

THEA465/466 Education in the Field
gRADINg:.opt

THEA467/468 Independent Study, Undergraduate
gRADINg:.opt
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Certificate Programs
Certificate programs provide curricular options that complement current departmental and interdisciplinary majors. they are designed to bring 
coherence to programs of  study that include courses from many departments and programs. for each program, model curricula are provided to 
guide students in their choice of  courses. Wesleyan currently has seven certificate programs in place.

cERTIFIcATE IN ENvIRONMENTAL STuDIES
environmental studies is a multidisciplinary, integrative study of  a broad range of  environmental issues. environmental science (such as climatol-
ogy or conservation biology) is one aspect of  environmental studies. But environmental studies also brings together the spectrum of  foci that 
are necessary to solve, evaluate, comprehend, and communicate environmental issues. thus, environmental studies includes sciences, economics, 
government, policy, history, humanities, art, film, ethics, philosophy, and writing.

for students to engage in contemporary environmental issues, they must obtain expertise in the area of  their major and gain broader 
perspectives in environmental studies through a set of  introductory and elective courses that increase the breadth of  their understanding to 
complement their specialty.  the aim of  the program is to graduate students who have both a specialty and breadth of  perspective so that they 
can interpret environmental information; understand the linkages to social, political, or ethical issues; and formulate well-reasoned opinions.

the certificate is granted for a minimum of  seven credits as follows:
• Biol/e&eS197 introduction to environmental studies or e&eS199.introduction to environmental science
• Plus six courses related to the environment as follows:

• three courses must come from one department
• the six courses must come from three departments or programs and two divisions
• one course must be at the 300 level or higher

• With the exception of  engl112 and Biol/e&eS197 or e&eS199, all other courses must be at the 200 level or higher
• a senior thesis project relevant to environmental studies can substitute for one 300-level class
• students may petition the director to substitute courses for the certificate (e.g., courses taken abroad, at other institutions, etc.)
interested students should contact Barry Chernoff  (bchernoff@wesleyan.edu) or valerie Marinelli (vmarinelli@wesleyan.edu).

cERTIFIcATE IN INFORMATIcS AND MODELINg
analytical approaches using informatics and modeling are becoming increasingly important in many fields of  study, and much of  the cur-
riculum is increasingly emphasizing these approaches.  the certificate program provides a framework to guide students in developing these 
analytical skills based on the following two pathways:

• Computational science and Quantitative World Modeling (CsM)
• integrative Genomic sciences (iGs)

these pathways share several common themes but have components that make them distinct. Both pathways emphasize informatics and quan-
titative reasoning and share certain courses.

the CsM pathway introduces students to modeling techniques and provides a solid foundation in the quantitative simulation, evaluation, 
and prediction of  natural and social phenomena such as the collision of  galaxies, protein folding, and the behavior of  markets. its principal 
pedagogical and intellectual goal is to make students aware of  the power of  the quantitative, algorithmic method for understanding the world. 
the idea is to provide a course of  undergraduate studies that imparts sufficient general knowledge, intellectual depth, and experience with quan-
titative reasoning and modeling techniques for students to be comfortable and proficient in incorporating this intellectual experience for a better 
understanding and more control of  the natural and social worlds. students can use this experience as an enrichment of  their major and liberal 
education or as a stepping stone to pursue, if  desired, a more intensive specialization in any of  Wesleyan’s quantitative reasoning departments.

the pathway requires Computer science i (comp211); one of  the following courses: data structures (comp212), Computer structure 
and operation (comp231), algorithms and Complexity (comp312), or Computational Physics: algorithms and Clusters (pHyS340); two 
courses from a list of  approved computer science, economics, or science courses; a project and mini-thesis on a quantitative modeling theme 
(including a required seminar talk); and one-semester attendance at a specialized undergraduate seminar.

the iGs pathway introduces students to the emerging interdisciplinary field of  bioinformatics and its relationships to molecular genom-
ics, evolution, structural biology, and bioethics. the sequencing of  genomes of  humans and several other model organisms has led to a new 
challenge in the life sciences—to successfully integrate large amounts of  information to build and evaluate models of  how organisms work. 
this is inherently an interdisciplinary problem that involves bridging conceptual frameworks and ways of  thinking between the life sciences, 
information sciences, and philosophy. faculty in complementing fields such as biology and computer science are working together to explore 
and develop new courses in this emerging field. as the disciplines advance, tomorrow’s students in the life sciences and in information sciences 
will benefit from strong conceptual frameworks in informatics, biology, and bioethics, and in the links between them.

the pathway requires an introductory biology course (such as Biol/mB&B181); one introductory computer science course (typically, 
comp112, 211 or 212); one upper-level computer science course (such as Computer structure and operation [comp231]; algorithms and 
Complexity [comp312], or Principles of  databases [comp354]); one upper-level bioinformatics course (from a list of  approved courses); and 
one course in each of  two of  the following categories (from a list of  approved courses): molecular genetics, structural biology, evolutionary 
biology, and bioethics and philosophy of  biology.

students who are interested in the CsM pathway should contact reinhold Blumel (rblumel@wesleyan.edu), and students who are inter-
ested in the iGs pathway should contact either Michael Weir (mweir@wesleyan.edu) or Michael rice (mrice@wesleyan.edu).

cERTIFIcATE IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
students seeking the Certificate in international relations (Cir) are required to take a foreign language to the intermediate college level and 
introductory international politics, economics, and modern history courses relevant to the development of  the contemporary international sys-



tem. to be on pace, these courses should be taken or at least identified during the student’s first two years at Wesleyan. in addition, students are 
required to take five courses from the advanced Courses list provided on the Certificate in international relations Web site (www.wesleyan.edu/
pac/cir-info.htm). at least one of  these courses must be taken from each of  three different disciplines; at least two must be taken from the Global 
systems section of  the list, and at least two more must be taken from the area studies section of  the list. among the area studies courses, two 
or more must cover topics related to developing countries; these courses are identified with an asterisk on the Web site.

students are urged to study abroad, preferably in a non-english-speaking country, so that they can improve their language skills. internships 
in foreign-policy fields (with international organizations, government agencies, multinational corporations, or nonprofit organizations) are en-
couraged. a statistics course in economics, government, or sociology is strongly recommended but not required.

students are admitted to candidacy for the certificate at any time during their senior year. they complete a form similar to the senior 
concentration form, listing the courses they have already taken and those they plan. this form can be downloaded from the Cir Web site.

a maximum of  two courses taken at other institutions, either in the United states or abroad, may be counted toward the certificate after 
they have been approved by the appropriate Wesleyan department chair for Wesleyan credit. once this approval has been given, the director of  
the Public affairs Center will determine which of  the certificate requirements the course might fulfill.

Wesleyan courses that count toward the certificate are listed on the Cir Web site. the deadline for submitting applications is the end of  
the second week of  May of  the graduating year. to receive the certificate upon graduation, students must have an overall average of  B+ or 
higher in the advanced courses submitted for certification (if  only five courses are listed). Certification will appear on the student’s transcript 
after graduation.

the foreign language requirement is met by course work through the intermediate college level in any foreign language or demonstration 
of  proficiency gained elsewhere to the satisfaction of  the PaC governing board. intermediate normally means any of  the following: Fren215, 
grSt211 or 214, Span112, ital112, ruSS112, cHin204, Japn205, and HeBr202.

cERTIFIcATE IN JEWISh AND ISRAEL STuDIES
the certificate program offers undergraduates training in the multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary ways that Jewish and israel studies are 
taught across the curriculum at Wesleyan. over a three-year cycle, courses are offered in various departments and in a number of  academic areas 
including Jewish religion, Jewish history, israel studies, and Jewish letters. the certificate program is not a major or a minor in any one depart-
ment or program. rather, the program is an opportunity for students to forge coherence in that large part of  the curriculum that falls outside 
the major. the program requires students to take seven courses in a sequence that includes gateway courses, Hebrew, a distribution of  more 
advanced classes, and a capstone seminar on theory and methodology.
Courses are grouped into four pathways (clearly labeled on WesMaps): 

• History of  the Jewish People 
• Jewish literature and Culture
• israel studies  
• religion of  the Jewish People 

students pursuing the certificate will be required to take
 two gateway courses (one in the religion department and another in the History department) from among the following:

• HiSt247: Jewish History i: from Biblical israel to diaspora Jews
• HiSt248: Jewish History ii: out of  the Ghetto
• HiSt267: Jewish History: Jews in eastern europe
• reli201: old testament/Hebrew Bible
• reli204: Judaism(s) 

 at least four additional courses, no more than two of  which can be taken in one department, with the exceptions of  Hebrew, if  
students are pursuing the israel studies pathway and counting two Hebrew language credits toward the certificate. the four courses 
can be chosen from a wide array of  courses included in the Certificate Program and listed in Wesmaps.

 the capstone seminar course reli396: Performing Jewish studies: theory, Method, and Models, offered every other spring to 
allow candidates for the certificate to take the course in either their junior or senior year.

Candidates for the certificate are encouraged to study Hebrew or another foreign language relevant to their program. Up to two of  the Hebrew 
courses can be included among the seven courses required for the certificate. However, if  students pursue the israel studies pathway, they will 
be required to demonstrate their proficiency of  Hebrew, or take at least two years of  the language. 

students can enroll in this certificate program at any point in their undergraduate career. to receive the certificate, students must maintain a 
B+ average in courses in the program. students can enroll in the Jewish and israel studies Certificate Program at any point in their undergradu-
ate career. to receive the certificate, students must maintain a B+ average in courses in the program. 

interested students should contact Professor Magda teter, the director of  the Jewish and israel studies (mteter@wesleyan.edu), or Professor 
dalit Katz (dkatz01@wesleyan.edu).

cERTIFIcATE IN MIDDLE EASTERN STuDIES
the Certificate in Middle eastern studies requires eight courses, of  which at least one course must be on Jewish and israel studies and one 
must be on the Muslim Middle east. additionally, the eight required courses include:  

• two courses (one full year) or equivalent at the intermediate level (second year) of  Hebrew or Modern standard arabic 
(waived if  the student demonstrates proficiency)

• one gateway course
• one course on historical texts and traditions
• one course on contemporary society and politics
• three electives 
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students who are granted a waiver of  the language course requirement by the certificate director will take additional electives to complete 
eight courses toward the certificate. With the approval of  the certificate director, one relevant tutorial and two relevant study-abroad courses 
may count toward the certificate. normally, no more than two courses from any one department or program may count toward the certificate 
(this does not apply to language courses or to the gateway course). 

students may apply for admission to the certificate at any point in their undergraduate career at Wesleyan. for tracking, advising, and 
co-curricular purposes, they are encouraged to sign on early.

interested students should contact Bruce Masters bmasters@wesleyan.edu.

cERTIFIcATE IN MOLEcuLAR bIOphySIcS
Molecular biophysics is an interdisciplinary area of  research situated at the intersection of  molecular biology, chemistry, chemical biology, 
and molecular physics. Molecular biophysics, as a field of  endeavor, is distinguished by analytical and quantitative research inquiry-based on 
molecular and macromolecular structures, diverse molecular spectroscopic methods, biophysical chemistry, functional bioenergetics, statistical 
thermodynamics, and molecular dynamics. topics of  active research interest in molecular biophysics include protein structures and folding, 
molecular models of  enzyme mechanisms, protein-dna and protein-rna interactions, and the nature of  gene expression and regulation at the 
molecular level. as a consequence of  recent advances stemming from the Human Genome Project, the field of  structural bioinformatics finds an 
increasingly important emphasis in our program. a parent organization for this field of  research is the United states-based Biophysical society, 
with some 7,000 members, with sister societies worldwide.

in addition to satisfying departmental requirements, all participating students, undergraduate and graduate, engage in independent research 
projects under the direction of  participating faculty and participate regularly in weekly meetings of  the Molecular Biophysics Journal Club, in 
which research papers from the current literature are presented and discussed. Journal Club students also meet regularly with seminar visitors 
in the area of  molecular biophysics. Undergraduate and graduate students are also expected to present (either orally or a poster) at the annual 
molecular biophysics retreat. at Wesleyan, students participating in the Molecular Biophysics Program have the opportunity to select research 
projects with varying degrees of  emphasis on biophysics, biochemistry, biological chemistry, and molecular biology. the common element 
among participants is an emphasis on a quantitative, molecular-based mode of  inquiry in research. students are also encouraged to present their 
work at an international scientific meeting, and the program typically provides some financial support for their expenses.

Undergraduate students majoring in chemistry and/or molecular biology and biochemistry can choose to obtain a certificate in molecular 
biophysics. the certification program involves following the prescribed major in each department. Within the chemistry and MB&B majors, 
students are expected to take the following courses to fulfill major requirements (note: all courses are cross-listed):
• mB&B/cHem395 structural Biology laboratory
• mB&B/cHem383 Biochemistry
• mB&B/cHem381 Physical Chemistry for the life sciences or cHem337 Physical Chemistry i: Quantum Mechanics and spectroscopy 

and cHem338 Physical Chemistry ii: thermodynamics, statistical Mechanics, and Kinetics
• mB&B/cHem307 (308) Molecular Biophysics Journal Club

in both the MB&B and chemistry majors, students must take either two MB&B or three CHeM elective courses to complete the major. to 
achieve certification, students must choose their elective courses in the area of  molecular biophysics. elective courses can be chosen from a set of  
courses offered by participating faculty (see course cluster). in addition, students must do independent research for at least two semesters under 
the direction of  one of  the program faculty. it is possible to be jointly mentored; however, at least one mentor must be a faculty participant in 
the molecular biophysics program.

Graduate students in chemistry, physics, or the life sciences may elect to participate in the interdisciplinary program in molecular biophys-
ics. Program participants pursue a course of  study and research that often overlaps the disciplinary boundaries of  chemistry, biology, molecular 
biology, and physics. Graduate training opportunities are available for students with undergraduate background in any one of  these areas. 
individualized programs of  study are provided so that each student obtains the necessary interdisciplinary background for advanced study and 
research in molecular biophysics.

interested students should contact Prof. d. l. Beveridge (dbeveridge@wesleyan.edu) or Prof. ishita Mukerji (imukerji@wesleyan.edu).

cERTIFIcATE IN SOuTh ASIA STuDIES
Wesleyan has a remarkable collection of  faculty, courses, and resources for all students interested in studying the cultures of  Bangladesh, 
Bhutan, india, nepal, Pakistan, and sri lanka. the University not only enjoys the distinction of  having an indian music studies program but 
also a dozen scholars devoted to the region and its diaspora in fields as diverse as anthropology, art history, dance, english, Hindi, history, 
economics, religion, and sociology. Certificate faculty will help Wesleyan students better pursue the wide range of  opportunities in south 
asia—both scholarly and artistic—as south asia becomes increasingly prominent politically, economically, and academically.

students will be required to take seven courses designated as appropriate for the certificate. of  these:
• one must be a gateway course (i.e., a course entirely about south asia that combines two or more of  the above categories in 

such a way as to offer an introduction to south asian studies).
• at least one course in three of  the distribution categories.
• no more than three courses can come from any one of  these categories.
the distribution categories are as follows:

• Contemporary society and practice (CsP): Courses primarily concerned with the study of  contemporary south asian com-
munities, their practices, and their productions.

• Historical inquiry (Hi): Courses primarily concerned with the historical study of  south asia.
• language (l): Courses in which students gain comprehension in south asia’s languages.
• Performance traditions (Pt): Courses in which students obtain training in the performance of  a specific form of  art.

interested students should contact Peter Gottschalk (pgottschalk@wesleyan.edu).
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Prizes
an extensive group of prizes is offered annually for individual improvement, academic excellence, all-around ability, or 
proficiency in certain subjects. the amount of the awards may vary slightly from year to year depending upon the income 
from invested funds.

GEORGE H. ACHESOn AnD GRASS FOUnDATIOn PRIzE In 
nEUROSCIEnCE
established in 1992 by a gift from the Grass foundation, 
this prize is awarded to an outstanding undergraduate in 
the neuroscience and Behavior Program who demonstrates 
excellence in the program and who also shows promise for future 
contributions in the field of  neuroscience.

ALUMnI PRIzE In THE HISTORy OF ART
established by Wesleyan alumni and awarded to a senior who 
has demonstrated special aptitude in the history of  art and who 
has made a substantive contribution to the major.

AMERICAn CHEMICAL SOCIETy AnALyTICAL AWARD
awarded for excellence in analytical chemistry.

AMERICAn CHEMICAL SOCIETy COnnECTICUT vALLEy 
SECTIOn AWARD
awarded for outstanding achievement to a graduating chemistry 
major.

AMERICAn InSTITUTE OF CHEMISTS AWARD
awarded for outstanding achievement to a graduating chemistry 
major.

AyRES PRIzE
the gift of  daniel ayres, Class of  1842, to the first-year student 
who attains the highest academic standing in the first semester.

BADEn-WüERTTEMBERG—COnnECTICUT SISTER STATE 
ExCHAnGE
a grant for one academic year’s study at a university in the 
German state of  Baden-Wüerttemberg, administered by the 
Connecticut department of  Higher education.

BALDWIn FELLOWSHIP
established in 1952 by family and friends of  Horace reed 
Baldwin, Class of  1947, and awarded annually for study at law 
school to the member of  the senior class who, in the opinion 
of  the committee, shows the most promise of  becoming an 
outstanding lawyer and public-spirited citizen.

BEInECKE SCHOLARSHIP
awarded by the sperry fund for graduate study in the arts, 
humanities, and social sciences.

BERTMAn PRIzE
established in memory of  Bernard t. Bertman, associate 
professor of  physics, by gifts from his colleagues, family, and 
friends, in 1970. awarded to a senior majoring in physics who 
displays a particularly resourceful and creative approach to 
physics research.

BLAnKEnAGEL PRIzE
income from the John C. Blankenagel fund, established 
in 1970, awarded at the discretion of  the German studies 
department to enrich educational offerings in the area of  
humanistic studies or to assist a superior student in completing a 
project in German studies.

BRADLEy PRIzE
the gift of  stanley david Wilson, Class of  1909, in memory 
of  Professor Walker Parke Bradley, to the senior or junior who 
excels in chemistry and particularly in special original work.

BRIDGE BUILDER AWARD
awarded to an individual student or student group for significant 
contributions to the Wesleyan and Middletown communities in 
the spirit of  service.

BRIGGS PRIzE
established in 1900 by the gift of  James e. Briggs to the 
student who has done the most effective work in intercollegiate 
debating.

PROFESSOR SAMUEL HUGH BROCKUnIER PRIzE
awarded for the best final essay on a social studies topic by a 
student in the Graduate liberal studies Program.

CHRISTOPHER BRODIGAn FUnD AWARD
established in memory of  Christopher Brodigan, a Wesleyan 
student who died in an accident in his first year at Wesleyan. 
the fund pays tribute to Christopher’s deep interest in africa 
and to the public service he provided through teaching in 
Botswana prior to entering Wesleyan. awarded to graduating 
seniors and recent graduates who plan to pursue public service 
or research in africa.

ERnESS BRODy PRIzE
established in 2002 by ann duCille in honor of  Professor 
erness Bright Brody, former chair of  the african american 
studies Program. awarded annually to a senior african american 
studies Program major for excellence in written expression.

BRUnER FRESHMAn IMPROvEMEnT PRIzE
the gift of  William evans Bruner, Class of  1888, to the student 
whose second-semester first-year record shows the greatest 
relative improvement over that of  the first semester.

BUTLER PRIzE
established in 1991 in honor of  retiring colleague Jeffrey d. 
Butler, awarded for the best Honors thesis in third World 
history.

BUTTERFIELD PRIzE
established by the Class of  1967 and awarded to the graduating 
senior who has exemplified those qualities of  character, 
leadership, intellectual commitment, and concern for the 
Wesleyan community shown by victor lloyd Butterfield, 11th 
president of  the University.

CAMP PRIzE
established in 1905 by the Board of  trustees in memory of  
samuel t. Camp, trustee 1880–1903. awarded for excellence in 
english literature.

FRAnK CAPRA PRIzE
established in 1983 to honor frank Capra, Hon. 1981, the 
great american film director whose collected papers are in 
the Wesleyan Cinema archives. the prize is awarded to an 
outstanding undergraduate senior comedy (16mm, digital, and/
or virtual).

CARDInAL CREST AWARD
awarded to the member of  the Wsa who has given honor to 
his/her post on the Wsa or one of  its committees through his/
her leadership and who has selflessly served the greater interest 
of  the Wesleyan student body.
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CHADBOURnE PRIzE
the gift of  George storrs Chadbourne, Class of  1858, to that 
member of  the first-year class outstanding in character, conduct, 
and scholarship.

CLARK FELLOWSHIP
established in memory of  John Blanchard Clark by his parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. donald l. Clark of  Pittsford, new york; his sister, 
Catherine; relatives; and friends. awarded annually to a qualified 
graduating senior of  Wesleyan University for graduate study 
in a school of  medicine. recipients are judged by members of  
the Health Professions Panel on their potential for outstanding 
achievement and for their promise of  community leadership 
and public-spirited citizenship and for their scholastic record at 
Wesleyan.

CLEE SCHOLARSHIP
established by friends and associates of  Gilbert Harrison 
Clee, Class of  1935, late president of  the Board of  trustees. 
awarded annually to a member of  the sophomore class, who 
will remain a Clee scholar throughout his or her junior and 
senior years, who will have demonstrated high standards of  
leadership, a deep commitment to Wesleyan University, an 
interest in the broad implications of  multinational business 
enterprises, a sensitivity to the need for a creative balance 
between the public and private sectors, and an intention to 
pursue a career in business. a specific objective will be to select 
individuals who exemplify the qualities that characterized 
Gilbert Harrison Clee as a humane person and as a leader.

DR. nEIL CLEnDEnInn PRIzE
established in 1991 by George thornton, Class of  1991, 
and david derryck, Class of  1993, for the african american 
student who has achieved academic excellence in biology and/
or molecular biology and biochemistry. this student must have 
completed his or her sophomore year and in that time have 
exemplified those qualities of  character, leadership, and concern 
for the Wesleyan community as shown by dr. neil Clendeninn, 
Class of  1971.

COLE PRIzE
established through the gift of  George Henry Walker, Class of  
1981, in the memory of  Charles edward Cole. awarded to the 
first-year student who shows the greatest ability in fiction or 
nonfiction writing.

COnDIL AWARD
Given in memory of  Caroline Condil, Class of  1992, and 
is awarded to a worthy east asian studies major, preferably a 
sophomore or junior, for study in China.

COnnECTICUT vALLEy HIGHER EDUCATIOn COMMUnITy 
SERvICE AWARD
established in 1993 by the Connecticut department of  
Higher education to promote community service leadership 
and activities by students at Connecticut’s institutions of  
higher education. this award recognizes outstanding student 
contributions to the promotion of  community service through 
projects that increase student participation in their college 
community and projects that develop a unique approach to 
effective community service.

HERBERT LEE COnnELLy PRIzE
Given in 1980 by Mabel Wells Connelly in the name of  her 
husband, member of  the Class of  1909, and alumni secretary, 
1924–56. supplemented by friends, relatives, and sons Hugh 
Wells and theodore sample, Class of  1948, the fund provides 
income to be awarded annually to a deserving undergraduate 
who demonstrates an interest in english literature and an unusual 
ability in nonfiction writing.

AnnA JULIA COOPER PRIzE
awarded by the sociology department to a student of  overall 
academic excellence who lives and works in the spirit of  anna 
Julia Cooper (1858–1964), author of  A	Voice	From	the	South, who 
was one of  the most important social theorists in the tradition 
of  black feminist thought. she lived and worked courageously 
against the odds of  exclusion, never failing to hold to the 
highest standards of  moral and intellectual excellence.

CRC AWARD
awarded to an outstanding first-year chemistry student based 
on grades in organic chemistry over the interval of  the current 
academic year.

DACOR FELLOWSHIP
awarded by the daCor (diplomatic and Consular officers, 
retired) Bacon House foundation to support a Wesleyan senior 
who is an american citizen and who will be engaged in the 
study of  international affairs toward a master’s degree at a 
recognized institution of  higher learning in the United states.

DAvEnPORT PRIzE
established in 1948 by the gift of  ernest W. davenport in honor 
of  his brother, frederick Morgan davenport, Class of  1889, for 
excellence in the field of  government and politics.

DEnISOn AWARD
awarded to a graduate student for outstanding accomplishment 
in biology.

DORCHESTER PRIzE
established through the gift of  daniel dorchester iv, Class of  
1874. awarded for the best thesis submitted to the  
english department.

W. E. B. DUBOIS PRIzE
awarded annually for academic excellence to a student majoring 
in african american studies.

DUTCHER PRIzE
established by gift of  arthur a. vanderbilt, Class of  1910, 
in honor of  Professor George Matthew dutcher, for highest 
excellence in the department of  History.

KEvIn ECHART MEMORIAL BOOK PRIzE
awarded to the graduating College of  letters senior who best 
exemplifies the intellectual curiosity and range, the pleasure in 
colloquy, the capacity for admiration and skepticism, and the 
moral seriousness and love of  books that we honored in our late 
colleague Kevin echart and seek to foster in the students of  the 
College of  letters.

ExCEPTIOnAL PROGRAM AWARD
awarded to the coordinator(s) of  an exceptional program, 
cultural event, speaker, or production that has had positive 
campuswide impact.

WILLIAM FIRSHEIn PRIzE
awarded to the graduating MB&B student who has contributed 
the most to the interests and character of  the Molecular Biology 
and Biochemistry department.
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FIRST-yEAR LEADERSHIP AWARD
awarded to a first-year student who has demonstrated 
outstanding leadership or involvement in the Wesleyan 
community.

SUSAn FRAzER PRIzE
awarded annually to the student (or students) who has done the 
most distinguished work in the elementary and intermediate 
french language sequence.

FREEMAn PRIzE
established in 1975 by Mansfield freeman, Class of  1916. 
awarded annually to a senior for excellence in east asian studies.

FREnCH GOvERnMEnT TEACHInG ASSISTAnTSHIP
one-year assistantship for teaching english at a lycée in 
france, administered by the institute for international 
education (new york).

BEULAH FRIEDMAn PRIzE
this prize recognizes work of  outstanding achievement by a 
student in the history of  art. the prize is awarded to a member 
of  the senior class.

FULBRIGHT FELLOWSHIP
these grants are funded by the United states government under 
the Mutual educational and Cultural exchange act of  1961 
(fulbright-Hays act) and by many foreign countries. the grants, 
administered by the institute for international education, provide 
for one year of  study at a university abroad.

FULBRIGHT-HAyS DOCTORAL DISSERTATIOn RESEARCH 
ABROAD GRAnT
awarded by the United states department of  education to 
fund individual doctoral students to conduct research in other 
countries in modern foreign languages and area studies for 
periods of  six to 12 months.

GAy, LESBIAn, AnD SExUALITy STUDIES PRIzE
donated by the Wesleyan Gay and lesbian alumni association 
(Gala), this prize is awarded annually to that undergraduate 
who has done the best research and writing on a subject in gay, 
lesbian, and sexuality studies.

GERMAn ACADEMIC ExCHAnGE SERvICE FELLOWSHIP
at least one fellowship per year for study at a university in the 
federal republic of  Germany is given to Wesleyan in honor of  
the sesquicentennial. the German academic exchange service is 
a private, self-governing organization of  the German universities, 
which promotes international exchange among institutions of  
higher learning.

GERMAn PEDAGOGICAL ExCHAnGE SERvICE 
ASSISTAnTSHIP/FULBRIGHT GRAnT
a one-year teaching apprenticeship in Germany.

GIFFIn PRIzE
established in 1912 by a gift of  Mrs. Charles Mortimer Giffin in 
memory of  her husband, an honorary graduate of  the Class of  
1875. awarded for excellence in the department of  religion.

AKIvA GOLDSMAn PRIzE In SCREEnWRITInG
awarded to the graduating film studies major who has written 
the best full-length screenplay in the department of  film 
studies.

BARRy M. GOLDWATER SCHOLARSHIP
awarded by the Barry M. Goldwater scholarship and 
excellence in education foundation to a junior or senior who 
has outstanding potential and intends to pursue a career in 
mathematics, the natural sciences, or engineering.

GRADUATE STUDEnT OF THE yEAR AWARD
awarded to a graduate student who has proven to be a vital and 
dynamic member of  the Wesleyan community through taking on 
an active leadership role in campus life.

GRAHAM PRIzE
the gift of  James Chandler Graham, Class of  1890, awarded 
to a member of  the graduating class for excellence in  
natural science.

GRAnT/WILCOx PRIzE
awarded in honor of  Connecticut filmmakers ellsworth Grant 
and roy Wilcox to the senior whose work in film and video best 
addresses significant environmental, social, or artistic issues.

JAMES T. GUTMAnn FIELD STUDIES SCHOLARSHIP
established in 2007 by lisette Cooper, Class of  1981, 
to honor her former professor and mentor, Prof. James t. 
Gutmann. awarded to an especially promising major in earth 
& environmental sciences to support geologic field research 
expected to lead to a senior honors thesis

HALLOWELL PRIzE
established by friends and associates of  Burton C. Hallowell, 
Class of  1936, former professor of  economics and executive vice 
president of  the University. awarded annually to an outstanding 
senior in the study of  social science, as determined by the 
governing board of  the Public affairs Center.

K. P. HARRInGTOn PUBLIC SERvICE AWARD
awarded annually by the Mystical seven society to a Wesleyan 
undergraduate who has distinguished herself/himself  in public 
service to the community.

HAWK PRIzE
the gift of  Philip B. Hawk, Class of  1898, as a memorial to his 
wife, Gladys, to the students who have done the most effective 
work in biochemistry.

HEALTH EDUCATIOn PRIzE
awarded annually to the graduating senior who best exemplifies 
the goals of  Wesleyan’s Health education Program, which are 
the promotion of  healthy lifestyles and disease prevention. 
the student who is chosen for this prize has demonstrated 
commitment not only to his or her personal well-being but has 
also served as a role model to peers in the Wesleyan community 
and beyond.

HEIDEMAn AWARD
established in 1972 in honor of  enid and Walter Heideman. 
awarded annually to an undergraduate who has helped others in 
the Wesleyan community, in the tradition of  the Heidemans.

RACHEL HEnDERSOn THEATER PRIzE
awarded annually to that student who, in the estimation of  the 
theater faculty, has contributed most to theater at Wesleyan over 
the course of  his or her undergraduate career.

HOLzBERG FELLOWSHIP
established in memory of  Jules d. Holzberg, professor of  
psychology, by gifts of  his colleagues and friends. awarded 
to a senior who intends to pursue graduate study in clinical 
or community psychology in recognition of  the commitment 
to research and applied work on the resolution of  social 
problems on the individual and collective level that is consistent 
with Professor Holzberg’s lifelong professional interests and 
humanitarian concerns.
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HORGAn PRIzE
established by the english department in honor of  Paul 
Horgan, professor emeritus and writer-in-residence. awarded to 
the student who has written the best short story of  the year.

HERBERT H. HyMAn PRIzE
established by the sociology department to honor Herbert 
H. Hyman, distinguished scholar, pioneer in survey research 
methodology, and professor emeritus in the sociology 
department. awarded annually to students, whether sociology 
majors or not, who in the opinion of  the faculty have written 
outstanding theses on a sociological topic.

InGRAHAM PRIzE
the gift of  robert seney ingraham, Class of  1888, and his 
wife for excellence in new testament Greek or, in years when a 
course in that subject is not given, for excellence in a course in 
Greek elective for juniors and seniors.

JESSUP PRIzE
awarded to two undergraduates each year who are deemed to 
show the greatest talent and promise for even greater excellence 
in sculpture, printmaking, architecture, photography, painting, 
or drawing. the prize is given in memory of  Pauline Jessup, a 
noted interior designer, who practiced her craft for over 60 years 
throughout the United states. Mrs. Jessup was noted for her 
unerring eye, her extraordinarily refined taste, and her steadfast 
commitment to her clients—many of  whom she served over 
three generations. the award is determined by the art and art 
History department.

JOHnSTOn PRIzE
the gift of  david George downey, Class of  1884, in memory 
of  Professor John Johnston. awarded to those first-year students 
or sophomores whose performance in their first two semesters of  
physics shows exceptional promise.

KEASBEy MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
awarded by the Keasbey Memorial foundation on the basis 
of  academic excellence and a strong record of  extracurricular 
participation for two years of  graduate study in england.

P. L. KELLAM PRIzE
established in memory of  Priscilla l. Kellam, Class of  1983, by 
her husband and parents. awarded annually to a senior woman, 
under the age of  25, who has majored in east asian studies and 
has traveled or plans to travel to China to further her studies.

BARRy KIEFER PRIzE
in memory of  Barry i. Kiefer to celebrate outstanding 
graduating Phd students in biology and molecular biology  
and biochemistry.

LEAvELL MEMORIAL PRIzE—FILM
awarded annually to a senior film student who has done 
outstanding work in the major and who best reflects the 
departmental goals of  citizenship, scholarship, and the wedding 
of  theory and practice.

LEAvELL MEMORIAL PRIzE—MUSIC
awarded annually to a senior who has done outstanding work in 
music and whose work manifests the ideals of  the World Music 
Program in the Music department.

MATTHEW LEMERT GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP
awarded for excellence in overall scholarship and in support of  
graduate studies.

LEOnARD PRIzE
Given in 1917 in memory of  William day leonard, Class of  
1878, by his friends. awarded annually by the faculty to one 
of  three undergraduates nominated by the college body who 
is thought to exemplify the highest standards of  character and 
performance in his or her campus life.

LEvy-SPIRA PRIzE
awarded for distinction in latin american studies. established in 
1992 in memory of  eduardo levy-spira, Class of  1982, by his 
family and friends.

LIMBACH PRIzE
established in 1966 by russell t. limbach, professor of  art, in 
memory of  his wife, edna limbach. awarded annually to the 
student who has contributed the most imaginative, generous, 
thoughtful, and understanding social service to the people of  the 
city of  Middletown and/or the Wesleyan community.

LIPSKy PRIzE
the gift of  the reverend and Mrs. Bailey G. lipsky in memory 
of  their son, francis Jules lipsky, Class of  1931, to the 
member of  the choir possessing in the highest degree unfailing 
kindliness, quiet dignity, and brilliant scholarship.

LITTELL PRIzE
the gift of  franklin Bowers littell, Class of  1891, for excellence 
in one or more advanced courses in astronomy.

LUCE SCHOLARSHIP
the Henry luce foundation selects 18 graduates to spend a year 
in an asian country and provides an experience that will broaden 
the participant’s perspective on his or her chosen career field.

ROBERT S. LynD PRIzE
awarded to a student for a department of  sociology thesis.

JOHn W. MACy SUMMER InTERnSHIP In PUBLIC 
ADMInISTRATIOn
established by friends and colleagues of  John W. Macy, Class of  
1938. awarded to the junior who most clearly exemplifies, in the 
decision of  the selection committee, the characteristics associated 
with John Macy: high intellectual ability, a capacity for sustained 
effort in difficult tasks, strong ethical standards, an ingrained sense 
of  duty, and a commitment to public service as a worthy career.

MAnn PRIzE
established in memory of  albert Mann, Class of  1906, devoted 
alumnus and faculty member, by his daughters and their families. 
awarded annually to the senior(s) showing the most outstanding 
achievements in the romance languages.

GEORGE C. MARSHALL SCHOLARSHIP
awarded annually for two years of  study at any university in 
the United Kingdom on the basis of  distinction of  intellect and 
character as evidenced by both scholastic attainments and other 
activities and achievements; strong motivation and seriousness of  
purpose; and the potential to make a significant contribution to 
one’s own society.

MARTIUS yELLOW AWARD
awarded for excellence in organic synthesis.

ROGER MAynARD AWARD
a memorial award to that senior scholar-athlete who best 
exemplifies the spirit, accomplishments, and humility of  roger 
Maynard, Class of  1937, former trustee.
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RICHARD MCLELLAn PRIzE
awarded annually to a junior who exemplifies those qualities that 
characterize the late richard Mclellan, director of  the Career 
Planning Center and associate dean of  the college: character, 
leadership, commitment to public service and diversity, wide 
cultural interests, and a sense of  humor.

MEyER PRIzE
established in 1991 in honor of  retiring colleague donald B. 
Meyer and awarded for the best Honors thesis in  
american history.

MILLER FAMILy FOUnDATIOn PRIzE
established in 2001 by Bob and Catherine Miller, P ’99 P ’02. 
awarded to individuals who pursue careers that benefit the 
community and the common good through education or service 
and advocacy.

JOAn W. MILLER PRIzE
awarded for the best honors thesis submitted by a graduating 
senior in the College of  social studies.

RICHARD A. MILLER SUMMER InTERnSHIP GRAnT
awarded in honor of  Woodhouse/sysco Professor of  
economics richard a. Miller to students pursuing summer 
internships related to potential business careers.

GEORGE J. MITCHELL SCHOLARSHIP
awarded annually for one year of  graduate study in any 
discipline offered by an institution of  higher learning in ireland 
or northern ireland on the basis of  superior records of  academic 
excellence, leadership, and public service.

MOnROE PRIzE
established in 1985 by the Center for african american 
studies in memory of  John G. Monroe, director, scholar, and 
teacher in the Center for african american studies and in the 
department of  theater. this prize is to be awarded annually to 
the Wesleyan sophomore or junior who, in the opinion of  the 
review committee, submits the best scholarly essay in the field of  
african american studies.

JAnInA MOnTERO PRIzE
awarded annually to a latino/a student who has promoted the 
health, visibility, and participation of  the latino/a community at 
Wesleyan. the individual should best exemplify personal integrity, 
leadership, and motivation; a strong interest in and knowledge 
of  his or her background; and have maintained a high level of  
commitment to Wesleyan’s academic and intellectual enterprise.

DAvID MORGAn PRIzE
to be awarded annually to the senior major or majors in Css 
and/or the History department who best demonstrated the 
integrity and commitment to community that characterized 
david’s 37 years of  service to his college, his department, and to 
the University.

PETER MORGEnSTERn-CLARREn SOCIAL JUSTICE AWARD
awarded to a junior with a demonstrated commitment to social 
justice issues.

MOSAIC AWARD
this award recognizes the contribution(s) of  a person or 
organization that has brought about cultural awareness and 
education on one or more of  the following issues: race, ethnicity, 
culture, and/or sexual orientation.

GERALDInE J. MURPHy PRIzE
established in memory of  Geraldine J. Murphy, the first woman 
hired as a full-time instructor at Wesleyan (1957), the first 
woman promoted to a tenured position, and the first woman 
promoted to the rank of  full professor. the prize is endowed by 
alumni of  the Wesleyan Master of  arts in teaching program. 
awarded to a student who has written an outstanding critical 
essay that focuses on short fiction or novels.

nATIOnAL BOARD OF REvIEW CHARLIE AnDREWS AWARD
established by the national Board of  review in memory of  
Charlie andrews who was a pioneer in television writing and 
producing. awarded to the student who has written the best 
history/theory thesis in the film studies department.

nEEDLER PRIzE
established by sophie needler in memory of  her husband, 
Bennett needler. awarded annually to one or two graduating 
seniors who have demonstrated excellence in Hebrew or Jewish 
studies.

CAROL B. OHMAnn MEMORIAL PRIzE
awarded for excellence in feminist, gender, and sexuality studies.

OLIn FELLOWSHIP
founded in 1854 by the wife of  stephen olin, president, 1839–
41 and 1842–51. later increased by gifts of  their son, stephen 
Henry olin, Class of  1866 and acting president, 1922–23, 
and his wife, emeline. awarded in recognition of  achievement 
in english. the fellowship supports supervised work in english 
outside of  the Wesleyan course structure.

OUTSTAnDInG COLLABORATIOn AWARD
awarded for a program that was successfully planned in the spirit 
of  partnership and team work.

OUTREACH AnD COMMUnITy SERvICE AWARD
awarded to the senior theater major who, through his or her 
work in the theater department, has done a significant service 
in the community.

PARKER PRIzE
established in 1870 by the reverend John Parker, trustee 
1859–71. awarded to a sophomore or junior who excels in 
public speaking.

PEIRCE PRIzE
awarded in successive years for excellence in biology, chemistry, 
and geology.

EMILy WHITE PEnDLETOn SCHOLARSHIP
established in 1979 by ralph darling Pendleton, founder of  the 
theater department, in memory of  his wife. awarded annually 
to a dance major or to a student who is significantly involved in 
dance and who shows outstanding promise in the field.

PETERSOn FELLOWSHIPS
established in 1963 by bequest of  William Harold Peterson, 
Class of  1907, for graduate study in biochemistry at Wesleyan.

PLUKAS PRIzE
established in 1986 by John Plukas, Class of  1966, this prize is 
awarded to graduating economics seniors to be applied toward 
summer expenses, during which period each student will work 
under the supervision of  a faculty advisor to convert an honors 
project into a publishable article.

PLUKAS TEACHInG APPREnTICE AWARD
established in 1986 by John Plukas, Class of  1966, this prize is 
awarded for excellent service to the economics department as a 
teaching apprentice.
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GWEn LIvInGSTOn POKORA PRIzE
established in 1993, awarded annually to the outstanding 
undergraduate student in music composition.

PREnTICE PRIzE
the gift of  Mrs. elizabeth Brooks Prentice in memory of  
Professor George Prentice to that junior or senior who excels in 
German. this prize is given in alternate years.

REED PRIzE
established in 1968 by leon reed and his sons, s. Chadwick, 
Class of  1941, and dr. victor reed, in memory of  Mrs. sophie 
reed, for the best poem or group of  poems.

DAMAIn GARTH REEvES MEMORIAL BOOK PRIzE
awarded to the first-year student who best embodies the 
personal and intellectual qualities of  damain reeves, Class of  
2000.

RHODES SCHOLARSHIP
two years of  study at oxford University, awarded on the basis 
of  high academic achievement, integrity of  character, a spirit 
of  unselfishness, respect for others, potential for leadership, and 
physical vigor.

RICE PRIzE
awarded for excellence in mathematics to a senior.

RICH PRIzE
the gift of  isaac rich, trustee 1849–72, in memory of  his wife 
and later supplemented by appropriations from the Board of  
trustees. awarded to those seniors whose orations are judged 
best in composition and delivery.

ROBERTSOn PRIzE
awarded for excellence in mathematics to a sophomore.

ROBInS MEMORIAL PRIzE
established in 1969 in memory of  George d. robins, Class 
of  1898, by frank d. robins, Class of  1934, and douglas H. 
robins, Class of  1966, for excellence in history.

STEPHEn J. ROSS PRIzE 
established in 1979 as a gift of  steven J. ross of  Warner 
Communications. awarded annually for the best undergraduate 
film, digital, and/or virtual made in the film studies 
department.

JUAn ROURA-PARELLA PRIzE
established in 1984 to be awarded annually to an undergraduate 
whose work represents the kind of  catholic curiosity and general 
learning that Professor Juan roura-Parella exemplified.

RULEWATER PRIzE
awarded for outstanding reflection and writing on an 
interdisciplinary topic in the Graduate liberal studies Program.

ROBERT SCHUMAnn DISTInGUISHED STUDEnT AWARD
established in 2007 by a gift from the robert schumann 
foundation. awarded to an outstanding senior who demonstrates 
academic accomplishment and excellence in environmental 
stewardship through work at Wesleyan or the greater 
Middletown community.

SCOTT BIOMEDICAL PRIzE
awarded to a member(s) of  the molecular biology and 
biochemistry senior class who has demonstrated excellence and 
interest in commencing a career in academic or applied medicine.

SCOTT PRIzE
established by Charles scott Jr., Ma, Class of  1886 and trustee 
1905–22, in memory of  John Bell scott, Class of  1881, for 
excellence in modern languages.

MARy AnD JOHn SEASE PRIzE
awarded for outstanding work in environmental science.

SEHLInGER PRIzE
established by the Class of  1965 in memory of  Charles edward 
sehlinger iii, who died in 1964. the award of  a medical 
dictionary is given to a premedical student for excellence of  
character, community spirit, and academic achievement.

SEnIOR LEADERSHIP AWARD
awarded to a senior who has consistently demonstrated 
outstanding leadership throughout his or her four years in the 
Wesleyan community.

SEnIOR PRIzE In COMPUTER SCIEnCE
awarded for excellence in computer science to a senior.

SERvICE CAREERS FELLOWSHIP
established to encourage Wesleyan students to commit their 
careers to the betterment of  society. awarded to students who 
have exemplified dedication to public service.

FRAnCES M. SHEnG PRIzE
awarded for excellence in Chinese language and excellence in 
Japanese language.

SHERMAn PRIzE
established by david sherman, dd, Class of  1872. two prizes 
awarded annually, one for excellence in first-year mathematics 
and the other for excellence in classics.

RAE SHORTT PRIzE
established in memory of  rae M. shortt. awarded to a junior 
for excellence in mathematics.

SAMUEL C. SILIPO PRIzE
awarded annually for the most valuable player(s) of  the 
Wesleyan orchestra.

SILvERMAn PRIzE
established by gift of  elisha adelbert silverman, Class of  1922, 
and awarded to a member of  the junior or senior class for 
excellence in chemistry.

SKIRM PRIzE
established by members of  the Class of  1931 in memory of  
their classmate, thomas H. skirm, this prize is awarded to a 
government major early in his or her senior year to recognize the 
best research or writing project done during the junior year.

SOCIAL ACTIvIST AWARD
awarded to the individual or student group that best exemplifies 
the spirit of  social activism and through his/her/its efforts, 
constructive social change ensued.

AnnIE SOnnEnBLICK WRITInG AWARD
established by the family of  the late annie sonnenblick, 
Class of  1980, in 1992 as a complement to the annual annie 
sonnenblick lecture. the prize provides financial support for a 
student who wishes to undertake an independent writing project 
during the summer between his or her junior and senior years.

SPInnEy PRIzE
the gift of  Joseph s. spinney, trustee 1875–82 and 1888–93, 
for excellence in Greek. awarded for the best original essay on 
some aspect of  Greek or roman civilization.
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SPURRIER AWARD
the William a. spurrier ethics award, established by dr. James 
Case, given to the student who demonstrates in the field of  
ethics: sensitivity, insight, depth, and humor. Given in memory 
of  William spurrier iii, chaplain and Hedding Professor of  
Moral science and religion.

STUDEnT ORGAnIzATIOn OF THE yEAR
awarded to a student organization that has excelled in sustaining 
leadership, an active membership, and programmatic efforts that 
contribute to the larger Wesleyan community.

THORnDIKE PRIzE
established by gift of  elizabeth Moulton thorndike in memory 
of  her husband, edward lee thorndike, Class of  1895, for 
excellence in psychology.

TISHLER TEACHInG AWARD
established by the family and friends of  dr. Max tishler, 
professor of  chemistry, emeritus, and University Professor of  the 
sciences, emeritus. awarded annually in his memory to the best 
graduate teaching assistant in chemistry.

ELIzABETH vERvEER TISHLER PRIzE
art: established in 1981 by a gift from Mrs. tishler. awarded 
annually for an outstanding senior exhibition in painting, 
drawing, printmaking, sculpture, photography, or architecture.
muSic: established in 1981 by a gift from Mrs. tishler. 
expanded in 1989 for excellence in piano performance. two 
prizes are given annually: one for Western classical piano 
performance and the other for jazz piano performance.

DAvID A. TITUS MEMORIAL PRIzE
established by family, friends, and students in memory of  
Professor david titus to support the summer studies of  a 
deserving Wesleyan junior majoring in government, east asian 
studies, or the College of  social studies.

SHU TOKITA MEMORIAL PRIzE
established by friends and relatives of  shu tokita, Class of  
1984, awarded to students of  color studying literature and 
in area studies with a focus on literature. the recipient will 
be selected on the basis of  his or her application essay and 
commitment to the study of  literature.

TöLöLyAn FUnD FOR THE STUDy OF DIASPORAS AnD 
TRAnSnATIOnALISM
established in 2008 by Bruce Greenwald, Professor of  
economics at Columbia Business school, in honor of  Wesleyan 
Professor Khachig tölölyan. the award funds the summer 
research of  a junior with the best proposal for a thesis on the 
study of  diasporic or transational issues.

TREnCH PRIzE
the gift of  Miss Grace a. smith in memory of  William 
James trench, trustee 1835–67, for excellence in the religion 
department.

TRUMAn SCHOLARSHIP
a national competition funded by the United states government 
that provides scholarships for graduate study to juniors who have 
outstanding leadership potential and intend to pursue careers in 
public service.

KARL vAn DyKE PRIzE
awarded each year to one or more students majoring in physical 
science or having a predominant interest in physical science and 
technology and who show outstanding achievement in academic 
work and a promise of  productivity in a professional career.

vAnGUARD PRIzE
established by black alumni in tribute to the black members 
of  the Class of  1969, whose perseverance and pioneering 
leadership earned them designation as the vanguard Class. 
the prize is awarded annually to a graduating senior who has 
achieved academic excellence and contributed significantly to 
maintaining Wesleyan’s racial diversity.

WALKLEy PRIzE
two prizes, the gift of  Webster rogers Walkley, Class of  1860, 
in memory of  david Hart Walkley, Class of  1878, for excellence 
in psychology. awarded to those juniors and seniors who present 
the best reports or work embodying original research.

WATSOn FELLOWSHIP
awarded by the thomas J. Watson foundation to enable college 
graduates of  unusual promise to engage in an initial postgraduate 
year of  independent study and travel abroad.

WELLER PRIzE
the gift of  Mrs. leroy Weller in memory of  her husband, 
leroy Weller, Class of  1899, to the student having the highest 
academic average for the sophomore year.

WESLEyAn BLACK ALUMnI COUnCIL MEMORIAL PRIzE
established in 1986 by the Wesleyan Black alumni Council in 
memory of  deceased black alumni. the prize provides a summer 
stipend to support a deserving student engaged in independent 
study or community service related to the concerns of  black people.

WESLEyAn FICTIOn AWARD
a gift from norman Mailer to the Wesleyan Writing Program, 
this award recognizes an outstanding piece of  fiction written by 
a Wesleyan student.

WESLEyAn MEMORIAL PRIzE
the gift of  undergraduates in the Class of  1943 in memory of  
fellow students who made the supreme sacrifice in the second 
World War to the members of  the junior class outstanding in 
qualities of  character, leadership, and scholarship.

WHITE PRIzE
established in 1942 by Horace Glenn White Jr., Class of  1933, 
and increased in 1943 by friends in his memory. awarded for 
advanced undergraduate study in economics.

WHITE FELLOWSHIP—GOvERnMEnT
awarded for excellence in government to a recent graduate who 
is currently enrolled in, or has been accepted into, a doctoral 
program in political science.

WHITE FELLOWSHIP—HISTORy
awarded for excellence in history.

M. G. WHITE PRIzE
awarded annually for the best thesis submitted in american 
studies.

WILDE PRIzE
established in 1963 by frazer B. Wilde, lld, Class of  1958, 
awarded to a junior or senior for excellence in economics.

WInCHESTER FELLOWSHIP
established in 1938 in memory of  Professor Caleb thomas 
Winchester by his widow. awarded to Wesleyan graduates for 
postgraduate work in english.

WISE PRIzE
the gift of  daniel Wise, dd, Class of  1859, for excellence in 
the Philosophy department; for the best essay on moral science 
or on some subject in the field or values.
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The Faculty
ERIC AAROn 
AB	Princeton;	MS,	PhD	Cornell,	Assistant	Professor	of 	Computer	Science

GLOSTER B. AAROn JR. 
BA	Oberlin	College,	PhD	University	of 	Pennsylvania,	Assistant	Professor	of 	
Biology

HEnRy ABELOvE 
AB	Harvard;	MPhil,	PhD	Yale,	Willbur	Fisk	Osborne	Professor	of 	English

RICHARD P. ADELSTEIn 
SB	MIT;	MAT	Harvard;	JD,	PhD	University	of 	Pennsylvania,	Professor	of 	
Economics

ABRAHAM ADzEnyAH 
BA	Goddard,	Adjunct	Professor	of 	Music

ATTIyA AHMAD 
BA,	MA	University	of 	Toronto,	PhD	Duke,	Assistant	Professor	of 	Religion	
and	Feminist,	Gender,	and	Sexuality	Studies

ABDERRAHMAn AISSA 
BA,	MA	University	of 	Colorado,	Adjunct	Instructor	in	Arabic

nADJA AKSAMIJA 
BA	Beloit	College;	MA,	PhD	Princeton,	Assistant	Professor	of 	Art	History

JAnE ALDEn 
BMus	King’s	College,	PhD	University	of 	North	Carolina,	Associate	Professor	
of 	Music

PEDRO ALEJAnDRO 
BS	Cornell,	MFA	Ohio	State	University,	Columbus,	Associate	Professor	of 	
Dance

IREnE ALESHKOvSKy 
MA	Vilnius	State	University,	Adjunct	Professor	of 	Russian	Language	and	
Literature

KEnnETH ALRUTz 
BS	California	University	of 	Pennsylvania,	Adjunct	Associate	Professor	of 	
Physical	Education

STEPHEn AnGLE 
BA	Yale,	PhD	University	of 	Michigan,	Professor	of 	Philosophy

MICHAEL ARMSTROnG-ROCHE 
BA,	MA,	PhD	Harvard,	Associate	Professor	of 	Romance	Languages	and	
Literatures

ROBIn AUTRy 
BA	University	of 	Colorado;	MS,	PhD	University	of 	Wisconsin–Madison,	
Assistant	Professor	of 	Sociology

SALLy BACHnER 
BA	Reed;	MA,	PhD	Princeton,	Assistant	Professor	of 	English

B. BALASUBRAHMAnIyAn 
BA,	MA,	University	of 	Madras,	Adjunct	Assistant	Professor	of 	Music

HILARy BARTH 
AB,	Bryn	Mawr,	PhD	MIT,	Assistant	Professor	of 	Psychology

JEAnInE BASInGER 
BS,	MS	South	Dakota	State	University,	Corwin-Fuller	Professor	of 	Film	
Studies

EvA BERGSTEn-MEREDITH 
BA	Franklin	Pierce	College,	Adjunct	Associate	Professor	of 	Physical	Education

JOnATHAn BEST 
AB	Earlham;	AM,	PhD	Harvard,	Professor	of 	Art	History

DAvID L. BEvERIDGE 
BA	The	College	of 	Wooster,	PhD	University	of 	Cincinnati,	Joshua	Boger	
University	Professor	of 	the	Sciences	and	Mathematics,	Professor	of 	Chemistry

JOHn S. BIDDISCOMBE 
BS	Springfield,	MEd	Slippery	Rock,	Adjunct	Professor	of 	Physical	Education

DREW BLACK 
BS	Syracuse,	MA	Kent	State,	Adjunct	Associate	Professor	of 	Physical	
Education

REInHOLD BLüMEL 
PhD	Habilitation	Technical	University,	Munich,	Charlotte	Augusta	Ayres	
Professor	of 	Physics

DAvID BODznICK 
BS	University	of 	Illinois,	PhD	University	of 	Washington,	Professor	of 	
Biology

MARy BOLICH 
BS,	MEd	Temple,	Adjunct	Professor	of 	Physical	Education

PHILIP BOLTOn 
BS	Michigan	State	University,	PhD	University	of 	California,	San	Diego,	
Professor	of 	Chemistry

PETRA BOnFERT-TAyLOR 
Vordiplom,	Diplom,	PhD	Technical	University	of 	Berlin,	Germany,	Associate	
Professor	of 	Mathematics

JOHn P. BOnIn 
BA	Boston	College;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Rochester,	Chester	D.	Hubbard	
Professor	of 	Economics	and	Social	Sciences

IRIS BORK-GOLDFIELD 
MA,	PhD	Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität,	Adjunct	Associate	Professor	of 	
German	Studies

AnTHOny BRAxTOn 
Professor	of 	Music

JACOB BRICCA 
BA	Wesleyan	University,	MFA	American	Film	Institute,	Adjunct	Assistant	
Professor	of 	Film	Studies

JUDITH C. BROWn 
BA,	MA	University	of 	California,	Berkeley;	PhD	Johns	Hopkins,	Professor	
of 	History

LOUISE BROWn 
BA	Mount	Holyoke,	PhD	University	of 	Massachusetts,	Amherst,	Adjunct	
Lecturer	in	Government,	Associate	Dean	of 	the	College

nEELy BRUCE 
BMus	University	of 	Alabama;	MMus,	DMus	University	of 	Illinois,	Professor	
of 	Music

JOSEPH W. BRUnO 
BA	Augustana,	PhD	Northwestern,	Professor	of 	Chemistry

Ann CAMPBELL BURKE 
AB	New	York	University;	AM,	PhD	Harvard,	Professor	of 	Biology

LAUREn CALDWELL 
AB	Princeton;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Michigan,	Assistant	Professor	of 	
Classical	Studies

MICHAEL CALTER 
BS	University	of 	Vermont,	PhD	Harvard,	Associate	Professor	of 	Chemistry

ROnALD D. CAMEROn 
AB	Western	Kentucky	University;	MTS,	PhD	Harvard	Divinity	School,	
Professor	of 	Religion

PHILIP CARnEy 
BA	Trinity,	Adjunct	Professor	of 	Physical	Education

JOHn F. CARR 
BA	St.	Michael’s	College,	MFA	Catholic	University	of 	America,	Professor	of 	
Theater

JAvIER CASTRO-IBASETA 
BA,	MA,	PhD	Universidad	Autónoma	de	Madrid,	Spain,	Assistant	Professor	
of 	History	and	Letters

SOnALI CHAKRAvARTI 
BA	Swarthmore;	MA,	MPhil,	PhD	Yale,	Assistant	Professor	of 	Government

WAI KIU CHAn 
BSc,	MPhil	University	of 	Hong	Kong;	PhD	Ohio	State	University,	Associate	
Professor	of 	Mathematics

DOUGLAS K. CHARLES 
BA	University	of 	Chicago;	MA,	PhD	Northwestern,	Professor	of 	
Anthropology

ERIC CHARRy 
BMus,	MMus	New	England	Conservatory	of 	Music;	MFA,	PhD	Princeton,	
Associate	Professor	of 	Music
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ERICA CHEnOWETH 
BA,	University	of 	Dayton;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Colorado,	Assistant	
Professor	of 	Government

BARRy CHERnOFF 
BS	SUNY	Stony	Brook,	MS	Adelphi,	PhD	University	of 	Michigan,	Robert	
Schumann	Professor	of 	Environmental	Studies,	Professor	of 	Biology	and	Earth	
and	Environmental	Sciences

MARy Ann CLAWSOn 
BA	Carleton;	MA,	PhD	SUNY,	Stony	Brook,	Professor	of 	Sociology

FREDERICK COHAn 
BS	Stanford,	PhD	Harvard,	Professor	of 	Biology

LISA COHEn  
BA	Brown;	MPhil,	PhD	Yale,	Assistant	Professor	of 	English

KAREn COLLInS 
BA	Smith,	PhD	MIT,	Professor	of 	Mathematics

STEPHEn COLLInS 
BA	Wesleyan	University,	MFA	University	of 	Texas	at	Austin,	Assistant	
Professor	of 	Film	Studies

ROBERT COnn 
BA	Dartmouth,	PhD	Princeton,	Associate	Professor	of 	Romance	Languages	
and	Literatures

PHILIPPA COUGHLAn 
BA	Boston	University,	PhD	University	of 	Wisconsin,	Adjunct	Professor	of 	
Psychology,	Director,	Office	of 	Behavioral	Health	for	Students

BILL CRAIGHEAD 
BA	Carlton;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Virginia,	Assistant	Professor	of 	
Economics

JOHn CROOKE 
BS	St.	Joseph’s	University,	Philadelphia;	MSA	West	Chester	University,	Adjunct	
Associate	Professor	of 	Physical	Education

CHRISTInA CROSBy 
BS	Swarthmore,	PhD	Brown,	Professor	of 	English

SARAH CROUCHER 
BA,	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Manchester,	England,	Assistant	Professor	of 	
Anthropology

AnDREW CURRAn 
BA	Hamilton;	MA,	PhD	New	York	University,	Professor	of 	Romance	
Languages	and	Literatures

WALTER CURRy 
BA	Iowa	State	University,	Adjunct	Associate	Professor	of 	Physical	Education

JOnATHAn CUTLER 
BA	Tufts,	MA	Union	Theological	Seminary,	PhD	City	College	of 	New	York,	
Associate	Professor	of 	Sociology

nORMAn DAnnER 
BA	University	of 	California,	Berkeley;	PhD	Indiana	University,	Associate	
Professor	of 	Computer	Science

FERnAnDO DEGIOvAnnI 
National	University	of 	Cordoba,	Argentina;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	
Maryland,	Associate	Professor	of 	Romance	Languages	and	Literatures

STEPHEn DEvOTO 
BA	Haverford,	PhD	Rockefeller	University,	Associate	Professor	of 	Biology

LISA DIERKER 
BA	Ohio	State	University;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Connecticut,	Professor	of 	
Psychology

LISA DOMBROWSKI 
BA	Wesleyan;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Wisconsin,	Associate	Professor	of 	Film	
Studies

J. JAMES DOnADy 
BS	SUNY,	Stony	Brook;	PhD	University	of 	Iowa,	Professor	of 	Biology

PATRICK DOWDEy 
BA	University	of 	Pennsylvania;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	California,	Los	
Angeles,	Adjunct	Assistant	Professor	of 	Anthropology	and	East	Asian	Studies,	
Curator	of 	the	Freeman	East	Asian	Studies	Center

JOSEPH DRURy 
BA	Oxford	University,	MA	Queen	Mary	University	of 	London,	PhD	
University	of 	Pennsylvania,	Assistant	Professor	of 	English

Ann DUCILLE 
BA	Bridgewater	State	College;	MA,	MA,	PhD	Brown,	Professor	of 	English	
and	African	American	Studies

ALEx DUPUy 
BA	University	of 	Connecticut,	MA	Brandeis,	PhD	SUNY,	Binghamton,	Class	
of 	1958	Distinguished	Professor	of 	Sociology

MARC EISnER 
BA	University	of 	Wisconsin,	MA	Marquette,	PhD	University	of 	Wisconsin,	
Henry	Merritt	Wriston	Chair	in	Public	Policy,	Professor	of 	Government

FRED M. ELLIS 
BA,	PhD	University	of 	Massachusetts,	Amherst,	Professor	of 	Physics

RICHARD H. ELPHICK 
BA	University	of 	Toronto;	MA	University	of 	California,	Los	Angeles;	PhD	
Yale,	Professor	of 	History

PAUL ERICKSOn 
BA	Harvard;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Wisconsin–Madison,	Assistant	
Professor	of 	History

DEMETRIUS EUDELL 
BA	Dartmouth,	PhD	Stanford,	Associate	Professor	of 	History

BRIAn C. FAy 
BA	Loyola	University	of 	Los	Angeles;	MA,	DPhil	Oxford,	William	Griffin	
Professor	of 	Philosophy

ADAM FIELDSTEEL 
AB	Brown,	PhD	University	of 	California,	Berkeley,	Professor	of 	Mathematics

JOHn E. FInn 
BA	Nasson,	JD	Georgetown,	PhD	Princeton,	Professor	of 	Government

OCTAvIO FLORES-CUADRA 
BA,	MA	University	of 	the	Americas,	Mexico;	PhD	University	of 	Pittsburgh,	
Adjunct	Associate	Professor	of 	Romance	Languages	and	Literatures

ERIKA FOWLER 
BA	St.	Olaf;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Wisconsin–Madison,	Assistant	Professor	
of 	Government

DOUGLAS C. FOyLE 
AB	Stanford;	MA,	PhD	Duke,	Douglas	J.	and	Midge	Bowen	Bennet	Associate	
Professor	of 	Government

HARRIS FRIEDBERG 
BA	Harvard,	PhD	Yale,	Associate	Professor	of 	English

ALBERT J. FRy 
BS	University	of 	Michigan,	PhD	University	of 	Wisconsin,	E.	B.	Nye	
Professor	of 	Chemistry

COURTnEy FULLILOvE 
BA,	MA,	MPhil,	PhD,	Columbia,	Assistant	Professor	of 	History

SUSAnnE FUSSO 
BA	Lawrence;	MA,	PhD	Yale,	Professor	of 	Russian	Language	and	Literature

GIULIO GALLAROTTI 
BA	Hunter	College;	MA,	PhD	Columbia,	Professor	of 	Government

DAnIELLA GAnDOLFO 
BA	Pontificia	Universidad	Católica	del	Perú;	MA	University	of 	Texas,	Austin;	
PhD	Columbia,	Assistant	Professor	of 	Anthropology

MATTHEW GARRETT 
BA	Bard	College;	MPhil	Oxford	University,	MA	Stanford,	Assistant	Professor	
of 	English

AnGEL GIL-ORDóñEz 
Adjunct	Professor	of 	Music

MARTHA S. GILMORE 
BA	Franklin	and	Marshall;	ScM,	PhD	Brown,	Associate	Professor	of 	Earth	
and	Environmental	Sciences

HEnRy GOLDSCHMIDT 
BA	Wesleyan;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	California,	Santa	Cruz,	Assistant	
Professor	of 	Religion

BERnARDO AnTOnIO GOnzáLEz 
AB,	MA,	PhD	University	of 	California,	Berkeley,	Professor	of 	Romance	
Languages	and	Literatures

GILLIAn GOSLInGA 
BA	Smith,	MA	University	of 	Southern	California,	PhD	University	of 	
California,	Santa	Cruz,	Assistant	Professor	of 	Anthropology
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PETER S. GOTTSCHALK 
BA	College	of 	the	Holy	Cross,	MA	University	of 	Wisconsin,	PhD	University	
of 	Chicago,	Professor	of 	Religion

LAURA B. GRABEL 
BA	Brandeis,	PhD	University	of 	California,	San	Diego,	Lauren	B.	Dachs	
Professor	of 	Science	and	Society,	Professor	of 	Biology

AnnE FRAnK GREEnE 
BA	Radcliffe,	MA	Brandeis,	Adjunct	Professor	of 	English,	Director	of 	
Writing	Programs

nATHAnAEL GREEnE 
BA	Brown;	MA,	PhD	Harvard,	Professor	of 	History

JAMES P. GREEnWOOD 
BS	SUNY,	Binghamton;	MS,	PhD	Brown,	Research	Associate	Professor	of 	
Earth	and	Environmental	Sciences

ERIK GRIMMER-SOLEM 
BA	Brigham	Young	University,	MSc	London	School	of 	Economics	and	
Political	Science,	MPhil	Cambridge	University,	DPhil	Oxford	University,	
Associate	Professor	of 	History

RICHARD GROSSMAn 
AB,	AM,	PhD	Harvard;	MSc	University	of 	London,	Professor	of 	Economics

LORI GRUEn 
BA,	PhD	University	of 	Colorado,	Associate	Professor	of 	Philosophy

LUDMILA GUEnOvA 
BA	Harvard;	PhD	Stanford,	Assistant	Professor	of 	Philosophy	and	Letters

MARy-ALICE HADDAD 
BA	Amherst	College;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Washington,	Assistant	Professor	
of 	Government

ALICE HADLER 
BA	Mount	Holyoke,	MA	Columbia	University/Teacher’s	College,	Adjunct	
Instructor	in	English,	ESL	Program	Coordinator

WILLIAM HERBST 
AB	Princeton;	MSc,	PhD	University	of 	Toronto,	John	Monroe	Van	Vleck	
Professor	of 	Astronomy

SCOTT HIGGInS 
BA	Oakland	University;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Wisconsin,	Associate	
Professor	of 	Film	Studies

PATRICIA HILL 
BA	The	College	of 	Wooster,	MTS	Harvard	Divinity	School,	PhD	Harvard,	
Professor	of 	History	and	American	Studies

MAnJU HInGORAnI 
BPhar,	MSc	University	of 	Bombay,	India;	PhD	Ohio	State	University,	
Associate	Professor	of 	Molecular	Biology	and	Biochemistry

CHRISTIAAn HOGEnDORn 
BA	Swarthmore;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Pennsylvania,	Associate	Professor	
of 	Economics

JAy HOGGARD 
BA,	MA	Wesleyan,	Adjunct	Associate	Professor	of 	Music

OLIvER W. HOLMES 
AB	City	College	of 	New	York;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Chicago,	Professor	
of 	History

SCOTT HOLMES 
BS	College	of 	William	and	Mary,	PhD	University	of 	Virginia,	Associate	
Professor	of 	Molecular	Biology	and	Biochemistry

ABIGAIL HORnSTEIn 
AB	Bryn	Mawr	College;	MPhil,	PhD	New	York	University,	Assistant	Professor	
of 	Economics

STEvEn HORST 
BA	Boston	University,	PhD	Notre	Dame,	Professor	of 	Philosophy

MARK HOvEy 
BS	Ohio	State	University,	PhD	MIT,	Professor	of 	Mathematics

ELIJAH HUGE 
BA,	MArch	Yale,	Assistant	Professor	of 	Art

LUTz HüWEL 
Dipl	Phys	Georg-August	Universität	in	Göttingen,	PhD	Max-Planck-Institut	
für	Strömungsforschung	and	Georg-August	Universität	in	Göttingen,	Professor	
of 	Physics

MASAMI IMAI 
BA	University	of 	Wisconsin;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	California,	Davis,	
Associate	Professor	of 	Economics

TUSHAR IRAnI 
BA	Colgate	University,	PhD	Northwestern	University,	Assistant	Professor	of 	
Philosophy	and	Letters

JOyCE JACOBSEn 
AB	Harvard/Radcliffe,	MSc	London	School	of 	Economics,	PhD	Stanford,	
Andrews	Professor	of 	Economics

ROnALD JEnKInS 
BA	Haverford;	MEd,	EdD	Harvard,	Professor	of 	Theater

WILLIAM D. JOHnSTOn 
BA	Elmira;	MA,	PhD	Harvard,	Professor	of 	History

BARBARA JUHASz 
BA	Binghamton	University;	MS,	PhD	University	of 	Massachusetts,	Amherst,	
Assistant	Professor	of 	Psychology

InDIRA KARAMCHETI 
BA,	MA,	PhD	University	of 	California,	Santa	Barbara,	Associate	Professor	
of 	English

DALIT KATz 
BA,	MA	Hebrew	University,	Jerusalem,	Adjunct	Assistant	Professor	of 	
Religion

J. KEHAULAnI KAUAnUI 
BA	University	of 	California,	Berkeley;	PhD	University	of 	California,	Santa	
Cruz,	Associate	Professor	of 	Anthropology	and	American	Studies

TERRy KAWASHIMA 
BA	Cornell;	MA,	PhD	Harvard,	Associate	Professor	of 	Asian	Languages	and	
Literatures

MICHAEL S. KEAnE 
BA	University	of 	Texas,	MSc	Universität	Göttingen,	PhD	Universität	
Erlangen,	Professor	of 	Mathematics

SHOnA KERR 
BMus	Cardiff 	University,	Adjunct	Associate	Professor	of 	Physical	Education

PInAR KESKIn 
BA	Bilkent	University;	MA,	MPhil,	PhD,	Yale,	Assistant	Professor	of 	
Economics

JOHn KIRn 
BA	University	of 	Denver,	MA	Bucknell,	PhD	Cornell,	Professor	of 	Biology

ROy KILGARD 
BA	Valdosta	State,	PhD	University	of 	Leicester

PATRICIA KLECHA-PORTER 
BS	Ithaca,	MS	Springfield,	Adjunct	Professor	of 	Physical	Education

ETHAn KLEInBERG 
BA	University	of 	California,	Berkeley;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	California,	
Los	Angeles,	Associate	Professor	of 	History	and	Letters

JOSEPH L. KnEE 
BA	SUNY,	Binghamton;	PhD	SUNY,	Stony	Brook,	Professor	of 	Chemistry

KATJA KOLCIO 
BA	American	University;	MA	University	of 	Georgia;	MA,	PhD	Ohio	State	
University,	Associate	Professor	of 	Dance

nATASHA KORDA 
BA	Barnard	College;	MA,	PhD	Johns	Hopkins,	Professor	of 	English

yURIy KORDOnSKIy 
MS	Odessa	State	University,	MFA	State	Academy	of 	Theater	Arts,	St.	
Petersburg,	Associate	Professor	of 	Theater

TSAMPIKOS KOTTOS 
BA,	MA,	PhD,	University	of 	Crete,	Assistant	Professor	of 	Physics

DAnIEL KRIzAnC 
BSc	University	of 	Toronto,	PhD	Harvard,	Professor	of 	Computer	Science

TIMOTHy KU 
BS	University	of 	Rochester;	MS,	PhD	University	of 	Michigan,	Associate	
Professor	of 	Earth	and	Environmental	Sciences

KATHERInE KUEnzLI 
BA	Yale;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	California,	Berkeley,	Associate	Professor	of 	
Art	History
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ROnALD KUIvILA 
BA	Wesleyan,	MFA,	Mills,	Adjunct	Professor	of 	Music

MATTHEW KURTz 
BA	Reed	College;	MA,	PhD	Princeton,	Associate	Professor	of 	Psychology

GALE A. LACKEy 
BS,	MEd	Westchester	State	College,	Adjunct	Professor	of 	Physical	Education

JEnnIFER SHEA LAnE 
BA	Amherst,	MS	Smith,	Adjunct	Associate	Professor	of 	Physical	Education

ROBERT P. LAnE 
BA	Colgate	University,	PhD	California	Institute	of 	Technology,	Associate	
Professor	of 	Molecular	Biology	and	Biochemistry

COnSTAnCE LEIDy 
BS	Tulane,	PhD	Rice,	Assistant	Professor	of 	Mathematics

CHARLES C. LEMERT 
BA	Miami	University,	Ohio;	MA,	PhD	Harvard,	John	E.	Andrus	Professor	of 	
Sociology

LEO A. LEnSInG 
BA	Notre	Dame;	MA,	PhD	Cornell,	Professor	of 	German	Studies

TyPHAInE LESERvOT 
BA	University	of 	Caen;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	North	Carolina,	Associate	
Professor	of 	Romance	Languages	and	Literatures	and	Letters

ELvIn LIM 
BA,	MSc,	MA,	DPhil	Oxford,	Assistant	Professor	of 	Government

JAMES LIPTOn 
BSc	University	of 	Nebraska,	Lincoln;	MSc,	PhD	Cornell,	Associate	Professor	
of 	Computer	Science

DAnIEL LOnG 
BA	Swarthmore;	MS,	PhD	University	of 	Wisconsin–Madison,	Assistant	
Professor	of 	Sociology

SUSAn LOURIE 
BA	Temple,	MALS	Wesleyan,	Adjunct	Professor	of 	Dance

ALvIn A. LUCIER 
BA	Yale,	MFA	Brandeis,	John	Spencer	Camp	Professor	of 	Music

AMy MACQUEEn 
BA	Columbia,	PhD	Stanford,	Assistant	Professor	of 	Molecular	Biology	and	
Biochemistry

CLARK MAInES 
BA	Bucknell;	MA,	PhD	Pennsylvania	State	University,	Kenan	Professor	of 	
Humanities,	Professor	of 	Art	History

yOnATAn MALIn 
BA	Harvard,	PhD	University	of 	Chicago,	Assistant	Professor	of 	Music

PETER A. MARK 
BA	Harvard,	MA	Syracuse,	PhD	Yale,	Professor	of 	Art	History

BRUCE MASTERS 
BSLL	Georgetown,	PhD	University	of 	Chicago,	John	E.	Andrus	Professor	of 	
History

MICHAEL MCALEAR 
BSc,	PhD	McGill,	Associate	Professor	of 	Molecular	Biology	and	Biochemistry

ELIzABETH MCALISTER 
BA	Vassar;	MA,	MPhil,	PhD	Yale,	Associate	Professor	of 	Religion

SEAn MCCAnn 
BA	Georgetown,	PhD	CUNY,	Professor	of 	English

JAMES MCGUIRE 
BA	Swarthmore;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	California,	Berkeley,	Professor	of 	
Government

JODI MCKEnnA 
BA	Boston	University;	MEd	St.	Lawrence,	Adjunct	Associate	Professor	of 	
Physical	Education

PRISCILLA MEyER 
BA	University	of 	California,	Berkeley;	MA,	PhD	Princeton,	Professor	of 	
Russian	Language	and	Literature

CECILIA MILLER 
BA	LeTourneau,	MPhil	St.	Andrews,	DPhil	Oxford,	Associate	Professor	of 	
History

ELIzABETH L. MILROy 
BA	Queens	University	at	Kingston,	MA	Williams,	PhD	University	of 	
Pennsylvania,	Professor	of 	Art	History

J. DOnALD MOOn 
BA,	PhD	University	of 	Minnesota;	MA	University	of 	California,	Berkeley,	
Ezra	and	Ceclie	Zilkha	Chair	in	the	College	of 	Social	Studies,	Professor	of 	
Government

EDWARD C. MORAn 
BS	Pennsylvania	State	University;	MA,	MPhil,	PhD	Columbia,	Associate	
Professor	of 	Astronomy

JILL G. MORAWSKI 
BA	Mount	Holyoke;	MA,	PhD	Carleton	University,	Professor	of 	Psychology

CARMEn MOREnO-nUñO 
Licenciada	en	Filosofia	y	Letras	Universidad	de	Granada,	Spain;	MA,	PhD	
University	of 	Minnesota,	Associate	Professor	of 	Romance	Languages	and	
Literatures

THOMAS J. MORGAn 
AB,	BSc	Montana	State	University;	MSc,	PhD	University	of 	California,	
Berkeley,	Foss	Professor	of 	Physics

PATRICIA RODRIGUEz MOSQUERA 
PhD	University	of 	Amsterdam,	Assistant	Professor	of 	Psychology

ISHITA MUKERJI 
AB	Bryn	Mawr,	PhD	University	of 	California,	Berkeley,	Professor	of 	
Molecular	Biology	and	Biochemistry

KATE MULLEn 
BS	Central	Connecticut	State	University,	MEd	Springfield,	Adjunct	Professor	
of 	Physical	Education

RUSSELL D. MURPHy 
BA	St.	John’s;	MA,	PhD	Yale,	Professor	of 	Government

JAnICE nAEGELE 
BA	Mount	Holyoke;	PhD	MIT,	Professor	of 	Biology

MIRI nAKAMURA 
BA	University	of 	California,	Los	Angeles;	MA	Columbia;	PhD	Stanford,	
Assistant	Professor	of 	Asian	Languages	and	Literatures

CLAUDIA TATInGE nASCIMEnTO 
BA	Universidade	do	Estado	do	Rio	de	Janeiro,	MA	University	of 	Akron,	PhD	
University	of 	Wisconsin,	Associate	Professor	of 	Theater

LOUISE nEARy 
BA,	MA	Boston	College;	PhD	University	of 	Illinois	at	Urbana-Champaign,	
Adjunct	Assistant	Professor	of 	Romance	Languages	and	Literatures

HOWARD I. nEEDLER 
BS	Yale;	BA,	MA	Oxford;	PhD	Columbia,	Professor	of 	Letters

MICHAEL nELSOn 
BA	University	of 	California,	San	Diego;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	California,	
Berkeley,	Assistant	Professor	of 	Government

ELLEn nEREnBERG 
AB	Stanford;	AM,	PhD	University	of 	Chicago,	Professor	of 	Romance	
Languages	and	Literatures

RUTH nISSE 
BA	Columbia;	PhD	University	of 	California,	Berkeley,	Associate	Professor	of 	
English

BRIAn nORTHROP 
BA	Middlebury,	PhD	University	of 	California,	Los	Angeles,	Assistant	
Professor	of 	Chemistry

STEWART E. nOvICK 
BS	SUNY,	Stony	Brook;	AM,	PhD	Harvard,	Professor	of 	Chemistry

LAURIE nUSSDORFER 
BA	Yale;	MSc	London	School	of 	Economics;	MA,	PhD	Columbia,	Professor	
of 	History	and	Letters

SUzAnnE O’COnnELL 
AB	Oberlin	College;	MS	SUNY,	Albany;	PhD	Columbia,	Associate	Professor	
of 	Earth	and	Environmental	Sciences

DOnALD OLIvER 
BS	Brandeis,	PhD	Tufts,	Daniel	Ayres	Professor	of 	Biology,	Professor	of 	
Molecular	Biology	and	Biochemistry
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RICH OLSOn 
BA	Cornell,	PhD	Columbia,	Assistant	Professor	of 	Molecular	Biology	and	
Biochemistry

CATHERInE OSTROW 
Diplome	d’Humanites	Classique	Berteau,	Brussels,	Adjunct	Lecturer	in	Romance	
Languages	and	Literatures

MARCELA OTEízA 
BFA	University	of 	Chile,	MFA	California	Institute	of 	the	Arts,	Adjunct	
Assistant	Professor	of 	Theater

CHRISTInA OTHOn 
BS	University	of 	Iowa;	MS,	PhD	University	of 	Nebraska-Lincoln,	Assistant	
Professor	of 	Physics

CHRISTOPHER PARSLOW 
BA	Grinnell,	MA	University	of 	Iowa,	PhD	Duke,	Professor	of 	Classical	
Studies

AnDREA L. PATALAnO 
BA	Brown	University;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Michigan,	Associate	Professor	
of 	Psychology

PETER C. PATTOn 
BA	Franklin	and	Marshall,	MS	Colorado	State	University,	PhD	University	of 	
Texas,	Austin,	Professor	of 	Earth	and	Environmental	Sciences

AnA PéRéz-GIROnéS 
Licenciatura	en	Filologia	Universidad	e	Sevilla,	Spain;	MA	Cornell,	Adjunct	
Professor	of 	Romance	Languages	and	Literatures

AnnE PETERS 
BA	Gustavus	Adolphus,	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Virginia,	Assistant	Professor	
of 	Government

GEORGE PETERSSOn 
BSc	City	College	of 	New	York,	PhD	California	Institute	of 	Technology,	Fisk	
Professor	of 	Natural	Science,	Professor	of 	Chemistry

JOEL PFISTER 
BA	Columbia,	MA	University	of 	Sussex,	MA	University	of 	London,	PhD	
Yale,	Kenan	Professor	of 	the	Humanities,	Professor	of 	English

WILLIAM PInCH 
BA,	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Virginia,	Professor	of 	History

ULRICH PLASS 
MA	University	of 	Michigan,	PhD	New	York	University,	Assistant	Professor	
of 	German	Studies

SCOTT PLOUS 
BA	University	of 	Minnesota,	PhD	Stanford,	Professor	of 	Psychology

CATHERInE POISSOn  
Maitrise	Universite	Sorbonne	Novelle,	Paris	III;	MA,	MPhil,	PhD	New	York	
University,	Associate	Professor	of 	Romance	Languages	and	Literatures

DAvID J. POLLACK  
SB	University	of 	Chicago;	AM,	PhD	Harvard,	Associate	Professor	of 	
Mathematics

CHRISTOPHER POTTER 
BA,	MA	University	of 	Connecticut,	Adjunct	Associate	Professor	of 	Physical	
Education

CLAIRE POTTER  
BA	Yale;	MA,	PhD	New	York	University,	Professor	of 	History	and	American	
Studies

REx PRATT  
BS,	PhD	University	of 	Melbourne,	Beach	Professor	of 	Chemistry

WALLACE C. PRInGLE JR.  
AB	Middlebury,	PhD	MIT,	Professor	of 	Chemistry

JOHn RABA  
BS	University	of 	New	Haven,	Adjunct	Associate	Professor	of 	Physical	
Education

JULIA RAnDALL  
BFA	Washington	University	in	St.	Louis,	MFA	Rutgers,	Assistant	Professor	of 	
Art

CHRISTOPHER RASMUSSEn  
BA,	MS	University	of 	Virginia;	PhD	University	of 	Arizona,	Assistant	
Professor	of 	Mathematics

WEnDy L. RAyACK  
BA	Oberlin	College;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Wisconsin–Madison,	Associate	
Professor	of 	Economics

SETH REDFIELD  
BS	Tufts	University;	BM	The	New	England	Conservatory	of 	Music;	MS,	
PhD	University	of 	Colorado,	Assistant	Professor	of 	Astronomy

KIT REED  
BA	College	of 	Notre	Dame	of 	Maryland,	Resident	Writer

JOSEPH REILLy  
BA	Trinity,	MBA	University	of 	Rhode	Island,	Adjunct	Associate	Professor	of 	
Physical	Education

PHILLIP RESOR  
AB	Dartmouth,	MS	University	of 	Wyoming,	PhD	Stanford,	Assistant	
Professor	of 	Earth	and	Environmental	Sciences

MICHAEL RICE  
BS,	MS	Western	Michigan	University;	PhD	Wesleyan,	Professor	of 	Computer	
Science

JEFF RIDER  
BA	Yale;	Diplome	d’Etudes	Medievales	Univ.	Catholique	de	Louvain,	Belgium;	
MA,	PhD	University	of 	Chicago,	Professor	of 	Romance	Languages	and	
Literatures

MICHAEL J. ROBERTS  
BA,	MA	Cambridge;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Illinois,	Robert	Rich	Professor	
of 	Latin,	Professor	of 	Classical	Studies

ROBERT ROSEnTHAL  
BA	Rutgers;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	California,	Santa	Barbara,	John	E.	
Andrus	Professor	of 	Sociology,	Interim	Provost	and	Vice	President	for	
Academic	Affairs

MICHAEL S. ROTH 
BA	Wesleyan;	MA,	PhD	Princeton,	University	Professor,	President

JOSEPH T. ROUSE JR.  
BA	Oberlin	College;	MA,	PhD	Northwestern,	Hedding	Professor	of 	Moral	
Science,	Professor	of 	Philosophy	and	Science	in	Society

DAnA ROyER 
BA	University	of 	Pennsylvania,	PhD	Yale,	Assistant	Professor	of 	Earth	and	
Environmental	Sciences

MARy-JAnE RUBEnSTEIn 
BA	Williams	College;	MPhil	Cambridge;	MA,	MPhil,	PhD	Columbia,	
Assistant	Professor	of 	Religion

ASHRAF RUSHDy  
BA,	MA,	University	of 	Alberta,	Canada;	PhD	Cambridge,	Professor	of 	
English	and	African	American	Studies

IRInA RUSSU  
BS	Lic	University	of 	Bucharest,	Romania;	PhD	University	of 	Pittsburgh,	
Professor	of 	Chemistry

PETER RUTLAnD  
BA	Oxford,	DPhil	York	University,	Colin	and	Nancy	Campbell	Professor	in	
Global	Issues	and	Democratic	Thought,	Professor	of 	Government

CHARLES SAnISLOW  
BS	Northern	Michigan,	MA	Ball	State,	PhD	Duke,	Assistant	Professor	
Psychology

PAROMITA SAnyAL  
BA	Presidency	College;	MA	Jawaharlal	Nehru	University;	AM,	PhD	Harvard,	
Assistant	Professor	of 	Sociology

ROnALD SCHATz  
BA	University	of 	Wisconsin,	MAT	Harvard,	PhD	University	of 	Pittsburgh,	
Professor	of 	History

JEFFREy SCHIFF  
BA	Brown,	MFA	University	of 	Massachusetts,	Amherst,	Professor	of 	Art

DAvID SCHORR  
BA	Brown;	BFA,	MFA	Yale,	Professor	of 	Art

PAUL SCHWABER  
BA	Wesleyan;	MA	University	of 	California,	Berkeley;	PhD	Columbia,	
Professor	of 	Letters

vERA SCHWARCz  
BA	Vassar,	MA	Yale,	PhD	Stanford,	Mansfield	Freeman	Professor	of 	East	
Asian	Studies,	Professor	of 	History
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nAnCy SCHWARTz  
BA	Oberlin	College,	PhD	Yale,	Professor	of 	Government

PHILIP H. SCOWCROFT  
AB	Harvard;	MA,	PhD	Cornell,	Professor	of 	Mathematics

JOHn G. SEAMOn  
BS	Columbia,	PhD	University	of 	Massachusetts,	Professor	of 	Psychology

LORELLE D. SEMLEy  
BS	Georgetown,	MA	Yale,	PhD	Northwestern,	Assistant	Professor	of 	History

nORMAn R. SHAPIRO  
BA,	MA,	PhD	Harvard;	Diplome	de	Langues	et	Lettres	Francaises	Aix-
Marseilles,	France,	Professor	of 	Romance	Languages	and	Literatures

ARADHAnA SHARMA  
BA	Eugene	Lang	College,	New	School;	MIA	Columbia;	MA,	PhD	Stanford,	
Associate	Professor	of 	Anthropology	and	Feminist,	Gender,	and	Sexuality	
Studies

D. GARy SHAW  
BA	McGill,	DPhil	Oxford,	Professor	of 	History

RASHIDA SHAW 
BA	Wesleyan;	MS	Northwestern,	Instructor	in	Theater

DAMIEn SHEEHAn-COnnOR 
BA	Amherst,	MD	Tufts,	PhD	University	of 	California,	Santa	Barbara,	
Assistant	Professor	of 	Economics

SAnFORD SHIEH  
AB	Cornell,	BA	Oxford,	PhD	Harvard,	Associate	Professor	of 	Philosophy

AnnA SHUSTERMAn 
ScB	Brown,	PhD	Harvard,	Assistant	Professor	of 	Psychology

MICHAEL S. SInGER  
BS	University	of 	Southern	California,	PhD	University	of 	Arizona,	Associate	
Professor	of 	Biology

JOSEPH M. SIRy  
AB	Princeton,	MArch	University	of 	Pennsylvania,	PhD	MIT,	Professor	of 	
Art	History

GILBERT SKILLMAn  
BA	University	of 	Kentucky;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Michigan,	Professor	of 	
Economics

MARK SLOBIn  
BA,	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Michigan,	Richard	K.	Winslow	Professor	of 	
Music

vICTORIA SMOLKIn-ROTHROCK 
BA	Sarah	Lawrence,	MA	University	of 	California,	Berkeley,	Instructor	in	
History

ELISE SPRInGER  
BA	Wesleyan;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Connecticut,	Assistant	Professor	of 	
Philosophy

nICOLE STAnTOn 
BA	Antioch,	MFA	Ohio	State,	Associate	Professor	of 	Dance

LAURA STARK 
BS	Cornell;	MA,	PhD	Princeton,	Assistant	Professor	of 	Science	in	Society	and	
Sociology

FRAnCIS STARR  
BS	Carnegie	Mellon;	MA,	PhD	Boston	University,	Associate	Professor	of 	Physics

ROBERT S. STEELE  
AB	Whitman,	PhD	Harvard,	Professor	of 	Psychology

STEvEn STEMLER 
BS	University	of 	Washington;	MEd,	PhD	Boston	College,	Assistant	Professor	
of 	Psychology

BRIAn STEWART  
BS	Stanford,	PhD	MIT,	Associate	Professor	of 	Physics

WILLIAM STOWE  
BA	Princeton;	MPhil,	PhD	Yale,	Benjamin	Waite	Professor	of 	the	English	
Language

RUTH STRIEGEL-MOORE  
Diploma	Tubingen,	Germany;	PhD	University	of 	South	Carolina,	Walter	
Crowell	University	Professor	of 	the	Social	Sciences,	Professor	of 	Psychology

SOnIA SULTAn  
AB	Princeton;	MA,	PhD	Harvard,	Professor	of 	Biology

SUMARSAM  
BA	Akademi	Seni	Karavitan,	Indonesia;	PhD	Cornell,	Adjunct	Professor	of 	
Music

KIRK DAvIS SWInEHART  
PhB	Miami	University;	MA	University	of 	Delaware;	MA,	MPhil,	PhD	Yale,	
Assistant	Professor	of 	History

AnDREW SzEGEDy-MASzAK  
BA	University	of 	Michigan;	MA,	PhD	Princeton,	Jane	A.	Seney	Professor	of 	
Greek,	Professor	of 	Classical	Studies

ETSUKO TAKAHASHI 
BA,	MA	University	of 	Iowa;	PhD	University	of 	Pittsburgh,	Adjunct	Assistant	
Professor	of 	Asian	Languages	and	Literatures

AMy TAnG 
BA,	Harvard;	PhD	Stanford,	Assistant	Professor	of 	English	and	American	Studies

EDWARD TAyLOR  
ScB	Brown,	MA	University	of 	Texas,	PhD	SUNY,	Stony	Brook,	Associate	
Professor	of 	Mathematics

ERIKA TAyLOR  
BS	University	of 	Michigan,	PhD	University	of 	Illinois,	Urbana-Champaign,	
Assistant	Professor	of 	Chemistry

TULA TELFAIR  
BFA	Moore	College	of 	Art,	MFA	Syracuse,	Professor	of 	Art

MAGDALEnA TETER  
BA,	MA	Warsaw	University,	Poland;	PhD	Columbia,	Jeremy	Zwelling	
Associate	Professor	of 	Jewish	Studies,	Associate	Professor	of 	History

ELLEn THOMAS  
BA,	MS,	PhD,	University	of 	Utrecht,	Research	Professor	of 	Earth	and	
Environmental	Sciences

PAO-LIn TIEn  
BA	Wesleyan;	MA	Washington	University	in	St.	Louis,	PhD	Washington	
University,	Assistant	Professor	of 	Economics

KHACHIG TöLöLyAn  
BA	Harvard,	MA	Rhode	Island,	PhD	Brown,	Professor	of 	English	and	Letters

ELIzABETH G. TRAUBE  
BA	Radcliffe;	MA,	PhD	Harvard,	Professor	of 	Anthropology

JEnnIFER TUCKER  
BA	Stanford,	MPhil	Cambridge,	PhD	Johns	Hopkins,	Associate	Professor	of 	
History

PATRICK TynAn 
BS	University	of 	Massachusetts,	Amherst,	Adjunct	Assistant	Professor	of 	
Physical	Education

GInA ULySSE  
BA	Upsala;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Michigan,	Associate	Professor	of 	
Anthropology	and	African	American	Studies

DEBORAH OLIn UnFERTH 
BA	University	of 	Colorado,	MFA	Syracuse,	Assistant	Professor	of 	English

JOHAn C. vAREKAMP  
BS,	MS,	PhD	Utrecht	State	University,	the	Netherlands,	Harold	T.	Stearns	
Professor	of 	Earth	Sciences,	Professor	of 	Earth	and	Environmental	Sciences

DAnIELA vIALE  
BA,	MA	Universita	di	Torino,	Adjunct	Instructor	in	Romance	Languages	and	
Literatures

EIREnE vISvARDI 
BA	University	of 	Crete,	MPhil	University	of 	Cambridge,	PhD	Stanford,	
Assistant	Professor	of 	Classical	Studies

GREG A. vOTH  
BS	Wheaton;	MS,	PhD	Cornell,	Associate	Professor	of 	Physics

PHILLIP B. WAGOnER  
AB	Kenyon,	PhD	University	of 	Wisconsin,	Professor	of 	Art	History

STEPHAnIE KUDUK WEInER 
BA	University	of 	Minnesota,	PhD	Stanford,	Associate	Professor	of 	English

MICHAEL WEIR  
BSc	University	of 	Sussex,	England;	PhD	University	of 	Pennsylvania,	
Professor	of 	Biology

MARGOT WEISS  
BA	University	of 	Chicago,	MA	PhD	Duke,	Assistant	Professor	of 	
Anthropology	and	American	Studies
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T. DAvID WESTMORELAnD  
BS	MIT,	PhD	University	of 	North	Carolina,	Chapel	Hill,	Associate	Professor	
of 	Chemistry

MICHAEL WHALEn  
BA	Wesleyan,	MA	Springfield	College,	Adjunct	Professor	of 	Physical	Education

GEOFFREy WHEELER  
BA	Dartmouth,	Adjunct	Associate	Professor	of 	Physical	Education

HOLLy WHEELER 
BA	Princeton,	Adjunct	Associate	Professor	of 	Physical	Education

DUFFIELD WHITE  
BA	Wesleyan;	Russian	Area	Certificate,	PhD	University	of 	Michigan,	
Associate	Professor	of 	Russian	Language	and	Literature

Ann M. WIGHTMAn  
BA	Duke;	MPhil,	PhD	Yale,	Professor	of 	History

SARAH E. WILIARTy  
BA	Harvard;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	California,	Berkeley,	Assistant	Professor	
of 	Government

ELIzABETH WILLIS  
BA	University	of 	Wisconsin,	Eau	Claire;	MA,	PhD	SUNY,	Buffalo,	
Shapiro-Silverberg	Associate	Professor	of 	Creative	Writing,	Associate	
Professor	of 	English

JAnICE D. WILLIS  
BA	Cornell;	MA,	PhD	Columbia,	Professor	of 	Religion

KRISHnA R. WInSTOn 
BA	Smith,	MPhil,	PhD	Yale,	Marcus	L.	Taft	Professor	of 	German	Language	
and	Literature

CAROL WOOD  
AB	Randolph-Macon	Woman’s	College,	PhD	Yale,	Edward	Burr	Van	Vleck	
Professor	of 	Mathematics

MARK A. WOODWORTH  
BA,	MALS	Wesleyan	University,	Adjunct	Associate	Professor	of 	Physical	
Education

LEAH WRIGHT 
BA	Dartmouth,	MA,	PhD	Princeton,	Assistant	Professor	of 	History	and	
African	American	Studies

SHEnGQInG WU 
BA,	MA	Fudan	University;	PhD	University	of 	California,	Los	Angeles,	
Assistant	Professor	of 	Asian	Languages	and	Literatures

GARy W. yOHE  
BA	University	of 	Pennsylvania;	MPhil,	PhD	Yale,	Woodhouse/Sysco	
Professor	of 	Economics

SU zHEnG  
Central	Conservatory	of 	Music,	Beijing;	MA	New	York	University;	PhD	
Wesleyan,	Associate	Professor	of 	Music

xIAOMIAO zHU  
BA	Beijing	Teachers’	Training	College,	MA	Wesleyan,	Adjunct	Associate	
Professor	of 	Asian	Languages	and	Literatures

Emeriti
DAvID B. ADAMS  
AB	Columbia,	PhD	Yale,	Professor	of 	Psychology,	Emeritus

AnnEMARIE ARnOLD  
Abitur	Richard-Wagner	Gymnasium,	Baden-Baden,	Germany,	Adjunct	
Professor	of 	German	Studies,	Emerita

HERBERT ARnOLD 
DPhil	Wurzburg,	Germany,	Professor	of 	Letters	and	German	Studies,	Emeritus

RALPH BAIERLEIn  
AB	Harvard,	PhD	Princeton,	Charlotte	Augusta	Ayres	Professor	of 	Physics,	
Emeritus

WILLIAM J. BARBER  
BA	Harvard;	BA,	MA,	DPhil	Oxford,	Andrews	Professor	of 	Economics,	
Emeritus

L. KEnT BEnDALL  
BA	Rice;	MA,	PhD	Yale,	Professor	of 	Philosophy,	Emeritus

ALLAn BERLInD 
BA	Swarthmore;	MA,	PhD	Harvard,	Professor	of 	Biology,	Emeritus

RICHARD W. BOyD 
BA	University	of 	Texas,	PhD	University	of 	Indiana,	Professor	of 	
Government,	Emeritus

ERnESS BRODy  
BA	Fisk;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Michigan,	Adjunct	Professor	of 	African	
American	Studies,	Emerita

nATHAn BRODy  
BA	University	of 	New	Hampshire;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Michigan,	
Professor	of 	Psychology,	Emeritus

RICHARD v. W. BUEL JR.  
AB	Amherst;	AM,	PhD	Harvard,	Professor	of 	History,	Emeritus

COLIn G. CAMPBELL  
BA	Cornell,	JD	Columbia,	President,	Emeritus

WILLIAM B. COLEy III  
BA,	MA,	PhD	Yale,	Professor	of 	English,	Emeritus

W. WISTAR COMFORT 
BA	Haverford;	MSc,	PhD	University	of 	Washington,	Edward	Burr	Van	Vleck	
Professor	of 	Mathematics,	Emeritus

J. AnTHOny COnnOR  
MA	University	of 	Manchester,	Professor	of 	English,	Emeritus

ETHAn M. COvEn  
BA	University	of 	Rochester;	MA,	PhD	Yale,	Professor	of 	Mathematics,	Emeritus

GEORGE R. CREEGER  
BA	DePauw;	MA,	PhD	Yale,	Willbur	Fisk	Osborne	Professor	of 	English	
Literature,	Emeritus

MARTHA CREnSHAW 
BA	Newcomb;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Virginia,	Colin	and	Nancy	Campbell	
Professor	in	Global	Issues	and	Democratic	Thought,	Emerita;	Professor	of 	
Government,	Emerita

PETER n. DUnn 
BA,	MA,	DLit	University	of 	London,	Hollis	Professor	of 	Romance	Languages	
and	Literatures,	Emeritus

WILLIAM FIRSHEIn  
BA	Brooklyn	College;	MS,	PhD,	Rutgers,	Daniel	Ayers	Professor	of 	Biology,	
Emeritus;	Professor	of 	Molecular	Biology	and	Biochemistry,	Emeritus

SUE C. FISHER 
BA	California	State	University,	Northridge;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	
California,	San	Diego,	Professor	of 	Sociology,	Emerita

WILLIAM FRAnCISCO  
BA	Amherst,	MFA	Yale,	Professor	of 	Theater,	Emeritus

JOHn T. FRAzER  
BFA	University	of 	Texas,	MFA	Yale,	Professor	of 	Art,	Emeritus

PETER M. FREnzEL  
BA	Yale,	MA	Middlebury,	PhD	University	of 	Michigan,	Marcus	L.	Taft	
Professor	of 	German	Studies,	Emeritus

SHEILA GAUDOn  
BA	University	of 	Manchester,	Docteur	Universite	des	Sciences	Humaines	de	
Strasbourg,	France,	Professor	of 	Romance	Languages	and	Literatures,	Emerita

C. STEWART GILLMOR 
BS	Stanford;	MA,	PhD	Princeton,	Professor	of 	History	and	Science,	Emeritus

vICTOR GOUREvITCH  
BA	University	of 	Wisconsin,	PhD	University	of 	Chicago,	Professor	of 	
Philosophy,	Emeritus

vERA B. GRAnT 
Certificates	of 	Teaching	Freiburg	and	Stuttgart,	Germany,	Adjunct	Professor	
of 	German	Studies,	Emerita

JAMES T. GUTMAnn  
BA	Amherst,	PhD	Stanford,	Professor	of 	Earth	and	Environmental	Sciences,	
Emeritus

PAUL HAAKE 
AB,	PhD	Harvard,	Professor	of 	Molecular	Biology	and	Biochemistry,	
Emeritus
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AnTHOny W. HAGER 
BS,	PhD	Pennsylvania	State	University,	Professor	of 	Mathematics,	Emeritus

GREGORy S. HORnE  
AB	Dartmouth,	PhD	Columbia,	George	I.	Seney	Professor	of 	Geology,	
Professor	of 	Earth	and	Environmental	Sciences,	Emeritus

GERTRUDE REIF HUGHES 
BA	Mount	Holyoke,	MAT	Wesleyan,	PhD	Yale,	Professor	of 	English,	Emerita

AnTHOny InFAnTE 
BA	Temple,	PhD	University	of 	Pennsylvania,	Professor	of 	Molecular	Biology	
and	Biochemistry,	Emeritus

A. TERRy JACKSOn  
BS,	MEd	Springfield,	Adjunct	Professor	of 	Physical	Education,	Emeritus

MARILyn A. KATz 
BS	Columbia	School	of 	General	Studies;	MA,	PhD	Yale,	Professor	of 	
Classical	Studies,	Emerita

R. LInCOLn KEISER 
BA	Lawrence,	MA	Northwestern,	PhD	University	of 	Rochester,	Professor	of 	
Anthropology,	Emeritus

HERBERT F. KEnny JR.  
BS	St.	Bonaventure,	MS	University	of 	Connecticut,	Adjunct	Professor	of 	
Physical	Education,	Emeritus

PETER KILBy 
BA	Harvard,	MA	Johns	Hopkins,	DPhil	Oxford,	Professor	of 	Economics,	
Emeritus

EUGEnE M. KLAAREn 
BA	Hope,	MA	Emory,	BD	Western	Theological	Seminary,	PhD	Harvard,	
Associate	Professor	of 	Religion,	Emeritus

PETER KOSTACOPOULOS  
BS	University	of 	Maine,	Adjunct	Professor	of 	Physical	Education,	Emeritus

RICHARD W. LInDQUIST  
BA	Worcester	Polytechnic	Institute;	MA,	PhD	Princeton,	Professor	of 	Physics,	
Emeritus

FRED E. J. LInTOn 
BS	Yale;	MA,	PhD	Columbia,	Professor	of 	Mathematics,	Emeritus

DOnALD E. LOnG 
BS	Springfield,	Adjunct	Professor	of 	Physical	Education,	Emeritus

JEROME H. LOnG  
BA	Knox;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Chicago,	Associate	Professor	of 	Religion,	
Emeritus

MICHAEL C. LOvELL  
BA	Reed,	MA	Stanford,	PhD	Harvard,	Chester	D.	Hubbard	Professor	of 	
Economics	and	the	Social	Sciences,	Emeritus

JOyCE O. LOWRIE 
BA	Baylor,	PhD	Yale,	Professor	of 	Romance	Languages	and	Literatures,	
Emerita

LEWIS n. LUKEnS  
AB	Harvard,	PhD	University	of 	Pennsylvania,	Professor	of 	Molecular	
Biology	and	Biochemistry,	Emeritus

JOHn S. MCInTOSH  
BS,	MS,	PhD	Yale,	Foss	Professor	of 	Physics,	Emeritus

DOnALD MEyER  
BA	University	of 	Chicago;	MA,	PhD	Harvard,	Walter	A.	Crowell	Professor	
of 	the	Social	Sciences,	Professor	of 	History,	Emeritus

JAn MIEL  
BA	Harvard;	MA,	PhD	Princeton,	Professor	of 	Letters	and	Romance	
Languages	and	Literatures,	Emeritus

RICHARD A. MILLER 
BA	Oberlin	College;	MA,	PhD	Yale,	Woodhouse/Sysco	Professor	of 	
Economics,	Emeritus

BASIL J. MOORE 
BA	University	of 	Toronto,	PhD	Johns	Hopkins,	Professor	of 	Economics,	
Emeritus

DAvID W. MORGAn  
BA	Haverford;	BPhil,	DPhil	Oxford,	Professor	of 	History,	Emeritus

RICHARD M. OHMAnn  
BA	Oberlin	College;	MA,	PhD	Harvard,	Benjamin	L.	Waite	Professor	of 	the	
English	Language,	Emeritus

AKöS öSTöR 
BA,	MA	University	of 	Melbourne,	Australia;	PhD	University	of 	Chicago,	
Professor	of 	Anthropology,	Emeritus

PAULA PAIGE  
BA	Mount	Holyoke,	MA	Middlebury,	Adjunct	Professor	of 	Romance	
Languages	and	Literatures,	Emerita

JOHn PAOLETTI 
BA,	MA,	PhD	Yale,	Kenan	Professor	of 	the	Humanities,	Emeritus,	Professor	
of 	Art	History,	Emeritus

GAyLE PEMBERTOn 
BA	University	of 	Michigan;	MA,	PhD	Harvard,	Professor	of 	English	and	
African	American	Studies,	Emerita

PHILIP POMPER 
BA,	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Chicago,	William	F.	Armstrong	Professor	of 	
History,	Emeritus

JOSEPH W. REED JR.  
BA,	MA,	PhD	Yale,	Professor	of 	English,	Emeritus

FRAnKLIn D. REEvE  
BA	Princeton,	PhD	Columbia,	Professor	of 	Letters,	Emeritus

JAMES D. REID  
BS,	MA	Fordham;	PhD	Washington,	Professor	of 	Mathematics,	Emeritus

LEWIS C. ROBERTSOn  
BA,	MS	University	of 	Chicago;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	California,	Los	
Angeles,	Professor	of 	Mathematics,	Emeritus

ROBERT J. ROLLEFSOn  
BA	University	of 	Wisconsin,	PhD	Cornell,	Professor	of 	Physics,	Emeritus

PHyLLIS D. ROSE  
BA	Radcliffe,	MA	Yale,	PhD	Harvard,	Professor	of 	English,	Emerita

ROBERT A. ROSEnBAUM  
BA,	PhD	Yale,	University	Professor	of 	the	Sciences	and	Mathematics,	Emeritus

DOnALD M. RUSSELL  
BA	Bates,	Professor	of 	Physical	Education,	Director	of 	Physical	Education,	
Emeritus

yOSHIKO y. SAMUEL  
BA	Aichi	Pref.	Women’s	College;	MA	Michigan	State	University;	MA,	PhD	
Indiana	University,	Professor	of 	Asian	Languages	and	Literatures,	Emerita

KARL E. SCHEIBE  
BS	Trinity,	PhD	University	of 	California,	Berkeley,	Professor	of 	Psychology,	
Emeritus

FRAnCES SHEnG  
BA	Fu-Jen	University,	MA	University	of 	Connecticut,	Adjunct	Associate	
Professor	of 	Asian	Languages	and	Literatures,	Emerita

HARRy M. SInnAMOn  
BA	LaSalle	College,	MS	Villanova,	PhD	University	of 	Rochester,	Professor	of 	
Psychology,	Emeritus

RICHARD S. SLOTKIn  
BA	Brooklyn	College,	PhD	Brown,	Olin	Professor	of 	English,	Emeritus

GAy SMITH  
BA,	MA	University	of 	Hawaii;	PhD	University	of 	California,	Los	Angeles,	
Professor	of 	Theater,	Emeritus

DAvID F. SnyDER  
BS	St.	Lawrence	University,	Adjunct	Professor	of 	Physical	Education,	Emeritus

JAMES H. STOnE  
BA	Dartmouth;	MA,	PhD	Princeton,	Associate	Professor	of 	Religion,	Emeritus

MELvIn STRAUSS  
BA	Rutgers,	MA	New	York	University,	Adjunct	Professor	of 	Music,	Emeritus

J. ELMER SWAnSOn  
BS,	MA	University	of 	Michigan,	Professor	of 	Physical	Education,	Emeritus

WILLIAM L. TROUSDALE  
BS	Trinity,	PhD	Rutgers,	Associate	Professor	of 	Physics,	Emeritus

ALFRED TURCO JR. 
AB	Brown;	AM,	PhD	Harvard,	Professor	of 	English,	Emeritus
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ARTHUR R. UPGREn JR.  
BA	University	of 	Minnesota,	MS	University	of 	Michigan,	PhD	Case	Institute	
of 	Technology,	John	Monroe	Van	Vleck	Professor	of 	Astronomy,	Emeritus

RICHARD T. vAnn  
BA	Southern	Methodist	University;	BA,	MA	Oxford;	MA,	PhD	Harvard,	
Professor	of 	History	and	Letters,	Emeritus

ARTHUR S. WEnSInGER  
BA	Dartmouth;	MA,	PhD	University	of 	Michigan,	Marcus	L.	Taft	Professor	
of 	German	Language	and	Literature,	Professor	of 	Humanities,	Emeritus

PETER S. WHARTOn  
BA,	MA	Cambridge;	MS,	PhD	Yale,	Professor	of 	Chemistry,	Emeritus

THOMSOn M. WHITIn  
BA,	MA,	PhD	Princeton,	Professor	of 	Economics,	Emeritus

ELLEn WIDMER  
BA	Wellesley;	MA	Fletcher	School	of 	Law	and	Diplomacy;	MA,	PhD	
Harvard,	William	R.	Kenan	Jr.	Professor	of 	the	Humanities,	Emerita;	
Professor	of 	Asian	Languages	and	Literatures,	Emerita

RICHARD K. WInSLOW  
BA	Wesleyan;	BS,	MS	Julliard	School	of 	Music,	John	Spencer	Camp	Professor	
of 	Music,	Emeritus

JASOn S. WOLFE  
BA	Rutgers,	PhD	University	of 	California,	Berkeley,	Professor	of 	Biology,	
Emeritus

JELLE zEILInGA DE BOER  
BA,	PhD	Utrecht,	the	Netherlands,	Harold	T.	Sterns	Professor	of 	Earth	
Sciences,	Emeritus

JEREMy zWELLInG 
BA	Columbia;	BHL	Jewish	Theological	Seminary	of 	America;	MA,	PhD	
Brandeis,	Associate	Professor	of 	Religion,	Emeritus

Artists-in-Residence
PATRICIA BEAMAn  
BFA	University	of 	Michigan,	Artist-in-Residence,	Dance

I. HARJITO  
Artist-in-Residence,	Music

HARI KRISHnAn  
BA	University	of 	Manitoba,	MFA	York	University,	Artist-in-Residence,	Dance

URIP SRI MAEny  
Artist-in-Residence,	Dance

DAvID nELSOn  
BA	Kalamazoo,	MFA	California	Institute	of 	the	Arts,	PhD	Wesleyan,	Artist-
in-Residence,	Music

IDDRISU SAAKA 
Diploma	University	of 	Ghana,	MFA	University	of 	California,	Los	Angeles,	
Artist-in-Residence,	Dance

KEIJI SHInOHARA  
Artist-in-Residence,	Art

LESLIE WEInBERG  
BA	Case	Western	Reserve,	MFA	University	of 	Connecticut,	Artist-in-Residence,	
Theater	

Copy of the lists of officers and faculty for this issue of the Wesleyan University Catalog was prepared as of June 2010 
information about fees and expenses, financial aid, and scholarships applies to the academic year 2010–11. However, plans 
of study, course titles, fees, expenses, and other matters described herein are subject to change at the discretion of the 
University. such changes may apply to matriculated students. University policies and guidelines for their implementation are 
published online at www.wesleyan.edu.

as required by law, a copy of the Wesleyan University security report is available upon request. this report includes statistics 
for three previous years on specific reported crimes that occurred on campus, on property that is owned or controlled by 
the University, and public property within a reasonably contiguous geographic area to campus. the report also includes 
institutional policies concerning campus security, crime prevention, the reporting of crimes, University policy on alcohol 
and drugs, and many other related matters. a copy of this report is available at the office of admission, the office of Public 
safety, or the Public safety Web site located at www.wesleyan.edu/publicsafety.

STATEMENT OF NONDIScRIMINATION
Wesleyan University admits students without regard to race, color, religion, national or ethnic origin, age, disability, veteran 
status, sex, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity or gender expression, to all rights, privileges, programs, and 
activities generally accorded or made available to students at the University. it does not discriminate on the basis of race, 
color, religion, national or ethnic origin, age, disability, veteran status, sex, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity 
or gender expression in admission to, access to, employment in, or treatment in its programs and activities.

coVer.pHoto.By.marianne.calnen
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